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CHAPTER 1

THE PATH TO ADVANCEMENT

!ibis rate training manual is designed to h6lp
you meet the occupational standards for
advancement to Journalist First Class and Chief
Journalist. It also conlains some subject matter
reflected in the Manual of Navy Enlisted
Manpower and, Fenonnel cationstganifi and
Occupational Standards (NavPers 18068-D), for
Senior Chief 'Journalist and Master Chief
Journalist which is not generally available to JO
trainees in other text materials. Chatters 2
through 11 of this manual deal with the
professional subject matter of the JoUrnalist
rating. This chapter provides introductory
information that will help you in working for .

advancement. It is strongly recommended that
you study this chapter carefully -before
beginning intensive study of the chapters that
follow.

REWARDS AND
RESPONSIBICITIES

Advancement brings both increased rewards
and increased responsibilities. The time to start
looking ahead -and considering 'the rewards arid
the responsibilities is right now, while you are
preparing for advancement to JO1 or JOC.

By this time., you are probably well aware of
the advantages of advancementhigher pay,
greater prestige, more interesting and challenging
work, and the satisfaction of getting ahead
your chosen career. You have probably
discovered that one of the most enduring
rewards of advancement is the personal
satisfaction you find in developing your skills
and increasing your knowledge.

The Navy also benefits by your
advancement. Highly trained -personnel are

.essential to the functioning of the Navy. By each
advancement you increase your value to the
Nivy in two ways. First, you become more
valuable as a specialist in your own rating. And
second, you become more valuable as a person
Who can supervise, lead, and train others and
thus .malce far - reaching and lasting contributions
to the Navy.

in large measure, the extent of your
corithbution to the Navy depends upon your
willingness and ability to accept increasing
responsibilities as you adVance. When 'you
assumed the duties of a 503, you began to
accept a certain amount of responsibility for the
work of others. With each advancement, you -
accept an increasing responsibility in military
matters and in matters relating to the
occupational requirements of the Journalist
rating.

You will find that your responsibilities for
militari, leadership are about the same as those
of petty officers in other ratings, since every
petty officer is mihtary person as well as a-spe-
cialist in his chosen field. Your responsibilities
for leadership are special,to your rating and ate
directly related to the nature of your work. The
managing and staffing of a public affairs office is
of vital importance, and it's a teamwork job; it
requires a Special kind of leadership ability that
can only be -developed by personnel who have a
high degree of technical competence and a deep
sense of personal responsibility.

Certain practical details that relate to your
responsibilities for administration, supervision,
and training are discussed in chapter 3. At this
point, let's consider some of the broader aspect's



of your increasing respontibilities
and professional leadership:

Your bi
upward and downward.
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military gs, and plan yoUr own work so that it will
with the overall mission of the command.

Both officers and enlisted personnel will
expect you to translate the general orders'given
by officers intd detailed, practical, on-the-job
language that can be understood and followed
even- by relatively inexperienced personnel. In
-dealing with you junibrs, it is up to you to see
that they perform their work properly. At the
same time, you must be able to explain to
officers any important needs or problems pf the
enlisted persons.

You will have regular and continuing
responsibilities for training. Even if you are
lucky enough to have a I- Uglily-skilled and Well
trained public affairs staff, you will still find
that (raining is necessary. For example, you will
always be responsible for training lower rated

rsonnel for advancement. Also, some of your
best 'workers may be transferred, and
inexperienced or poorly trained personnel may
be assigned to you. Or a p 'culas job may call
for skills that none of yo personnel have.
These and similar proble equire you to be a
training specialist. who can cionduct formal and
informal training programs to qualify personnel
for advancement and who can train individuals
and groups in the effective execution of assigned
tasks.

You will have increasing responsibilities
-for working with others. As you advance to JOl

lOC, you will find -that many of
and decisions affect a large number

me of whom are not in the, public
some of whom are not in the same

department or command, and even some wito .

are not in the military_ service. It becomes
increasingly- "important; therefore, to understand,
the dutiel and responsibilities of personnel in
other ratings, as well as knowing a good deal
about \ the external publics with whom you
work. Every petty officer in the Navy is a
technical specialist in his 'own field. Learn as
Much as you can about the work of other

and then- t
yiou
of
affairs

As. your r_emonsibilaiesjtIcreas
-tyto communicate clear and effecti ely

must also increase. As a Journalist, you already
is the basic requirentent for effective

communicationthe ability_ to use correct
language in speaking and in writing. Remember,
however, that the basic purpose of all
communication is understanding. To lead,
supervise, itid train others, your language must
be understood by others.

A second requirement for effective
communication in th'e Navy is . a sound
knowledge of the Nav-y way of saying things.
Sofa Navy terms have been standardized for the
purpose of -ensuring efficient communication.
When a situation calls for the use of standard
N ermtnology, use it. As a 10 in the public
a field, 'however, you must guard against
Navy terms (or use onlyappropriate ones) when
communicating with the external publics.

Still another requirement of effective
communication is precision .in the use of
technical terms. A command of the technical
language associated with the Journalist rating
and the public affairs field will enable you to
receive and convey information accurately and
to exchange ideas with others. A person who
does not understand the precise meanings of
terms- used in connection with the work of-his
own rating is at a disadvantage when he tries to
read' official publications relating to his work.
Ile is also at a great disadvantage when he takes
the written examinations for advancement.
Although it is always important for yoU to use
.technical terms correctly, it is particularly
irn post ant when you are dealing with
lower-rate.d personnel; sloppiness in the use of
technical terms is likely to be very confusing to
an inexperienced person.

You will have increased res onsibility
for keeping new develo ments.

Practically everything in the Navypolicies,
procedures, equipment, systems= is subject to
change and development. As a JOI, and even
more as a JOC, you must keep yourself
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informed about all
developments that might

_your-swark. -
Some changes will be

attention, but others you

changes and new
..atfect your rating or

called directly to your
will have to look for.

Try to develop a special kind of alertness for
new .information. Keep up to date on all
available sburces of technical inforrhation. An
above all, keep an open mind on the latest
developments in Navy public affairs
techniques-media relations, new equipment in
the broadcast/telecast industry, advancements in
photojournalism, and so forth.

THE JOURNALIST RATING

Journalist 3 & 2 presents a detailed
discussion of the Journalist rating, including the
scope of professional duties and responsibilities,
naval requirements, personal traits, and a
description of two.specialties within the 'JO field
(JO-322l and PH-8148 NECs). It also describes
the types of billets normally assigned at. the JO
3 & 2 level. Other descriptions of the Journalist
rating may be found in the Department of the
Navy Public Affairs Regulations and the Manual
of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel
Classifications and Occupational Standards.

BILLET TYPES

Chief and First Class Journalists serve ashore
and afloat in a variety of billets. You may be the
only JO in your command or you may be
assigned to a large public affairs office with
several Journalists and two or more public
affairs officers. You may assist the head of a
section-news, radio/television, audio/visual,
oammunity relations, special events, speech
bureau-or you may be the section head. Or you
may be the section all by yourself.

Senior Journalists serve in the Office- of the
Chief of Information (Navy Department) and in
the °g lee of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Public Affairs. They are assigned to the staffs
of fleet, force, and type commanders; to naval
training -centers, naval air stations, and other
major shore .stations (overseas and CONUS);
Fleet Home Town News Center; naval district

affairs offices; major field offices of
CHINK); and to large ships.

411

A limited number of particularly
well-qualified senior Journalists are given

us-Liniment s-----to---iftstriret' at-- the
Infbrmation School; to assist in ma up the
servicewide advancement in rating examinations;
and to prepare rate training manuals (tuch as the
one you are now studying) and other training
-materials produced at the Naval Education and
Training Program Development Center,-
Pensacola, Florida; and to perform other highly
specialized duties (such as a rating assignment
desk in BUPERS) where their technical
knowledge can be utilized effectively.

Experienced Journalists are also assigned to
the staffs of m ajor internal ntedia such as All
irianFis Magazine and Naval Aviation News
11.kiashingt9n); Stars and Stripes (fur and
An editions published in Germany an, n,
respectively); the Armed Forces Press S ce
(Washington);_ and as station managers
Navy-operated outlets affiliated with
world -wide American Forces Radio
Television network.

SPECIALIZATION

Some Journalists tend to apecialize in a
particular area included in the rating. Sometimes
this is due to an individual's interest or past
civilian experience, and sometimes it's .an
accident brought about by several assignments in
just one or two types of work. The Chief of
Naval Personnel has authorized Navy Enlisted
Classification Codes (NECs) to designate
Journalists who have specialized to the extent
that they can be termed "experts" in any one
field.

There are three primary NECs for which
senior Journalists could qualify. They inchicle
Radio/TV Specialists (Ja-3221), Motion' Picture
Scriptwriter (PH-8146), and Photojournalist
(PH-8148). Each is described in NavPers
18068-D. There are also several secondary
classification codes for which, Journalists may
qualify.

- An NEC indicates that a senior JO has
ADgITIONAL skills, but do not indicate that he

-is-I-specialist to the exclusion of the rest of the
qualificatigns required for his or her pay grade.
In other words, a radio/TV zialist is required
to know as much about the neral duties of a

(.4
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JO as any ©char J in the same pay grade. When
necessary, SUPERS detailers use NECs in

ass gning-- personftel--4&---sepeeiali
everyone in the rating is expected to be fully
qualified for general duty wherever assigned.

ADVANCEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Many of the rewards of Navy life are earned
through the Navy enlisted advancement system.
The basic ideas behind the syste have remained
stable for many years, but specific portions may
change rather rapidly. It is important that you
know the system and follow changes carefully.
BuPers Notices 1418 will normally keep you up
to date.

-
44

The normal system of advaticernent may be
easier to understand if it is broken into twit
parts:

1. Those requirements that must be met
before you may be considered for advancement.

2. Those factors that actually determine
whether or not you will be advanced.

QUALIFYING FOR
ADVANCEMENT

In general, to QUALIFY (be considered) for
advancement, you must first:

a Have a certain amount of time in pay
grade.

Demonstrate knowledge of material in
your mandatory rate training manuals by
successfully completing the appropriate
nonresident career courses (NRCCs) or, in some
enses, by successfully completing an appropriate
service school.

Demonstrate your eligibility according
to the requirements of the Personnel Advance-
ment Requirement (PAR) program, NAVPERS
1414/4,

Be recoriiniended by your commanding
officer.

For petty officer third and second
candidates ONLY, demonstrate knowledge of
military ors brp-MIITrallY administered
MILITARY/LEADERSHIP examination based
on the naval standards (Section I of NavPers
18068-D).

Demonstrate knowledge of the technical
aspects of your rate by passing a Navywide
advancement examination based on the
occupational standards applicable to your rate
(from NavPers 18068-D, those standards listed
atind below your rate level).

If you meet aW---ef--aboue requirerfr ents
satisfactorily, yq,u become a member -of the
group from which advancements will be made.

WHO WILL BE
ADVANCED?

Advancement is not automatic. Meeting all
of. the requirements makes you eligible but does
not guarantee your advancement. Some of the
factors that determine which persons,- out of all
of those QUALIFIED, will actually be advanced
are the score made on the advancement
examination, the length of time in service, the
performance marks earned, and the number of
vacancies being filled in a given rate.

If the number of vacancies in a given rate
exceed the number of qualified personnel, then
ALL of those qualified will be advanced. More
often, the number of qualified people exceeds
the vacancies. For this event, the Navy, has
devised a procedure for advancing those who are
BEST qualified. This procedure is based on
combining three personnel evaluation systems:

Merit rating systei annual evaluations and
commanding Officer's recommerrelation),

Personnel testing system (advancement
examination scorewith some credit for passing
previous advancement exams), and the

Longevity (seniority) system (time in rate
and time in service)

Simply, credit is given for how niueh the
dividual has achieved in the three areas of

p tformanee, knowledge, and seniority. A
co)jnposite, known as the final multiple score, is
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generated from these three factors. All of the
candidates who have PASSED the examination
from a given advancement population are then
placed on one list. Based on the final multiple
score, the person with the highest multiple score
is ranked first, and so on, down to the person
with the lowest multiple score. For candidates
for E4, ES, and E6, advancement authorizations
are then issued, beginning at the top of the list,
for the number of persons needed to the
existing vacancies. Candidates for E7 whose final

multiple scores are high enough will be
designated PASS SELBD ELIG (Pass Selection
Board Eligible). This means thaNeir names will
be placed before the Chief etty Officer
Selection Board, a BuPers board charged with
considering all so-designated eligible candidates_
fo r advancement to CPO. Advancement
authorizations for those being advanced to CPO
are issued by this board.

Who, then, are the individuals who are
advanced? Basically, they are the ones who
achieved the most in preparing for advancement.
They were not content to just qualify; they
went the extra mile in their training, and
through that training and their work experience
they developed greater skills, learned more, and
accepted more responsibility,

While it caneot guarantee that any one
person will be advanced, the advancement
system does gihrantee that all persons within a
particular rate will compete- equally for the
vacancies that exist.

THE TREND OF NAVAL
TRAINING

Navy training is changing in several ways.
For example, it is becoming more and more
individualized, a change brought about' by the
introduction ,pf many prop-arm-fled-instruction
courses and la few audio/visual courses. These
types of courses permit a student to choose his
medium att. instruction and to proceed at his

own pace (self-paced instruction). Then too, all
future instructional material must be job related
and "system designed," that is, it must teach the
traine o do a task and it must follow a specific
course inc=luding defining the need for planning,
developing, and evaluating the course. Thus: all
elements required for a complete course will be

Lncluded in each unit. Training for, men and
women in many ratings will be planned from the
time they enter the Navy until they retire; Thee:
objective is ..to use all the training given and
eliminate the "over training" prevalent in the
past. Many, if not all, "A" schools will be
reduced in length; some other schools will be
eliminated. Consequently, more traiping must be

done aboard ship or station. to expedite
on-board training, a great many "on-board
training packages" will be produced. Many of
these will be multierriedii. packages.

SCOPE OF THIS TRAEVING
MANUAL

Before studying any book, it is a gobd idea
to know its purpose and scope. Here are some
things you should know about this training
manual:

It is designed to give you information on
the occupational standards for advancement to
101 and JCC.

It must be satisfactorily completed
before you can advance to JO I or JOC, whether
you are in the regular Navy or Naval Reserve.

It NOT designed to give you
information on the naval' requirements for
advancement to POI. or CPO.

The Jo dist' occupational standards
that were use as a guide in the preparation of
this training manual were those promulgated in
NavPers I8O68-D_ Therefore, changes in the
Journalist standards promulgated by changes to
NavPers I 8068-D may not be reflected in the
information given in this manual. Since your
major purpose in studying this manual is to meet
the standards for advancement to JO! or JOC, it
is important for you to obtain and study a set of
the most recent Journalist standards.

No training manual can take the place of
actual on-the-job experience for developing skill
in the required practical factors. The manual can r
help you understand sonic of the whysand where-
fores, but you must combine knowledge with

9



practical experience before you can develop the
required skills. The Personnel Advancement Re-
quirement (PAR) program, should be utilized in
conjunction with this manual whenever possible.

This training manual goes into much
greater depth than JO 3 & 2. Where the latter
barely introduced you to public affairs theory
and policy, community relations and special
events, oral communications, adverse news
situations, and . administrative practices, this
course provides a comprehensive study of these
important subjects. In the fields of
photojournalism and radio/television, this course
starts where JO 3 & 2 ended and introduces new
and advanced material based on the standards
for JO I & C. To get the most out of these
chapters, you must be well rounded in the
standards for your present rate. A quick review
of JO 3 & 2 will assist you lin studying this
manual.

Before studying this manual, study the
table of contents and note the arrangement of
information by chapter. Information can be
organized and presented in many different ways.
You will find it helpful to get an oyerall view of
the organization of this text before you start to
study it.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

It is very important for you to have an
extensive knowledge of the references to consult
for detailed, authoritative, up-to-date
information on all subjects related to the
military requirements and to the occupational
standards of the Journalist rating.

Some of the publications discussed here are
subject to change or revision from time to
timesome at regular intervals, others as the
need arises. When using any publication that is
subject to change or revision, he sure you have
the latest edition. The letter following the
numerals designates the edition. It is your
responsibility to see that you are using the latest
edition of any publication or directive. (In this
manual, the final letter is not shown in most
cases.) When using any publication kept current
by means of change, he sureyou have a copy in
which all official changes have been entered.

10

OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS

The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and _Occupational
Standards gives the minimum requirements for
advancement to each rate within each rating.
The occupational- standards section lists the
military requirements which apply to all ratings
and the occupational standards that are specific
to each rating.

The occupational standards are kept current
by means of numbered changes. These changes
are issued more frequently than most rate
training manuals can be revised; therefore, the
training manuals do not always reflect the latest
standards for advancement. When preparing for
advancement, you should always check the
latest change (if any) to the occupational
standards to be sure S'ou know the current
require/bents for advancement in your rating.

Remember these three things about
occupational standards:

1. The standards are. the MINIMUM
requirements for advancement. If you* study
more than the -required minimum you will, of
course, have a great advantage when you take
the written examination. for advancement..

2. Each standard has a designated pay
grade. You are responsible for meeting all
standards specified for advancement to the pay"
grade to which you are seeking advancement
AND all standards specified for lower pay
grades.

3. The written examinations for
advancement to E-6 and above contain quelions
relating to the practical factors of BOTH
leadership req interne nts and occupational
standards. Candidates are required to pass the
applicable military/leadership examination only
once,

Personnel Advancement
Requirement Program-

The purpose of the Personnel 'Advance_ ent
Requirement (PA RI Program is -, to ( )
individualize advancement requirements for each

and rating and (2) provide a consolidated
checklist that personnel can use in preparing
themselves for advancement or in evaluating



others to determine
advancement.

PAR lists the individual advancemerit
requirements for each rate and rating in three
sections:

Chapter 1THE PATH TO ADVANCEME

-adiness for

Section IAdministrative

Section 1IFormal Schools and Training

Section 111 Occupational and Military

Ability

The items listed in Section III of the PAR
are general statements of rating-required
occupational abilities or tasks. The statements
are based on the current occupational standards
as published in Section I, .Manual of Navy
Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications
and Standards, NAVPERS 18068-D. Section III
will replace the Record ,of' Practical Factors,
NAVEDTRA 1414/1. As a .101 or AOC, you
will use Section 111 as a guide in evaluating lower
rated personnel. Your evaluation of an
individual will be based on his ability to perform

satisfactorily the taskS indicated. The basis
should include a demOnstration ofperformance,
although this is not mandatory. You may base
the evaluation on observed ability in related
tasks or jobs, or on the training received by the
individual. The evaluation itself is your. overall
assessment of him. It should be deliberate and
not done routinely or as a matter of form. .

NAVEDTRA PUBLICATIONS

As a result off the establishment of the Naval

Education and Training Support Command
under the Chief of Naial Education and
Training, new editions of training publications
formerly designated with the abbreviation

NavPers or NavTra are being designated
NavEdTra. The numerals and the edition
designators remain unchanged. This training
manual, for instance, is NavEdTra 10295-B,
which means that it is the third edition of this
publication. The forth edition will be NavEdTra

10295-C.
In this chapter and elsewhere in this text,

training publications which already carry the

new abbreviation are listed that way; those not
yet changed are listed by MabPers numbers.

Training publications are of several types.
The most numerous are the training manuals and
nonresident career courses (NRCC's) which are
designed to provide instruction or guidance in
learning .a specific Navy subject. Other
publications provide listings of courses
'study materials and other general information of
use to trainees, supervisors, and instructors.,

Bibliography for
Advancement Study

The Bibliography for Advancement Study;
NavEdTra 10052 lists required and
recommended rate training manuals and other
reference material to be used by personnel
preparing for advancement. The Bibliography is
revised and issued each year by the Naval
Education and Training Support Command.
Again, be sure you have the latest edition.

In NavEdTra 10052, rate training manuals
that are marked with an asterisk ( *) are
MANDATORY at the inalicated rate levels. A'
mandatory training manual may be completed
by (1) passing the appropriate enlisted
correspondence course based on the mandatory.
manual, (2) passing locally prepared tests based
on the information given in the mandatory
-manual, or (3) in ne cases, successfully

Navy or servicecompleting an appr
scoot.

Remember, all references, whether
mandatory or recommended,imay be used as
source- material for the advancement_
exfninations. You are responsible for all
references listed for lower rate levels.

List of Training Manuals
and Correspondence Courses

The List o Training Manuals and
Correspondence Courses, NavEdTra 10061,
contains lists of all training manuals published
by the Navy, a description of the naval

rrespondence course program with lists of all
correspondence courses available, and lists of
leadership publications. The listings which are
revised annually, are both alphabetical, and
numerical. NavEdTra 10(361 is the basic source

11
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of information as to what is_available in the
various subject areas and the publication ,date

-and edition designator of the current edition, of
each publication.

-Rate Training Manuals

Rate training manuals are written for the
specific purpose of helping personnel prepare for
their duties and for advancement. Some courses
are general in nature and are intented for use by
more than one rating; others ,(such as this one)
are specific to a particular rating.

Each time a rate training-manual is revised, it
is brought into ',conformance with official
publications and directives on which it is based;
but during the life of any edition, discrepancies
between the manual and official sources are
almost sure to Arise because of changes to the
latter which are issued in the interim. In the
.iorforinance of your duties, you should always
refer to the appropriate, official publication or
directive. If the official source is listed in
NavEdTra 10052 and, therefore, is-a source used
by the Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center in preparing the
advancement examinations, the Center will
resolve any discrepancy of material by using the
most recent.

There are four rate training manuals that are
specially prepared to present information on
naval requirements for advancement. They are:

basic Military Requirements, NavEdTra
10054

Military Requirerner
3 & 2, NavEdTra 10056

Petty Officer

Military Requirements for Petty Officer
1 et,C7, NavEdTra 130057

Military Require en
114CPO, NavEdTra 10115

Each of the military requirements manuals is
mandatory at the indicated rate lev,91s. In
addition, to giving .information on the military
requirements, these four books give a good deal
of useful information on the enlisted rating
structure; how to prepare for advancement; how

SCP0 &

to supervise, train, And lead other personnel; and
how to net your increasing responsibilities'as
you advance.

Satisfactory-completion of Journalist 3 & 2
is required for advancement to JO,_ and f02. If
you have met this requirement by, satisfactorily
completing a course other than the latest
revision, it is to your advantage to at least review
the latest edition of the training manual. Much
of the information given in this edition of
kurnalist I & Cis based on the assumption that
you are familiar with the contents of the latest
Journalist 3 & 2.

Rate training manuals preparid for other
ratings are often a useful source of information.
Reference to these-training manuals will increase
your knowledge of the duties and skills of other
men. The manuals prepared for Photographer's
Mates, Lithographers, and Yeomen, for example,-
are likely to be of particular intere.st to you. For
a complete listing of rate training manuals,
consult the List of Training Manuals and
Correspondence Courses, NavhdTra 1 0061.

Correspan ence CoUrses

Most rate training ,manuals are used is the
or NRCC's. C'ernpletion of a mandatory

ag mantis] can be accomplished by passing
the NR.CC that:IS:based on the manual. You will
End it helpful to take other (correspondence)
courses, as well as those that are based on
mandatorx,rnanuals.

For ekample, completion of t fftcer
correspondence cq.urse based on the rt entof the .Navy- Public Affairs Flatfbns,
SECNAV INST 5720,44,, is strongly
recommended for persoraieV Preparing for
advancement to JOI. A large percentage of the
JOl and .IOC examinations Are based on PA
Regs (It is a study reference listed iniNavEdTra
10052).

OTHER SOURCE

There are several additional sources of
information that you may find useful in
connection with your responsibilities for
leadership,-- supervision, traihing,i and
administration. They include Human Behaviorand Lpa do-ship, NavEdTra 1005; the
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[lie history of Europe and Asia is replete
with Mearnple ot: other rulers who used what we
would now call opinion-molding techniques to
gain and hold power. Our (Ain nation owes its
being, in a large measure, to Thornas Paine,
Sanucl Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and oth &'r
pat riots w ho published newspapers and
pamphlets to rally the people lit the Colonies to
the ,:ause I1t intiepviidenk_e
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Chapter 2 PUBLIC AFFAIRS

used by American patriots to crystalize pailie
interest and support, hoth in the colonies and in
Europe. Many at those PR efforts have been
duplicated Ill almost every popular revolllt
that has:taken place since 177o

1-he I ?celarat of In de pen denct Was

written out "of a decent respect to the opinions
of mankt rid Throughout the Ainencan
Revolution and on the early years lit the new
Nation, persuasive winniuni carl,
Presidents and leader, ',laved kole ni the
nation's growth and development

ftilI('III -7`, A131N 1

public relations teclinki
tea Ind/ Or SO,e1 ll arid lilac Changes is
exemplified hs the illinunstiation c,l Piesident
Andrew Jicks,lt. A former newsiialler edit ()I
Athos Kendall reNfItilOyCti C 'Ade

Jack, ii and served 1.1,1,Non influent nit
"Kitchen Cabinet Ile was Jackson s pollster,
couriseloi ghost writer pi,,bletn solvci Idea

111 a 11 iiria Iiutillcl t A Ithou0, claovely
UnkflOW ii oi*tsidc Washington s of no.01dola

Kendall it the polio making level and
ed

Ja cks,,,)a

econoin

.tv iii1.
lad esiabilsimj I Icc ll1 title ,l,
reform, in the 1 )1)1,') favor,

passage cii Ie tsfal i.,Ih x 111+,11 p_.'d,vV LIII 111,111 t iii
Sti eel and Yob, in politi,s.

the cHid \d,.14a.,1

.oil int (. C:Npai

all d Icl,,la -)11 vv,,tc

rntli,-vroi.-,s in th, n,anni's
L i it R,n11.).1d,, 111 I1±.1

passengers newsth.per ,.1 pthblic'aci.hns to
L01'1111414)11, that flit a ,,t iM1.. 1,

ctI looritii, to, Iit .s t i i,li Alit
A ii.A I 1,t4I all

r II g I I 1, I he 1,1 t1 I , g d a II k

) 1 I 111,1 pit .1 AH11,=1,,1 WI
system tor ilia titi
than Ile, iii Whheia

1_ti Wien Lie el, a, ohils bc 1111,: C,2,111/1AILLI laic.
t

Icagth-y had Kitti tie (.1,01 Val
ecoli aim, anti social sl f uggli: Lit 1W:,1

two tob_es the nlliull Agatairmi tka
pubilL sup pt ill NIAleN pie. (tie 4

by litany tiedim Public relations cum
staked e A Jab, k.cdttily propagai.da ank
fr+)inI l igarlll,aLli)11s

_ LILY AND PROCEDURES

P R S 1DENT LINCOLN (T'R
MASTER), President Abraham Lincoln, a --

master of both oral and writh.'n
communications, welded the Union forces
together and led them to ultimate victors, over
the Gontederacy. Lincoln was acutely aware of
the ptisver of public opinion, but his military
commanders were not prepared for the press
relation problems brought about by the mass

umca tion :system and the-railroads. As a
result. his administration sulICred,

From the period of Keeonstruction to the
llegihlliing of the 20th century a number of
major developincnts spurred the evolution at
publi relations as a distinct function. The drift
elf a rapidly inultiph,,ing population to the Cities, r

a 'swell of umnivat ion a sh production
from home to tal-nry, and
grow Ph La tis,o iI 10,s ihi f i-face
connoiniKiition and A..1 d Ririe N social and
econoink problems

,.onuniinicati,ai within 30CLA yi
I,, the po,ui,,,n,

rapidly adjusted All use ot wehoological
possible widening of the

nhav, k,anonninc-atik.o, system 1 lic establishment
of the telephone system and technological
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When the war ended, Ryon- ;Ind Ramos
returned to the business world, where both had
a tar-reaching influence on ,the lev=el-opment of

PR,

FIRST PR TEXTBOOK Bern- s wrote the
first hook about and taught the first university
COUNCS iii putl.li:_relat ions, l le oonied thiC tc

rehittollS &311fIset. He S responsible
for pointing out that PR WaS 1 RILICtl0f1 sit

rri n age w e n t 11.1,1 t 41, toik2.i: in en I nod

responsihiln taik 1() hill
the public they seeivi:d (ICH:Mk(' (III 1(.1

support
(tic t.-aik

e s pert Iild Stt l II scientists have rii.ide
tiLa t 41.ntirihutit)1 ttl tile ,_volutioil 4.4

relatIOns 4(110 of pul)11, t)piluoit
propaga nd ILK stet eot -,, ping it liltiALICN

iiidivid1411 anti gfoup hcliJ1ii1.ii .hill the

operations ot pJessure grows opinni
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Although radio. had emerged as .1 mass

_1101CatiOn ille11111111 (.1 uriw the 1920's, its
tremendous impact did not beeorne apparent
lfiltit President R oose vc It used radii? to
d-unininwat directly with the Aincin ea n people
through Ins "Fireside (141 Ilk." USing network,
radio and the. front page of the daily
Hews papers l'resulvut HIUl5ev It exercised
ltrori le dder Oaf f, d (on s uffirnd
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cunt ,rcric %yen! ,rko ntrod 'd i,itlrin
Fisenhowcr Administration,

lie operdt for them 111 Moth realms hyf adapting
thorn to suit changes in goals. objectives. and

Perhaps the earliest e xa inplc of military
concern for public .1 h airs occurred at ter the
Battle of Niarathon in 490 When the
Atilt:wan army tine.xpectedlv defeat ed the
l'rsian :11-npv at A1:Irathtni. thle Athenian

unnlaneler lent ti i Winer to Athens, 28
to tell the people that the arillv had won a

1,tory,
Ilia( event lip I ett for the

tittlflic ,11 km. Alorts his armed
Jn,cs gissreiniiielit-, When

deiii..1.1,1 establishL,,nid iironw ms a military
1,,iee tor its protection. the people have a right

kits ,111 the news ill publi4, 0../n4...etri about
IIV iii Li ti /_at Bill
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)th . th their
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(letter I Sherman once undertook to

have a correspondent banged for espionage.

Angrily, he wrote that he would rather be

governed by Jefferson Davis than "abused by a

set of dirty ,newspaper .scriliblers who have the

impudence of Satan. Mo. come into camp"
he went on, "poke about among the lacy_ and

pick up camp rumors and publish ther as

and the avidity with which these [-mums are
swallowed by the public makes even some (A-

MU officers how to them. I will not I hey are

pest and shall not approach me. and I will neat
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U-boat war gr sircllig, the Secre

inaugurated a daily news conference, In

Navy, as in this Arry; public relations

viewed as a reverse Orin of security, anti

the war a VIM. 14_ Clat1(111ti Brunch

established in the ol
(which remained in c,osterice until 1 041,

Following WV/ I, ptil)lic interest in the

aga ill thinlillshcd. Anny and Navy'
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backbone of the Navy's effort to keep the home
front aware of what Navy people are
accomplishing around the world. The other
branches of service have similar programs.

DOI) Established

The National Security Act of 1947
established the Department ot Defense (DOM

it three subordinate military departrnents
Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force
PublIC altairs oftiees were liiaint.i noel by these
departments and also in 11CdthilIdrICIN U,S
Marine orps

tk, ,,Jary
token public Ito], start In 19 0 hc)we,el ill
order to facilitate public affair, et,vei.i e iii thenolitai Jcpartnk;lats se,ieta, at I

Janie I arrestal esilafinslicd IR the IA I
Ott t,,c ['LIN!, fulmination , aehhcLame the ...,afe nahtatt) rile
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-_Chapter 2PUBLIC AFFAIRS

is affected by the reaction 'of a hurhan being to
lils surroundings, his social and _cultural
environment, to other individuals and croups,
and how he esquires his attitudes and opinions.

Th'study of human behavior and, how it is
influenced may be grouped into four general
areas:

Behavior of the individual' (psychology).

Behavior of the individual as a Member
of grow and the interaction within
groups (sociology).

Man as a social and cultural animal
(cultural anthropologY).

Mass or public communication.

ATTITUDES AFFECT HUMAN
BEHAVIOR

What are some of the significant discoveries
of the psychologists, sociologists, and

professional.communicators?
t Cutlip and Center report scientists have
learned that the attitudes of individuals provide
the raw material out of which public opinion
develops, ebbs in and out of public debate, or
erupts suddenly into a torrent of protests or
revolution_ Since public opinion draws its power
from individuals, we must consider individual
attitudes when dealing with an issue.

Daniel Katz, author] of Public Opinion and
Propaganda, believes that psychologically the
acquired attitudes, experiences, and associations
of an individual atCtlie major influences on his
behavior. Basieallyi, the reason a person holds or
alters his attitudeS, is related cio the functions
which the attitudes perform foil him in enabling
him to cope with the world as he sees it:

They help him adjust to his Bove nnient.

They provide' an ego defense protect
him from harsh reality.

They are use& as a value expressionthe
,satisfactions of expressing his persopill
values and concept of himself.

23
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They provide a system of screening and
cataloging stimuli and knowledgethey
give structure and meaning to the
universe.

Other scientific attitude research findings
reported by Cutlip and Center include:

Attitudes are accumulated from many
places and sources.

Attitudes remain latent until an issue
arises_ for the group to which'
individual belongs. A conflict then
develops and -attitudes are crystalized
into opinionspros and eons.

The opinions expressed as a result of this
confrontation are the sum of an
individual's attitudes tempered by his
degree of concern for group approval of
his expressed opinions.

Attitudes have certain definable and
measurable characteristics:

Directionan attitude is favorable or
unfavorable.

Degreeit may be very favorable,
somewhat, or nearly neutral.

Intensity or emotional content.

Saliency or prominence in an individual's
conscience. This influences an
individual's comprehension and response
to a stimulus. It is also referred to as the
"threshold" of the individual's
awareness,

Harwood Childs. /In Introduction to Public
Opinion, has grouped the factors that shape
individual attitudes into two categoriesprimary
and secondary.

Primary factors are the things we read,
hear, or see through our channels of
communication: ideas, reports, news, symbols,
actions. These are the active factors. How we
perceive these primary factors is shaped to a
large degree by the secondary factors.



Secondary factors are the individual's
environment. These _factors include where an
individual lives, his age, and his biological, pi_
physical, social, and psychologicalWit-We::
Second-ary factors influencing individual
attitudes are generally latent.

SECONDARY FACTORS

Before surveying the primary or
communication elements of influencing
individual athtudes and behavior it is essential
that the basic scientific findings concerning the
secondary or environmental factors be
presented,

Ste ()typing

To explain how an individual develops and
holds attitudes concerning the world around
him, Walter Lippmann conceived the. theory of
"pictures in our heads" or "stereot ing"
proceis as reported in Public Opinion: ed
in 1922. According to Lippmann, not
possible for an individual to be totally aware of
all the bitsand, pieces of information about the
world around him that he has accumulated in a
lifetime. Neither is it possibl5 for an individual
to be aware of and respond to the vast number
of stimuli bombarding . the sense of sight,
hearing, touch, feeling, or smell. Lippmann says
the individual abstracts perceived and
meaningful stirhuli and builds a "picture in his
head" of an individual, organization, thing, or
function. Examples of these "pictures in our
heads" would be the stereotype an individual
holds, of an American Navyman°, a politician, a
doctor, a member of the opposite sex, or a
foreign country. These stereotypes are believed
to be shortcuts to the perception and storing of
matters of importance to the individual. Some
advantages of this abstraction and stereotyping
process are that it:

Permits the individual to concentrate
and direct attention.

Makes possible learning, categorizatio
memory.

Makes for economy of time and effort,
which alloWs for perception' of

important st
Some disadvanta es of the stereotyping

p ocess which public affairs people should be
aware of are:

The stereo ing process colors our
perceptions.

By stereotyping ethnic, social, racial,
national, or occupations groups, the
individual becomes blind to individual
differences.

Lippmann believes that through abstraction
and stereotyping processes we observe the.world
about us and unconsciously bend and shape our
perceptions to fit the stereotypes or pictures in
our heads.

In organizing and administering a public
affairs. program, you must be aware of the
stereotypes with which you must deal since they
are the foundations for individual attitudes. If
attitudes toward the military are to be
influenced, the individual's stereotype of the
military must be influenced.

Individual Con ci

Since an individual cannot and does not
perceive all the stimuli that bombard the sense
of sight,. hearing, smell, and touch, is it possible
to establish contact or liaison with the mind of
an individual?

Lippman believes that three factors
influence our cognizance of the world around
us:

Personality variables.

Situational variables.

Communication variables (the
communications that are not asked for
or wanted but force themselves on the
individual's attention because of the
situational variables).
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Biology or heredity.-

Group membership, essentially
environment.

one's

One's individual role in life his age,
social status, race, and sex.

Situation =individual experience
including all the. .-accidental things which
affect an individual.

BIOLOGY OR HEREDITY.An individual's
biological, physical, and inychological heritage
are factors that no public affairs program can
change or influence. However,, these factors
must be considered in any attempt to
communicate with or persuade an individual. An.
individual's height, build, weight, color,
conformance to natural standards, body
chemistry,' and the functions of an individual's
glands and organs affect his status and
participation in society. They are related
directly to his ability to PeraeiVe and interpret
the world around him, and must be considered
to some degee in planning programs designed
to communicate with, persuade, OF influence the
behavior of other members of society.

ENVIRONMENT.Cutlip and Center
suggest several major environmental factors,
some related to the individual's background and
others to his preSent situation. These include:

Culture.The newborn finds an/ elaborate
civilization waiting for him. A child fits into
historic institutions and is molded by them..
Individuals are grouped together to work, to
study, to play, and to worship.

Family.The family is the first molder of
opinions and attitudes. No person can totally
escape the strong, formative influences of the
family. Most social- organizations and
institutions serve as reinforcing devices for what
a child has learned in the family circle.

Relifeon.One basic trait is shared by. nearly
all people the belief in supernatural, universal
power. Religion must always be considered in
efforts to influence public, opinion; This is
especially true in oversellkareas where a religious
sect can sometimes regulate almost the total
'environment of an indiVidual. In our own
country an individters religion can contribute
to his attitudes and opinions on public issues,
particularly social issues.

Schools.Cutlip 'and Center believe a
teacher's influence 'is infinite. This is true in a
society Ohere education and enlightenment are
considered tAdispensable to- freedbru: --Schools
play a key role in shaping an individual's mental
setthe screen upon which are cast the lights
and shadows of what he leads, sees, or hears to
form "the pictures in his head."

Economic Class.The 'economic class in
which an individual was 'reared arid the
economic class that the individual is in when
you attempt to communicate with him -are
influential in the communication process and
human perception. Current economic class
determines to a large degree an individual's
social orbit, access to mass communications,
attitudes, and'opinians:

Social Class.Social class is 'determined
largely by family background, education,
occupation, home and .neighborhood. One's
position in society helps shape outlook, sources
of information, opinions, and behavior. Another
factor of increasing importance is the influence
of an individual's race or religion on his social
class.

ROLE IN LIFE.The role an individual
plays in the activities of the world around him
can influence the communication process and
his behavior. Age, sex, social status, class, race,
and family ties are important in predicting or
influencing human behavior and attitudes.
Youth, young modern, middle age, and elderly
are terms that naturally group the population in
terms of certain activities and response' to
communication. Groups of women respo d to
communication that would not n ally
interest groups of men. Certain be vior is



d of men in the role _of fathers,
sons, or brothers. The same is true of

women in their behavior as mothers, wives,
daughters, or sisters. The degree to which the
ndividual is involved in his role as a member of

a group will also influence his participation in
society, attitudes and behavior..AII of these
factors must be considered and provided when-
planning and implementing a public affairs
program. If you want to interest young men in
joining a militarrlirvice, you would perhaps
succeed better if you directed your
communication through sports, automobiles, or
contemporary "men's" publications. FM radio
might be an ideal medium to communicate with
the young mcider6 intellectual, whereas a
rock-and-roll AM station might be better suited
to reach a less sophisticated audience.

Situational Variables

Situational variables affect human behavior
through a combination of biological, economic,
social, and random chance. This variable can be
related to the fact that two brothers from
essentially the same environment often turn out
to be quite different in personality and behavior.
The situation, accidental or planned, in which an
individual is exposed to persuasive
communication can also determine the outcome
of the communication attempt. Men who have
been deprived of food or other biological
necessities will naturally be tuned in to
communications that will help them relieve the
tension of the physical or emotional drive or
need. Individuals who are likely to be drafted in
the near future might be more intensely
interested in military news or recruiting efforts
than a gentleman of 60, or even a young man
who has fulfilled his military obligation.

Cutlip and Center believe different people
will respond differently to the same social
pressures and persuasions according to
motivational predispositions to respond. These
have been divided into PERSONAL
MOTIVATION factors and GROUP
MOTIVATION factors.

PERSONAL MOTIVATION.Psychologists
believe that all people have basic drives in
commonself preservation, hunger, security,

and sex. Basic emotional needs include a desire
for affection; a desire for emotional security,
and a desire for personal significance.

You should analyze the situations of
individuals with whom you are attempting to
communicate. Thus, you can determine the best
situation to convey a particular message to
influence attitudes or behavior. Whenever
possible, communication should be directed at
satisfying human drives and needs or in
demonstrating how a particular type of
behaviorbuying a certain product, enlisting in
service, voting in a specified mannerwill
benefit the individual:

GROUP MOTIVATION.Communicators
group key individuals whom they are attempting
to reach into manageable groups or publics with
a common interest or purpose. They also take
into account the group to which an individual
belongs. An individual is born into a culture
where his activities are performed normally.as a
member of a group or groups. He learns to value
these memberships because they satisfy his
natural and learned desires or drives, but an
individual must pay a price for belonging. That
price is conformance _ to group standards and
support of group activities and beliefs. Therefore
individual behavior,'attittida,' 'and 60inions are
influenced by association with groups.
Individual behavior in a group is regulated by
reward and punishment.

Influencing individuals is achieved often by
communicating with them through their group
association. Americans are naturaVjoiners" and
the country is saturated wit* social, business,
professional, hobby, and hundreds of other
types of groups that meet regularly. Usually,
programs of these groups are formalized to
include guest speakers or demonstrators. When a
public affairs office provides a guest speaker on
a group's program it has a captive audience to
listen to abbut 30 minutes of prime facts about
a command's objectives and accomplishments.
In addition, if the message is structured properly
and appeals to the majority of a group's
members or opinion leaders, the speaker's words
will be reinforced by face-to-face
communication.

Cutlip and Center believe that the study of
group dynamics and the group structure of our



ety is e tial to the public relations
practitioner. Research by several prominent
sociologists, as reported by Herbert I. Abelson in
Principle of Persuasion, can be summarized as

A .person's opinions and attitudes are
strongly influenced by the groups to which he
belongs and wants to belong.

The person is rewarded for conforming
to the standards of the group and is punished for
deviating from them.

People who are most attached to a group
are probably the least influenced by
cominunications which conflict with Rroup
norms. Public affairs personnel should keffl-thii
factor foremost in their minds when formulating
programs designed to change opinions or
attitudes of individuals. This is
especially when the individual's possible change
in attitude would take place in front of or affect
an individual's role in a group he values. It is
extremely difficult to modify entrenched
attitudes and opinions voiced at a neighborhood
meeting of home-owners who live in the noisy
runway path of a major jet air station. Nor is it
an easy task to modify hostilities of community
small business and real estate owners when a
military installation is closed unexpectedly for
economy reasons.

Communication Variables

By random chance or situation, an individual
can become more aware oaf the world around
him. Captive audiences who listen to a speaker
or watch a motion picture not necessarily of
their choice can be influenced by the
communications that are forced on their
attention. This principle is used by advertising
agencies in designing-ads that startle or lure an
individual into exposure to a sales message.
Radio stations are sometimes accused of
increasing the volume... or highlighting
commercial messages with sirens, horns,
whistles, or other methods that evoke attention
of the listerier. Propagandists sometimes disguite
their message in another or in Some forni that
will be consumed by the target individual and

make him a e of information that had been
rejected pre ously. People who have long(
periods of e to while away often will expose
themselves t. printed and electronicyneasages as
a method of killing time or relieving boredom.
Thus, randor$ chance can place an individutd in
a position of -exposure that influences his
cognizance of the world around him.

PRIMARY FACTORS

The secondary or environmental factors
which affeet an individual's attitudes and
behavior h*ve- been surveyed. What about the
PRIMARY factors affecting attitudes and'
behavior? the primary factors are the things we
read, hear, .'and see throUgh communication, or
experiencei we undergo as our lives unfold.

Wilbar 'Schramm, a foremost expert It the
theory and practice of communication, analyzes
"How Communication World" in his The
Process and Effects of Mass Communication. -

This section contains some of his theories.

Communication is an effort to establish a
commonness with someone. That is, the sharing
of information, an idea, or an attitude.
Co min u ication requires at least three
elements the source, the message, and the
destinati n.

SOURCE is usually an individual
attempt g to speak, draw, write, or gesture
some eaning. A source can also be a
co m m ca tion organization such as a

newspa er, TV station, motion picture studio,
or a pu lic connmunications agency.

e MESSAGE may be ink, paper,
sound ayes, inipulses of electric current, a
gesture symbol, or other signal that means
somet ng to one or more persons.

; The DESTINATION may be an
indiviclual, a group, or a mass audience which is
tuned !in to the source and is listening, watching,
or reaping the message as it is received.

S hramm compares the human
corn unication process with something similar
to a radio or TV circuit:

SOURCE ENCODER SIGNAL
DECODER DESTINATIONDESTINATION
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The source takes the information or feeling
he wants to shue and puts it into a form for
transmission. The "pictures in our beads" of the
world around us cannot travel directly from our-
brain to another brain unless they are - encoded._
They must be put into spoken words, written or
printed symbols, electronic impulse symbols, or
bodily motion for transmission.

If -our messages are encoded into spoken
words they cannot travel far unless they are
boosted by an electronic medium. If they are
coded into written words they travel more
slowly than spoken words, but last longer. Once
coded by the sender the message is generally free
and beyond the power of the sender to change.
A most important factor here is that the
encoded _message must be transmitted into a
medium or channel to which the intended
receiver is tuned or exposed. To complete the
communication circuit, the message must be
decoded and interpreted by a receiver.
Hopefully, the picture placed- in the head of the
receiver will be the same as the sender
originated.

Intervening Vail

In observing the human communication
circuit, it is possible to predict how such a
system will work or where it might fail_ In
electronic engineering terms, there may he
filtering or distortion at any stage. If the
SOURCE does not have clear information; the
MESSAGE is not encoded properly, accurately,
and effectively in transmittable signals; if the
SIGNALS are not transmitted quickly and
accurately enough for the ENCODER to group
them into meaningful communication; if the
MESSAGE is not DECODED properly or if the
DESTINATION is unable to handle the
DECODED message to produce the desired
response; if through natural or artificial means
the transmittal of the message is stopped at any
point in the circuit, the communication effort
will fall short or fail. Like radio and television or
telephone lines, the human communication
system has a maximum capacity for handling
information. Schramm believes that one of the
great skills of communication is knowing how
much capacity a communication channel can
accommodate.

3

If e communicator believes that his
audience may havi-difficulty understanding his
communication, he can introduce different
levels aredundaticy deliberately; he can repeat,
give ey.amples and .analogies, or slow down the
rate of delivery:

In the communication process it is essential
that the human receiver be able to understand a
human sender. French, Russian, or Chinese
messages transmitted to an individual or
audience 'unacquainted with those languages
cannot be decoded and the communication
attempt is a failure. Anyone who has traveled or
lived in an underdeveloped country of the world
and at the time did not understand the language,
is aware of the helplessness an individual can feel
in trying to communicate with a native
inhabitant who has never lived in modern
society. An individual can decode a message
only in terms of his experience. There must be
common experience shared by the source and
the deStination for communication to take
place.

Since we use symbols or signs instead of the
actual object in most of our oral
communication, the, communication process
depends somewhat on what an individual
associates with a particular sign or symbol when
he receives it in message form. The sign "dog,"
for instance, will not evoke the same response
from two individuals. But if we are able to
trigger with our message a "dog picture" into
the mind of the intended receiver, we have a sign
system or shorthand for communication.
Language is the most universal human
pmmunication shorthand system,

It is obvious that individuals in the
communication process must be able to transmit
and receive a common shorthand. When an
individual learns the signs of a particular
communication shorthand he also learns certair
responses with them_ These responses are th
meaning the signs have to the individual
decoding them They are learned from
experience but are affected also by the situation,
personality and group membership of the
receiver. The situation, personality, and group
membership of the receiver will determine to a
large degree the respopse of the receiver.

Fire or other danger signals may cause you
to run if you are alone in a building. If you are



responsible for o ety and they
are with you when you. rve a danger signal,
you may act differently. Your first reaction may
be to disregard your personal safety to protect
others and avoid panic. The code of a group to
which you belting andits values may prevent
you from taking certain other overt action that
otherwise might be triggered by a received
signal.

In effect, the communication process is
really endless, The individual is engaged
constant ly in decoding signs from his
environment, interpreting these signs, and
encoding others. This communication process

comes two-way when an individual engages in
constant communication, back and forth, with

'an individual audience. The communicator
observes the response of the receiver, adjusts the
rate of delivery, interprets or otherwise modifies
messages in light of what he observes or heats
from an audience. This return process is called
"feedback." Feedback is important to the
communication process because it provides an
indication of how messages are being decoded
by the intended audience.

The Effect of Communication

Schramm believes there is no such thing as a
simple and easily predictable relationship
between message content and effect. However,
he does provide some of the conditions that will
help the communicator predict success in

communication:

The message must be designed and
delivered to gain the attention of the intended
destination.

The message must employ signs which
refer to experience common to source and
destination, so as to get the meaning across,

The message must arouse personality
needs in the destination and suggest some ways
to meet those needs.

The message must suggest a way to meet
those needs which is appropriate to the group
situation in which the destination (receiver)
finds himself at the time when he is moved-to
make the desired response.

CY AND PROCEDURES

Schram m's conditions point o the
importance -that expert communicators place -on
'finding out as much as possible about the
intended destination of messages. "Know our
audience . is the first rule of 'practical mass
communication." (Review Chapter 3 of
Journalist 3 & 2.)

Schramm believes that there are two things
that can be said in confidence about predicting
communication effects:

A message is Much more likely to
succeed if it fits the patterns of understandirigs,
attitudes, values, and goals that a receiver has; or.
at least if it starts with this pattern and tries to
reshape it slightly. ComMunication research men
call this latter process "canalizing," meaning
that the sender provides a channel to direct the
already existing moves the receiver. Since
the human person it has evolved from the
millions of communications and impressions the
individual has been exposed to, it is difficult to
assume - that one message can reshape
fundamentally the receiver's attitude or
personality.

CoMmunication effects are the resultants
of a number of forces, only one of which the
communicator can really control. That is, the
sender can shape his message and decide when
and where to introduce it. But the message is
only one of at least four important ele eats
that determine what response will occur, The
others are the situation in which the response, if
any, must occur; the personality state of the
receiver; and his group relationships and
standards. It is dangerous to assume any simple
and direct relationship between a message and
its effect without knowing all the other elements
in the process.

Nature of Mass Communication

The mass communication process is similar-
to the simple human communication process but
the elements are not the same.

Schramm reports that the chief source in
mass communication is a communication
organization or an institutionalized person. A
communication organization may be a
newspaper, a broadcasting network, or a film
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studio: An individual listens to a loud and dear
radio station in preference to a faint and fading
one.

Other important characteristics of mass
communication reported by Schramm are that:

Unlike face-to-face communication with
soups, mass communication receivers usually
have very little contact with each other. The
reader of a newspaper or listener of a broadcast
station is an individual. However, Schramm also
believes that the individual's connection with
groupsfamily, occupation, friendsmay
provide the communicator the opportunity to
feed ideas and information into small groups.
Familiarity with certain types of mass
comm nication is often a sign of status in a
grou

Mass communication performs a valuable
social function by acting as decoder, interpreter,
and encoder of society. By extending the
reader's or listener's eyes and ears almost
indefinite distances, and by multiplying
individual voices and words, mass
communication has, taken over a large share of
the responsibility for keeping social life going
and helping society's members to participate
therein.

All the mass media provide a network of
understanding without which a modern large
community could not exist.

The more specific results of mass
communication on our lives and beliefs CV be
predicted only with caution. As indicated
previously, the effect of the message alone
cannot be predicted without 'knowing a great
deal about the situation, the personality, and the
group relationship in which the message is
receive and/or acted upon.

Communication Censorship,

Members of our society Act on the basis of
what they knew-or what they think they know.
Therefore, blocking off or denying them
information at the source or at any point in the
communication process can influence attitudes

3.

and behavior: This action
censorship.

Uliolar3 and authors of public relatiOns-
. theorY7,xrecognize two types of censorship:

artificial and. riatural.
r

ARTIFICIAL.Artificial censorship, -the
-

type most discussed among media
represehtatives and the public, is invoked
deliberately at the source or along the lines of
communication. Individuals or agencies take it
upon themselves to control the flow of
communication on a specific subject or even on
the affairs of an entire country. These
censorship agencies are known as
GATEKEEPERS. A gatekeeper in the
communication system can range from the top
executive of an organization to the individual
who opens the morning mailso long as that
individual has some control over
communication.

In the mass media, the gatekeepers are the
new en, rewrite men, and particularly editors

only hat is said to the public, but how it is

new -
or ne s directors. In effect they determine not

said,-or if it is to be said at all. The attitudes and
opinions of gatekeepers can have the same effect
on mass communication as-the secondary effects
discussed earlier. Do not confuse this type of
censorship with military censorship (field press
censorship), which is for the purpose of national
security. Military censorship is discussed later in.this chapter.

The interpersonal relationship between
Journalists (or military public affairs personnel
in general) and the gatekeepers to the- mass
media can shape public opinion about an
organization or command. Chapters 3 and 4 of
Journalist 3 & 2 discuss this relationship and
how it can be enhanced on behalf of a military
organization. Also, some supplementary material'
to these two chapters (Media Relations) is
presented later in this dieter.

NATURAL. .Natural censorship is simply
the physical, psychological, and semantic
distance and difference that blocks
communication. The deaf cannot hear, the blind
cannot see, the mentally deficient cannot
comprehend. Persons who live in the remote
areas of the world which are cut off from much



the world's ua corrrmunication media can
form rather pre judicial opinions about Amerwa n
citizens if their only communication with an
Amentan is a rude or offensive U.S. citizen. The
fact that these individuals do not receive letters
or newspapers containing your message, or do
not have radio and television to listen to and
watch, is natural censorship of what you are
trying to communicate.

Communicating with Fey
Publics

Public affairs efforts to communicate
essential information to the public through the
mass- media must always be based on the fact
that the public is not one audience with -one
distinct attitude, channel of communication,
motivation to, act, etc. Ideally, we com-
municate with the individual who44 the
source of public opinion and group iftavior.
Since this is not posiible; we Must communicate
primarily with a manageable number of key
publics- with the hopes of reaching and
influencing the individuals affected directly by
the problem and only secondarily with the
world at large_ The concept of the public being
similar to the timid little cartoon character
"John Q. Public," or of a crowd massed
somewhere awaiting communication eagerly and
reacting to a message immediately, should be
avoided by the public affairs specialist.

Cutlip and Center believe that a host of
forces and groups are constantly at work
promoting changes in old opinions and creating
new ones. The opinion process is never static.
There are many competing programs which
generate opinion change. These include:

Programs of industry, labor, agriculture,
government. education, social welfare
agencies, and so forth.

Political parties.

News media_ s

Pressure, professional, and interest
groups.

Propagandists for partisan causes.

Churches.

You should not only be aware of these other
rnerators of opinion change, but you should
also consider their competition when planning
to .communicate with and persuade the public.

Two-Way Communk2tion
Factors

An Aimed Forces public affairs program has
the job of communicating with the key publics
of its organization..Based.on a survey of existing
theory and principles of effective mass
communication, some Yardsticks have been
compiled. The following guidelines can help :a
public affairs staff in its efforts to hurdle the
obstacles to effective two-way communication
between the command and the public:

Any public affairs message should be
part of .a program based on sound objectives and
good performance in the public interest.-

To be effective, the message must first
reach the eyes and ears of the individuals of the
intended audience.

To reach the intend.ed_ aUdience, the.
message must break through the walls of
artificial or natural censorship. It must be
prepared properly and directed toward the
proper media.

The message must be more than just seen
and heard. It must be perceived.

People tend to select the stimuli which
they perceive. The communicator must be aware
of the interests, personAlity, group membership
and other pertinent data concerning the target
individuals for communication.

Thd uninformed are hard to reach with
any information.

A message is nutife likely to be accepted
if it appears to be consistent with audience
beliefs.

if a message is inconsistent with
audience beliefs, it will:
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I . Be rejected.
2. Be distorted to fit existing beliefs.
3. Produce change. .



People do things for rewards. The
communicator should show how a. particular
action leads to a goal they desire.-

Timing is important. Th ommunicator
should consider and avoid mpetition for
attention and be awarepf existing or. projected
needs of the audience.

Placing an individual in a position where
he _must choose between two options may
induce him to choose the action you desire (but
you must show that this action is more
attractive than the alternative; otherwise, your
maneuver will backfire).

Information received from a trusted and
respected source is more likely to affect
opinions than information received from a
source of low prestige; e.g., announcements
from the White House ave more credibility
than those from lower kirig or relatively
unknown sources.

Repetition is the surest ay to increase
learning._

SUMMARY

summarize this survey of existing
communication theory, public opinion has been
defined as the sum of accumulated individual
opinions on an issue in public debate which
affect a group of people. A knowledge of human
behavior patterns and attitude formation helps a
public relations practitioner to communicate
effectively. Attitudes have certain definable and
measurable charactersitics such as direction,
degree, intensity, and saliency. Factors that
shapelgdividual attitudes have been categorized
as pripiary - and secondary. Primary factors are
the things we read, hear, see, or experience.
Secondary factors are those which are a result of
environment, i.e., age, biological, physical, social,
and psychological heritage. Communication has
been described in model form as a piocess in
which there is a source, encoder, signal, decoder
and destination. In order for communication to
take place, source and receiver must share
common experience. In public affairs you must

be aware of the capabilities and limitations of
the media,.. must know your publics and the
principles that enhance effective
communication.

PART TWO
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ORGAN12ATION OF DOD
INFORMATION AGENCIES

Journalists cannot hope- to do their jobs
adequately without a thorough working

-1noWledge of their organization and its mission.
It is no longer sufficient for yoU to know only
the organization, functions, and mission of your
own ship, station, or command.- You must
understand the overall mission., functions, and
organization of the Navy, the unified
commands, something of the missions' and
organizations of the .other military services, and
the overall organization, functions, and mission
of the Department of Defense.

Public affairs personnel are no longer serving
in assignments related Only to their own branch
of service. More and more, important military
actions are being accomplished by task forces
composed of .elements of two or more services...
These military actions make national and
international news. In such assignments you may
find your public affairs office suddenly
swamped by an international press corps.
Overnight, you cease to be a public affairs
specialist for one command of the Navy and
become involved, not only for a multiservice
force, but also for the Department of Defense
and the Government of the United States.

This section reviews the organization of the
Department of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the military departments, the unified and
specified commands, and the operating forces of
the armed services which are not assigned to the
unified or specified commands. It outlines the
public affairs chain of command, which parallels
command structure, and introduces you to the
public a f fa irs and internal information
organization of the Department of Defense and
military departments.
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onal Objective nd Policy

Basic to an urtleratanding of the
organization and the Department of
Defense is the necessity or, ou to first become
familiar with national object Ves:and policy:

OBJECTIVES.Primary national objectives
include:

To preserye our free, democratic,
governmental institutionsto-. preserve
our American way of life.

To work toward peaceful solutions of
international problems.

To maintain a strong national economy.

To gain respect and friendships among
foreign nationalities.

P LICY.Our:national policy includes:

Support of the United Nations.

The maintenance of a strong military
establishment for suppofting national
objectives.

Support of our constitutional
government:

Closely -tied to our national objectives are
our foreign policies:

To deter or defeat aggression on any
levelawhether it be advanced by nuclear attack,
limited war, subversion, or guerrilla tactics.

To bring about a closer association of
the more industrialized democracies of Western
Europe, North America, and Asia in
promoting the prosperity and security of the
Free World.

To help the less deve areas of the
world carry through their revolution of
modernization w ithou't sacrificing their
independence or their pursuit of democracy.

To assist in the gradual emergence of a
nuine world community based on cooperation

and law, through such organs as the United
Nations, the World Court, the World Bank and
Monetary. Fund, and other global and regional
institutions.

To strive tirelessly to end the arms race
and reduce the tisk of war; to narrow the areas
of conflict with the Communist bloc; and to
continue to attain laSting peace.

MILITARY OBJECTIVES.National
litary objectives are based upon clearly stated

national objedives and policy. These objectives
include

Employment of military establishment
of the United States for the fundamental
purpose of supporting the national objectives:-

Protection of the nation against threats
the nation's people, their laws, and their

democratic and cultural institutions.

Maintenance of a just world peace while
preserving the integrity of other nations.

MILITARY P LICY. Cur military policy
includes:

The deterrence of war and maintenance --I--
of a just and lasting peace through strength and
determination to defeat any aggression.

The retention of a U.S. margin of
military superiority at all levels of conflict, such
as cold, limited, and general war.

DOD Func ons

As prescribed by DOb INST. 5100.1, the
Department of Defense maintains and employs
armed forces to:

Support and defend the Constitution of
the United States against all enemies foreign and
domestic.

Fnsure,_ by timely and effective military
action, the security of the United States, its
possessions, and areas vital to its interests,



hold' and advance the national policies
sts of the United States.

afeguard the internal security of the
United States.

DOD Organization.

The. Department of Defense is headed by. the
Secretary of Defense. He is a member of the
Cabinet and reports directly to the President of
the United States, who, in accordance with
Article II of the Constitution, is ComMander in
Chief of the Armed_ Forces. -The Secretary of
Defense is assisted in carrying out his
responsibilities by a .Deputy Secretary of
Defense, several assistant secretaries of defense,
and a General Counsel, plus a number of special
assistants.

The National Security Act of 1947, as
amended, states the -intent of Congress to
provide for the unified direction of-the Armed
Services under civilian control of the Secretary
of Defense without -merging the military
departments or the armed services into a single
service. Accordingly, the act provided that the
Department of Defense -should include "the
three military departments of the Army, the
Navy (including nave' aviation and the United
States Marine Corps), and the Air Force, "each
separately organized under its own Secretary.
The Secretaries of the Navy, Army, and Air
Force report to the Secretary of Defense. They
are not members of the Cabinet.

The military departments have many
functions, specified by law and directive. They
include:

Recruiting and training personnel

Mainta military bases

Procurem nt of equipment

Maintains reserve forces

Research and development in certai
specified areas

Broadly speaking, the military departments
aze responsible for providing the men,
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equiptrtent, and facilities which make up the
Armed Farcei. The three military departments;:
however, do not exercise operational _control
over the combat forces of the United States.
This function is the responsibility of the Joint
Chiefs -of Staff (JCS).

PRINCIPAL MILITARY ADVISORS.The
Chief of Staff of the. Army, the Chief of Staff of
the Air Force, the Chief of Naval Operations,
and a fourth four-star officer serving _ as
Chairman, constitute the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS). When matters of concern to the Marine
Corps -are under consideration, the Commandant
of the Marine' Corps sits with the JCS and has
status equal to that of the other members. The
..ICS are the. principal military advisors .to the
President and the Secretary of Defense. Thus the
JCS, as a body, are responsible to the Secretary
of Defense; but each member, except the.
Chairman, is- responsible for keeping the
Secretary of his military department informed
on matters considered or acted upon-by the JCS.

The combat forces of the United States are
organized into unified commands and specified
commands. Strategic, direction and operational
control of the unified and specified commands
rests with the President, as Commander in Chief,
and is exercised by him through the Secretary of
Defense and the JCS. In that planner, the JCS,
acting as a committee, actually exercise military
command of the combat forces.

UNIFIED COMMAND DEFINITION.A
unified command is a command with a broad,
co filming mission and usually a specific
ge phic area of responsibility that is
established by the President through the
Secretary of Defense with the advice of the ICS.
A unified command is composed of significant
component; of two or more services. In some
cases, the components of one or more of these
services, while being earmarked for assignment
to the command under certain contingencies,
may not continually be under its operational
control. The unified commands, wit tife
abbreviated title of the command and f the
commander in parentheses, are:

The Pacific. Command
(PACOM/CINCPAC)
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The Atlar,ti'c Command
(LANTC04/CINCLANT)

The Southern Coinrna d
(SOUTHCOM/CINCUSSOUTHCOM)

Th.e Europe-an Command
(EUCOM/USCINCEUR)

The Continental Air Defense Come
(CONA D/C INCCONAD )

and

The Strike C-o 'and
(STRICOM/CINCSTRIKE)

The Alaskan Command
(ALCOM/CINCAL)

The C ander in Chief of a unified
.command establish a subordinate unified
command when authorized to do so by the JCS.
The U.S. Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam (USMACV), was a subordinate unified
command (under a four-star Army gen ral)
established by and reporting directly to

. CINCPAC (A Navy four-star admiral). On
occasions, direct communication was authorized
between COMUSMACV and JCS with the
intermediate headquarters (PACOM) being kept
fully informed. The Navy's component,
commander of the Pacific Command is
Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet
(CINCPACFLT).

SPECIFIED COMMAND DEFINITION. =A
specified command is similar to a unified
command in that it is established by the
President through the Secretary of Defense with.
the advice of the JCS. The difference lies in the
fact that a specified command has a specific
continuing mission, global in nature, and

normally is composed-of components from only
one service. The Air Force's Strategic Air
Command (SAC) is the only specified command.

It is important to avoid confusing U.S.
unified and specified commands with combined
commands; i.e., commands which consist of
forces from more than one nation or treaty
organization. Three U.S. unified commands
form parts of such combined commands:

The U.S. European Command- (EUCOM)
together with membet nations of NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organilation) form a combined
command within NATO called Allied Command
Europe. The commander of. EUCOM, 'U.S.
Commander in Chief EtiroPe (CINCEUR), is also
the commander Allied Command Europe. In his
NATO military capacity, his' title is Supreme
Allied. Commander En-op! (SACEUR), and his
headquarters is = called Supreme Headquarters
Ailed Powers Europe (SHAPE).

The U.S.' +Atlantic Command, another
unified commar41, joins other military forces of .
NATO member nations to farm a combined
command called Allied Command Atlantic. The
admiral who 'commands the Atlantic. ComMand
(CINCLANT) also commands Allied Compnd
Atlantic, another NATO command. I his
NATO military capacity, his title is Simrerne

, Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT). Allied-
Command Europe and Allied,Cdmmand-Atlantic
operate at the sane echelon of responsibility
and -authority within the NATO military

.=

structure.
4p, The U S Continental Air Deferie Command

and forces from Canada make up a combined
command called North American Air Defense
Command (NORAD). The Commander in Chief
Continental Air Defense Command
(CINCCONAD) is also the Commander in Chief
North American 'AU- Defense Command
(CINCNORAD).

For military operations and pUblic affairs,
these combined commands are responsible to
international bodies and do not fall within the
scope of this chapter.

The component commanders of unified or
specified commands take their orders in
operational matters from the commander in
chief of that command, who receives his orders
from the JCS.

a

The military departments (the Department
tof the Navy for 'instance), retain impo ant

responsibilities. They command forces of heir
own service that are not assigned-to unified or
specified commands. Thus, a ship in drydock in
a west coast shipyard, or in a training status
within CONUS, is under uni service (Navy) chain
of command for all purposes (administration,
operations, and logistics).'The same is true with
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most military basea and air stations withi
United States:

The military, departments also have
adrninistrative and certain logistic .

responsibilities for their own service forces that
are assigned to unified commands. This
arrangement establishes a second administrative
and logistic channel within the structure of a
unified and specified command. The
organization chart in figure 2-1 .diagrams this
arrangement.

The commander in chief of the specified
command could be shown in the same position
as that o the unified command in this diag
-but he normally has wmponents of only one
sei vi = a.ssigned, rather than the .three
comp nts shown here.

the

SERVICE

COMMON DT

EL RENTS

PA Chain Parallels
Command

The simplest description of the chain of
command in the DOD public affairs field is:
"Public affairs channels are identical to
command channels, with the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Public Affairs) substituted for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff." See figure 2-2.

For public affairs matters, the Assistant,
Secretary of Defense (Public
A f fa i rs ) A SD (PA)is the principal staff
assistant to the Secretary of 'Defense. He
provides public affairs guidance to the service
information chiefs (CHINFO, SAFOI, CINFO,
and MARDIVINFO) through staff channels, or
prepares such guidance for the Secretary of
Defense for transmission to %the service

SECRETARY
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secretaries (Secrctary of the Navy, etc lin )u di
command channel

for units that are assigned to unified anti
specified commands, public affairs g-uidance
flows t Kim the ASIN PA ) directly to the
Wilmlanders in chief of unified and specified
commands, bypassing the se lice Nek:re fa ries ;.ifft_l
t heir service information duets. This is

alog the situation _wherein operational
orders flow direetly from the S III unified and
specified ,ommandels p,isswg the sef 1,

secretaries

Fos xampfe 11 au LIfiff fil
were to reLefve a 102.1. -$NLJpori or 11 there welt: a
change in the inakew, ot the ;`,4avy 01 Au Fol.,:
component of the I S F mope,,, onutianti

. 1 . 1 1 1 . t i l l l r r, cf limr 11 l

dimuun,,:welli lit [Fir, Lilt

SI)t PA ) to USCINCFUR. will) you'd pass it
the appropriate component commander,
Should a Seventh Fleet destroyer collide

with a Soviet submarine in the Pacific, that fact
would he reported operationally
(_ I N PA CP I, I I the Na vy co inponent
commander [)f the moiled command) who
would report It as a matte! of urgency to
(,'INCPAC The information would he passed
immediatek ti, the JCS through operational
channels. ,ASI)t PA ) would be inhumed by
(11,: JCS. which would he

,rdinated with the State Department by
I ift PA ) would he passed fly ASLN l'A to

h() \A 1415S it on
CIN( PA( 11 I (WNW 1,1 Louise, would be
colisultd II ASD(P/1 ail ould he informed
of the gindaoLe IIe 55 k)tild hi.: III Cll. I MAC h

with SI )( A LV is the nl.11lei W:11

') riL I DEFElfL

Mtlihil I .
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public interest, but he would not be direct., in
the chain of policy guidance. The news would be
released by CINCPACFLT, CINCPAf, or
ASD(PA), not by CHINFO.

INFORMING COMPONENT
COMMANDS.A service information chief may
communicate directly with component
commands of his service, but only on matters
solely of interest to his individual service which
do not affect the unified or specified command
If there were a change in the procedures for
processing routine releases at the Fleet Home
Town News Center, or if the Army were (0
institute a new career 41anning program fur
information offieers that intofination would be
passed by the service chief of information
directly to the component eminnandci
concerned

For units that aos not assigned t.r mimed oi
specified coiliniands, public affairs guidanec
flows from ASD(PA) directly t,, service
secretaries. I-ea example, CHINF() oust, foi the
Secretary of the Navy and (ink t or N Ava. I

Operations in providing this public affairs
guidance to units of the naval Sci vies
established command _hamlets

Ihrn.,t1 uASL ir A

ti
tuil6"tions f the A istaiit ,

(Public Altai

Security Review, which reviews
proposed news releases, 4speeches, testimony
prepared for presentation to Congress and
intended for release to the public, and other
defense information proposed for release.

Defense Information, which receives and
answers inquiries from the news media and
processes material fur release to the news media
in Washington:

Kciations, which handles
the department's iclationships with national
organizations, makes arrangements for speakers
at events of national interest,I and supervises
military pal ticipation in special
na [tonal int .lest

1 .A.11 ti,,,, 11113

,, lung) in the ,,fganiz_ati u 4, I III of , of [tic
.A.S1)(PA ) aie

11,114
diovides . puhIL dIty ;e1

the N,4C(' on a 24 lim.1 bassi, and mailitanis
complete and :1.rTent information on public

16,11 atfatrs kit S,l1111C111

LICVelt)1

= IA , I I ,t .1441

ttL; Li,
eliteria i.. d ieviews, and

i 1, evalua,i _Nidies )11111.LilddtIona and mon
problems ieferred to the ASDIPA r dteasion.

AS b It 8, 11.

Se...iccar f 11 /1,1.1.1

official rppointcd by tl c Pies d t and
confirnieu by the lionins pt.', .NLN

he ranks with tutu star ofi,,..cis
He is assisted by t

se..ietaries and a number of weeial .isistants
His office is divided into lot" maien divisions
called directorates and ion, .1111101 divisions
called staffs (Sec fisinc 2 2 )

The doc,Joiaics arc

Plain r1,
the oti .11/1 and

prepal, s pulley guidance for t, tr,,

ASD(PA) to the military Jet.. Llielit5 and ihe
unified al,d specified corm..ands

4

1.1,1 I, pf(r%,1,1,

n, tn A51)(1-1A Lin i handles
I 1)1111111 1E, Mande., and

, N :It iNC.1 CII(1.11 111,111agt

Lib SZ,

hlli
t silt

iii i i

al I !Jc i,se
aV,C11,) I (i.e rclease

111111.a.i tied s (tie ICVel (oh
S C.( L.)1 the got, level) lids (i)
1111111..11 II : !I .11tindi luau Mat ,,,id
icgrollal !Wei( , h1, h 01iginal s withli, the
Departii DeparLii,,n( of the
Navy I; the Alio., Depait,,1
the AI. Fore.: in t1,1..7,4,1 ui ....1)G. iflcii ,,,111111c1114.1:. iii
ittI A field l,'t)1,i1nai,fs



Chapter 2 -- PUBLIC AFFAIRS POLICY AND PROCEDURES

Normally_ , the Directorate for Defense
Information releases such news of national
interest at the seat of government. It is not
released by one of the service chiefs of
information. The reason for seat of government
releases being made solely by OASD(PA) is to
provide a single point of contact for Pentagon
news correspondents instead of having news
releases issued at several different offices, On
occasion, 0 A SD( PA ) may- authorize a

commander of- a unified spec riled command
or a ;oininandct at a location outside of
Washington, DC lu release inllitaiy news cif
national interest if
interest in that area

C Hews Is of pilinuly

Similar I t ft,
Directorate is the sr,1e point 01 c,,,,rdination
within the leparl11i,111. for progiaws of national
interest. and ASD( PA ) Is the only official
autholizcd to ..00ldiliak put,h,c at iitatteis
with the Whit._ House th,_ State Ocpar flent
agencies of the Federal ( lo% ei

( 01111110111-L1 ,41. a 1.)Vk..1 .4 .

itt.,i pleduded ti144iti CI.:diklg ,is;vv.5
fniblic Aldus actIvitie of a It)t-L-il liatllle

I he ,ritcila to sAl,,:ifici iihAI(c.
[..)L ,1 t,. A31)(PA Le

a 10,...,11 let,f 41, , .) fain.- °.t PA

Orgariiiti on

I

rf\I 4iytk
II

IR- lank

\ 11,

44 1,44. .1 Li

, is

,tt . I 111,

it k t,
giant with. Lk.

he na,;(1111 /1,4t.)1111c111t.011 1,11 gi t.1 at

clitig the p I onfiel if
the Vet. use ticpai in, fit all mcntS of
the lullllal cstatdisltio,,,t il. t,,, ill. abc, it
milri,rr altar I he otle to this cf or, is the
Armed hi rot win I ...1.1"111

OM On, plogin the .ASi),A.ISK.A 1 I.aS ittun
his oit4ahiLatiou 411 1111l/1111d11i.Pli 1,,1 ljie
Armed FAL- 1 I In., i lu
figure

mat

MISSION AND RESPONSIBILITIES,The
basic mission of the IAF is to provide:

I An Armed Forces Information Program
(AFIP), which is a function of command, so that
U.S. military personnel:

in pre he n d t he values of our
Government and our national heritage.

derstaild the ficeduiils they are called
upon to defend, or any ideologies
liilllllcal to the tree institutions upon
which the United States is founded

Afe lolly await of ttic threat
conignliniSin

11,,
of)jc,,,f IvL

ititcil

4 ,. I, 4.4. 1111.1;:, and
ititiat irlllilary

. , ,1 1.1.."161, Lit all
Ole Def,al111.111 of 1)eL:113( anti

111i ough the pioduction and clistributicni of
1.)1Lhaes postci and

uppo,t mate' fall tot Aluc, I.4an 1 sites
tiCW.Spai4 JAW() ai1.l idle, i'41011 Sta1.1011 Which
Itle iinlltui; ilepartufel.ts rise 111 thch trapealVe
ink t1 Lit I)L,,gt ani

.110.,1,11

v) .S

Ha nita. a and /i411.5

S 1111144,11

..14141 41(1., L

3 taf
.1 tol 112,, 1.n

11,1 I. 1., 441.

IC11, 11 1-orce,, ,, and
i Lit 1:414.14. 141g the beat I QM
111i. I it.,111 44-AVY01 indriso y

4 Vt..lk,) and Iiit
..1k 1 F-71, kSiddi..1C1S i.111111a11

1.1.it)11,4 ,11,./115 .1 ..l

I cicvismil flaw().1ti,
,

, i.1Ci dud 1.L.0 1,11ilial
iliLmItatio.1 N, ogr.,ins

LiLd operational guirtance t. .,11

Or. f)cpar (mein of 1)elt.n.sc to
sorri, a Iii. I if intim atl.,n fi, will( ly
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(mANPOWER RESERVE AFFAIRS)

DEPUTY FOR
AMERICAN FORCES

RADIO & TELEVISION
SERVICE

DIRECTOR

OFFICE OF INFORMATION
FOR THE ARMED FORCES

ASSISTANT

DIRECTOR

AFRTS

LOS ANGELES

AFRTS

WASHINGTON

CORRESPONDENT'S TECHNICAL
DIVISION SERVICE

BROADCAST
SERVICE

hyvire Office of iofono.o

UNc IONS: [hi der in e,tion
authority, and control of the ASINNI&RA ), the
Director, IAF, performs the following stall-
functions:

Develops long -range _ suppolung tne
objectives of the Armed Forces Information
Program (AF IP).

O Develops and Loordii
conjunction with the military departments, an
AF1P for implementation by the services in such
areas as democracy and communism, world
affairs, forces for freedom (U.S, and friendly
military forces), citizenship (including voting),
orientation for overseas duty, the Code of
Conduct, and personal aftairs in support of the

44 40

DEPUTY FOR
AMERICAN FORCES MOTION
PICTURE & PUBLICATION

SERVICES

ILAN FORCES
PRESS

SERVICE

AMERICAN FORCES

PUBLICATIONS
SERVICE

ERICAN FORCES
VISUAL COMM

SERVICE

AMERICAN FORCES

MOTION PICTURE
SERVICES

17410

)1,01,111i, ,it, A.() 1 I liii.ti ii ll,t-li
inkigialo

-

L

nin1141 V Liepatil,iLin.
and Materials
ICSpt)Inliblu

,i) It,
Lin ctleLoveness of
inr,,,ina(10r1 programs

III di for which IA1- is

P)(4.1(1, di, 1,),11. } ui,laii tO

COlinhalideiN 1,1 uvui..cas unwed
conlinaud newspapel

t'ii_)vldcs sr, , di,
illiough the military dcl.aitiuent , for the
operation and suppoii of Americon Forces
Radio and television netwtirl. . and outlets.



Chapter 2 PUBLIC' AFFAIRS POLICY` AND PROCEDURES

Provides policy guidance to military
. departments governing A rmed Forces

newspapers and civilian enterprise publications,

The Director, I.A1' through Ins Deputy For
American Forces Radio and -I elevision Services
and Deputy' for American Forces Motion Picture
and PLINK:anon Services. produces or procures
materials to accomplish the ahilvc missions and
respunshilltles Supervision and
operational control 1s exercised cruel the
following IAL txperattoltal

A II 1 t2 rli..111 I t

111,1I-) I 1 L II, Seale

A11,,...1l,,.111

111,I 11,

I

I I

t: l)lrclly I I

111111 1,

. I

Aih, in
I tj 1.111,)/1 i I, iny,

d I I I .11 1.10

11-0111.0-

1.41 an-,
pi,,,,grain 1110,, Allis,'" 10 .\ 1 011 1(1111

)11 [Lit di

I , I I -11

, I I I

I

LIM!

!lid ,t I 1 11111 .

4,[1,., I , I

N

I't I

,1st,

1

,,I I, I 1,_ 1, II

within the Armed Forces, publications such as
intormation pamphlets, and other information
materials: They also provide poster, graphic,
photographic. mat, multilith, mimeograph, and
other services to military newspaper editors.

the motion picture service includes the
annual production of about 32 feature films
with 24,000 prints distributed to 12,5 million
personnel with over 103,000 showings. This
office works with commercial film companies
such as MGM and Warner Brothers in the
production of tilnis Minor emphasis of the
Motion Picture Service centers on American
hei kap: and (-)verinnent, communisin national
policies, and tJ S forces in action.

I he Puhhcatlon SerVIL'e produces annually
ly S 1/2 million copies of 70 new

iolrs and 50000(1 Lopies of live posters,
Abotit 40 pamphlets and posters are reprinted
,tituttall) totaling over I million copies. The
publicat 1ils and Irtlst 1 suppoit the IAF
mismou

I 114 1'11,_:.0 '3,A I,

punted _upteN (It
R7 I'S

lttd 62921.1 lett,_ils

I ,500
24,800

Amin,' LimrcEs h e.3.3 I- de
1 27 0(10 letterpress mats;

I i titiII 5it)k) ,,t'i_., 1)1s

(triat iii } L)f,k Occii distribined
, , kit 1 I Lik ...d duwii to

Tins 11lhhcatiti,l is printed
.111,1 li-itutitatioit anti

itcyv,., It tie t,(,,t)vcrinti, tit

I I,

I I ,I .

II

, ,t I I..,Ii.

, .101( I. I ii

-1, 1111 I i, t
1

. li,. altotts
iti.,ithat I, l Iu)1 the

depa, Na t i. vi

Cl I

Al I I

It Nvoulti
N.111J1
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outlines Navy public affairs organization from
CHINFO down to the individual Navy command
level.

PART THREE

PLANNING A NAVY PUBLIC
AFFAIRS PROGRAM-

An effective public affairs staff or office
prepares for action in emergencies, accidents, or
unexpected events. That involves making
decisions ahead of time, preparing written policy
arid guidance ranging from a simple standing
operating procedure for handling a di§tinguished
visitor to a complex and coordinated plan for
handling public information t'or a nuclear
weapon accident As a senior Journalist, you are
responsible for instructing your subordinates in
advance on their responsibilities in event of
emergencies.

Public affairs a field in which it is hard to
be a complete success or a complete failure,
Almost any public affairs officer or Journalist
does the Navy a certain amount of good, but
few do as much good as they might. Any public
affairs job you've ever done could have been
done better with a little more forethought.
better planning, a little more imagination, and a

bit more effort. The purpose of this section is to
help you 'organize and plan your public affairS
activities in order to get the most out of the
limited time, materials, and talent you have at
your disposal,

There are two major types of public attaii
programs, The first is known as the remedial or
"fire-fighting" program. The public affairs staff
devotes the majority of its time and ellorts to
!rutting out all the little and big "fires" that take
place because of the lack of an effective
program. Generally it is intuitive and haphazard,
This negative approach to public affairs is

ultimately more costly and less effective than its
oppositethe PLANNED or PREVENTIVE
approach.

A planned or preventive publc affairs
program is based on facts essential to its
effectiveness, has objectives, is carefully planned
to avoid the obvious problems, is directed
toward the desired objectives and can bie

4

modified or changed to adapt to the climate of
the organization's publics.

With an organized approach to public affairs
problem ,solving, many potential problems are
avoided and those that do occur are often solved
or 'alleviated before they reach the critical point.

In the Navy, the mission and limited
resources available dictate that public affairs
programs be of the planned, preventive type.
With a smooth running, integrated 'public affairs
program operating for a command, the
commander and the public affairs staff have the
opportunity to achieve public affairs objectives
that would not he possible if they were wasting
their time and resources on putting out "fires''
in the command's public, internal, and
community relations programs.

One of the objectives of public affairs
training at the Defense Information School is to
teach you how to think in terms of a planned or
preventive approach to public affairs. You are
not taught what to think, but more important.
how tojiink in terms of a planned public affairs
progra m .

Without plans and objectives, public affairs
becomes sheer publicity Instead of being a tool
of public relations, publicity output becomes an
end in itself. And because this publicity is
unplanned, it is likely to he uneven and
oftentimes directed by self- seeking individuals
outside the line of responsibility fur the
program. it will miss a number of important
areas of the COInniand and probably concentrate
too much on others. It will probably saturate
the obvious media and ignore a lot of good
outlets. Nt best. coverage will be inefficient and
sloppy. At worst, it may emphasize all the
wrong ttimlognorc the important ones, and in
the long run' it _ay even damage you, the
command. the Navy, and the military services U3
a whole,

I tie Kok ut _

What is 1)1,1111,111g.! lo stall, with it
_Litres vou to decide what you're [lying tea

accomplish. phis eXalnInatjun of objectives
necessitates a bit of clear thinking almost
every level in the organi/ation. Planning lequires
tact-finding Since this is the point where a
professional public affaus -in should begin.
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it is apparent that gc ing into the habit
planning is a good idea.

Planning requires clearly defined obieeir
Once objectives are decided, efforts should he
directed toward some definite accomplishments.
This again is a marked Improvement civet the
aimless mode ail operating wi.without a plan.

No military commander at \ echelini high
or low, goes into dlly operation without plan
It may not he an elaborate dOCLiftleill with a
dozen annexes and twice u. Indite charts. tint as
a 1111111111LIM it describes the gencral situation
tells what his mission is. lists Ins fume.. and tells
how that mission will he accomplished it
provide!, a N,.sternati, well though Ntr11.111,,11

prOble111 hiS oLganiAation law es VII tliall
etery aspect cal militar ti,ns, and
adinnoNtra Hon is No.-3LepIlhk iii (fill lil,lllulil
process, and it is mistake to Mill tha t llilllhi
affairs 15 exempt iron) planidill.

I t-Step r 1 t

Ili 11ro
pia LAI, ..II in s i1;J1 La,
steps. This has been labeled tlic :;.11
PUBLIC Al I--AIKS ("1.

It is 11,i( th,r t
1,1L,grollr, tie apploa, 1,, d
planning , 1 111LpalLk1 1. i, 111

t1,, mine`, Anc(11-, t,

C. 1 1 1,

ikkkt.11 1 k , .,i11

1 r I
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k k 111
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ii i= II Ind tk
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\ olirsell, A Journalist, iiartieulark SCMOr cute.
must he \\VII infoi-mcd about the You
should 1,..11(..m% Its 111,4c-ir5 ifs WIS1011, and as
(and bilities. A knowledge of naval history is a
qualification Tor J03, so well assume 5 on are
already up to pat in

beLaw.,u von,.: ma& J
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specif lc publics, .ou practical urp of Lommunication, probablyinter
varlet). of public relationship that alreach, es.ist doesn't iveli Q.\ 1st.
when v01.1 are dS1/451e..11e(1 tid an t)/Varil/atIOI1, ft Iti

important that the,,e he thought lII iii ITANNIN6. Ihe ttrst step in plannin)2 is to
the plural. as individual and dillerent audielwes establish publiL: affairs objectives. You will rind

10.11.111e 111dIvIdlIA1 itliltiltlerrltlUrl when the N..p.)'s basic public alfdllTh ObjeCtIVCS listed in
planning public al lairs el I in ts. 1111 Kegs, the overall Department of Defense

There is no one -correct a) ti algal \fe Public ,Altair, oblectives arc listed .it the
the publics it the N,\) t7i 71 tong ciwli betfirinin it this Juipter. 'I on should learn
command, bcvause pur)11t edIl ht hri)kelI 1.11eNe (11dI r dil(1 keep the111 in`
(11)WII Intl) tie \ erd '40) llllilli, l th IC '1 MiClit: til
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the base must be there? Flow does the command
gain their understanding and support'? What are
the potential problem areas? What element of
the local mission will result occasionally in
national or international PA problems?

Tar) now to the public ,Hairs objectives of
the Navy' as stated in P/I Regs. Po you see two
or three that particularly lit this situation? Are
there any which, if fully achieved, would solve
your specific public affairs problem! Pick these
out and try restating them in specific terms
based 011 the situation as we na,e visuahied it
What you have now is a statement of the [Ince
or tour in,llor dttans otticLtivi,- vkillt
0)111111[1

.1110E11(.1 wan)'
Ball MI [Calls =1,11icyc.' bitten all too
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In general, the actual "putting a PA plan on
-r" takes on tour forms:

The first
of lairs directive
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that puts the officer in

personal support behind the PA
broad command objectives, and

specific procedures for releasing
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internal rela
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('()MMLINICATI()N The next step in the
lour-step public affairs cycle is communicating
with your publics. this is the part with which
you are the most lannhar. Most I)f the reniaming
chapters in this manual are (lcvoted to further
communwation techniques. (inc. point. however,
is worth mentioning here Little is gamed b
tact-11141111g And planning it \ono message ut..C1
gets delivered to the people till want 0 inform,
The measure till know only
too well is not hock Inliell llebtil 1 till teledv,' hut
rattle' liti o. mu, h iii t. t)tal r,ll tlrtlt t"-; I ia-;;,,;(1
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required by a senior in the chain of cotiiniand
regarding a particular type of program, it is a
good administrative practice to make up one.
This IS nut Just to make extra paper work or to
write a letter topside saying -See what a good
rob we did in PA,- A lot of these reports won't
go any further than your own riles, but they'll
tell what the problem was, what was done to

IL and how the job could have been
improved I.St:e appendix I 01 this manual.)
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=ken', ional Standards for 101 state
that you should be able
public affairs progam for a ship or small shore
station, and also administer this program. This is
the time when you need orgamiation, planning,
and clear -cut objectives. Write them down, Keep
them where you can see them and use them as a
basis for your planning. This single ,_levice will
help YOU, more than anv other, to decide what
to do next and how to do it ill this tact-linding
job of vows, telling thk- Navy shav Ibe
following chapter describes 1,1, as ',tin
manager or adminiAtative as,isialli to the imbh,
affairs Officer

PUlit 4.) \

AND APLOA

Within Sian_ ...ii i 11

affairs perniti, ale 4,,gagcd i n.,

activities of thLii scivl..c to lllu la,spa
supports the Ai ii cd l 01 es ov,..iseas jot,
becomes mot,. LompiLx and tl,, and
Tile organization nlas he soll'esvhat ditteicat
and the impa,t 1_,1 talIN uii 1.1.e Iliisslull
of the command is of ten much more direk t

I heie air impoliant .

heiwecil attans ....oils at and tli,
same kind of as,,ginlicit, atm 0,.-1

til, a 31- I I

only aid it ielLc In", -r ,toolial
the
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I It
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normal 'farina' intol.natioa 1, d1. Axis I t is
outside the SLatc.,, -LI 1

triVOivcci iii :rile(( 11,7 tug

(American Forces Radio/TV), theater-wide
newspaper such as Stars and Stripes or daily
newspapers prepared both at sea and when the
ship is in a foreign port where English- speaking
newspapers aren't available,

Objectives change. At home, PA personnel
are concerned with supporting the objectives of
the Deptftment of Defense and their individual
service, Overseas, you automatically become
deeply involved in projecting a favorable image

the tinned State,

I )11 ways tlic,,c
ditrelcuLe:, alien( thr conduct of a military
})((biro progi k)utstle the llrltted States,
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system. (See chapter I I of this manual.) The
Pacific and European commands are wsponsible
for the Pacific Edition and European Edition of
the Stars and Stripes newspaper, respectively.
Public affairs personnel may be assigned directly
to Stars and Stripes (-Jr to a radio or television
station within AFRT.

The C. try Iea1I4

ha,
has,adoi ial epic sei, iation (tie 1J S

Ainhassadoi serum U S oft ii.;141 the
personal representative of the President and is
responsible ton long In the Lounil
Lont:erning A ilians and Armed

-pt I (..)1 lh a..lual child())
01)Cla il()11(11 k)I( 4.:!, tIC t01111111.111a)

relations ( Ai,.nI pdhlie ogiain
and iiiftt nal int,,rination l,l I iJli1 twist
be ,..00rdinat,d With the einbax-,.v

I he Ainhassadoi'N top gi LAIL) . I.
United States pioblein, with a t
called the CciUNTHY TE Thi team is

couip,.),ed [tit semi,,
II S. gtiv eminent ,somponent ill the Loma' y fhe

Oliti S team ;.is,osts the II, [tic
fulmination of poky oil , ILA CiAN

Hitt. (:St Nth ti (1, IIIIiltal\ a, ,,111,1111,

and poll LI. al pi 4.4, 10, ,

as ts.:11 d,) (s, 4Cilew 11)11,11,

coiled( Loh J Slates 1) and poll(
Fignie 2 4 411agia.11. a t) pi. al , 4.

nization: f he Ainbas.Jdor is the leau,.r
[he 'cam h ,,)11.11 AN 411,

Ntili Lary A lstail,. ,Adv NI A .1 (tic
,ommandet of the U s Ills
depitt) ,nrect,,i 1 the

ssi .1 1 (II,
Intemanonai II)) t, of
the United Stares lido' ination Si iv .=

PA11.1) and (Inc, Lois of otlic 41 S .5, ICS

rept.s, li(co iu the Alla.) I tit_ Lhli. LI 1111) be

enlarged at ltic 01 the \ ihassdoi
The ttic , Lam

LI., ea, ii ageno Elie 5011ei go%, .11111 ill
Omit, I mak 1,1g

and tiLit the a. ivl,ies of ea, tl arid arc co,,,idinated
with the other agencies. It a1o huIps each agency
to speak on American polio with a oliiiiion

Of ten d member of the team c, di bring his

public affairs officer to the meetings as .an
observer so that he is aware of the problem areas.

The top public affairs officr at an American
Embassy is the minister for public affairs (in
most cases he is also the USIS Director). He has
sections under him concerned with media
relations and cultural affairs, and may operate
branch public affairs offices in major cities of
the country other than the capitol. These branch
public affairs offices normally are located at
American consulates.

The agclIcy of Oil;

wa,tungton, DC hinged with the conduct of the
American information effort overseas is the

S. 'lamination Agency (1411A). The country
(tau, PAO and his subordinates are the overseas
(11111 of USIA llicy bolistilu to the U.S.

Sem, e (USIS)
Ocli:nse and naval attar nicinticis of

411 (1111binSa(101'N staff and are responsible for
ilk., ,..ori.;cr 'nog 1h4. Depar(i.tent of Defense
and Depat of (tie Navy, iespQctively,
I tic lids AI at ladle is die Embassy contact point

)1 Navy 1A;isolinel and ,0111111irlids, However,
U.S Navy leplk,NentatiVeS

with LISIS ovel seas is desired, iii order to ensure
111505 L'HULA1VC k:N1)1..]:,11./11 of foreign polity and a
kite, ics.ogintion of 1.11. staval service In

,letensc
Ll S 1.1, ,,,,iii

I ale of Luis dies! in ship
I si litterhatic:nal exc. ises, of tIlSirSter

,a(1,,,a;) (ISIS piss, iiICN a l,u,ill ,si

for coordin, hull of the military public affairs
v,Ith P515 p. rsontiel of ten

1 :cm IAN for inaily
I t11, l 11,111,) !WI.: 1111E0111. 1.1.1.1JILIOliS and
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ti ,c los al Lak anti s ,,whinnity leadcls,

, libll, at falls f,cis4i,Iliel cans make good
use [Lt. I USIS

A NI ii I

II, DIN I 1 i( ,,,
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e,oliting all khowledge about a host
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COMA') lu vsio, 11,,,
geography its Iu tort al,d its . -uliuri,1 he, tags
are often neglected. kn appieciation of the
beliefs, attitudes, and srhsitive areas of local
culture can frequently prevent the kinds of
accidental, unintentional insults which can strain
relations between the United States and a host
'country.

Today, the President.resi-ent and other leaders arm
emphasizing more and more the-- mportance of
greater understanding between nations and
peoples as a nth to peace_ Differences of

nos at a

U.S.

INFORMATION

AGENCY

OTHER

U.S. AGENCIES

USIS

DIRECTORS

OTHER
U S. AGENCIES

REP RESENTED

1145

i. I .14 ti t of
k 11 o w1,2dgc Asui,de, itanLung, or
mbinfoimation aoout each other. The changes
of misunderstanding between the military and
people of fore*n countries are Meat. A common
pitfall is to regard people in overseas areas as
simpl) another, somewhat different, version of
the folks back home, and to apply Li S views
and standards to them.

Fhe past few years have yielded the
studies" approach to the study of foreign
countries Through this approach, various facets
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of a country, such as geogr-aphy, society,
history, e co n omy, and government are
examined. By looking at a country from many
different sides, one can begin to understand the
country as a whole.

Much material has been published by both
DOD and the State Department in recent years,
covering most of the countries and areas of the
world. Books, pamphlets, newspapers, and
periodicals provide a rich abundance of
information. Much of this material, however, is
not immediately available to public affairs
people, and some of it is out of date. A bit of
digging is needed to locate some of the
information, but perserverance and some basic
research can yield much useful material.

A good place to start is the local ship or
station library. Most local libraries have sets of
encyclopedias which provide brief articles on
most countries of the world. Books on
specialized areas are also often available.
Normally, despite political and economic
changes, basic geography, history, and sociology
remain relatively unchanged. Thus, outdated
material often retains some value.

Many U.S. government agencies publish area
orientations for American personnel assigned
overseas. "Background Notes," a series of short
articles published by the US Department of
State, provides concise, up-to-date information.
The DOD publishes various area guides, such as
the well-known "Pocket Guide" series. Also,
DOD publishes "Capsule Facts for The Armed
Forces,'' which is adapted from U.S
Department of State "Background Notes."
Capsule Fa...ts gives a brief run -down n On

particular nation's people, history, government,
geography, political conditions, econOilly,
foreign relations, principal government officials,
and also a survey of our foreign policy toward
that nation.

There are liniii1;10US uthci sutifcs vt
information. Newspapers and periodicals of ten
carry readable articles on selected countries.
Persistent research can provide enough
information for you to gain a basic familiadty
with the area to which you arc assigned.

There is no clear road to the understanding
of a foreign culture. Research ut writ n

material, coupled with individual experience,
can lead to positive public affairs in a foreign
country.

Internal Information

The internal information activities of the
command take on a greater importance overseas,
or when a ship is about to make a good will visit
to a foreign port. The overseas community
relations and public information programs are
not effective without support and understanding
by your internal publics. Therefore, public
affairs personnel must ensure that the
servicemen of the command are fully informed
about their mission, activities, and current
events.

Betoic leaving the United States, the
serviceman usually is given an orientation of the
area to which he is going. He should also receive
a DOD Area Guide to the country in which he
will be stationed or area where his ship will
maneuver. A basic pocket guide, covering broad
policy in all foreign nations in which U.S.
military personnel are stationed or expected to
visit is Serving Your Country Overseas,
NAVPERS 15211.

'In the Navy, responsibility for internal
information is shared by the Chief of
Information and the Chief of Naval Personnel.
Internal information materials are produced and
distributed periodically by both CHINFO and
BUPERS, and may also be produced and
distributed by the Chief of Naval Operations or
by other elements of the Department of the
Navy, when appropriate. The Area Orientation'
Section of BUPERS specializes in this type of
program. III special cases, before a ship or task
force deploys, an expert from BUPERS briefs
crew members on what to expect in a particular
foreign county (culture, traditions, taboos,
customs, street and location signs, recreation
and souvenir sug,sevions, traffic and other local
laws, and even Sign language).

Each ba.dl activity, Standard
y Distribution I ist (SNDL ) re,eivcs nuilst of

the tiiforiliatioii mate' hils (listed in both trips
section and the previous one) au tomatiCally;
Special publications not distributed may bt
requisitioned through supply channels Notice
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of these special publications carry stock
numbers and should be maintained in the public
affairs office Res, since materials cannot be
requisitioned without proper stock numbers. A

'complete listing of Department of Defense
materials, is contained in DOD GEN-3B,
Catalog of Current Information Materials,
(known in the Navy as NAVPERS 92140).

Much of the information material produced
by DOD and the ?slaw is useibeiiieffectively
because PA personnel fail- to localize it for
application. The material is well written and
illustrated, but it is designed for a mass
audience. At the ship or station level, the
individual must become the point of aim. It
must be adapted to fit the needs of individuals.
There are three primary media through which
you can likalize this material and channel it to
your internal publics; the ship or station
newspaper, a port of call brochure, or a
broadcast through an AFRT system.
Commanding officers, executive officers, and
division officers also make wide use of this
material to form the basis for some of their
general military training lectures.

All orientations stress the fact that, to the
people overseas, the serviceman is a
representative of the United States. He is not
just a sailor, soldier, marine, or airman. He is
now looked at as an American. His conduct
conveys the "Image of America." PeOple in an
American community and the people of the
foreign countries in which an American
serviceman is stationed or visits, form their
opinions in the same way_ . Civilian opinions of
servicemen are formed from contacts with
military personnel from a local military
command or from observations of the conduct
of servicemen whom they happen to see in their
towns, villages, or cities. American servicemen
must be kept aware of this fact.

The commanding officer's emphasis on
internal information is important to the success
of the prop-am, but he cannot do it alone.
Officers and senior petty officers must support
the objectives of the internal information
program. They are 'assisted by advice from the
public affairs officer and informational materials
which public affairs personnel provide for use in
orientations.

Stars and Stripes provides overseas
servicemen with international and national news,
plus some local news: The content of the
overseas paper often differs considerably from a
similar paper in the United States. It includes
more feature articles and probably more
editorials.

FEATURES ON HOST
COUNTRY. Feature articles for an overseas
command newspaper should, give thaireader an
inAlepth study of the host country s history,
tradition, culture, customs, or mores. Articles
should point out-places of interst for servicemen
to visit. MI articles should be researched
thoroughly to provide accurate information
telling him how to get there, how muCh it costs,
what to do and see, and what he should NOT
do.

Other short articles giving common
expressions in the local language are helpful. If
they are printed in a convenient size, the
serviceman- can clip and carry them in his wallet.
Brief explanations of customs different from
those back home help to eliminate problem
areas.

Overseas orientation articles for command
newspapers should be Written in an entertaining
manner to ensure readership. The newspaper's
staff has a large responsibility to the command:
providing the reader with local news of the
command besides informing him about the
country in which he lives.

STATUS OF FORCES
AG RE M E NTS .--Throughout history the
relationship between troops in a foreign country
and the citizens of that country has been a
difficult one. In view of this, the, United States
has entered into special treaty arrangements
with countries in which we have bases or our
forces are stationed. tvlost of the treaties have an
amendment defining the legal rights and
responsibilities of Americans within the country.
That amendment is commonly referred to as the
Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA). The
provisions of these arrangements vary from
country to country depending upon the local
circumstances and the particular mission of the
U.S. military forces. Some agreements vest in
the U.S. exclusive criminal jurisdiction over all
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offenses,comrnitted by rnernbers of the U.S.
Armed: Forces. Other agreements recognize the
concurrent jurisdiction of both U.S. and locale
courts over offenses committed by such persons,
and they specify the circumstances under which
the United States or the local courts shall have
the primary right to exercise jurisdiction,

Military Requirements for PO I & C,
NAVPERS 10057, has a few general things to
say about SOFA's, a knowledge of which is
required for advancement to E-6. However,
servicemen in an overseas area must be aware of
the agreement between the United States and
the specific host country to which they are-
assigned and how it will affect them. -Public
affairs personnel can assist in this area by
interpreting and rewriting the SOFA in laymen's
terms and publicizing the pertinent details
through command newspapers pamphlets, and
other internal media.

STRESSING sEcuRrrY.knother very
important point that must be constantly
publicized overseas- is enemy attempts to breach
our security_ . Because overseas duty sometimes
puts men closer to the enemy, propaganda,
agitation, and attempts to secure classified
information by enemy agents may be
intensified_ Overseas, U.S. servicemen are
ex posed to corn m unist English-language

'broadcasts, receive subversive literature, and can
be subjected to compromising circumstances
when they are no made "aware of the tact that
each man in uniforrn'is a target of the enemy in
these rnatters..

Pu bl is affairs personnel often help
intelligence. and counter-intell igence personnel
keep American servicemen abreast of the latest
enemy- techniques for subversion as well as how
to defend themselves against enemy propaganda.
The best defense against propaganda is
knowledge and truth. The internal information
program must instill, in the serviceman pride. of
country, respect for foreign allies, and an
awareness of the importance of reporting enemy
Contacts.

Con-ai-unity Relations'

Overseas, community relations is second in
importance only to the tactical military mission.
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Officers in command rely heavily on public
affairs personnel for advice and assistance in this
area. Good relations with the host country make
the command's task easier to perform. Morale is
-hWher where there is mutual respect between
the. military and the civilian public.
Well-conducted activities promoted by PA
personnel and sponsored by the officer in
command help community relations.

The People-to-People Program was initiated
officially in August 1956 by President
Ei4enhower. The program's mission is to provide
"grassrogr._public relations conducted by
individuarnericans in foreign countries. The
purpose of the program is to help build mutual
understanding through association. At a given
momen t there are millions of Americans
overseasmilitary, businessmen, tourists, and
government workers. Each one is a potential
public relations man for America. The program
encourages them to came into contact with a_
foreign citizen having similar interests and
background.

The U.S. military has had its own
People-to-People Program for many yearS. Ship's
crews, soldiers, airmen, and marines have
voluntarily sponsored overseas orphanages .since
World War II. U.S. servicemen have joinect local
athletic clubs and teams wherever the? have
been stationed. Servicemen have visited foreign
families in their homes, and have invited local
oyerseas :arnilies to share holiday meals with
therk e People-to-People Program strives to
enco se, continue, and broaden associations
betweph U.S. and foreign citizens.

Public affairs personnel are responsible for
supporting the People -to- People Program
through co m m and newspapers and by
publicizing events of mutual interest. The
coMinand's public affairs officer also advises the
officer in command on ways of bringing people
of -similar interests together from the local
populace and members of his command.

PROJECT HANDCLASP. Project
Handclasp is an official Navy program Stemming
from a desire of naval personnel to help people
to help themselves in,,improving the conditions
under which `they live', Navy personnel, acting as
ambassadors of good will, have established new
friends for the United States and aided,
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hopefully, the ultimate achievement of just and
enduring peace.

3

The Navy maintains Prpject Handclasp
warehouses on both coasts, and has a variety of
materials available to ships scheduled for
overseas 'operations. Materials include food,
clothing, hand tools, medical supplies, light
building materials and paint, textbooks, basic
school supplies, industrial, visual and audio aids,
toys, and athletic and play sets. See
OPNAVINST 5220.3, for current guidance.

COMMUNITY COUNCILAssistance in
carrying out a community relations program
overseas is provided by the Community Activity
Council (CAC). 11-A CAC may also be known as
Community Council or other titles as described
in greater detail in chapter 4 of this manual. It
usually is ,composed of military members and
key citizens of the host country, including
educational, religious, social, and business
leaders. The list of key military ,mernbersalways
includes the officer in command (or his X0), the
public affairs officer, and the civil affairs officer.
Leadership of the council usually alternates
between civilian and military members_

The council is able to bring matters of
mutual interest to the attention of all
concerned, encourage participation in each
others' activities, solve mutual problems, and
promote mutual understanding. Members often

, are particularly active at the time of Armed
Forces Day or other local or American holidays.
"Friendship Weeks" may become the occasion
of jointly sponsored activities such as athletic
contests, dinners, dances, and the like. Many
lifetime friendships are started through contacts
between Americans and local nationals during
such festivals.

The procedures of setting up a gene
community relations program and staging special
events axe covered in more detail in chapter 4.
The jags guidelines in chapter 4 and the special
considerations mentioned in this section should
provide the , framework for organizing any
community relations program at home or
overseas.

Internal°
Relations

is

S.

American forces. constitute one of the chief
news -sources overseas, for both the foreign
correspondents of American news media and the
local (foreign) press. Activities that would
scarcely cause a ripple of interest in the United
States might be a major news event overseas. It
is important that PA persdnnel have-- ji
understanding of thisact

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENTS_
Associated Press and United Press International
maintain large overseas organizations to gather
international news. In major cities, the wire
services bureau will be headed by'an American.-
In smaller cities, an American-wire service may
be represented by a lodal newsman who may not
speak English and who may be expected to write
from the viewpoint of a local, national. Large
U.S. dailies and _radio and television networks
also maintain representatives in foreign capitals,
and some have "stringers" in smaller cities, or
exchange agreements with local media.

Many American newsmen overseas are job
veterans who know Most key statesmen, sports
figures, big -name entertainers, and other inter-
national celebrities on a first-name basis. You
may be quite disappointed to find that those
newsmen are bored with routine releases and
minor exercises. Probably, it is .due to the fact
that many of these people 'have covered-massive
exercises such as shootings in the Korean
Demilitarized Zone, revolutions and riots, daring
rescues on the Berlin Wall, the Cuban Missile
Crisis, the seige of Khe-Sanh, and often, major
wars. Generally, they are not interested in living
in tents to cover a small military maneuver and
rarely can they leave their offices for a week at
sea to cover a routine exercise. They may be
interested in good feature material, however, and
often file material based on information hand-
outs covering small scale exercises. It is a good
practice to always notify the American newsmen,
however, and let them use their own judgment.

The local media, on the 'other hand, may
never have been to sea on an American warship
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(or any warship), watched a high performance-
aircraft land and take off from a tossing carrier
deck, witnessed an amphibious landing, or seen a
hydrofoil in action. The local national TV
network may not have shown any military news
film .recently. Local nationals may be much
more interested in covering such events than
American newsmen. Invitations to local
nationals should be coordinated with the
Embassy (derough the naval attache).

THE FOREIGN JOURNALIST.While
journalistic traditions vary from country to
country and generalizations tend to be risky, it
is wise to assume that foreign newsmen may
write less objectively than their American
contemporaries. Except in Canada and some
parts of the British Commonwealth, foreign
journalists tend to report more interpretively;
and often more emotionally, than do American
newsmen. W1110 WHERE, and WHEN may not
be stressed. What people feel or how and WHY
an event affects others is often more important
to them. Some hard news stories contain no
names whatsoever.- The reader cannot even he
sure where or when the events occurred.

That viewpoint is explained by the following
editorial written by Enno Robbing, editor of the
Berlin Edition of the Neue Zeitung:

To my mind, joumalisre is a question
of personality ... it is an art. The
function of the newspaper is to assist the
thinking of the reader (in the news) and
the privilege of the newspaper is to shape
the mind of the reader in the editorials.
Both services require consideration for
the reader, a personal feeling for him.
Unless Germans become Americans, the
American paper will not really touch
them. It will impress them from time to
time, and it will perhaps interest them,
but it will not be a decisive factor in
their lives.. -

Regarding the all-factual, newsy
emphasis of American newspapers,
would it'. not be better if the
correspondents got away, from the spot
news technique and wrote ;tore
interpretative material, officials
identifying their own opinions. and el

4

opposite views? Many famous American
correspondents in the TWenties did this;
some do it today . .. The average reader
must of necessity confine himself to
general opinions. Armed with these, he
can vote. Awned with a thousand details,
he can only wallow.

The foreign journalist is different, but he
expects to be treated exactly as the American
correspondent. He wants no inside track, nor
does he want to be on the outside either. He will
treat military public affairs personnel with
respect and dignity if they do the same for hirn.
But he will not change his style of writing.

Most Japanese reporters belong to
tightly-knitpress'clubs. There is no such thing as
an exclusive. They share news and limit the
number of stories released, regardless of events.

In many countries wire services may be
subsidized or partially controlled by the
government. In most countries, much or all
broadcasting is either government owned or at
least partly government controlled. News
releases often are rewritten to conform to local
government policy when the subject is at all
controversial.

Some overseas English language newspapers
deal primaril with sensational, semiscandalous
human int est material. Public affairs people
and offi s in command may feel persecuted by
this type of newswriting unless they understand
it.
, The question that immediately comes to
mind is: "how do we deal with these people?"
There is no simple answer, but there are two

r-- things thataon be done:

the$`ri local.national in the public
affairs office who trained in iournalism, he
should write releases to give to the local media
in their style. That way any added comment is
slanted in the desired direction. Generally, if a
release is in the language and style of the
country, local papers will print it verbatim:

If there are only Oe.ans on the`
public affairs staff, news stories "should be
released in the form of a fact sheet, present
all details in fact form for, the-local editor
write in his own language. The fact sheet makes

ng
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it possible for him to write a complete story a
tends to limit the number of side comments.

For current Navy and DOD policy on
handling international media relations, refer to
PA Regs.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ACTIVITY
IN WARTIME

The peacetime occupation of all military
men is to prepare for their wartime mission of
achieving victory over the enemy in support of
national objectives. Journalists and other public
affairs personnel are no exception. While they
have an important peacetime mission, they also
must be prepared to perform their duties in time
of war. A steady flow of accurate information
about military operations is even more
important in time of combat than in peacetime.
Operating in a combat zone offers -challenges,
pressures, and problems normally not
encountered in peacetirnef;You must be trained
and prepared for this type of duty. Public affairs
plans must be prepared as annexes to
contingency and war plans in order to ensure a
steady flow of accurate, unclassified information
to the fighting men, to the American public, and
to the'world.

Public affairs activities in.a war zone focus
on three general objectives:

Providing news and logistic support to
war correspondents.

Providiri& news material to be rele d
by the Home'rown News Center.

Providing news to the servicemen in the
combat area.

In combat zones,- public affairs personnel
normally are not responsible for community
relations. Civic action programs in a limited war
ire normally, a function of the State
Department, with military assistance. In general
war, the function is a separate staff
responsibility of civil affairs. Public affairs
personnel are 'responsible for providing
appropriate public recognition of their

command's puticipation in those projects, but
not for directing them.

WAR CORRESPONDENTS

The major function of 'public a
pefsonnel in time of war (and the one that
creates the most headaches) is assisting the
civilian news media in obtaining news. All wars
pose a difficult problem for public affairs
personnel and for the war correondents they
support. It U.S.Uis vital to the system of
government that the flow of credible news to
the American people be uninterrupted. Military
security restrictions, which sometimes include
field press censorship_ , must be enforced irtorder
to deny the enemy access to information that
could lead to the loss of American militarM
objectives or the unnecessary loss of American
lives.

The war correspondent is always concerned
with the accuracy and completeness of the news
he furnishes his subscribers, but at the same time
he normally works under heavy pressure of
competition.

In limited wars such as. Vietnam, public
affairs people encounter especially complex
problems dealing with news correspondents of
many natioftalities in a sovereign nation, rather
than in a U.S. or allied controlled war theater. in
Vietnam, some of the correspondent& were
friendly to the U.S. mission, some were neutral,
and others were hostile., Yet, because of
international considerations, all bona fide
newsmen were accredited by 'id the, local
government and the U.S. military, and were
given equal access to the war zone, command
information bureaus, and news briefings.

Non-American cotres-pondents assigned to an
overseas area under U.S. military control are
subject to support criteria as prescribed by the
Department of State and the Department of
Defense. Treatment and facilities available to
foreign newsmen should be the same as those
provided for American correspondents. Media
accreditation and travel is presented later in this
chapter under "Media Relations."

Subject to military security and logistic
Urn itations, correspondents are entitled to all
possible assistance in their newsgathering
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activities. War- correspondents look to the
military for three things:

Communications and Logi les-

Efleetive news briefings.

Intelligent
imposed).

rship .(if censorship is

Communications and Logistics

The center of information activities in a war
zone is the command information bureau
(known as the "press camp's in the Army). The
CIB- is the newsman's home and, office just as it
is the headquarters Of the public affairs
personnel: C.IB personnel provide the following
services for-authorized correspondents: billeting,
rile ss ing, t ra-nsportation, communications,
briefings, work rooms, field press censorship
liaison, and administration.

Command information bureaus shOulckAae
located close to. but not in, large headquarters.
Smaller units do riot normally maintain formal
burea6s_ Often, the correspondents can be
billeted in various ships of a task force or in
tents on land. Meals usually are provicle0,-the
officers' mess.

The availability of communications and
logistic support determines the number of
correspondents a command can accommodate.
The conditions under, which rqilitary
communications facilities may be used for press
traffic a re covered by Naval
Telecommunications Publication 9 (NTP9) and
fall under the control of the, communications
department of the unit concerned.

Transportation of correspondents a
combat area depends on the organic capaties
of the command. to which they are assigned and
any additional facilities provided by attached
public affairs field organizations.

Correspondents in a combat zone come
under administrative control of the commander
of the area in which they are operating.
Responsibility for the aclniMistra Uve and
logistical requirements of newsmen rests with
the public affairs officer. Specific items and
services are provided by other staff sections in
accordance with their function and as reflected
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by the PA Plan. The duties of public affairs
personnel range from keeping a daily log of
newsmen in the command to reporting casualties
to their service chiefs of infOrmatioll end
disposing of the effects of correspondents killed
in the area.

More specific information on the travel of
correspondents in military, carriers is ccvere_d,
later in this chapter.

Informing Correspondents

Two principal techniques are employed in
combat theaters for keeping correspondents
informed of the current situation. Major
commands normally hold daily news briefings
for accredited or authorized persoribel and issue
periodic communiqUes. Laker headquarters,
contribute to the briefings and communiques,
but seldom do enough correspondents remain ar
such headquarters to warrant regular daily news
briefings of their own. Visiting newsmen may be
invited to attend unclassified tactical briefings.

NEWS BRIEFINGS.Briefings are intended
to give newsmen a comprehensive picture of
the command's current tactical situation. With
that information, they are better qualified to
understand what they see in the field and to
interpret the news in perspective.

Newsmen may, on occasion, unavoidably be
exposed to a certain amount of classified
material such as classified personnel or ship
movements. While such exposure to classified
information is kept to an absolute minimum, the
information may be furnished as a matter of
military necessity for logistic purposes or as
background for a coming operation. It is not-for
use as a current news story. When field press'
censorship (discussed later) is in effect, there is
no problem.

Daily briefings serve purposes other than a
source of news. They give the PAO and his staff
the opportunity to take up administrative and
logistical matters of interest to newsmen and to
get better acquainted with them. The public
affairs officer or director of the GIB may explain
local ground rules covering such things as Navy
exchange, ship's store, or PX privilege., wearing

-of the uni form, censorship procedures,
transportation requests, and availability of
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communications. News briefings also present an
occasion for correspondents to air grievances.

Briefing officers develop their material from
operational sources. Their presentations
routinely cover the Anmediate air-ground-naval
battlefront situation, plus any significant
activities in friendly or enemy rear areas.
Newsworthy items from the hornefront may be
included. Special news briefings may be arranged
before large operations.

To avoid repetition during daily news
briefings, a news summary of the operations
covered may be issued to each newanan during
the briefing, 'usually before the
question-anOnsweri period. The summary
eliminates the netted for time consuming

ons about the spelling of names and
echnical words. The summary may be issued in

the form of a communique.

COMMUNIQUES.The communique is a
special form of an official news release giving a
straightforward account of daily .combat
operations. Normally, it is prepared at the senior
headquarters or command in an area of
operations with all subordinate commands
contributing material. The bulk of the detail is
taken from intelligence and operations sources.
Communiques normally carry serial numbers for
ready reference.

As a command's battle report to the public,
its preparation requires maximum care and
attention to ensure quality and accuracy:.
Adequate time must be allotted to draft and
coordinate the release.

The communique covers the broad tactical
and operational picture with little emphasis on
isolated engagements. If an action deserves
special attention, it calls for a separate release.
While a release of this type does not attempt to
go into detail, it should contain enough data to
give newsmen a well-rounded account of the
whole battle area. Correspondents see only a
small sector of the day's fighting and depend
heavily on the communique and news briefing
to round out their stories.

Communiques are usually released in
conjunction with the daily news briefing. In
timing the release, consideration should be given
to time required to prepare it and the needs of
news media- in meeting their deadlines.

A single release covering a.24-hour period is
sufficient for most purposes. In an 'offensive,
two or more communiques plus specials, may be
needed for adequate coverage.-

Special communiques are issued, to mark
news of major significance. They should be brief
and may be identified by a separate numerical
sequence.

When operations in a limited engagement are
fairly routine, but continue on from day to day
without any significant occurrences, a summary
of events may be released to news media on a_
weekly or even monthlObasis. Figure 2-5 is an
example of such a ,summary as reported by the
Seventh Fleet Public Affairs Office.

Nevis Conferences

. A news' conference should be held only
when a command has something specific to
announce to the press thatcannot be handled in
a news release or by a phone call. A news
conference should not be called just to get
together with the press. Another criterion for
scheduling a news conference is if it is requested
by the news media concerned. A news
conference must be worth the time of all
concerned.

While holding a news conference, a few
thoughtful preparations will go a long way
towards assuring its success.

First, be sure to prepare complete
background information on the conference. Let
us assume you are going to announce the
recommissioning of a moth-balled battleship.
You dig out the ship's history and
characteristics, and you prepare a story on some
of the ship's new features. Another story might
be in order on the need for this type of ship in
the modern Navy. Also, you would want to put
out an announcement telling where the yard
work will he done, how long it will take, and
when she will be assigned to the Fleet. In short,
you. send the media every thing you know. Let
them decide what additional information they
need.

Who should be the spokeman, the principal
figure at the conference? That is easy: the man
likely to know most of the answers to the
anticipated questions. Sometimes this will not
be the most senior officer on hand. If not, it is
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Navel Gunfire South Vietnam

The guns of'23 warships pounded enemy targets throughout the Republic
of Vietnam during the month. Navy gunners left 690 ilitary structures
damaged or destroyed.

Shells from the warships,a1so were responsible for 148 secondary
fires and 26 secondary explosions', cuts across 23 enemy supply routes and
64 enemy killed, according to reports from air and gtoundspotterS.
Additional damage reported included 45 sampans, caves, two weapons
positions and 63 meters of trenchline damaged or destroyed.,

.The most productive day of the month was June 7 when gunfire from
six,ships accounted for 167 military structures and Wenemy bunkers
daisged or destroyed. Other dosage confirmed that day included 10
secondary firea,and four secondary explosion's ignited, 14 sampans
damaged or destroyed and 15 supply routes-cut.

June 17 was another especially big, day. Spotters repotted 23 enemy
killid. In addition, 89 military structures, 23 bunkers and two
- ,
sampans were damaged or destroyed and 11 secondary fires and
three secondary explosions were touched off.

Destrnyers on the.gunline were the Meredith, Higbee,
Rogers, RupertuN, Edwards, Rowan, Knox, Perkins, Ryes, Buchanan,
McCormick, Mullinnix, Waddel, Taussig, and Tucker.-,

Also shelling enemy positions were the cruisers Apion.:Oklahoma
City, Newport News, and St. Paul, and the inshore fire support ships
Carronade, Clarion River, St. Francis River, and White River.

Naval Air Strikes South Viet am

Pilots from the carriers Enterprise, Ticonderogai 0
Hawk and Eon Home Richard flew 1183 sorties, mostly in
against enemy targets in June.

akany,
Corps

y

Enemy military structures, bunkers, and supply routes were
the main targets of the jets, which included AA Skyhawks, A6 Intruders,
A7 Corsairs, £4 Phantoms, and £8 Crusaders. The main ordnance
used included 500- and 1000-pound bombs and 20mm cannon fire,

The warplanes were credited w__ 565 enemy military structures,
286 bunkers,'32 supply routes, and sampans damaged or destroyed.
Spotters also reported the strikes left 146 secondary fires and ignited
nine secondary explosions. Additional damage included four caves, three
weapons positions, and 150 meters of trenchline damaged or destroyed.

-30-

Figure 2-5.-Example of a monthly combat operation
174.6
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best that the sailor stay out of it. Newsmen will
want to direct most of their questions to the
expeit. The unnecessary presence of several

-seniors at such a -conference__ can cause
considerable embarraskhent to everyone.

A checklist prepared well in advance can be
of great help. Here is ap checklist which should
cover almost any news conference situation:

Ask yourself this question, "Can this
release be handled by any other means ?" If it
cannot, a news mnferetice may be justified.

"..
Be sure that -with you have to offer is a -

genuine news story. If you and your PAO are in
doubt, consult the public affairs officer of your
next senior command as to whether the news
you have warrants a news conference.

Make your invitations oral, preferably by
telephone, as far in advance as possible. Iftime
allows, and you prefer to write, r kithe
invitation friendly and informal.,',

Extend invitations. to editors of 1all
media. Explain the general type of subject
matter to allow them to determine whether they
desire to attend, but do not diseldse the news to
be released.

Don't promise anything you cannot be
sure of releasing.

Time the conference properly. Consider-
media deadlines and wheni-,:PeSsible hold the
conference on a day or. tat. att3 hourwhen
coverage possibr ties are matt favorable.

t an fas eqesSItle location (with
king spaces. 'and provide for prompt
at entrances and explicit directionalo--

anon. Make sure there are plenty of
guides available, if necessary.

Hold the conference in a place suitable
for both, printed and electronic media. Be
prepared to support the media with electrical
power, lights, and communication amplifiers, if
the room is large. Telephones should be available
in case a news reporter wishes to make an
immediate phone call to his editor. A suitable

bac
t-

und for photography will improve the
uality of still and motion picture coverage.

Hot coffee and sandwiches, if the hour
warrants, are a good idea, but newsmen are there
primarily (or the hard news and not for a free
meal, snack., or drink.

If the conference involves a prep4red
statement, have sufficient copies on hand for all
media.

If you have a prepared relelase, statistics,
photos of commaneand CO, fact sheets, and so
forth, disticibute- them at the beginning of the.
conference..This could be presented in the form'
of an information or press kit. However, don't
flood the newsmen with a lot of unnecessary
hand-out material.

Begin the conference on time.. Olt,-
starting, deterMine whether the doors will be
kept closed or whether free movement in and
out will be permitted.

Anticipate -newsmen's question:; if
possible, brief spokesman as to the possible
line of questions. This is usually the job of the
PAO, but you should be prepared to assist him.
In some cases, this will be your responsibility.
a way, a news conference is a sort of giess'_
game., and you should be able to anticipatemost
of the news queries. Submit a list of possible
questions to the spokesman beforehand so he
can be better prepared.

' If the _material embraces technical
information that--canbestbedi§cribed by:other
officers,lhave-them presentAhoroughly briefed,
and prepared to present additional information
if desired by the officer in command.
Sometimes, on highly technical subjects when it
might require considerable time to look up
answers, it is permissible for newsmen to submit
written questions in advance. However, this
procedure normally is not recommended.

Be prepared to close the conference
when the subject has been fairly and completely
covered. (Incidentally, if, in the course of the
interview, you feel the questioning is ,not
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progressing along the most ative lines, it is
permissible for you or the public affairs officer
to ask questions yourselves. You and the PAO
are there to assure that newsmen get all the
news. But clear this procedure in advance_ with
the speaker, and of course yoUr boss, to avoid
misunderstanding and embarrassment.

ESTABLISHING GR.OLIND
RULES.Normally, in a news conference,
briefing, or interview, the public affairs officer
introduces the spokesman (who in many cases
will be the officer in command) and announces
the ground rulesthat is, whether all remarks are
"on The .record," and so forth. Sometimes, the
ground rules will be given by the spokesman
during his opening remarks or prepared
statement, after which the conference is opened
for questions and answers. News media
representatives take for granted that any facts
obtained from relble sources are usable, except
those they specifically agree will be
"off-the-record."

The surest way for the official to avoid
misunderstandings and embarrassront is to open
a conference. or interview wither a clear and
complete definition of terms and ground rules.
Particular care should be taken to define what is
meant by "background information," should the
conference or interview get into this category of
information. Additionally, the official being
interviewed must indicate with great clarity
when he is moving from one category to
another.

There is no official glossary of terms for the
various categories of releasing information at a
news conference. What is set forth below
represents the most widely used terms and their
general meaning to The t'pical newsriari:

ON THE RECORD. Remarks can be
quoted verbatim and attributed directly to a'
specifically identified source.

NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION. InfOrmation
which may be used by correspondents, provided
the remarks are not attributed to a specific
source; a source identified by name or exact
title. As a general practice, the source can be
identified in general terms such as "a Pentagon
spokesman," or "a government official," or "a
qualified authority," and so forth.
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BACKGROUND. A confusing term used
by some officials with the intended meaning of
either "off-th&ncord" or= "not for attribution."
Misunderstandings frequen y arise when the
term is used in thislie The term should be4tused to describejnfo ti which may be used
by_ correspond en ntir on __theirthei ' own
responsibility. It differs'` from "not for
attribution," as the remaria may not be
.attributed to a source even in.' e most general.
terms. Background informa then, is that
information which corTespondenjliuse as though
it were the prodUct of their. own original

When used in this.' manner, no
confusion is caused 'and corresPondents receive
information needed for undrstnding of
complicated situations and developer' s.

OFF THE RECORD. Inforrtrion which
is to be held in complete con_ ence. not to
be printed under any circumstances or-in any
form. Nor is. the information to be the subject of
conversation except among those who were
privileged to receive it. Off-the-record
information is disseminated to -give trusted
correspondents special information they need to
grasp the significance of complicated Snews
events. it is used also to orient correspondents
with respect to important future events which
will require special handling by a thoroughly
informed press. It is an effective means of
allaying undue media alarm over particular
developments. The principal value of,
off-the-record information to the correspondent 1
is that it permits him to report complex events
intelligently, to avoid inaccuracies, and to
recognize unfounded or false reports. A word of
caution, however. Off-the-record statements can
be -dangerous: Avoid there -as :much asVoisible

As an alibi and legal protection against the
spokesman being misquoted (out of context
or otherwise), it is a good practice to have all
news conferences recorded on tape, or
recorded verbatim by a stenographer. This is of
particular importance if the subject involves a
highly sensitive area.

Pooling The News

On some occasions, newsworthy events take
place where, almost exclusively for reasons of



ee limitations, unlimited -numbers of
%wen and their equipment cannot be

accommodated. In those circumstances the
device of POOLING, although rarely welcome, is
preferable to no system at all, or recourse to a
first -come- first - served method of coverage. The
main concern ni a pooling situation is to ensure
that all interested media get coverage of the
event.

Fortunately, in most of the news events
where pooling is inescapable, media have a
working pool systeM of long standing. Thus,
there are standard pooling procedures for news
media coverage of the President of the .United
States when he is traveling by plane, giving a
White House news conference, or taking part in
ether events in which space limitations are a
critical consideration.

Some developments in the Navy
which generated considerable media interest'
were the Pueblo Inquiry, disasters aboard
carriers Enterprise and Forrestal, the
Evans-Melbourne Collision, and $ealab HI These
situations, of both national and international
news interest, made it necessary to severely limit
the entry of newsmen to the scene, especially in
the case of the Pueblo'lnquiry at the Coronado
Amphibious Bak in San Diego. Space
limitations required that of about 40Seats7be.
alloted to the hundreds of newsmen desiring
entry. Some sessions were entirely closed to the
public and media for security reasons, For the
latter, a. news summary (usually- two
summariesmorning and afternoon) was
prepared and released daily by the CIB. Also,
the CIB director (a Navy- captain) held a
stand-up news conference/briefing almost every
afternoon at the end of the court day (for both
open and closed sessions).

Obviously, it is understandable that the
space capsule recovery, ships/ can accommodate
and take to sea a very limited number of
correspondents.

Other eventsplanned, unplanned, or
unanticipatedattract -substantial news media
representatives, and the physical limitations of
the scene do not permit simultaneous reporting
and photographing by all who may wish to do
so.

Where there is no escape from pooling, those
who control the event must give thought to
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prescribing the most efficient, equitable, and
least restrictive procedures that circumstances
permit.

The Joint Media Committee on News
Coverage Problems (consisting of representatives
from' Sigma Delta Chi, AP, National Press
Photographer's Association,

andNews Director's Association, and the American
Society, of Newspaper Editors) in. July 1965 -
published, for guidance, a summary of theusual
pooling methods that_ have worked best in
situations where there has been experience with
pooling.

Priorities necessarily vary according to the
circumstances, but generally the most acceptable
order is somewhat` as follows, with the total
number of, pool representativis depending on
the space and facilities available:

1.. One reporter (and, if a pictu,re situation,
one photographer) from one of the two major
p_ ress assaciationSi. AP and UPI .

2. One rdresentative (and, if appropriate,
cameraman and so rid engineer) fromode of the
major broadcasting networks; ABC, CBS, NIBS,
and NBC.

3. The representathes from the other press
association and the other radio and television
networks.

4. A reporter and photographer, When
appropriate) from one of the local newspapers
and one of the local television and radio
stations.

a. Representatives of the remaining
local papers and television and radio stations.

5. A representative rom among the
"specials:" i.e. out-of-town newspapers who
have sent reporters and photographers to the
scene.

a. A representative from among the
out-of-town radio and television media.

6. A representative from the news
magazines.

7. A representative from among the foreign
press on the scene.

There is nothing hard and fast-about the
listing above. It is subject to variation according



to many mfferent circumstances surrounding
each news event. It is presented merely 6 an
indication of the general order of importance
(measured by the presumed 4udience) of the
various news media.

If the mews event is a continuing one, or has
different aspects occurring at different times, it
is customary and advisable to rotate the
poolmen, giving turns ate,. opportunities to as
many of the news representatives as possible so
that each may witness some part..oE what takes
place.

A recommended "course 'of action in pooling
is for the CIB,to allocate available space for each
category of media appropriate to the event and
then let the newsmen themselves decide who
will fill the spaces available.

Pild Press Cen akin

Thy Presklan ray, estabIrsh natiohat press
censorship-Avithify the Continental United States

--immediately upon declaration of war or if the
United-States is invaded or in danger of invasion.

Outside the Continental United States, field
press censorship may be established by the
unified, area, or force commander in all land or
water areas in which the U.S. Armed Forces are
operating, in the event of:

,I A declaration of war by he =United
States.

An armed attack upon the United-States,
its territories or possessions, or areaso&tpied or
controlled by the United States.

An armed attack upon the Armed Forces
of the United States.

The comniitrnent to combat of the
Armed Forces of the United States as a separate
force or as a pap of the United Nations effort.

When established under one or more of the
above-listed conditions, field preas censorship is
exercised over news material entering, leaving, or
circulating within an area to the .extent the
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unified, area, or force commander deems
necessary for maintaining security. The
strictness of field press censorship depends
primarily on the tactical situation in the area
and surrounding territorif. Once initiated_ within
or outside the Continental United States, press
censorship is discontinued only upon direction
of the Presid&nt or the Secretary of Defense.,,

. Field press censorship is a wartime operatic:in.
(A deSlaration of war exists.) Basic guides for its
activation and conduct are embodied in a joint
Army-Navy-Air Force document (distributed in ",

the Navy as OPNAVINST 5530.5), promulgated
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and a claisified field
press centorship manual (OPNAVINST
05530.7). Their concept and directions are
based on experience gained in war and are
designed to harmonize as much as possible the
potential conflict of interest between
representatives of a free press and a military
commander charged with the security of his
operatioti. Knowledge of the policies for-
establishing and conducting field press,
censorship is a prerequisite for handling public
information in combat areas.

The field press censorship function is usually
accomplished at the command information
bureau (it May sometimes be referred to by
other narnes such as combat information bureau,
or press camp) established in the vicinity of high
level headquarters.

Al thOugh the two . notions are
accomplished in the same general area with-close
and constant liaison, publicaffairs,presonnel are
not responsible for any censorship activity. The
public affairs officer is the liaison between the
censor and the correspondent.

The chief field press censor is designated by
the unified, area, or force-ccimmanderwho has
overall responsibility for field press censorship
within his forces and the area under his
jurisdiction. He may be required to- report to the
commander through the public affairs officer.
Under these. circumstances, the PAO exercises
only staff supervision over the operation. The
chief censor does not become a member of the
public affairs staff. At lower chelons, field press
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censorship detachments operate under the,---

control of the chief censor, not the _control of a
'CIB director or PAO.

With the establishment . of field press
censorship, the censor becomes responsible for
security review and'cleirance of news material.
.The PAO's responsibility before. censorship is
not, however, reduced. He retains his
relationship with newsmen, although news
releases and communiques must pass the censor
before release. The responsibility remains with
the CIB director for assuring that copy not yet
censored is not. transmitted through .insecure
Means and that :uncensored c-opy is not
encrypted.

Cooperation between the CIB and the censor
can prevent countless misunderstandings
between the military and the war correspondent.
When a correspondent is given precise advice on
what can or can not be passed, the writer avoids
wasted effort on material which would have to
be eliminated or radically cut. Also, from such
close relationship, public affairs personnel are
frequently in a position to explain to the
correspondent why some apparently innocuous
subject has security' significance. Wartime
experience has demonstrated repeatedly that
responsible newsmen, when apprised of the real
reasons for silence on a subject, had no more
desireto divulge it_than had the military. Such a
working relationship breeds mutual confidence
and understanding, lightening the burden of all
concerned.

Ifs possible, it is desirable that all copy from
correspondents be forwarded to the press censor
via' the CIB, for under these circumstances the
CIB director can maintain better control over
the clearance of material. Should differences of
opinion arise between a censor and 'a
correspondent, it is the duty of the public affairS
officer to act as military, representative of
correspondent and, if appropriate, to effikt a
workable compromise.

CHINFO exercises staff supervision over
Navy implementation of field press censorship
in time of declared national emergency
and coordinates training of personnel for this
duty.
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Media Accreditation and
Travel

The policies, regulationt, and procedures for
- obtaining accreditation *lad authol-ity to embark
coria Mete ig0 newsmen in ships and aircraft -are
changing Constantly. There is little to say here
except to urge you to keep abreast:.

ACCREDITATION. Until, 3- NoVerpber
1967, the Departnfent of , Defepse had an
accreditation systen fOr- newilmea: That
accreditation system at .the time of this writing
is suspended. Forther117, accreditation was
grated to bona fide newsmen of established
mass communication media who had a-

continuing_ need to work with Department of
Defense Agencies in gathering news for
publication. All DOD-accreditation .cards issued
in 1967 or before are now of no value.

At .presentw Department of 'Defense
accreditation is not, required for coverage of any
unclassified DOD or-military activity. The.only
current method to verify the status of a
newsman is through his employer rather 'than
through DOD.. If there is valid reason to suspect
the credentials of a newsman, his employer
should be contacted.

TRAVELThe travel of newsmen aboard
Navy ships or military aircraft as part of their
coverage -of military news events must be in
accordance with existing Navy and ASD/PA
policy. In no case, should a net man be invited
to travel aboard a ship or aiRraft unless the
travel is authorized by a current Navy directive
or preview* approved by ASD/PA.

PRO VIE)
TROOPS

WS TO THE

Your pripary vehicle for keeping military
personnel in remote war zones informed on cur-
rent events (including the progress of the war and
news "from back home") is the American Forces
Radio and Television network. (See chapter 11
of this manual.) Your secondary media are the
area/theater newspapers such as Stars and Stripes.
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HOME TOWN NEWS

Production of home town news material in
the war zone is a hugetask for all public affairs
personnel. The service home town news centers
are the-Major outlets for news items originating
from; command information bureaus. The
prograhr is given high priority. At the height of
the Korean ar about 85 per cent of all daily

and weekly media in' the U.S. Were ecviving
'home town news service. The same was true of
Vietnam.

pile most Navy honie town news nrepoits
go through FHTNC, war correspondents with
units in war zones also expect to report home
town coverage for their, media. More than Qr*

.

correspondent has made his mark by reporting
nothing but home townstories.
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CHAPTER 3

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE MANAGEMENT

There are many senior JO assignments in the
Navy in which you may be called upon to run
your own ship. A JO I aboard ship or at a small
shore installation, for example, may be the
righthand man of a collateral duty public affairs
officer who can devote only a fraction of his
time to PA. _Senior JO's may sometimes find
themselves in independent duty billets where
they will be expected to perform the duties and
assume the responsibilities of 4, public affairs
officer. Practically every senior Mli is called upon
at one time or another to take charge of things
when the PAO is absent.

As a senior JO, you can expect to do a
certain amount of administrative work wherever
you go. Journalist 3 & 2 in trodtited you to sonic
of the basic practices and proceClures carried out
in the administration of a public affairs office
These related to official correspondence, the
Navy Directives System, subject identification
system, public affairs fiics, required reference
publications, off ice c,,4 pluent and supplies,
security of classified natter, and other mat ters,
The senior JO, however, must also understand
and be able to apply, sound management
practices and orderly administrative procedures

This chapter contains a guide to essential
administration, personnel manageme lit drafting,
valetas types of correspondence ( uiclu ding
letters, directives, plans, studio reports,
and other m an agernen procedures in

establishing and managing a lie altairs

I fiat L.SsLIN 11 s l of(
ADMINISTRATION

ttrer you work for a full
duty PAC) or are assigned to indepenu:nt Linty

ti

r

there are three essentials necessary to set up a
successful public affairs office:

The authority to do the job

The support of the officer in command
and his staff; and

The resources for carrying out the job.

THE AUTHORITY

Your primary authority for doing the job is
Department of t he Navy Public Affairs
Regulations, SECNAVINST 5720,44, (This pub
will hereafter be referred to by its short title, PA
Regs,)

PA Kegs has been issued as an nistru non
from the Secretary of the Navy, who by law and
regulation is responsible tor relationships with
the Navy's publics. It not only provides policy
guidancc but outlines regulations and
reconiinencis genic practices arid procedures

the conduct of a public affairs office It
con tains touch ut the au thoi ity' you need to
perform your Job, in addition to providing a
wealth of in formati, n and practical _idance,

In addition, there usually are instruct' ns
i2-31401 by area, Wet, or force commanders ch
implement or supplement the basic provisions in
PA RegA. These also support the public affairs
puicres and procedures discussed in the previous

and usually provide the officer in
command and the PAO with the necessary
guidance to conduct them m ore efficiently on a
command level,

RE,suirto,,ES

As the oli .114 ,g,r QI adn
Ili to the puLtic aft airs of fr,. er, you will be
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responsible for inariag,Mg resources manpower.
funds, ppl es. and eci nipment t ha t are
budgeted for-puhl lc affairs_

Although your aut hority to do the rob
originates from °LIN& the command, and is
delegated to the oft icer in command. the Area ns
to carry it out must come front within.
!nilividttuI commands must LI SC tile Us Own funds
t or suppliA, oginpinent, payrolls of
personnel engaged in publiL affair", v.ork,

S-I AF I- OtliCANILAT N

A 1)0E4
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staff officer is provided instead of a chief of
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heading the five divisions are known as
administration officer, intelligence officer,
operations and plans tl r, logistics officer-,
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lOr administration, intelligence, and so forth,

The comniander's personal staff petforips-
duties prescribed by the commander401,-A
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and stall oft iccrs handling special matteitAyier
which the (onlnialidcr- wishes to xo:tii-$0;,Lgiose
persoilt4i Ann, 01, usually niclude
alt,] ISS 0(110', and in niajoi ()verse.
tilt! poi Inca I advise'

'vVimii you rcput I t,o new CQ
hlddi bit; Lilt; stall orgaiaLation and
14111111dt 1,v itll tlic 1 nin,tionr, ot the,

t a i l ]

owledie of
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completeness of the information. The
commander should not be burdened with a mass
of undecipherecl information, irrelevant facts, or
unfounded rumors. Above all, public affairs
efforts must be objective. Facts must be
prepared as they arenot as the commander
would like them to be.

Developeng Plans

An important staff 'responsibility is to
'anticipate the needs of the commander and the
command. To plan ahead, staffs evaluate past
performances, seek new information, and use
imagination. They coquet information pertinent
to anticii a missions for the command,
prepare stall studies, make preliminary estimates
of situations, develop plans, and amend the
plans as additional information is received br as
situations change. Contingencies cnn be prepared
for only with thorough forethought.- Lack of
preparation inevitably leads to hasty planning,
errers, and omissions.

Some staffs have a sspaia te plans and
programs directorate of division, but in inost
commands, planning is assigned to Operations.
No matter where planning is assigned, it is a

ewonsibility of all staff members to keep alert
to the need for a' new plan or direk,tive, Each
public affairs office is responsible for its own
internal plans and for preparing the publi
affairs aspects of general plans drawn up by the
plans division.

UTgaI tug eS

Publh, aftau a staffs m
ways to make me best the Laited
resources-of, men, money, material, and titre. In
any staff operation, there is a constArtultrett.bi
waste, and the larger the operatio the greater
the threat. To organise resources axinnarn
effectiveness, you c.annOtjmerely plan for the
use of individual resources. You must ihuik in
terms of the command's total resources.

Rarely i5 a public affairs office staffed with
as many persons as could be used_ As the senior
JO and office supervisor, you must make every
effort to maintain the best qualified JO/PI-I
teams available. You are responsible to the
public affairs officer for r the training and
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qualifications rof the people you Supervise.
Through proper assignment and supervision, you
must get the most you can out of their efforts.

Achieving Coordination

Coordination means bringing together all
related activities at the correct time and in the
correct order so they are in harmony for
carrying objectives. It means the meshing of
operaii6 etween commands or within a

ordination promotes cooperatior),
fiction, and decreases the number of
s reoutring command decisions. A

thoroug knowledge of all action taken or
propose is essential tf- uality of action is to be
assured. The c.orrelatiop of all staff activities
depends chiefly. upon the free interchange of
information among t

jta ing D *or

A well-oriented state takes much of the
burden of decision-making off the commander.
Its members make decisions ,where authority
exists £.the action, or where the decision is in
agreement with command policy. Since
responsibility for action caimot be delegated,
staff officers realize that they are acting not for
themselves but for the corn rn andAr,

Deckions made by raft', censers are
ic rd I ly of a routine or technical nature, For

example, although the commander may make
the decision as to the nature and scope of the
operational training program, the operations
officer generally makes all decisions- repirding
such items as scheduling and phasi_ng.- Maff
officer, cif course, keeps der

4 informed at all times of any significant e ons
made fur hire or in his mine. 4

Normally, a commander delegates authority
to his public attars othcer to make routine news
releases fliel,,publh Waifs officer, within the
limits or authority delegated to him, makes
routine decisions daily, as he checks security
aspects, edits releases fur propriety, aL,Luracy,
and policy, and cOrisiders overall impact on the
public.

When a news Story contains rat nation iii 4
sensitive or questionable area, a cc nsekentious
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PAO will verify the facts, prepare a news release,
and then seek the commander's approval. The
knowledge of when it is appropriate to do that
can only be gained y experience, knowing the
public, knowing tl eoniniander, and knowing
the command.

Preparing and Transmitting
Directives

Decisions mathe by alb individual
officer, by dethileid coordination of the entirS

stall, or by the commander on the spot, require
implementation. On smoothly operating stalk,
implementation is made possible through clear,
concise directives. flies,: due,tivcs iiidy Lake the

von cif operation (ride's, letters, SUP, notice!,,
instructions. regulations, ui any other means

suitable to the occasion.
Usually, a stall sec 111,11 pret >ares a directive,

coordinates with Lithe' .Miff
-oubmits It to the 4,-oiumainici 1 it appi oval_ The
directiVe must state the intentions of the
comniande, and inusi o.-itobi the Irish uctions'
needed to ars. (JO ills a, Hun Then. it the

0)111111,3,1de, Lonc,,rs ic,0111,,lendation all

he nceds Li) do is I., :dgm ao,1
published ,..c,c1 pi,..111,11giated

pAid incpaic-, the 1.11

Llt dI1 l/PelatIOWS 1,Idel an adntinistr4cive
tot up:lawn'

Loutiniting ba3b, a Nic:,1"i event 1i iii .III
aeclelcll[ ,)r disast(r`Ppi,i, Within the one, 11, ,

statcd tt,*; (Ives of the pl. attaalita,
to be talscu and resiit,us,t.aniks tot iepOrti,
aLoiliiplisfung the

an,- it
a, oniplishaient t I tl,c v011,11

tof 111 ex tci ila I Aii,1 04.1b1i, s A 111,. t,,,
csiablishes dims add IL", -,

Within a 3./ that iii ,

affairs function tet ti.: ec. buihandct n dcol,
alid 14.7.4:i slop

Ntai,d.alillu±, 4

_ail t.. f',311,1 .1..,
ul 11\,-es. Sr

,,inves .

acs daii,c v,.itt1 the
Lonintandci r (lily aioo re, Jinnicud

directives
indicates
inappro priate.-

Control is a t

o prove efficiency when practice
an existing directive is

_-y process. In contacts
with subordinate units, staff officers determine
whether the standards, policies, and procedures
established in directives are realistic and
effective. They also verify re 9rts to determine
whether the staff is gettin omplete data and
that only necessary informatiA is being
reported, If better ways of accomplishing the
mission can be found, they are adopted.

STAFF RELATIONSHIP WITH
THE FLAGSHIP

The rela( the staff and the
flagship is governed by ,Vai'v k,witlutions, Except
for matters of general discipline, which are
subject tb'tke internal regularaons and routine of
the ship, staff officel-s, have no administrative
onnection with' tile flagship. Staff enlisted

rsontiel are ...a.s§igne&-lo the flagship for
cf-f,?nt$tratiOrt ,and tfisetpfpfe. (At shore

whete there Is 'a "ext. peentration of
large staffs, a;,,-Ofktralized flag

ad five u usually take's cars of enlisted
ad min-a-14tion

Th e QFtice with ttie appi oval

the hie o nl_sted duties,
les, and battle stations; regulates leave and

liberty and ensures that they carry out the
4d111111111.14tikl: Itikal114 111 Oldel

./L-rt_halC /1/3 Winc:,, leellvcfy. the fl..,;
annanis Itatsun the ship's

ti, c officer
onirriaikkis 101011, 1. .114 411(..IIL'IlEig

,11 IIIC [Le flagship
1,, [Lis 1.:spe,,t It1c llagship is die same 33 any

el skip ii, if,,, , oinroand

4,11 It t tt 1 nor.,
APPLAKANCL

;mid appe,i.u.
iWe are y a, A15

I sn,n1141- bc r tcd as ..L.ir as possible
,,dices of ttuE oft h, ,obiniand and

th, / .I ul Adr I yet at (i.e lan1c tini be
IL IA) (Ilk: Ilk WN d. d publk: Since

[tie ,)tiblik all ills ke is of te,. the public's only
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pc,nht w th tkje lld. the
lo cis! tion _Urn Ilirl displA and con rt
°Ile red should ilia kc a itavorahple impression on
visitors. An efnLacat 1\ inallned, but
not Limbo.). alit 1i:cc:pool' room is desirahle
VI sit ing newsTlica shim' d lave ai.icess

wsroom or rie ien ter when the\ L-ati Ito' Is
on 1)r photo.: stories, I- aellities III
:to lrllrlttldate (m t wo 0i-respondents
usualli, are adequatc..

I he public a flairs 'ot _111J his Jssist,iii
_shed)! have separate Lind /1ft-103N y suund- taunt
Old le Cs w'ensirro vrivdcv ,_!urn ersa
-sources in orant HI edio 1 hi tors, anti ,tall

ni kits
11_4

the 01 IA ,,!Lill, (it IICV I, i pcntant III Ito

puhlie affairs personnel net_

in support of internal,
in t o nnatIO it evQrItti.

Sonic ,Ann Wands is tie den ta non gads,
badges, or arm hands to key pu blie affairs
person nel which authurires their aCcesS to
i_11,astet and icst rwteki events, The use of
I hese LIevlees must be au t 11°11741 by a command
).1tro t t) ): to CiI,ure that imilitary haw
ell! 01 eimio solute' and other Lir);
011 It kik hoilut then]

por
nit y, and public

t just thsett ssed I, pried
largo stall rl]and aslloio and iargc

I I et-1,21/cl culllill.Ir1d al ik)a( I he `iiitiggc.st !or s
be lilt 11,,Ji,31hic to niiplenicti t :sum I

slurs he cause the le)! spacie, urkls, andot flit lull Al,. a tixris iiiissioti At lc,i.st 'one ), hired Irlaterlal oihiIi IlIIe It art: tlQ1 available
it id II.. tire, t th ll 111 PA ',tans embarked a huard

d p t: 11,1,)ti IL.') dl(' tItilaL to t a de sk 11SMItlj ikt,,A.rd IkC trc 1\ pe,slit, 1 -[411 11 .4,4 tit k
011111111.1111() !Ins pr ides a .1(1111,

Cll.' 1111d 1,.) 11... 71110,41,1 :-Itat1011
sviitchhkiard hr (11.- er load () I 1110v..11.12d 1)(1 t H ,1 +UJIIf r -.14 I. KA it 114,44 bSst:Li,
dINLIN[L7t Ill I: ill CIL.1,1 I pi..Y17,11_ik

plat) II, ,'III, _e S.11,

It I h hi, L HUI
,k out', hill 1,1 k III (hi ti , 11., ,4

phonc 5 I int 1,-1.1 1 i/ 1 1

JICWS

4 :(

p001 anapci.lc
vno ,1llttlill ltI 1lrttl t aCtur

till/
)0L,

1140, 1, ]alit .1

III,J1,1,)
!:,I1 1111 I, all . .1. 1 I I.-1.

11111),,,) t111t lit t. eth, , I,
1...-0 from )itt se ,it ti,

laid out with it LI, _ 1,,

perit)tiiied I, , Ilk
Off Its wh ii ill tilt t I 1 t dokk

r,=.11,tZ 0',IS d
n d

lAt)a 'al 17, ako t ut 1 ,)1

thd(01111to it., I ,i."1+, It c d n todta 1 I ) i) 41'it lOr

I [

1.-,1:-,2110,1

I

( )It it

1

. AIN; AC' DI IA .

1 (,-37,11.: J-d ,[1,1 k

Ir 11 lily(

1,4 III, I, j

t 111i!,4ilk)!

)s+t) Iti1LISt

Utit_PLIE
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:avers a wide range w eisions. It
inclits setting goals, estate! ,,ling saards,
laying ground rules (4 pe ies, deterninnv
methods and procedures; and tixing du- )-dav
or Job-to-joh schedules'

To plan properly, you nu I collect ai the

information you need in adv,i. and an;
each job thoroughly. You must -Item!
foresee any problems which nay aria. tr
work out solutions ahead of time,

ORGANIZING BY
FUNCTIONS

httective man hi- aei.J le

Organizing consists of breaking down all the jobs
into related units, then assignilig iikcin 1,, the
personnel most capable of doing the )vork its

each unit
large f,uNIL at l.,ir (in f.:1 att.,"

etlganized into departments t,y 11111Clik,IIS

Miter teal iniormainal Lommiliniv Jos 114-did

11'

RA010 I

relations, and administration. Figure 3-2 shows a
typical public affairs office organization c
The media relations division, for example, may
have a radio/TV section, news photo section,
and a press section. A Yeoman or civilian
secretary might handle the clerical work. Petty
ollicers would supervise each section wit h an

icer responsible for the enore_department.
The major advantage of departmentalization

IS specialization, By concentrating on a single
phase of work, personnel achieve specialized
knowledge and skills that enable them to do the
work more professionally and complete it more
quickly. They are also able to establish closer

of king fClatlEnIS with media representatives.

ializatrun also has its, d itagcs. One
disad niage is that JOS SWIM' timeN develop a
narrow point of view or tunnel vision Also,
public affairs specialists who coin.entrafc their
eltoi ts fir Only uric area of F,uhhc al 1 airs may
,,ire da find th,ilheIVCS 111 a IJUSlth.mi where they

[ PON.LC ArPAIRS

UFFILAH

SION

NEWS PK

SECTION

PRESS

3ECTIW,
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are expected to perform in another, area and
cannot. Therefore, you should make certain that
all JOs have the opportunity to cross-train in the
major functions of their cancer field

In a small office with only two or three fus
it is usually impossible toy departnwntaliie
small public affairs staff should he trained to
function as a team with each member able to
replace another in his specialty whep
illness, or major events require

In ally ot Itldf A

professionally qualified iii ot the
specialties his office requires rare
situation where the sefflot .1() III all t ttI,C does
not occasionall ha c ll, NA Ill," IICWN
record a spot new, stta cote( an d,LIJcilt. Or
even pinch hit as a (,hotopaaptici IT
TeSpOnSibillt) kc, otti baNI, Lill:, all
continue declopilir ha,
limited experience

Apo ov,ed tala, aitog
U ile 11 t s in 1Ig Ihe

,_structure apJ for
PUblIc ,halts Stitt may ttut:Riate, clep,pdh,g

ml1,1,01( ,pt,
ga the olf ary iii

accorddin with Ittc %%nal, s the rohh, atldIl
(Jtticci Lint ran inna taol Wan

cs.perIc 1,, t

upon
The csaL,

cicact ,,,gant. an II is ,I1,7

and the peisorn
Manning ,standads tor

di. Lide,.1 oa a o 111:Nt lia
p hpoulatio, surrounding ,:cimillinitt population

news potential of [ilk mcd
dirccitq seived ai..I tile plop nate all
of total illdIlln, 4,71 art: 1, ,Li 4111 ;

at, 111. PA() ttlIJdete,11-1
or,,-, JO ot rice awl Ve a S,-111 tall
of an Isola ted I 'stand hull iti a ti lJIUF
InUalldi lull ky,ated Hear a Inch- )1t iti
affairs off )(aft inav- 11 , fin, c=1-,
and eitlisted spc,,i lists pi,,

part(t..-larly it the ipstallatioll iry d

of [)01)

COOK1AN A I II

OUI Ji11.,

JtifilliO.Nti a ...A:A
synchionmil.g
achieving a III .1 tic UltIL,01 11 *d

here separately coordination is not Lb distinct
and separate tunction. Coordination actually is a
part of all IOW administrative processes.

The best time to bring about coordination is
at the planning level, Ii is only C0111171011 sense
that in detet mining \.S. hat IS to be done, yon also
take into i onstdera non how it %Aid' be done and
who will do it as to attain MaXIM11111
efficiency with a IHi11111111i71 Of et tort, twin all
,oncerned), 1101-1111Litik111 or teLnin,,,,,urk, call he
,wen III all a 1, c4 IS tit ,htIVIt

In arranging a guest raise, felt e eaillple,
iIiiatlull is n. ssa14 t+ Een t IIINFO, one

171 lii,.lii 11,0a1 dish 4).,s t\,pe Lommands,
the unit to ,,st11411 the guest Is to be assigned, and
IIIe Cilc -,t himscll Ail of house is anothet
sample fu make LOI.J14.11HAII011 iti

te,iipred Ch. (1) Nt) l'At) other
Elitc-its comma,l, 1 i,ssihlt other

commands,, nev,s media, and the civilian
community, FAcli , simple Ming llkc ,-,ending
piedqic ,story it, a ilewsllapet viidiVeti close
;ourdmation. If ti, photo lab can't turn out the
pictures on uni and the l'Ati can't ge t the
necessary transportation fol rile ,, ilri
tiOlting a losing battle

-\11 1,14 I .1,1.,
cl 4. .1 HIV()) 1- AI i,i I 1,11 fi it,

1,1171 Jo L1 -11"
1%1JI 1,11'4 dk) it Olt tili.t It il,. onti

Inuit( It,. bait tio_ c,ittle pi,
iiiay L:oilie II, a tlII 1,11 OK
a11,111., III a.7,c.'.% I, Ilk,

t,+1 a:. lint- II, a
in4rit1a,tu 111 L. t Iiit 1.e4.t ot 41,2
tile nitnst t)e lic Laralatities pi the

at.1 work .ilia to the dalkit,i1O.
,/I pat tS, oft ga.,tip Wkd kciN
slaild1I1V di guliid alit tiler ci.i111, tai (her

the Inle tIlllsh.h one rob af Ler nuttier
t leak ottL.: it y 11411 k..1 Utli

dart', 11,di IS 1, the
If(Iit rly la), 0111

di 4th,
III t111. ti I

t,i the , Ight tot.. ti,a, it
th, kepi in gocd
inn ti.al al It IL Ich, 714p17he. u.t cqtawiln.=-1 k ,

and keel, the work ,

Ilti,

t" kit)
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SUPERVISING ACTIONS

There are certain principles of good office
management which have been worked out and
tested by experts. Automation has not reached
the public affairs field, and the decision making
and carrying out public altars activities is
done largely by humans, Those 'humans are
public affairs specialists who, It properly
managed and supervised, have the capability t(

perform their mission.
As a petty officer, supervising should he

nothing new to you. Good supervision is nothing
more than good leadership, It means that you
will guide your men intelligently and fieLk the
-progress of then walk regularly to see that it
'.tinlorrns as nearly as possible to yout
Directions should he given simply clearly, and
comp_ letely, They should be given it such a way
that the men know what is to be done and when
to do ig. Depending on the job 01 situation. Nou
may also have to tell them how to do it why it
must be done in a protes,sional manner, and
when the required action must he completed.

Keep You. Si..tt hiforrh,d

Eve ()hi i I o

on information and
relations should be based on the lin IL
Keep your .,1.11,. the%

u4aderstand the importance of the wink and
the good will to bc derived Iron, Na'
arid rite ,.ifflIndfid It they IlaC to work (ri

do out of ffkv iarN . mar,:
know Olt But Jul not

bC t/01 all 1.1,111I ,t1k,jhc

1101 IL-gone planatkm,
Keep Li mind agai.. Li,

.,[lairs !ohs c., ti)
spends two ears yvi

SUBf'AC w,il hav, aL,,ture

11 who

knOWIC:def

and ICadJUNI a little ati-Lcal I Hi Ilk
crew billet at URI. V`i I A 1U. Alio spt,11Z\ a
tow of did) itt an Amt..,
station Ili AI .sk H ill have
trouble at (11.7.,( In Idling the O.
a 1,1)11111.d111 a,t

All I ) inut

III ,411101ilit

s itt cllitt)1 Lit

I II 31[311-kJ!!

,LL
[Ito cith)W3 111)

boen adapted to diffeient jobs and different

billets. Take this into consideration in,direeting=
your men in their assignments. Two men in the
same pay grade may have had such diverse
careers and backgrounds that it would he unreal
to expect identical results from them on any
given Job.

Training Your Staff

As a senior Jo) In vfiat of an of t It_e your
Have in the Navy chain of command is where
practical instruction takes place. Your position
makes you the natural channel for giving the
Men new information, methods, and
requircilloits Your greater knowledge of the
Navy, the ship and the skills of your rating
make you the natural teacher of the men under
you. Moreover, your proximity to the men
should citable you to understand them, and, in
turn, to be Lludcrstuud by thew

I aiN ,LILIValrpige 01 every unity lor
tl aining.. yoit'pinsonallv are unablo to conduct
a training session, then make sure your inure
expelienced !lien c.ouduct the training. Piave

y our val toils service school graduates pass on
their knowledge and skills to non-graduates.
Filk_o0rage and assist all of ow subordinates in
obtaining ynd ompl,,tn,g tale naming manuals,
all esJ.on,ii nee courses and other

supi,L.inentary material needed t impio e thetr
kills In advancement

Supervision can range tit.ni ahuost
kil 1.11e highly cAl1C,WIlt.Cd tt, L=11):±e

.111,C:111.11011 It./4 (It. 1. wing and ine,,pclitnLd
I )01 uiet si.q .111i /1- It .01.41 MC11 -al,: capable.

hay.. de,noloiratLd their
_HAIN', to supervise (hell! too

JONC:h.. t hey resent II al/41 ther work may
mittel

NI.. fk) 11,,:,pcileuLed,
nc,d du. NttinA- NlOh until they can 9

develop ,he sculls 0.,L1 ability necessary to do
ti1C11 job!, li. IN nut kk

suited 01,J11 as It 0 If
J, Iii. , chill type of Job

bet me, it Is l/1, to y1tt. to train them
Alv s 11;111:111b1:1 that tilL thorough!'

Jcpcn II_ petty cltk.ei In
g, tt ) 1,111.1(lp all of 11.-c the

1,;poli.ind,i,, to, ally Ilttlshed i teotl,.et Is yours,
egard less of In, Joe the wort:
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it one of your men writes a poor stork', for
example), it is up to you to edit it or have it
rewritten BEFORE it goes to the public affairs
officer for approval and release. There is no
excuse for giving a sloppily written story to the
PAC_), then blaming your striker fur any errors or
blunders that are brought to your attention 11

you continue passing .the buck in this manner,
you will nut Only lose the respect and
confidence 0f the PA() but sour ifiCII
Be slue, however, (fiat In J.-Lilting and LC wittlng
you train your luniors as well as improve their
written work. Unless you eau 1111p1VVt: then
Skills as well as the immediate pioduct
end up 110111g all the work tour..cli

Regkildifkkil (J)

l >ilt, k11.1 ,"111
4,-.gulat,;ki internally kl op
procedure., or lit, In t.ltC tkitr., PA()
usually co, .di,e,tes ,uch SOPS tall, you it,
wirlimtudet and ocher staff (mice, s once
publishcd, ttic aiC ,41cl wide

Individual job desetiption.. based
,AilJ Mantling 11.11.41 should I. autti
mahitaincd ta, ccci tltc 1.ii Iii.
attatis ,tall -k ,.itoptlattutt
activitt,
you for \ oi 11 le It, id of st' t

relic

A

%. I l 1

Ail I4. .,c) I I 1. 1

Wlidt tic dt,r , d it AN

s N..11,2 I heing
eritkal 1j el .4,a1.1 to .1, it t dubk
cvriv cat +.1.71.111(*Zd t MI( LNIII

Ice Jung ul I. t1111. v he
call]. toi )1$1,: LA ti,C LILL !k Li

Ctit11-t. tug
In Lk 11.1

LLsi,

al a0 explaining tem
shows that you're helptul
you cinicd.f.., at all Illakc st is light

As with cnticism, there is an art in - giving
praise and encouragement. Public
omniendation is an excellent aid in developing
nm's morale don't repeatedly pat a man on

back for doing his job. Never hesitate to
nk or praise an individual in such at way that

others know of the praiseworthy deed. It one of
yoOr subordinates inakes a good suggestion or
goes out of his or her w:-: do a better Job,
gi<e credit where it's ;,i1 the suggestion
lift very practical, let then Anal know you
appreciate the thought behind it Be courteous
to it11110iN a, A411:11 as Sen101:, hear it mind, of

-rd,i pia ke is ill Ie Slt2 n its
1111 e

hit 1- I INc, t 1/1. ice

hnitt144li A

acti,,ali
prescribed .V/1

A "witior Journalisi ne,,J, skill iii composing
id , in addition to his

iiiiia.11,11.1,
. I)Ic

I cinrcs Lthaposition
I , I i t), -1,,)11j, lit 4 s. Ill of id

t/U t.. the
of OP I 141

By now ou
tht loidiats

filial

Os compositions which you
aLJ t,. piepare i I 1 Na y tGliiidt. ;old

publik a Tair , loiters (7) litiblk affairs dire, tikes
na,,s1 att airs to

id o_ I, 11 I.til , i I t ,(1, 411,1

1, t

)1,kk lal

1,, i i.

v

I% 1144,, 7.1,14 I

j,

wilt
I II

01

I) ill tiig i11 fits . .1 111,1 11131
t tiling!- lit 1..41 a11,1 1,111

HiChi /tA ,,,1,15, itCI
[1,*, ..11AC 1)111:1 ,iU(s: slit JUL,, plait
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in mind will depend upon the length of the
letter and your own methods of working.

Letter Purpose

Planning cannot begin without a clear

purpose. Your first step is to be sure you
understand exactly what the letter is intended to
accomplish. Preparing a statement on the subject_
of the letter will help you clarify the purpose
and furnish guidelines for what is needed and
what should be omitted.

It is possible for a letter to deal with more
than one subject, but usually this is not

'advisable unless the subjects arc very closely
related. A'reply on one subject may be prepared
in hours, whereas days or weeks may elapse
before an appropriate answer can be made on
another subject. If both questions are asked in
the same letter, contusion is likely to result
Furthermore, one department of the recipient
command may prepare the reply on one subject
and a different department on another. So, even
though you have to write several letters to the
same command on the same day, it is better to
do so than to combine unrelated matters Some
COILIfilinl purposes of le tiers are

Request ,
act.

1,11 t_, k,

R,,
autho

41,11, r) .1. g=ill

lc of tlk.sc atego ics E. es 1411

as -inples how to nib LC &Hid 1./LA,1 a Itto :
For instano_. .'hen the purpose is tu /critics(
soiiie t lung, you Mogi, be certain that thk request
is definitely and clearly stated, Usually there

also should a statement as to why the inquest
is being made any additional explanation al
suggestions that are requited 01 appropriate.

When a Navy form letter is written 1 reply, to
one that was received, the receipt is sometimes
acknowledged, not only by citing' the letter as a
reference but in the body of the reply. If a
request has been made, the most important
thing in the reply is a clear statement as to
whether the request is granted or denied.
Further explanation, limitations, or suggeStions
should be included as appropriate. Long letters
may need a summarizing statement as- the final
paragraph.

Organizing the Lette

The order in which the various parts of the
letter are arranged should be planned with the
reader to mind. A letter of request, for instance,
may begin with the request itself, followed by
an explanation of why the request is made.
Sometimes, however, it may be clearer to the
reader if the letter begins with a discussion of
the 'situation and leads up to the request.
letter of reply frequently begins by
acknowledging the letter received. The
important thing is for you to (I) Nee the body
of the letter as a succession of units; (2) arrange
these units in what werns the most satisfactory
order, (3) cornplete each unit before moving on
to the next; and (4) maintain continuity by
providing transition frorp onetwit to another,

In letters of average tength, each important
way' be one paragraph, although there is no

111lc about this Fut example, an explanation of
,,,asns why soinethinhould be dune may take
more than one paragraph Sonic kite's on the._
other- hand may be so simple that one paragraph
1,, enough for the entire body. _us_ as each letter
has a SU t)N4.1. 6o each paragraph d topic or
snbtk.pic Each paragraph has its own order
st, u..lure a0 that one idea leads ,naturally to
another ;find one p,.nagiapb leads to another.

lio0Sliig 4.1 .

aT good ,y1,, the t sr woi ,5 thos, that
precise in Inc ning. aline o tti inte.ftted

an.i situ pl auki ,1tre4.t as

possible
Wolas

.1a1 wayS. One ul the .bust .itivous is Lh



sound or look
u read, "He was

a p It probably
would n the first place simply
to have 2-le was told of the situation..
but in any evetlht. the writer should have known
that to tall is to APPRISE, and to APPRAISE
means: to evaluate.

Can you always choose rightly between the
following: affect, Meet; eminent, nnininent,
counsel, council, consul, adapt, adopt: principal.
principle; capitol, capital'? You may think of
some of these as spelling problems, but they also
involve knowledge of meanings. you have
trouble with any of them, you should consult
the dictionary. As you become better

,lintel with nteaniNs you find ways
remembering them, like tlA billowing t

principal and principle.

PRINCIPAL illealtS tH r\ I An 4
ONE

I he prilk_ipa I ul du; 0..

Payment of principal an
I,l.tpal and alternate appointm rit.
to the Nasal Academy

I lie prinLipals iii the pLiv th,
loan)

.I. if ILI L 1 tli,
Ifc IlvcS a, col ding to lin.
I tie la oil

(IC 4.:1,kt n ill prfrivnil,.-

1 7+(.711 II 0111, itI A
An 4, 'I I: NI):. II it

1.iii

"The supply officer procured the boiler parts.",
SECURE is often wrOngly used instead of
OBTAIN or PROCURE, Its specialized- Navy
Use, meaning to fasten something down or make
it tirmi is the correct clue to its general mc.aning.
When you say "Ile secured it," means he
obtained 'it, you are implying that he it --
againsi. competition and then held on to
firmly or pinned it down in some fashion. 4f that
isn't what you mean, better use OB.TAINED.

Although you might say that ,- Navymon's
BILLET is his JOB, you cannot correctly use the
word Bill ET in every instance where you
would use JOB, While FEWER and LESS seem
much alike 1I) meaning. FEWER describes
nurnbci. and LESS described quantity: "fewer
AWOL cases", "a ship drawing less water."

III choosing words. always keep in mind the
pet sou t oi w hum the lettel is intended For
example, when pi-crating a lettel to a Y0111144and
Se11101 to yours, "YoUr attention is invited" is
used rotticr than "Attention is directed"; and -it
will lie a vre,bitcd it... can be maintained" IS

used inse ad of "shall be maintained."
A JI1CeliVe addicsed to all hands is w iiiitcn

in language all Lan understand. 1 his does IRA
rily 411e4441 that only one sy liable words

i,qt A-s Inc an that the words . hosen
ineaningfin to all bands How would

read a that begat!! like this:

(pi
I his kill,/ 4,1 s. Ito c. ._Itt.ferin fns
N41111(..(1111,---.1 01 11 Out, Wd.. ,)( estlltl still. a

tells 1,04.4 11 I\ f o. i lila) 1 100 WiL414,4

4,1114.444 . I. 44 .44 41 .4 Sluilla 114 '
.tatig ti will_, 41_Aially will

that 41. s4 (Jet Ikatl
1110(14y1 Iak, OBI Al t PR& t11-07, and
SEC URL Ion AIN is [tic Joie
genet,II kiX-11-RE in N, a
5pet_1114._ dl.. 44111041 01 (1111+Ig

tfii ougli ott diaoel aild tiy ed
Supply Usually Ian _4444,4ic, 4 else as

mutate

.61 Vli

iikb

lied klie

all attempt
ildcavoring scertain the

of those pLisounel villio ate

,baniLation

Itt, 44 1,41,4,1 Pit I

in', tli..t ttle rleas it eon,
whiten Ind 4 dil6C(.1 to deVt:11...y stile ittopic
or suboapi, li the general .subicLt iodei li
oftkial lett, tithig, the tenden,1 is toward
shots pat agi apiis tol Ob. saki. 01 teadaortity I1113

4111es 110( Only that all Unnt,c:essar- y vet biage
be pared away but also that the sittne,.t matter
be vCil caretully agonized alit subdivided

111i. I oil& t',1\1 I Li 1t L A tat, 1,
igiapi, is ttetA,.:Ittly inane diet; if
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Chapter 3 PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE MANAGEMENT

introduced by a TOPIC SENTENCE. Such a
sentence makes a 'general statement that is

developed in greater del il in the remainder of
the paragraph. Below an example adapted
from a Nary publication,

Military officers as a class deal in the
arena of international law and
international relations more than any
overnmental oup with the exception

o tatee-rtrt persanne .
commanders On foreign soil do so daily.
The Commander in Korea is operating
under an international organization, the
United Nations, carry_ ing out or
,enforcing an armistice or truce. If he is
unfamiliar with its provisions, its
implications, and its legal significance in
the international community, he will be
hard pressed to fulfill the responsibilities
placed upon his shoulders. The
commander in Berlin must know the
terms of the agreement under which he
is garrisoned in Berlin, where the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization fits into
the scheme of things, how far he can go
and stay within the agreement, how far
he may permit the East Germans to go
before they violate the terms of the
a ee nent, and the legal implications of
each of these situations. The commander
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, must know
the terms of the two tit eaties and the
lease agreement between the U.S. and
Cuba which govern our rights to the
Naval Base at Guantanamo in order not
to give Castro any basis for canceling
these agreements. The commanding
officer of any naval activity stationed in
a foreign country must be familiar with
the agreements under which he is

operating; e.g., base rights and Status of
Forces Agreements. These are all matters
of international law and international
reLations. It is imperative that the
commander understand his position in
the international scheme

A tO ph- scilteim.e need but 3 tu
beginning of a paragraph; in tact, it is po ibi, to
have well written paragraph with a topic

77

sentence in the middle or at the e'nd. Iir, al

correspondence, the topic ',oentence in the
middle of the paragraph is less likely to be,ustt.
If placed at the end, it becomes a summary, a
very useful device for pulling the paragraph
together and leaving a strong final effect. The
summary at the end of a paragraph is not used
extensively, however, in naval letters and
directives. A summary paragraph for an entire
letter is sometimes appropriate.

.ORDER OF SENTENCES.A well
organized paragraph has its various ideas
introduced in an orderly sequence. This
sequence may be place order, chronological
order, logical order, or order of emphasis. The
purpose of all is the sameto lead the reader
along the path you wish him to take -,a,ith a
minimum of backtracking or skipping about,
and thereby to leave a clearer, stronger
impresSion in his mind.

et.Ach Gl<ULK is used for descriptions
The following description is adapted from the
report of a shipboard accident.

During picparatiuiis foi tt4 tiansfer
of fuel; seven sections or 2 l/2 -inch hose
were connected and rigged between a
Navy cargo ship and a fuel of barge. The
hose passed through a hold of the slap in
which there were several light fixtures of
the type designed for use with globes
and guards. The globe and guaid were
missing iron, on,. light fixture, so that
the light bulb was unprotected. One Mill)
was stationed in the hold and another
man stood outside at a hatch that
opened Into it

41.-At the . it.. 4.4 With
hose betw, ea tn.: two ships 'Dien he

Cal, s L1 inside the hold ul the cargo ship and
plc:tines the situation there Finally, gives us
the positions of the two hien involved in the
accident.

a tWi . ire 4a11. ..1

R NOL GICAL OR 1)1. hich is
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the order used 'for narrating events and for
explaining steps in a process:

Upon signal to commence the
transfer of fuel, a pump was started on
the barge, and pressure was applied
within the hose. A section of hose in the
cargo hold ruptured; the hose whipped
with great force, struck, and broke the
unprotected light bulb.

Arcing from the filament
broken bulb ignited combustible vapor
and caused a flash lire which, although
e x tinguished within a short time,
severely burned both men. The man who
was stationed inside the hatch died
approximately three weeks later.

Incidentally. note the amount ot concrete
detail in both the -description and the narrative.
This is a condensed report. The original
probably had much more detail, such as the
names and numbers of the -s4ips, the number of
the hold, and the names and rates of the men.

Below is another example of chronological
order adapted from a Navy directive In this
case, we have the order in which steps ae,e to be
perk)l tiled in a procedure.

A selection boatel convened u)
Chief of Naval Persounel considers the
applications of .fully qualified NESEP
candidates in lantialy arid February
Those candidates deter milivki by the
hoard to be best qualified are dcsigna ted
provisionally selected candidates, The
names of candidates thus provisionally
selected are published by a BuPers
Notice 1510 in March. Provisionally
selected .candidates for NESEP will be

_ er screened aftei _s -lection. and
prior to being ordered to the
preparatory session, by participation in a
form of the Scholastic Aptitude fest
(SAT) of the College Entnance
Examination Boards, This test will be
forwarded to each candidate's comMand
1 or administi a Lion and will determine
the candidate's admissibility to a
NESLP college of university 'Fiume vk

fail
sta
cand

lily on the SAT will halie their
provisionally selectU

urinated.

When there vare many steps, it is oftenc..k

desirable, in naval correspondence; to present
these in tabulated form rather than in a solid
paragraph. Usually, then, they are designated by
letters or numbers as appropriate.

Because of the modern emphasis on
short paragraphs it . is sometimes necessary to
quote several paragraphs in order to see how a
unit of subject matter is organized. This is the
case in the example below, in 'which ideas are
arranged in LOGICAL ORDER, leading to a
conclusion in the final paragraph:

Let us look at the size of the Navy
business management job. You have all,
no doubt, thumbed through a mail order
catalog and have been impressed with
the number of items available. You can
buy tools, clothes, toys, drugs,
stationery, and all sorts of household
appliances and general supplies. Actually
the largest catalog carries around
10Q000 different articles.

Let us compare this 100,000 with
the rang,: of items required by the Navy,
In our catalogs we carry some 1,200,000
items mole. than 10 nines as wally as
you will find 'in tie largest commercial
catalog Naval Supply System carries
everything It omit missile parts to brooms,
Ii OM elect, oil lc parts to potatoes, from
uniforms to medicines.

We issue more than 20000,000
items each year To meet these demands
the Navy alone carries an inventory of
around $5 1/2 billion

In other words 'thin tttl tut .l
kr,i,nise supply operations, the Navy
portion alone is big business Measured
in terms of dollais, it is twice as large as
the entire Ueueial Motois industrial
complex

11.1 ski,, J 0i1116."A It
A'S h,,w facts Ldll be ad van to sLippm i a

0_,J1131011 In th,s case, the conclusion that the
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e "business-like"habits IkeNavy Supply System is big business is suOpprted
by evidence of ( the range of items carried, (2)
the volume of supplies issued, and (3) the size of
Hie inventory. This is also a good example of the
use of comparison (Navy Supply compared to a
commelcial mail order catalog) to help the
reader visualiie the facts offered. Emphasis is
heightened iti paragraph 3, by contrast presented
in parwild- structures. lite final paragraph
illustrates the summing up and a statement of
-the conclusion drawn from the evidence.

9 Time-honored les of rhetoric have
established that for emphasis an item should
stand first or last. This has been regraded as true
whether one. is speaking of the sentence, the
paragraph, or the piece of writing as a whole.
When we think of ORDER OF HASIS we
have this principle in mind. Whether the items
plaCed first and last are remembered longest is
open to some question, but certainly, the
placing of anything, efther at the beginning or at
the end, gives it emphasis at the moment. Which
of the two 'positions will give the greater
emphasis depends upon the individual situation.
In newswriting, as you well know, the lead
paragraph is the most important because people
want the news quickly and often not read
through to the end of the story. tors need a
strong- beginning' and a strong ding. The
important .thing is that the ter should
remember that position is a devic for gaining
emphasis and he should consciou use it.

WRITING THE PUBLIC
AFFAIRS LETTER

-The composit of a public affairs letter
.(preptued in the siness letter format discussed
in J003&2). is an area where you have no gauge
or formUla to guide you. Every letter differs
with the situation, However, there are some
important pointers to remember.

Try to- visualize the public affairs letter as a
news story, and get, right to the point. Tell the
reader what he wants to know. simply and
clearly. As in a news story, the information most
importantto the 'reader should go into your

Actually, the biggest battle is to get away
from some of the bad-letter habits picked up in

e belief fli
ese four:

Lengthy and unnecessary
acknowledgements.

The person whose letter you are answering
knows wharhe wrote. And he knows when he
wrote, it. Too often,- -waste -time with long
introductions like this:

"Th.4 will acknowledge receipt of
15 May 1976 in which you

e rvices of a bands cgilor
d m mg unit,to -appearin

irir h o my pgradrin Hot Rotk,
Tennessee, and offering to reimbyrse the
Navy for the cost of transpoftatrn and

What does the reader kn far? Nothing.
He wants to know, "AM I get the bond?"

The above acknowledgement might be
rewritten like this:

"Thank you for your letter of May
15th. Your interest in havinL..Navy
participation in your July 4th pride is
certainly appreciated by this command.
At present, we foresee no problems in
fulfilling your reque

`Anther details will be...

Needless wordslind information.

Blue'pencil your letters just as you would a
news release. cut out unnecessary -words and
phrases. Stay away from 'words and phrases that
hedge; they make you' look as though you're
uncertain or unwillinglto commit yourself. Some
members of this group: "Seemingly,11.' "it
appears," "seem to indicate," "in general," "as a
usual case," "it is considered," These are bad.
They clutter up your le . What's worse, they
often raise needless dou n the reader's-mind.

Long, complex words and sentences.

The purpose of letters, like news stories, is
to inform, not -to impress -or educate. So use
short, simple sentences. Write the way you talk.



Impersonal approach.

Why write "it is
mean "I understand?"
Why write that
csierersational touch.
using contractions Sue
use them, but spa
especially "you";

understood" when you
You don't talk that way.
way? Strive for the

are in the habit of
well" and "you're,"

.rsonal pronouns,
your reader more

than any other. Try to Slant your letter 'to tell
the reader what advantage he gains, not what
ypu want.

The "Letters to the Edito secti6 All
Hands offers some good examples of th e of
letters you may be called upon to prep Take
this one for example:

-'.4

- "Sir: During World War II, more
specifically fr6m 1942 to 1945, I served
on board the survey ship USS Bowditch'
(AG 30). I'm curious as to whatever
became of her. Would you trace do-wn
her history and enlighten me?
W.R. Watkins, Greensboro, N. C."

All Hands' ly:
you for your suggestion.

5
to

_"Typical of the Navy survey ship,
Bowditch, had a well traveled career
which began M Denmark in 1922 as''the
passenger ship Santa Inez.

chased by the U.S. Navy 11
ears later,' she was renamed after

N niel Bowditch, the noted ,19th
ce ury astronomer and navigator, and
placed into mmission on 1 July 1940.

"Inthis,,months preceding or k
II, BowditchBowditch made geodetic surveys M
Little Placentia Bay, Newfoundltiti;

'Ida; the Balfamas; Jimaica;-puba;
kan Haiti: In January 1942, she steamed
frail he borne 1-t. Norfq1k, to make-'

rnsurveys 44< via; s between'Panama aed
Colombia, n the GalapagoS Islands,
and Cocos Islands, Costa Rica.

80

"A year later, after a
period, Bowilitch rebirn
further survey areas in 'the_ Ci ilibean,
Wong Panarna: Colottibiai: J and the
Ecuador coast. . . ,,'

`The was assigned 'to the Pacific
Fleet Service Force on 6 January 1944
in her initial whip capacity and served
as a mirvership difting the invasion of
Kwi,ialein and o Atolls from 4
F5bThary to 2 A .1944. Thin she
assisted in the occupation of Saipan
froM 22 July to 4 October that same
year before participating in the capture
of Okinawa frorni 18 April to 2
September 1945. During this siege -she
rescued survivors of battle damaged USS
Montottery (DM 17) and patrol_ craft
PC 16dY. 1 .

"Bowditch remained in Okinawan
waters until early November 1945 when
she returned to the U.S. and San
Franciscd, decked out with three battle
stars earned for her WW II service. But,
within three months, she was again
steaming toward id -PacffIE to begth
preliminary sure round the Bikinis
Atoll, in prey. for Operation
Crossroads, .tom atomic bomb
tests. III"After The tests; she inued
surveying Efikini until Octobe lien she
returned to the Golden Gate city.
Bowditch left for Norfolk the
next month a was decommissioned
there on 22 January 1947, and disposed
of oh' 9 June 1948.Ed."

PREPARING DIRECT/ES

The _format of blic affairective is
basically the same as afrofficial Navy lirect ves
instructions, notices, operation orders, etc.).

Fi 3-3 thrtaigh 3- present the slandud
format r directives, is d in the Navy
Directive System.

anTheComm d PA Plan

The fist type of public.affprs directive with
which you should becorrit- familiar is the
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standard operating procedure (SOP) or
administrative instruction, which is used to
make certain instructions routine, thus reducing
the nurser, :length, . and complexity of later
directives.

Each 'cominand develops appropriate 'and
effective SOPs based on applicable portions of
published piocedureS of -higher authority, the
dealret of the officer in command, and the
habitual procedures which have been developed
through experience.

SOPs 41,hould be sufficiently complete and
detailed teadvise new men and new units -of
,routine practices. The necessary amount of
detat depends upon the state of training, the
complexity of the instructions, the size of the.
col-ill-nand, and other variables.

Staff sections, divisions, or departments-
often find it expedient to establish their own
SOPs for the, operation of t4 own departments,
and for the guidance of die& own personnel in
routine matters. Some examples normally found
in public affairs offices are those.which gtivern
release of information on aces nos (see Chapter
6), handling of visitors, operaabfi of a speaker's
bureau (Chapter 4 mobilization-d6, (war
ernergency), and coverage of parades an
ceremonies.

'Public. affairs plans vary among different
commvids, and may differ according to tharir
purposes. The format illustrated in Appendix I it
not an iron-bound formula. The paragraph
headings, content, and sequence can be changed
some paragraphs 'tted or included in annexes,
at-addition I apps added. Plans - written
to accompl s an objective. -They sho d not be
regarded as a form to be filled out, whether
applicable or not. On the othei- hand, mosj
planning formats have beers stindazdiz d
thrOugleuse by many people for niany years; B
following thete formats intelligently, thought

'11 be 'organized logically and the dour

omes easier for. the experienced
understand readily. The body of any I

divided into Several major sections or paragraphs
which might include: purpose, background,
objectives. method task organization,
policy, re ponsibiiti and tasks, and execution.
The ordd of re nting the various paragraphs
may vary from plan to plan.

Public

plan for -a fleet, force, or squadron
op = tion .or exercise is issued in the form of an .
Overall operation order (OpOrd). The document
pertains to the entire organization and operation
of its forces. Attached to the "basic plan" or
OpOrd are ad nal sections called annexes..

An annex deals with only one aspect of an
otkralion; e.g. intelligence, c unications,
public affairs. The purpose of eep
the body of the plan

A pdblic affa.
training and contin "ate
operational -orders. nex includes,. but is
not In-rifted to:

Delegation bf responsibility for the
release of information iand flit) general eonduci
of public affairs.

ti

Scope of pctorial. and writ
desired.

coverage

.
GsenI* erl and specific instructions on

policy governing information activities.-
.,-- 9

Specific instructions on such Matterses -
briefing news edia representatives; news release
'format; still motion p' ocumentaiion
and news photography = and 'televisioh
ai`qingements; k info r di a t io n ki 'staffing of CIBs,
tairit 'information et' orts; and critiques or

mes Of the operation.
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ppenflix II of this manual contains
exa iple of a public affairs an e o-the.9
for a major fleet exerci

,

CIB Ply :.

This type f p 1 c affairs 'plan
promulgated as a hbtice, establishing and
into operation 'of a comrnand infc
bureau to coordinate and cover in
activity of special events and o
s ations. Appendix III of this man

ample of a CIB plan for a special event

ly

g 4.n
On
Ws
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An 'adverse incident plan is usually included
nil* to each public affairs plan. The

adverse incident plan is to specify
and format for the release.-of

ncerriing casualties, injuries, and
.sasters. Appendix V of this

xample of an adverse Incident
f

PUBLIC AFFAJS STUDIES

Public affairs studies play an important role
in the -management of a PAO. Studies of this
type range from preparing cost `estimates for

tri

oduction and distribution of a. ship
spaper to a cbmptehensive case
g a major accident or diSister.

sesenior JQ should be able to prepare a
otpmuni relations study with recom-
Olndations to imprairAveak areas.,

-.4 .

complete
or station
study My

, . . r- . .
'PA-otibillts are research pojects nol-In..ally

undertaken to deVelbri hiform4tion on -a sub.*
-, or to miff: a problem, and they ain't=

appropriabk co elusions- arid recommendations.

When pr wring a study for your superior,,
y5u must gather an available information
relative', to the problem, separate facts lfOrn
opinions, conduct an objective analysis, and
evaluation .of the situation, and:..cleterinMeghe
best solution tg the problem. 4

The study should be objecitive.. Cone sions
Should be drawn from cu-eful ~end met al

-Van us alternate solutions after a thorough
anal- of advantages and disadvantages of the

eamination of all pertinent facts.
The study should discuss only one subject.''

The subject of the study should be examined
from'eyeiy poin of View, arid all aspects shoul

analyzed in a logical sequence _wlich wil
pent %Ile superior to , follow the line of
reasoning. The more significant pails of the
study should be emphasized through careful
Choice of language and length of presentation.

The. body of the study, exclusive of the
enclosures, normally sh Id be no lager than
the ..ectuivailent, k3f the (preferably two)
4,, - 0

-

-spaced, typewritten" pages. The body of
the study contains only the six basic elements of
the study:

PROBLEM

ASSUMPTION(S)

FACTS BEARING ON

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION(S)

RECQMMENDATION(S)

Enclosures, _including alternate opinions
(nonconaurrencts),._ and consideraUsms- from.
nonconciatences, are additional, elements that
are often found in the study, but they ail' not
part of the 'body They are used as the nature,'
the coinplexity, and the conclusions of 'the
study wan-ant.

The Problem
)

This is a concise statement of ii7hat is to be
accomplished. It is not worded as a question.

ther, it is stated in the form of a task -4nd.as
an ipfinitive phrase.. For example, "To
datermme the 'practicability, of, to .develop
pro for, to make recommendations
relati

Assumptions .

Frequently in spite of your best elfdrts- in
researching a subject, you will find that gaps

.exist in the factual" information required to
male the study possible. When this occas, ybu

-
consider those conditions avhkh must be met if
th. reasianMg of the study is to have validity.
These conditions are then stated positively as
assumptions. Ai ssum ptiti ns determine the limitsl
within which the problel will be solved.

Three lcdmmon la s' that ineipegenced
study ritsrs frequentlY have in regard, to
assumptions are: (1) they use too many, (2Y
they confuse 'them with the facts bearing on.the
problem, and (3) they fry" to rise them as
crutches or as shortcuts. .



For rules to follow
assumptions are as fbllows:

Make assumptions' only when they are
absolutely necessary to bridge gaps in essential

...inforrnation- that cannot be obtained after
diligent research.

JOURislAUST C

rygard

Be certain the assumptions are realistic
grid riot inert platitudes or wishful, thin-Icing.

State` assumptions positively, using the
word "vet.' For example, "The status quo will
be maintained in Southeast Asia for the next
two Years.' "The existence of the li-bomb and
ICITh will not prevent the outbreak of small
wars and local conflict s."

. .

Ask yourself if your conclusions would
be valid if ore of the assumptions did not hold.
If yes, then eliminate the assumption; it is not a

'requirement tpat must bI met.

Farts Bearins on the
Problem

In listing the facts, make certain that facts
only are stated and only those facts which have
a direct bearing. They must be indisputablenot
opinions, speculations, conjectures, probable
eventualities, or conclusions. The facts should
be brief and arranged in a sequence which lends
itself to logical development' in the discussion
which fowllos. Definitions essential, for proper
treatment or the subject are also listed in this
paragraph. As an aid in limiting the_length of the
study, most of the detailed- facts can be placed
in enclosures to the study and only s summary
placed in the body.

The most common error is to include
obvious conclusions in this pa aph. Check
any statement before you plact it among the
fac ts. Rernerriber, improper wordi g might make -
the statement a conclusion.

Discussion

Since your conclusions and
recrrrrrnendations are based on the discussion, it
is obvious th-tat the heart of the study is the

7

discussion. Your case ruts on how lucidly you
have written `it:

In the discussion' the author .thoroughly
explores possib1 solutions to the problem in the
light of the assumptions and the facts bearing on
the problem. The letigth of the discussion
depends 11.13011 the nature df the problem and the
needs and desiies of the command-.

When a "Study treats a. complex subject
requiring an extonsive.disci:nsion, a digest of the
discussion will be presented in the body of the
study and the compfete- discussion will be
submitted as an enclosure. The digest,_should
mention briefly 'every important solution you
tested. It should explain why you rejected the'
ones you did and why you accepted the one you
did.

Conclusions

The next paragraph
statements of the
reasoned judgment
implications of the-

6,6

he study consists of
s derived from a

the effects ,and
ential *- facts. , The

conclusions are actually a brief statement of the
blast solution of the problem.' New material,
argumentation, and alternate-lines of action are
precluded 'from this section. 'The solution must
meet the tests of suitability, feasibility, and
acceptability.

Recommendations

Thq, final paragraph of the study consists of
a complete, concise, and clear-cut statement of
the action required to put into effect the
solution that has been retched.

Enolosuro

Each enclosure should be clearly identified
by a subject-matter .title and by an enclosure
number. If there are many enclosures, index tabs
and a tabulation of contents are helpful.

The discussion section of the study is the
one most likely to be provided with supporting
enclosures. The discussion that appears in the
body of the study is usually restricted to about
one single-spaced typewritten page, yet the'
thorough exploration of a complex problem
usually requires much more space and is
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subMitted is an e.nclosure. charts,.
computations, &warns, plans, concepts, and
discussions of -special topics rikay- also ippear as
separate enclosures supporting -the discussion
section.

,

Enclosures may be further bioken do'wn into
annexes, appendices, and tabs. It ins preferable to
number th,p- enclosures Akith arabie numerals,
annexes with capital letfers and appendices With
Roman numerals. Fen- example: Eriblosure (1),
Annex 4, Appendix I, Tab A.."

The following chapter of this manual
contains guidance on the preparation of
community relations surreys "or studies. It also
discusses the ,reparation of an analysis of local
community organizations and associations.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
REPORTS

\..f
All public affairs offices are required by PA

Regs, to make periodic reports on matters -of
interest. Some .reports go to the fleet, force,
district, or type cemrnander. Others are required
by CI INFO. There ale a few reports scheduled
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, and annually.
Most special events require some type off report,
given if it's only for the command's records.

P.4 Regs provides a checklist of reports
related to. public affairs matters and includes
sample forms and descriptions.

PERSONAL PUBLIC
RELATIONS

A senior JO iii the public affairs field
probably meets a greater y iety of people in hisa_.

work than any °qi- indivjd al in any other rate
in the Navy. In a way_ . peop are your business.
Everything you do is designedio promote better
understanding between peopleboth in the
Navy and outside the Navy.

It -is obvious that if can't get along with
people, you will have a difficultif not
impossiblejob on your hands. You can't very
well promote better understanding between
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Ie if you. antagonize them with uncall5d for
onal opinions and thoughtless actions.
The exact formula,. for personil public ap;1

ViatiOnS 'cannot be blue-piintedAYou should
learn to exercise. self-control and
common sense' when dealinu with- your men or
with die public., There is nothing gorse
petty officer who airs his gripes and pe.
grievences in front of his men -or- who acts as
.though it were a grea,t effort to slevotea little of
his time' to help somebody with a problem.

Among the most common mistakes. you can
make indealirig with other people are these:

Attempting to set up your own`standards
of right and wrong;

TrYtng to measure
othdrs by your own.

the enjoymen

+`` Expecting ti ormity of opinions-in the
world.

Failing to make allowances for the
experience or inexperience of others.

Endeavoring to mold all tlispositions
alike.

Refusing to yield on unimportant trifles.

Worrying yourself and others about
things that can't be remedied.

Failing 'to help others wherever,
however, and whenever you can.

Believing only what your, finite mind carf
grasp.

Not making allowances for the strengths
or weaknesses of others.

These 10 mistakes are a degative guide to
positive conduct. If you can learn to recognize
the faults in yours personality and peke an
honest effort to overcome them, you will find
that it becomes a lot easier to get along with
people. If you can get people to like-yoii instead
of merely tolerating you. because of your._,
position or rating, you will find that Your,



job in 'Navy public affairs will becorne much
easier.

"There is no more valuable
/subordinate," one of our nation's great
leaders once said, "than the man to
whom you can give a piece of work and
then forget it, in the confident
expectation that the next time it is
brought to your attention, it will come.
in the form of a report that the thing has
been done. When the self-reliant quality
is joined with professional ability,
loyalty, and common sense, the result is
a man whom you can trust."

Although there are many qualities a good JO
must have, self-reliance certainly ranks as one of
the most important if he is to be the trusted
assistant and office manager to the public affairs
officer. Demonstrate self-telianceit is especially
important in Navy public . affairs office
management._ There are numerous situations in
which you wilt find yourself on your own. When
a problem arises, you have to solve it by
yourself. You won't' have the time to seek the
advise or approval of the PAO or some other :4

officer. You will have to make your own

M .

deeisions, rely" entirely on your own
judgment. A self-reliant JO is one who can adapt
himself to any situation. If unforeseen
circumstances develoP, you amust use your
own initiative and imagination to get the job
done.

krmed with a Imowledge of the tools of
communication and of the PA problems of the
command, and using a large measure of common
sense in concert with the manitigement
techniques discussed in this chapter, yoaaliould
be able to administer a public affairs office ifii a
professional manner. Insist that every' project
and piece of "Correspondence that leave's the
office la; professional in content and
appearance. That means letter-perfect copy;
professionally assembled project folders; news
clips that are professionally mounted and
identified; and, of course, high quality news
releases and photographs. Output is judged, by
the media, by the officer in command andhis
Staff, and by other professionals on the quality
of what PA personnel produce and not on what
they say they can produce, Professional
standards'are hard to maintain, but are essential
to maintaining the professional integrity of an
office.



CHAP ER 4

CONOALINITY RELATIONS AND S

Community relations -(COMREL) is defined
in JOUrnaikt 3 4 2 as the relationship between
military and civilian communities. It further
states that coMmunity relations comprises all
contact, official and private, between the
command, all of its personnel, and local
communities. This is a good definition. It
frankly recognizes that while the Navy
Department may concern itself with national
policy and public affairs on a national level, real
public relations is done in the community.
People' live, work, form opinions on issues that
coneern them, and vote in local communities. In
other words, national opinions and the ground
swells that eventually become the policies and
actions of national government are formed at
the local level.

People in the local community surrounding a
Navy installation are not nearly as affected or
concerned by national Navy news, which is an
abstraction to them, as they are by those Navy
news items and activities which affect them
directly or more personally. The news element
of proximity has a special value in the
community relations situation. If a base i5 &rig
to dose down, a reduction in force of emplokrees
is placed in effect, or a decrease in business with
local merchants is institutedthis will have a
much more profound impact than something
happening in Washington which may have little
local influence.

It is no secret that the Navy depends on
public understanding of seapower, This is an
important concept, really a national issue, and
Navy news often takes the form of "national"
publicity. But any story is national only in the

n_ se that it appears in newspapers and on radio

ECIAL EVENTS

TV newscasts all over the countrl'o tie
extent that it informs people, everyastory, every
contaLt wit4, the Navy i3 3 local one. Public
Opinion is the opinion of people, the opinion of
private individuals. National public opinion is
nothing but the sarmi of. these local opinions.
And while public opinion can be added up and
evaluated on the rtation level, it is Made in
local communities by the people:

A command has to be good before it can
have good' With; respect to
community relations Prriming, good behavior
includes establishment of a policy that the
command not only will do nothing harmful to
its neighbor but also that if will go out of its
way to bud goad relations with them.

Establishing such a policy, of course, is the
skipper's job. Unless you are a public affairs
assistant acting as the cone nand PAO, you are
not likely to Kt into formulating community
relations policy. However, it's essential thOt you
understand the importance 'of this type of policy
and that you plug the importance of community
relations every chance you gets Everything about
the base, from the driving habits of official and
unofficial Navy drivers and the liberty habits of
the crew to the appearance of the gate sentries,
pollution control, and the flight patterns of-
low-flying- aircraft, has a. direct bearing on
community relations. In -the long run , these
things probably are more important than news
releases and the parade unit your outfit may
furrish nn the Fourth of July.

Every officer- in' command is responsible for
grating his command into the civic activity

of the neighboring community. The days when
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military and civilian communities %were

insulated, if not isolated, from each other-by a
distance of several miles are past. Each can no

mlonger afford to operate as a more -or -less closed
community without considering mutual effects.
Normally, the military officer in command
delegates the authority for planning and.-
maintaining an effective community relations
program to his public affairs officer, but he
cannot delegate his responsibility for ensuring
that the-program is sound and effective. The
officer in command must exert personal interest
and participation in -community relations
matters.

Community relations, nternal relations, and
media relations are all Inc tricably intertwined_
Each of these segments su orts each other. For
example, good community relations is very
important to the rnorale of our naval personnel
(internal relations). A hostile community, or one
wher liaiscin is not very good, can make it hard
for Navy people to obtain off-base housing, lodal
credit, and other amenities which are important
morale considerations.

_urnalist 3 & 2 introduced you to the
bcs of a '-community relations program and
described same of the planned activities which
the Navy uses to carry out these programs. ,

The first part of this chapter is devoted to a
survey of some techniques that can be used in
developing la positive, planned, community

-relations program for a ship or station. The
second part disbasses the duties of the senioni0
in connection with special events.

WHAT4S COMMUNITY
RELAT 4S

It is often stated that community relations is
"public relations at the loeal level," or that it is

"Living right and telling about it." It has al_aer-
been simply explained es nothing moretlf -less

_than haying and keaping friends in the
community.

These statements get to the he:trt\ of
community relations, but they ale
over-simplified definitions when the vital
mission of community relations is analyo.ed
clearly.
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To paraphase the Public Relations News
definition of public relations:

':Community lotions is the
command function which' evaluates
public attitudes, identifies the mission of
a military organization with the public
interest, and executes a program of
action to earn public understanding and
acceptance."

Like public relations, co,tiinunity relations is
something an organization has whether this fact
-is recognizdd or not. Unlike public relations,
community rilations is usually limited, to the
local area.

Business organizations give attention to their
commtinity relations for good reason.
Organizations can exist and make a profit only.

..
as'Iong as the public allows them to exist: The
idea, once prevalent in American free enterprise,-
that the sole purpose of business was to-make a
profit and, that its responsibility was only to its
official family, has diminished to a great degree.
It has fast given, way to the realization that there
is also a responsibility to the community in
which the organization is located, and that it is
advisable for the organization- to meet this
responsibility of its own free will.

While there is not universal agreement on the
specific benefits to be gained, orgathations
conducting planned programs cite many tangible
and intangible benefits from their community
relations efforts. A Bureau of National Affairs
survey found that the benefits mentioned most
often were better recruiting, improved employee.
relations, increased sales, and community
goodwill.

Community relations literature reflects
general ageement that effective community
relations programs make it easier to hire. the
better workers in a community, help to obtain
-more confidence in local plant management
-from communities, and provide batterir)

und standing between the organization and
-cal officials. -

Benefits from good community relations do
not come automatically. In fact, many
organizations that are rifle employers and
outstanding corporate citizens fail to realize the
rewards to which their virtues entitle them.



pter

They miss the payoff begat:
abciut it.

Communicating to key publics the be_
derived from sound community relations fuer
enhances an organization overall program.

Attitude, surveys reveal that comm
rte bon' -traditionally know, little about

-companies intheir towns and the important part
played by each company in the civic programs
of their tovhs.

Surveys= alio reveal thit civilian companies
rated favorably in their communities generally
follow a thtee-point formula for effective

RELATIONS AND SPECIAL. EVENT

they fail to tell

community relations:

Live right

Have a .Planned community re#tions
program

Tell employees about the program and,
tell the -community about .the comp

BENEFITS QF EFFECTIVE
COMAUNITYAELATIONS

Many of the benefits civilian enterprise
derives. from planned cominunity _relations
programs are equally desirable for military
organizations. Military commands also need to
enjoy a favorable position in the local
community, strive for gciod employee relations,
and seek cooperation and high esteem from the
local population.

Military organizations should be concerned
with community relations, because the business
of the military is the people's business. Military
organizations have a responsibility to report to
the. public on the conduct of military business.
In a democratic nation, the individual citizen has
a right to know how efficiently' and to what
Purpose his Armed Forces are using his sons and
daughters and his tax money, and what the
returns on his investment are in terms of
petsonal and national security. The effectiveness
of military operations depends upon public
understanding, support, and cooperation.

Too, like business organizations, Military
establishments have a moral obligation' to take
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their place in the community as "corporate
citizens," be good neighbors, Aand to
demonstrate an awareness of othrnunity
problems and a willingness to help out.
Community relations programs are a proven
meansof developing "grass roots" understanding
and support for our defense force.

The objectives of the overall Department of
Defense Community Relations Prpgrarn is stated
in DOD Directive 5410.18:

IteTo increase- public awareness and
understanding of the Armed Forces and
the mission, policies and programs of the
DOD; to inspire patriotism, and.
encourage young men and women to
serve in the Defense Establishment; to
fester gobd relations on mutually
acceptable ter s with all of the'various
publics with which, elements of the
Department of Defense come into
contact at home and abroad; to maintain
a reputation as a good neighbor as well
as a respected professional organization
charged with the responsibility for the
national security; to support the Human
Goals Program of the Department of
Defense, with its emphasis on the
infinite dignity and worth of the
individual and the concept of equal
opportunity; and to support the
recruiting and personnel procurement
missigns of the Department of Defense."

Community relations are authorized and
encouraged within the Department of Defense
for 'the following purposes, subject to
operational requirements, the significance of the
event or program in relation to other DOD
programs, and cost considerations:

Informing the public on the state of
preparedness of the Department of Defense and
to demonstrate United States partnership with
allies

Developing public understanding of and
cooperation with the Department of Defense in
its community relations progiams.



Promoting national
ItirnuLating patriotic spirit

Assisting recruiting and personne
procurement programs of the Armed Forces

security and

atWithin DOD,, the Assistan Secretary of
Defense (Pub Lie Affairs) is de ated to act for
and in behalf of the Secretary of Defense in
planning and implementing the DOD
Community Relations Protrarn. Secretaries of
the Military Departments, Commanders of
Unified and Specified Commands, and the
Directors of the Defense Agencies are
responsible for effective community relations.
Officers ki cornm4nd at all levels are responsible
for giving positive/emptiasis to the importance of
good community relairons in the execution
their mission.

Within the Office of the Assistant Sear
of Defense (Public Affairs), the Directorate'
community Relations is responsible for the
overall planning, implementation, and
coordination of community relations within the
Defense Department. For Navy implementation
of this program, and current CHINFO policy
guidance, refer- to the Department of the Navy
Public Affairs Regulations (hereafter referred to
as PA. Regs).

COMREL INGREDIENTS

Among the main ingredients of a community
relations program are puics, communication
channels, and community relations projects
designed to accomplish an organization's gOals in
the community.

PUBLICS

Collectively, a Navy command's public
consists of many groups. Among the principal
local 'publics that a command shout() be
concerned with are both internal and external
publics.

Internal publics consist of

Active duty personnel
Naval Reserve personnel

Naval.Academy midshipmen
Military auxiliary organjzations
NROTC midshipmen
Retired Navy personnel
Career civilian-employees
Families of the above segments

External publics consist of:

The general public
Community organizationscivic, trade,

industrial, veterans, fraternal, youth,
women, religious, educational

The Congress in eneral
Members of mmitteevolved in

armed services matt rs
Alumni of th- ed Forces
Key governme officials
Locargovemm ficials, news ledia,

professional organiza well-known local
businesses, and professiE people

Elder statesmen

COMREL COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS

The tools and technfques of public affairs
offer almost as many ways of reaching
community publics as there are publics. The
"how-to-do-it" instructions fortemploying the
various media and techniques ale taught in the
various departments at DINFOS, and are
discussed in other chapters of this manual,
JO 3 & 2, and PA kegs. Numerous service
publications and excellent civilian publications
are available in public affairs offices and public
libraries that give guidance in the use of
communication tools.

It is important to use the right channels of
communication to accomplish specific tasks or
to reach specific publics. Otherwise, much of
what a public affairs office does is
wheel-spinning and unnecessary busy-work. An
individual can be reached by mail, telephone, or
personal visit,' members of an organization can
be reached by letter to the head of the
organization, an. article in its publication, or a
talk at a group meeting. To reach every key
individual in an organization or public, it is
sometimes 'advisable to plan a campaign with
speciak every, ,publicity through newspapers,
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radio and TN announcements,_bulle in boards,
mailed announcements to key incl. duals and
groups, and personal contact rnmunity
leaders.

CONIREL PROJECTS
AND ACTIVITIES

Community relations projects and activities
provide occasions for or means of informing
community publics about an organization and
for denionstratiat that an organization is a good

bor.
Prbjects should not be selected just because

they sound good or because other organizations
have had success with them. Key considerations
should be vdhether they seem suited to the
particular organization and its community, and
whether it appezus that returns will justify the
efforts and resources involved. A description of
Various community relations project. add
activities is presented in the community relation
section of PA Regs. Some may be incorporated
into a command's program, while others may
serve to stimulate ideas for fresh and worthwhile
projects. Projects and events sponsored
cooperatively by two or more organizations in a
community can make a greater impact o
community opinion and serve a very usefu
purpose in a community relations program.

DOD Directives spelify that, as appropriate,
each conunand will form a community relations
coordinating council, particularly in areas where
two .or more military installations of one or
more services are locate

Many military ions now have a
formal cornmunit organization which
coordinates communify relations on a year
round basis. These organizations are called
communit Y councils, military advisory
committees, coordinating councils, or
community relations councils. Whatever they
happen to be titled, their function is the same.
Their activities embrace every area ,of common
interest between the two populations. A
command can use this type of organization as a
principal tool with which to fulfill its
responsibilities for favorable public relations.

To be effective-, the organization must inclu
in its membership the key Military, governmental,
and civic leaders and meet regularly to

resolve or plan for prevention of. local
problems. The public affairs officer and his staff
must be thoroughly familiar with the command
or unit as well as the local civilian community in
order to provide sound recommendations to the
officer in command..

PA Regs recommends participation in
community relations coordinating councils or
committees at the local level. This provides the
officer in command with a tool to coordinate
community relations on a year -round basis.

TYPES OF COMREL PROGRAMS

I
Communit)%filifidins' programs can be

placed into two general categories: remedi4nd
p ventive.

The remedial program is .focused toward
ing to restore sound community relations

after a military neighbor arouses public
antagonism and adverse public opinion that
hampers mission accorhplishment. It is usually
born in crisis and is often costly in terms of
resources. Remedial measures necessary to
restore a balance in relations ail often hamper
mission accomplishment. An em ample of this
might be the burdensome task .of changing the
traffic pattern for a naval air station after irate
citizens have taken overt action against the
installation. If within the operation of an
effective community relations program the
citizens of the local community had been
informed that the aircraft noise was related to
the unit's mission of defending the community
and nation against its enetnies, the
mission hampering change of the traffic pattern
might have been avoided.

The preventiv rograrn is a planned effort
to develop a uin g;sg proarri of improved

Lconducand tw a y communication with the
community. It furnishes a blueprint to build an
effective program of cooperation between the
naval installation and its nearby communities.
The plan is usually baSed on the concept that
the community must be informed about the
naval installation, its mission, and its needs from
the local community. It is also dependent upon
what the naval installationand particularly the
public affairs staffknow about the community.
You learn the essential facts about the
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community through surveys, interviews with
leaders, and research of existing Oublications.

The remedial pro am is often referred to as
the "firefi t'pe, while the preventive
program is referred to as the "fire prevention"
program.

A PLANNED 05MREL PROG4

Developing a planned community relatiims
program is :essentially a probleni that thepublic
affai=rs staff must solve. The Four-Step Public
Affairs Cycle can be applied to (he development
of a community relations program for a typical
Navy command.- The sequence has four basic
steps as discussed earlier in this manual:

Factfiniiiiig

Plannirfg

Communication

Evaluation

The writers of Effective Public Rehr lions,
SeorM. Cutlip and Allen H. Center, believe that
"each of thek steps is as important as the
others" and, that "each one is vital to an
effective program." Too often there is too little
planning, and too much publicity. Emphasis on
factfinding and planning largely distinguishes
community relations from publicity.

STEP ONE-FACTFINDENG

The scope and content of a planned
community relations program requires a great
deal of factfinding before the program
committed to writing. Facts that should
determined and analyzed include:

Community relations requirements_
related to mission accomplishment

Command interest and support for
community relations

to Community needs of the naval
installation
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Community power structure

Community attitudes toward, and
knowledge of, the local, military populace

Community survey and analysis results

Community organizations

-Local customs, traditions and culture

Mutual problems and interests

Pest and present naval community
relations programs

COMREL Requirements

The requirenients can onry be determined
after you know and bec e _ iliar with the
mission and organization of you d. If
these requirements do not exist, it is your
responsibility to determine them. If they do
exist, it is equally important that they reflect
current requirements. Staff meetings, histories,
permanent records and files particularly, those

the public affairs office-and interviews with.
k y military officers are prime sources for this
in ormation.

Full public understanding and cooperation is
essential to mission accomplishment. You
should identify possible sources of problems of
obstructions to effective community relations
and gather the essential facts related to
preventing these situations from becoming
community relations problems.

Aircraft noise, recktess driving,
misunderstandings in labor relations, pollution
of civilian communities, disorderly behavior, and
apparent disregard for the health and welfare of
local citizens are recurring problems in naval
community relations. To overlook these end
other potential community relations problems is
to risk unfavorable publicity, possible
congressional action, anti-military
demonstrations and strikes, and a hostile-
relitionship with the community.

Command Interest and Support

Command interest and support for
community relations should be sought out early
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the relationship between an o
Mmand and his public affairs staff. If the
cc: in command does not voluntarily reveal

his philosophy and willingness to commit
resources, the public affairs office, should, on its
own initiative, survey the needs of the command
and prepate recommendations for a community
relations program. Ideally, there should be a
policy statement and an outline of general
objectives signed by the officer in command and
addressed- to key staff members and
comManding officers of subordinate units.

Community Needs of the Navy

In, addition, to broad public understanding
and coopeptiein essential to mission
accomplishment, there are specific needs of the
Navy that are affected by community relations.
Housing, religious activities, educational and
cultural activities, recreational and
entertainment activities, and the community
hospitality program are some specific needs of
individuals of a naval command. Each of the
specific needs should be surveyed and analyzed
in planning the community relations program.

Adequate and reasonably priced housing for
naval, personnel and their dependents is
considered the most important need in a normal
Navy community relationship because it is so
important to high morale among both naval and
civilian personnel.

The Community power Structure

Every community has leaders who play a
dominant role in shaping community opinions
and determining what community activities take
place. Those. leaders comprise the power aft
structure. The public affairs people must
identify this power structure and consider these
individuals in planning and implementing the
community relations program.

The formal political power structure is easily%
determined. It is made up of elected or
appointed officials, the men veho supervise and
execute the will of the community through the
official machinery of government.

The informal power structure, however, is
another matter. It consists of those who wield
influence in an informal or social manner.

There are three types of lead
or informal, power structure:

Decision Makers

Influentials

Opinion Leaders

The decision makers and influentials
comprise a minute portion of the public,
perhaps as little as one percent, but the _success
of any community endeavor is dependent upon
the general approval and cooperation of those
two groups. They come from the busAss and
political spheres of the community.

Decision makers exert their influence and
determine community policies in many ways.
Whether the decision making is done throh
-formal political or civic organizations, or in a
mire subtle manner, members of the same
relatively small group often emerge in positions
of influence in most or all of the important*
publics within the community. Personal
observation at community meetings plus careful
analysis of local news stories and background
information from trusted, well-informed
individuals such is newsmen are sources for facts
to identify decision makers.

Influentials, who generally exert their
influence sub rose rather than at public
gatherings, give advice to decision makers but
make few actual decisions themselves. Their
power is subtle, but they may be identified by
reputation. Their identity can best be learned
from personal observation and trusted sources in
the community.

Opinion leaders may be members of any
economic or social class. There are numerous
theories as to who is or who is, not an opinion
leader. It can be generally stated, however, that
they are found throughout all levelu of the
community and exert less influence and power
than members of the first two groups. They
Operate in two directions. They provide a means
for the decision makert to convey their policies
and decisions to each economic and social class
and serve as a source of information for the
influentials and decision makers. Often they are
ministers, heads of youth agencies, officials of
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parent-teacher associations, teachers, barbers,
lawyers, doctors and bankers.

A good place to begin identifying the power
structure is by researching the local newspaper
morgue; coynty, city, or state' official records;
-community history; leadership listings of local
fraternal and civic groups; and the local library.

The status of development or economic
conditions of a community help to determine
who occupies power structure positions at a
given time. A community with a growing
industrial base and a large flow of money might
be dominated by bankers who can extend or
refuse credit. A poorer community, dependent
on state or federal aid to support its activities,
might be dominated by politicians or persons
with influence in the State or National. Capital.
In certain areas, particularly New England and
areas of the South, the power structure is
determined largely through the "first families"
who have inherited positions of 'power because
of tradition.

Community's Opinion
of the Military

I n developing a planned community
relations .program, it is imperative to find out
what the community knows and thinks about
the organization, how its information is
received, and how public opinion about the
command and its servicemen is formed.

Since military installations seldom can
condtkt or contract for public opinion or
attitude surveys, they may have to rely on other

. .

means to appraise community attitudes and
knowledge_ there is no fully satisfac
substitute for the professionally construct and
conducted attitude survey, there are other
economical but less effective means of getting
much of the desired information.

Published materials such as records,
reference books, bibliographies, swidicated
research data published in newspapers and
magazines, current periodicals, reports,
publications of individual companies and of
other Federal agencies,. directories, newsletters,
and catalogues are among the vaiQty ofAources
of valuable information in thijArea of/ /interest.

Periodic reviews of incathing and outgoing
correspondence can identify community
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relations problems, as can spot, Checks on
'telephone courtesy of personnel who are in
frequent contact witiLthe public. Formal and
informal contacts by key officers and indiViduals
on and off the job can also be used to gauge
public opiniog, knowledge, and attitudes.

Staff meetings and the inevitable grapevine
can also be important internal sounding boards.

Special attention should be given to an
appraisal of internal public attitudes toward the
organization.

Community- Surveyland Analysis

In tailoring a community relations program
to the local community, it is essential that a
great deal of information be gathered and filed
concerning the local community. Since facts
about the community are required on a

day- today basis in public affairs activities, it is
advisable to collect the facts gathered in the
survey into a community relations file (briefly
discussed in the Community Relations chapter
of JO 3- & 2). This file should be maintained as
up-to-date as possible by the public affairs staff.
It should' contain facts oll- local channels of
communication; civic, economic, social,
educational and religious organizations; local
customs, traditions and mores; and detailed facts
about the geography, manpower, industrial
capacity, housing, facilities, and services existing
in the c- #munity. In overseas areas, this survey
should developed in close consultation with
representatives of the Department of State, the
United States Information Service, and other
members of the U.S. Country Team.

Since the community of a naval installation
is generally thought -to be the entire uFban;
suburban, and rural areas surrounding the
installation within a radius of 50 miles, the
scope of consideration for the survey should be
limited to this area.

Before Making a. survey of this scope, it
should be determined if other government or
private agencies have completed similar surveys
or analysis of the local community.- If so, that
survey may be easily modified o suit your Navy
program. In seeking information f this type, it
is advisable to ask local officials and leaders if
they have recently provided similar information
for a published survey. This will avoid a possible
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duplication of effort and inconvenience for the
officials concerned.

A sample COME1EL checklist is published
in PA Begs. Briefly, the major .topics include:

The area (including geographical
description, population, industrial and historical
data).

Manpower .(including labor market
rating, source of labor supply, occupational
classifications of workers, unemployment, skills
in -shortage category, area wage scales,
requirements of the defense industry, and other

r.pertinent information).

a Industrial facilities (including facilities
suited, or adaptable for defense production and
vacant` factory space1vvith production potential).

-40 Housing (inclUding housing regulations,
housing units, apartments, and sleeping rooms
available; housing units contemplated; builders'
building permits is ued within past 12 months,
and building capit I; and finally, adequacy of

'housing).

Other community facilities and services:
such as utilities, transportation, schools,
hospitals, churches, doctors and dentists, Tire
and pohce projection, commercial service
establishments, orm of governfftnt, mass
media, and the colt of living index.

Preparing A Community Analysis .

Only after all essential information regarding
the community has been collected is it,practical,
to make an analysis of the community. At first
the community survey may seem to be just a set

-of cold facts, but through analysis they come to
life and fit together like pieces of ja jigsaw
.puzzle. Each piece fits into the whole fo make a
complete picture. You must determine the
significance of the gathered facts and then begin
2 synthesizing process. In so doing, you will
develop me and more insight into the true
community -nature, needs, and mutual interests,
and opportunities for favorable community
relations.
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The survey and analysis of the corumunity is
a constant effort and is fundamental to
maintaining a . sound community relations
program. Once assembled, the community,
survey file provides a continuing ready source of
information for speeches, nevi's stories, special
reports, exhibit's, special. events, and special
projects. The local chamber of commerce can
normally furnish valuable information for such a.

survey and practical guidance and assistance in
setting up a community relations program. The,
two primary functions of the chamber of
commerce are to promote the growth and to
foster the prosperity of the community. The
chamber is also an excellerrr source for
brochures, maps, fact sheets, and other materials
needed for a community relations program.

Since "telling" is a major part of cornrnufuty
relations, it ig necessary to determine effective
ways to reach the various publicsto- identify
channels of communication with the
community.

Cpmmunications techniques. and media
which can be employed in a community
relations program are many and varied. Each
medium has its special values, peculiarities, and
limitations. It may not be poSsible, or even
desirable, to use all available channels and
techniques in a given community. The important ,

thing Is to identify the individual characteristics
of locarriedia and the techniques which would
be most effective and the most economical to
employ in reaching target public's.

Community Organizations

The .community relations planner should
gather facts about the voluntary organizations in
the, community, including their continuing

_ objectives, leaders, membership, current
projects, and areas of mutual interest These
basic facts will help determine a basis for a tie-in
arrangement and cooperative projects with these
organizations. The importance of group
membership on individual attitudes and behavior
should be carefully 'weighed in planning efforts
to reach key publics through their voluntary
organizations.

Local organizations are a major outlet for
the speakers bureau (see chapter 5 of this
manual). Most gi ps meet at least monthly;
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some as; often as every week. Most offer
opportimities for speakers and some for-sho wing
of motion pictures or other kinds of visual
presentations.

Customs, Traditions, and
Culture

The communities of naval installations vary
considerably in local customs, traditions, an d
culture ; you must be aware of local differences
before you plan any activity involving the
community. It is sometimes this variance that
causes the failure of a mi litary y
relations program or special event. Acceptance
of the Navy and of newcomers; info rmation on
local holidays; taboos; peculiarities of local
dress; social activity particularly the various
levels of society-, and public interest
education, libraries, museums, art, and runs
should be detemined. While a Sunday open
house at your coffin-land may be completely
acceptable in the Southwestern United States, it
would perhaps antagonize relations in certain
small communities in the East and Doti (h. But
customs,- traditions, and culture are equally
important as opportunities and chin nets of
communication to reach key publics in Elie
community, rAs pointed out in Chapter 2.
individuals are usually tuned to I Ile ireq uerik,ie s
transmitting messages related to Own- persor.I
mental set or awareness of the woild around
them,

Mu al rillb1C110 gi141

CUiti t

thought leaders or (lie LAimiii it y
be trio tivated to all t herr inn s, be al

understanding i,f the mutual tercst L ,iy
community knows what it wants tor it2n

well-being, what it eAlxts each or-gal ma tiro(
contribute, and how it ritcasures con tub micros
Here are ten opportunities for ni utual imerest
between the Navy and the L011('110114

iiiiii r

SUppOIL ut ellgloti

Fit II e mploy rnerit

Adequate sclioo Is

Law and order

Area growth and de ve loprnen t

Adequate and low cost hdusing arid
utt lities

Varied tecre ati on al and cul
opportunities

Individual and public weltare

Health ad.(' snit anon

ural

As a starting point, it may be well for the
itubhc al 1-its stiff to consider each of these
areas cif xnutual problem s and iaterest, For
inst anec.

1,1 econrintic impact of thce
nav y kin the loc=al luirtui CHI ty? Is the peibLi c
aware It iis?

Have plan s and agreement s been worked
oul bc- tweci the Navy and local officials on
r nut ual aid All the event of natural disaster,
aircraft of e cplcisive accidents, epidenfics of
sick nes. or disease?

liuvv iliu6lli i r=U citliuii is there
I ..1 vilian law calk"! ce !wilt agei icies arid Say y

law t orcenient and security organizations?

LI., ,,,,i itiii IL) pi./ lc 4.104 iiarc
Itu. di activities: Is (lie clrii7iilunity

edu tonal and cultural ri ceds o f
t lie Nov y

runt.:11
, y spe ds lowl aica for .i.crvi tes and

Ate things purchased elsevilie re that
!nig' it b c obtariied

a Is L via/ li. .IwDiu 1 OIL luitS
N,Lk pels..Pillied t [(lid:, ar.d sc rvie.:es i0 local
Eller and set vice orgaiiiLirticins.? Do the

NaY'llleli Jul -w what services are provided
tlieirl
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Does the commanii contrib
health and sanitation problems?

e to local

Do the local citizens
to

how inuch
effort is made by the Navy to strengthen local
health anti sanitation?

Past 141 Fresent COMM R Ac tivi ties

, It is rare for a public affairs staff to have the
opportunity to start fresh and build a command
community relations program from the ground
up. Like our personal herit age, -most PAO's and
officers in cornmaild inherit a corni unity
relations program from their predecessors, in
both their own installation and other service
carga_nizat ons in the community, The local
stereotype of the Navy can be greatly affected
by the previous cornmuMty relations programs
Or by a complete lack of corn t k etween tfre
Nav-y and local comn-iunity.

If the organization and the NalNavy are slut ne v4/
to a community, the public affairs staff inust
determine the current status of omm unit y
relations programs arid iatte nip t to eva luat e
community relations efforts One of the first
steps is to become acquainted with the p 11bn c
affairs staffs of other military and federal
organizations in the area, An analysis of the data
collected in the community survey can reveal
consider -able information about pie vio
C 0111 mun ity relations protracts_ Info sisal
discussions with appropriate local lie sysmen anti
chamber of commerce officials can reveal a great
deal about previous programs and the lesson's
learned from them, If a coma uni ty co

exists, the members 1 curds ut EL 01-111C1-1
will offer valuable .11..011T-1dt /kill

L3kfiltinis tile Problem

ti1C,

completed yoal are prepare
key corm-num ty tclations ,) rot.) L is of the-
command. When talethe pra,-Jbleins have t_ ccrs
defined, the solu tions must he pit-)vidtti and
decisions made to preven t or co ire df t tern. fie

the problems have been clearly stated, you are
ready to develop a plan of action Some or the
problems can be remedied without conducting a
full-blown corrimunit y relations effort. This is

dole by re letting obvious and easily correctable
problems to the proper representatives or by
set ting up committees to cope with each area of
int erest. Mich recommendations may be carried
out direct ly by the community council or
througlib tine organizations concerned. Some
problems caused by a considerable lack of
understanding in the 'community of the mission
and contributions of the military to the local
cornmixity may require special plans of action,
Th &se plans are integrated into the overall
coimmuinity relations program. A comm unity
relotionsprcgrarn requires long-range or strategic
pia rinirug w Lich in turn will require short-range
or tactical-clans to accomplish the objectives of
the longter-in plans. All must be interrelated.

STIP TWO PLANNING

YuL, with ,A diat_l ul th6; 1_, IUPU

4U1111111i-Ilay [Cid EIOILN program, irrlllsdlig a

stateine7nt u, f objectives and a tea (Awe schedule
profof ects and activities. It should contain a

stacernffnt c- policy and general philosophy,
using sr c6 guidelines u the public affairs officer,
officer in c"-onirriand and Iiignei authority may
pro vide . `lyre basic statement should also spe II
out sgJecit delegations 0 t authority for
Lori nacuility relations activities Ihis will provide
a frank reteren cc for the listing of

activ- es I vng-range atilt sIiu t to, ige acid a

blueprint foioperatiou4.
Wpriing from the gc pusirl, a1. 41

con sidering the program objectives along with
the faces gentile' ed in the survey alit' analysis,
yutx shciulri plot ways mid nacanu of uttalnilig
WII imirc goals

Witt 1 m_..rec...t Li) cad'
sFellea out i1. the pro& ditm the

1011)wit ,ILLestio.t A L. should ill considered

'tars ItAvolv
Whit t and

ith?

-Wha t prLoieLts f ill II% Ir iLa ,411
file .altat_hime lit of die goal!

II 1,11, und 1.11LCI

,,,.X111.1 it1 chit'. t ui- ac

rneasur ed against it cunt
orgii_nica hut, 11 goals lie [)lapis

it)

lint

Lo, Atli 611 EC (41

tti,A ,2)

uvity 1 -.1st be
nbutiohs to
lit Company
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f94-lows a. checklist which measures each project
with an 'ana lysis form ula:

Personal contact and social activity--
bet ween the conficer in command, the public
affairs officer and his staff, the key opinion

What is the r objective this project leaders, and decision milkers of the community,
designed to gain or approach?

Is the objective sound and desirable')

k re t tier: xUllatera1 aclvai

the projc:Lt i. tasll)Ie !

t 1,e foie with

II II,
dt2pai I I?

is it tuts! t,,

IN It t Juiitzl

ag

noel:

itilt1_3131,

,,011.11 i.t till. Hi

I, I I,

I, th, tok) III 1, hi I 3: I
[)( Ili

It

IC -lea,

WThcrt: b (It,

W Vat

N I 1, I II.

u)

plogialu
is nd It;

v c dial it
L;0111 ucg, 11 NI

,ate

40 IkLit

1S1011 41kc

The integration of news releases and military
produced radio and TV programs within the
community relations program is also worthy of
consideration, Oftentimes, proper use of these
tools can help to hririt knowledge of a military
command, its ac:tivities, and its personalities to
the attention of local populations of
itQlg.lit ring CO tarn( iti

stu. THR L I t IN M l 1 N

ILL: (11.1ILI the
it tt) plait. and 4niatiz( L-.11(isc n course

ten a community relations program to all those
Wilk ) 'nay tie at IcLtcd ..lid- .4110SC ppOr I IS

1,1111 Ilaz, dratted,
old tie hilly e,itn-alinated within the

(.4 igiiirattug 1/.41 1101 I inid given a prCIIIIINIarY
IL;),W,A., by IliC LAIICI 01 stall ut ex,,,eative

organization K, y Stahl at t 3110 tild be
made aware of the proposal and have an
j.)voi twiny then views Vol this

Ic4so1l tilt: I, ul,Ilc dt Liu tit itatik,s t:ct talrl
(11,41, plah No (Ltd both !loin a public

ot flaky., ttittl c,i staff
wlii%;I1 te(itnieN

it that unght be put to
attic,- a e by oilier staff ge_fltles may Ilcver get

I Eli . 61%,1,11,1

A L out tri

.11. Ili ,113;3C1,1..1II,, s Nunictimes
tot ,1,1 atcptian,:e

aid 1(1 [Ail
, iv e (In= , lawn a sense

in ti,n1 ill tiAlv hcltnki to tic velop (tic;
tt; A 1, .0E1.4 I F,l 1,1 111; )0),)41 as III (,, liti lay N(att
a 11, iic%1,.II 1 1)=1.1, , pi c)eitt,i I,/ the

1 ifijI J ,141141,1110.. I ap1)10. it
I I11 p ,ito ti1,1 1,, 1 114.,1 i IN

I kid ,11)111Cd all II

/;,111.1.!,,III, lath it t`,,iiiiii.anty
1,, a team Olk.,,t it, huh

play t 1311,.1, t

iv 111 31i0 ,I1 111%,11.1111 w11. INC called Iii
-la Ilk]
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relations, what policy has been adopted, what
projects are planned, what participation is

desired, and why and how members of the
command can benefit. Some commands have
used a theme, such as "Partners in Progress, to
convey to all members of the organization their
relationship to the program and the community.

Individuals and agencies responsible for
specific projects and activities mast be informed
of their responsibility. Information must also be
transmitted concerning deadlines, counseling
and assistance for those participating in the
program, the system for review and evaluation
of the projects rid prograryo and -how
recommendations 1--_- changes in Atectives, new
projects, and so fo _h may be made.

The amount and kinds of information an
organization should disseminate to its publics
will vary. In a community relations program
there should be provision to inform everyone in
the community about the mission and
achievements of the organization, its personnel
needs, career opportunities, notable individual
achievements, significant changes c >t key
personnel, and sirfCt y and cLono
achievements.

It the survey and analysis o
has been adequate, he public at airs staff should
be aware of the right channels of
communication to accomplish _ tetilie tasks or
reach specific publics

The average naval activity has
possibilities for interestii,E, news stotle:, which
mould contribute to improved comniunity
relations

Here are just tew possible curiimtinny
relations sublc..ts fur tiiiicly local
communicati011 with

t. ban kAL

A ttaliiiit II( lit 31001 lAi

Heclea s u1 11,,10=1)5 r,l Aulkl

Iiitit)tiuctloil ul licri
to increase productivity cited L_.;01,011.y

detects is ail example)

Plans L,
reduce force

Important changes in organization

Appointments to key posit ions

Retirements

Speeches or other public statements by

Plans tor new dines or closing of
existitiC facilities

AL:Iiievenicilts iii military persutrllel and
employees

HetiLlItS 01 tiWiild!., pi

sudi as awards,
,cieitioines, open house, d,Lliea hots, laudehing,s,
christenings, corn missionings, illiniversar les,
tours, guest Juises exhibits, demonstrations,
and so forth

WILL IL t,ltt,LIU. Ile vv I

,:1a1 cvelits displays, oi other vehicles that
will be used ti, eoinnilifileate with the internal
and external publics on behalf of a command's
community relations program use the skills in

0 in rn unication discussed throughout
to =1 & y , in chapter 5 of this ilianual, and the
"Special hvents" section of this chapter It you
,lisregaid or iniploperly use the facts gathered in
t tie coniniunity survey yawn designing
community relations corri'munications, the
cutouts may result in mere publicity and no
significant contribution to the program

Li' A !ION

I 30.1,

'tan, is (ix e. aluatio of _results dna the
effcitivelress teJtinques used. Yoh use this
tetx to answer the questions: How did it go'?

Would it have h:.eii better it something else had
been tiled? I las foal-Eli step leads back to the

step, since it is tare that a 4-:ornmunity
ielations piugrari, ends abruptly once it has been
set in motion

Iii addition the tits and 1,14.es
oi the corrimulut} relations 14-0gram, the overall
program should be reviewed amid results
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measured against the objectives determined in
the second step, The end of a calendar year is
often a signifiarit opportunity for a public'
affairs staff to prepare an evaluation of its
mission -accomplishment. Some organizations
publish a narrative, history, documented with
examples of significant public affairs activity
This type of analysis serves at least
purposes. It provides the public affairs office
opportunity to analyze public affairs efforts and
deterninc the lessons learned for lutufe
reterence. I t serves as a vehicle to inlorin the key
staff agencies, subordinate units, and
L'Ofilf11 oder of the significant acLoinplishilicilts
of the 1,LAbb., alfaus ()thee during the 1,)reviu tks

ycar. Ow analysis is to be used For entieal
evaluation of less(ms leanicd the sensitive
elements iJf (II,. study .should be ,,laiitianied lot
office u c only all t hen ielease al,uld
seriousfy ni4pede the o anizatiOn's roations
with the Ke piovidL a geilei al

_H-noutlity rclutions 01 a 1,4Ocillickt
VCINI011 of it ...an be to ,vali,at.e 41odi.411)
a local ,;()1111.1.111t1 ,:u1111111..ith F ICIdik.fls

kl41414 liA ,11-.L4 1 )1 1

,., tl.AI
_tell

message o,
a.,,) (fiat k

Special c At t11 a

i) 4,.y A ,l.,ecial lry 1.,

kielinitc event, plaiincd and
a.re PLANolLD ,VILIAS 11; Lie

planocd t,t achieve iitti-4ca cj 1e44I,I1.

ulJciAtal. Log st,i+IJJ, id OIL
Ndv 4111

C)-.41111Ill ,o,foog
t,,1 .,tibloai h. I los nAlti flak

vvllh (1 k , LJ 111, 01,
I\41.1 1", 1,1,11-411 lilt) tt. it i..1 Clit

Or it . Jui41 have feel, doll. 1., a ow tf,:, of tall
wit Lie% c. 1k1117(111s

had ica, hell du; i ci It tludtiltg th,
nevi boat 1`,10,C1 iiie.hod W,...1,11d have
etti,ALlif w II) t 'S')

ft.,' by MC wile of uf
dud faul,611 li v Ith inati.ic

h,.,A wife

traditional bottle of champagne' Why didn't the
Department of Defense adherp to complete
secrecy or merely ignore the event?

Why bother with that type of event at all?
The obvious reason is that the advantages of
world-wide news media and the pageantry of the
event outweigh any disadvantages. The
launching of the Washington clearly showed the
world that the United States had added a lethal
weapon to its defense force. And since the
weapon, once operational, would have to t,e
concealed in order to be effective, the special
event served -the essential purpose of proving
that the weapon did exist As a side etteet, the
14L-idling also gyve ick:ugolllun to the men in
the Navy, to nidusny specialists who designed
and engtnecrcd the Polaris systein, and to the

an4eiricrit and workers of the shipyard as well
as all the ajs4lcldled cootraetors It vi/1(11Y

drainatlLei die Importance of seapower in a

VVOlid 411d itiilli uved tlrc Monde
of Navy/lien ashuic aild afloat Elul Its ehief

was to inahe die wrtei lent of that
svc4i,ons sy stern a reatity.

On a smallei scale, it is se,c,
captain awcnt.is d 'COX' ul ..ollonefnlilloil,

--tits ,d)od I4edd1 Of when a
20-year chi,:f is piped ,over the side to join the

Rcsel ve inan's iniltiple would be just
filft lilt ti..- tie4t adv.ink.cinent dX411-1 It tfiC

III, IA t, e lc sciii 1,0 loot by guard Iri tin as long as
y W vi c 1t.a4 In la:, el vies rcoStd

AtI4 Llle ,Ine I 's etall wou't go tally tuitlier al
[he ,uPct Mai isc Jos( 1.)-,...aose all 11,00.13 turned
out to sec loin I,1 both asc., the cvent is
slut a to, aioacilc 604-14.i

tJft,l 14111 1I 1 set vice It, .ittic

1,) ,1 ,11

, ., .t ed in



Chapter 4COM ATI 'AND SPErIA

Celebration Navy anniversaries,
.national holidays, and military observances

Fund-raising events

Meetings, conferences,
appearances of naval personnel

Aircraft and paracb
dtsplays, and denonstrations

Open house

is

and public

flyovers,

and shit visits

Participation by athletes, teals,
,color guards, and other Navy units in spurts
events

Navy speakers tscc titraplc, 3)

Orien 11

and aircraft

Navy art A,

V I P arrivals, ship InLs
commissionings, changes ur Lorturland award
presentations, re urernents and dedications

__ grog k_ f Na.

Otticiat civil cci eniontes
inaugural parades tur ti S president, ail
governors -

t-

planning a, I
above clients at vveiried
technical DOD and Navy 6,c_iaiiiiient
guidance. This policy is onstantly changing
Make sure you have at y our disposal ai,d arc
familiar with all curient rules and regulations
referred to in the references cited above when
you are engaged in special events activity theft
are also many varied administrative procciluies
involved, such as a detailed
Armed Forces participation
reports, and records

reciucbt fortis for
iii public evelits,

for example, flyovers by.inilitary aircraft a`t
civilian public eventg may see..tn,sintple events to
arrange. "It's lust a few planes buzzing a fleld4"
rnigiit be your first thought.J1-tere'e.3 bit more
to it than that-

Civilian sponsors for military flyovers of
ff-base eb-ic events roust forward their request

to the Department of Defnse for consideration.
While the various military services may approve
flyovers on military installations, ASP(PA) is
the only authority for approving flyovers in the
public domain.

There have beei past occasions when
uff-base flyovers were promised or flown in
violation of current directives. Additionally, the
military services have varied in their
interpretations of who may approve flyovers,

This lack of common interpretation has led
to inconsistent responses to civilian sponsors,
resulting in euibarrasstnent to the Delense
Department Violations have involved
participation iii events that did ,not meet the
basic criteria outlined In PA Rego were more
Mail _regional interest, or involved more than
one ecrviee. occasions or events for which
flyovers Cali be approved by DOD are clearly
defined in r A Regs- Lftrakc other types of
participation, insurance is nut required and the
sponsor has no financial oh ligation

Public affairs people- must be toroug_hly
nal ail regulations before gven
discussing, participation with a 6potisoi The
sponsor must not be kit with the impreson
that the flyover is cm-omitted before he receives

upplual Iron (he military department
or DOD level

To prek 04 I 11_1411

Zffi should L, provided with a coy, of the
torinat tot iequ,fst,rrg Alined toioLs flight and

tialitite teams vvfieu they request a flyover. A
copy or the form provided in the P.4 Reg.s .

l(te public altatis at freer eat) futward the
thiough paper channels to CHINFO,

or the .sonsor may submit the request directly
to OkS1)(PA) lu either eas,, the request should
he submitted to arrive in Washington 30 days

le event is sefiedaled
sponsor should be iillsrwc,L1 dial r11,

..quest must 'flea the irait, %Jaen& (July ui.Jer
titre 6:11-Quril Aarti;ts will D01) approve all
eXception to y011(410 the ,use c1 flyovers

I 1 4
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broni the very iegin 1 nig
commitment mliSt be planned and executed ICY
the operations state. NO prOMISCS. COrlIMIt111Clits,
or arrangements which hear on the flight
operations should be made without formal
concurrence of the operational sta I t. :111 is

rdination, of .course, Iti done by much Viiglier
authority than the publi,- draw, stair

The Ilv ovei and giound tuft
and related events have alwas bccH
,rowd-please-rs .dill alb clic,toc attalls
tool. But under -csinthitnae t1L illitolllil of
,,rordtuath,,, iv,paired thv

(ntlt h.:ad 1,5 ilt..liia..,lli,31,1 Ls) ,III

ial LFt

(it lace 'Ail,

\ an.

I 1 to
It Wit It 1.11 i1.11 111:

rtottlenlv aat.,-,1 It .4:11,11,1i a

hit eau rt Ilil to pt., la,
v, ANt, ,01Xsta 71,1, 111,1, 141 III

tllc Von') l'ivsalcni tat tool/gin at, Iis
11141Ligiii,11 1-1

,1/.1 , l 113

11113 ,11 id Iii ,,liti
tninitic 1,1(0 dC111S It)t Ha_ nt_ L twills h were`

ir4luir-1 Is atItct 111,,

hk,1,1114d Its! dININL-111111s4dIsill Si 1,1,

110O 1 .1 II, \a, As!, LL-,f

all k, rs I ill, {IL iii 1, I LA

VA, k) Ai=

I ,rule,
Si,

irk, A d

I., I

1,11 iii,I,-I, -,

II

it , 14

it,1 1 i 11

thc I

t,toic .d.rn
A 1,,L.,1 its

rroi,

+.n

Iii 11,15.

I Is Jur

ti sill. ,.ill ,Aliki .1 1H s .

le ' d, 111 t.II. I a

naval a,itivrte I.1 sill Nat Al I

',,1ANPOW1..H. While die CIB plan was being
torrnulated, the public altairs officer began
rounding up additional manpower to
supplement his Own stall. Ile required highly
trained and e \perieneed persr_innel in the field of
newsworls and public relations due to the
dillietiltws ex peeled in on-scene coverage,

111c I'A() was idle to obtain seven reservists
Is,i then two -works' active, 1,firty training. In
addition lour area lescivists. two active duty

ti,cts How (11 INFO and a Navy cniplOyed
,oluni,arted to work during the period ul

Lovt; I ag4; L)Vi:1 dug (If at 1011 weekend
dild ills Of OR Jantiaty

Fel.-.,ilittel -at the l'AO'v tegtllai sill[ v4it;
III Eire, i fttseti. One JO and a PH

,11Liatcd hill tin out sit thc ('IB. Another
i'lrit) I, Jul thstri,t Public
Allan all I'AU and si

ts, I wool, and to cover
ti,iration in the

I5Ia,i]iil al
III adslii, an

i.1 Iii .11111 101) LIC Ei:N,Agiict.1 to
it I. t I ,vt ti hat, ,I iIl hie Inattgutal
,,I.,Iitt tl, I, ,1,1,1L/a, with-wen

[tic uith, tie htrlr[sly
rolated amongPublicity cOlfiliiitILT The PA(

ill IftILCI tti(aiIs

ti,_ i 11$

1141./4. Itt:LI
Ills_ I 4444 1:,1..a.1 All \In

.1 Ia11i1 Ii. ti,IVi:iil,.I3' t(t.7,5

I 51, ) IdiCalLJb
11,),r)

v, /dotted at p. tlett.,nirieu points III the

tt

AA 414, IL4

[lit 41411

siA1 , i

ii, 4,1 s,54 .1,515.s1 J 1.1i V IICIC nit
tat I 511 r, . .14,1112Lbk lit

1,,;,;/ VI Is
1.&ilty

this Ills I I 1

k 4iis t
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talent available. the !or member ul th
AC1)1 PRA reservists! r tnisLIB had more tha
20 years' experience in the puhhc relations
held including radio and tAevision work:

chl.r reservists weloded the Nubile relations
manager of a large 0.-i-ioration, a publk
relations assiStant Ior one sib the largest retail
(twins in the ,vorld, and Ivo) who worked
the [1 S. Intolluation Agein.t.

Ft.)1, I PN1F N I Both 111 t I is ,thd
1:111 111 the s=, di...111..111 Itll

ViLi115111 kill .1 101.4,51 itIL 1115k fI I.1

Adequat, di
trCCI) 111 .L.%dt41%.= 14 104040 III, 144 N1.51,11 ,.1115 =1a-.

ul tlic IMF) Lill the tealits 1 114 ;ill
111 the ,-list! ._111%1 n1. Whist

tor dial iliri1tei Is 114!',t 110( It 1, it( t5i Kilt I

111itlitinialihei 11. 1111. i1~ 111 Ad\ 41

are must It
ett11i1711. lit von t., A% 4114151

Odle I

114

1,154,14.4 planhe 1 w1Ii iii L51,

-\

41111,151)C51 I II, ItAl .1

Ii1,1I II

OR; 111.1.1 , I ,511 ,ts,4141, LI, 144 ,411 14414

Model I at11 I r,,11,,t10 ploc ssoi I I ti.: t- IB ns4A1 it
1,1%11,14 .1, (hit,: .511.1

I11411 1101.1 1.,

While
11, 4t .1

ais.)1111.1 7.) I 0 I s 1

1. 5

Lii ti.ve Ira. iLlit i L.I t-
Fri .15 N I

I../11 It i I I 5 1, III 1 1 /I

1451 Ai 1..1 He
t.t 11, t 113 I45 454

I I Iii..

Jo 1. ) .1) 1.1(,,I 1 .1 trt

1 t

1.5.1.1.41 4.4 .44,41 411 414

i' 151 4501 I 1

AI
I tic day lleii,,1 1.1 1,51 I I

511_ 5515.1 tie '14 tl 1141111, .5....

ills 'Haupt, 114. Al-tit , 1

'A/c It plci..14, 1 lLai . 555.11. 41 44 5. 11 41 A

pstiat s, 1,

it

. 51 II I .14 It

was pIehed up' and used by the Associated Press.
A phoi(:igraph of Navy men in the massed Flag
section (all state Hags) during parade rehearsal
was used1))... this It'a.thinginn PHA/.

the Shb41.1B at Inaugural I leadii uarters
fir( ;iced all intarmation, on Navy units and key

personnel for the otficial Inaugural Parade
Plan, eso,cred the flmat press conference prior to
the Inauauratwin, and photographed Na'.y
pci,00ncl working till var ius committees at the
luaogoial ticadquaituis

In ill Iiicsid 1 1 1 atItni
,i11 I, 1,, or el} tighlt tit inning

, i5'k1m1als in Ant A 1 mail} Ad the events
iteaetiAall 13111 tk Itti a little

the teants le 4171 to
most VV:Jiing

unit omit h. I17-td t.t than
net the Alto( ntita, is a mean:),

wen: aliteit to Lot , ail events
1115,.11 s.t1 N111 t 15a111% I/a km AL ELL=

1<, irti5rii 15,1 1113ta1i ilic 1.11.7(

HR. ,1,111.10 Aides t ,thstilittee
1 A in se I, I ..i +AIM.. I till and

1,5n.,.i11,11.115..i1 tr. 1,5).5 lite 1 JaVy

551 1 1 tit it1 -,1, 111, 11 .111111

11 5 4. 415141 .14 4% 11I. 1441 (111:

goVel.,-)1

1 11,11 II..
t. .,11111 II.% 1,151051 ..1 INC

111.41. tr:d. itt. \ 1=31u1 I did(
114

_I 4.111

1. .1,1 4

Alit:ILI 'I .

to 41 b '55.1 15.111

that i.1 111.15.51

1,,

I 15.41., NdSi at h. Et)

A h aanititni LI5

* 14 41 5, 144 I IL,

It 11 1 1..1 1. 1 11 )

I ,1 is Eli,:

in. !hes,
to_ttile

(1111

IL dal si tit';
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cement community relationships. They call
=attention to new developmentsnew programs,
anything that is new and significant in the Navy,
Most important of all, special events should he
used to eMphasole 't hones in support of
community relations (z)biectives.

special event should he aimed at one 6r
rriore)specific audiences or publics. These rimy
include the internal public, the ominnurnty
regional, national or international audiences, or
special publics

ITI& tit lal-r4A1)111, 4

I kl.. .1,

I '1111110yCeS l,1 lilt Iv11Vy ,ttotiltl btu k pt
up whorl cos aliiletl fit
in[4rn :I audieiRes includc
terciiionrus (Jperling Ile vv dines on tt base,
such s a new r'4,,tvy clialigy ft lk.._ation
builtliag) ,ti baria, ks tithiiti, event
award L-et ernoilles

I -A Al,

,,A it i I -ti
Lt.14likt:1,lS 1 A it, tiitll

vicinity of Ine 1 IA

Ntil,PWS t:Atillal -,111111a1 NaILLE-L 41 L.,

a I. a ._011111,181111

1 11..41".,1 i).
`WW1.

A 4,

itti A,±1

anti Lt1,1 1114101 VC!! 1. IA Na
1,, c;, Tar LILL L L eLi

In 11[13 Sctlsi N.,vy ,,is
pa ( Iti tic.110, aiLL4 HIM

'1

's pfil 11W kAt ki)%1111,1, (1,) 1/11a 1

ra to ii tlal e111-7i111,,,s gild I,ctittat il4L1,11,3

t`

EL

Et, Imo. :c1,11,
stik..11 4.S b

3pcui oig

A, Ail

111 t1 1 or,
sio. it as i

I

Navy League car veterans groups reach people
with special interests, regardless of geographlical

Practically every event affects more than one
of these publits. It is a basic principle of public
relations, holliever, t that everything you do
should be done for a specific purpose and with a
specific audience in mind. For this reason, and
because [he rifle approach is almost always

better than the shotgun, it is good to have
speotac publics in mind wile! you're Nanning a
special event.

NE'Ll tAt Lv LN IS tall is 1

11,. 4,1$ in
even is dearly statei iii P.4 Rcgs,

Broadly speaking the Na , y may paiticipate in
evciits spon,orcd the local coleirn unity or by
national organizations when such 'participation
wdI buwilt mutually the Nay) and the public,
when pal tl,.1p4iting t all be 411gc,d without
iiiteit,iing with dpct atititts pt tlairting when the
it:quested support is a\ within the

iequeAittk, it ankl W114ti the Navy
sa 411 hcit, tit diict:tly ail

,olt,eitt and cars be
provided it nor additicaal expense to the
got caltilicta Itit,a1 0164111.4,41.1011

[11C that. it OK rhilitary

'iu. Ides S111,i,tlCt 1(S ti, thi c 1 411 pensccs
at,o,t; tt,k icg,11141 t, si I,. lite 6,,,,attlitztit most
t,t_ iii, i fly life iciptt,tit.E, Jo.), P 4 Re,4,5 glvc,

at:LA.11a LA (tic Elul, iillaer t,tliiti
LL will (Le aLEEELL.LE 'zed dad [tic level of

AA ill 111d1Ap I. vk, illt,11
aLLEILLLIELall,.. gi t

1.11i .11 I 11

AAA

iii a

,

cat
ILL aL LaL LILL-, h (ii ay

dk )t.t al, k I t /IC111

Ii iii I. aal sit i 3 lit iatll illy .dill
lag I. saLl, , , I tl k

should ilk (ht.: ba1.t out .;t1 Lacs tut there
II kWh, a di

LVL,l[ vvotaL. NIIi IL attails inay
da;6.,ic LO k--)111111alii thCIC hire,
It1II Lim,. pi halt ,)It a b.:flux



Chapter 4 COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND SPLCIAL LvuNrs

Journalist may he tho only person with the
knowledge and ti kills required to plan and
execute sueil7essful special events. In this case
you will be an important advisor to the project
officer the executive officer, or the skipper.

ON dives of a Special Lveot

_ter) is to clarityThe first
the event, Our detinition states that speLial
events are events staged to dramatize a laet
convey a ines.sage It Elie event is actually staged
pnrnanly for this purpose tail open house. .1!I
exhibit. a palatle ta an award ,:eteniony I the
objeclivc., tit (lic ev ,I.tatc the detail, ol
planning_ Y141.11111 irdsoti,Abit: III1,1ts, gLitts toad
conflict with ittcse ohjectivt,..s changed oi
eliminated. It the event has been scheduled tar
some caller purpose as when, guest , Wise is
arranged to take advar a tegulaily
scheduled it a11i111g, es et is I iotaitie ship
moventca lk

take prCCe,l.n,.c and itit tilt, itf 11s t,l .s must ta1
built around thcllr

Only oilcit pall', int

being III .1 tICIII01 I.,11 (01 F.

ranking officers ur \ I t' civilia ,Xihe,i

exercise oNeINC4, Is 1.lalltlkd a',

dernonsuitruo for 1,e, I 4111-,

SLich 01_3CIdElOhal 11111IS Ikk: I

tavoi tit VA ovvs
u I

1,111Cst I tell Ec yIl 0.
commander nt ,,Ikte1 11,. J, Linaiist I)
Ullik.0 ;Oita ,e,11.11 mon-, , 1.i ,,diatc
level whets: the /:-,eil1 is an h_d oat
you tiad h.vok
detailed ..,Lts WI. 11

happens yule srl...u1., ask irst s rat alt. wk

trying I. at 40 Ey .l.tatl a i l . . ,et

lila:111111g al III 111E.

hard wrk on If ,Halt, memheis 1,I Liu
staff (la llylt,g onset ['VC, eat I, Iii the pl.au,Ilig
irtut_x.s cusuies w It/1 tsa,tits

s ;,

_I c,t itl.lAf, :I 11, l ble

different from the planning process an
operational comma_nde r goes through in
analyzing his missidn: estimating his tactical
situation, making a command decision, and
drawing up the directive -ire that his forces
carry out the mission.

The process starts by stating in broad terms
what you are going to du and why For
examtd-

0 Ihls 731111) pencleillS'
utse on 4 July- In ordei to increase

depcndents' uuderstalidnig at ditties and
thei eity entionLe mutate

9111 11 1 i :1,, ho 1,.,, .,
Iii es Day in chOci t,. Lou Lase puhlie

awareness ot the inipoiran 4 ol,capossier and to
tartlici oat ...ointlitinv ot jeLtives.

a i lit I It 1....,1 1 tj

11,.1,1 all.1 :1 dile'
1 to i,waid

1..11 >Ic11tl u1111 Luutage ililels to Jet-neve

smith"l le, gill(

i .1,i .11

,',UeSt voi Ih2. . III )01 1

i'l t, 1!.,1.) I. Pia li dial l),,P1 I ii oi .1,:l (,) ItAl 111,;1 the

kit-PJ:lln,:!_, ..,I oh: k,t,c,,I. I 1,1h: PI,4f-3I,1

1, (h, l n,11 1 hiciii) kr/ all
la., 1.1 . ,ot

I itli..lig it,1I - Lido, ing
ti., 4pp1) lot tit illy

I. 111,IS4 s

it v iii
1

t JOIN/ r1,it.gt Ili all 4. dly

1,1 qi1411)L k I ) I. 311111. P, ditC t 11 , 11 Lilt
CI ligt t, I c41111.;

, .1

tlstil 11tese 111,111,le s1ili,a 1_4411 es LAJIi

,5.I big IWaik It a ,.1.3.1k)1 CV.11t [.),,clatilC It CIils
Ussd 111 41,J shill 11V%: darticipauts as

ma. ,L4 haik,IS, 4111 chilli
iris 1. 016 vi 1th I LLAC "a,

y tie vt: dt yutll disposal.
the size y
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support in the nature of guides, transportatiOn.
bleachers, brochures and other printedonatter:
and the countless minor items that take time,
talent and usually money to produce, but which

indispensable in a major special event.
It is only after you examine your event and

its objectives in light of these available facilities
that you are ready to decide just how much can
he done and who will carry nut what tasks.

At thi' t nothing is more important than
atti ntto to detail. An event of major
proportions may be-a nnserable flop 11 only one
detail is omitted from the basic plan nu results
of a poorly staged puhli,_ event might include
ak_hetse 141(krti
111 tC 1- 11x1 Wllal ,LAIC

Consider, tor
()Iy 01111.101 111 the

iluni
N ove m her t

embarrassed t)e atisc 1,, loakin6 nla,is
had overlo tLc details involving ale
enhance had1(1 healer V\ hen
the tanloo, 1 innish 11111,1 haul I lln nil
ippcdicd at H.,. (0 the 01) inpl.. SL.,111.011 Iii
liCkinkl he wa, tlelnt,l clitia0LC lfl., (01j1 Ltd

lit 111 \thc0s alld pLi.L,s(:(1 1 ) 000 1.1,c1
1111111,1 .111,1 1111411) tip ,i1.1

the end of the colorf pagt,iarurN and tamale
Irltitint ,an appcdt t.01
kepi huti ill 10, tiak.k 1,i (,,,R; (tic

I Io (10.: .11 1111..11

ICLOg1114. i1 Olt L,Th 111111I 1 Itt OIL: 1s,i, 11
dud ga

It Is zqttall) clittmt I I
,,( 111(.1 z 11 (,,

the VII- area, ftar denveiy of h. °chores Ic. the
patklIAL4 L.(

1,-..myci I). 101. ieii 6 !,
n 1.11.

fill
Itch, tipic1:1 1.4.141 111

111u.^4. dint& , 411 1, 1011 III ,IS IS; kl }

whieii (hi= 01.",t1 t)Cliig i it NA I 0:11

lett ,,[1(11 (lit= hill I ,1 d pi
JILL , I., ,11141

W1i,,, is ik At, t, ,

I.,

I 1

111 1'1 rill

the 'planned action," and the operational
planning manuals say that the best way to do
this is to start with. a good Plan

In a major event, it important that
someone be designated to coordinate' public
affairs matters and that he he relative) R free of
other duties. If the event involves opgrations,
operational and public affairs planning should
have been carried on together and the PA
aspects covered in a public affairs annex to the
operational directive. It the event is a major one
ashore, one eoininand direetiv probably will
include all details, including public affairs,

curitN, and logistics
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Chapter 4 COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

the skipper a clipping from the local paper, or it
may he a letter to higher authority enclosing
copies of your plans, clippings, and photographs.
In either case, the primary purpose of such
reports is to show what has been accomplished
and to submit recommendations for futurc
events of a similar nature. Reports that do
nothing but pat you on the back and tell yo-ur
superiors what a wonderful job you did are
generally worthless.

All required reports in connection with a
particular special event are detailed in the
appropriate sections of PA Reg.s.

Special L.,..111:-, l heCkii.St

AppendiA V i ol (1.1

general special events Li,cckit,t adapt, a flout 1

Rcg.s. It is le,o111111Ctiticti that you study (Hi,

entire Jieeklist before you use it tot spe,ilit
occasions Attet study you ma) _c yowl
own checklist tistrig pet tine_ i.t clus arit1_ adding
othelb tit y011l own Iloonnig,

14I
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in his working environment to a standard head
and shoulder shot. Then you can settle for one
Overall sho/ during the ceremony.

Major Events

If the event is more complicated, of course,
so is your job. At a major event you have to
consider many more problems than just home
town coverage of a few petty officers. These
may include some of the following:

Deciding just what the program will be
and establishing an order of events

Drawing up a guest list
-preparing written invitations or tli
printed invitation

0...tiolp6
fOirri for a

Making 1i s4.,a 11,6 I,Ian for pat ii,,1paoi,L.
VIP guests, and the general public, and possibly
providing transportation or parking, or both

Ai
V

ng,ing Incss,
ve ag,t,

rutting it and
lit, lla n0115 10 covci the evk_ut

.4.,4=J1 Lbw, inb no lid pi tr.., id IA

valitag,,,- points front which do (lieu jobs

t .811 81,t, y,.,
I li best plan 8. to U. aw 8,, a , niitand

appointing a LA...onlic,atbr or project otficei and
assigning t a.ks to appik)}111ati: 514b4)11-1111dte

command , Or iimnit,o'S of the stair. This does
not relieve the public atfaus ottiei ul scmoi
Journalist l,l ahy of tf,c wail, but II E.,h .s yutl
all the mahout}, ,.u11 uuc,l t ) oar lot, Vont

wand look
inething lli.c tigule -I

With tills a wol1,J.,6 .1..
allaus office ''ha, it made
why you sti,nild woo y

., .11,n

geic I. no liason
a VIP's lunch

parking aiiinigements, of the othi.1 detals that
are properly the of Others iii the
command The N.3v y way IS to give these
problems to thd ,lepaA Emelt(
heads just as an OpOrder gives ta:Ics to a task
unit = and let them carry the ball

1 1 .

Arranging News Coverage

To start with, there are advance releases to
be made and the local media must be informed
that they are welcome to cover the event.

In the hypothetical case used in figure 4-1
responses have come in from two local morning
papers and one evening paper. One of the
morning papers is also covering for UPI. AP is
sending its own man. Two TV stations are
sending newsfilin photographers who plan both
silent and sound-on film coverage. Three radio
stations are also going to record the whole event,
later editing their tape down to short inserts for
news broadcasts.

Your office staff consists of the public
-s officer, yourself, a J03, two JOSNs, one

of whom isn't a DINFOS graduate, and a PI-12,
:The boss has a civilian secretary who dues not
like to work on holidays

While the public aft-Lilts officer is busy
working on guest lists and seating arrangements

it laying out your
1141111(111e and power=

with the elkcc
lequitements fir
You will have foot mov Lameramen, two from
each TV station Lae!' station will have a man
With a Jowid wine:fa on a tripod. These men will
need fixed positions in front of the reviewing
stand where they call get a good view of the
Sccreiary and also pall around to the troops on
the field. the stands have to be sufficiently solid
so that anu-ranicit can use telephoto lenses,

ii,agility the ,analk.st 4,,ainera movement=
At the same time, you do not have a fantastic
suio to NI.?Crid 01 them, and you Jon't want the
cameramen right in front of the reviewing stand
when: they ubstlnl. the Sc , lc I. y'b view of the
field

y 11

1.1 I (11 ik, ,,a ;bid
, AMA platt.un about. 3 :el inlet
", as 1111,11 as the ('lull) oi the stand.
Illese should be placed at 4 degree angles front
the of tit, stand far enough back so that
the,' are not loo obtiusive and whet,: they won't
inteilere with the movement of troops. At an
even bigAci event, these might be Made of piping
or lumber alld be two or titre: stories high with
at least two 1,d111.:1 Find out front
stiimis hot what power t184 need to operate
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From: Coaltianding Officer
To: Distribution List

Sub]: Visit of SecNav on 4 July

Encl.: (1) Schedule of events
(2) Seating chart for reviewing stand
(3) Parade diagram

1. FuTpooe. This notice outlines ceremonies to be held on 4 July in
connection with the visit of the Secretary of the Navy.

2. _tutu:Qua. (Here you state briefly the reason for the Secretary's
visit and list the important members of his party. Here, or in a
separate paragraph, you also refer to the schedule, seating chart, and
parade diagram, which are attached as enclosures to avoid making the
basic notice too long and involved.)

3. Illimmaill1111. The Executive Officer will coordinate all arrengerrieota
for this event. Other officers are assigned responsibilities as follows:

Lieutenant.
providing chairs, bunting
as required. Police area

b.

clearance through or_
Provide escort Vehicle.

Se 0

gig reviewing ataihd an showli in enclosure (2),
a speaker's stand, and public address system
mmediately before ceremony.

Establish traffic control to Insure speedy
to and clear passage to headquarters tuilding
Control visitor traffic and parking, as requir.J

C. Pub/Jr Works Officer. Provide photographers' platforms as shown
in enclosure (2) and as specified by Public Affairs Officer. Provide
adequate current for operation of recorders as requested by Public Affairs
Officer.

d, Medics' Officer.
standby basis,

e. Senior Match
Insure that all departmen
rehearsal as required.

ids whbulat*, and appLopLla_c pgt.t Mtcl

tst ap ,,wmaJa, at Illop..t1P41
.e pa.adcd in positron by 083o. Schedule

f. C.25911110111cer. Provide luncheon for S OCAV party. Commanding
officer, and guests, a total of 25 persons, in wing 3 of the main galley.
Party will proceed through mess line and use standard mess gear. Following
luncheon, the Secretary may inspect the galley.

g. St_LaILEOfficcr Arrange news cww....6, a. appL.,1,4ia%,-

including such live coverage of the event as Is desire,, b, media. KeA,

other department heads concerned informed of requirements for gate
clearance, parking, special power connections, furniture, etc Ati.44L

Executive Officer in whatever coordination is required.

Cancellation. This notice is cancelled b July.

aim

1 /4 14

Ron 41.Whea planning a major °want, dlaro Is nra sclera lu las r.. a that appoint$

coordinator said assigns tasks to apprupriota subordinates_

1 13122



their equipment and see that Public Wor
the requirements. .

The radio men will also want fixed positions,
preferably a table for each station with two or

=three chairs, enough for an announcer, an
engineer, and perhaps -a director, assistant
engineer, or second announcer. These should be
far enough apart so that one station will not
accidentally pick up another announcer's voice.
Again, check with the station to make sure of
power requirements. Try to have TV and radio
men there early enough to test microphone
placements in advance of the event.

Newspaper photbgraphers and newsfilm
cameramen will want freedom to move around.
You will also have a Navy still photographer on
the field. You don't want to impede their
movements unnecessarily; at the same time, be
aware that too- many photographers can mar
what is planned as a dignified military'
ceremony. Depending on the nature of the
ceremony, the space available, and the number
of media involved, you may want to set up
specific ground rules for these mobile
cameramen. These rules may include the
establishment of a pool arrangement where each
organization works from a fixed position and all
the film is available to all participants. Pools are
not particularly popular with newsmen, who are
in a competitive business and don't want to end
up with the same pictures the competition has.
But they are better than no coverage at all, and
they are almost always acceptable in a pinch.
The ground rules (or all phases of special event
coverage 'Should be drawn up well in advance,
however. Newsmen who come to cover a major
event expecting complete freedom and ideal
facilities will not be anxious to come to your
next show if you impose restrictions and
unwanted pool arrangements on them without
warning. They will be especially upset if they
feel the restrictions were unnecessary.

The reporters, of course, pose less of a
problem because they want to see the entire
event. They will want advance copies of
speeches, and if none are available in advance,
they will want copies immediately afterwards.
They may want to interview important
personalities, certainly the VIP and immediately
after the event they will need typewriters and
telephones.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.Media should
be provided with car passes or parking stickers in
advance and you should make sure the gate and
the t fic control men have been sufficiently
briefed that thewill recognize and honor those
items.

Detail the J03 to work with the sound
cameramen, whose requirements are greatest,
and let one JOSN stand by to help the radio
men. The other JOSN will have to miss the
Show. Somebody has to stand by the office
phone. The PH is out there with photographi
equipment and you and the PAO tare available to
solve any problems that conic up.

Because the event was planned to permit
maximum coverage and coordinated fully with
coverage intelligently arranged with much
attention to detail, everything ran smoothly.
The radio men got their tapes. The TV
cameramen got their film. The press had stories
and stills, and the reporters talked to SecNav,
then phoned their stories from the public affairs
office. The PAO furnished a few cups of coffee,
but fortunately everybody had to get back to
their offices and couldn't' stay for lunch. The
evening paper and both morning papers carried
pictures and stories. Each wire service moved, a
couple of hundred words. The' ridiO stations ran
tapes on their evening shows. Both TVstations
showed film footage and one fed it into a
network newscast. The skipper told the project
officer he did a fine job of coordinating, and the
word was passed down the line.

IMPORTANCE OF DETAILS

Whatever the event, there is no substitute for
attention to every detail, no matter how
insignificant some details may seem. A visitor to
an exhibit or open house, the guests at a
commissioning ceremony, or guests on an
orientation cruise should never catch the Navy
unprepared. Just as when a ship is replenishing
at sea or an amphibious force is assaulting a
beach, every detail should be thought of and
every contingency provided for in advance.

When you have planned and organized your
show well, it fits the definition of a. special
event, an event that is staged or conducted to
dramatize a fact or convey a message to a public.
As far as special events are concerned, special
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arrangements will help you drive home your
,message.

Devices are especially important on guest
cruises and similar orientation visits: TIgiy
include such things as special name tags, place
cards, identifying caps or pins, booklets, wallet
cards, humorous awards, and other souvenirs.
Their value. is threefold:

First, they represent that added touch that
shows that the Navy wants to be more than a
good host.

Second, in many cases -they contain in
capsule form the message the event is designed
to get across.

Third, they serve to, remind the Navy guest
of his pleasant and'usually very educational
experience with the Navy.

Identification Tags

When a grou"p of guests comes aboard a ship
or station it is always a problem to, identify
individuals and to ensure that people, baggage,
and transportation are rou = to the right places
at the right time. This pr can be licked if a
list,of iuests.ismadeput I in advance, and if
billeting and transFitation arrangements are
made before the guests arrive.

If the group is- relatively small and will not
be broken into .other groups, billeting is less of a
problem. Ensure that a list of names or room
numbers is furnished the quarterdeck, wardroom
attendant, commanding and executive officers,
and others who should have the information. If
guests are to be billeted with the ship's officers,
try to get some information on each guest to the
officers concerned. A guest will feel more
welcome if his roommate knows he is coming.

If guests' baggage is to be moved any
distance by a working party, have baggage tags
already made out with each individual's name
and billet number. Aiqone who has traveled any
distance will appreciate having his baggage
delivered to his room promptly so that he can
clean up before beginning the strenuous
orientation program the command may have laid
out for him.

If your group is large and you want to break
the guests into a nulriber of sub-groups, use
different colors for each group's baggage tags.

The color scheme can be followed in making
out lapel identification tags, place cards,
identification signs for buses, boats, or aircraft,
or any other types of identification or direction
devices you may use.

By all means encourage guests to war lapel
tags. These should be large enough so that they
can be read at a distance of about ten feet.
Include each guest's profession or business and
home town as well as his name on these tags.
Suggest that the guests wear them on their
RIGHT lapel. This way the tags can be read
easily when the guests are shaking hands. Tags
on the left lapel are nearly invisible in this
position.

Booklets and Programs

People coming aboard ship for a guest cruise
or even for a simple open house like to knoll./
what is happening and to have something to take
away with them. For this reason; no event of
this type is complete without a program.

The easiest type of program to prepare for
an open house is a special edition of the ship or
station newspaper. Devote most of the front
Inge to the event and print a program there or
on the back page. If appropriate, print a map on
the back page showing the location of major
points of interest and routes to follow. The
remainder of the issue can be devoted to the
usual content of the paper.

For small groups, one simple program should
contain only the information a guest needs
w,ithout snowing him under a mountain of
superfluous information. By printing successive
sections on different size pages and indexing
each section at the bottom of its first page, the
command has prepared an attractive book with a
great deal of useful information arranged for
ready reference.

Some commands compile attractive photo
brochures for VIP groups that serve both to
emphasize the objectives of the cruise or
orientation visit and also as a souvenir of the
event. Photographic coverage is carefully
planned in advance and the best shots are
selected and printed in the finished book.
Sufficient margin should be left on the left side
of the photos for binding.
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Captions emphasizing the message the
'command wants to plug are prepared to
accompany the photos.

The next4tep is to dry-mount the pictures
nd captions so that when the booklet is

assembled the caption will appear facing the
appropriate photograph. If the job has been
done co rre c 1 y, each page is trimmed
individually. This is done with the photo-side
up, since its dimensions are more critical than
those of the caption. The first cut is made. on
the right side, making sure it is exactly parallel
to the left margin. Den trim the top and
bottom, and the pages are now ready for
binding.

Covers for the book can be made of
commercial display board which can then be
covered with felt paper if desired. Your covers

SU E3/4

.
--

Be it known to all visors of the seven seas thet

(Name) (70
WAS this totally submerged In the V55 ..
(SS I. In consequence of WO dunking and his iodation
Into the mysteries of the deep. he Is hereby designated an Honorary
SubMariner. Be it therefore proclaimed that he is a true and loyal
son of the Wearers of the Dolphins

e, COMMANDING OFFICER

plot by WWI Wier el
lV NERUNE IUNO el

liaraW aapoWdool Woman mambo .1 PA1101f
and h eaves all Arai ea/ poiellogas al

107111 Mel p 1NT1 111141111, 111/11015

should be cut urger gat/ the inside pages of the
book so as to protect the pages.

The booklet is then bound with commercial
punching and plastic binding equipment
available at many- commands. The finished book
is mailed to the guest a week or two after he
leaves the command. The captainor perhaps 'a
flag' officer - signs' the forwarding letter which
tells him it has been a pleasure having him
aboard and expresses the Navy's hope for his
continued interest in naval affairs.

Souvenirs

There is virtually no limit to thee types of
souvenirs that can be used in special events,
many at little or even no real 'cost' Some
commands add the cost of such mementos to

At WS o the moo oe the um Battailtale TF -t TBADeit

U.S.S. TORTUGA

THIS CERTIFIES THAT

Hu QuaTa-'_u As

HONORARY CREW MEMBER
And Has Received Special Qualification As

And Is Enat To All
Of Honorary Metnhctship

111
Commanding Officer

noire 4-2.Wellet- size cards are relatively in ax

125 116

nsive arid make cherished momentos.
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the guests' mess and entertainment bills, with
the knowledge, of course, of the guest, who
usually are pleased to know that neither the
taxpayers -nor the ship's crew are digging into
their pockets for these costs.- Some commands
use baseball caps with the command's name or
emblem embr8idered on them.

Paperweights or desk ornaments can be
fabricated from scrap materials such as flight

deck planking or aircraft metal. Many
commands make up wallet -size cards identifying
the guest as an honorary destroyerrnen,
submariner, plankowner, or a veteran of a
particular operation. (See figure 4.2.) One
command awards a "Lavender Heart" medal to
any guest who suffers an injury, such as a
bruised forehead or shin suffered in passing
through a hatchway.
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CHAPTER 5

ORAL AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

Speechmaking is a vital part of the Navy's
public affairs program. Every time a- naval
representative talks to an American Legion post
at a chapter of the Jaycees -he carries a
messagethe story of the Navy. For 5,10 or 15
minutes he has the undivided attention of his
audience, usually an audience made up of people
of some importance in the community. If he
makes a good speech, if he says something worth
saying, he makes an impression upon that
audience. What the speaker says will'be reacted
upon. Even with relatively small groups,
personal presentation of the Navy's case is still
the most effective means of gaining community
cooperation. ...

, .

A speech is one of the most 'common types
of special events, one that calls for skill in
writing and presentation as well as in attention
to arrangement details.

From the Navy's point of view, a speech is
made for one purpose: to transmit a Navy
message effectively to the largest number of
influential people.

Participation by naval personnel (officer or
enlisted, Regular or Reserve) as speakers at
public events ikan effective means of informing
the public, developing understanding and
cooperation, and stimulating patriotic spirit.

Commanding officers may favorably
entertain requests for speakers in cases in which
other forms of Defense Department
participation ,would- be denied. For example, at
his discretion_ he may give favorable
consideration to requests for speakers at
religious or fraternal gatherings or those
sponsored by business and professional

organizations. He may not extend this exception
to partisan or political gatherings:

127 118

Department of Defense policy prohibits
Navy speakers from appearing before segregated
audiences where attendance at the event is
barred to anydne becialse or his race, creed,
color, or national origin, or if the groups
sponsoring the events deny membership to any,
person because of his rac creed, color, or
national origin.

The need for your ability to communicate
ideas through the use of the spoken word ninge*
all the way from informal conversations with -

two or three individualssuch as newsmen,
newspaper editors, public affairs staff members,
and community representativesto formal,
structured situations. -.such as periodsof'
command information instruction, news
briefings, guided tours, news conferences, talks
to civic groups, or researching and writing
speeches to be given by others.

As a senior Journalist, you may find yourself
involved in speeches in any or all of three
capacities: (1) as a "ghost writer," (2) as a
speaking engagement arranger, and (3) on certain
occasions, as the speaker. It is not the purpose of
this chapter to make you a polished speaker.
At the E-6 level you should be familiar with the
fundamentals of speechwriting and be able
to assist in the preparation asmdies to be
delivered by others. However, in order to
properly prepare yourself for speech writing and
familiarizing yourself with all the details of
arranging a speaker engagement, you should
know something about the techniques of
delivering a speech.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide
you with material that may help you to plan
and present talks to the civilian public, and
which may assist you in the techniques and use
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of visual sentations, in the writing convin people of the validity of their ideas,

to be given by oth to community and advertisers strive to convince their listeners
groups, and in the establisl nt and operation of the superiority of certain producii.
of a speakers bureau.

SPEECH PLANNING

There are several steps that may be used to
help pave the way toward planning an effective
presentation. These step_ s have been condensed
from Navy Department Speech Research Branch
materials and the leachings of the DINFOS
Research and Oral Communications
Department, which bases its curriculum on
college speech courses. It has been proven that
these steps have saved speech planners, writers,
and presenters much time and anxiety in the
preparation of oral and visual presentations. By
preparation we mean the process of planning a
talk before, during, and after the actual
researchin

CLASSES OF SPEECHES

Every tune a speaker faces a group of
people,- he must'have'a purpose in mind. This
purpose is directly related to the response the
speaker wants from his audience when he is
through speaking. Speeches can be classified into
several different. types according to their general
purposes and the desired audience reactions.

Speeches to Stimulate

When a speech is given to stimulate, you
want your audience to be inspired-, to tie aroused
enthusiastically, or to feel awe, respect, or
devotion. Speeches commemorating events, such
as Independence Day, Memorial Day, or Navy
Day, and those given at rallies, pep sessions, and
as keynotes to conventions usually have
stimulation as their general purpose.

hes to Convince

When the general purpose of a talk
convince, you attempt to influence the beliefs or
intellectual attitudes of your audience with
evidence and proof. Political speakers urge belief
in their party's policies, philosophers attempt to

The purpose of a talk designed to actuate is
to obtain some definite observable action by
your audience at a specific time. The fine line
between a talk to convince and a talk to actuate
stems from the fact that the talk to convince
only attempts to change the mental processes of
the audience, while the talk to actuate requires
some definite action above these mental
processes. A politician who asks you to go out
and vote "yes" or "no" on a certain item -is an
example of a speaker who is speaking to actuate.
Navy recruit rs, for example, attempt to actuate
people to jo r the Navy.

Speeches, to Entertain

A speech to entertain merely requires that
the audience enjoy themselves. The purpose of
most after-dinner speakers is to entertain.

Speeches to bifmr

The object of a talk designed to inform is to
have your audience know or understand
something; to increase or widen their knowledge
of your subject. Teachers lectuie primarily to
inform, foremen show their workmen how a
certain process'operates by informing, and, most
important to- you, officers in command keep
their men up to date on current happenings in
the Navy by informing.

Speeches to Secure
Goodwill

Within recent years goodwill speeches have
begun to play an important part in the public
affairs of many business firms and organizations.
The Navy recognizes it as a valuable tool for
gaining public support. The opportunity for
giving a goodwill speech occurs when a club or
group asks, a Navy representative to tell them
about the command or its activities. Many
goodwill speeches are made in foreign as well as
stateside ports of-call by senior naval officers.
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h most often used in

c informative in
telling, as it .sloes, about the

Organization for which publiC support is sou
in mother sense, its purpose is to convince or .
actuate, yet this purpose must be subordinated
Or even hidden. Paradoxically, the goodwill
speech is an information speech, the object of
which is to stimulate or to convincea sort of
hybrid. Although the primary purpose is to
secure goodwill, this object must not be the
oparent purpose. So far as the audience is

_concerned, the purpose must appear to be
primarily informative (or sometimes persuasive,

common action toward a common goal).

to Introduce

There are many occasions which will call for
you to introduce a speaker; guest speakers at
command briefings, training sessions, open
houses, news conferences and news briefings,
and public meetings. In addition, it is often
necessary for you to write a speech of
introduction to be given by another person. It is
always wise to anticipate the need for you to
prepare an introduction as an aid to tfie program
chairman, to introduce your officer in command
or other naval rep_resentative at public speaking
engagements.

The main object is to create a desire to hear
the speakec everything else is to be
subordinatedto`shis aim. The duty of the person
who introduces the speaker is to introduce, not
to make the presentation. He is not to air his
views on the subject. He is only the advance
agent for the speakee, His job is to sell the
speaker to the audience.

ESTIMATING THE SPEAKING
SITUATION

After you have determined your primary
purpose, the next step is to make a complete
estimate of the speaking situation, The reason
for this estimate is analogous to the football
coach who has his team study a scouting report
of the opposition prior to the game. The same
theory applies. The more you know about your
audience, the physical situation in which you
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k, and the occasion J your presentation,
he. .better chance you ii lime to adapt yotir

material and delivery to: 'fit your speaking
envhonment.

Audience

Since the response from the audience usually
indicates whether you have achieved your
desired purpose, it follows that the more you
know about your audience, the better chance
you will have of achieving that primary purpose.
Ale©, knowing about the audience will enable
you to choose material which will interest them.
Try to determine:

- How maey will be in the group_ ?
What are their occupations?

- Is it a mixed group (or all male or all
fey6ae)?
What do they know about your subject?

- What is their age range?
- What is their education level?
- Do they have any strong likes or dislikes?

Keep asking questions until you have a fairly
good image or the group. Jot down the answers
to the above questions. When you know who
makes up your audience you will have a good
idea of what will appeal tb them. You can be
certain of one thingyour audience is interested
in themselves and what affects them. Unless
what you have to say is related directly to the
needs of the listener you can predict that he will
be unconcerned. Explain how he will benefit
from what you are saying and you will get
attentive listening. A firm understand" of your
audience Will help you in selecting terial
which will interest them.

Ocoasion

What is the reason for the talk? Is it a
commemoration of a national holiday? Can you
use a pertinent openiiig to take advantage of a
specific event? Also, who speaks before your
presentation is scheduled? Will the talk be
delivered before or after a meal? These things
can greatly influence audience interest in a talk
and should not be taken lightly.



Make a thorough check of the physical setup
in which your speech will be delivered. Is an
amplifier necessary? Is there ample kghting?-Are -
there facilities for visual aids? Are there enough
seats? Answering questions like these is a vital
put of preparing a successful. talk.

DELIVERY MODS

Although you now have a purpose and have
analyzed your audience, occasion, an location,
a new problem confronts you blefore you
actually begin working on the talk. That
problem requires you to choose a method of
delivering the talk once it is completed. Why
decide this first? Simply because the degree and
type of prep_ aration varies with each different
method of delivery. There are four principal
methods of presenting a speech:

Impromptu

Memorization

Manuscript

Extemporaneous

Impromptu

The impromptu method is completely
unplanned. You are at a meeting of the Chief s
Club Advisory Board and someone says
something you disagree with. So you get up and
make an impromptu speech. Or you are on leave
in your home town and stop by to see your old
high school principal. He invites you to tell the
senior class a little bit about your Navy travels
and experiences.

Unless you are one of those rare people who
can talk on any subject at any time, impromptu
speaking probably is difficult for you. You may
find yourself nervous, tongue-tied, and unable to
think of a thing to say, much less pxpress
yourself clearly. This is a perfectly normal
reaction to an unfamiliar situation and it
shouldn't disturb you. This nervousness is both
physical and psychological, and you should
attack it on both levels.

On the physical level, start by making
yourself comfortable. Stand naturally on both
feet with your knees relaxed and take several ...-
deep-breaths. Regulate your breathing and talk7
slowly enough so that you never run out of
As you get into the subject,' you will begin to
feel better and the pounding in-your chest and \,
wobbling about the kneesneither of which is
apparent to your audience to matter how
obvious they may be to youwill gradually
subside. At the end of three minutes you
probably won't notice these symptoms any
more.

On the psychological side, remember that
your fear is based on the unfamiliarity of?the
situation, not on the fact that you' have to talk.
Obviously you know something about the
subject, probably more than anybody else in the
room does, or you wouldn't have been asked to
speak in the first place. Yo t4, coulty the same
thing to three sailors around a mess table with
no strain. So it's really the situation, not what
you have to do, that's gcit you nervous.

Now as far as the situation is concerned, it is
a pretty safe bet that the audience is reasonably
well disposed to you personally and toward
what you're about to say. If they weren't, you
wouldn't have been invited to speak. You can
bet that your nervousness is NEVER as apparent
to the audience as it is to you. If you ever
detected that a speaker felt bad, rest as.ired
that he really felt a lot worse. Furthermore, the
reaction of an audience toward a nervous
speaker rarely is contempt. They almost always
feel sympathetic toward him. So tell yourself
that you know considerably more about the
subject than anybody else' there, that the
audience is friendly, and that all you're doing is
talking to them-2nd you talk to people every
day without getting nervous. You'll be surprised
how much This approach will do for your
self-confidence.

But even an impromptu speech isn't wholly
unplanned. Any time you're in a situation where
you might be called on to speak, it's a good idea
to think over what you might say if you were
called on. And even if you didn't do this, you
always have a minute or so between the moment
you learn you're to be called on and the time
you have to start talking. Use this time to pin
down the major points to get across. Why are
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you What is the objective you want to
acCom jib? If you could say or sentence, what
would it be? Try to form a Mental outline of
four or five points supporting your main theme
plus an opening sentence. If you have time,.
decide exactly where you want to end. If you do
this, you will make the best of the most difficult
of all speaking situations.

Memorizing a talk word for word goes to the
Opposite extreme from the impromptu method:
Some speakers can use this ethod effectively,
but too often it resultsra stilted, inflexible
Presentation, simply becau the speaker is more
concerned with his material than he is with his
-audience.

Unless you are an ex erienced actor,
memorization is absolute worst way to
present :a speech. When ou memorize, you
usually are committing WORDS AND
SENTENCES to memory rather than a
SEQUENCE OE IDEAS. The result is a canned
routine that wouldn't sell vacuum cleaners,
much less the Navy. It is an expressionless,
boring presentation that leaves your audience in
doubt as to your sincerity and even your
knowledge of the subject. Another major
weakness of this approach is the fact that if you
forget a word or a sentence you' may omit
important_ portions of your talk without
knowing it, or, worse still; find that you don't
know where you are, what you've said, or what
comes next. In recovering you may emit or even
repeat parts of the talk.

Manuscript

A great many Navy speakers read speeches
which have been written out word for word.
This method is almost as inflexible as
memorizing it. Again, it - sets up "a' barrier
between ale speaker and his audiChce as the
speaker must pay close attention to what he is
reading and cannot react to the responses of the
audience. Occasionally, talks are read effectively
when the speaker is particularly gifted and
practiced at reading, but,for the most part, the

'manuscript method should be -le to special
circumstances, such as:

When the verbatim text has been or will
released to the news media and it is probable

hat the speaker will be quoted extensively.

When the subject matter involves
security or policy considerations so sensitive
that the exact wording is important.

When the talk is being broadcast and
is critical.

It takes a lot of experience and Usually a bit
of training to read a speech effectively. And a
speech is read effectively only when it sounds as
though it weren't being read. This method is not
recommended for Your own use, and if you are

. called on to -.help any officer or petty officer
prepare, a speech, you should do what you can
to discourage him from reading from a
completely prepared text.
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Extemporaneous

The extemporaheous method is the one
Usually employed by most good speakers. To the
uninitiated, "extemporaneo-us" sounds
synohymous with "impromptu" or
"extempore," but in the language of .public
speakers it means something quitedifferent. The
delivery seems to be off the cuff, while actually
the material has been well prepared and
rehearsed. Art extemporaneous delivery is a
happy medium between the overly casual
impromptu and the stiff memorization or
manuscript. The talk is very carefully planned
and outlined in detail. Sometimes a complete
'draft of it is written out; but this draft is only
used in rehearsal. The talk is delivered from an
outline with the speaker memorizing the
sequences oil' the outline, but never the exact
wording. What makes the extemporaneous
method so effective is that it borrows the good
qualities from the other three methods of
speaking without incorporating any of their' bad
qualities. A thorough and careful use of' the
extemporaneous method will result in a talk as
polished as a memorized one, and certainly more
vigorous, flexible, and spontaneous.
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There are other -advantages of the
eattemporaneoui method. With an outline you
can adapt your talk to the Situation, dwelling
longer than you had planned on points that
seem to need more explanation or emphasis and
shortening or even skipping some areas entirely.
This is next to impossible with -several pages of
fully worded text. --,

'Also, the outline takes up less space tha
full text. The outline of a five-page speech mig
fit on a 5 X 7-inch index card, or. at most on one

pewritten page: The fewer pages you have to
stle_ around the podium the better off you are,

particularly if there isn't a podium!
Remember that speaking extemporaneously

wires the. speaker to memorize the sequences
in his talk, but not the exact words. The'easiest
method: of doing this is by preparing and using a
key_ word outline. This outline is a skeleton of
the talk, a sort of structural blueprint from
which you sp ak. You condense what you
intend to say i; "key words" which serve to
remind you of you ideas and the order in which
you , present them. Regardless of where you
speak,'_ the key word outline is an invaluable
friend -if it is used correctly. A diagram of this
outline appears in figure 5-1.

The EXPLANATION (part II) of the outline
is geared for a talk with two main points. If you
had three main points, "C" would appear after
"B". If you had only one main point, you would
not need A or B because the main point would
follow directly after "EXPLANATION." The
remainder of this section will concentrate on
developing the key word outline. Explanations
and examples will be given on all three major
steps: the introduction, the explanation, and the
summary. Also, the number of supports under
any main point is flexible depending upon the
main point and the supporting material

ailable.

THE SPEECH INTRODUCTION

An effective speech introduction should
arouse the interest of, the audience (attention
step), summarize in one simple sentence what
will be covered in the talk (limited objective),
and give the audience a good reason to listen to
that limited objective (motivation). Every effort
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should be made to keep this par
short, neagful, and interes

Attention Step

The .speaker w_ ho believes that he will have
nO difficulties in maintaining interest is relying
On the hope that he is a novelty and that people
are breathlessly awaiting his words. It is true
that, for the first few seconds, the speaker is a
novelty and 'the audience will be interested in
looking him over. But it is the next few seconds
that count, as it is within this time that the first
words are spoken and those first few words must
really capture the audience. There are two
criteria in "selecting material for your attention
step:

Make sure your attention step is din
related- to your subject:

Make sure your attention step is not so
bizarre that it detracts from the rest of
your talk.

Outside of, these considerations, the only
uniting factor for an attention step is the

imagination of the speaker. The following
techniques should give you an idea of the many
ways to begina talk.

BEGIN WITH AN INTERESTING
ILLUSTRATION.Actual incidents from real
life,stories from literature and hypothetical
illustrations may be used as attention steps. If it
is effectively used, the story opening has great
appeal and is almost gumanteed to arouse and
maintain attention. Example:

During the Second World War, Flee
Admiral Ernest J. King was asked by a
group of newsmen just what the U
Navy's public relations policy w
Admiral King replied: "Don't tell them
anything. When it's over, tell them who
won." (He had a point and I wonder
what Ernie King would say had he heard
Secretary _ _ _ this morning. I'm sure
many of us might sigh with relief if this
policy were current. But as you know it
is not. Even in the framework of war,
such a negative policy is not in tune with
today's climate.. .)
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R. Reemphasize motivation (why the audience should ret ember what you said)

C. Forceful Conclusion (method ut din ending the talk)

h is its key word outline such as du one d

BEGIN WITH AN APPROPRIATE
QUOTAT1ON.A striking quotation that leads
directly to the subject frequently can establish
immediate attention. Example:

The Chief of the Soviet Navy has
stated: "In the past, our ships and naval,
aviation units have operated primarily
near our coasts, concerned mainly with
operations and tactical coordination
with ground troops. Now we must be
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prepared 'for broad offensive operations
against sea and ground troops of the
imperalists on any pohtt of the world's
oceans and adjacent territories."
(Recent, but now regular, appearances of
major Soviet fleet units in the
Mediterranean given substance to this
new policy statement. It is
pronouncements of that kind which
prompt us to keep our Navy modern and
strong. It is planning to meet a
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threat implied by statements like
thatwhich' has expanded our Navy's
mission almost as rapdily as advancing
technology presents us with
opportunities to improve our naval
capabilities:)

BEGIN WITH HUMOR.We all enjoy a
good story that catches our fancy. If- you can
tell a funny story, do so; but make- sure that the
anecdote is chosen wisely for its relation to the
presentation. A funny story may be hilarious in
itself, btit unless it focuses attention on the
subject, it is of little value. Make your humor
relate to your subject.Example:

The title of this -Speech, "Public
Affairs and Command," reminds me of
what happened to a- Rear Admiral not
too many years ago when his Flag was
aboard LONG (REACH, which was
finishing a tour on-the-line off Vietnam.
LONG BEACH was ordered. to Sydney,
Australia for four days R & R. You may
recall the incident as Long Beach was
about to depart Sydney, when a
good-looking blonde got aboard, spent
the night, and apparently was about to
stowawaywhen she was discovered
hiding under a bunk in the Admiral's
quarters. This incident.made headlines in
Australia. And the next day, a similar
story made the front pages of the Los
Angeles newspapers with captions
reading: "BLONDE FOUND UNDER
ADMIRAL'S BED ABOARD USS
LONG BEACH." Since che Admiral's
family lived in nearby Long Beach, he
tells me the event caused quite an
eye-opener that morning at his house.
Especially, since his wife and daughters
did not know the Admiral had
unexpectedly transferred his Fla$ from
LONG BEACH prior to her arrival in
Australia. Imagine being suspect of such
a happening and receiving no benefit
because one wasn't even there. He has
since told me "I'm not sure whether I
was lucky on that one or not." (I guess
the moral of this story is: "Keep a sharp
watch on your public affairs!" Shifting
now to public affairs activities. . . .)

1.

Here is one other criterion concerning jokes:
Although Many violate the rule before_ an
alknale audience, if a joke cannot- be. told in
mixed company, don't tell it at, all.

BE GI N WITH A SERIES, OF
RHETORICAL QUESTIONS.A rhetorical
question is one which requires no verbal
response from the audience. It is asked merely
to get the audience thinking. This method, if
properly used, should make your audience want
to hear the answers to these questions. For
greatest effect, rhetorical questions should be
used in groups of three or more. Example:

How many of you here today truly
understand the meaning of the term
"Seapower"?

How many of you are familiar -with,
the tremendous role that the sea has
played in our nation's growth and,
development?

How important is seapower to us on
the threshold of the "Space Age

(Never in our history has seapower
been so vital to our security as it is today
when we stand on the threshold of the
"Age. of Space." This' importance will
increase and the term "seapower" will
take on new meanings. Although most
people have heard of the tremendous
role that the sea has played in our
nation's gowth and development, too
few.realize the forces that are giving new,
dimensions to the uses of the oceans.
Mankind's penetration of the skies
beyond our planet does not downgrade
the significance of the great depths of
water that cover three fourths of the
world on which we live. For the next
few minutes I'm going to point out to
you the powerful world forces which
underline our vital need for strong,
mobile, flexible SEAPOWER. . today..
next year... and throughout all the years
of the foreseeable future.)

k

BEGIN WITH STRIKING, STARTLING
FACTS OR STATISTICS.Employing a
startling fact or statistic is a good way to "jar"
your audience into wanting to hear you clarify
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it. The unexpected always arouses' attention.
Example:

When Adolph Hitler launched World
War. II, hi had a fleet of about 58
submarines. Today, the Russian Navy
has more than .300 in existence as
compared to our 100!! (It is a known
fact that the Soviets possess the largest
submarine fleet in 'world. history,
including a growing number of nuclear
powered units. The fleet is not aimed at
the . seapower of Britain as were the
U-boat fleets of the Kaiser in World War
I and of Hitler in World War II. It is
aimed at isolating us from our forces,
our allies, and our resources overseas,
should active hostilities break out. The
threat of that submarine fleet alone
poses the gigantic problem of protecting
our, sea forces, our commerce, and our
cities from attack. Tonight I will
emphasize the concern our Navy has
over this problem and tell you about
some of the means our ASW for have
of coping withit)

BEGIN WITH A VISUAL DEVICEA
visual aid which arouses curiosity and is colorful
and interesting can be another effective way to
open a talk. Example:

Speaker places an alarm Clock on the
lectern. It quickly goes off. Shutting it
off, the speaker states, "Now is the time
to do something about pollution." (The
threat to our natural environment is
growing every day. It's about time we
woke up to this fact and started taking a
few corrective measures. Foi the next
few minutes I would like- tOi discuss
certain aspects of environmental
pollution in the United States;
specifically, some, of the methods we
may _employ to reduce this
ever-increasing danger.)

Another example: Relating a visual device to
a more abstract and complex organization.

Speaker holds up a bottle of pills and
says, "I have in my hand a bottle of pills.
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They.are aspirin for headache, Cold pills,
APC's, and various other kink of pain
relievers. However, they all have one
thing in common; regardless pf the
claims they are all designed to relieve.
pain." (I would like to speak to you for
a few minutes about another pain
reliever, WHO, the World Health
Organization, a special agency of the
United Nations. Specifically, I will
explain haw two functions of WHO,
field work and techrficial assistance,

.1, contribute to the cause of world-wide
health.)

Remembeethe first portion of the
introduction is the attention step. It should be'
related to the subject and. should be geared to
arouse audience interest. When condensing the
above attention step concerning the United
Nations into `!key..words," the attention steps

. would appear on your key word outline
described,in figure 591 as follows:

For the subject:, The UNITED NATIONS
A. Attention Stepanalogypills and

WHOboth cure pain.

ed Objective

Whereas the attention step is the first part of
the introduction, the limited objective is usually
determined before any work is started on your
key word outline. The reason is that the limited
objective is; very simply, a one sentence
statement- of what you are going to cover in
your presentation. Before you can come up with
an attention step which leads into the limited
objective, you have to determine just what that
limited objective will be.

One of the keys to success ,in any talk is
knowing exactly what you are going to cover in
the time allotted. Notice that fter the preceding
examples of attention steps, there appeared in
parentheses a transition a a one-sentence
statement of exactly what the speaker was going
to cover. These sentences are the result of taking
a broad, general subject such as "The North
Atlantic Treaty Organization" and cutting it

q-, down to a specific portion of that subject.
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Moving from the general subject to a limited
portion of it is called "limiting the objective."

Since most subjectS are much too broad to
be covered completely in the time -alto ted, let
us take a broad subject, "The North

. Treaty Organization," and see -how you, the
speaker or speech writer, can select from it a
limited objective.

One-of the easiest ways to start is to conduct
a question and answer period with yourself. The
major corisideration.in cutting the subject is the
time you have in which to speak. For example,
if you had only 10 minutes to talk about some
aspect of NATO, the cutting process might look
like this:

Can I tell everything about- NATO in
minutes? Of course not, cut it down.

How about explaining the organizations
of NATO: the civil 'organizations and the
military organization with its four major
commands? Telling all about all the various
components whith NATO comprises?

How about one, two, or three things
about each various organization within NATO?
The one, two, or three idea is fine, but you can't
adequately cover one, two, or three areas of
each and every organization with NATO in just
10 minutes.

How about briefly tracing the history
and overall mission of NATO and then explain
the importance of just one command within
NATO's military structure? Fine, now you
understand limiting the objective.

Rememberthe second part of an
INTRODUCTION is called the limited objective.
It is simply a one-sentence statement of what
you are going to talk about in the time aliotted.
When condensing the above limited objective
concerning NATO into key words, it might
appear on your key word outline-described in
figure 5-1 s follows:

For the subject: THE NORTI-1 ATLANTIC
TREATY ORGANIZATION

B. Limited ObjectiveNATO's
history /mission, and importance of Allied
Command Atlantic.
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Mbtivation

A fine imaginative attention step is a sure
way to begin your talk. Follow this with a
simple statement of what you are going to cover
by .stating your limited objective, and the
audience becomes aware of what you are going
to say. If you proceed directly to the
explanation or body of your talk, you stand a
good chance of losing the attention Of half that
group. Why? Because many times that audience
doesn't care about whatever your limited
objective might be -. If you assume that they will
be polite and listen to you, you are undoubtedly
ignoring the many times you have "tuned a.
speaker out" because didn't feel what he
was going to say could be efit you.

To prevent this, it is necessary to ensure that
your objective appeals to your audience.
Therefore, the third portion of an introduction
is called motivation, and is simply calculated td
show your audience how they will benefit
should they spend the next 10 minutes listening
to you talk about your limited objective.

Very few individuals are moved to action
without first being motivated to some extent.
The wish to impress someone important to you
motivates you to be sure you look your best
when meeting that person; the desire to qualify
for ad'Vancement is motivating you at this
moment to read this sentence. Advertisers use
the process of "motivating" continuously, and
whether you buy one product or another usually
depends upon the- skill of the advertiser in'
convincing you that his product is more suitable
for you.

Those last two words, "for you," are
essential. The underlying theory behind all these
examples is the same, "do this or buy this and
you will be better off." Get that audience to sit
up -and say, "that's for me," and you will have
an attentive gioup throughout your. talk. There
are many d_ ifferent and varied approaches for
motivating audiences. For example, you might
appeal- to the audience's pride, loyalty, fear,
acquisition, and independence.

How do },,,vu know what will get your partic-
ular audience to listen? How do you know what
appeal to use? For the answer to these
qUestions, bum back to the audience analysis
you have already conducted. With the aid of this
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information, you should be able to predict some
general similarities in your audience. Use these
similarities for your appeal. Once you\make the
initial appeal, it is necessary to include an
example of that appeal to add reality. Simply
saying, "Listen to me talk because what I have
to say will save your lives," is only a good start.
To make that statement convincing, follow it
with an example which ensures that what you
have to say REAL LA might save the audience's
lives.

Remember l'he thud and last portion of
the introduction is called motivation It contains
two parts. First, an appeal to show the audience
how they will benefit from listening, and
second, an example adding col.), reality, and
personalization to the appeal

THE EXPI ANAI ION
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based on what you think your audience might
want to know about your limited obje ve. For
this, consult your audience analysis,

From these two lists-first, what b-Ow
about your limited objective, and second, what
your audience might want to know about your
limited objective-select one, two, or three areas
which you feel you can cover adequately in the
time allotted. When you have , made this
selection, condense the ideas into simple
sentences without losing the meaning of the
points. This will make them easier to remember
when you present them

Now that you have decided on you' limited
died and the iitinit)er of main points, you must
consider the most effective way to handle the
wain points flow, in a single sentence, is it
possible to ten your audience exactly what you
are going to taik about? There are four possible
approaches in woLding your limited objective and
main points: What, Why, 1-lovj, and How to

!IL 'MIA 111.1.4i.".14k. is

, identity, What you identify can be a tenn,
int thod, type, place, person, and so forth. In
any case you, aim la W tell What something
IS aild flu filble Y011 ate. dealing with facts You
must suppoit ti;se 14,,ts using, inate.ial that is
weatungttil into,estinb Analogies explaining
the unknov 11 b, ..oitipaiing it to the known are
parikularly ffe, bye when using the "What-
appioa,;h.

i i i 111... t, 1,1, .11/ ille
,4 k; It Ala, t the 114 ted
Nati(

ES( IA .4 )..
1,). J111 r4,1111)11,

the kssenn,,,, g

)1 fife fl 111: EtLIOm is

I (tt,c
hull. .

4144

C. , ()ii ted
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Chapter 5-ORAL AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

The 'WHY' APPROACH.-Your purpose is
to state characteristics or iality about your
objective and then, as main points, tell why the
characteristic or quality is true. To do this, state
your limited objective and main points in
simple, declarative sentences. Example:

"Today I will discuss two reasons
wily the Navy places such high priority
on its antisubmarine warfare program."

1st Main Point-The Soviets are known
to have more than 300
conventional
submarines, many times
the number which
Hitler deployed in his
undersea warfare

2nd Main rolitt I tie SO4IC.

giowing
nuclear

!eel

submarines, including
missile-firing vessels

t IlL li v It 1 .,,LA pa.
to explain how something works, is dune, can lie
avoided, improves a situation, and so twat To
do this, state in your limited objective what
your main points concern and how the) will
accomplish something Then state cacti 1.1411I

point in a simple, declatative s,utetu.,_ whiLii will
specifically explain the "how.- Example.

"'1 oday I will discuss hu vv NA I()
stopped Communist aggression in the
North Atlantic area

151. Kuu rout
25 y. di.: ago, not on:
square boot N sTO
territory has fallen
under the Conanumst
bloc

lhd n,enn
by lieritaL,z b3

:mic Iitc t,sit, by
common uftetests
principles have foi.iicd
a closely knit,
iii terdepenclent ninon
for mutual defc,.,.;

THE "Ha TO" APPROACH.-Your
purpose is to actually tell your audience how to
do something. If you do not have time to
explain a complete process, then tell as much of
the "how to" as time permits. (For example, talk
only of the first step of a five-step process.)
Phrase your limited objective so that you state
what it is you want your audience to know how
to do_ Your main points Will be statements of
the steps involved. Example:

"Let us discuss the first two steps in
obtaining (how to obtain) an absentee
ballot."

1st Main Point I Ile iii st step in
obtaining an absentee
ballot is to see your
voting office'

-...1 AI I I h, second step in
obtaining an absentee
ballot is to Vfrite to
your election r distiict
for an application form

. i) oted a distinct pattern ni tree
of tix m points. Good speakers take

pa/ ticular friins to phrase their main points in
such a way that the meaning will be clear and
easily Lemenibetcd t the audience, 1 o achieve
this Jesuit. you Aiould keep in inind three
characteristics in good phrasing,

( oncbelleSS

ii M

a II

fl, as 1)ussiblc v g

im, lc decletiativc ,cilic,,c4; is otALir thin a
Alple 011e Thus "Mar ksru I ship develops

yoar 'elicit instinct" ,J better than "One of the
ways through which your mat ksinanship can be
11111/1tvcci is the urillLatiut, of correct techniques
to bettel your instim;ts

htcri IVA l lyN
main points I I to ole intert;,,i and
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desires of the audience. True, in the
introduction, you may include an entire step
devoted to motivating the audience to listen, but
the more personal the entire talk, the more
interesting, it will be. The more the words "you"
and "your" can be used, the more personal the
main point will be.

PARALLELISM, fry use the saute
sentence structure and similar phrasing tor each
of your main points. Wherever possible, start
each main point with the sante phi ase Wotd a
series of 1114111 points like this

Ntn_leal
than eonve

top
I ones

N4Jc.al 1,0 we, :rAtips

ouising range

ae 11- -1111,

Li, lcal pkpe,ickl
enginQcting ilia.. 1111VC.144 11.11

Ones

Iii 1\I..4..1.4

(1.6
talk .,r ,i

an] wake 1,-7.dt-111,0111 t, 11,11

the tn,g tllateiiai .111)01 5t1,

,,,,,nnpiht, Eh, III .1 ,11p.i,,,
points.

1/

.41".)11

tc_

;tat,.

I Iv , X:,

it C

t., 1 1,

I Il I

11 _1,

source of supporting material. Relating actual
experiences which you may have had concerning
the main point will often result in a sharp
increase in interest. A word of caution, Too
many personal experiences in one presentation
nay make you sound egocentric. Don't overuse

this type of supporting material to build
irself up, or to avoid research.

IL I U I RA I IONS Illustr
idea
ions

detailed stories of examples
supported Illushations are Kiehl'
hyputhetiLal illustiations
actually happened; they describe a

WhiLti has actual') °Loaned Hypothetical
illustrations tell what ,ould have happened or

obdbly will happen, they tiesLilbe a situation
whl,h 11x1 only the appearaik:e of an actual
sit tia t Fat_ Ludt illustration.; an Carry
volivn,rion hypothein al illiistratnins die used
pi 111,Ipail) ,0 !hake at)31.1..,11011.", int_nc vivid and

1.11111C1C

are
be

al Or

tee what
situation

1 1 :'1 I I I .1 1111/1,.,

U1,-441/1: nd m
hies, thc,, e,ive added 1011 the Juan,

alC

.1 ,.1 I L;

1 .111 k 11 .111 , 11 alit; Akij
la, Li that

I, 11( h a talk t,, 11 1 .11,, this, piobably
vivo, 14=4 6k-A ) .14.1.11{;14.4C tk.)

1411.,...111t/G1 1114.1111 11,1111111 11111-N111111

1 lit i4 1,
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Chapter 5ORAL AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

THE SUMMARY

Just 'as the introduction consisted of three
parts, so does the summary. The three portions
of the summary are:

Recapping the Main Points

Re-emphasizing Motivation

Presenting a Forceful Conclusion

Recapping the Main Points

To ensure that your audience remembers
your one, two, or three main points, it is always
a wise idea to repeat them. A surnmaiy should
be brief but accurate. Example

Well, I have been [diking t

in mutes and in this time I have said [Ii ce
things:

Is nupo, taut i,ot
the nation but also to my community
my home, and to me personally.

We face senous threat twin
tact - growing Russian seapower it is out
to bury us at sea.

Selling the seapo., ct pi ogi if',
nation is dependent on ou and ,ii nie

Re etriphasue Motivation

Again, ti..,
they now know will b.netit them in .0111,

It is necessary to leinind Ott in of ho v the
benefit if they renierntkr what on Lave
Example.

Nay
will

.aid

).%,,A 1,4/V, ,,1%

01 t WJ CJ TI but developments iii
mar_ksindriship It ycnr ever come to gips
with the enemy, what you have learned
in the past 20 minutes could them' the
dif ference between life and death

Forceful Conclusion

The forceful
talk and should be as dianla ,lid

the attention step. A weak ending diminishes the
effect of the points. The statement, "Well, I

guess I'm done" or "That's all I've got now"
substantially reduces the impact of any
presentation. The same techniques which were
suggested to open a talk can be employed to
close one Illtistrations, quotations, jokes, and
questions are all good ways of closing a talk. A
strong, positive statement is one of the best. In
nearly 200 years nobody seems to have
improved on "I know not what course others
may take, but as for me, give me liberty or give
me death" One thing is vital: Your closing
should tie the entire talk together in one
cohesive unit.

sructi WKITINLi

I fie attains ut (ice is usually the public
speech writing department ton the officer in
command As tine senior Journalist in this public
affairs position, you may be the speech writer
till the command. At the very least, you can
expect to be called on some time during your
career to write an occasional speech for the
skipper and perhaps for other senior members of
his staff, It your command is large enough to

a formal speaker's bureau in operation
cl at the end of this chapter), you will

be required to maintain several "canned
spcecties and slide presentations fur various
occasions

Spea1.1.1 c,n6a went:. III 11:,11 y

..oniniunincs arc an integral parr it ttie public.
is plan for gaining public support and

undeisiandin,, Oppor tunnies to speak are being
sought more and more by all commands within
the Navy Therefore the skipper and public
affairs oftit,ei will exp.;,i ) ou to aaaist tticru in

,sealk.hing and preparing, of in writing, the
indnuscripts of talks given by them ot
representati%., of the Loomianu

Das Job falls to the public ati.,nd office
,ody because the of lice, in cowman.) does not
have the lulu.; to prepare a different speech lot
each uc, asfuii t LIE also IA:C.41.0C ) our of
show.) he in an cx,;,11ent position to ( I 1 assess
an audien,:e's rtt:eds, desires, and inteil,sts in
asking for a speaker, and (21dt:fel-hone the gaps
in public understanding ,,on,eriling activities.
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policies, and missions of your organization or
installation.

The, advantages of a written speech are:

It provides an opportunity to rev
edit, and polish the speech until it is
literally a gem.

It can be he submitted for clearance and
checked closely for policy or security
violations.

It reduces the possibility a SCA

misquotation on critical matters,

It assures the spcakci ut meeting the
time limitations on radio television of at
a civic club function.

Advance ielease Lan lit -made Lo

newspapeis to assure Loiinplcte and
accurate coverage

A DiLN( t ANAL PSIS

An extemporaneous spea
material as he is presenting it lie tcedbads tic
receives from his audience dictates certain
changes and sometimes elabota (ion ut a part of
two

I lie h witter .,

If he e,TS even in the lig)itest detail in hii
ana1Y-NIN the speakel luta no ottici ic,...oinse hut
to wade through an ill adapted manuscript_
rheretorL pilor analy,as of the audienLe the
situation .,nd the on in,ie,sed

11-,3t he ,k,,iside, g,,mark.t

detail
Llip ,11A, as

kg .)Lind size an A NO tolt1, It IS Jugg, ,ted
that you talk with, niel,ibeis of trie lin or group
as part or yoio pour to st,Ottily, to vvIltc
the speech: li possible attend one then
met. sings. I his ,vill aid oil not .,nil} iii you!
analysis of the audien,_c but 400 enahl y OA!

10 eXallAtilc the physiLal situation whcic
sp.; dkci will I !Rae. his deilvely Ili, size ut e

room, ilia t.o.stomary seating a,rang,;inent, and
the facilities toi using ands might Feesent a
ploblein or Wight need gi,:atei attention in sonic.

circumstances; for example, in a converted
dining room type of meeting place.

Sometimes the reason for an invitation to
speak may not always be apparent on the
surface. A commander of a fleet ballistic missile
submarine squadron, who receives an invitation
to speak to a chamber of commerce on the
subject of Polaris, should not always jump to the
conclusion that they are interested because the
SUBRON itself is very shortly going to be
homepbrted in their community. The audience
may have read that this squadron of six or eight
subs will soon be their neighbors, will be
nuclear-powered, and will carry nuclear weapons.
Their hidden motive for inviting him might
conceivably be a fear of possible harm from the
nuclear armament. On the other hand, a request
for a speaker may reflect the audience's desire to
know the trnpact on the community of an
incoming unit: The speech writer must know this
and adapt his speech accordingly, He must
supply the speaker with the necessary facts to
answer the questions they might pose.

NrEAKEK ANALYSIS

Pleiousiy, w, have becii concerned with
adjustments to the audience, the situation, and
the occasion A the speaker, It was necessary to
analyze the audience you hoped to influence, to
know their wants, and to adjust your material to
their needs But now, as the speech writer for
auuttici spcdke I you have au additional
adjustment to make: the analysis of the speaker,
Iu wok a 31)te al tin another peisoiL you must
put yuiliseit Ili Ill.) place, unuelstand Ins atms,
and try to think th, way tie does, The idea, in a

inahnei of speaking, is to get inside the person
and Icaiil A hat Illakc:3 him tier. If you succeed,
your wolas will sound natural vowing from the
man who dcliveis them Make certain the speech
e Ile., ts the speaker

As a beginning s,t to know the man Whcie
hi. been'? What 1,0 he dune? Check the

pci illai history tilt ant1 you will find some
answeis Read lies picVilitsS speeches and the
eoluineni, on diem to get his ideas and his use
of words I isteii to him talk and know how he
eApresses liirusell rick op his pet phrases and
anecdotes hind 0,4r it Ihelc are some words or
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sounds thafte can't pronounce easily. Develop a
writing style and vocabulary suited to his
speaking personality, verbal mannerisms, and
capabilit*. If this is not possible, write the
speech in a straight journalism style which will
permit the speaker to personalize it himself.

STEPS IN PREPARATION

Let's assume that your office receives a
request for the commanding officer (or his
representative) to speak to a civic group. What
steps do you take to assure a successful talk and
to make it worth the time of the audience and
the skipper?

Analyze

Analyze your atidienLe, occasion, and
location and determine the purpose that can
best be served in the talk.

It is merely to inform?
Is it to convince (or to actuate) the
audience?
Is it to secure their goodwill toward the
command and its activities?

Consider the speaker and his relationship to
members of the group, his prestige within the
group and his previous contacts with them.
Consider the aspect of the subject that would
best suit the above factors

Recommend

Go in to acc y our Lonunandc.1 t,ot ittc
speaker) to determine his wishes and ideas for
the particular speech.

Be prepared to reLoui I Wild a hill Eca
objective which would most fit the tequireinents
determined by your analysis.

Be prepared, if this objective is at_c..cptcd
discuss the tentative outline points which would
be covered. Be alert to references he makes to
personal experiences which may be used as
examples.

If your speaker proposes a di! terent
jot down the tentative outline points as you
discuss it and check them with him before you
leave. This one step will save considerable
rewriting time.

tui

Outline

Prepare a complete, detailed outline of the
entire speech, citing types of example material
for each point to be made. (Speech outlining is
very similar to magazine article outlining, which
is discussed in JO 3&2).

Plan the type of audio-visual aids to be used
and indicate on the outline where they are to
appear during the speech. Most large commands
have access to graphics fir training aids section
which can prepare almost any type of visual aid
you may need as long as you can supply them
with a rough idea of what you want. Most
speeches with which you can expect to become
involved will be supported or illustrated with
35mm color transparencies. Movies are also used
quite often.

Discuss the entire outline with the speaker
to be sure it is evolving as he visualized it.

Polish the Speech

Only after the entire outline and plan for
presentation is agreed on should you start to
word the speech.

Put yourself in the speaker's shoes and
mentally place yourself in the physical setting
before the specific audience as you write.

Check out the aids, preferably in the setting
re the speech will be given_
If requested, listen to your spcakcr rehearse

the speech and suggest improvements.

WORDING THE SPEECH

A apcc,11 is mean heard ii lead.
'hi. weans that you must write the specch in

that the speaker would use in
conversation with d representative member of
the group to which tie is speaking. As a speech
writer, your job will be easier if you imagine
your speaker talking to this representative
member and telling him the information he has
planned to communicate (the points in the
prepared outli

Pick out a member of the group, lulagane
loin sitting across the desk from you asking a
question now and then, putting in an argument
occasionally. Write your speech to him,
interjecting questions and answering arguments

14
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in words that the speaker would really use in
everyday conversation. Start off the speech from
the listener's point of view.

Use spoken, not written, language. Some
words cannot be heard and understood as
quickly as you say them. If the audience does
not catch the meaning of a word their minds are
held up at a mental stoplight while the speaker
goes on alone. Avoid pretentious language such
as "fatuous" and "it behooves." Try for the
simplest words to help the audience to
understand,

Use examples fur every point, pirietably
personal experiences of the speaker. Be sure that
the example really supports the point you are
making. There is a sure-fire formula for getting
the point across. (1) state your point, (21 use an
example, (3) restate your point. Check your
script. Be sure that no statement important to
your objective stands nude without an example
or a "for instance" to clothe it

There are a variety of 'talk
should be avolded.

Don ,(.,a (il. )8,884

own cave(-detaileu and over-illastfated
It

le .ii 1111.b
two p011ItS III a ha.1 oa

114.,1

no ph. :e to go after a

math ,,oult,

Lion ,
abstia, ,10,1

4,4 L I%

lilt, 1,4,0,41

ti..- WINO_ 11.", "k4,

,,,,y speaker is alai of
what most ;alicalsels totg,,I. is .11a, it ,

can tic 1.)0AtIVe as .yell LIB. I 4411., A,A11.1; SC

should yuu lose ,,0,sidueisii,,ss Upon 1,;,ioung the
podsurn, you, nerves ale wui king against )

On the othet hand if ou feel anxious and
keyed p yk_it nervis doing li,st what they

1 j

are supposed to do. The race horse which is alert
and spirited before a race is often the favorite:
the one that is calm and somewhat sluggish is
almost counted on to lose. The same applies to
speaking; nerves can he an asset to a speaker by
mentally preparing him for his presentation.
Only when extreme nervousness or extreme
nonchalance exist need the speaker concern
himself with the natural phenomenon of
nervousness.

Nervousness is a natural and healthy thing.
Speaking before a group for the first time
doesn't come easy By understanding the
techniques necivessary for building
self-confidence, however, you will be well on
your way to becoming a niore effective speaker.

1 he first thing you must do is develop a
positive attitude convince yourself that you
have the ability to improve No one is a born
speaker or instructor. Speaking well is a skill
that is developed as a result of training and
pracucc Once you have convinced yourself you
Call improve. you die ready to begin.

Flic fastest method of developing
III tontideni.e is to be thoroughly prepared. If
you have carefully followed the steps in
preparation des,, ribed in this chapter-, you
should be Lonfident that the material you have
pieparcd I adapted to the needs and interests of
yoni 11 will have the points that
gull to woke ,nt4anit din logi,al sequence
and you Witt lc Arle ozLail the key word
outline from nin,:k hielences to Nom notes.
1111s is the 31. t1C41 lo speakerfeeling a speaetLaii
hair

you'll al (k) I 11.1Ie it I his
11111,k1LC Li) Li ) Iii A,=i,) be

CIROUlagstl, 1141 11 ,1118,I ihal It 0/111IIILtease our
lntcresl ano 11.,, in ill aking situations

o that yl,i.l audience
gets the i_ (MC Of ,fie 111111101111)(11 it
ddh CI)

mii,A
n..11vldual s4 Cal 7is .tid there are no
non ilad ,ales t ,,iinoples that en

icgai ding_ the dcio ay (it out speaLh The
hitC1CA a .1 Undetstanding

ruflueli,,cs a spciiie, iii both what he
says and how he ,d) ,N it Fach speaker (MINI
Ad/Lt.( l,. ,till Only g,neiztl
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r
suggestions can be made at this point. Following
are sonic pointers that may give you an idea of
what the "how to say it" involves.

Speaker to Audience Contact

Look at your audience. Good eye contact
tells you what the reaction (feed -hack) of the
audience is and it creates the impression that
you're talking personally to each member of the
audience.

Deliver your talk as it were the most
important event in your hie Make everyone
within the audience understand exactly what
you are trying to say. Talk to your listeners as if
you expected them to stand up and talk right
back to you. Vitality will produce effective
delivery. There is nothing quite so dull a

watching a speaker who is lethargic and seems to
be on the borderline of sleep while lie is

delivering his talk. It is much easier to deliver
your points eftcctively it you are
enthusiastically :oneerned iii ge ing ideas
across.

1..stabhsh a sense of ith H ith
your audienLe flunk ol the members or your
audience. not yourself. as you talk to them
Make every effort to express youiscli with
enthusiasm. Si ricerity and interest in yutit
audience warms the manner of delivery

Platturiu Appearance

Move' _cid cif a weal.,
attracting the attention of the andicl,ce. r1 .tw
movement is natural and easy it is valuable_
not distract your audience by too
movement but don t remain spot
(See figure 5=2).

A gesture IN cilIL lit A/I A.AAA 1.41

body to convey some [houghs 0, eluotion
Cestuies should always be purpost. rul I hey
must he natural arid Wen] [0 grow out ui What
you arc saying Avoid artificial destine;, and
mannerisms whhir do it help io eNpre...,.

idea

Whers, I ) .it A,AAA A lit IAA

be judged by your al pcarancc Loma,:
grooming will give you added onfidence in
facing your audiemx and will add emphasis to
what you say

Voice Control
I

The quality of your voice has a direct
hearing on the effect you will create. Make sure
you are loud enough to be heard. Nothing is
quite so exasperating as trying to read a

speaker's lips in order to find out what he is
saying. Volume should be increased so that the
person in the last row can hear every word that
you utter_ Expressiveness is important too. An
expressive voice varies the rate of speaking and
appears to be conversational in tone.

Delivery kale

thoughts should be spoken slowly,
some with feeling, and some in excitement. But
above all, the rate should be natural fur the idea
expressed and should serve to emphasize
important ideas Of course, the choice of words
and the selection of language to convey your
ideas must not be overlooked. No speaker will
ever have to contend with the criticism that he
has a dull or faltering voice if he earnestly wishes
to get his point across and avoids sounding
wooden and mechanical in delivery,

WO VISUAL AIDS

I. a,c S weal I)pes 01 vi,nai
Ntliek a speaker can employ to support his

oral presentation. The materials and equipment
whidi we will now discuss are available at most
commands: They can be procured through
1101111al supply channels, pi cpaed either by the
speakci humeri speech writer/supporter, or the

fs1011, of hot-lowed loom
neatby training aids centets Or film libraries.
Most large pad], of fairs of f lees, as pal( of their
standard °Jinx equipment, maintain such items
as pioieLtors, screens. reeoiders, film footage, a
3)onii slide library/Me, and so forth. For the
actual opeiation of this equipment, refer to the
variou, inanutaLturers' guide books

Audio visual equipment and ,hat,,, Is tall
on.. foil; general categories

I 1) rovvii
2 Optically provieLted grapt"
3 Actual objects and models
4 Audio or sound effects

I
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VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

There are certain rules that should be kept in
mind when you use a chart.

1. Use short phrases and short words and
illustrate their meaning, if applicable.

2. Use type and lettering large enough to be
easily seen.

3. Use highly visible colors.
4. Don't use too many colors.
5_ Above all, keep it simple_

GRAPHS. You can make the presentation
of statistical material more clear, vivid, and
interesting by the use of well-planned graphs.
Subjects such as the growth of manufacturing in
the United States, the breakdown of our budget
dollar or cornpaxisons of living standards are best
presented with graphs_ They require very little
special skill in presentation_

Most graphs fall into (due of the foul
categories shown in figure 5 -3:

The lirissitAi is used to deinolisti
and changes that take place in such items as
income and population.

The barpaph is another type used to show
information of a comparative nature. The major
difference between the bar-graph and the
line -graph is that the former need not show any
passage of time.

The Tie3 pp11 is often used to present a
percentage break-down. The coniplete pie or
Circle represents 100%. The pieces represent
proportional percentages

Although more difficult to prepare, the
Acti.joa is often the most interesting and
striking of the four types_ Picture-graphs are
used to show trends, comparisons or
combinations of the two. They are prepared
manner similar to the bar - graph. By substituting
whole and part symbols for the bar, percentages
or quantities can be indicated accurately.

POSTERS.= Posters are used to symbotiL,
ideas. Usually they do not contain text
Sometimes a short statement or word can he
used to help the audience grasp the idea Mole
quickly. An illustration which clarifies your
point can convey a message with great impact.

When you prepare a poster (or work with
the graphics division on its preparation),

I.0

eliminate all unnecessary wordskeep the
message simple and direct and make sure your
picture illustrates what you are trying to get
across. There are several methods by which you
can produce a poster:

Using an opaque projector, you can enlarge a
picture which can be traced and colored as
desired.

Use carbon paper and a stylus for tracing
(directly or using tracing paper in between).

Use a T-square and pantograph.
Use free-hand.

MAPS. -A map should be large enough to be
seen easily; it is preferable to draw in or
emphasize by color the areas you are discussing.
Maps can be reproduced in the same fashion as
posters.

Here are a few suggestions to help develop
your technique for using a map effectively as an
aid in speaking:

Colored overlays may be used to outline
specific areas.

Colored ribbons may be stretched
between points to show relationships
and distances.

Cut-outs sudi as allows. ..wales, and
rings may be prepared in advance and
scotch-taped to the map in the course of
the presentation

A.A.! uaint yourself with the map so that
you don't have to hunt for the country,
state, city, or area you arc trying_ to
point out

to t KBOARli the inain advantage of
chalkboard is that an idea can be placed on

the board bit by bit or strip-teased as it is
devdoped orally. Some rules or hints for using
the chalkboard arc:

?Lot you.' tliustia atheuux
Keep the board sunple and uncluttered.

Make sure that everyone see the
board
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Don't allow yourself to get trapped by
substituting the chalkboard for visual
aids that you didn't get a chance to
prepare in advance.

Press hard on the chalk and make sure
your handwriting is legible.

Use color for emphasisnot mere
decoration.

You can sketch diagrams in advance with
pencil to expedite drawing while you are
speaking.

You can prepare and strip -tease art in
advance.

HANDOUTS.You may use a
mimeographed chart, drawing, data sheet,
welcome-aboard brochure, and so on as an aid to
your talk. You must plan carefully the time of
the distribution. Beware of the temptation to
pass out handouts, outlines, or any printed
matter during the presentation. Attention is
diverted from what you are saying and
continuity is lost. The principles involved are:

Motivate the audience to want to read
the material.

Have a system km smultc d

Maintain contact and continuity.

The best time to distribute handouts is at
the end of the presentation, during which time
you may ask for questions. An alternate time is
before you begin, if the audience has previously
been motivated to recognize the value of the
material.

OPTICALLY PROJECTED AIDS

Optically projected aids include ilk, opaq,,,
projector, overhead transparency projector,
8mm and 16mm motion picture films and
projectors, 35mm slides and projectors, and film
strips.

OPAQUE PROJECTOR.- The opaque
projector has a twofold usage.

14. 9

First, it can be used to project graphs,
photographs, etc., that are too small to be seen
and yet should be shown in their actual form to
your audience.

The opaque projector may also be used for
enlarging clippings, maps, photos, etc., for
tracing such things as maps and photographs, for
tracing by hand, and for preparing graphs,
posters, and maps (the projector permits you to
project an illustration or other material out of a
book - .without damaging the publication).

A favorable feature of the "opaque" is its
ease of operation. To operate it, you merely
place the illustration itatiosition on the bottom
drop-shelf of the priorjector, tum on the
projector, and projected the image on the screen
or wall. If you have several illustrations you wish
to project in sequence, mount them on a flat
sheet of heavy paper and roll them through the
projector. The width should be the same as the
shelf. The length of the sheet can be as long as
necessary to mount your illustrations.

One disadvantage is the noise the tan blower
creates when you switch the projector on; you
must increase your speaking volume, or the
group will find it difficult to hear you. In
addition, the room must be completely dark and
you need an assistant to operate the machine.

I HE 0VPRHEAu TRANSPARENCY
PROJECTOR.--This projector is a favorite with ,

both speakers and audience. Its versatility
permits it to be used as a transparency projector
or a mechanicak chalkboard. An advantage of the
overhead is its ease of operation. Secondly, you
don't have to darken the room completely in
order to project a sharp image; thus the
discussion atmosphere is not hampered by
darkness.

The overhead transparency projector, like
the opaque projector, is noisy when the fan
blower is on Remember to increase your
speaking volume when you are operating the
projector.

Types of transparency slides which may be
used include: cellophane or plastic- sheets,
overlays, cutouts, bar-graphs, and animated
devices that are constructed transparent models
with movable parts.
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The overhead transparency slide nby be
made in many ways such as:

Direct drawing on , acetate using grease
pencils, acetate ink, felt tip pens, colored
acetate, and colored transparent chart tapes.

Photo-reflex printing (Bouncing a' light
source off the copy directly to a negative called
contact printing in photography) can produce a
transparency from copy such as books,
magazines, and photographs,

Diazo printing produces a transparency in
color from an inked master which is made by
tracing from copy with India ink Flie film is
ammonia sensitive and similar to the
blueprinting process. Each color reeyuire, a

separate master,
Direct lift, by using dear

glue and glueing the acetate directly to the clay
copy and soaking avail in wale, I his process
rums the original copy

All transpalencieN
cardboard frames to ensure that they lie flat on
the projector stage and block out excess light
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room darkened and the speaker almost invisible,
lengthy explanations often create boredom.

SLIDE PROJECTOR (35MM FORMAT).
The 35mm projector is the most popular of all

.visual aids used by Navy speakers. Its associated
equipment is portable, remote/controlled, and
very versatile, making if an excellent, device for
public speaking use. Most public affairs offices,
especially if they operate speaker's bureaus, have
a good 35mm projector system. By using a 35mm
camera, a series of shots that coincide with your
main speech points can be used in the projector.

ACILAI OBJEC1S AND
MODELS

"II
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actual objects as visual aids. The objects must be
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be clearly understandable by your audience in
order to support your point. If they are not
clear, they only confuse. There are two main
types of audio equipment systems: audio tape
and recorded transcription (records) systems.

STAGING A PRESENTATION

The use of audio-visual equipment and
materials to support a speech greatly increase
our ability to communicate the Navy' message=
When audio-visuals are used in a presentation,
however, the speaking situation must be
well-staged. Giving a speech involves more than
well-organized subject matter, proper
equipment, and complementary audio and visual
segnents.

Proper staging of plescli tatton der/cods oil
controlling the environment to the maximum
possible extent There are three environmental
aspects that usually can be controlled

SPACE ARRANt.,,LMENE (tic
speaker and screen in a position which a3sitres
that every person in the andiemx has a clear
view of both.

L hat 11N1; Lion so
much as to distract the andiel..x

MLA. s
of equipment to a 11111111...ill

I he 'cunt of 1..,.i.. I..
arrangement, lighting, and mechanics .b an
increase in audience attentiveness

SPACE AKKANdoLniht4 I

I wo
ill space airangerm LE- the
vision

The

t 4:_t

111 audicn
;11

the persons 1,Ii .o
thole should be ,10 obst,,,,i.

rC, III

In most situations, particularly in rooms
where the floor does not slope and there is no
platform, the bottom edge of the screen should
be at least 4 1/2 feet from the floor. With the
screen at this height, most people will have an
unobstructed view. On the other hand, the
screen should not be too high for viewing
comfort.

The screen should be tilted as necessary to
'eliminate "keystoning" (that is, a distortion of
the image in which the top of the picture is
enlarged out of proportion), The principle
involved is that the plane of the screen should be
at a right angle to the centerline of projection;
otherwise the Image will be distorted as shown
in figure 54,

Wide horizontal aligtes ul vision should also
be avoided. In an oblong room, the screen
preferably should be parallel to the shorter
dimension. If the screen is set parallel to the
longer dimension, the angle of vision at either
side becomes too great for easy viewing,

Optimum viewing can be achieved through
in, use of the accepted standards for aul ience
pla,,einclit in relation to the screen as shown in
tignie 5 5
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174.21
Figure 55. Following a pted standards for audience

placarnant in relation to die projection screen will
ensure optimum viewing by the audience.
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ac

174.20
rds to ensure timium viewing.

transmission of light and permits wide-
viewing.

REAR PROJECIION SCREENS.There are
two general types: the translucent matte latish
and the lenticular type. If the screen has a finish
on one side and a polished surface on the other,
turning the polished surface to face the Viewer
will_ afford' good contrast but.._will _reflect_ nom_
light and will probably necessitate complete
darkening °fettle room If the matte finish side is
turned to face the viewers, contrast will _ be
slightly less but room Lights can be used, which
is a desirable feature.

Line of Vision

In planning the space arrangement the
speaker should not stand in the line of vision.
The lectern should be set to one side of the
screen, leaving a clear view of two-thirds of the
stage area and only partially blocking the
remaining third. On the opposite side of the
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sereenelrom- the lectern, A-frames, flipcharts,
chalkboards; and so on can be set up for
optimum visibility.

LIGHTING

Proper lighting is important to relaxed view-
ing. Without question, the less the room light, the
more brilliant the image on the screen and the
greeter the contrast. On the other hand, brilliance
amdiglare can be annoying and cause eyestrain. A
proper level of room light reduces the contrast
and permits viewing with a minimum of strain.

The light source in the room Should be behind
or at least toward the rear of the audience. In this
way, dare spots on the screen and extraneous
light which reduces contrast can be avoided.

Front lights pro4uce too much light on the
screen, and their glare is distracting. Another
important factor in lighting is that one should
never schedule an overhead projector presen-
tation in the morning in a room which has
windows on the east side which cannot be
draped. Conversely, presentations should not be
scheduled in the afternoon in a room with win-
dows on the west side which cannot be draped.

THE PROJECTOR SHOULD NEVER BE
FOCUSED ON THE SCREEN WITHOUT A
-SLIDE. The absence of a slide on the overhead
projector while changing transparencies results
in an annoying glare_ The darker the room, the
greater the glare, and the greater the distraction
to the flow of the presentation. None of the
usual solutions to this problem are quite
satisfactory. The switching of the projector bulb
on and off brings the risk of bulb failure, which
can be an awkward distraction, to say the least.
The shutter that fits just under the lens can be
used, but manipulation calls for a third lend if

'transparencies are to be shifted quickly- Further,
this shutter does not cut off the light from
either the ceiling or the operator's eyes. The
operator may therefore be temporarily blinded
and possibly lose his place in the script.

To solve this problem, you can use a simple
device that cuts off light at the aperture as well
as pre-positions slides. Tins device, designed to
work with any overhead projector, is attached to
the light table with masking tape.
transparency is fed into the channels and
centered over the aperture. While this
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transparency is being shown, the next
transparency is fed into the holing area.- To
change transparencies, it is:necessary merely to
push the new transparency into position, thus
forcing the first one out. This device permits
very rapid changes, the use of single cue words
with no pause for changing the slide; and ensures
that there is always a slide over the light source
as shown in figure 5-6.

AUDIO-VISUAL MECHANICS

A well set up presentation area with
snl ©othly working equipment can add
immeasurably to the speaker's confidence and
poise. At the same tine, none* can ruin a
presentation more quickly than equipment that
functions incorrectly or audio-visual devices that
can't be seen or heard.

Set up the projector with the lens at an exact
right angle to the screen to prevent any sideway
keystoning. Allow sufficient distance from the
screen so that the image fills as much of the
screen as possible while retaining sharp/ocus.

Whenever possible, the mechanics of a
presentation should be kept, in the'
backgroundeither behind the screen, to the

OPERATOR PUSHES
SUM THPU FEEDER
ON CUE. SLIDE IN
HOLDING AREA F
PREVIOUS SLIDE
AND INTO RECEIVII

BASKET

SLIDE FEEDER

-. RECEIVING
CASKET

I

frCASKET- HOLDING
eructirr SLIPS
chrro pFtwerTom

174.23
Figure 5-6.---When using the slide- feeder method of

operating an overhead projector., the operator pushes
a new slide` into the feeder to force the previously

slide into a receiving basket.
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rear of the audience, or in an enclosed
projection booth.

The rear projection arrangement not only
hides the machine and its operator, but also
reduces the nos and interference of the
projector fans. Just as important, rear projection
separates the projector and the narrator, thus
eliminating a potential source or distraction.

For rear projection (using the overhead
projector described earlier) a translucent screen
must be use so that the image will go-. through
the screen; also, the transparencies must be
reverse- mounted. Portable translucent screens
that canbe carried in small convenient cases can
be purchased in several sizes. The better types
can be assembled in various ways to give
different heights and to slant forward or
backward to eliminate keystoning.

In mounting transparencies for rear
projection, it is necessary to reverse the
transparencies (that is, to turn them upside
down) before binding them, in the frame.
Transparencies with overlays, when mounted for
rear projection, cannot be used for front
projection without remounting them M the
frame.

The major problem in rear projection often
is lack of room behind the screen.

en you use more than one type of
projector for a presentation (using the
rear-of-audience or projection-booth method)
stagger projector heights to ensure that no
machine projects the silhouette of the projector
in front.

After your projectors are in position, take
the following steps:

Connect the power cords, making sure that
all connections are firm and cables are placed so
people will not trip over them.

Turn on the machines, check for proper
operation, and familiarize yourself with all
controls. Keep a spare bulb by each machine.

Run through the material to be projected,
chtsoking for relevance of material, quality of
projection, and focus_

Set each machine for immediate cue-in.
Speakers (amplifiers) should be placed as far

from the lectern as possible while still remaining
in front of the audience. This will avoid
inicrophone squeal or feedback. They should be
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laced on opposite sides of the r
slightly toward the audience. They also should
be set to a height several feet above the audience
to enable undistorted sound to reach the back of
the audience.

OPE TING LOCAL
BUREAU

A local speakers bureau normally is apart of
the public affairs office. The bureau has the
responsibility of implementing, on 'a local level,
the functions of the Navy Department Speech
Research Branch (located at CHINS)) which are
to

Provide full-time professiOnal speech
delivery counsel to senior Navy speakers throu
use of the Navy Speakers Evaluation Studio:

----ak,Attempt fo broaden the scope of
platform appearances by Navy speakeri to
include all segments of American society,

Secure qualified Navy speakers for
appropriate gatherings.

Pro vide (upon request) reference
material in depth concerning primary naval
subjects.

Develop and distribute publications and
other materials designed to encourage support
and improve public speaking by qualified Navy
spokesmen. ,

Local speakers bureaus are usually part of
the community relations sections. These bureaus
offer one of the best and most direct =am of
reaching the public and keeping them informed
on various Navy activities. All naval district
public affairs offices, Which have responsibility
for the bulk of the Navy's speech program, have
been directed to establish and maintain a
speakers bureau. Other large commands, and
some allied naval commands such as SACLANT,
operate some type of formal speakers program.

In its simplest farm, a speakers bureau is
nothing more than a list of speakers to talk on a
variety of subjects_ To be a truly effective tool
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in enhancing the goals of a well-planned
community relations program, however, a
speakers bureau demands much more. It
demands, for example, detailed planning and
organization. If you establish and operate a
speakers bureau, there are certain steps you
should follow:

Prepare a good, solid planning directive.

.Develop and maintain a roster of
volunteer speakers.

Prepare speakers folders.

Develop a community orga-ni ions file.

Develop a speakers bureauf reference
library file.

Maintain an organized file on all
incoming and outgoing correspondence
relating to the bureau's operation.

Evaluate all speaker requests.

Be prepared to assist the speakers in any
way possible.

Evaluate each speaking engage ment.

THE PLANNING DIRECTWE

When you prepare your planning directive to
establish standing operating procedures for a
speakers bureau, you should thoroughly
investigate all policy, guidance, and restrictions,
if any, of higher authority. You must comply
with the provisions of the Department of the
Na Public Affairs Regulations.

following is a list of reference material
and information on the writing, scheduling, and
handling of speaker requests. All may be
obtained upon request from the Navy
Department Speech Bureau:

U.S Nav Speakers Guide, NAVSO
P-3000 -A biennial handbook presenting general
material such as speech structure, language,
delivery, and problems in speech; a list of
pertinent Navy speech directives; and a selected
professional speech bibliography.

VISUAL COMINIMICATIONS
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.c1-1INFO Fact File, NAVSO 1 002A
package of research material compiled to assist
Navy spokesmen in the preparation of speeches.

DIRECTIOIV, NIRA P-0001A rflonaly
magazine of the Navy Lntemal Relations
Activity, Office of the Chief of Lnformation.
The magazine is designed for Navy public affairs
personnel and commanding officers, executive
officers, department heads, and other personnel
in leadership positions. It frequently includes
features on speechmaking and speech materials.

After a thorough study of the above Navy
references, determine local command policy,
guidance, and restrictions, if any, and seek firm
command support for the speakers bureau. This
support should be reflected in your planning
directive in' the paragraph on "Policy." Other
essentials that must be published in the bureau
plan are:

Background on the Navy Department
Speech Program. -

Responsibilities (include what the public
affairs office will do to assist speakers; what the
speaker must do; and what other agencies are
responsible for).

Restrictions
in tided as part

graph).

f applicable (may be
"command policy"or

Sp 'ecific details on, the operation of the
bureau (explain clearly the sequence of events in
an assigned speaking engagement, including any
reports that must be submitted by speaker).

Administration (if not included under
the -abo paragraph, state clearly any financial
respolts ties, who publishes applicable orders,
e tc . ).

The completeness and word choice in
preparing your planning directive will have a
strong influence on the ease with which you
OlPin qualified speakers. Be sure the directive
does `norhipear to pkie,tbo heavy a. burden on
a speaker. Give him-- much assistance as
possible. -Re flect those items in your directive.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
SUPREME ALLIED COMMAND ATLANTIC

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

August 1975

CDR J. J. Larien, RON
.C-2441, Operations-
SACLANT Headquarters
Norfolk, Virginia 24451

Dear Commander Lassen:

I have been informed that you are'interested In participating_ in
peakers Program at SACLANT.

Much understanding and good will is built for NATO and the Allied
Command Atlantic by this program of speaking engagekents with
organizations in the civtlian community. Last-year over 25 SACLANT
speakers, participated in programs sponsored by local civilian
organizations in the Tidewater Area.

Our Speakers Bureau maintains a file which includes a biography
of each speaker,'a record of previous speaking engagements, and a
copy of all speeches delivered by him through our program.

0 .When a request for a speaker is received, this file is used to
assist to obtaining the right speaker and subject for the job and
assist in proper publicity.

Speaker nominees are contacted directly by the Speakers Bureau
since the speaking engagement is voluntary. However, all commit-
ments are subject to approval by the Chief of Staff.

I request that you make a brief outline of your subject topic,
complete the biographical data sheet enclosed, and return both to
this office.

After these are received, you will be contacted and I would like
to speak to you personally about the program. N

Sincerely yours,

A. S. SEANE
CDR, USN
Community Relations facer

Figure 5-7.New personnel who est-

17423

follow up in the form of a letter.
desire to participate in a corn rsd's speakers pr m should receive a
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DEVELOPING A SPEAKER
ROSIER

Having clearly defined the bureau guidelines,
your next step, is of course, to develop a roster
of speakers ( con sider officers, enlisted
personnel, Navy civilians,. retired, and Reserve
personnel) who are qualified and express a desire
to speak on Navy associated subjects.

Many of our younger petty officers and
nonrated men and women are extremely
articulate and, more importantly, have a rapport
and "voice" among high school and college
students that older officers and petty officers
seldom match. Such young men and women
should be sought out and used in speakers
bureaus, and opportunities for them to speak
should be solicited, Vigorously, particularly
atnong younger audiences.

Another group of "natural" speakers at
many .commands are the instructors in the
various Navy training programs. These men, too,

41e an authority and a ring of authenticity
vahich officers cannot duplicate; they were
selected for ther ability to speak and they have
no peers as technicians and specialists.'

Naval personnel of any minority race are
frequently the most effective speakers to send to
groups composed chiefly of their own race.

Consideration should be given to permitting
promising speakers to attend one of the public
speaking seminars sponsored by the Chief of
Information. These two -week seminars, usually
conducted twice a year, are intensive courses in

," public speaking taught by speech' teachers at the
college or university level, and by professionals
from such fields as advertising, sales, and public
relations. Information about the seminars may
be obtained from theNavy Department Speech
Bureau.

Meticulous effort must bxpended in
speaker recruiting. There are a variety of
methods, some of which 'follow, through which
you can seek volunteers.

COMMAND ASSISTANCE.Informing
incoming personnel of the command's speakers
program can be accomplished during initial
interviews with the officer in command or the
person designated to give indoctrination
briefings. If incoming personnel express a desire
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to participate, follow up with a personal letter
such as the example in figure 5-7. Enclose a
speaker biographic data form, such as the one
contained in figure 5-8. You can make your own
modification of this form as well as the others
discussed in this chapter.

.REVIEW PERSONNEL FILES.Request
that a continuing list of incoming personnel be
sent to the public 'affairs office with' key items
of data (where assigned, previous assignment,
unusual duty, etc.). When the name of a
potential speaker crosses your desk, send him a .
letter requesting his participation.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE. You can
advertise your speech program by: (1) sending
letters to neighboring subordinate commands
requesting- they assist you by inviting qualified
members of their organization to participate (see
figure 5-9); (2) sending form letters ato all
personnel urging participation (including a
biographic data sheet as illustrated in fig. 5-8);
and (3) publish _material in the command
newspaper, newsletter, plan of the day, and so
forth.

LOCAL TOASTMASTERS
CLUBS.Toastmaster and Toastmistress are
international organizations that give their
members training and experience in public
speaking. Local clubs of both organizations are
in existence in most cities where naval activities
are located. Many Navy personnel participate in
these clubs, and such participants are often
excellent candidates for the speakers bureau.
ontact the club chairmen and ask for names of
aval participants who are qualified.

INCENTIVES.Speakers often need
incentives to participate.- Publicize the bureau
and what it is accomplishing. Give recowition to
speakers, give certificates, publicize,aards and
commendations for speakers in newspapers,
bulletins, and so forth. Such recognition can,
often make the task of recruiting much easier.

Speakers' Folders

The next step is to prep older on each
recruited speaker, listing all essential



NAME DATE
Last First Middle Initial

GRADE ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT

HAVE YOU ER HAD FORMAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC SPE I G? 0 yes NO

WHERE?

2. HAVE YOU EVER HAD PUBLIC SPEAKING EXPERI_ .ts so

NUMBER OF YEARS

SUBJECTS.YOU ARE-QUALIFIED TO,OI

A. _

C.

USS:(IN OF PREFERENCE).

4. CIVIL AND/OR FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS IN WHICH YOU HAVE HELD
MEMBERSHIP?

PLEASE WRITE A BlitEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH ON THE BACK OF THIS
FORM.

Signatu

Figur folders should contain al

information: previous speaking experience or
training, special qualifications to speak on
certain subjects, previous speaking engagements
and evaluations, biographic data sheet,
photographs and news releases for advance
publicity, a proposed intorduction for the

15

sential information including a biographical
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program chaii-men, and any additional elements
at might be of interest in Mtn a speaker to

a subject.
If your .speakers bureau is fortunate and has

a large number of speakers, it may be
advantageous to use a cross-reference system to
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE-
COMMANDANT TWELFTH NAVAL DISTRICT

ti

F__ Distrfrt Public Affairs Officer
.To All Area Public Affairs Officer;

Establishment of Speakers Bureau; request for;assistinCe

A major Conern f.the Navy's public affairs program is in the
ea Of fostering community relations. One of the most effective
ethods of accompl ing this is-through a Speakers Bureau. the

Twelfth Naval District Public Affairs Office is In the procest of
expanding-and imprOming the present system, and is requesting your
assistance.

COMI2:AST:scs
5721

2.""this office receives requests frOm civilian organizalons to supply
speakers for business and/or social gatherings. The requester may
have a specific topic, in mind; or he may ask us to suggest one In

order to haie a wide variety of Auallfied/speakerS from which to
select, Ware attempting to organize our Burean with Naval personnel
of all ranks, Wet, jobs, and experience,

3. We need your assistance in eanvassirr your nd and publicizing
our recruiting program to encourage those n to contact us.
We are desirous of establishing this program w tonnel interested
in speaking on a variety of topics.

4. This office will provide or arrange transportation for all speaking
engagements. We have films and slides available for use as supporting
material, and we will provide the equipment and projectionist. We
will also be happy to render assistance in preparing the speech.

5. Please direct personnel to contact the Community Relations Section
of the District Public Affairs Office, Telephone 257-8224. We will
maintain a file on the background of each speaker, in order to select
the one best qualified for a particUlar engagement

6. We appreciate your assistance in this matter.

=H. B. TOLER

174.5
advrartiaod through letters to neighboring subordinate commands inviting clualifiid

members to perticipetia-

149
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iderify speakers and subjects easily. Prepare
cards which can be fded alphabetically according
to topic (see figure 5-10).

These iolders provide the best method of
ensuring that you select the right speaker for the

-occasion and special audience.

The Civic Fll

4d ,to information concerning the
i is equally important to develop an

extensive fWe on community organizations
which includes detailed information on various
civic groups, business men? clubs, veterans
organizations, and other typei of farurns before
whieli Navy speakers might appear. Such
inforthation providea data for audience analysis
discussed earlier in this chapter. -Refer, to the
previous chapter (complete section on
"Fact - finding ") of this peal when you

eyelop this tile.

'17TWISC

PIAKERS' ILIRRAU CARD
(PRINT ALL ENTRIES USE SEPARATE CARD FOR EA

ere

The fifth step in the organization of a
speakers bureau- is the development of a
reference library. This file should include'
reference material on most Navy or military

'oriented topics. The more complete the
reference library, the greater the assistance to
the speaker. Such assistance may be a
determining factor in the speaker' willingness to
accept speaking engagements.

The Junctions of tie reference library file_
are to; t.

4 Apsist the speaker in selecting a topic of
etinent interest and appropriate to the
mission of the command.

Provide easy accesso factual
'formation on, current topics.

Provide easy, access to policy statements
end speed es on cieentAhernes:
Provide guidelines and models for the
preparation of speeches:

Alf NAME FIRST NAMU MIDDLE A

T

LIPI1TY CL WIC A T1ON T1 CUIME

Figure 5411Large speakers bureaus use oi rem card system to i n tif t epe*kere ape subjects.

150
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Provide appiopriate data concerning
availability of audio - visual aids.

Following is a list of materials you should.
eider retaining in your reference library:

Figure

Fact sheets

Information or news sheets

Newsletters

Copies of

Specially
that may
Navy De
Branch

'bed speeches

axed speech materials
be obtained, from the

nt Speech Research

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
COMMANDANT FIFTH NAVAL DISTRICT,

NORFOLK, VA -22311.

Mr. Bruce Barry
News Director
WIAR Television
721- Bush St.

Norfolk, VA 22314

Dear Mr. Barry:

December

r

-thank iou for your letter of 10 December 1975. This headquarters
will be pleased to furnish you with a speaker for your February 3rd
meeting of the East Ocean View Lions Club.

ComMander Warren Grass, Operations Officer at the Norfolk Naval
Air Station, has accepted your speaking invitation. He will be most
happy to enlighten your group on our role in the space program..He
will meet you at the Golden. Triangle Hotel at 8 p.m. on the 3rd. _In,
case you wish to contact him-personally in the meantime, hiilome
.Phone number is 223 -4567.

I 'have enclosed a biographical sketch and two photographs of
Commander Grass for any pre- publicity of this engagement which you
may want to make. Also, for your convenience, I've included a'
proposed introduction the Commander. -

Your continued in rest in the Navy activity around Tidewater
certainly-appfeciated. Best wishes for a Happy Holiday Season.

Sincerely,

O.J. MARQUEZ
LT, USN
Head, Community Relations

ken bureau corresponden ile should +contain copies ofallittiosa

F) (1 151
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king invitations.
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Guides for preparing speeches (U.S,
Navy Speakers Guide, etc.)

Selected periodicals and Navy magazines
publishing key Navy speech themes

Command information materials

rrespondence File

A, correspondence file has two major
purpoSes: (1) to provide a complete- record of
the operation§ of the speakers bureau, and (2) to

provide a reference for new personnel in
operating the bureau and continuing established
procedures without loss of efficiency.

Your correspondence file should contain:

Letters from organizations that request
speakers

Replies to organizations, accepting or
rejecting requests, as well as followup letters
with additional details (figure 5-11)

Notification to speaker n,inee confirm-
ing his speaking engagement (figtim5-12)

Dee:

From: offieer -ln trae, Speakers Hurifeu
To:

- .

Sobj: Confirmation caking Engnement

L Confirming our rteen't telephortg converaatiee, you.i sohedalted e b
of

in an

There will be ataprouirnately_.___ in the group.

and will meet u

2. Trinoportatt on prm eves for this are:

Directions for -I the place presen io .

3. Please complete the attached form sitar your present stion and formed-it to this office as
soon as possible. Your participation in the FIFTH Naval District speaking program is
appreciated.

Officer-i
Speskers

174.39
Figure 5-12.Once a speaker has been scheduled, he should receive a letter confirming the speaking engagement. The

letter should cover all specifics of the event.

16i 152



by s
5-13)

. 'Thank you'' tors from sponsoring
organizations to speakers or the bureau

Official commendations or letters of
appreciation to speakers (figure 5-14)

ports of speaking enlgruents made
following their presentations (figuie

Special forms used in operating the
bipau, such as work sheets (figure 5-15) and
speaker request forms (figure 5-16)

Advertiling the Bureau

Ater you establish a speakers' bureau, is
neces4xy to develop appropriate speaking

Subic Report on !pc ng. Engorgement

Preenitstion:

of speech:

thinhes in eudienc' Type Aid 'dent lion °Gan_ c

Renner in which .perch wee leigiTed:

com.ente lot h:

Should ekeru be iurniehed thi. group in the furu

end effort expended?

Any oche_ p rinenr rem+rhe

b
Wes the engegemenr worth the time

Figure 1 To aid the speakers bureau in evaluating its engagements, s
engagement report.

2
153
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Id be asked to file a speaking
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Naval District

To: Commander Warren G. Crams USN, 299607
Operations Officer '

HAS Norfolk, Virginia

Sub Letter of Appreciation

1. ary participation *eche Fifth Naval Dt tr c
Bureau has brought to my ktmtion. The four mweechei on th U.S.,
Navy's Role in the Space Age which you presented to civilian groups
In the peat, three months have been informativh and well resolved.-

2. The eh your own time after'nrwal working hours,
"port for tho.ouroj.k1107: Co sr

program in the Norfolk area folitmetiOtehave' reflected credit upon
the 'A. service And Particularly ids within the Fifth Naval
District, and have been in the spirit of the president's program for
provision of services and communications to the public.

3. Your extra effort on behalf of the Fifth Naval biet:rict Speakers
Bureau and the Community Relations-Ptogram is.eppreciatwi.

OKORGE4 J EDMUNDS
Naar Malta', USN

ommanaan

F itsu 514. L appreciation to participants in your speakers bureau are one of the
recognition on outstanding members of your program.

platforms groups before whom your speakers
can deliver the Navy message. The following
methods should be considered in seeking to
advertise your bureau and encourage worthy
speaking requests.

BROCHURES. Publication of brochures
present information on the ovailability of
speakers, topics that can be_vhuested, and the
method of requesting.

LETTERS.Send letters to various
organizations telling them about your speakers'
bureau (see figure 5-17). Enclose copies of your
speaker request form.

PUBLICITY.Advertise in various
publications (command newspapers, radio/TV

163 154
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ens for bestowing

spot announce*ents, etc). Speakers can
advertise the buNau when addressing various
groups (for example, as an offer of service to the
community to provide speakers for programs,
etc.). Issue news releases advertising the
bureau:

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.Infonn the
local chamber of commerce about your
speakers' bureau. They,often receive requests for
speakers and may refer them to ydu.

TOASTMASTERS CLUBS.Inform
Toastmasters and Toastmistress clubs of the
speakers bureau. As in the case of chambers of
c rnmerce, they can refer speaking requests to
you.
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621

Requester: Phone:_

Address:

0 snization No. To Attend:

Location of Meeting

but a Length of _ e

bject:

-51 .Arrangem Desired by Speaker:

= 6
Will se Privatety Owned Vehicle:

Military Ve cle (Self-citivon):

Militncy Vehicle ,(W/Driver):

Other Wool,

.Transportatiqn la ."--tPrepared:v-.

Forwarded to Transportation Section:

Conformation Notice to Speaker: _ Letter to "Reques

Photo, Biog. & Intro. Forwarded: Handled by Phone:

MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS (TAD orders cur, etc )

5-15.A good epee bureau work sheet is an invaluable tool when you Put- the finishing sou
engagement.

155
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URNALI T

Requesting r izarion

Person t 1 contact relative ru this request

Address

Due &rid Time Presentation desired

Location

Luncheon

Subjeet desired

Length desired_

Tel ep hone

Dinner _ Other (Sp

Size

_ _ lype of rttcctrng area

Type of Audience (rsetirirca/, gantrul public, awls, tamale. mt Asd,
private group, ere.)

Are the facilities to be o d during this rneering- open or al tcgardicba of race. creed,
or color) _

Any groups eiloded or _ rr CR your c flail

till the me log bc open tt ne. Media?

trill speech bf trr,evdc riived, filmed

till Oct. 10110 *IA.

ltl Litct

1, .1l.t,tlity of

equipment do you have irvarlable for ape

lolrbltC AdJicao isierT1

Leeter _

MIC*phonel

c recorded?

tr, t,,,.t
Screen

point ti

intomati. wt.toi mr te helpful 19 1.1.4 onaction of An
oppropri ce speaker If rn apace is needod conrinuc on back of chi* sheer

Prio.oa Ho . i 4.43
a pc._._e, a revetaeon fore' LAWs ......1plotod. ether by the

re.restaAg organization / by the usakars burs u, u &Ing Information furreithed Loy the requarring arrportintion;
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Mr. David D. Hobbs
President, Little Creek Rotary Club
7815 Bay View Blvd.
Norfol k, VA 22415

Dear Mr. Hobbs:

19 October 1975

Did you know that the Headquarters of the Supreme Allied Connander.
Atlantic here in Norfol k rintains a Speakers Bureau listing capable
public speakers knowledgeable on many interesting subjects. Our
speakers' roster can ins allied military officers representing 10
nations of the North lantic Treaty Organization.

I f you have had di fficulty in fining a qualified speaker t
address a meeting of your organization, we may be of assistance.
officers represent the countries of Canada, Denmark, West GerimanYi
Italy, Norway, The Netherlands, Turkey-, Portugal, and the United Sta
All have interesting military backgrounds -= both in war and peac'e
assignments.

As soldiers, sal Tors, airmen and mar`irr s they can idcak, best,
dtsou t the missions of the al lied forces within NATO's military strqr,,.-tAre_l
However, they are also engineers, conversationists, docotors,
nieterologists, management analysts, space experts, administrators., and
similarly-qua] fied professionals.

If this active Speakers bureau is 0, ntei-est. to you, please
curit,d(t us at 452 6672, or l4t-i to us a letter out] inin l your ntS
on the enclosed form

Pia=

ei}

u. Stuk
LAT' T, ti5N
Put li Afr,i

1/4 A4
1.0 he)au if aterlbal no arid p taw s.oionsi tv. ss :peaking

ros is an bACellet t 1-1.-Ithod o. ativerti sirssi t -.ina of youc meg Ict rs

RE t 1hiLU L b K
PhKSONNEI Ask these gsot,pz to' advertise
among their marry civ =,contaets the
availability of military speakers.

NEICA-113OR cUIVINIANDS. lithm i,t
military commands of your bureau. -they viii1
frequently receive requests which they cannot
fill and will refer them to you_

lit; /

L1 aliditicpi u,l 14,

Witi, (1,,, v.Ay
arid k,rerly publicizeu numerous

speakir:g requests can be anticipated. It is now
the task of the public affairs office (or head of
the speakers bureau) to evaluate requests for

ispeakers to ensure that providing a speaker is in
the best interests of the service and that the



command will derive all the benefits possible
from the speaking engagement. Recommended
procedures are as follows:

POLICY AND GUIDANCECheck the
speaking request against policy and guidance
(your planning directive, which should conform
to local policy and PA Regs, should provide an
adequate measuring device to determine if
request falls within the scope of objectives of
the speakers bureau).

INVESTIGATE TI:IE GROUP. If a request
is received by phone, always ask for a follow-up
letter. Ask for information concerning the

rganizatian (if such data .-s not already
complete in theaerininunity organizations files)
4nd the speaking engagement Check out the
organization be sure it is not one before
which military speakers are restricted from
appearing.

JUDGE WORtit NESS.Based on the
information obtained, determine if accepting the
speaking engagement will be in the best interest
of the service and derive benefits for the
command-

ESTIMATE f aeraalaiN0
SITUATION. If a request is deemed worthy
and within established policy and guidance,
proceed with a detailed analysis of the audience,
occasion, and 10L -4(1U11 (The community
own-Mathias the should b used, and any gapa
filled in by the re aiesana °ionization).

St1L4. 1 AND (11-,AK 11-1L
sa_LAKER fuoing eatUaated
situation, select the apeaker beza qualified and
make stile he will be able to accept the
engagement (It is also good procedure to have
an alternate -speaker prepared.) Notify the
speakea in writing after checking his avdilat,111 ty
by ph t$9

ACCEPT i E(JUtisi kvhaa you
completed the above analysis and assured
yourself that tile speaker can accept the
engagement, notify the organization in vatting

Ayou may, of course, initially accept by phone
and follow with a let ter ). Provide the

1
I5

organization program chairman with a
Pllotograph and either a biographical data sheet
or a proposed introduction for the speaker.

Asstixtg- the Speaker

The\ lic affairs office which desires a
truly ective` speakers 'bureau must provide
capable assistance to a speaker who has accepted
an engagement. Following is a list of things to
corsider:

Brief the speaker on the purpose of the
speech, importance of the engagement to the
command, the value that can be -derived and the
benefit expected Be sure he understands any
special guidelines that apply to the speaking
engagement.

tic lid tlic, Lapc,t),,ct callat L- the attklicnCe ,
asion, and location

A ,313 selc 1AA6, an urjiUprutc topic
ctIlLi in narrowing the tor ft_ (01 the particular
audience

It IL .1, ,IA fic- ...pcdkei on .

tat, lia ga laza OM, N.t Ideas, support
material, and so on

1a.1iea )

er's main_ iipt *or seaurrt, propnaty and
aon_sistenay with DOL) and Navy policy'

wilt), , A al

ation in .eli arsal

as=,,t_r, I., A,. c t,l atitaining
isual dear 411d tlds It a suinetiines

ilet;e5,,ely to pr- ovaie itie sacaa-e. with an
dsoustalit -t up and aaeiate visual
eqUI pineal

a FA .k LIA, .atth rnateat,,,
raa, prepare hint to answer special tiirestio,,s, out
directly relevant to his subjects, that flay be
asked at the conclusion of his talk.
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Evaluation of the Engagement

After the speech, attempt to determine the
effectiveness of the presentation. Ask the
speaker to submit a speaking engagement
evaluation report (figure 5-1 3) ; request
comment from the organization ; request
comment from military personnel who may have

attended the presentation; a seek to attend
various presentations yourself from time to time
in order to make personal evaluations.

The public affairs office which is willing to
expend the considerable effort required will reap
immeasurable success from realizing the full
potential of Navy speakers_



CHAPTER 6

PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN ADVERSE NEWS SITUATIONS

recruit dies of meningitis or dies during a
drill session. A brig guard is accused of brutality
or a drill instructor of mistreating recruits. Five
rages at sea following the .collision of two ship's
A carrier inadvertently pumps oil onto a foreign
beach. Each of these incidents is news.

Can it be Said that the events are.
newsworthy ' merely because of the -morbid
curiosity of the civilian pressatia:the general
public? Not really. Curiosity is not ae4iiirt y
trait, but a human one Natyrrien reed nov_
just as avidly as anyone else. Ne 'stet,
crime, scandal, and corruption ha
interest.

These irscrdents are Trews because
con tains the essentials* of a good n
story immediacy, consequence, Orarna, eon flic
emotion. They are news because people are
interested and are often directly affected.

Events that affect the Navy and its personnel
are getterally.matters about which the public has
an inherent right to know., Whether the news is
good or bad. This right cif ja abridged in very
few cases, principally if seeiWy is involved. The
fact that bad news is embarrassing does not
mean we should not release it, because this fact
does not curtail the public's right to know
St orie s concerning this nation's
establishment and the lives and wellaic of U.S.
fighting (nen must be told.

Another reason these stone riiust 1,4 told Is
a purely practical one. Bad news cannot be
suppressed. Attempts to hide bal.] news make the
Navy look dishonest. Guesswork which is otten
worse than the truth is stimulated, and the
agony is prolonged. Any refusal to oopc,,ate
with the new inertia, for whatever reason,
causes speculation, rurnot, and conjecture to
replace the truth and facts of a situation. This is

especially true in an emergency where things are
confusing anyway.

Even though there are effective methods of
coping with the public affairs problems that
accompany nearly every accident, large or small,
mistakes are often made by put li affairs
personnel in handling the news -aspects of
disasters-.

Naturilly, no two bad news situations are
id ntirj, but affairs people can apply
principles inilcleasing information to the public.
Journalist dr: :2 describes the techniques of
handling an as dent story affecting an
individual or -a 4rriatiroup, such as a sailor killed
in' ail auto collisi.oFi eir-b pilot and crew killed in

It discusses the accident story
04146 lead, the casualty list,
policy, the body, and writing

J I 00

casualty re
style.

This chapter provides the senior Journalist
with guidance for the successful handling of
public attairs in major peacetime naval disaster
situations.

ISAS 1 ER Kn.
GUIDANCE

Le I), ,,JIL incur or tiefense luirriuld(cs a
e le policy regarding the release of disaster

information by the armed services. The
individual services in turn, disseminate thqt,
own policy instructions in accordance with the"
basic D0 actives. There is no master, disaster_
plan issued Department of Defense, or
any of the alined services_ Since the maim
services, individually and collectively, are subject
to all the many types of natural and man-made
disasters, the lack of a master plan is.
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understandable. 'r he Atomic Energy
Commission and NASA, for instance, operate in
limited areas of specialized activities with
predictable accident situations. The Navy can by
the same token anticipate certain disasters
peculiar to specialized operationi. Individual
naval commands, bases, installations, fleets, and
so forth re -issue policy guidance best suited to
their individual needs all circtunstances based
on these basic service guides.

DOD has in existence several basic (filet Lives
oivw-ineh ihdividua service guidance i based in
the area of disaster information. Implehientation
instructions are con tallied ill PA Regs,

DISASILK OWNED

I he disask:i
and degree of involve men of the
groups concerned. The wofd
one thing to the tattab at .i.inintinity invoked.
another .to the jis.astei research scientist, and
still something ill tercui Iii the gavel
agell,;y or voluntary 'clic ot6aludtion charged
with relief and rctotalitation measures Wel2Nt CI

illieS .h rite, as 4 sodWn aid
ntblot tune a I) ,)jic

JefirlitIon distuption in
the normal floo, of eneigy Ilia t is kil,_ontIolled

In reternee to unities idle wilici
said "Disaster wearis the impinging ,
stru,tored of an exi011.1 kn. 0
capable of ..lcati ik 1.-11 1(7, I 4:$0111Lc7l

fur ][rrblbal, On a "k.,1.: wi,i, el,,,u4h
potAt.., alarii 11=7,1(idt lit 3.11, di 1)..a. ..))44

behavh.I alai to LI Wail OVC11,-,c,,I 3,1) of di,:

central !,) the 01

normal attail_ o ty [tic t)te, cu uoo allevtatt,,n
of sultting .A I (Lk ill kli53st,1

to alt .4,L041e, Atli
4 subsunittal portieri of tt, 1,01),Ila lion

e II,

aePear Mat 4-114$1,, it at Jlesn ,1

whole detul,d, have ,01111.),1 att,

They 1,,i4de inju,3 and', dc,th
scvridi people and ddilicigC I

pOsse,Nsi mts and proper tr d153:1

4.;OnSIdelCd 4.4oldil1g to ttiiil °lions
M31.11 types Ildt iii al arid inauniade

.k.

ADVERSE NEWS SITUATIONS

There is no Official military defiriitio2
military or naval disasters. Eloyeverp.r4__
definition of peacetime naval disaster would
only differ from those listed aho'e in the
application -. of terms to naval personnel,
equipment. or installations. In tern-is of this
chapter it must also be remembered that naval
disasters differ in the scope of public interest
and concern A naval disaster in any locale
provokes the interest ot the entire county
Navy personnel come tram all corners of the
United States A Navy ship involved in collision,
tor-if-WW1 cc, may very-well have representatives
from all 50 states in hut crew

UTHEK NIL-ANS Ot
DESCRIBING VISAS Itk

iatllvll l., [iii. two LI, II, "II
1,._ natunti mkt man-made, thet._ are oti,er
desL.ripti,c ilt,ie ,cw whidi are l.citful to
on

Disa,,te.

it.

it

11.

,,,t)JL

pi 1, .1.S11,,T

4,1414 AIN1 fir., { I I A

k k.1 E it I.,ls iS t :7.}

+h., 111 111 . ii. 14i

01":1C4(1,^.11 I

h:Ak±AlilL(..,

It,

ti ,AL sd,

)11,1V
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Other I .

Flash Flom

All other
snowstorms, etc.

Explosions.

Fires;

Wrecks ltiain ship auplane

tnrni- thallsto ms,

LESSONS FROM PAST
NAVAL DISASTERS

It is helpful to discuss successes in the
handling of public affairs in past naval disasters
It is probably more liovvevel.
scrutinize the reasons for failure,. This chapter
do- oth

ween 1778 and I 978 naval hist, y has
documented infolinatii,n on rivet 250 major
naval disasteis occurring in oilier than waitime
opera thins.

for the cApi,,,s,sc,d Flit 11,,,S . Liu 4.4.

the disaster cases to be discussed ha,e liter
limited Othci detailed ,ase studies are available
from the Plans and Programs Division of
CHIN Ft).

The ga it l.
_measure. In the Navy sin. :es] weans i omperence
in carrying out the assigned mission, performing
according to one's rank/rate and responsibility;
reflecting one's own personal experience: and
upholding and itiaint6ining the traditions of the
naval s-ervice

Contemplating major dt.,43ELi is nor
pleasant task. The Navy's operational foi., s

have learned that constalit iianung to meet a

national emergent y p >caec Kecong action or
disaster situation flay, paid nandsull,, dicideds
when the real event occurred. Itic pnl,llc aftails
staff mast be ready for disaster when it strikes
A disaster plan could he inedliingiess the
public affairs start is ulwilimar with it or cawint
put it into operation All concerned should have
a thorough knowledge of the disaster plan and

1

be able to put it into effect, Each individual
should know his duties and responsibilities, such
as where he goes, what he may be expected to
do, and his own particular part in the overall
public affairs operation. It would be useful for
the public affairs staff to nun drills in off-duty
hours to determine flow long it would take to
fully man the office for CIB) in a disaster
situation. You should periodically put the
disaster plan in full operation to find out how
long it might take to get out a release, radio
tape, or newstilm.

LISS ENTERPRISE

The public al tarts office' and his stall who
consider a major disaster inevitable and prepare
for it accordingly, will be able to act effectively
if it does occur. Here is a report filed by the
public affairs officer on the Enterprise following
her disaster in 1969. It's an excellent example of
how PREPAREDNESS pay_s off in an adverse
news situation:

"Where .,.. you 'at 0830 On
January 1,4 19t 9 If you vvere the
public ailas officer on board USS
Ltzterp, Ise that sunny Tuesday mottling
7U miles i.,Outli of the island of Oahu.
Hawaii, you were about to witness a
Liao_ event that ,:,oinbitcd Holocaust
with heroism and you would '_-,c part of
the madiloco responsible lo, reporting
11 t the woi Id

knierpris, had Ju st begun tier
:.,..,,ild day vi a two alid-apalf day

1.1nal ,ca airless inspection,
clew expect. J to be at general qua
all day with a hieak fur lunch

"As public affairs of tic" I ain
as, ih,,,led Me position ul L4Ltic ani,ouicer
:And my Gt.) station is on the captain's
b,,, ,., the p_ atlairs personnel
are assigned GQ sta _s. By 0800 the
put,tic affairs staff ha -scint,ied in the
oftice, those people in repair pal ties
weretketting teddy to be called assay
while the icinanoug bnlinalisis were
setting Up loi publication of the ,tripe's
daily liew,papel Suddenly I lir and a

muffled noise followed by a sli1411
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tremor through the ship. It was similar
to the percussion grenades used in
Monday's exercise. I thought this to be
an unusual way to start the morning
battle problem. Immediately general
quarters was sounded with an unusual
prefixThis is not a drill.'

"Unaware of the ensuing fire on the
flight deck involving airplanes and
ordnance, I grabbed my mask and
started my preLplanned route to the
captain's bridge. Wheri!' I reached the
bridge, four minutes had elapsed from
the time of GO, The ship was turned
into the wind to keep the flames aft. For
20 minutes the fires and explosions
played havoc with Enterprise as her
valiant flight deck crewmen battled the
blaze with fire hoses and foam. Many
firefighters were repeatedly blown out of
the scene only to grab a hose and rush
back to tight the fire. Damage control
parties were preventing spread of tires
below decks. The training and courage of/
all these fire fighters helped save
ship The nuclear power plant of
Lriteaprtse was not affected Iii any may

by the accident
"Ultimately, this was ,,J

our story- how the long hours in
preparation and !Jan-ling paid on WLeit
the time cante, it saved the ship and kept
casualties to a minimum

By the tinie the lira, asa,
wider control and finally cxn.ignistied
(40 minutes after iney began),
preparations foL our news Stu, y and a
dockside meetint, with the news media
were already underway,

"Shortly atter my duutvat, on the
bridge I placed a call to die purilh; at Lau!,
office. Instructions were given to the
editor of "The Big E," to prucecd to the
dispensary to get interviews and swat a
count of the dead an
member of the
instructed to start p
kits for distribution.
daily newspaper was
(the ship was still
showed him the navi

Milted AllOttl, I
lice stall was

eparnig 1.0t) press
The editor of the
filled to the bridge

GQ). There I

or's log where -ail

1

IN ADVERSE NEWS SITUATIONS

the events had been chronologically
recorded. He began to gather the facts to
write Enterprise's first press release.

"During air operations,_ ship's
company photographers are always
present filming landings and take-offs on
the flight deck. They were present when
t he first explosion occurred and
produced many good photos plus a fair
motion picture of the fire and
subsequent explosions. A Coast Guard
aircraft called to the scene took several
color stills and one color motion picture
film. Two of the pictures taken by the
aircraft crew were released by the 14th
Naval District before Enterprise arrived 1

at pierside.
"As the ship drew near to Pearl

thubor, Commander in Chief Pacific
Fleet, Admiral John Hyland, flew
aboard to inspect the da_ _age. With hint
came his public affairs representative,
who would set up the command

CPACFLT)
information bureau (FIB) at mornander
In Chief Pacific Fleet (C
Headquarters to handle the press queries
and day -to -day press relations The CIB
was maintained for five days at a,1-iiiali
time the press queries weic then refer-led
directly to Enterprise_

Target het the t I Nc. A4`E-1 I

iepresentative and I began to plan for
the ship's arrival at Pearl Harbor dud
huy, we would lialidle the press A
siagg.,tiu.. was Ilia& to 114VC a pier aide
Interview ,ith the Enterprise command
lug ollkt,t I objected, This I thought,
would look like we were hiding the facts,
and tend to draw credibility away from
any future statements the Navy- would
make concerning the accident, , We
should take the initiative and permit the
jares to board Enterprise upon arrival at
Pearl Harbor

"fact tlic Aids aaskc thew e.ie ii

4.0bMtledil of the daniage to th. ship
caused by the 'ire slid C Aplosiems Make
available peopic who .vcre willlug to be
interviewed and wi,u *Acre al Lually
involved ill fighting the_ In cs Ivlost

imp° have the craninaading afficei
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make a kick-off statement and answer
questions. Interviews with the
commanding officer and crewmen are
better than any press release that could
be written.

"I made my point and the news
conference was held aboard ship with
Captain Kent L. Lee giving the opening
remarks. (His prepared statement had
been approved by CINCPACFLT and
CINCPAC).

"At the completion of Captain Lee's
remarks, flight deck personnel were inter-
viewed. These men were chosen by the
head of the air department, the man
responsible for the training and perform-
ance of flight deck personnel. They were
briefed only to comment on what hap-
pened to them and what they observed.
They were told. not to conjecture about
how the fire started or what the cause
might have been Just stick to the facts as
they related to themselves.

"Flight deck personnel fielded
questions magnificently. In one case
emotion crept through, lending great
impact to the story of the interviewee.
Press kits were distributed after the
interviews, each eontaining a picture of
the fire on the flight deck, and the ship's
first news release, all approved by
CINCPACFLT (CIB).

"From the press euirtere,,,, the
photographers and reporters were taken
topside to the flight deck_ The newsmen
were cooperative in following e local
rules concerning photograp '' taken
inside the Pearl lialbor Naval .pyard.
The press had complete freedom to take
pictures of the holes in the Flight deck
and all areas of damage, ---,

"This opening-up attitude , an
earnest desire to assist the 43ress ill
getting their story and to meet tlwir
deadlines helped/ carry the enreipeeie
story. As Captaitn Lee heehlighted in his
prepared statement, "Lessons learned
from the Forrestal fire, new tire-fig_hting
equipment and techniques,, and the
courageous effort of the fire lighters all
helped to minimize casualties and

A

damage." Such headlines as `Preparations
for Disaster Pay Off' (Honolulu
Advertiser, Wed., Jan 15) were
common.

"Additionally, this early viewing of
the ship and the cooperative attitude
provoked such editorials and comments
as this by Dave Donnely of the Honolulu
Star Bulletin (Friday, January 17):

`Someone (and it rnight as well
be me) has to congratulate the
Navy for its magnificept
cooperation following tht
Enterprise disaster. At the time
when nerves were on edge and
personal loss and tragedy (were)
everywhere the Nave)/ went out of
its way to give the pressboth
newsmen and televisionas
complete a picture as it could.

'"=Well done. ,

"One area of reporting that causes
concern is diving out the number of
dead, missing,- and injured personnel.
When CINCP'ACFLI (CIB) released the
figures of 25 dead, 17 missing, and 65
injured, this was a title statement under
the rules of reporting casualties. (This is
double counting. Some of the dead
personnel had not been identified,
thereby making Ole ittissing list longer by
tits same number of unidentified dead
Fhe nal count was 25 dead and 2
inissin who were later declared dead.
Total 27 dead and b5 injured ) But

editors otteri run these figures
together te produce sensational
headlines -42 Dead or Missing ire,8ig
E Tragedy Another van all three figures
together to produce this-headli 'Over
100 Casualties in Big E

"In essence
,t4tennents, but the) t

the reader, painting d darker picture than
exists I think we should review our
method ,t repo. the -Auiliber of dead
and missing to prevent double counting
and prevent editors from playing
numbers games with these figures.

o infineniee
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Overall, I think these types of
reports were outweighed by the
favorable attitude and understanding
world-wide press that Enterprise
receivedan attitude achieved by
cooperating with all news media
personnel making a query about the
accident.'

USS LEYETE VS
USS BENNINGTON

One factor strongly influencing the success
or failure of public affairs problems- in a naval
disaster is the existencr of a written disaster
plan. A Navy public affairs officer was

personally familiar with two similar disasters
which ()coined within eight months of one
another and was able to make meaningful
comments.' in regard to the worth of disaster
plans. His comments concern the explosions on
board two aircraft canllrrs.

On lb October 19,3 LJO.) Leyte
ed an explosion in her port

catapult machinery room At the time
she was docked in the Boston, Naval
Shipyard. Thirty-seven
personnel and civilian wol kers we c
killed and 28 injured. lit the initial hours
of the disaster there was a Meat deal of
confusion regarding public alfan
activities concerned with the disaster
There were a number of uniotturiatc
incidents involving the media with
clewmembers, workmen. and ...flied
sentries. Marines phySk;oily 1, ,noved

wsrnen from the ship cameras
belonging to civilian ph °gra',
impounded, and some newsmen were
threatened ,Aith loaded weapons. Wives
fiancees, and others close to Leyte men
were refused entry to the base, and were
given neither information nor a place to
wait. Within a few hours many of the
problems were taken care of but not
before much irreparable 1-.141 ill had teen
done.

"On 2.0 May i 9)4
steaming 75 miles s.mth of Newpni

R.f. when she was shaken by a series of
violent explosions. Port side metal

were

ladders and hatches in the vicinity of the ,

forward elevator were twisted and' torn
to shreads. There were 103 men killed
and over I 00 injured,

"Lessons learned from the Leyte
disaster were obviously applied to similar
pro blems encountered after the
Bennington explosions. However, they
were not rn rnmitted to memory;
they were ti in a written disaster
plan. As a re 'experiences from the
Leyte disaster just months previously,
the public affairs of the First Naval
District (PA staff handling both
disasters) had an accident/disaster plan
which they put into effect. Media were
cleared and admitted to the shipatimmediately upon a al. An aura of
complete cooperatio_ etween the Nary .
and commercial news media was verified
by surveys taken later.

"The public affairs actions taken in..
tire Bennington disaster were considered
outstanding by the Navy Department.
Proof of this is the fact that a case study
outlining the public affairs aspects of the
Henning/v.1 disaster was disseminated
throughout the Nlavy as guidance for
public a fairs handling of naval

disaster."

Here a re some of the recommendations made
t, the public aflans otticer who handled both

Behmirigruti and Leyte disasters:

Keleaa as mell Illation as possible
day to prevent the spread of rumors.

rho is tire surest way to quell speculation and
as!possible sensationalism

I\ccp the tiy coordinating
lease of ements from different

spc F,,srnen. i ry t,. keep the ruan/ier of "official
spokesmen- to a 1111411MM to avoid issuing
conflicting rwok is

tl tfic i ti,_ tocaicbt avai

tr .riot public ffairs'ofilet, and his staff. The
district public affairs offic,,A is trained and
experienced in oublii: affairs, kanws the media
representatives in the area, Ind has access to the
necessary personnel, equipment, and facilities.



In almost every disaster situation, there
many examples of heroic actions. Rescue

crews pulling injured from naming wreckage,
and men risking their lives to save the lives of
their shipmates are both excellent and extremely
timely subjects for making good news in the face
of apparent disaster. Intelligent and rapid
coverage of these actions can often turn the
tables on a bad press and can leave a very
favorable iniPieNsi he leaders

Set up a CIB astute if the disaster oeLors
Shore based 0,Aninanders should provide

as milLit help as possible so as not .0 (.)verburdcf1
the personii,,l ut the
disasief=stricketi

Kequest thai
Isradc emit,. Ling focal
releph,me omam I tic t 1,111il 140t old)
enable nevsinen t,) g, Oho -7,1011C.1 14411 411740

allOW Ole U11111J141.42441 Oi 141tg,141114. 111114424.1 4 OlitaLt
then dies

(h.. .t -t4 t

I a..I F1 L II

al.. 1 10r onocl oik clii

S+A +d1. 1/IL bcoeilis
ci allill 1. [44 ,he 1oi I it: I V

not he sratIttsti,ut , until dependent;
41111 vut 1,ut l u, n

01; Initial :k

L144 t i A.

friL ,l>_ .tk,11, t I Ihi th'
1111.1 i,L . it is

Ika 11 1, 17,-^1 411 41 41 4114 1. t,l 1.4

'404 I `.41 r k, 111.111 t; ;I . till

a :7/4

II aft,
=,41. 1 4_144

0,1 1lttii4 41 L' 11, =,1-

,t,
.1 i 44

3 I NntOo a iii, ,
ries stimild l 11(41J-it!,

reference. Casualty lists should 'also be labeled
as, Alfa, Bravo, and so forth. If additional naines
are later added to list Alfa, for example, then
Addendum 1 to list Alfa should be released.
Further additions would be on Addendum 2,
AddenvIUM 3, etc.

Set a speutic time for releasing the
name,s of casualties, then stick to it, ake sure
that (lie lists al checked, doutile-che ked, then
verified again to tie absolutely correct,

Al-t- AIRS FRO( EDURES
IN NAVAL DISASTERS

.lid llurnbc, 14 10,10 ,0111114011 1.0 411
ti..astCta Wt11..h Ludy be applied witch

e,aablishinr. liaj1v an ;adverse
news situation The W4) III which you apply
Ilicw tactuts III dClc-rinntc Itic SticCeSS or

01 dIsa.A.1 attaIrs

ASSLIMMA YOLIK
RESPONSIWI ITIEs

itavul 414 urs i lit.
,10,1 liatoriant Mill, . i 4441 l'affig,

.0111111and is the pu1111,. tie
cor4.entla1,d niedac.outcle.i will pi obab
again he as intense a-s it is (hiring a disaster It is

cirO1L...laottal 1)ttbli6 altiAlas atalt
proves its wurtli to the ,intultand and t.

1 i, lla I, 1

Itcl 1,1,;(.,[0,:iit 1)3 btost
...plc:. All OR lily a di t.,:k)11Ce1)1,:d

\A 14 .,,ca a quick I ct at t tit
31.1er to H:t talA in, the 1,81f4 7

her, 1111 .lev, AII1111 Alf1L44111C11 liCed
011tdge 11.41,t: LA111,L t,, LliVtri the a (101!
I II. [ %. In tat/ way 4,11.,h i4

,aio la:, lot 1, At lc.r shuck
rt,,- \1 wall wwit

1,,t 144: 11:.1.1 of 4,11,11 _,PC1..41111C441

1 ,,,11114.41 0141

,111

. d a, t t.,

110

5 14_..1 44 14. .4. IOLA,

4.11111, . !tali
4.11C .

tl3,

Ince
Alixt it t 111,

lito. do.
taken )1
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ed tha.t the news media have
ed requiremsnts which must he

,ed y you, the senior Journalist, In this
d it is important to einphagiZe the necessity

to eeeopize and assume your full share of the
responsibility in a disaster situation. The news
media, the public, and the next-_'t -km are

.relying on the Navy for complete, accurar c and
timely information. In providing these services
there are a numbel of actions and deosions
whiti must be made quickly and capably,

Referring routine decisions to the

commanding officer and public aftalls oltieei-.,all
for instance, can he time consuming It is also

exasperating to the riewsn- Such a plok,edule
may toi cc the newsmen l(3 seek inloimation till
their own pus is where advance planning and

clear understanding t1 each person's allthOilt,,
and its limitations will enable y On to make thosc
decisions you can wake and quOdy
those that must be leiclt d highei

010._,ANIILI1`40 I tit VI' Kh
OA[)

tits( ... .

d Jild'deVoccd
,onipick opciation
,ause its n

A major r Stillirllates
daland 10. ilolvialation An the me
to get pers0lializp,1 accounts and direct.di.rect quotes

tree Navy- spkAe*an baA tachy ,,taf.101,
for c.4arnple, will attempt- t.t. p1 Alifte a tapvtl
73t4.114.111C111. or interview taIl0ted'
sequircilic,its I 11i was nutcd y` iLThc_rat, hul

111_.3 !dud., 01 (11,: / 411aNt,1

ape (

v,0

1/if.)11,, iii
ilikte.`"

tic! all

1, I.

If I, 1

II I '4)3

01 11I+1 I

10,, II IICRII
,11,11 i .1,A, .1 t 1t I.

with tik= .14 la 111411

decimun 01, plans tiaii 1 lets 114111

It the Site

By becoming prevecupied with certain
details, more important issictsnnay be neglected.
In a disaster situation, time and facilities must
be organized. Urgent tasks of importance should
of course be handled by the public affairs staff
in an effort to do the .best 10 "possible. Never
fall into the trap of performing eath-4,ask in

dil0HologicJI order. Less important activities
must simply wait thetitk turn ill the line' oftn
established pliority

PHYSICAL ARRANCFNIEN IS

I i1 a disaslci- zai a I be

...member that the of media
lepicsentativcs and nest t,1 kin are tisittirs in a
strange environment flicy must depend on
others tor their cointolt transportation, bodily
erd pi,, tU wait 01 a plocx (0 work

New .IIlCt1 \vill need t) pcwitters, 'pope!,
aLtesl, kJ a tdepli0ne, and so forth The

next ti kin will secs a place to wait stynlething
lv Lours, andok,,opy ininute ()I

ihaps a hot 1.1c) of Coffee rcliesh them
taigc Si ti,. L.cv._II hastily plcpateu pointing the
way t0 re ,t thins, or pfkaie booth. Cali make a
gloat d }dl 1.1 dittc,ent.,e ill the atinospli.:re of a

ws LICpc11110I.,.` I hey also
save ptibh, pculde s ill
answering I,1Sic queStions when time is at a
pik..1,.114111

The 1,, oplc . /1/ 1_11u i/a4/111.

.01 Ai:, /1 11111 1/1

the 111,5!.' 111(4.,esicd and

individuak. I no be ti,,ated
,A 1 ill wide! and will! ,,tic %Jai 011. c1II for

1114r physLal

itEl 1Ni

ne

11.5 Icao, II I al tiaz,

l a1 encd, and I,L 1 ihe1 "IC

111 t1 1 I lie , first
sitilat1011 .,lid Iht. N., wil, l.e node I y hat

the\ sex ,n punt 1,4 kJ., OIL 1,11110, or wat,,t1 on

E. ,

11: 1:11011 11 12. 11111011 /111 it., I thcs..

q054 J till undi.u.01t 110.11 .,_lit beginning,

toted rim,: It 5.011111c.A S(011CS that

b1gge.( 1 4 0_111, es and the first



impressiqns that ate likely to be the most
enduring.

After the first stories are released, it is
important 'Id retain the trust and confidence of
the civilian newsmen coverin.the disaster. One
way to keep the media objective is to keep the
facts corning. In a major disaster newsmen are
expected to keep supplementary reports coining
until the emergency has subsided 11 Media
representatives don't receive information a, it
becomes available, they will seek it out on their
own. In so doing they may not get the true
story.

The first houis Of a Lii.N_aSfel afc IIS<ctti ail,(
tiring. The public affae staffrs s_a.. &fluid to
take a break in the critical hours following the
initial release. You must be gathering more
information to answer the inc.itable
which will follow the direct I cspoiL,Ibtlity of
the public affairs officer and his t oilint,.es
until the interest of the plc
been sdtislied

Releasing AuLt1 ,,,i1,,

1161C1 Jil) II 30
d(1111,J1 It} 511[ !At,

the ideas. of
disaster, such 411 Enlallal It) 1 III aldatOI )
satisfactory rettious are to be 1 ..nutamed skull
the media arid llrc hr.L4)_c Whci, ilu pC1,,,)11 la
recognized as tlie official spokesman, there is
withimon the picss, the relict
officials n, charge, ana indeed among
affairs tall ThIS sh u1.1 be aglet I I _N

specified in y out disaster plat( taCIeVci
I he fie wsolan o if ilk, all

fiat' vc point , ougl,a,.f Neva)

ft k I Spc_ilLutioll
In additiole those p,ople nivolve.1 An the iiisastei
and the pClsonnel taking pal( iii ilic iehci cttorb
don't know who is recciving 1.11,1 cooldinating
di s4. ter I 0'011114[1ml cubseclucii

(I, .1
rneaning,till
continually to th,
released at all

The f.,, . li
11,,vc the inn, c, bat, , with

SpOt..uitizcd rekik ni .ctiLs of (Lc media Wiic
t + contacted iq media rep,est tatees the, may

become uncoopdrAtive or even busive. This can
only make -4 bad situation that much worse.

A Navy public affairs officer (a captain with
over 20 years' public affairs experience) had
vivid memories concerning the crash of a Navy
airplane, He had this to say in regard to
specified releasing authority:

I here was plane ...lash ill a civilian
notiaing arca iicar the Joluroillc Naval
Au Station (Philadelphia, Pa.) in the
early 1960s Several civilians were killed

their homes With the Navy lescue and
salvage pejsoinicl on the scene were
mellitici of the civilian 1114 dcpai (went
and local pollee No one. had the
authority to releas e! infol-mation, assist
photographeis etc With no sucli
a(ltho,a) cstablemed (he naai unicei iii

gc el tot is
photob,aptkcis lrl,lil Laktilb plctllies

-fled Ilcws,,,c11' fi.,ill the 4, File, and
utJelCd. 100 4011c t.l Mt ...VC' .4 lacMaLinb,

tful (tic wvi t possible
hit l)da ;.11.1.1aflo

1,,iiihs,11, /, II,at
t,11.711CJ t,, ar liti ,dent

tv

is
AsItC1 ilk .1,111d11 .,1 I ,21edS1,1g

Illot if) It situ i1e lne 011)114 -111a10 officer
on the k,1 tttc ,t11,0:1 kat search,

,.(C ca OperatIOnS, In
Lit,111_, v III 1,, hi,: 111,11)1I,

k,11 1t1+: :31 f .114.; n,4% aI listi icl
141 111.1 1;,klik 11 Si 1.11k:

k 01

.11:313,5

int

tI-

1.10 tho

IL XL 1 i 1 ,.11lt
1.41, I,t I, l Ilc 11W

has

1 1.0 JAL
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The unauthorized person need not be an
enemy agent or a spy. The person may noteven
know that he has obtained classified information,
To cause a compromise., it is only necessa itii? for
a person who has not been officially cleared for

the inforMation to have access to it, An

unauthorized disclosure can be the release of
classified matter (information, photograph, etc 1
through carelessness, error, or wrongdoing

Compromise and unauthorized diselosute sae

must likely to occur in the momenta' y
confusion and hectic activity which immediately
follows an accident or disaster In some eases,
civilian workmen, medical personnel, polkoneo,
disaster workers, newsmen and otheis may find
themselves In areas or waces whiL.h are lie,( lllaly
restricted to them

Although isn't the Imt)114 alt Ills t1Lfl t

job to at as ...eeurn), oth,el at OW st.:elle he is
responsible 101 the prote,tion 01 k.14-7111,_ki

*111d1 talk OO,ICI Iris 111C

CNCLUt1011 c,l IIIS deities Ihis also applies tty
and any other tilt inbers ul the public alialis
Staf who 'nay tie at the scene oi piocessing

ufi tee

I IA,

Media

McIt:
1,

ail unfoltiniatc situatiki Ne d,sll
d1 1111 sell lc. It 0.,1101,,,:i the

ul ,iot

.a. &HAIL ,.l 111,ellsl

++ I

ilk 1+ il: + .1

suoation It ale I I,t l ads a,
and t.andidly. +11e Mink; 74.11Q He

111,2W111C,11 ale allure 11L1) ,l, [IR in

ObJet_IlvCI) II ,tc: IS also le kinnon ,:oo1

and less ,h f tie 1111 ills lisle, i,lc,a111,11

II refuse:,
11.4vc 11 Iteruati I I iiir

else wher,.. 101 linoirnation Ili i11 al<l 1,14;111

disaster Sil,latl ,11 the newsii, licsitatc to
intelview all) bystander ell ,it t lice
intoi rata ti.,11

if thc
.1ollig .411 I 1 113 po

oxipeldre alai ,A,t.tlit up to 1.1,1 .,e
he will prefer to wait for authenticated lack tit:

will prefer to heal thc tae l5 presented by ail

c__

spokesman or the _ fieer in command.
ation works both ways. COnsider. for

stance, this editorial .which appeared in The
Standcitd Star of New Rochelle, N.Y. on I

August 1967:

There will be all hivestigati in to
determine the circullistailL-es from which
evolved the tragic explosions and fires on
the L /SS 1-'0m:sta, third mightiest carrier

U.S Fleet last Saturday morning
"And, as the facts are sorted out,

some ways vl guarding against such
ut tire mishaps may be found

But the inescapable truth Is that
such hazards fol Men and ships of the
Navy neither call be or will ever be
eliminated.

-1 he
1.a° 11,1 evci) possible-
plot, tin), (tic eii, H slid the ship

taut k VcI, aspect id her opelailoo,
and lid had to be po[cil
tidily lethal hum the very beginning

High t911e face fill warplanes Ilan

both flammable ,(11,1 tsplusive
A in hi li onion of all types

ll's mad o.) 1,,

So de)' I

,)ells for het cofitp nly no hersel
oleo dl,.l utile-fan which

her itrepow,Ir is designed 1,) destroy.
.+I huse eutii.N,; die self es lde t
,)1 /11Ch 61 th, Navy and

felt

as

.1 to, I all oti,c1 ut
tl 1.4,111011 dill, :d

hot tin, great mass 01
.:01)11: (, lid (t, ha C ail unasN, 1, neSs 01,

II not An the ,011Sfally
1421age requued l,l men who

tits 1)1 the
the Manne (I, Air= 1-,,rce

...tilt t1 (ttlaid
'IL is ti ue w, ILAct 0 It 1, I. 1,6,AA

11151 )1A, II d4.71 that sou sun, k the
,,festal Il lepo,tel And we ...re thrilled

1.? of hei eie ri,sp(aise of our
Lodi,: every such Cum .gcir,,y

"B A must LA us stiu t411 _Lbhirif of full
Chit what Lappened on

the Forre,Ntal hest Sdtu,day mortitng
, ti dame 01 allottici and in
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greater degree, have happened af4any
hour on any day since that great ship
was fully equipped for duty at sea. Or
that similarly ominous prospecti hang,
day in and day out, over every qpi in
any degree responsible for our National
defense. For them there is no freedom
from harm. We live, all of us, under a
continuous debt of gratitude t-thern."-.

The Initial News Release
ti

The hitial news release on an acci
should give as much information as possi
unless the disaster is of such magnitude
information about it is to be released from the
Seat of government. .41

The following iformation, if available,
should be contained iirthe initial news release of
an accident:

Specific type of accident that has
occurred,

Location and time of the accident,

Places of departure and/or destination of
any vehicles invol

Persons involved (subject to
re,quirements on notificatio; of
next-of-kin),

Type of equipment involved, unless
classified,

_Mission of units involved, unless
1 classified, and

*. A statement regarding whether a board
of inquiry is investigating or will
investigate the accident.,

As release, of this kind is i,n accordance with
standard Navy- policy of releasing as much
information as security considerations permit.
Additionally, it provides the news media with
information to convey to the geatral public and
will discourage rumors.

Releasing Names of
:Casualties

,..

The Navy realizes that the great-eat
family can receive is to read in a newspape
a son or husband has been killed, without first
having received official notification from the
Navy. Whenever -possible, the Navy protects the
welfare: of Navy fantilies by withholding the
names of casualties from news wdia.i,until
official notification is made. 1*' :7

One the next-of-kin have been notified,
however, the Navy attempts to ,exPedite' die
rele f the names to newtmediathis relieves
the Ilkiety of * families of Navymen who
were riot involved in the accident.

For 'example, ,assurn,e. that their are a
hundred aviators serving pt a naval air station, If
one is killed in a localigish and,the facts are
released -withoittioning the pilot'spame,
the families of e avialorsla, the area suffer
until-they learn the namnf the victim. After his
next-of-kin are notified, theanxiety of the other
families is relieved when themame is refealled.

To proict the well-being and welfare of
families, the Navy adheres to the following
policy- in releasing the Agmes of casualties to
news media. (NOTE: The following policy was
in effect at. the writing of thit publication. For
the most 4p-to-date guidance on the publicly
release of casualties refer to the PA R s and
Bupers

.

..,_

ACCIDENTS OCCUNING ON A
MILITARY COMMAND WITHIN

' ,. CONUS.Public release of names of Navy
personnel killed or injured may be withheld
until the next-of-kin can reasonably be expected
to have received notification; Every effort will,
be made, however, to release the names
concurrently with the announcement of the .
accident or as soon afterwards as possible, in
order to alley* to undue suspense or anxiety for
relatives of r personnel of the unit involved
in the accide

ACCIDENTS OCCURING I/1 THE PUBLIC
-DOMAIN WITHIN CONUS.If an .accident
occurs off Navy property and Navy pers9nnel
.are involved, every effort should be made to
notify the next-of-kin before releasing the na mes

.

-170
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of those killed or injured. Newsmen on the scene
may be able to obtain identification through
other means, but humaniari= consillerations
dictate that next-of-kin should otified of the
situation before being confronted by the news
through the general media.

Similar considerations hold true for
notifying next-of-kin of Navy civilian personnel
involved M accidents.

AdriD !OCCURRING OUTSIDE `4*
eci command area, release of

names will be directed by the unified-
commander. In other overseas areas, the
next-of-kin will be notified-before names or
photos of casualties are to d. In cases of
multiple casualties, whe notification of
next -of -kin must be de ed because of
incomplete information or lack of positive
identification, the approval of the Chief of Naval
Personnel may be sought for release of a partial
list.

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MORE THAN
ONE SERVICE.In all joint operations, queries
will be referred to joint commander

,regardless of whether Ile is a service whiCh
had the accident.

The first rele ccident during a
joint opefation, or Na 'y artralties in an accident
in which another service is jnvolved,ts zande by
the Navy if a Navy representative is present. This
is true even if the joint-commander is of another
service. The release in that case is coordinated

: e
with the joint commander.

If a Navy representative is not immediately
ailable for comtnent, and certain f ct about

the' accident are obvious, any ..,O.heY service
involved may assist newsmen Ao request
information. An indication should be made that
the information is interim in nature, confined to
he basic known fact, wag that an investigation

ng made or will be riWde.
If an accident involves-rother service during

4a joint operation in 'OA the Navy'
puticipating, -ana if -a-irepresentative of that
service is not available, thie following procedirres

,
PPIY: 1,

At ter the n itial rt4ease by the service
involved, any other crvie which is participating,

ADVERSE NEWS SITUATIONS

-in rescue or assistan>trs gmay
account of its oviii operarlom.

2. Information on slirvivors, in
not released until .-aftei all info_
casualties has beenteileased. In some
however, suCh as when the casualty
another service ,must be substantially delayed,
the Navy may be authorized to release a
stateMent on survivors, such as that'iere were
no Navy cvities.,

DEATH OR INJURY OF NON-NAVY
CIVILIANS ON BOARD NAVY, SIJIPS, .

AIRCRAFT, OR AT INSTALLATI©lS.In a,
unified- comjnand area, action will benlirect
by the unified commander. In other °areas,
notification Will be made by message or

_..Lelephone to the district commandant or other
Wuthority responsible for coordination of public

affairs If national interest is-anticipated,- the
thief of Information will be informed.
Appropriate civil, authorities also will be
informed. Public release of the names of
non -Navy civilian casualties is at the discretion
of the command concerned. If it is considered,
advisable o release Is information before the
next-of- ave been notified, a statement on
the star is notification shOuld be included
in the

D OUTSIDE. CONS.
c op m a n ds must release names
phptographs of casual s'

p
prior to notificatio

next-of-kin. In case o. multiple casualties, whim

invOlve will be delayed due to lack" of
to the next-of-kin of all persons

information or identification of some
individuals, partial release of the naives of
casualties f publication must not be made
without o approval of.cthe Chief of Naval
Personnel.

kat*.
Rule Exertions '7

.../

Dying past naval disasters,i have
excectims to c foregoing rules.

Newsmen it vitally interested in obtaining
the names of th dead and injured. It may be
necessary to rise partial lists to satisfy local
media. Local nex -of-iiin may be notified
hours. It may take 18 to 20 hail c
notification r -opts from families all ver the \;-,



.

..The public ads officer may
release.narnes as the receipts of notification are
received fro the next-of-kin. This diffIcult
but does se to kelp the mediwat to date: in
any case, t is vital % that the names be
double-checke it accuracy.. Releasing a wrong
name is worse than %leasing no name at all.

ening the-names out may require spec
tive. Th'ete is a 195? Gisefhigtory of an

craft carrier colliding with (anthsinking) a
oxer/The .destroyer lost 176 men of ,her

plus crew. News of the disastel- was flashed
the country. Next:of-kin of those on

board the destroyer waited for some -Word of -

'loved ones. thetcollison occurred on'a Sunday,
which Complicated the notiheatioii` Of -

next-of-kin and the release of information:
The Navy public affairs personnel on clutS: at

the Peptagon were given perrnission to work in
the casualty section of SUPERS irt order to
prepare a, casualty list rapidly. The ptiElic affairs ,

4 4touty :officer_ argued. that in this ease- it was
humane to frt the names4d the press as soon as
possible to alleOte the feass and worries of the
families of siiriigfts. He -maintained that since
most families- knOw. of tili'disOiter and its-.
seriousness from ne._3portsf tW/k would be

-the worst..Th this u e instance,
e represeniitives were p mitted to

work alongside Navy pine affairs pc nnel to
expedite the release of nfiniss White certainly
unusual, _this. case demonstrates what can be
done. s .

SP CASES.The grade/ra/e, flame,
y number, an,' date of-611-thi is the
atio tc be released on those
d as missing in action, captured,

d Or beleagured_ and besieged.
the nav of personnel in

e categories are rele d only by the `,
enartment of Defense. The Chiirof Nav
ersonnel maintain 's an -trhergency 'React
enter which will be activated, when a

disaster or accidecit occurs. a
PROVIPING MAXIMUM ACCESS ,

/ TO THE SCENE

News media always want to send newsmen
and photogtaphcrs to tile scene of a BiagiO.:To

Soc

`onlyca

de in
During hgstiliti

_ensure complete. and mr. coverage they should
be pernilted access to the scene whtnever
Vbssible: _ot, however, be given access
when the would:

Interfere with damage control
evacuationmeaiires,

Jeo

Violate securi

It must be remem 4 tht there are re
,regulations which `p_rohi iiE newsmen {min's"-
'visiting the scene Of accident or,,disaster
simply because it tak ace on

.Unless of the .foregoing
-objections exists, action should be n to',.-
-permit entry -to the basi er.installatiq -cl`t4
allow them to visit t scene.

When newsmen are permitted su
they and the -command should- first -agree to
certain Around rules° which" must be. ba'ed
common sense relative to the special,
circurnstanlis of he _sitilatiOn. To av:'

-Conflict; the rules should:be defined in advartee.
of :the visit. The new_ smel, for example, might:'
be asked NOTito: .

'a Seep interviews with injured- personnel'
or their distraught next of kin..

Divulge the names of victims until the
next-of-kin have been notified, regardless/ of the

t,, that they obtain the information by their
n tesources.

172

. Enter areas which are restricted or which
contain classified equipment.

Bring heavy equipttent or otherwise
cumbersome paraphernalia which' might
interfere with rescue operations or require
additio l personnel to carry it 54

Seek interviews with individual .rescue
workers or the persorbiel in rge of the-

ation.

%Vander from the designated cess area
search o f additonal inf- ation or

pho °graphs.
it,
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Once the newsmen have arrived at the scene
,ti'''hey should be given all practicab freedom to

Move -.about, take photograph and gather
, information, as long as they observe the ground

mks set up in advance. 6

If an accident, occurs in the public domain
(outsideethe confines of a.military installation),
the Navy =has sof right to prevent newsmen= or

._ -Other civilialit from going to the sdene. They
may be kept away that is, kept .at a
distanceonly When their preset*,-': may
-Ltitertere-Aqth operations, jeopardize their own
safety, or possibly violate security. '"

The Navy has no right to prohibit
,enor any civiliam' far that matter frbm

hOtographs of An unclassifie.- accident
he -public domain. There, have been a,

nate situations in the past where
cam film .-were il!;,rcibfy taken from
eivili Ames at npoitil. '

& es ./ .picture which is
. ela surrender it; -Inform him
II that -classified tlefenie Material is

ral law. (Violators may be
l'Ian $10,000; imprissped for

.not n 10 years, :Or both) Doanot use
,_,,foete. . ce of Civil law enforcement

officials, can be requested in prevenqng
mpromise of elasgied information or

material.terial. Cooperation of the faipitiors.-- of
offending news media representatives can be
solicited. 4.4-

AUTHORITATIVE BACKGROU
INFORMATION

f

The equipnte t involved, in naval disasters
often glily a nical. The circu tends
surroun g a collision at se or aircraf ccident
are usually unfamiliar to the man.

In order to'reeok the fac %in context it is,/
npbrtant that the media fullyiincerstand'what ,

as:happened. Such untterstakding may also help
them to be -sympathetic in M`e*reporting of
why it happened. _ .

Technical manuals usually seem coffusing
and unnecessarily detailed td the uninitiated. The
public affairs staff, in -many cases, cannotii explain tectulfealities or spec_ ialized operation

attempt to 'dpso, with ',thorough

ADVERSE NEWS SITUATIONS

owledie, can only lead to additional
confiision.

Soon after the --a init
concerning the loss of ainuclear sub

t
- the

Navy Department made certa= echnicaPexperts
available t answer speed questions
cones fining su riajne operatiplis. One of these
was the' rmer coinhiariding officer of a-n ar
submarine. Tt bffiber, who himself had t n a
nuclear submarine' under the Antic ice fields;
spent several hours 'providing background
information to Pentag9n press.corps. He also
appeared in a (ritiniber of televised interviews.
While being careful to avoid weculati as to
the cause of the disaster, he Biel providiitugh;
technical data to enable stories to be ten'

#accurately. He was also able to dispel a-number --
of unfoindedr., stories and rumors which
circulated soon after the sinking. One Pentagon
newsman remarked that these -briefilig
contributed greatly to the Le 41elleht public
relations associated with the disastel:-

The importance of background information
was also evident hi -, the handling ,_ of the
Benningtdn disaster. Tip, official case stlidy. had
this to say:, W 6!

et 4.Contrary to popular belief, a major
disaster does not Fiecessarily result in bad
public Telatims.. From the Benxi, n

,

disaster stales
individual'" oism and self-sa
which elicited'' a sympathetic.
response tliroyghout ale coun
Editorially and otherwise, the press
praised the Navy's 'fast action in saving .

lives and keeping a minimum: = ,

Many newspap pointed ou
eacetime, s ers are:the unfortun
u t ne-c scary consequence ,p f.

maintaining the nation's rriilitarY
seal 4,

Batikglind information which may Alm 'to
be recipte or'utoo- much ttotible'* lb the Trectic

urs follo-wing a .'disasier may be -the most
important in the long run.

54 *
ING SUR

has been noted o
disaster survivors vvere=in

ral occasion that
iewed by the rem.



hout having been vde6rieffd by the
pub officer or an assistant from hisi

- staff. By_ fmg Air. earl a prtive;imeeting
at . which e survivors are in wed to
determine their experiences and counsel thorn'

their Upoominimeeting With newimen.
Other cogniiant nil must also be present
to offer d tidance tDebriefmg may not

ne*arnen- 'are Sken to the
alinowredgeab e escort c

c p -inform n `ob in
ntext. individuals. in th

often do not know the full
happened. ibiso sometimes
ternantS based oh their own

ateas'of the disaster.
onal disastes the survivors may

. what can be said about the
hick they were engaged. Ohe result-is
refuse to idiswer any questions and
become runcoopeiative,:' calling
y attention tol-)--the classified,

circurtostanees nardundin the/accident-There it
als the, po§sibility of a survivor perfOrtning his

securit resew ined on incomplete
knOv4eti disaster or operation.

Cert rs may be disg_runlIell about
Me opera -.or' the ship, and atterrrpt to lay
blame,,0i ,faulty. equipment, poor leadership,
Rng honrs,, gt cetera. The newsmen, fho have
no,way of kiEnvigi-thereliabllity'of the person,

t -what Itterare told. Other survivors may
deeply resent prying eyes and vent their feelings
on the media representgiv;s.

Iii one stable incident,-the crew of a Navy
rf;h had e, been attacked . over

tars by' communist aircraft was
re :hey could be tdebriefed

s officer. linfoitupately,
news confereSce did nqt
details concerning,' the

or 'the tyke of. equipment it "
an disclose that the- craft

airplay
int
made
by
many
know
aircraft
car led

accomm
ent in

ating machine
been
avail§b

backfired

aces n
wm n

because
was A

he voy.

'privately debref crew, would have been tirrkeN
well spat.

PROMOTH4
THE NEXT

It is fratlitionalllesponsibility in the Navy to
look after e families of Navymen. The.14

ed in the welfare of the f
Navyrnen as it is in the welfare of, en
themselves. WhenAt, ditaster occurs, the
nex suffer °tone- anguish and'
ahnost equal tci the physical suffering of
the disaster. These pectple must be prote

There ar -number °fey
affairs office can help to ease the
the next-of-kin. One.way is to handle thertilease=
of news competently. This includes the proe
release, of information as it become_s 'available,

rticularly the names cif canialties, to ease the
iety of families whose lov w not

involved
the next -on liva near the' or

of a ship inVoWett in aster.
news of the d !salter *aches them,

nverge on the base to be near the
ation. Provision; Must be,-,

m. They should never be left twill
reso r fifes or permitted wait outside
fcif se cond -Aflitka nd information:

Guide l s forAllandling* the next-Of-6 a

should ,be specified in the disastet plan.
Normally, this >re onsibilit:y is assumed, by the
chaplain and his ssislargs. In. some
command will a oint a next-of-kin.info
officer to work the CIB.

f

.
d.

NECESSARY QUALME R
DISASTEIR.PUBLIC

A .

ere are fives major factors whic
contr ute to the success or failure of the public
affairs aspect ifra diSister, situallon: accurac
honesty, linpartililitY, initiative, and good taste.

.question this .a, ! meilvf disa4ar tifeirrittbe many.

at the tupe. Navy - tomptations to ley on memory or to make
that mutest educated .:e in answer lo .seemingly,

'4._.

17+ 4'



Chapter e5 PUBLIC AFFAII. IN ,A AVERS

inconsequential questions. Newsmen may be
pressing from all sides for bits of information

h must be laboriously checked for accuracy.
An offhand answer to a question such as,

"How many ripen doesan airplane like the one
that crashed usually carry?," may haunt you for
weeks or months. A w estimate might imply
the aircraft was pe fitted to fly with an
intiomplete crew. An mate mightexcite,-
speculation about a special mission or
overloaded airplane.

lklo detail is too small to confirm in any
normal dealings with' the press. Checking and
rechecking factsiin a disaster situation should be
standard Opetating procedure. It could very well

tween success or failure-ofa the difference
our whole-eff:

In this td you mustresist efforts by the
media to fob; 'answer to a question before it
has been authenticated. This is particularly
difficult when deadlines approach or there is
pressa from a newsman who is personally
known and trusted: -Being stampeded into an
answer at 4- time like this can only result in
additional pfroble ,

One im port an accuracy Illk the
rues isa ter tams. A misspellet

ng ini in et grade or rat can
nwarrante anxiety or suffering 'to the

ofr-kci An example of this, was the crash of
a transport plane in the late 1950s. The

,
blia a firs offi in its haste to obit

n Sill e n , le aied- e flight manifest fro
another aircraft Of the same type which was
flying a sOilar mission 011 the same day. The

jiidentification numbers of the aircraft" were
similar add were not ble-checked before
*ease: In an attempt to provide quick
assistance, a tragicinistake was de

. 0
A.

'Honesty

S SITUATIONS

Honesty_ in deailing
prime irnportlirso,
surrounding a tet1
conno3ationdland sort
Tihi only dilution, noise

with thecanedia is of
The c um stances

negative in
I to adm

is complete honety
and ca

Overt 'dishonesty is 'generally net the
problem. any of the:facts are readily available
pr discern i le to the press. The - problem of

IS

indirect dishonesty is most. often encountered.
Neglecting to tell the whole story or glossing
over certain unsavory facts is dishonest. Failing
to tell the news media that the commanding
officer of a ship was previously batrolved in a
similar disaster is a form of dishoneSty.'

Apart from the moral implications of
indirect dishonesty is the problem of being

Should the media discover dishonesty ill
a Navy news release (if dishonesty exists, they
are -40kelY to) the facts withheld assume new
importance. Since they are discovere the
basic stories have been written the e sL gled
ow for individual attention. They migh
have been facdially xeported' deep in some
on at story.

Impartiality

The Navy cannot expect fair treatmen om
a -'the news media unless it treats all ia

4...
My. Never giVe infection or any

advantage to one news medium and withhold it 1`

from another. -If yqu allow one new n aceets
to thiliscelle of a disaster, you must- Hu
acces ,to all This includes newsp

ices, radio, 61evition, and agatines; .-
Oc ionally, when too ma=ny

newsmen the see o st ray, the Navy sir

mu onnation. 00i
exa en newimen request.
per a ship inwolved in a major
d ,the dead_and injured. have
been e cuated, darnage control measures dare
stili ogress. he ship's captain or damage
control ci iced hat 12 men can't, be ,

controlled nd tort inter ere with operations,
but he agr. s to allow one or twopboard.'In this
situation the 12 newsplii wou be asked to

lect on- or two members of their gtoup to go
aboard and pad out the infonnation on a.pool
basis. If one were ap otographer,4ny photos he
made would be dik buted foal!. Once the pool
agreement ...is rnade,tie reporters Grimm-fled
morally bound to are everything they saw, .

aphedr -yr recorded with all members of
he pool. .0. ,

Normall esentatives of different media
'selecte ensure -'h cross sectionf

coverage. As described in chapter 2. Of tins
manualL- esta shed pecicedur used



media representatives everywhereirt often .

employed by the Washington press corp

Initiattie

A good -..;40 anticipates the needs of
newsmen. You should get em thi facts,
figures, andllother 'information -they'll need
before fey git a chance to jisk for it Taking
this initiative hita-Nveral advantages:

It shoWs yOu're interested in thicir
problems and wan Cooperate.

ndicates that the public affaio staff is
re situations" when _. they arise.
Newsmen appreciate e and
relourcefulness because. ivalities
required of them in'their own roftssions,

It establishes an an- of honesty nd
frankness. They kaow you afenot trying to hide

ythg of "cove'? up."
4 .

It Saves timebottr.sours) and theirs.- If
you provide information as soon as it becomes
available, newmen don't have to ga out and dig
it up themselvse-Releasing news promptly also
saves you fom reheated zqueries on- the same
abject.

.you follow the procedure above,
the job or reading s over the, phone to
the Media probably will fall to you also. You'll
do this while the PA (or director cif the CIB)
talks to other office d gets new info ration
and guider' ou can ke down any questions 1
yod are as, and either get the answers
yourself or r er them to your boss. However,
you should = r assume the role as spokesman,
unless specif allg; detignated by the officer - in

o
Good Taste

4
I

taste under any circumsttice is a
kat ec determination. However, most .
important to consider in relati' a naval
disaster. It-is eikehtly a consideration to keep in
mind when releasing informati or

regillatidris governing go5ld tits*. It is a ersonal
photographs. There are no spedfic ni or

evaluation tfased on your own experierye,
judgment, and plain common sense.

Newsmen are .-,gene
*violating. principle of gp
media brit .their Own unwritten
are usually adequate to protectthri..-victlli or their next-of-kin. There
igiigt the publication of "horror..

'or news stories; but each newspaper or telelifalon
station has its own code of ethics. You cannot
take "censorship" actions to keep -such

., information from being taken from the scene of
---, the disaster. You must rely on the usual good

taste-of the individual media representative.
the Navy's standpoint, however, yo

can take acticj'to preserve good taste. This is
certainly true in the case-of Navy ph= raphers c
whose pictures will be leased to he news
media. A fe,.. of the things tis wat that

violate good taste are-..
Photographs of , casualties or ,the

in when .they iire in a state of shock.

D Is of personal conduct' of
scandalous nature.

Information., which_ might prejudice. the
rights of _an accused or a. party to -I.-an
investigation, before these facts Are brought out

. in open,cdurt. \11 .4/`

s the NaVy to state its position
cts it .releases. 'You haXe to be

Itr, to avoid the appearance of
hitewash the facts. .

e
i

provides alibi copy for public
affairs files. s... . ----

This is an area where you as a senior idbai-e
certain to be of value to your command. Most of

--the otesisions concerning media relations and
pUblic affaiss policy will be made by the ofirieer
iis command ,or public affairs officeralthough
you may get deeply invert eft in thisif there is, no
full-r e PAO in the command.'
713 t whatever the situation, gging up facts

and igures jg the JO's job, a jo u can dig into
as soon as r'ou .get the word that thire has been
aa, Accident. .Almost any faict your_ research
brings Out will help the PAO and the n
m ..0 -

f
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prime gu- n
the fround Jules

and fac
indicate

a, spot new
-ews med. thou

Mgr ils
atrthoritr as
provide Znil g
involved when, h
situation. Then,
OA DfPA),, a

ICEEPIDIG CIRNFO INFORMED_

news eventwhether it a
e the Evans-Melbourne collision,

1 U.S. destroyer and 'an Australian
carrier in June 1969) or a crisis such as

.the eekure of Pueblo the m ai r in -which theie
a media are handled can pave f retZhing effects

on the Navy's public image.
"Ill e release of adverse
f DB ional interest rests

wit tl c Office o he stint Secretary of
Defense for Public Affan, ASD(PA). For this
reason, DOD directiVes reqUire tae. Navy to,

secure? the advice-of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Public-Affairs) througli established
ommand _Channel before taking actions which

Want public affairs Mipliciporks:"
In case or& national news storm i

"established command channel" between e
wy and the t'Deptrithent of Defense is th

of Information. For CHINFO to perfo
1A Regs r

the ffice of Information with
uires lodal public -affairs

o provide,
complet ,information on any crisis

r on a continuing basis_ (NOTE: If the
mend involved is a component -of a

the "estittilished :con -mend
A) would be tlitough the

der as described in chapter 2 of
1

informatin is, not
able, WO news desk should a

e alerted b' phdlne or message that a, majo
news sto ing: Facts should then be

-relay CH 0 by - the test possible
means as they become kno actsmust
include ny classified informa in ne essay to,
givecoinplefunderstand" the situatiOn,
as well as a ninuharY of information has
atready2. released o s otherwise rally
knovtn bye pews media and the publi _

'Lgcal commands are auttfoiized in most
instances to makea "spot news'.' atno ncement

- shortly after the incident occurs,. even, oes

by
CHISFO

c
edified
dination

easing authority or
ation will be esisnated.

ie authorit to rele information mayfbe
tly A_ S (PA), it may be del_

perhaps to HINF'9, a corztrpander, or a
naval distric coinmandant.

As soon as release procedureK4uthority, and
other. .public affairs policy guidance have been
determined, CHINFO' advises the cogni
cor hands and establishes channels for exc
of Lnfonnation. If, necessary, he arrange* to
augment public affairs personnel at the scene or

hilt' a tIB.
regaedless of who the 4releazing
is the public affairs people at

0 become deeply involved" whene'er a
Tna6or Na news stbry. breaks.

CHINFO's 'media'? relations division
inirriediately begins to-gather material on the
personnel and command involved, to usedtlis;
background information for an in al news
conference for the najtkonal media, for
tesponse to subsequetir media quene e-
audivv4i, al and still photo branche
files fkr motion picture footage d st photos
that mik_ht be needed. they a so contact the
Nay* Photographic Center to determine vet

.additional photography is available.
liLthe,news branch, shirOjetorks and officer

6iogr4oahies as well as other general facts about
the command are assembled, and an initial news
release or statement is drafted. A news de&
watch bill is set on 24-hour basis
antigipaT n 'Ws qtlerie

over thj
sever casualties

incident, a watch o
Naxy Personnel Emergency Inforinati6 Center
to info,4_:ffie .CHINFO news b nch -as-
next-of-kin are nbtified, making the e of
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that _w ll soon e
ld.
involved in the

s sent to the BUPERS
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casualties available- tiff release, Another CH-
offieer'may a sent to the Chief of
Operations flag plot Area fa keep up
operattonal developments as they are repo
from the field. Liaison is established wi
Chief of Legislative Affairs and tlit offices of'the
Chief of Naval Operations and the Secretary of
the Navy to keep them informed of all public
a ailpiapects of thesituation. In some cases,
liaison' with the State Department or ari
Americin.' embassy overseas may, also be
required.

In! coordi41114ri with .ASD(PA), CIAINFO
will make, arrangements for the initial national
news release, Statement. oL.nels conference -as
soon as sufficient facts on the .crisis or disaster
are. ayailable. An announcement, at the seat of

rent will be made whether or not a spot
neQsqelease -has been made_Aeyiduk.

Because of the tremendous linount of
preparation and coordinallon that CHINFO
must immediately accomplish whenever a
disaster story breaks, it is essential that the
Office of Information has as much leadtime as
possible. Only then .can the national news..
media's Surging demands for information be
handled smoothly and quickly,

-r

SPECIFIC ADV
NHANDLING G

Th:-
-.offere y 1-0

;
_them been

a list specific guide?
onal Nay O. Most

lved in the public affair
e news situations over the

st ements, somewhat
nted here in form of ,

1- affairs

aspects of major adve
past /5 yeifs. ui
parapl rased are p
ms's and D '

(,officejia

Do's
b ,

yoilf public afta s
durin a disagfer_ This is one of the
your talents are Particularly...needed.

Do confer as soon, pos,S0
urity ex is to establish gro
aring info atipn and_ ply

ide acces for the pwss

Do establish an Information center (or C B)
which is accessible to the news media andiclegly
marked. Identify this as the place wherCiall
official announcements willbe made.

Do conduct a news briefing as soon as
possible after the disaster. This will bring the
media up to date rapidly' and save briefing each

mber individually. Announcements and
lements should be reproduced and handed

o arrange physical services for the CIS as
soon as possible. These would include extra
phone lines, typewriters, paper, bulletin board,'
coffee, and so forth.

behave a brief meeting with the media after
the initial confusion has subsided to establish
ground rules of operation satisfactory to
pubt affairs officer and newsmen.

Do *point the-area in which the disaster
took place in initial reports; e.g. identify the
building by number, the exact floor, and portlbn
of that floor which w s involved. This can
comfort thousands of r latives and friends 'and
save many extra phone lst

Do' get media rem tativss, or at least' a
news pool; -to the scene 8 the disaster as soon it

r-is whattthey fit me to scotpossible. _T
andyepo

Do prOvi e media with escorts
Do pret d technIN1experts

m e d iar-' and explain pertinent b
information concerning thctS e

0 "41444 each qi.

risibility
imes when

Navy
for.

it

brief the
round

nor
an, 1;W%, ", the Id 'be

._..ained. A ``nd' Omin own out
of proportion in- n erne Dion. .

Do doublecheck eath fact .before including it
in a release or.iiiitting it out in a weht to a press
query.

jgDo establish a Policy, line as soon as i ble
'-z-thrcitilhitk office of -the Chief of I on

and appropriate sonVtr local comma
EN estarth a fflOrk-ing Jela o

where information !will be found, wi h the. .
officer in charge of .the relief effor A so e
sure *to ,:knoWT who will be liaking o
dekbisidit whiith, may be newsy orth

tally be the ,off n
ular,- 4init, ship, ai . ne "



Chapter 6PUBLIC AFFAIRS I ADVERSE NEWS SITUATIONS

Do make the officer in command, or
appropriate senior officer involved, available to
news media as soon as possible.

Do make survivors available to newsmen as
soon as possible. Debrief them first. It is best to
get this over with quickly and under controlled
conditions. The media will want these
individuals eventually, and will go to their
homes if they are not rnade available.

Do treat all media the same. Treat them
fairly and equally. Playing favorites will only
'cause trouble.

Do
S.be completely honest in all stater ts

within the limits of security.
Do Tellease all' information as it becomes

available. Holdingbitseel information until there
is enough for a "big" release is not appreciated
by the news media.

Do .know exactly what is going to be said '
before standing 'up before the media. Always
read announcements- Reproduce and hand them
out if time allows. Reproduce them after the
announcements are made in any event.

Do try to view, the situation from the
viewpoint of the media, from time to time. This
he; to anticipate their needs and questions.

o admit mistakes. They will come to light
eventually, and it is best that disclosures come
froin an official source.

Do set iup "dal telephones or telegrap
facilities where survivors can contact thei
next-of-kM This is noteonly humanitarian, but

mIrly individualsaves you from- answerin
queries.

Do remember, ticielarly ira

noimetropolitan areas, the disaster may be
the "bV stary''"of the yea . Try to understand.
why the media are pushing so hard.

Do remember that some media
representatives are local citizens who may b
emotionaOcifkoNed in the disaster.

try to stay ahead of the media wit! itesh
irrfo-rination. Once behind, it is difficult to h
up.

Do inform whoever is in charge atthe scene
thiedistaster that the public affairs officer an

his assi resent and we assuming thFi
sponsibilit

Do keep the officer iii command informed'
-about whit is ha, pening. who from the media

pr nt:wilhat has been said, and so forth_

Do keep higher corn ands continually
informed; they also will ave intense media
interest in their areas d ill need current'
information. Open phone lines e best.

Do assemble .th- aeries, home towns, d
next-of-kin of dead injured on separate I is
as soon as possible. .

Do provide adequa comm
facilities. to unin d ofj an
commercial use.' hone I ne must be
reserved -for the P s use

Do be c -available to he media.
Once there h an official okesman
designated, h e on hand.

Do be ered members of the
public affairs add to the confusion
and can easily influence the tone of the stores
beini filcad.

. r

Do work to help dependents, families, and
nds of those involved in the disaster. They

are desperate for information.
Do be aggressive in the nest for

information. It is your job to do It is better
that you question officials than that isolated
members of the news media do so.

Do .make reassuring statements in the form
of status reports whenever possibl; for instance,
when all the injrjred lave been removed to a
hospital.

Do .Do be positive in a n situation
media Will then know thatou are working to
get infomiation.

Do klep al member's of your own ,staff
I informed and tip-rdatite. TUy Will perform

betteih if they have the latest infOrmarion.
Do ake arrangements` the comfort of

the med and -aopendOtits, such as oviding
sandwich s, -offee,aniii\the like,

Do alert to NAityie stories which may
develop, uch as the hero c work of relief
workers or the number of doctors and nurses
working to treat survivors.

Do pay attention to Information on
the ship or base. Navy p sons nd employees
imuld know the f _ y so they don't relate
all-truths or relay rumors.

Do periodically check with decision makers
and heads of the relief operations for additional
infOrmatiob-- they are busy 3n$ may f rget Jo
keerithe public affairs off ice informed.
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Do maintain a written record of media'
queries and answers supplied.

Do maintain a complete written record or
mg done. This will be valuable
e person should be assigned to

log of what
later. Perhap
do nothing b

Don't's

kew newsken peering through the
gate by themselves if there is some delay in
admitting them to The base. Go out and explain
what the problems are. Leave .someone with
them who can escort them through promptly
when proper clearance is obtained.

Don't stay away from the news media
hoping they will not get the information.

Don't lie under any circumstances.
Don't withhold information, err photo

cooperation On the basis of d . taste."
Security is the only4eason for hol

Don't invoice the security ban less it is
-absolutely necessary. Never classify a Motion
-for hisnanitarian reasons or to cloak mistaltes.

Don't be stampeded or pushed into making
premature statements. Release the facts only
when you are certain they are facts.,

p :_'newsmen to go about on their
own. This gsulfs di embarrassment for tjle

it& public affairs staff. This
nd tide w should be eStablis d
atnc.

n't give amen -of casualties* until
next-of-kin have be n notified sunless accidefit is
in the public domal ), and until they;have been
doublechecked.

Don't hold infor tion too long in an effort
to get one Pr two acts. It is best to release
information as it become a lahle.

Don't attempt to co anything that is
apparent _a,e.a.sily i d, such ass- the
ccirrimandinNfaZ experience in ,a
similar disaster.

Don't disguise reality. consciously
understJting or overstating the ri usness of a
disaster ill only cause later pry erns,

Don't speculate, make ucated guesses
about causes, or render person opinions.

t r nhandle media represen Lives,
/Instnic. escorts and sentries to notify the public

affairs officer if an unforesee
involving the media.

Don't guess or rely on memo in
queries.

n develops

t succumb to the tegriptation
even e smallest fact. Something which appear!

rito be ornpletelyzbued brnaobtainable by the
media may suddenly burst hatnAte open and
embarrass the Navy even w

Don't permit the offi
other cognizant ,personnel
without appropriate
representation.

Don't bar newsmen 'except far their personal
safety or for security reasons.

n't try, to sway 'the-uewrtiiedia in Mt
fide '-facts or

ing the danger-
instance, is
"give us-a

date.
mmand. or

iviewed
is affairs

Navy's favor except with
pertinent background. Unders

ved 'in certain opetatio
mit tq -the s

are not.

Do , to put "good side" to the
infomia 'on. This will !wily end up saving the
"bad or expandeciexplOitation later:

b afraid to say !`No" if security
r ins or safety o Navy personnel and

a represent threatened.
consider ar,y newsman -naive or

or. VimptS to ignore, overwhelm,
press dews= 'can backfire in print.
Don't IFt th _Meer in comma.nd-a

affairs office_ own. Take °yews nick
med 0111Vions fesponsibility as p sidle.

on't reSe? a ,,,medid esentative to
someone else for answers or erview unless ,

proper liaison' bas been previously establiihed.
Don't set) up unnecessary restrictions

Cc; mplicat0,- procedures to impress Nov
supefiors th't the jobs_ is being done.. Th

. smooper the public affai- part of the operation,
progresses, the be ------

Don't show fav itrs to one'
media r eprese_
information at the OM

Don't become invdi
dfrectly cone n the.
except in e erne itudtion
necessary to tie re ef effor

I

hings whic
fairs, r> ion

jereiit beco es
to save a life:-

co eDon't ay do every fling and. by
hopelessly bogged crown- i tails.
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,,necessary to apologize to
or civilian, for aggressive

c0n
es . ab

...information from
pembnnel involv
might prolde ma
Boles -

Don 't come upset. lIy constructive
critkism.b9 news media representatives.

Don't forget that ,,the manner in 'which
public affairs personnel conduct themselves may
influence' the tone of the stories about the entire
disaster.

Donut concentrate On the nedia :present to
the exclusion of those which are not. One
reliable and quick'outlet is the local radio
station which syi11;:rtape and: broadcast disaster
information.

Don't wait fbr inlomation. Run it doWn
ckget it out. '0

Don't attempt to try anyettle or any cause in
the news media Stas;;,4 d objective. No
inferences.

Don't try', to co
formal investigation o
they are classified.
which-pay have res
efficient ha'ndlfrig
un ne.

ain 'news media
blems in obtaining
leer in command or

f operations. This
some embarrassing

flisdings of a
sy grounds that

ing, rmach
promp

KING FOR

aval disaster
however,

ila es in each
and bases to

ects of disastef.
ber rof ertteraen

essen nficpie.
ber of mated

similarelies perm it
rot, the hysical

for instance has
e.g. Collisibn, Man

. These enable the
ely face

disaster
Fh era.

sirntla ties encoun
affair -ects of
and recoinmemia cins
basic tocil.be g n
publie `fairs in al d

n demonstrated
in handling the public
sasters. 1;he comments

ussect so far are
ry -fc succcessfu I
s, of th, future.

/

et's look at the iniporthrices of -advance
planning for public affairs in an adverse news
situation. *,

The only way a command can make sure
ublic affairi are handled effeciively in the
of .a disaf ter is to have-a plan. The details

d be Armed in' advance with other
departments, approved by the officer in
command, and issued in the-form of a directive.
The directive may, be an instruction or a separate
annex to the command's overall disaster plan.

ts

While planning is always i
especially so in the disaster si
fast-breakingiews story. The
ponder ,what would be the bes
hings or to research re

?procedures to follow. The
want the facts and they wan

All disaster -public rely
`;,that the key to successful a
situation is the existence Of a
formulated plan.

octant, it is
or in the
time to

y. of doing
ons about
and public
mediately.

experts agree
in a disaster

en, previously

One Navy public affairs- officer .who made a
detailed study of the public-kejOions aspects of
the loss of, nuclear 'submarine had,this similar
observation.

'81

.`The time to make decisions orb the
brold questions of philosophy and
organization is when things are quiet and

n be considered calmly and
of jectively. When there is no pressure,

public affairs officer eari often win
Rrity.al, for basic policies, like full

cooteratiosi with the press and.absolute
/candor, that he might be able to
only with difficulty whop the instinct
for self-preservation is at ifteakin the
morn6nt of a crisis."

The above staTernents only reaffirm the
c:ontention often repeated in this chapter that
the most, Important actions taken by public
affairs personnel to .handle the public, affairs
aspects of a disastet are those t2keti fat in
aduarwe. They also point to the importdnee of
teh ine the plan periodically.



PUBLIC AIRS OBJECTIVES
IN 4k NAVAL DISASTER

One of the first steps to be taken
attempting to solve any public affair s probl is
to establish-objectives. As elementary or obvious

this action may be, it is one*of the first things
that is frequently forgotten in a disaster
'situation. _Fos, this reason it is important .that
you know -rin advance what your 'command's
public affairs objectives should be in the face, of
bad news. There are three:

To retain public confidence in the Navy.

To preserve good media relations.

To protect and promote the welfare of
Navy personnel and thqir families.

In addition to these, objectives the public
affairs office has certain immediate and
continuing responsibilities in a disaster situation:

To safegu cLclassifieti 'information
material.

divid l staff billets relative to tie h?ndling cif
iiblic affairs in-a disaster:-

In addition, there- should OFFICE
PLAN outlining the detailed actions to be taken
by the public affairs officer and his staff to
fulfill their designated responsibilities.

The Command Plan

the command plan provides a soli&base for
the public affairs staff in a disaster. By being
promulgated as
sanctioned b

,cooper.
speed"
and th
find o
absence' of

Live it is officially
and. It assures

e, command.
_des object 'es

ps of 'e public affes staff
vents command: In the
public affairs .officer, it also

serves as a general guide to the officer appointed
to take his place_

The cornman4 plan might lobk goniething,
like figure-6- 1. "? . ' ,`-]

The command plan illUstrated might-contain"
'-other.. details in accordance with specifit.,.
requirements-of the indiViduaL coinmand. In
case :: of a ship, fin instance, -' spec

.

responsibilities might, be 'delegated to
iutnery officer, .nuclear weapopf officer,
enginiering officer, and so forth. val bases
and -installations may be in
ctivities such as the testing of tae

ining of fl personnel, pport
u © Int each -the minim nd plan
*erred "to enco r ass the disaster contin encies

example of a disaster public affairs plan (c lied

anticipated as a result of the spe alio&
activities of the idual commands. A other

an "Adverse 'Incident Plan" here)' appe s in
appendix V of this manual.

and

'Po: release all information `compatible
with-the equirements of security.

To provide news media with maximum
practicable access to the accident -scene
and a continuousvflow of n oripation
regarding the disaster.

1,!

es asTo release' the names of ca
soon as current policy permits,

TWO DISASTER PLANS
NECESSARY

To best meet the daily con itmen and..7
lfill the public affairs respon ibilitie.s in

ster situation, you miistpreRar w,o disaster.,
.

ns. One, which will be enzed t e COMMAND
PLAN, should be issued by*re...command in the
form of an official directive br appended to any
master disaster plan as a public affairs annex.
The command plan promulgates broad
informa n policies and designates overall
rasp sibili ties to ' staff department dr

The it lic Affa

182

ders:t p blic
Ily meet and fulf l its restinsibilities in

a sass situation, a, writt office plan must be
preptred. This plan shOuld outline the specific
actions to be takfr, by the public affairs officer
and pis staff. Appended 'to this plan would be
the, specialized information, checkoff lists,,
phone lists, and so forth, which would 'assist thd
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Base Directive 5700.1

Frorn: Commanding Officer_
To: Distribution List

.Subj: Public Affairs DisaEter Plan

Ref: . (a) Department of the Navy" Public Affairs eRegulations
(b) Bureau of Naval Personnel Manualfi

1. Purpose. To promulgate pglicy and establish responsibilities for the efficien
and release of information concerning base personnel and units involved initri:lisas

Policy.
4

ndliq

a.' The basic public affairs policy of the Navy as promulgated by reference (a) to
keep the public-informed of the activities of the Navy ad compatible with military security.
Officers in command are fesponsible for Cheimplatmencation'of.the_public

and programs of the Navy Department and for the conduct of public affairs within their
commands.

.
B. The cimelyrelease of unclassified infCprmation and other actions necessary to keiP

the publicinformed are t ndatory in the event .of any-naval disaster pccIrrinl on this.

III,
Definition. Disaste n the ccvitext

)
of thi's directive is cons be arty naturally

caused or man-made incident which:
4

Et. Causes personnel casualrie
results in death, being placed in a "-
hospitalization.

I

whether o military or civilian personae!, which
n status, or injuries serious enough to require

b. Causes major damage or destruction to material.

c. Coultfiecome then ct of news media interest.

4. Responsibilities. in support of the information policies of this command the following
specific responsibilities are delegated and assigned in the evient of a disaster:

a. Public Affairs Officer. The Public Affairs Officer (PAO) is responsibile tothe
commanding officer for all public aftairslespeciS of the disaster including the release of
pertinent inforrnatioa, liaison 'kith news edia iepresencatives, and liaison with netr-of-

.

-\5kin and relatives phikapproach. the base in search of information. He will oak* Ate
r..

ne ary actions to keep the Commanding Offic and higher auth 'titles continually
i .4

.

. 174.4.1
Figure 1.Sample command public airs ditties' plan.
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informed concerning iheinforniational_asncts of (he disaster. In the -event that civiliiir"
relief organizations are needed re, assist in relief operations, he will establish anti
maintain liaison with tote public affairs representatives of thos.e organIzations.

The PAO will be the sole releasing aeltority for all information and as" such will
,,. .-coordinate all reports relative to the disaster. Time.and riffykical Circumstances

permitting, he will clear all major announcements or rels:ases of informatio-n, prior
to public disserninaliois, with the Commanding Officer.

1.

lie will, with the assistance of other base personnel, take tit( actions necessary
fulfill his responsibilities. These might include the establishment-of a CommInd
Information Bureau, Next-of-Kin Lounge, Media Transportation Pool; Photographic
Teams; etc.

b. Security Officer. The Base Security Officer willascertain at the earliest possible
moment t he security implications of t he disaster'relative, to the release of information
and access of newsmen o the scene and communicate his findings to PAD. He
will maintain constant liaison with the PAO to provide csntinuous security guidance.,..
He will, if possible, accompany the PAO, his staff, ews media representatives
to ale scene of the disaster and be present at all new riefings or conferences. If
the Security Officer cannot be present, he will send a suitable representative.

c. Di leiter Officer. The officer designated as the Disaster Officer in charge of
relief operations at the disaster scene will provide the PAO with assistance in
obtaining information for release, and in providing access eo the disaster scene for
media representatives and release at the first opportunity. It is important that this
officer provide a continuous flow of pertinent information to the public affairs staff
for subsequent release. The containment of a fire, rescue of trapped personnel;
removal of all the dead and injured, etc., are the types of information which must be
immediately communicated to the PAO or his representative.

d. Personnel Officer. The base Personnel Officer will maintain close liaison with
the PAO to facilitate the release of casualty lists in accordance with reference (b).
He will immediately inform the PAO when receipts from next-of-kin notifications
have bc'en received. In addition, the Personnel Officer will provide such personnel
services as may be required by the PAO to properly augment his staff with clerical
help, escorts, messengers, food ha.ndlers, drivers, photographers, and personnel to
render general assistance. He will also provide officer personnel ro act as assistants
to the PAO in capacities such as Next-of-Kin Informatioi -and Liaison Officer,
Communications Liaison Officer, Administrative Assistant, and Technical Information
Officer.

e. Communication icer. The base CornimunicitiOns Officer will supply the
necessary assistance ded to augment the telephone, teletype, and intercommunications
systems in the Public Affairs Office, Next-of-Kin Lounge, Media InfOrmation Center,

174.48.2
Figure 6- 1.Sample command public affairs disaster plan--Continued.
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andhit other u iropriate I ca Where netaps ary ae will assist the FAG in obtaim.
ing additional, assistance from commercial eornr 'cations organizations such As the

plione company, Western Union Telegraph Company, etc. He will assist the PAO
stablishingsrornPt and continuous communication with higher naval luthority

f. Supply Officer.. The bast Supply Officer will aftisc the PAO with the facilities
available tO.his department. As specified by,trhe PA( he will supply tables, chairs, typet
writers, clerical cots, coffee'urns and coffee, food' as necessaq, dishes and
implements, and other items in the supply inventory which will assist the.PAO to - fulfill.
his responsibilities in the best pgssible mannes,.

g. Transportation Officer,' -Will provide as feasihrie, not to interfere ith relief opera-
tiora vehicles necessary to meet the transportatiop-requiremerms.of the PAO is roeetisi
his responsibilities.

h. All Base Personnel. Oiler personnel who may be directly or indirectly evolved in
the disaster are reminded that the PAO is the designated releasing authority for all informs. ,
Lion concerning the disatter. They should not engage in interviews; volunteer informsatioo,
or otherwise communicate with media representatives except to provide normal courtesies
such as directions or general inaguctions. If an individual feels he the holder of infon-na-
rion pertinent ro the disaster he 'should copvey that information to it blic Affairs Office
for coordiwation and release. All 'personnel are further directed to cooperate in any way
possible with the PAO to assist him in fulfilligitg his responsibilites.

5. Action. This directi ve-apPlies to all personpel, military and civilian, attached to

this command. Department Reads are,di.rected to bring the conrenrs.of the directive ro the
attention of all their perrnel and ro.rnake it a permanent part of Departmht Operational
Disaster Plans, They are further directed to effect immediate and continuing liaison with
the PAO in order to prepare detailed lists of requirements commensurate with his respOnsii
biliries as specified by this directive,

L. 0. SMARIT
RADM, U.S. Navy

Figure 6-1.-Saal mand public affairs disetter plan-Commulld.
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act qvicicly and efficiently
r strike.

ace plan can be lesiTortnal than the
comtraand plan. It aught be promulgated as an,
interoffice memorandum, such as the one
illustrate d in figure Et-2.

The plan described irri figure 6-2 cannot
completely detail all the actions to be taken by
incliviclualersonnel throughout, the duration of

disaster.- --However,-- it does- outline' the
mediate actions to be tali n by each member

of t he staff and does assign general
responsibilities to each for the duration. It serves
to get everyone started. It is then up to the
patilic affair s.officer to adjust his resources and
make specific assignments based on the
specialized requirements of the disaster.

Most important to the 5ucces5 of the office
plan are the various 'informational materials,
check ,lists, phone lists, and so forth which will
briPperidedl to it- The specific information and
rn'arther of presentation will of course differ with
individual public affairs- stoffs, and commands,
'he 'type of data will, however, be much the
Same anywhere and would include many or AI

the following:

POLICY MATERIALSThe public affa?rs
. staff must have 'selected policy ma terials close at

hand to facilitate the release of information. The''
.eonnin and plan will of course bva big help, but
the officer in corn 'nand and other staff officers
may want ta see specific references authorizing

_ -

action.. These would include

Pertinent naval instructions, both local
and From higher authority. Thee include:
reproduced excerpts from pertinent manuals,
5ucti a, Department of the Navy Public Affairs
Aegukt non , urecrn of INlavatl Personnel Manual,-

-,keptit merit the Navy Iplfarrnation Security
iirggrauz . Regulations, Manual of Naval
thctog-tiphy, and the /liarnial of the Judge
_Advocate Qeneral A

Sample releases mad e in other disasters
to illustrate what has been" done in the past.
Statements matte by the Chief of Naval
Oreition s in regard to the loss of LIS.S,77zresher
and (ASS' Scorpiop; for instance, might prove
'useful.

186

case studies of past .disasters containing
recommendations for handling .diiasters. The
Plans and Programs Division of CI-IINFO 'Iceeps
on file copies of several excellent case studies
made on the public affairs aspecti of past naval
disasters_ Two such studies are: (1) a thesis
entitled "Public Relations During Peacetime
Naval Disaster" by, LCDR H. E. Hetu, USN, and
(2) a thesis entitled Vublid Relations Aspects of
i Major Disaster: A Case Study of the. Loss of
IJSS Thresher' by LCDR William Stierman, Jr.,
USN.

BACKGROUND MATERIALSThe bulk of
the material appended to the office plan will
probably be background information.. If it is not
possible to physically append all such material, _a
notation should be made stating where the
material is available. Background Materials might`
inclu de

A. history of the command

Fact sheets on the command and the
various ships, aircraft, missiles, e4 cetera which
mnigh t be aSSigned.

A biography and photographs of he
officer in command.

Back round on .units likely to be
inyol cl in disaster relief activities such as the
fire station drid the hospital._

Definitions of naval terms and
enciature peculiar to yourunit or operation.

Lists of all material in the command
which is of a sensitive nature or which may
require special security treatment.

1p commands having. specialized
missions, such as testing aircraft, biographies of
all test pilots.

Fact sheets concerning normal naval
activities performed by units which could be
involved in a disaster.

Histories a or fact sheets of previous 11
disasters in the command.
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MEMORANDUM

From Public Affairs Offic
To Public Affairs Staff

Subj: Public affairs in the event of a naval disaster

Ref: Ease Directive-720.1 (Public Affairs Disaster Plan)

1. Back/ground. In accordance with the responsibilities assigned this office by refetence
(a), the actions outlined in this memorandum will be taken by staff personnel in the event of
a naval disaster.

2. General Action to b Tok,n. When disaster as defined by reference (a) -occurs on this
base, the public affairs staff ust immediately report to their assigned posts. If it is not
possible to so in a reasonable time, you are requested to contact the PAO at your earliestilk
opportunity to eport your status (unless you are on authorized leave many miles distant).
in the event of a disaster, the public affairs staff may be required to remain close to the
office for several days. It is recommended that when you report you bring one change of
clothing and basic toilet icles.

3. Specific Assignments.

a. Duty Journalist. This individual stands his watch in the public affairs office and
will be notified by the Command Duty Officer of any disaster. He will immediately notify
all public affairs staff personnel of the disaster and direct them to report to their posts.
After the arrival of the PAO, he will proceed to his assigned post.

b. Public Affairs Officer. Will proceed to the Public Affairs Office, which he will
then designate the Command Information Bureau (CID). He will take necessary action
to prepare the initial statement reporting the disaster to the media. This first announce-
ment should\ be cjeared by the Commanding Officer if at all possible. The PAO will be in
charge of the CIO for the duration of the disaster period.

c. Assistant Public Affairs Officer. Will proceed immediately to the main gate to
ascertain the situation, which he will report to the PAO as soon as possible. Unless other-
wise notified by the PAO, he will act as the Media Liaison Officer for the duration of the
disaster.operation.

4. Chief Journalist. Will report immediately to the CIB to act as the PAC's administra-
tive assistant. He will take the necessary steps to establish a News Media Information
Center in Room 794, adjacent to the CIB. This will be tot the use of media representatives
for the duration of the disaster operation.

Nu_ 6-2. Sample public affairs office disaster plan.
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e. First Class Journalist. Report immediately Jo the CIB. Prepare office equipment
(photo-lab, typewriters, duplicating machines, etc,) and have other PA staff personnel,
stand by for processing inirial statement. At first opportunity take necessary steps to
establish a Neat-of-Kin Lounge in Floor 799 for use by next-of-kin, relatives, fiances,
etc., of the personnel involved in the disaster. He will act as the coordinator for the
processing and dissemination of the subsequent news releases.

f. Civilian Secretary. Will report immediately to the CIB and report to the PAO.
Her primary duties, at least in the initial phases, will consist of establishing telephone
contacts with the news media, other base departments and officers, and higher
authorities the PAO at Atlantic Fleet Headquarters and the Chief of Information
Duty Officer immediately, and others as directed by the PAO.

g. Other Personnel. Report immediately to the PAO in the CIB for furriter assign-
merit.

4. In a disaster occurring on this base the Commanding Officer and the media will be
depending on this office to immediately assume responsibility for the prompt and
continuous flow of information. Thi is an irriportant job, and a big one. Your individual
duties are most important to the _ss of the entire operation:

RALPH C. SMITH

a 188
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Ali
General, home
personnel.

Ono minute, 16rritn, motion piety
clips of.equtanent,- aircraft, and ships a
to the command. These are available o
commands on request from the Naval
Photographic Center, Washington, D.c

A current edition of enlisted job code
classifications which explains the duties pf each
Navy enlisted rating.

motion

Up-to-date statistics concerning
personnel, production, and so forth concerning
the cornrnancL

Information on any local ma als
which might cause anxiety in a disaster, e.g,
explosives and nuclear materials.

list of relief _facilities irnmed'
availab to Ilex t-of-kin; .e.g., survivors benefits,
death gratuity payment.

Checkoff Lists

Checkoff lists can be extreme helpful in a
disaster situation. It is impOssible member
every detail when things get con sing. These
lists supplement memory or the public affairs
staff and should be as d iled a possible. No
item itemis too small to nclu The should not,
however, be prepared for conceivable
activity. This can lead to further work for the
staff and additional confusion. Checkoff lists
might be prepared for the following:

Physical necessities for the CIB and
next-of-kin lounge.

Ground-rule items to be discussed with
media representatives.

Experts in various activities of the
command.

Official reports which must be filed by
the public affairs office.

Worksheets are also valuable in handling of
public affairs in a disaster situation. A sample

9

format fiar a disaster worksheet appe
6-3.

none Nimnbess

In a disaster situation, the telephone will be
a major tool for the public affairs staff. You will
want a compact list of the people and places you
will Most certainly contact; include home and
business numbers

Careful attention must be given to this list to
ensure that it doesn't become too cumbersome
to be useful. Listing all the contacts
alphabetically, for instance, may prove,
frustratfing when a number is needed quickly and
the name is forgotten. It is better to first divide

. the list into meaningful categories, which might
include:

Personnel assigned t the public affairs
office.

News sedia representatives and
stringers.

Strategic base personnel, a:arch as
department head, fire chief, duty officer, officer
in charge of the guard posts.

Current list of Navy public affairs
o cers, worldwide.

Strategic civilian agencies such as the fire
and police departments, Red Cross, and civil
defense.

Strategic personnel in the chain of-
command between your _command and the
highest authority.

Special local individuals Bch as the
telephone company representathes, who could
assign radio tucks (Sr assist in obtaining open
phone lines and the Western Union manager.

Prepared Forms and Samples

In all Navy commands there are a number of
prescribed forms necessary to obtain certain
materials or to accomplish certain tasks. In
addition, you may wish to design a number of
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SERI(AIS ACCIDENT OR EMERGENCY

WORK-SHEET

I. Dace Time

2. Nature of accident

Fire involved?

. How serious?

Explosion involved?

Expected?

Nuclear material involved

Continuing danger?

Need for evacuation?

Should spectators be kept away?

5. Location

On base/off base?

4. Officer in command and/or chief of staff /executive officer notified?

Ely' whom? Time

.5- Public Affairs lie' notified?

By whom?

6. Pull Affairs Officer of,

command) informed?

Time

(next -nior authority in chain of

If done. by 'whom? Time

If not considered necessary, why? _

1 74.60.1

Figure &ISample public affairs office disattar action worksheet.
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7. Ocher commands which may receive media queries art accident

Name

Name

informed?

By whom? Tim

Informed?

By whom?

Informed?

whom?

S. PAO resposentative at sceneof accident?

Ti

Time

Name - Time of sitival

Casualci s (if more space needed, attach roster)

a. Milted

) Name
(2) Rank _

( 3) Service

(4) Home

(5) NOK
(6) Notified

No. 1

b. Injured

( 1) Name

(2) Rink
(3) Service
(4) Home

(5) NOK`'
(6) Notified
(7) Extent of

injuries

Nc

No. 2

2

c. Where have injured been taken?

174.50.2
Figure m rle rasblic affairs disaster action worksheetContinued.
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10.. Major property involved:

L Government

b. Privy

Damage

Identification numbers of aircraft ebiclea involved:

1) Distance to nearest civilian property?

(2) Dam

(3) Owner

(Attach additional list if necessary.)

A err news media of accident; (Attach message.)

Media Person Contacted

12. Media repres

Media

scene:

13. Interim release _tached urnished

Media

14. Interim release #2 (at ched) furnished

Media

Name

Time/Date

time da

Name

Name

date)

mole public affairs office disaster sullen tsorrittraat rstinu

201 192
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15. Final icicle (attached) furnished

Media.

16. Unusual occurrences:

(timWdete)

17. File made of this check-list, notes of pertinent comments made, any clippings or
correspondence of importance and any ocher material of value for permanent record
and/or guidance in conduct of future similar situations.

M. Action completed (time /date)

signed)

Figura 64.Sample public affairs Mice disaster ksheev-.Continu

specialized forins to fac
These might include:

li a e speedy action.

Long distance phone authorizations.

Navy and Wettest Union messag a

`Query sheets for incoming queries with
space for name of caller, return number,
organization represented, specific question, time
of call, and so forth.

202

174.50.4

A fact sheet for outgoing query calls
basically designed ith Who, What, When,
Where, Why, and in mind.

93

,

A sample otitgoiulg message showing its
der routing.

A sample request for helicopter services.

Request forms for base transportation.



Forms on which the public affairs officer
may rnake periodic reports to the officer in
command regarding the informational aspects of
the disaster to include items such as total queries
received, newsmen on the base, releases made,
cumulative statistics of public affairs activities,
and significant events since the last report. These
forma perngt biief reports to be made as often
as necessary.

Sample official letters authorizing media
representatives to travel ir.t naval ships and
aircraft.

Blank waiver forms to be. signed by
'a representatives prior to embarking in
Y ships or aircraft.

Sample naval messages to ships or
remote units requesting disaster information.

Sample reports to higher authority.

Forms, to faci te maintaining a log or
running description of the public affairs
activities to be used lattr in writing
comprehensive report.

Personnel Augmentation

In the event of a major prolonged disaster,
the public affairs staff, will need additional

npearinel, perhaps at least some from;rom outside
the command. There miist be pertinent
information.concerning the augmentation of this
staff. This list might include:

Reserve public affairs personnel (PAOs,
Cis, etc.) in the Lrnrnediate area who could come

on active duty at short notice.

Active duty public affairs rsonnel
a certain radius who mi ht supply

el assistance.

Names of enlisted personnel from other
departments in the command particularly well
suited to function as messengers, escort` typists,
food handlers, and so forth.

Names of officers from other
departments who might serve in specialized

capacities such as a next -of - -kin information.
officer or administrative assistant.

Names of photographic personnel with
the demonstrated ability to obtain good news
photo coverage.

Experts in various specialties who
could . be called upon to provide technical
background information or could be-interviewed
by media representatives.

0.
hfiscellaneo Physical Iten

There are a number of physical items which
you will need in a disaster situation. Many of
them are too large or cumbersome to retain
physically, but you must know how and. where
to get them on short notice. Such items would
include:

Large maps of the base or command area
for posting in the CIB and next-of-kin lounge.

Small maps for handouts to the media
and next -of - -kin.

Large blank poster boards or prepared
signs to identify spaces, automobiles, et cetera.

small functional library containing
useful books such as the various applicable Navy.

. manuals, Fahey s Ships and Aircraft of the ik
Fleet, Jane's Fighting Ships,iand a current Worl
Almanac.

Q fficial guest tags for media
representatives, next-of-kin, and other visitors.

Base camera passes for civilian
cameramen.

Armbands or large identification tags for
public affairs staff personnel.

A shortwave radio in the event telephone
communications are knocked out.

Detailed floor plans pr ship blueprints to
,die used in media briefing sessions.

203 194



IPUBLIC A l DISMIER.
KIT

Not all of the materials which have been
discussed as supplements to the public affairs
office plan can be physically appended.
However, many of them can and should be.

It has been entyha.sized...that disasters are
usually unexpected and that advance planning is
necessary. The office plan and the materials used
to support it must be immediately 'available and
ready for rise when disaster occurs.

195

The, office plan and those materials which
can be physically appended to it, should -be-
gathered together in the form 'of a "Pubbc
Affairs Disaster Kit." The kit might be any
separate container such as a briefcase, the
cabinet, 6r-desk drawer. The materials should be
periodically inventoried and brought .up to date.
In the absence of the public affairs officer, the,
kit provides the basic tools and guidance for the
office staff and the officer who may be
designated as the actingl'AO.

Additional guidance on advance planning for
handling public affairs aspects of disasters may
be foulid in PA Rgs.



CHAPTER 7

THE COMMAND INFORMATION BUREAU

One 'of the most difficult and demanding
tasks you may encou nter as a senior Journalist is
an assignment to a Command Information
bureau (CM). When there is a great public
interest in an event of operation, and many
nedia representStives are expected to cover it, it
is o ften necessary to augment the staff of the
public affairs office ()rot tic es concerned.

if the locality o of interest is some distance
frorri the command' s public affairs office, or
lohen newsmen are sao numerous that they ni ay
crowd the public affairs office and interfere with
nonnal bu siness, a separate temporary public
affairs office may be set up for the duration of
the event or emergency. This is usually called a

Command Inform atio n B ureau.
In most cases you will become involved with

training exercises held on a regional, national, or
international basis_

This chapter discusses the pubik atta.ns
planning connected with a major fleet train ipg
exercise, such as the one pictured in figure 7 -I,
and provides a basic understanding of what your
responsibilities will be in the establishment and
operation ofa °alma mi information bureau

NN INC

1/1 a fleet exercise, public aft ails L1'111816

begins about two or three months before the
exeroiSe is scheduled to get underway. It is done
concurrently and in close coordination with
operational planning at all levels.

the degree and,quality o advan,.c phionuig
does much to determine the success of the ClB
operation. Advance planning covers a publicity
time table, in edia at_rangernents, official

20u 1 90

obse Iv e rs, tra nspor tation, br lel ing
comm Link:anon, funds, and establishment of
sub-Cas_ During an actual operation, events
occur rapidly and all contingencies must be
carefu ty considered ahead of time, or the public
affairs asp ects of an operation may be a failure.

A fleet exercise p my ides an excellent
opportunity to show the Navy in i-ts true
elernern to media representatives and guest
obsery ers.

,-71t
A fleet exercise is a natural source of

news, features, pictures, and liornetowners.

A fleet ex erc ise, especially an allied one,
is corriple aim nature. Although the exercise
comrnande r LS responsible for public affairs,
neither he nor his staff cart do all the work. The
support, cooperation, and assistance of all
par ticipatirig c onurnands is nece5Sary.

gcrlera.1, initial planning for a fleet
exercise is done by the public affairs officer on
the exercise commander's permanent staff. He
lakes ifito consideration the purpose and scope
of the exercise in light of the Nary's public
arta irs objectives, then plans to meet the
objectwes. He tries to use av ailatle men and
existing egioipruen t as much as possible.

An integral pan of a successful exercise CIB
and one which belongs in advance planning is a
"Fiy-AswayKit." "This may consist of anything
_roni a typewriter, a loox of carbon paper, and a
ream of copy paper to a sophisticated press
camp with tents, furniture, office equipment
and su pplies, a well-equipped dark room,
c o in rn nic ations and transportation. Each
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Figure 7-1.F last exercises are cornpiox in new ire end involve situation's and pion' ems not ordinarily a unwed in
routine public affairs jobs. 110.114(174M

command will Uve co consider its on needs in
the type of planning. There is alve aye a
requirement for arriving on-scene with the
resources to begin operations without
dependence on the usual lines of supply.

z l97

C113 director's first act is usually to call
a planning conference. Persons in attendance
should represent all participants, and, if possible,
all key personnel -who actu ally will serve in the
CIB.



At the planning conference, several factors
are discussed and ironed out, among w ch are:

Gathering and releasing of information
to the public.

Photographic coverage.

Civilian news media -rage.

Official guest obsenicrs_

Issuance of invitations to the tri lta anal
guest observers

Iranspot tat ion or toeclia rcrtrescntal
and off icial observers

ohnnthAIIfca tfoll fd...A Inc a%

media representatives.

Nliscellane,..... act.,

Necessity of sub (1b,

Vie Lk, 1 A PkAbilk, LAI LUII

It,o,1,411,,,,,
equ tpluctit

lbitorniation

ti,,,11,,I4A,6
advance news releases and ine,lia briefings_
together with the preparation of information
(press) kits. Advance releases should be so
scheduled as to gerieratc continuing ititcrest itt
the opera 11011

It is nut ad , ta6L:on
releasable i.Iforrnatiun lit the tt.
auriounce_inen t The annou I.. t the
exercise, is, in Itself, sufficiently newswortit, to
warrant media coverage. Details and other facts
should be carefully "rationed- to build publicity
up until the actual operation

Briefings should reach rt ou..osbittint
audience possible and to do this re-quires media

center_.\The first briefing should be held several
days prior to the start of an operation.
Subsequent briefings should be held for those
correspondents assigned to cover the exercise.
Plans should be made for senior operational
corn iNnders to meet with media representatives
during an operation. A summary briefing should
be held at the conclusion of the exercise.

Press kits should be issued1prior to or at the
start of the exercise. An informative and func-
tional press kit will have photographs and biogra-
phies of senior officers, photographs and histories
of major units along with interesting background
material such as fact sheets and photos.
Schedules and details for support arrangement;
i.e., transportation, accommodations, meals,
costs, and sec,itrity restrictions, also should be
included.

Many CIB's t,.rbllsit an eXcllltsr brochure,
containing a history of the exercise and/or
defense alliance (if allied), schedule of events,
and again, photographs of major units and senior
coininaildcis, as well 11S welcoming statements
by the conutiandeis Participating; cummartrils
inust be requested well in advance to forward
Ina ter la] for inclusion in the bruchwe and press
kit.

P110 icr,gi 4 1_

News priologi 41,% ,,.,,:.t L. atetully
,a.,,tnekl if S Navy pht.Lo te-ins a,,ailable in
the ft tlantic and Pacific, and C411 be requested
fruit! Fleet commanders. Allied nations have
sllnrlar teams which may be requested from, or
detailed by, participating foreign forces. Teams
should lepoi t to the photographic officer,
Who should coordinate all official photography,
keeping foreign I equirettlen ES 111 111110.

( I LI v

I

i LAC a detel .1111aEl I of WiletS
atonable lot newsmen l\ledta representatives
liSkikilly a.c CI ibar ked aboard the flagship

.....1411 vvta

rbli tr, 1p -L. t

IA-1111,11C the ownbe. :,./of Whets available f or
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official observers, and the' espeLtive ranks which
might be accommodated. otas should then be
assigned to participants on n equitable basis. It
is particularly important that the CIB should not
invite more observers than can be suitably_

accommodated.

Invitations

The CIB director normally issues invitations
in= the -name(s) of the senior officer(s)
conducting the exercise. An exception, occurs

iduring allied amphibious exercises, in which the
host nation invites oft icial obkrvicrs, Soule
provision should be made whereby ithepsemior
officer conducting the exercise may recommend
that certain invitations be made, thereby
avoiding confusions and omissions

Traurtati

In Malty opci , Ill oe
required to transport obscoiet, and new Ale,' to
the exercise area. In all cases, ti ansportatio n will
have to be provided tit the operational area

In the Pacific, where there` is littIL
commercial transportation scheduled into areas
utilized for exercises, military ancra tt al e often
used to transport observers' and riCtiv Sniell to the
exercise area, or to a port of ernUatkation In the
Atlantic and Mediterranean areas, counnlercial
air is usually available and Bah tan anciatt areC
not required, unless it eecolues necessary Eu sly
media representatives and observers "out to the
fleet."

In an exec m odcb traills[ , ,tuitoot
may include heheopteie ni-ok..si vehicles, and
boats Su f lent ti anst, tdlit),, stiuPlci be

pr ov id ed to enable correspo,eients slid
observers) to Lover the °pet anon adeq.,ately
Arrangements should be itiade eceurileg the initial
planning stages of the exercise, as it is equally
'_rn portant in both exercises atid actual
operation's. A helieoptei is hey ttc the must
advantageous in transporting cure e..poliderits
over rough terrain and allowing photugaphers
to obtain good aerial coverage

Ail CIB transportation should tic
with a placard-in several iantitagcs if
approrriare-and numbered to permit observers
and "newsmen to ascertain rapidly which unit is

z

theirs. Transportation requirements and plans
must be forwarded to the operational
commander as early as possib

Communications

!Media representatives assigned to co an

event requiring a CIB may report tile evert 04a
continuing basis.. Therefore, it 15 MaIldatOry that
sufficient and appropriate coral in unicat ion
_facilities be provided for their use. These include
ship-to-shore radio teletype circuits, voice
circuits for use by radio and TV corninentators,
facsimile facilities fur photo transmission, arid
"pigeon post. "Pigeon post" is true terrn -used
when news copy and photographic ma terials, as
well as radio tape recordings, are flown ashore

further transruission: When feasible a jet

craft is scheduled. The CIB must take into
coliskleiation that tole Igo corr esp ()talents Will
be embarked in combined exercises and every
Cl t oft lutist be mule to trairsani I their traffic to

foreign'
tapeA tape cu Wet s tPm c:ss locui

ales the transatiss toil , t p ices copy fares
can be transmitted Ruin the t lagship °1, ii
backlog occurs, sent to another ship for

tralismissioit, or flown ashule via pigeulr post
Whenever possible. newsniem shouter be told

itl Arian Le
!bark Jug

is en k ISS1011

titC

1 ,:orfiritu nic:ation a aran gemei
Nc swell should be advised preen
of sire possibility that Lninniunica

(LMCON) Play be invc,kcd.
meaning, and reason for it.

Navy- transiiiitted'illateenat la ,ILJIL, detkeecd
to a Media outlet or tunied over to a copal leri.64

illz43141 at the Nearest puint 4,1 catL y fur
tun traira Inv lu 10 11S to tic wsulcil
sti y costs iiivolveci anu re,, vest that
Hew have a le tic' autticavni, their press

'kJ lie un a charge Masts, tor
re incil of Navy , ost, arid oil a L: (Alec(

basis for cvlrtrucl.Pal ti 11 iS41-00 aft-` I receipt
ashore Naval Tc I 111.111011 Uh 1'L1 4)11

(NTP. 9) SpeCin s t e currernt r ate frc i word to be

charged. Bnefi s of this Jut tire rit 4-ay avcjid

misunde,..tandnr s in the cc cut of equipment
failures Newismei, ,liould be bided that
priority of cirt,ultr) must gc, t.. [tic c..)pc.iittng
forces, however, a sp?,cialpies,ct,Aiit should be
activated whenever. possible
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When feasible, teletype and voice radio
rnalibmicatiori facilities should provide for the

reaeip-t of world news aboard the CHI flagship.
Many tirries, embarked new smen are respsnsible
for cov entire areas, and world news
co.iera is tlfier only source of information.

Funds

CI 13 evens s tall into four categories:
Ina teria1, a n supplies, travel
expenses, and ent rta nrrlent .

Th e fleet or exercise c4iiiimander may
pro vide funds t or public int onnatiou (nicht ding
whotograitic) materials And administrative
supplies. Travel, funds 1-nay be made available
thorn fleet allotments tur fleet per so miel, or
perSOnS assigned frorri u 'Ike( 11, S l:oimmands to
the C1 II The fleet col riniolidet con Elligell,4
find is a possible source for desirable. if perhaps
rio sse ntial !terns, Including oft icial
entertananen t. All c. ?t these funds Lutist be
regiaest ed in ads. am.% by Cite CltS dtt

4Ju

111C; Ic 141C

dicta 119 wrrich rnusi toe con sri luring
plamnurz, Ouse. lhLse it Ion de such items cis a

power Alp ply ashore tai pri MIL; address syJtent
to be used during news confere rwes and

b rte ring s; 4inr6 long war Li- and loud ashore during
bSe TV a ID fl of am phi bio,us exercises, clad the

awailabillity of raw gear and binoculars for
Cwalle it and obsery Af 1411E,C11101 is SI-1,,tIld

also be and& for the news-nen and observers for
titre Lise of the. 3lillf SLOrC bl 14111 stc?tcs laLIIIJI y
and dry , leaning facilities or 'facilities and
o OcAt appcopriate crvi c 41ti, ills_ 3

S%.16 &.I If s

A,1. I.,
ts tf'i neCeSSity 101 t,1

N out y ttICSc Y ill t,c 1,1 flit, WO Jr rtredia
of tle 1 centers, cik4 itpie, r1 tl--L exert; be Is NJ
tt>rt Sou th China Sea . Manila dati Singapore
would be logical sub CIB locatioui, If the
operation 1,/ afloat the GB itur y be with IGibk
grou, and a sub--CIF vitt 3 sec ond
astore handle distrib ut ion of tx Cws received t torn

the CIS in the operational area, and assist in
local arrangements for newsmen' and observers

Public Affairs An

After advance plans are laid, make there
official by putting them down on paper in the
form of a directive, or public affairs annex to
the exercise operation order (discussed in
Chap ter 3 and illustrated in Appendix 11 of this
manual).

The public affairs annex is the basic PA
planning document for the exercise. It relates
the concep t of the exercise and ou tIMes the
objec Oyes. It attempts to solve in advance any
public affairs problems which may arise. It
assigns definite responsibi ies for accomplishing
the work and gives spenfic instructions for
can y rug it ou It ad heres to the format used in
the operation order and is signed by, and carries
the authority of, the exercise comma,nder.

The annex ou nines the purpose of the ('IB;
kcli and where it is to be established, and

de 1 wlya t au Viol ity , its orgaraza tion
c nirnand s to furnish personnel; planned

o ve rn ell is of media representatives and
ulascrvers (Li gCncrial Icints); communications;
news conferences; briefings; and news releases. It
also should specify support requirements placed
oil other cornruands_ Care inust be exercised to
eln ire that requ 1r-culler-its are riot generated
which ,,right conflict with the eAcrcise's training
objectives

In tnajut alllca opoi atlUns, the assistance of a
UNA -representative is normally requested by
the CIF director through the Chief of

In smaller exei,,ises, particularly
those which at,., bilatet al, the titii fed States
111 fontAation Ageho (USIA) assr.tance itlay be
ick_itieSted vi,.. the Unified Commander or U.S.
Naval Attach, USIA advice on local ..ustuitis,

ed la tegilirctnents and political-military
call be invaluable

it i4 lnit, I 13 A fiit, 1,,
Al I MID OPERATIONS

I 1,14.45,n id
.iut oiratrons creates pub

, _I inf,,1tna pr blcirtS t pres,nI in
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unilateral military and naval nann vers. Special
problems exist involving diplomatic personnel,
the need for interpreters, special translations and
handling of communications, individual national
policies, security, and even the' need for special
food and'Alanciling of currencies.

It is especially important that differing
viewpoints and protocol Of non-U.S. participants
NOT be overlooked or slighted.

In most combined operat [tee United
Stares tregortitly contributes the majority trt
forces. The United States should nut. however,
dominate public nit_on( la Liu o 401 sliccl
Weight of nuiherLal contribution. bec ou
relative basis the fld [kill may aLtudit) t,c
contributing a larger kelcelitag it availaole
military and naval totLes Tile CIB must make it
clear in all news releases that AI I Val 11,:l pa thig

nations ale Loaf ibutit,g 1,, tlic esct is,: or
opera 'IRA',

41.

".1.
Aud4zryers coven ue, an exci i A, A

be as.,sagni,d ti! 01,,
of publik, tut tit 1114E4,11 'ILL 11:11,11 a

problem t,,r- the CIB 01,natio,.,.
esenNational iciatati ,,I itic C111 III,I 111 411

41-11-101 tId11Shink/113 I lie ()C31 5011111k)11 13 El,

have if ',Irish tl.. I 111 till,. with
4,4giicd t,1 1lI S. ( lb A

POSNbtli ty i. to fine. rli 11C=6 ,:S1 t C1a .) 01 a

rid t10.11 4=0i i IC 41 J.J. 16 411AL( t11. 11Z (1; ht. .

hOWeVcr the 11) ( Si :Afill soltt has is cell

IvisivdAdLirg ell L

S Defenve AttaLlic 11, the ..11.1opliate kn, tgii
ii aitstdt. Id rt.c., 1411. 111 eat tI,

the ill, 1, 3c ltita,111s11 lip, a /pd.. , 11.1111 1 :1,

Ill irie 71111C-11C;S a.a 1,,C1 III Ckl \ thud
the sl SC 41t1 .St f k h ai.it1.11)
1111,, ,c

4 414

A .1
I, .1.11 al
language,
Sin;t1 ex' eNNIA,, lied,
cif Loct Ale dill I- ill I, ft 1,011,1111111

National Policies

National policies differ concerning news
released on operations participated in by

foreign military forces. Preparation of news.
material, theretnre, A should take into
consideration the policies/of all participants, and
releases should NOT inc lude material Oat might
prove embarrassing to any of the participating
nations. Coordination with allied information
would be appropi

I imsc I I, lc al

1'0 kib lia 411011

.J foreign 1,zwsn.ei. e.l.l AA,,,i-u-,eAN in United
res. naval .ships an. an-raft: Instructions for

Wei, (-tribal Isation ale (dined 111(11,10er
ltle 1-111blI4 At tail

of paltle Liu a toteign
Il at iuil 1)1 ti S till It let1111l es apt,. Aipriate

N 1.e 10(06,
`_ L enitv, .0 11,

'oil.. i1I ,liots. . 1./k-11,.(11.,11 4)1 )1,1: lal
inenus ar,d food ivc consiora don to

iri,att,;, tO 1,1)141 C,1111..4114.-1.311-4,

I, Ad ii 1.1.4 ,k1111,1!1c'11

1)11114.111 ties 11111) . 1 I 11 II ,1

111 11 1.3 h) I tAg II 1111 C i,1 L, It l= la, 14[1141 lu
LI1 11k,, .1 111 111,1 c,i4111E

1.211e111,:, t4Icl it 11,1 1114.111; ,, 1..: k)t,ly

(1 4 J11,4,,
1\1.111C

I.. 1,a11,ial 4.11,1

ill k

f ilkIt II 1 11,11 .11

I dill/11111,i.. w11 c. 11.1,1,1C1.t 011 ti,
111, 1 111 411, . Ili. 4. , 01

if .s. IA tiLIL 111:5 II

tri I la IA, i 111 i ill 1111 Zia ,1

111.1Ig. (;4 11 411[4 11,1.,1

4_,34 , :A ati

4.11

.1. II . 1 1,
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representatives are invited to cover major fleet
exercises or operations whenever possible. They
are treated much the same as cruise guests see
Chapter 22 of 10 3c,t2 and Chapter b n the
Pu ilic if airs RegulatiwisK hut are given a cox
added considerations.in keeping with their work.

Unlike other guest observers, correspc,vients
have a job to do. The week or snore they spend
on a ship covering a e Ise will be wrk
BOO the Lorroduntlents and their einplovers will
want results it) t lie_101 if news stokes
lea III s pJL turjs 11 h the j,,d) tlic (III 141
inakc suic opom [win\ 14, Ott
ltiCNt. Ietillt.,

It IV 11,118.1,1,

I h

CI li
expusurc
news

1,11k)1 I

tlli : I IS , .1i

C t,. ,b(,1111 Ina:\
1 Islet, '410L111 Lt,

I it, ti IQ 111,11,L)1

cdla thzt, 11414 I 10,-,

at tan., ,:t10,!, t). ou a in
1111t tel v.0 II s1',

It 11.1 all a lh i

%A 1 1%1 k t

requtotiv 'nitre
re lt C ii
irpkitci .4,11

I1t1 iIC ViC1 1 CILISC
t,, , dt k,11

01,A. I I., I ,A
Luc LUS,,cinpi i(Cd I I,IS
1.01111,11 1111 ILA tlw I 1 .i.,111 (IIC

i_.1 b
k Iii ,11 1, .1

GI,c till,. t v ill hc

1,.

41 Plit.11, tie ,
Id tic I,

1 .3,.11111,111111; LI.,

114 4, .it
Cs

411 1111. lr 1 I =n, e .11 1)

11111 111 CI ,Itiii J , iii Itght ill a tat 4.1 d
wits, ,ii, {c i

tri ( hi I t11i,16
and s,anita,-2 attat

.1
C P ,

isible. with inforina non on the scope and
chttat Ion, billet ing. transportation, and
com munications available.

Select correspondents carefully with
respect to professional status, age, pllysieal
condition, and the publics they serve:

I

fb Do ,vei a- the e,..,viLise

.P t)4, i,11( (kJ'. i I lit Indy
'al ed

I d,111 [I, id [tic () 1

I 4,1,n"
11,11 ges

11,
thel.4 L

, lin 1,41.1 [k,? Hid

ti. -.1

irec tors. and
Illy u dJnci, J17 the 11 deLide

Ode IAS will LiSe Navy
11FP,tllei

1.4,111, 1 a I till
to 11111th-111mb ?ti 1.11,,11 Javy

11111i1n.ut ..11,1 ,I uit l /I Irv.- 01 %.1

(111 .
It I UR: 1,1111

id] Ili
balka 1,9.-3zo

nd
1.111 ce

WIlk: II i.lte 1111111 I 1111111

IR_ in. diud, atL.aiipt
di, .1,1 t, t,, 1, ,t, Iheiil 1411 1. 1 a (,,'1.,dtilte,

(P% lest:,

1'1 , I

t .111 1

ti 1,1,1v [ii (bark._

ceparc,, Ill

.1,.

.1,
111,11 1% 1,,:t1 AN .114 4 ,II t} 1t1Itit14)., assts

(1 Ii ;ill II 1.,4...5,11.,dc. 11 111,i) tic
L) ill . than *_)In ,gtAci, it

11x3 C %.% J. IC 3i' ,I1,14.Iit.1, id
Ili 110 ttiffig,
[ in,NA kkeIlligN -1'11% t., IctIn8 11 A

.it.,1,:a6( %Pl 41114t nappentng,
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but also provide then) with tips or leads
developing stories and pictures on their own.
This iti important it correspondents are trom
competing media. ach newsman Will he looping
for different angles for stones, 110 won't he
satisfied merely with the tactical or operational
aspects of the exercise. Whe'never
correspondents should he perm wed to talk to
the exeicise 'nem hers 01 los still

. t icers, and enlisted men Ncwlll4i ers
and wire ter! Ili t.t111 esponden li wad

cooking for the 14.K.-411 -angle aid 11 ale
expecting 14:74101141cl' pa1 tlutdal

1.111.7a kio n.
then 41111 t,1 1. 1 I4 "

I idilSp tali--

Net,

IA 1It tI1 i1+:

Ottiel 11, It Ott;
1. ! ,11.111

, 1.
1(,.. I 'I Hi,

11, 11111. ,1

I.. 11}J I, III 1 1

CI,

iniiii,65"4, 44

#1,4,114., 5 .1

,IIIIIK tt,1 1111,, i t 1,...1

Itt..71t1 tit Ii, it 1 ti 1i11,1f I 1 t .41 , ,111t1.it,t1

Ili ts,,/..1 V,I1 i .:It, _1 111, a 11II.,1 I ..1411, 411,41

I1 ( 1,,110, 4 1 1111. ;EL.,"
Regulati,

111,; k lb
ucatc#i 14111, 44141

1.14111. Hit, 11.,1 ti I

: I I "IA, t

I i t l I p t .

Is L.#.

Li.
the 4,P1 LIM . 1111111.. .SI 11,

(1111s ( 1111C1 al.

Ila11a1 -I 4,,i1 III t sc! L 11

1.111de1 .,,d1 1 j
1111111 f alfs: Ic fgd, f,

o f II 41 L. A I

Jr,1

4111,1

conveyed via national trews channels. a
Multi-rnedia news coverage of allied exercises is, w
norrnallv authorized and encouraged. The broad
in lo nnation objective is to acquaint United
States and torkgn publics with the operation'
caf)ahilitie eipipni en and pfoliciency of
Ill Ilion forces of the U.S. and her allies.
However. there are a few prOblerns that arise
when th c tore loll Inettla aic invited to covet an

cise

11 A .1 1)K1.I Nh RS
asionalt #bi, 1111 i 0111111 entry

Italc lia.0 onto 4,4111i# dhow d

41114#1. Ion 111111 1114'4 1N,_ I.. bring
it into 4 to place
them ab,ird (1,11t., allot ;uuntry,

(IlLit lit inissIon 01'
ills 1,t01 111111 11 involved
I 111 1),_0111c NCIISIIIV, ah,1 should be
111,1-1A5t.1t bct 111

JI 1:,,t(cd

i 1 , 1 I , , 11 ti , .1,18 .+1 11,4,_

al t,4 it tl, ded
iki 11CWS

,q1+ , tit 11111. faftki

ff:13s11 st uld tic i.10:1_1i,led (tic same
thg, anal f., 3i111c11 ..411

otf cni., .,411114.1101 (1Cdtlitellt
1.,111,1 I is: 1,1 V,11,LIIC1 i Cal

1,1011,1h tai ii t .73 ,111 Is ,,(

1

I

t
Ltaa

I

[Ill, t 1 r 11

(IV 11111 1 all 1144_i 15 14

v4 dl

I 1 1),. 1 1, 111 111 al 1111E411

4,14, ,111.1 ,81 1,. 1, 1 111,41 will
,411 IA 1 .1:4,,
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OFFICIAL OBSERVERS IN
ALLIED OPERATIONS

Participating nations in combined else),
and other member countries of the defense
alliance if one is involved, usually nominate
official observers to witness the exercise or
operation. The number of official observers to
be in v i ted depends on accommodations
available.

obsei orded Lel lain
Loortiiines. Riese include stssigliment of escorts
and special ath:e iti making personal
a.frallgernents (Assistall, 4,..corded observe' )

_is...Tye( Ilium neve( do ilgt,tdc IiI siipputl
this chi t,If

rtri I, Ai. a. ,, . i
,

,a.)..7.n.,. is ) in, Ain A th,plal
Loll( in dmic) till:, P,eld ilk, tic -pp( ,)pi la tp
KIM _oi.. fn..+ A der ) be Issued
then resll C gspy I aid a).)c d to

tilt

1dv1A,(1t k, allot.

1ik:1,11118 ...IP,. I

.111.. le ill LI. t,2

LAI w di 1 ., .c I

clearance Such learanLe ,1 the

V=4, II as

(y
)II,,1 f fir

release of _Ls.x..11i1L,1 Ittafel 1 al cis Ai. ula
be pro' aniga ted to all par tic ao h., in ()IC ACI /.5C

as Ot_IJCI el s il0.11,.811) well tm; 11. ,n). 1.1.`,588, 11 u1111
all kIrctIS .31.1A11, a

1

Ot ,jI I CP I

11101.4,01 Itidy 11,1%P) .11 th,6,
h-xperieii, e iiI Ile al, o. .31 lc. ,f b et Angs
observer) Assn ied Lnicstion)
addition observers will gain more hum an
operation it they ..1 C tkile Led in pdA ttLipating
units, in 1 the Ilak,A11) hp-40,,Illaitcr.S,

RELEASING INFORMATION

The exercise commander is responsible for
release of all information during the exercise. All
ma(erial prepared or intended for release by
participating commands, with the exception of
hometowners, is normally channeled through
the CIB or PAS prescribed in the PA annex. News
media representatives, on the other hand, write,
record, or photograph anything they want,
provided the material is unclassified and filed in
accordance with procedures outlined in the
public at fa us aline.)

In most Lases oe.):, le )e) alit other
nituun tioa aterial concerning an

everLisc is prepared and released on forms
bearing the identity of the CIB and will be
represehmti e of all scrvi,;es par.ticapating. Each
(-18 designa (cd b) all identifying number or
unclassified code rianie iclated to the exercise,

A t,

Inc II .st ; ,ng pa,, y ,;nits, an
ril,c ICI is Is sin, v111 to 411 appropriate

I ies, I is broad in
scope and covers such general facts as: (1)
Dora non ,,i er,d ( 2) ,;onLept and Inismon,
( 3 ) Ic.al. t f a bl it IC Ot .111(3, (5)

I onliiiaotl.
pll4l S+ 1,1111 (o) 1141..IC 111111 all. IC the

c zi 1.3( U1,llllalidei, ainl (7)
vt personnel invut, ed.

Hguic 2 2 1., all c.di.Aide at a typi,d1 ddvark:e
1.-Icesc cil1111,A1, th6 a Iola, ,otAltAAg fleet exercise.

4 (P.-. I .P; , c,-.1,011,1 OIL i.ayll Iliajul I

5d,. tc...1 in aJ 4IILC I Cl. 451

I S.

, II I 1, I i 1 1t1(;
i ID illti ft tflat is 1, L.) .gfd ph le

p I LI% Cd i., g PVC ci,.11plrte vAsaid
,ok el ag,4 ut the exc.', Lac Su,.ti f acLitfes and
e iv !Les in Li.idc pet,i mei kikkillcd n1 taking

lAtu ,casulb, Still aii.3 111,,tton news piUuces
Still pin., (1- LO%Cfdge should be processed as

idly as possible to ensure Ietelition of true
liews %Jo, ropier, 01 prints should be made
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Navy Joins Big NATO Exercise
NORFOLK ,= A major marl

time exmcise involving a bout a5
ships Horn the Unitea
States and 17,1)00 men frotrl
eight NATO nations was sched-
uled to get under way November
Id in the eastern Atlantic and
the Norwegian Sea

The ships involved include
NATO's Standing Naval Force,
Atlantic a muftination force
comprising six to eight destroy
ers and frigates

Adm Isaac K.idd jr
prerne Allied Commander
Atlantis, is commanding the
exercise which is nicknamed
Ocean Safari 75 Overall com-
mander at sea is Vice Adm John
J Shanahan Jr Comm- ander of

f1,,itilici 11 III 1

LlIsylos c,1 u pliot
,s 1 1,1,,

turn sh I h pt, ,u Iliiin

.s11C.1.111, d 11/

V101.101, 1/1 ..
I lc

pocilt 411 ^.11 . 11-^

the 2d Flee.
Ocean Safari is scheduled to

conclude November 20
Kidd said Ocean Safari has

been designed to exercise. im-
prove and demonstrate the
readiness and effectiveness of
NATO forces at sea and NATO
headquarters ashore The exer
rise will be concerned with
gaining and maintaining control
of vital sea areas and providing
carrier air support to the Allied
command Europe. he said

In Adman to operati,,,,,, ai

,ea Kidd said Chesil Safari w ill
include air ppport missions
over parts of Arnhem Europe

Forces taking part in Ocean
N,start 75 are from Canada. Den

1.11,. t,. ti

:1 ^111t1

Itic 5Ci 1.1C 1. 1111 ii II,
PAk.scwhriolts ri, I =

the CI IS
cAlik C-11

C ,)I .I it

. d oi i I.

be si,T311

lid 1141g --4C 111

afnit tics, ^I

steti., I. , ,1111,1111 1.. It.

14

II p

,Intl 11.

,,1111

I

,t I

1; a

mark. Federal Republic of
Germany. Netherlands. Norway
and the United Kingdom. in
addition to the United States

Two ships and a maritime pa
Lral a irc raft of the French Es
cadre de CAilantique a total
of about 600 men also will
participate
Shipt parti. ipatillg

aircraft carriers, cruisers. de-
stroyers, replenishment ships
and submarines.

IT S Navy ships takinn part at r
nal ded missile cruisers Albany
and It h Turne,, guided missile
destroyers Far ragut Lawrence
Josephus Daniels and Mitscher:
frigates Bowen Hewes Pao! and
Ainsworth destroyer Forrest.

I 1)11

Sherman, oiler Caloosahatchee
and replenishment oiler Kala-
mazoo; aircraft carrier hide=
pendency, and nuclear subma-
rines Sturgeon. Gain. Bates,
Flergal I SIlversides and
Nautilus

II S aircraft participating in
clude F-4 Phantoms, P-2
Nepturies and P-3 Orions.

Following the at=sea portion of
ocean Satan, guided missile
cruiser Albany_ ships from the
Standing Naval Force. Atlantic
and sevel at other ships will visit
Scotland. where a post exercise
conference will be held near
Edinburgh The ,inference will
be attended by Kidd and other
NATO officials

,Lt

, d .111

I1^- di II. ^WI,. 11,,11.:^1^ 41 IL, 1,4.111g

1,1 114,1,, ,0411, ,II 1 ill 14/I%

.1^ In

ki

1. . I

111,

01114

El. I

. 1.

I It 111.1(1.^11

15

7,11 .,1t1 tn.

,1, 141

(I 1.1,

ti spate d
L.. for LA 1,11

.11..1^1^^ I

; 3 5111 111141

I 1,,f.11 -I Iti $I111)

[,111,1li, A CCII

ILI 1,411

441.,31,1 ,14 I 1,411 4,41

I L , I .1 , 1,J
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POLICY.News releasing policy is normally
delegated by the senior operational commander,
or by the headquarters of the defense alliance, if
one is involved. This policy is usually carried in
the public affairs annex.

SOME PITFALLS.Straight news reporting
of allied operations and exercises by the CIB, in
official releases, cannot normally be
accomplished. Political connotations, which can
be associated with the releases, must be kept
constantly in mind. The content and timing of a

ws release for even minor exercises involving
1LS. naval forces and foreign forces may have
important political unplications

All otttcial news _releases shuuld cad
conjecture and political iplications It is not
the place of the CIB to become involved ni these
areas. The CIB should report the facts of the
opera tion with due regard to political
considerati0113

Official lcle aces ilitiSl 141.-1;4k15
WIllnerS or losers in 11 allied 4, in Die

(.71B should assure that emphasis is on the
operational and training experience gained All
participants by gaining paining and expel ie.ice
are "winners

MrS.1 A

t.iy which paltrcipating forces ant tuld, and
it in us t be truthful, unbiased and pi u vikic
twitabk ticdtrnerit to all partic l,.rrts Releases

should ciiiphasuc thf 1441. that the cxe,ciscs are
for withal familiarization in tactics and training
to provide el fcc (Ave Lollectne def rise

IllfrAIL 14.PIL

1111±,... i )4

c., i11 r leer
is a cruiser hOlilep.)fiCd t NOI fulk cil're
d is fled t.. assist lit EL cstabli hilicii E.
organizatiun, and opetatio.. of a (dB for a major
(TS fleet exercise iii the c.istzin Allanch. One
of your biggest jobs will he home town news
coverage

A task I L
destroyers al get
Norfolk. A icpl,nisl.,lient group ill sail a week

earlier. The exerc last three weeks, after
which the force will proceed to the
Mediterranean and relieve units of the SIXTH
Fleet. Eight hundred Naval Academy and
NROTC rnidshipmen will be embarked in the
combatant ships of the task force.

In addition ta the midshipmen, there are
15,000 regular crew mernbtrs serving in the
ships. hat's 15,800 men who could possibly be
covere with home town stories, pictures, and
features.

There are at least two rated JO's and a fully
staffed photo lab in each carrier and cruiser.
Your own staff consists of one 102, a JOSN,
and two PhD's_ Also, you will have a JOSN and
two PH strikers assigner to the CIB on a TAD
basis from other commands

Plat i,.Lrg

%,1, . 4,4

, v rii
with the siiiia11011 l'hapti
bask catogories of facts you
solve airy problem.

acko, in t yourself
pointed out two
need to know to

it about the yuu AIL, trying to
c,oniniunieal.:. with

I .1ai 4. out
ships _rit f.f. II who will take

Study the opclti.111s l,1a11 or 1rdei for the
rrtlllse I u,d out the purp.)sc Lit tl;e cruiae, how
many ships are involved, what ports they will
visit, details NeA t, WO out liow many
undsnipmen will be enlbarkedi whcie they are
conimg trol,,, what they will be doing.
Coordili,tion with 111e Public A tfait3 Office of
the Naval also appl opriate

After you've learned Al you can about
an the midshipmen, cpricearraie on your

own personact and facilities. How many 10's
and will you have to do thc. job? HOW
maw training have they had and what are their
capabilities? Do you have the necessary working
space'? Will the photo labs aboard the carriers
aria 4ItelSCIS be .ble to win uu t vioAk a mass
prokludion oasis? Maki., sure ycylt have adequate
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supplies (paper, envelopes, stencils, forms, mats,
film, tapes, etc.). Check your equipment
(ca m er a s, duplicating machines, enlargers,
contact printers, dryers, washers, etc.) for
.proper working condition.

Next, turn your attention to the work itself.
Study the applicable chapters in PA Regs and
the JO 3&2 rate training manual. This will
provide a refresher on the preparation of home
town news material.

Fortunately, you won't have to worry too
much about the public you are trying to reach.
If you follow FFI-1'NC guidelines on this project,
your stories, features, and pictures will be used
by thousands, of newspapers, radio and television
stations across the country.

Your activities during this operation should
support the public affairs objectives of the Navy
and the specific FHTNC objectives of your
command. These objectives should be listed or
at least referred to in the public affairs annex.
Navy operational planning directives specify
every detail of the format of the basic operation
plan, but they state that an annex may follow
any format that will satisfy the requirements of
the situation. Thus, you may either list the
specific public information objectives you want
to accomplish and the means of accomplishing
them, or you can list a public affairs mission and
tasks. You could, for example, state your
objectives in the annex like this

MISSION ilus tvrce
town news release program daring
Exercise to inform the public of the
importance of the Navy and to encourage career
service.

TASKS ( I) Criii1C1b dll,i ,ltlt3ci v9411

and forward to filTNC: photos and single stones
on all midshipmen embarked therein 2) All
ships will forward FHTNC luster st,,ris (or
merely their home town rosters) on all L,tw
members. (3) All ships will forwaid spot news
and feature stories to COMSECONDFLT( 1B as
they occur

You will la) LC Mat ilIC aline. Is clildrebaCd to
the ships of the task force, not to the CIB, later
paragraphs will tell how to carry out these tasks
(as explained in chapter 3) and the duties 01 the
CIB can be spelled out there, if necessary.
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Since this is the first time at sea for many of
the midshipmen, their Lime town newspapers
will want both pictures and stories of theM at
work. You'll be able to handle this with the
facilities and staff you have at your disposal.

But as far as the other 15,000 regular
crewmembers on the other ships are concerned,
you must limit the scope of your coverage of
them to roster stories. It would be nide if you
could make photo releases on all hands, but this
is impossible. So limit yourself to the
objectives and tasks that are both most practical
and most beneficial to the Nayy.

Your staff will have to keep its eyes and ears
open, however, to spotnews and feature stones
on everybody. This includes the regular crew
members as well as the midshipmen.

JO/PH Teams

A few weeks before the exercise and cruise
get underway, your TAD JO's and PH's report
aboard. After they check in, brief them (along
with your permanent staff) on the operation arid
the work involved. Although the JO's will be
familiar with hometowners, it is unlikely that
any of them will have worked on a mass
production basis before. Do a good training job
before the exercise starts.

Combine JO's and PH's into teams and let
them practice shooting pictures until they can
bring back what you want. Before you send
them out, however, plan about 12 basic
men -at -work shots that can be posed by all the
midshipmen during the cruise. Then find a
cooperative midshipman- and have one of your
JO /PH teams set up and shoot all the poses.
When the prints are made, get the CIB crew
litgCtilof and evaluate the pictures Decide which
poses aic best. The poses you decide to use
probably will have to be further refined by
additional shooting and lighting changes until
the photographic aspects of the job are reduced
to a basic routine of stance, expression, angle,
and location.

rater, when the, 10/1"11 LCAllts start shouting
t, Lures of the midshipmen foe home town

release, they will know exactly what is required.
This is unpoi taut, for mistakes will prove costly
once the real work actually gets underway.
Pictures that don't measure up to FHTNC
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standards will have to be discarded or retaken.
This will result in a waste of time, money, and
manpower:. in addition to disrupting a busy
training schedule planned for the midshipmen.

Roster Cove

In any exercise or operation where a great
number of home town stories are involved, the
following procedures are normally followed:

* About three weeks before the cruise gets
underway, the CIB prepares a master story
(about the same as the advance release
mentioned earlier) on the operation which
covers ALL the participating units. The master
story is forwarded to FHTNC by airmail or
message with an appropriate release number.

All units participating in the operation:,
are listed as information addressers on the
message or otherwise furnished copies of the
story.

[)puts I e IV 1116 IL h l;11 copies I the story,
all participating units will airmail their home
town rosters to FFITNC. Most commands will
probably already have rosters at FFITNC under
the "hold file" system explained in JO 3,12. lit
this case, corrmands will only be required to
update their rosters

8u,oici. 1,.

leave each partiLip-ding unit in suffi ienr link to
reach FFITNC not later thaii 1S days prize; to the
beginning of an exercise or operation.

LtialiAC3 uJ k,,3043, 11, U. 1,-1 iii,
due to kJ :alb, illness, or for ei.,y oth,fr
which iequires the unernanerit transfer of any
individual, the participating wilt involvzd will
notify Flt-NC by PRIORITY message to delete
the name of the man involved. This is
important! Otherwise, a hoiuetowner might be
sent out say_ ing that a particular man b d
member of a crew engaged in a search and rescue
mission, for-example, when he is actually the
missing man all the ships are searching for. Every
effort MUST be made at all levels to ensure-,
stories written before death or injury concerning

deceased or injured personnel are not publiShed
by media.

All subsequent master stories written
about the operation will be prepared and
forwarded to FHTNC by the CIB. Copies may
be provided to participating units, but no
further action is required on their part, except
keeping FFITNC informed when changes occur
in their hold files. Each subsequent master story
can cover different phases of the exercise. For
example, in an amphibious operation, separate
master stories might be submitted on the screen
force, the attack force, and the landing force.
Each master story should contain a list of the
ships or units involved.

On a midshipmen eruIse, the
iiiidshipmen are NOT considered part of the
ship's crew when the roster is prepared. Their
names and related home town information are
NOT included with the names of the regular
crew members. The midshipmen will require
special home to wn coverage, including
photographs, which can't be handled the same
way as routine rustei stories

FUKM 1-' K t PAKA 1 ION lire standard
FHTNC form NAVSO 5724/1 (discussed in JO
3&2) is used for coverage of regular crew
inembels in roster stories. Ensure that you have
enough available for both the CIB and the
participating units They can be ordered through
noinial supply channels.

A special modification of the standard form,
figure 7 3, is used for the photo coverage of
midshipmen The CIB is responsible fur
prep-4_61g thb SW11,11 c mat must be eut
arid the forms in uneographed of multilithed

La list must be compiled indicating viii
,..crlare of the number of regular crew members
and midshipmen serving 0;1 each ship The
L)rnis., both the NAVSO 5724/1 and special
modifications, then must be delivered to each
ship, where they will be distributed, tilled out,
and readied tor use later.

The fonns must be prepared and deliver cal its
early as possible It was pointed out earlier that
rosters must reach FIIINC 15 days before the
exercise begins The special midshipmen toms
should be distributed and filled out as soon as
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USS KING (D0G-3)

CIB 90/2

1";1idshiciman

Date:

Photo No. CZF -/5-2

5 . m 1rd
(first name) (middle initial) (last name)

son of Mr. and Mrs.

(If mother's name only given, delete if father only, delete "Mrs,

env7-
(street, box, or route number)

la- 5ff / &NA.l&-55
((City and state)

PHOTO cAPIITN

the sun- with a ,,,,lafa aL,.aid LItc yUlkluJ tiuyei

USS John Ki fiq inq naval Li-dining exe in Lhe south AlIaritIc

August 25

A 9radoate

'
(name of high school, city, and tate)

5-dvi?-ii 7---/` 0- 5 /1/Aiv.AltMidshipman en tereci
(last name) (name of college or

(uni ve

I

iii
ity) (year)

Lc ctllrinIs .1,..med an eii,Iy Iii

(ye.r)

'AWIIICJI 1(y l iS derived !".0... 44 Unlied

Lode 3101, re,ords management (Navy dn4 Marine C0,0) and 14 Uni tell 5taie
Code 93F, ,oilmandant: General Powers (oast Guard) The purpose or this

form is to provide per linent trographicd1 and routine ide"tification Info,
matiun to enable the Fleet Home Town News Center to p.epare a news 5(ory
for release to the media in the individual's home comOunity/cummunity will,

which there is 4 personal tie, Releases are only distributed to the medid
that have specifically requested news storie, about their local area
residents. Completion of this form is entirely voluntary There is

Penalty whatsoever for failure to provide requested information It

merely precludes release of a rrews story about the individual "

t`ivuill I a. A ovstvlsi .01;t4j 144 eii$11444 ...A4110.14.0.=
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the- mid pmen report aboard, for picture
ooting by JO/PH teams will follow soon
erward.

General Responsibilities

Despite the fact that the CIB will, be
well-staffed with JO's and PH's you won't be
able to do all the work. You will need the
assistance and.. cooperation of all ships
participating in 04 cruise. How you distribute
the work and responsibilities depends on the
ships involved and the personnel available. In
general, however, you might distribute the
workload on a midshipman cruise involving
carriers, cruisers, destroyers, and auxiliary ships
in the following manner:

1. Carriers and cruisers. each large ship
normally has a public affairs office, a photo lab,
and full-time personnel assigned to each. Take
advantage of these facilities and personnel. In
addition to forWarding a roster of its own crew
to FHTNC, each carrier, or cruiser should be
made responsible for the photographic coverage
of all midshipmen embIrked. They should be
guided by information contained in the public
affairs annex, and they will be assisted as
necessary by the CIB staff.

2. Destroyers. Each destroyer will be
responsible for forwarding a roster of its own
crew to FHTNC. The CIB will assign JO /PH'
teams to handle photographic coverage of
midshipmen embarked (and other PA support as
specified in the annex). The destroyers will assist
the teams as necessary in scheduling and
shooting the midshipmen. They will also make
sure thai the midshipmen have their forms filled
out before the. JO/PH teams come aboard.,

3. Auxiliaries: Thk auxiliaries, which don't
have midshipmen aboard, will be responsible
only for forwarding rosters of their crews to
FHTNC.

Shootiig Schedules

Getting home town pictures and stories of
800 midshipmen scattered on a number of
different ships is quite a fib. It is important that
shooting schedules be carefully planned,
coordinated, and executed.
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In order to plan an effecjive Schedule which
offers maximum cover* and minimum
confusion, you will probably have to work
through a midshipman liaisoh officer (MLO) or
some other senior midshipmen with a similar
title. He will assist you in working out a
schedule and will make sure the midshipmen are
where you want them at the time you want
them.

Each ship also may have a midshipmen
office, which publishes a master roster listing
every midshipman aboard and the various phases
o f training scheduled du rinz the cruise.
Midshipmen normally are rotated through
training phases involving gunnery, enginee
and navigation. You should get a copy of this
roster and schedule and use it as a basis for
establishing the shooting schedule.

Let us assume you get together with the
MLO and decide to shoot about 20 midshipmen
oing through the navigation phase of training.
You set the time and place, and then ask the
MLO to make sure the midshipmen show up
with their filled-out forms (distributed to them
at the beginning of the cruise).

Here is the procedure the JO/PH team might
follow in shooting the pictures:

The JO/PH team should arrive 10 or 15
minutes ahead of the scheduled shooting time.
Although their previous training assignments will
give them a good idea of what is required, each
scene may be a little -different on each ship.
Each location should be studied for background,
lighting, and similar factors.

The team should then decide on three or
four "standard" men-at-work shots. In the
navigation department, for example, the team
may decide to use a sextant, pelorus, signal flags
and signal lights as "props" in posing
midshipmen pictures.

After the shots are selected, the team makes
a "dry run" on each. The JO assumes the role of
midshipmen and poses for, each shot. The PH
sets his camera in the right spot (attempting to
use the same distance from subject to camera on
all shots), focuses, and makes other ajustments.

When both the JO and PH dre satisfied with
what they want, they use a grease pencil to mark
the spot on the deck whert the tripod rests and
where the midshipmen are supposed to stand.
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The easiest -way to mark the do k is to encircle
the spots where the three legs the tripod rest,
and to outline the JO's footprints -while he stands
in the spot where the picturd is to be taken.

As the midshiPmen start filing in, they are.
lined up just out of camera range. They are
asked to have their home town forms ready and
to watch. what is going on. This will save time
when their turn comes.

When each midshipman (approaches the
tting for the picture, the JO:

Scans the midshipman's home town form
quickly for mistakes; for mistakes;

Marks the form to correspond with the
negative of the picture being taken (this will be
explained later);

Checks off the name of the midshipman
from the ship's roster list; and

Requests the midshipman to step into the
grease penciled footprints. The JO also asks him
to assume the same pose as the previous
midshipman.

Using this system, the JO/PH team can shoot
about 50 subjects an hour. It is advisable,
however, to schedule groups of only 20 to 30
men at a time. It is obviou at if you have a
hundred men lined up f tures, the last
person in line will have to almost two hours
to have his picture taken.

Keeping Track of Pictures and Stories

The 35mm or NAN camera format is
recommended for this type of operation. Both
cameras have features you might consider in
your selection. The 35mm comes in a 36
exposure roll which you can quickly rewind
within the camera, but the 2'/4X2 '/4 will give you
a large negative format. Whatever method you
decide to use, make sure you have enough film
to take care of the workload, including a reserve
supply for unexpected problems.

The easiest method to follow is a combina-
tion letters-numbers system used in conjunction
with the home town forms. Clearly label each
film and corresponding home town/form.

One system often used is to write the
midshipman's name or code number: on the back
of the form with a grease pencil and have the
midshipman hold it in a hand you plan to crop
out of _the picture. This picture is best for "mug
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READ

ots" and cannot be used if the subject is using
oth to operate a sextant or to take a bean

with a pelorus.
If some pictures don't measure up

acceptable standards, they will have to be,

retaken, but not immediately. You should start
a "straggler's list" and add the names 9f
midshipmen whose pictures can be taken after
the rest of the pfiotographic coverage is
completed. If this is impractical, then forget
'about it. You have to expect some losses in an
operation of this type.

Photography

You should have a fair working know dge
of what makes a good home town newspicture.
The first things a reader usually looks at in any
picture are the subject's face and eyes. Make
sure the picture' shows at least a three-quarter
view of the subject's face. Attempt to have the
subject doing something with his hands.

Strive for close-ups that provide maximum
recognition of the subject. Most home town
newspapers want pictures that can be reduced or
cropped to one-column size (about two inches in
width).

Get pictures of midshipmen in work
situations that are believable. Even a landlubber
knows that a midshipman does not wear whites
while working in an engine room or handling
ammunition.

Avoid shots, of midshipmen in
uncomplimentary poses. Using a little
imagination, you will come up with something
better than poses involving swabbing decks,
cleaning heads, or chipping paint.

Ordinarily, you want only one midshipman
in a picture. If two of them happen to be from
the same town you could double up. But don't
use more than three men in a picture. It is
difficult to have three men doing something
without making the picture look posed, and you
run into complications when you start writing
captions. If you don't double up, avoid taking
identical shots of men from the same home
towns. Few editors will use two pictures of
different men in identically the same poses. To
them, this shows lack of imagination.

Sky and water serve as the best backgrounds
for outdoor shots. Use a yellow filter when



shooting at the sky so that there is -.some
contrast between the midshipman's white hate
and the sky.

Liberty shots of midshipmen its
are ideal .. tql, home-rtawn dissemination. Most.
JO% and FM, however, make the mistake of
subordinating the Than in the picture to the
scene. Again, you should strive for maximum
recognition. A beautifu panoramic scene in
which the man's face is y a pinpoint in the
picture will not be used

In writing captions fOr the pictures, use a
minimum of words. Alsci, avoid technical jargon.
A man "shoots the sun with a sextant" Re does
NOT "measure angular distance to ascertain the
latitude and longitude - of his ship. during
navigation training." If you have a picture of a
man sending a message by signal light, DON'T
say that he "practices visual communication in
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international Morse Code by gending
to the LISS Johnson by flashing light."

..jtelease Numbers

Ygu will release a lot of material to FI-ITNC
in an exercise of this type. It is important that
you keep accurate records of everything that
gems out. After the exercise is over, the GIB may
be required to submit a complete report of
public information activities to the exercise
commander.

It does not matter what system you use for
numbering your releases, as long as you keep the
releases numbers straight. Also make sure that, in
the system you use, you can readily distinguish
between roster stories, photo caption% spot
news, single stories, and feature stories.



CHAPTER 8

WRITING THE COMPOSITE

Broadjump," a two week
emphatic framing exercise, is underway in the
Pacific: More than 100 ships, 14,000 sailors and

Iiklinsaareinvalved.
dents representing a dozen news

the operation. Other media
in coverage, but can't spare

ondents. They contact CHINFO (or
Mme cases CINCPACFLT) to request a

roundup story of each day's developments.
CHINFO (or CIPICPACFLT) notifies the
exercise commander, who turns the matter over
to the CIB director. A ssurne that you are senior
JO in Broadjump's CIB. The director assigns you
the tails of writing the daily roundup story.

With 100 ships and 20,000 men, the exercise
has tremendous news potential. According to
the Public Affairs Annex to the operation plan,
everything of possible views value will be
channeled to the CIB. 4 complex maze of facts
and seemingly unrelated incidents will have to
be taken from various sources arid tied together
in a neat, tightly wrapped package.

A fleet exercise or operation is not the only
occasion when you might be called on to write a
composite story. For example; take a fleet
athletic tournament in which a dozen teams are
competing. As many as six games a day may be
played dpring the eliminations. No sports editor,
however, would want an individual story d4
each game. He would tell you to "wrap 'em up"
into one comprehenliye story.

A number of command changes within a
large type command would present another
opportunity for writing a composite story.
COMNAVSURFLANT, for example, is type
commander for more than 100 auxiliaries
ranging in size from repair ships to salvage
vessels` There we certain days when five or six
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NEWS STORY

command changes may take place at the same
time on different ships. If the PAO at
COMNAVSUltFLANT released a separate story
on each, it irenlikely that one newspaper would
publish then' alt But if they Were Combthed into
one story, the newspaper might give it more
favorable treatment

One story dealing with six command changes
has more news value than six individual stories.
The combined story takes up less space

and eliminates repetition of certain basic
information. It probably would be placed at the
top of the page and would rate a two or three
column. headline. The command would benefit
more from this type of coverage than from
having six small stories scattered through the
newspaper.

In addition, whereas a change of command
story involving a lieutenant junior grade might
be discarded, an editor might let it remain intact
as part of a composite story.

A command like COMNAVAIRLANT
frequently uses composite stories for accident
news. Occaionally there are days when three or
four aircraft accidents occur within a few hours

time. When this happeas, the newspapers
sometime request that the stories b ombined
into one release.

DEVELOPING THE COMPOSITE
STORY

All stonier may be generally classified as
either one-incident Or composite stories.

A one-incident story presents a group of
related facts based on a single incident It deals
with an isolated occurrence nich as a change of
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command, a ship arrival, a heroic rescue, a
speech, or a promotion. A JQ striker usually
cuts his journalistic teeth on this type of -Story.
It is-a basic story and simplest to write.

A composite storj, presents two or more
angles of a complex situation and ties them
together .in the interest of coherence and
economy -of spaceAn other words, a composite
story is made up 9f two or more one-incident
stories which in some way are elated.

Although there are many \ways composite
stories may be developed, the six methods
outlined below are most commonly used.

SUMMARY DEVELOPMENT

A.summary development is generally used
when there are two or more incidents of almost
equal news value. The lead ,summarizes the
angles. The body elaborates on each angle in the
order of presentation in the lead.

SALIENT FEATURE
DEVELOPMENT

A salient feature development would be used
when there are two or more incidents in a story,one of which overshadows the others in'
importance. The lead presents the single most
important or significant angle. The next
paragraph, called a "summary paragraph,"
summarizes the other angles. The body
elaborates on each angle in the order of
presentation in the lead and summary paragraph.

EXCEPTION TO SALIENT
FEATURE DEVELOPMENT

Occasionally, the minor angles presented in
the summary paragraph of a salient feature storyaii* not as important as details of the major angle
presented in the lead. If this is the case, then
details of the major angle should be presented
before the minor angles are introduced.

COMBINATION DEVELOPMENT

A combination development would be used
when there are three or more incidents in astory, two of which overshadow the others in
importance. The lead summarizes the two most
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p nt angles in the story. The summ,
paragraph summarizes the other angles,. The
body elaborates on each angle in the ordek'stif
presentation in the lead and summary paragraph.

EXCEPTION TO.COMBINATION
DEVELOPMENT

Occasionally, minor angles presented in the
summary paragraph of a combination story are
not as kriportant as details of the major angles
presented in the lead. If this is the case, then
details of the major angles, should be presented
`before the, minor angles are introduced.

COMPREHENSIVE LEAD
DEVELOPMENT

A comprehensh,e lead development is used
when there are two or moil incidents of almost
equal news value in a story. However, instead of
summarizing each angle in the lead as in the

.summary development, the anglei are reduced to
a single comprehensive statement. The summary
paragraph summarizes the angles, usually in1-2-3 or more order. The body elaborates on
each angle in the order or presentation in the
summary paragraph.

Now that the six basic developments for a
composite story have been explained and
diagrammed, let us take a complex situation and
develop it by each method, For illustrative
purpose, we will use "Operation Broadjurnp"
introduced at the beginning of this chapter.

WRITING THE SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT STORY,

Let us assume that the exercise has been
underway for eight days. So far, you have
written seven composite stories which have been
forwarded to CINCPACFLT as message news
,releases. During the day, a dozen or more newsevents are reported to the CIB. Some are
insignificant. Others are routine. Three of them,
however, stand out above the rest:

The destroyer, USS William T Roulstan
reports an unusual incident with a playful whale.
The amphibious assault ship, USS Gettysburg,reports a unique rescue of a grounded LST. The



ohn J. Mitchell, a destroyer escort, reports
tlt of its commanding officer and holds a_ -

sea.. After verifying 4cts, eliminating
erfluous information, afid filling out

gags in the .individual stories, you
to write a- composite story Osirig a

y development.
reason you select this dayelopment is
you feel all the incidents have almost

eves value. Here is the way the story
might be written.

A burial at sea, a mischievous whale,
and the unique helicopter rescue of a
grounded LST caused some unexpected
delays today in "Operation Broadiump,"

'tithe Navy's large -scale amphibious
training exercise in the Pacific.

The burial at sea took place
following the death of Lt. Cmdr.
Bernard A. Bunker, commanding officer
of the destroyer escort USS John J.
MitchelL

Bunker died yesterday e of a heart
attack. Before succumbing, he requested
burial at sea. Records indicated he was
unmarried and had no living next of kin.

At sunset today more thag 20,000
Navymen and Marines in a hundred ships
paused for a moment of silence and
prayer as his body was committed to the
deep. The at sea burial, was the first in
the Navy since 1954.

A graduate of the Naval Academy,
class of 1948, Bunker (this section of the
story deals with highlights in the
deceased's career). .

In contrast to the solemnity 4f the
burial at sea, a mischevous whale added
a touch of humor and,frustration to the
routine operations of another Navy ship.

The radar operator aboard the
destroyer USS William T Roulston
detected a mysterious blip on his radar
screen early this morning. A few minutes
later, one of the ship's lookouts
identified it as a gray whale. It was
following about a half-mile astern.

The whale, estimated to be 70 feet
long, aroused the crew's curiosity, but
caused no concern at first.
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an hour later, it had pulled
50 feet of the ship's port side and

seemed intent on following the Roulston
to her rendezvous with other ships in the
operation.

In attempting to avoid a possibly
dangerous and embarassing situation,
Cmdr. Daniel R. Anderson, the
commanding officer, ordered his ship
full speed ahead. But despite her high
speed and quick maneusiering, the ship
failed to elude the whale.

Next, the ship's skipper attempted to
frighten the whale. The .fog horn was
sounded loudly and several bursts of
gunfire were fired into the air. The

efforts proved futile. The whale
remained.

-Anderson next tried psychdlogy. He
brought the ship to a complete stop,
hoping that the whale would no longer
be fascinated by an unmoving object in
.the water. The whale failed to cooperate.

Instead, the whale circled the ship a
few times, flippe its tail playfully, and
nuzzled a little clWr. It looked as though.
it planned to spend the day there.

As soon as the ship got underway,
the whale again trailed along..

This went on for hours. The
destroyer crew's ingenuity was put to an
exacting test, but a dozen different
attempts to lose the whaleor at least to
discourage it from following failed. r

Fortunately, the mischievous whale
lost interest in the vessel and departed
the operating area..

While the Roulston was at-
tempting to dispose of her problem
with psychology, the amphibious assault
ship USS Gettysburg was dispOsing of
another with helicopters.

During an amphibious landing
operation this morning, the tank landing
ship USS Lake County became grounded
on a sand bar in a narrow channel near
San Bernardino Island. -

All efforts by the crew to free the
ship failed.

Assistance from other ships was
requested, but the water was too shallow



permit than to enter andtow her
free.

When Capt Ralph J. Gunderton,
con tanking officer of the Gettysburg,
heard of the predicarrient, he suggested
helicopters be used to roU the LST free;

Using strong cables secured to the
bow and stern of the LST, two IRS-2
helicopters from the Gettysburg went to

-work.
Ph-at the helicopter at the bow

would rise to the full quent of its
power. Then the helicopter at the stern-
would quickly repeat the maneuver. The
effort worked.

In 20 minutes, the LST was free and
steaming out to sea again.

Ordinarily used for assault transport
work,. }IRS -2 helicopters are powerfulaircraft that can carry eight
combat-equipped Marines. It is believed
this is-the-first time they have been used
as "flyer tugboats."

The biggest disadvantage summaryof using a summa
development is that the lead has a tendency of
becoming too long- and involved. The JO must
be careful, not to overload it with unnecessary
details or explanations.

Not counting articles, the lead in the above
story is 27 words long. This is a reasonable
length, considering that three incidents are
presented and tied in with background
information on the operation itself.

-In presenting the incidents, note that phrases
of from two to five words are used to describe
each. Also note that each phrase is terse, pithy
and calculated to arouse the reader's curiosity.
This is important, for the manner in which the
incidents are phrased in the lead serves as a
framework for the rest of the story.

Probably the most difficult part about
writing a lead of this type is that the three
incidents must be logically tied together. The
writer solved the problem in this story by stating
that they "caused some unexpected delays" in
the operation. This not only m de the incidents
related to each other, but also it made them
related to the operation.

The order in which the .incidents are
presented in the lead is arbitrary. It all depends
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on the writer's senses news judgment. But
once he establithet the =ceder in the lead, the
body of the story 'must be developed
accor 1y. The first inci tint mentioned in the
lead. 'ill be the first one &eve pecl in the body
of the story. This develop will be carried
out until all of the lead angl exhausted.

Occasionally, a bridge y be necessary
because the transition betwe n the lead and
body of the story is too abrupt. Or, under
certain circumstances, a bridge may be .required
to introduce a tie-in or tie-back. If this is the
case, it should be inserted the same as in any
other story.

Maintaining continuity is a problem in every
story. .In writing a composite story, however, it
is a problem which requires skillful handling.
The very -nature of the story makes the .job
difficult. If the first incident is described in too
great fail; the reader may tire of the story and
movi on to something else, thus missing much
of the meat of your story. This is one weakness
of a composite story which makes the writer's
choice of angles very important.

As you complete one segment in the story
and move- on to the next, you will need a
connecting word or phrase to smooth the
transition. The transition should be handled so
the reader isn't aware of any break in the story.
If possible, the end of one segment should
naturally lead into the beginning of another.

Notice how this is handled when a newincident is introduced in "Operation
Broadjump". Some of the more common words
and phrases used as transitional devices include:

accordingly
also
another
another development
as a climax to
as a result
at last
at the same time
consequently
earlier in the day
finally
for example
for instance
furthermore
here at home

,however
in another area
in contrast to
in fact
meanwhile
moreover
nevertheless
not far away
on the other hand
otherwise
similarly
shortly thereafter
such
then
therefore
thus
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WRIM4G THE SALIENT
FEATURE DEVELOPMENT STORY

Now that we have written and explained a
composite st ory employing a summary
development, let us see if we can take the same
situation and-develop a salient feature story.

For illustration purposes, however, we will
add another incident to the situation. More than
three incidents are seldom used in a summary
development because it tends to make the lead
unwieldly. But developing more than three
incidents in a salient feature story is no problem.

Assume that the PCE 312, another ship

involved in the -operation, solves a modern
sailing problem with old-fashioned ingenuity.
When the patrol craft's engines .went dead, the
crew sewed a makeshift sail and.literally "sailed"
into port with the aid of a strong wind.

We now have four incidents to develop. This
includes the burial at sea, the playful whale, the
rescue of the grounded LST, and the use of sails
by a modern naval vessel.

To use a .salient feature development, one
incident should have more new value and
overshadow the others in importance. This
incident iSthen featured in the lead. The other
three incidents are summarized or presented in
the next paragraph. When the body of the story
is developed, each incident is developed in the
order of presentation in the lead and summary
paragraph.

It should be pointed out again that the
importance attached to certain incidents and
-order of presentation in a composite story is

arbitrary. One JO may consider the burial at sea
the most important angle in the story. Another
JO may decide to play up the grounded LST. It
is all a matter of news value judgment. But the
JO's judgment is important, for his lead is a
hook to draw the reader into the story. The
order of presentation will determine- how long
the reader is going to stay with you.

We have decided to use the burial at sea as
the most important fact in the example below.
liere is the way the lead and the summary
paragraph of a salient . feature de761opment
might.be written.

More than 20,000 men in a hundred
took time out for a moment of
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silence and prayer today as the body of a
deceased naval officer was committed to
the deep in a traditional ceremony of the
sea.

Earlier in 'the day, some 'other
incidents frivolving a mischievous whale,
a grounded LST and a powerless patrol
craft upset the routines of three other
ships in "Operation Broadjurnp," the
Navy's 1a/13e-scale amphibious training
exercise in the Pacific.

In writing the body of the story, the four
incidents would be developed in the ordet of
their appearance in the lead and the summary
paragraph. The material would be handled in
much the same way as in the body of the

'previous example for a summary development.

WRITING THE SALIENT
FEATURE EXCEPTION

In some situations, the salient feature of a
multi-angled story might be so important and so
newsworthy that even its details are more signifi-
cant than the other angles in the story. If this is
the case, then the details should be presented
before the other angles are introduced.

For example, let us assume the admiral
commanding the operation died of a heart attack
instead of the skipper of the DDE. Before he sub
cumbed, the admiral requested to be buried at
sea. Thy rank of admiral, his function in the fleet,
us death, and the burial at sea ceremony would

more important than the incidents involving
e whale, the LST and the PCE

e is how the story might be developed:

More than 20,000 men in a hundred
stalls took time out for a- moment of
silence and prayer today as the body of
Vice Adm. Bernard A. Bloom was
committeil to the deep in traditional
ceremonies'of the sea.

Adm. Bloom was the commander of
the Navy's amphibious forces in the
Pacific. Heiwas in command of "Operation
Broadjump," the Navy's large-scale am-
phibious training exercise in the Pacific,
when he died of a heart attack yesterday.
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Before succumbing aboard the
amphibious force .flagship .USS Laconic,
Adm., Bloom requested etlirial at sea. -
Records indicated he was unmarried and
had no living next of kin.

At sunset today (this section of the
story would deal with all the details of
the burial at sea, followed by highlights
from the admiral's career). ..

After all the facts relating to the
adthiral are exhausted, the other aspects
in the story should be introduced in- a
summary paragraph. These aspects.then
would be developed one by one.

WRITING 111E COMBINATION
DEVELOPMENT

A combination development might be used
Lri a compogite story if two of the incidents.
overshadow the other two-tie-importance.

For example, two of the incidents deal with
stranded ships: An LST went aground on a
sandbar and a PCE suffered engine failure. Both
p ro belm s were solved in unique ways
Combi/ them in the lead would be a natural
way of b inning the'story. If you decided to do
this, the lead and summary paragraph might
look like this:

Helicopters and makeshift canvas sail
played important roles in the rescue of
two stranded ships today during
"Operation Broadjump," the Navy's
large-scale amphibious training- exercise
in the Pacific.

Other developments in today's
operations involved a,mischie-eous whale
that disturbed operations and the burial
at sea of a deceased naval officer.

As in the other examples, the body of the
story would be developed Ln the order the
incidents are introduced in the lead and the
summary paragraph.

WRITINGTHE EXCEPTION
TO THE COMBINATION
DEVELOPMENT

The exception to the combination
development is similar to the exception to the
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salient feature development. The billy difference
is that the salient feature exception deals with
one all-important incident and several minor
ones. The combination exception deals with two
important ones and Several minor ones-

WRITING THE COMPREHENSIVE
LEAD DEVELOPMENT

The comprehensive lead development is
more commonly used for.composite stories than
-all the others. It is shnpler to write, easier to
understand, and satisfies present- newspaper
requiremehts for brevity .arxl compactness.

When used in a composite story, the
_ohaprehensive, lead reduces all the incidents to
one coernirehensive statement. The summary
paragraph' next summarize, these incidents in
1-2-3 or more order. The body then elaborates
on each incident in the order of presentation in
the summary paragraph.

He-re is the way the four incidents in
"Operation Broadjump" might be developed
with a comprehensive lead arrangement:

Four on.expected developments
today interrupted the operation of some
dips in "Operation Broadjurnp,", the
Navy's large-scale amphibious training
exercise in the Pacific.

They involved:

1.. A deceased naval officer who was
buried at sea in traditional ceremonies;

2. A mischievous whale which
disturbed operations;

. 3. A stranded LST that was freed
from a sandbar by helicopters;

4. A patrol craft that suffered
engine failure and reached port with
makeshift sails.

In writhrg the body of the story, the four
incidents cited in the summary paragraph would
be developed in the order of their presentation.

Composite news stories with more than one
angle are difficult to write. The biggest problem
is organization. You must organise your material
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h angle in a complex situation is
presented simply, clearly and effectively.

The basic formulas outlined in this chapter
will help you organize your material and write
the story. But more importantly, they will teach
you to THINK before you begin a story. You
will not just sit down, to. a typewriter and_
out the first thoughts that coma to yOur

Newswriting may be taught by formulas but
can be learned only by actual experience. Thete
is no. EXACT way to write a story, because

WS STORY

newswritng is not an exact science. There are
many ba.sac principles, but no hard-fast rules. A.
story should always be written in a manner
appropriate to the subject utter.

It. should also be pointed out here that the
incidents used in the "Operation Broadjump"
story were selected because they are clear,cut,
unique and easy to remember. Under normal
circumstances, each would make good copy for
a single one- incident release. They were
combined in a composite story strictll for
illustration purposes.
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AS a senior Navy JO, you counter
many assignments which require to
explain and interpret scientific and 'cal
advances, not only for Ma rwlersaut for the
lineraPtiblic

Since the 1940's the Navy has experienced
e greatest planned revolution in the history of
apower. We have nuclear and conventional

(see rig. 9-1) that -roam thewean.
personic planes_ capable of deliverthg

Figure --The nuclear powered. USS Long Basch (CON-91 is one of the many
accomplished in recent years.
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the Navy has



vaiious weapons systems anywhere in the world..
We have guided missiles that can be fired with
deadly accuracy from planes, surface ships, and

- submerged submarines. The,Navy is constantly
designing bigger and better ships and adapting
existing ships to more modern uses:
Oceanographic science -has taken on a new
meaning within the Navy during the past decade.
As the world population increases and land
resources can no longer support it, Navy
deep-diving probes into the. sea to study how to
obtain more food reservoirs, and raw materials
are becoming increasingly enportant.

The alert editor -and writer watch for the
impact of science on the lives of their readers.
There is a bright future .for the novice science
writer learning the art of interpreting scientific
advances. Sources of scientific and technical
articles aboard ship and large shore stations are
many. Explaining the features of a new
preventive medicine program, how the catapult
on a carrier works, or current communication
techniques could make interesting features in a
command newspaper or magazine.

Science isn't just a small PART of the news
anymore. It frequently IS the news. And the

avy is getting a larger share of this news every
day in research projects, support of scientists in
Antarctica, and operation of its forces.

TYPES OF SCIENTIFIC WRITING

All scientific writing generally may be
classified as technical, semitechnical, or popular.

TECHNICAL

Technical articles are written by experts for
experts in a particularly complex field. They are
not written or intended for reading outside the
field. Few general readers have the training or
background to understand them. They deal in
technical terms with such subjects as higher
mathematics, economics, nuclear energy,
rocketry, archeology, and advanced medicine.

SEMITECHNICAL

S e mitechnical articles are writ ten for
specialists or those associated with certain fields
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of work, The writer does not necessarily have to
-be an expert in the field, although it will help if
he or she is. The writing is clear enough to be
understood by those outside- the field, but like
the technical articles it is not intended. for
general reading.

The Navy publishes more than 30 periodicals
which are edited by the bureaus, offices, and
systems commands in Washington, D.C. These
are mostly semitechnical and depend on
contributions from the field. They includesuch-
publications as JAG Journal, Navy- Medical
Newsletter. Naval Research Review, Navy
Manage merit Review. The Supply Corps'
Newsletter, and The Navy Civil. Engineer. (See
fig_ . 9-2.)

You may .be asked to write or assist in the
preparation of articles for these publications.

's`Although nobody expects you to be an expert in
any technical field other than your own, your
training should enable you to prepare
satisfactory material based on interviews Of
research. In addition, you may help others who
desire to write for these publications by offering
literary advice or editing their copy.

POPULAR

Popular scientific articles are written for
mass consumption by the general public in
books, magazines, and newspapers. They deal
with technical subjects but are written in
nontechnical language. They are written simply,
clearly, and in such a way as to interest the
layman.

As the name indicates, popular scientific
articles are popular. People like to read them.
They know that a scientific discovery today may
benefit or endanger their lives tomorrow. They
turn to their newspapers and magazines for
information.

All popular scientific articles are strong in
reader identification. Facts alone are not
important unless you can show how they are
related to the life of the reader. This is especially
applicable to popular scientific articles.

In general, popular scientific articles serve
one or more of four purposes:

They inform the reader of significant
scientific facts or events which are not known.



NEWS did you know
Escape frim Hiles A new underweter escape trainer for helicopter crews (Device 95D,

Universal HellcoOter Underwater Escape Trainer) Is being built at Parma
-Cola. Aerospace physiologist It. Jim Brady, NATC Patuxent River, Is on
the flee( project team which is working on it Project officer is LCdr.
Monty Herron, Navel Tra Ming Equipment Center, Orlando, Fla.

Naval Safety Center records show that from July1983 to February 1975,
234 halos with 1,093 occupants crashed or ditched In major bodies of
water. Almost half of those who survived had to leave the wreckage from
underwater. Their escape was Speeded. by inrushing water, difficulty- fn
reaching hatches because of the alrcraft's,attitude, cabin obstructions,
gitio, disorientation or injuries.

he 95D will be a situation trainer," explains Lt. Brady. That means
it will not be a mockup of any specific helicopter but generally representa-
tive of all helicopters," It consists of a fiberglass fuselage and cockpit
assembly suspended over a pool of water. It can be dropped Into the
water and rolled upside down in either a right or left roll. Various latches,
.handles, partitions, etc., can be changed to simulate different types of exit
problems on halos. Although the device is capable of holding six people

-'at a time capacity WIII be limited to four as a safety measure during train-
Trig sessions.

The Safety Center reviewed standard Dilbert Dunker training in escape
from aikraft ditched or crashed in water: It found that the success rate for
pilots with training was-91.5 percent but only 66 percent for those who
had not had it The Royal Navy has been using a helicopter escape trainer
since 1962 and fatalities from drowning have dropped to almost nil.

The trainer is expected to be in operation at the Naval Aviation Schools
Command by late February 1977.

Target Recovery System A new type of helicopter-borne target recovery system has been developed
by the aero-mechanicaI branch at the Pacific Missile Test Center, at the
request of NavAirSysCont The system decreases the retrieval time of
BOM-34-A/E target drones which have parachuted into the ocean after a
test. Since the drones weigh up to 3,500 pounds when full of water, their
pickup presents unique problems In rough seas and ocean currents..

In the past, helicopters have used a pole to both help carry the drone
and guide a hook into a nylon loop on the drone. (NANews, April 1976,
page 18.) This method did not allow much flexibility and Sometimes 'poles
were stressed to the breaking point. In addition, the pole fixture was fre-
quently damaged when dropped to the ground after the t get was laid
down.

The new system has a quick-release mechanism which ows the pole
to be disconnected after retrieval. A stainless steel cable attached to the

Figure 9-ZHere is an example of, #te type ofi articles featured in Naval Aviation News,
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Chapter

They interpret
cations of a scien'

Tnvention.

They explain science and lbmplex
-technology in simple language that the average
reader can understand.

reader. the
development or

They apply the facts in scientific and
technical subjects to the life of the reader.

All Handl and Naval Aviation News are two
Navy publications which tegularly feature good
popular scientific articles. All Hands publishes
articles on what is new and important in the
Navy and how it affects the Navyman. Navd1
Attrition News doek the same, except that its
articles are slanted to readers in naval aviation.

WRITING THE POPULAR
SCIENTIFIC ARTICLE

Of the three types of scientific writing just
-discussed, you will be concerned mostly with
the popular scientific .article. The organization
and writing -of a popular scientific article are
very similar to writing a- feature story. It is
recommended that you review the basics of
feature story writing in Journalist 3 & 2.

There are four major steps in developing the
scientific article: recognition of the science
oriented story or "the idea," complete and
extensive research, carefully planned interviews,
and precise writing.

THE IDEA

Instead of finding "tips" anywhere and
everywhere, as for otheri.feature articles, the
science writer narrows, the sources down by
attending seminars, meetings, and conferences or
by gaining access to technical reports and
professional journals. If you were assigned to the
Operation Deep Freeze public affairs office,- you

.
would maintaa close contact with the National -
Science Foundation public affairs office for
information on planned research projects to be

,conducted in Antarctica. Conversations with
friends 'who are experts in their field serve as a
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shortcut to the discovery of interesting scientific
article_ possibilities.

In choosing a subject, you may find the
idecilion is not difficult if you ask yourself the

following questions:

Will the subject be interesting enou
ine -to write about?

Even with diligent research will I be able
to understand. the subject?

Is the subject adaptable to
erpretation? t

Is -sufficient research 'material available
on the subject?

Are interviewees available, either in
person, by correspondenc or by telephone?

Is there a military or civilian magazine or
newspaper that will print my article? 4

Will I be able to obtain illustrations and
photographs to complement the article?

If these questions can be answered in the
affirmative, you will then begin to plan your

research and set up interviews in preparation for
writing the article.

It should be noted here that the Navy carries
on a lot of scientific research on which special
policy on release of information has been
established. Two examples provided in the PA
,Begs are:

"Information on which transmittal
to foreigners is restricted, such as naval
nuclear propulsion. Release to the public
would allow the information to reach
foreigners.

Programs which are subject to
potential Controversy, such as the use of
animals in experimental research.
Releases in such cases may be made, but
must stress humane procedures,
safeguards, and the like."

SEARCH

The safe rule of the science writer is
the same rule of the good newspaper
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reporter: collect from five to ten times as much
material as will ultimately be used in the
article.

Almost everyone begins work on a
subject with his sources already in mind, such as
a discussion in a textbook, magazine article, or
research paper. A businesslike approach to your
subject will require intelligent use of library
resources. There are some standard aids that will
lead you to references for your purpose.

Library Card Catalog

The library card catalog lists books by
author, title, and subject treated, (See fig. 9-3.)
If you know the name-of a man who has written
on your subject, look up his name in the card
catalog. Also look up the subject heading that
you are writing about, remembering that your
exact subject may not be given but that there
may be one that will include it

In figure 9-3, note that the tion
call number in the upper left-hand corner of this
library subject card indicates the location of the
book on the shelf. The call number 943.08
indicates that this publi,ation is filed
numerically between 943 and 944 on the shell

J4.) o
K 64

The initial K (shown in figure 9-3) is the
letter of the author's last name.

Periodical Indexes

Next to the card catalog the most important
source of references is the Readers' Guide to
Periodical Literature. (See fig. 9-4.)

The Readers' Guide is a reference source,
2ublished since 1906, which gives, under author
entries and subject entries, references to articles
in some 200 current magazines. It gives

rences up to the preceding month and is
consequently one of the most valuable sources
for topics that are of current importance. When
using the Readers' Guide, write out all
important information on a bibliography card in
order to avoid confusion later and to have the
data in correct form.

PC/ lists PCIlUdiCalS
under Subject headings. This directory is
designed to answer the question: What
periodicals are in this field? It also tells in which
works each is indexed so that it becomes an
indirect guide to the contents of the magazines.

K1,111, 131{I. /II I taLl.,1i

I...11 (1,311y.'

d .99
4/.2 it-o

I
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Entry by Subject:

MARINE PAINTING

Frederick Waugh, America's most popular marine painter. G
it Am Artist 31: 30-7+ja '67

avens,

a
This means that an illustrated article on the subject MARINE PAINTING entitled "Frederick
Waugh, America's Most Popular Marine Painter," by G. R. Havens, will be found in volume 31 of
A_merica_n Artist pages 30-7 (continued on later pages of the same issue) of the janu- ry 1967 issue.

Entry by Author:

HAVENS, Geo K.

riederi,
Am Artist

Ain,11,.'s Mug

30-7+ja '67
1'opulai Marti e

Figure 9-4.This is an example of the listings in
catalog, is cominon to all libraries. It is used to locate ar i
and author.

Most lthiurtcs i/i, I

Index, which appears monthiy and runs pack to
1913. This index will serve as a elide to oche'
periodicals on matters of general importance
because it gives the dates of events which would
presumably be covered in other papers published
during the same time frame

S-pee l Bibbolgaptitca

There are many .,,.., ,,

journals in special irelds tat key to if se

special lists is Besterman's World Bibliography. of
Bibliographies, a standard and comprehensive
work, or the shorter Ireland's An Index to
Indexes.

Reference Works

The refereni..c I

number of general and special works,

31

1 /4.110
e to Periodical Literature. this index, like the card
appearing in nonmilitary periodicals listed by subject

.1,,11...JLAJ 1.11k, ni urea which
furnish varied and plentiful information. Often

is a good plan to see what one of these has to
say about your subject before you do any
extensive searching. The basic information in
these references can help you find
arouni inure nactlkgently

N., I .1111418

3

,....,)use of ,'our .ioirn cc. inten,ret,
to explinn, and to apply it to life i.e science
winter must write with accuracy in order to
indicate to the readers the signifiLance of the
socialite discovery or invention In readable

in Etiology
The rnaLi tat on the basis
what you are going to explain to the reader.

Select the facts in evei, more detail than for any
other type of article in order to write Clearly

your way
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THE MEM/kW

The success of an interview for writing a
science article depends upon the writer's careful
lesearch, thoughtful planning, and ability to
draw out the interviewee to speak freely. 'the
basics of conducting an interview are covered in
Journalist 3 & 2 and a brief review is
recommended. Interviewing is an art, no matter
what type of article you arc writing. But this is
particularly true when applied to interviewing
for scientific ui technical al (ides The sLien.:e
Ilfriter finis( deafly understand every step of the
research and comprehend the future benefits or
dangers of this results of the 1..rseaiLli
mankind

the plan ha a a Ilan . 11L)1,1-
toter steps. piepaiing fur (Le 1)lannin6
interview questions offiducttug aLtual
interview and reviewnig the

P14.140411116, 1±11 till. 1.11,.,,

A,,
ob, iousl

news intervie
cooperative

h .11; 10,1,11,41

CStatIISla a hainl,a14,10 ,1111
whet the 1.Itcrvl,.vee

arrange all appointinen tot al, 111(c),
a bud but ...oncisc ul (if
is witlim (11.: naval ,)1inihnnty ) nn,L
(1,c que5litAtIS to tic dl.5..1.15t.;_1
you are going to d(. with. thi Thi, will
givc (tic Intel, lc ,ec (Mlle iV picpai, tin (11.,
meeting and avoid ot,ide a utel

1"1101 (.

u h

11.: N. 14 4%, y 4)41 III14,1 01 k. t.
414,, II 1,..5C,..11 as 1,,)1Jaid,r .1141 1111111+1h, I.,
blb11061 a It.i.ly 'is, 11 , (11.:

Tire tak,i1LLI and c)dc.lpikil, 41

.,Gt dill the t.ltcl a1)11

utz± fin libido 1,0u1\.!'s
expert's cull igi cs You tot kl. .w the

life 1111 ,) anti 0, fill 'Iwo!.
ILL Sti0.13 NO i Li, klAin

r1441111I44th 144114 111.,413

resew, n l
the effect that the .escai,h 1..,u1k 1,1 .
the lives e1 tile (tic Aunibe
and teLtiu, al I the lea leis vt

without explanations, and the most effective
method of presenting the facts to hold the
reader's interest.

The questions must be so phrased that the
expert cannot simply answer "yes" or "no."
-1They should be formulated carefully to instill
confidence in the interviewee.

Nex t to the last question, you should make
ail and enients for photographs and other
illustrations The last question on your list will
be a request tom the interviewee to check the
Lognpleted nianus,:ript lor technical accuracy
and security. This point will be discussed in
mole detail in the postinterview part of the
plan

4. cfr11414.. __is. 4.

1.1, ,1l N,ltcl
Ill pi% tit tp, to II akilug El, : Won till special

tcL11(111.2s of IIIICIVIONbig 1A .lotirtiJal 3 & 2.
lit intcivic authoilties to, the science or
lc, 11n1.41 aiticic. ) uu n11gh1 ns,, the following

I\1411) +N I itt;IN heal e a la .1 )11. 4114)1) 4111.1 l,411
dolt inteiview without taking cAtensive

A, a isle both, the nit, r-vIewee and the
iitci JINdliVtAltabs: 11 IiVtcb arc taken

,Mien 1114.:4 Icw Ilse us. lit a small portable
tai.). 1G1 AN 11Wily 1.61 111111.;11dCd for the
Ink:1,1..w %IL.; that the machine r, in good
V1,)11,1116 ,11;$ ,4411I the )4tic.ie ale ',est. With
(l,1.14) s ,;=\ LL1h, lit Lquipinent available, there is
1144 .1 (tic nia.zophune Ill the
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Chapter 9SCIENTIFIC WRITING

Reviewing the Interview

The final step in the interview process is
reviewing the interview. It includes: (1) the
immediate transfer of notes from your memory
Or tape recorder to paper as soon after leaving
the interviewee as possible; (2) the "brooding
period, and (3) writing the article.

WRITING THE ARTICLE

After the material for an article has been
absorbed, you should pause to brood over that
you have gatherCd. This "thinking period" will
check the impulse to start writing and instead
deliberately turn over in your mind various ways
in which the article can be shaped. How long
should the brooding go on? There is no rule, but
many writers recommend 3 to 10 days.

Following the brooding period, you are
ready to develop an outline, lead, and style.

Outline

As with any article, you must give catcall
thought to the outline. Include in the outline
the writing devices that will make the readers
feel that the story c.,1 , :erns them or their friends
personally; if not now, then in the future

Avoid the sensational writer's overuse
reader-appeal devices, because the present-day
readers of science and technical articles seek out
factual material, whereas a decade ui so ago
their interest had to be caught and held

Because of the nature nil the irrateii.ai , =.41,

Must give more thought to, (1) determining the
limits of the article; (2) st.:opc: of the ttedtin,:nt,
and (3) anticipation ot what the 'cadet ma)
want to know. This foce4,, 11,CessitaL,:s
thoughtful culling uf your research aced

interview notes As uu dratt ti. outline keep
the readers in inual, Lven more than _when

writing general articles, anti retnernbc the
readers have intAigence, thought they mai nut
have a scientific or technical background

In planning the outline, remember drat
understatement rs better than overstatement and
holding out any false hopes to the reader. The
well-organized science outline is the result or the
writer's ability to visualize the readers, to hear
them asking, "Why? How is it possible? flow
does it concern me my family my job, my

neighbor? Will it make me healthier, wealthier,
wiser, happier? What will be the consequences of
this discovery on my children's lives ?"

The Lead

As in any writing, you avoid generalizations
when drafting a lead for a science article. A
situation in which the readers can see
themselves, or with which they are familiar,
serves as the first part of the lead. The fictional
part of the lead, or, in science writing, an "effect
needing a cause, or a cause implying an effect,-
carries the readers' interest into the body of the
article.

The first paragraphs of your article should
be forward-lookingnot backward-looking. Use
the familiar to explain the unfamiliar.

When writing a technical article for technical
readers, follow the same suggestions which apply
to the science writer, except avoid using a light
opening or a fictional lead. Get right into the
subject by using a simple, factual beginning. And
of course, it is not necessary to simplify as many
technical terms as when writing for the general
reader_

utly

Wiinn the body 11 the St..1c114,1... a, EILIC does
uot vary lunch from any other type of article
except that you must keep in mind throughout
the article that you must humanize science or
technology by showing how the discovery

ddc4'S
An informal tune adds to icadei interest

l.,n you write as it y,,u %vele tclling the reader
the tats and discusAng the subject with hint
Make frequent use of anecdotes, h) pothetical
eases, personal pronouns, and familiar incidents.

Quote authorities frequently to make the
ader feel that the facts are authCIIIIL

Only such details should be included as will
1,,,lp make the story inure p..;rbonal, MOre
and more complete If you overload the
mannscript with to tiffany details -dates,
figures nalliea, minute d.,scuptions of apparatus,
and technical terminology beyond the reader's
contprettensio,, you will lose the reader's
iu (crest,

Iitcludc my 16Alflk,u,,I. fu t- I 131

a:,:m4 Me that reader has ii previous
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knowledge of the subject, yet avoid insulting
him by defining every term used.

Accuracy

Accuracy is necessary in the science article.
Check titles, complete names, initials, positions,
locations, facts, and dates. As with any article
that you might write, be careful of the "first
syndrome "; that is, claiming that this is the first
time something happened. If you claim a "first ",
state the source of your inIormation and ensure
that it really is a -first.- Re-read the manuscript
to avoid overstatement and "talking down" to
the readers.

Must n- the A

Some of the better .6cience a Navy
technical magazines devote up to 40 percent of
their publication to illustrations. Pictures,
transparencies, graphs, charts, tables, or maps
are all effective for translating scientific ideas for
science or noriscieuce readers. (See figures 9-5

174.10
Figure 9-5. -Here is el graphic alusunuon which has been

used to show the size of Antarctica compared to the
US land mass.

174.112
Hipre is a simple but dramatic illustration

showing what would happen to the sea level if all the
ice in Antarctica melted.

and 9 o Avoid including tiot merely for
decoration, however.

A review of the pt ography chapter in
Journalist 3 & 2 and chapter 10 of this
manual would be helpful for the novice science
writer

tilt/ tOglaPII) sot a 16:114...0 di tick should be
striking, revealing, and dramatic. The
photopaph of the interviewee has more reader
interest if he or she is shown at work rather than
sitting at a desk



Chltpter 9 SCIENTIFIC WRITING

EXAMPLES OF
SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

The 'following three stones deal with the
development of a "super-cavitating propeller.-
Each represents a different approach and style
of writing on the same subject. Read the stories
carefully and note the discussion on each,
analyzing its style and its suitability for the
general reader. The articles are not printed in
their entirety for the sake of brevity.

NAVY ANNOUNCLS
BREAKTHROUGH IN Slim

PROPELLER DESIGN

I h6 design and development a

new-type, ship propeller, representing Li
sigral loath scientl and engineeriug
advance ni modem ship propulsion
unpreLedcnt,d in ttic past ..50,yeals ul
hydrogynannes a coluplisllmettts, has
been announced by the Of of Naval
Research at a de111011Stia (ion 101 tic
pass at Inc 1.)av Taylor Ntod.J
This achievement, which "arises from
teLent studies and apple, allou t ttlk
plienoutenon of sup,I-t;aVILdt101, to
propulsion, can teasonably be Lk, ,nkarcd
Iii InagrtltudC to the develpn,cnt ot t, t

propulsion to. al,
Dcyclopilicut i

"super cavitati,lg` pi, lie. ,s th( lit t

LC74till. of w ,lout Li, ,It, Ii 1.1

hydrofoils by Ntr Mar sh.,11 1),nin
tiliciitly with 111, c

Naval Re:,, ar c I. tit t, c I I I

England 1 he 01 in, hew
highly 0114,1Ln( by di loll pit this ci

cloSS ,Cc.11010 a Baca,,.: d
opliel 11kc!, po Slft 1, file

IIINt Ulric !ugh 1..)1(.0dst,n, iii i .1811

the wat 1 at degrees of
',Luse of 11,e 1 st ri,a.IIIL

p openers UV dtlii
Si;CtiS

Sc Ill,

ptes,:nt da)

enough to be understood, the writer obviously
made no attempt to simplify it for the general
reading public. The writing is ponderous and
formal. Certain words are almost archaic and are
seldom used in modern writing. ,

The lead is typical of all the paragraphs in
the-story. It consists of only two sentences, but
runs more than 70 words. There are 10 words
with four syllables, two words with five
syllables, and a hyphenated word with six
syllables.

Some phi aSes used ill the ar Ili*, such as
ydrodynattilLs caL0 p shinents and

application of the phenomenon of
super-cavitation- are real jawbreakers and would
discourage jhe average reader from reading the
story

1 tic following ( not printed In its
is news Aory on the same subject It

is .Marac.lerred, however by shitpliity and
Tectinh.z.41 aspects have been kept lo

because the average 1,:ader would not
have the bac_kpaound to understand it Ube

niatctial 1, also mom gclielal but the s101) still
c iz the ptope lie I 's thlvatitages,
disadvantages, possibro uses, and inpfications.

la_sy rKurLi i LK 1)L V LI OrLD b
NAVY 1S1AV REVD!. 11TIONILL

SLA IHAVEI

A,

IN,.vy :xpt.,:tcd to re olti nom/ ilia
waltui a tcA, eais 1h p14_+p4 itcA

+Alt, 5111143 to Lindh'
31,C+ 13 lit. WIleS 11t,41I

4,4 it: Al) th lot 1,

cliffiis111g by 011 11141. Lek SpC ttp
pLI

I tr. Na,
4 avit,1i,11E 14,14 .4.114 h t.

4lii tagr 01 , ciV _1.4,11 .11

tolu,ation k,o1 1 c.rol t tit, ft
tees it A:11 t a pi high

cc I-
t as 4,

II l,_4, . 44 41.1 ,leech
.41 I 11 tilk vapoi
1" 1,4 I,8;e I

I,, UM,: II 4, %lap.

IQ [ILO It Lit I ill 1
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vacuum. This causes the propeller to
"run away" as if it were operating out of
wa ter.

The third story (not printed in its entirety)
is a popular scientific article. It appeared in a
trade publication, Business Week, and is a
refreshing change from the first two stories.
Although the writing is slightly above the level
of the average reader, the material is presented
simply, clearly, and interestingly_ .

,The article contains more detailed
explanations than the first two stories. It also
presents a more comprehensive picture of the
new development with regard to advantages,
disadvantages, possible uses and implications.

FAST NEW SPEEDS FOR
THE OCEAN

When a new propeller design
developed by the Navy gets into use at
sea, underwater and hydrofoil craft will
be knifing through the ocean at fantastic
speeds of 150 to 200 kno (better than
200 statute miles per hou ), and more
conventional surface vessels will be
skimming along at 60 to 701 nuts (68 to
80 miles per hour)alm st double
present day surface speeds f 30 to 40
knots.

That, at least, is the spec revolution
forecast by Navy experts; the new

propeller, they say, will make possible an
entirely new range of speeds for surface
and underwater craft of all sizes.

Only ships designed for such high
speeds, in fact, will be able to make use
of the new propeller.

It will also bring a revolution in ship
design, for the increased speeds will
require new hull designs that can
withstand the pressures of traveling at
such a rapid pace. The new look in ship
design may call for bulges rather than
the sleek lines associated with speed in
today's ocean craft.

The change could be somewhat on
the same principle as produced the
"coke bottle" design in aircraftwith an
indentation along in the middle like the
one u, the bottle; this boosted aircraft
speed substantially, without any
Increase in power

Itie last [Wu st tully meet the four
purposes of popular scientific writing. Both
inform the reader of facts he did not know.
They interpret the implications of these facts.
The two stories explain and simplify complex
technology in simple language. They apply the
facts in the stories to the life of the reader.
Although the facts don't involve the reader
personally, they give him a feeling of security.
He knows that the new development will
improve the Navy, which is preserving the peace
he enjoy.,



CHAPTER 1

THE PICTURE STORY AND NEWSFILM PHOTOGRAPHY

Journalist 3 & 2 covered the basics of
photography, discussed the features and
operation of still cameras used in Navy news
photography, introduced you to
photojournalism, and outlined some of the
fundamental requirements for good news
pictures. In short, you were taught HOW a good
picture is made, and WHAT makes to good news
photograph.

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the

subject of photojournalism more thoroughly.
You will study the methods and techniques used

to produce still picture stories (sometimes
referred to as photofeatures or photoessays), the

fundamentals of motion picture news
photography, and the Bell and Howell 16mm
silent motion picture camera.

DEVELOPINCI t Hl
MU., PICTURE STOR Y

A series of related pictures With a 1)081,1111,16
middle, and ending, united with words, is the

most sophisticated form of
photojournalism the picture story

This form of journalism is
communicate Or to involve the reader hi an
a theme or d personality The most important
requirement of the picture story is that it be
significant.

In the early 19uO's Lewis w
first to employ tile Picture story a, a journalistic.
device. His coordinated pictures and captions on
child labor, immigrants, and coal miners had a
strong influence on legislation designed to
correct these social injustices. Since then, the
picture story has flourished. Many
photojournalists thought that their woad had

collapsed when Life and Look folded, but this
certainly has not been true. Although some of
the glamour and excitement seems to have
disappeared, many other outlets exist today.
Increasingly, newspapers are being printed by
ffset, which reduces the cost of reproducing
hotographs and makes it possible to use more

pictures. Also, special interest magazines are
flooding the market. They include those of
controlled circulation, regional issues, Sunday
newspaper magazines, and trade publications.

PICTURE STORY cAnGoluts

Picture stories generally fall into categories
charactized by placement of EMPHASIS.

One type places the emphasis on WORDS to

become an illustrated text. This form of
photographic narration uses the picture story
within a text story to call attention to the article
and to make it visually desirable to the reader.
The picture is the eyecatcher and relieves the
monotony of the text. The pictures themselves
do not neeessanly tell the story; the text is the
important aspect. (See fig, I 0-1,)

The second category places the cilipila.)13 Oil
t le:TURES. This category consists of two types.
The first type is called the Pure Picture Story.
(See fig 10-2 ) This is the picture story that
requires no captions. It has a brief headline, a
word or two with each photograph, or perhaps a
general text block. The pictures carry the
continuity of the story A classic example of this
would by the story of Edward Steichen in Life
magazine, called "Family of Man." The pure
picture story, using few words, traced the lite
cycle of man from womb to tomb.

A middle ground between wurb area C,

pictures is the picture-text combination_ This
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blend constitutes the modern picture magazine's
most important ,contribution to the art of
communication. Mere, the storytelling is thine
by related pictures, arranged in some folm of
continuity. The text in such an article is
important, but subordinate to the pictures, and
muck of it is presented in the Corm or related
captions.

Captions and text help the pictures tell their
story with utmost effectiveness and blend with
them into an integrated narrative containing as
many facts as space permits. Picture-text
combinatiyirs can be found in abundance lit
every picture story magazine published, and in
most Sunday editions of newspapers:

STAGLS uF DEVELOPMENT

r14. 44144- 4011, 4

a !dent i hey a4. the
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piciute 31.1-Ity may be
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better than the hie- on Wilkti It is cased

ideas for photo stories_ on Navy topics are
limitless. At sea or ashore, you are surrounded
by story possibilities. As a senior JO, you should
think of the Navy in terms of useful ideasstory
ideas, picture ideas, and picture story ideas.

If you are preparing your photofeature for a
particular publication, select some back issues
and analyze the features. As you read them, ask
yourself: Have 1 ever experienced a story of this
type? And, does my story have significance and
appeal'? By examining featureS already
published, you will become alert to story
situations preferred by the editor. This approach
also teaches you to look creatively at your
envitonmerit with a photofeature in mind. If
you concentrate on your personal experiences,
you will be able to present your story with
conodeme

1 he idilutOtcatuoc length is detclinuied by
You may want to include many pictures or

only few, but the number of pictures and copy
lengtn should be such that the stoty is told

i

rl.tr I -pi,

Attcl you Have a, ,L idea for a
1,1,,,toleatnte. 01.1 are ready to iescarch your

t 13cl-talc you stair the actual planning and
stiootil, you need to learn as much as you can
at Ito situation, object and/or person
liivolv,.d in the story Tree mote contpliCated
your stuiy, the utore ry.searc you will have to
do without go,..d tesodrch, you story may be
sup,incial and even inaccurate.

llic amount of time rcelniicd tui this
111(111.,)% SLAW- will dcpcnd of c..cirsc

11 il:(114.1.7.1 7044 Arca ,Ly k,iow soli i,J.Iulig about the
1,biect lid Have only to till in oil particulars, or

) ,ti liutilhig at all dholit it and have to
,clatelt iii any event, iescildL-11 IS vital

t:. dreparation of the material. Knowing
tli lac is behind what you see will make it
po,,,,ble i it you to put emphasis in the right

t.. 3ubortitat,; minor aspects which, by
then Lust-Lc-1We for attention_ may appear to be
u,,,t( important than they really are to the story.

takes many loons It may mean
books, magazines, newspaper clippings,

historical documents talking to, or



Chapter 10THE PICT

corresponding with people who have the
information you need.

Planning The Treatment

The treatment is the arrangement of facts
you have collected and type of pictures you will
need tp adequately convey the theme or purpose
you have in mind, Here you plan your pictorial
coverage and decide which elements of your
story should be presented verbally and which
should be presented visually.

Planning the treatment is the most
important phase in developing a picture story,
yet it I's the one phase most commonly
neglected. The usual method for an untrained
JO planning to cover a picture story is to grab a
camera, load it with fresh film, set up and
expose his film at the scene, then hope a varied
number of angles and poses will illustrate the
subject. This hit-or-miss approach is the main
reason so many picture stories are rejected by
editors. Planning is just as important in
developing a picture story as it is irr prep_ aring
for any other public affairs activity.

Because every picture story is different, it
will not be possible to follow the same plans for
each assignment. There are, however, certain
planning criteria by which all picture story ideas
must be judged:

INTEREST. The lust is an interest that
transcends spot news, like picture stories that do
not depend on a current news peg_ One reason
for this is that most picture articles reqhire
considerable planning and then preparation is a
time-consuming process.

IMPACT. -'The second e..)ct
picture impact, that "something" winch appeals
to the eye, catches attention, and holds it

NARROW SCOPE 11. vvc
narrow scope. Nothing so handicaps the
successful execution of a picture story as lack of
planning. A single) picture story on a small
commandorwould be possible, but difficult; on
one area of the command, it would be less
difficult; on a particular unit, comparatively
simple; on one man in a unit, easy.
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FOCUSING ON PEOPLE.Whatever the
story, chances are it can be made more
interesting if it is told in terms of people doing
things. It is possible, of course, to focus on an
inanimate object, such as a small craft. But any
readership test ever made will demonstrate that
the story will have more readers, and more
interested readers, if there are people in the
story.

UNIVERSAL APPEALThe final criterion
is universality. For commercial newspapers and
magazines, it is necessary that picture stories be
based on ideas which reflect the experiences and
feeling of large groutilliof people. (However,
there are special interest media, such as Popular
Science magazine, which have special
requirements of limited scope.)

Preparing The Script

A detailed shooting script is essential in
developing a good picture story. Start by reading
all the information you have collected on a
particular subject, then note those points which
can be illustrated or interpreted with the
camera. The script should contain a
comprehensive listing of every photo to be
taken, including camera angles, poses, distances,
points of focus, accessories to be used, and
similar helpful information. It is not necessary
to list the photos in the sequence in which they
are to be used in the layout, only in the
sequence in which they may conveniently be
photographed.

Sonic scripts are verbal descriptions of the
pictures you want. Other scripts are prepared in
storyboard form. In the storyboard organization
cacti picture is sketched on a separate index card
to indicate its contents, angle of view, and
emphasis. Each card should explain pertinent
data, such as time of day, location, people
involved, and props required.

Other scripts even include plans for a general
layout in order to assist the photographer in
planning his shots for placement on right-hand
or left -hand pages. (Knowing whether a shot will
be reproduced large or small helps the
photographer decide how much detail he should
include.)
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Don't regard the script as a formidable piece
of writing. It is meant to be a kind of blueprint
for taking the guesswork out of picture7taking.
Even though you may take some of your
pictures "off the cuff," your photofeature-
requires intelligent planning. Some
photographers say that a visual plan is

restrictive, This is not true if you properly
prepare and use a visual plan_ Such a plan is not
intended to limit your shooting.. Rather, it
indicates which pictures you MUST include to
present a t.:0111131CtC story and to- achieve proper
emphasts,
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Chapter 10THE PICTURE STORY AND NEWSFILM PHOTOGRAPHY

Prints should have normal contrast and tend
a little towards the light or grey side (full range
of tones for offset printing). Important
halftones in the picture must be clearly
separated so they will not blend in with each
other or become lost altogether in reproduction,

Determining exact media requirements,
however, is an entirely different matter. It is
your responsibility to determine what these
requirements are, preferably in the planning
stage of your pictilre story. Some of the facts
that should be taken into consideration are the
size, number, and quality of prints required,
distribution potential; media deadlines;
production facilities of the photolab; 'and the
approach to be used in the illustrations, text and
captions. Whenever possible, picture stories, like
magazine articles, should be slanted towards the
particular needs Of individual publications,

age

Pr _ , I 1,,,,..1
both still and IiWt1011 picture, ..re outlimi in the
PA Pegs, as well as the Manual of Naval
Photography. Keview this information whenever
you have something noteworthy to release in the
way of pictures, especially material windh way
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involve security demi:Lb, 0
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ESTABLISHING CONTINUITY

Picture story continuity is that "something"
which makes the story hang together, which
makes a cohesive, continuous whole of the
words and pictures. Analysis of successful
picture stories to learn what holds them together
reveals six commonly used types of continuities:

Simple Continuity

Narrative ( hiou I

Id,iiitt)
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have a group of pictu, 4s on the sane subject
that do not natutally tall into one of the other
type, of order. In other words, the pictures have
no starting point and no conclusion, A family
photo album is a good example of the use of this
type of continuity. The pictures themselves are
genelally unrelated, but they arc held together
by their Loinsuou subject

Fur cAample, supposL.. you a
pictule Atily of tile jutlini.d.W. t, airlii,g offered at
DINFOS Individual pictures in the story might
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A student struggling_ under the weight of
an armful of books Issued to him the first day
for use during the la-week course of instruction.

A group of students viewing the ro
presses during a field trip to a local newspaper.

Each photo in this picture story will feature
a different pose, a different scene, and different
students, but the coinmon denominator of all
the photos would be JO training. The photos
would have no starting point or conclusion, but
continuity would be established by the fact that
they deal with the same general subject matter.

Narrative Chronology

Unlike the simple continuity, the narrative
chronology is presented with a definite time
sequence in mind. It has a definite beginning,
suspense, and dramatic conclusion. Each picture
is closely related to the one which follows, and
cannot be taken out of sequence. The last
picture serves as the climax, which should be
startling or unusual.

In the narrative chronology there is usually a
lead or key- picture that combines as many
elements of the basic ideas as can be used in one
d ramatic, storytelling, well-composed
photograph. The key picture should be able to
stand by itself, given a half-page or a full-page
layout.

An example of a picture story using a
narrative chronology might begin with a scene
showing a plane returning to its carrier with a
bomb hanging precariously from its bomb rack.
As the plane lands, the bomb breaks loose, then
skitters across the flight deck toward some
parked aircraft- As the bomb comes to a stop,
two ordnancernen quickly grab it and throw it
over the side. The final picture shows the bomb
exploding in the water, spraying seawater as high
as the flight deck and in the direction of the
ordnancernen, who are shielding their faces with
their amts.

Repeated Identity

This is possibly
continuity types,
frequently used in

the most important of the
and usually the most
publications today. In its
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basic form, it involves tine repeated use of the=
same person (repeated identity) in every scene in
the picture stori;Forexample, if you wanted to
develop a picture story on Navy recruit training,
the easiest way of doing it would be to select -a
typical recruit and follow him through a day of
training from reveille to taps. The same recruit
would be in evel-y picture, but- every picture
would show a different scene and action.

Not only persons, but objects, see
and situations may be used success

in repeated identity continuities. The basic
technique is the samvswhen a person is used in
picture after picture. Ingenuity is necessary :'to I
make the presentation interesting and effective.

How-TO

The how -to continuity employs a time
sequence of pictures showing step-by-step
procedures for doing something. This technique
is used to show how to make everything from an
eye splice in a piece of line to building your own
boat. It is cOmmonly used in how-to articles
dealing with carpentry, hobbies, homemaking,
cooking, building, sewing, and sports, such as
bowling and golf.

Parallel or Contrast

The parallel or contrast continuity usually
employs the "do and don't," "right and wrong,"
or "before and after" ,approach in its
presentation of pictures in the story. It is
frequently used to present two divergent points
of view or to emphasize one side of a situation
over another. The "do and don't" approach, for
example, might be employed in a picture story
on safety. The "right and wrong" techniques can
be used effectively in a feature on military
courtesy. The "before and after "pproach, of
course, is most commonly used in picture stories
dealing with progress.

Development of a Theme

Most picture stories have a themethat is,
they present an argument or idea with pictures
that are logically related to each other.
Whenever possible, picture stories should feature
a theme that directly or indirectly reflects or
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ul?irs One or more of ,the Navy's public
ffairs missions and objectives. For example, if

you decided to prepare a picture story on the
Navy Relief Society for use in your command
newspaper, all the pictures right support the
therm of "the Navy takes care of its own." Each
pictiure aright show a phase of Navy Relief
activity that emphasizes work performed by the
Society to help the Navy family.

CONTINUITIES OVERLAP

Obviously, there is overlapping among the
continuities. Two or more of the six types
frequently used can be found in the same
.picture story. In fact, -most successful picture
stories result from combinations of continuities.
It must be emphasized that picture stones are
seldom restricted to any one form. A picture
story on recruit training, for example, may
employ a picture-text format using narrative and
repeated ideriti4'r with theme. As a senior JO,
you should study pictures stones used in
newspapers and magazines so that you may be
able to determine the best format and technique
to use in any situation when an idea for a
picture story on- a Navy subject presents itself.

NEWSFILM PHOTOGRAPHY

T elevision has revolutionized the
news-dissemination industry and is now firmly
established as the primary source of information
for the majority of Americans. There is ample
reason to believe the impact of television will
increase, For instance, development of a home
video tape recorder will allow the user to
preserve programs that are of particular interest.
Also, highly compact lightweight cameras will
greatly increase the mobility of television
cameramen, so that they will be able to move
almost as freely as today's newspaper
photographers with their mini-cameras.

Most Navy public affairs staffs can look for
increased involvement .with the television
industry. The new mobility of television crews.
combined with the industry's increased editorial
aggaessiveness, will mean that when a news story
breaks, live television coverage may become
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probable at commands where any TV, coverage
at all matis once unlikely.

Although the job may be more complex, the
JO will have better tools with which to work.
New equipment will increase the feasibility of
PA staffs produoiiig video-taped features and
news releases for TV.

Newsfilm (formerly newsreel) photography
has evolved from the weekly news surntriary,'.to
be viewed by a small percentage of the public at
their local theaters, to coverage that is only a
few hours old, brought directly into the living
room of the majority of American homes.

It is important that senior Journalists
recognize the challenge of the time, and not let
Motion picturesas frequently used by
televisionbecome a neglected medium through
lack of familiarity with techniques_ Motion
pictures are not just another way to
communicate. They have a certain magic that
adds a great deal to the explanation or coverage
of a news event.

It is not our purpose here to make you a
motion picture cameraman in the technical sense
of the word. We have professional cameramen
(PH's) to operate motion picture cameras and
process their product. However, you need a
good working knowledge of the subject,
because, as a senior JO, you must know how to
coordinate motion picture news coverage of
major events. You are also reqgred to prepare
shooting scripts for motion picture coverage of
n ews as well as be familiar with the
fundamentals of scripting film for TV use. In
other words, our purpose is to prepare you to
work with a Navy Photographer as a team in the
production of newsfilm for TV use. The PH
provides the technical expertise in obtaining and
processing good newsfilm. You take care of
other particulars such as preparing the shooting
script, recording the facts at the scene of the
news event, assisting photolab personnel in the
editing of the processed film, preparing a
narration or script for the edited product, and
making sure it meets the TV station's deadline.

HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT

Motion pictures, as we know them today,
are relatively new. History reveals that the
illusibn of motion goes back to the days of
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Pharoah, some 3,000 years ago, when. statues
were placed between massive columns. These
statues, as they progressed from the first to the
last, were carved so that one arm was
progressively raised.afrorn the side, up to a full
salute, and then back down to the side positiorr.
Phuoah, riding Past, was able to see an illusion
of motion that appeared to be the statue's Salute
to him. The number of statues used is not
known today, .but some of the coliimns still
stand.

Few people realize that as far back as 1 833,
men were striving to create something
mechanical that would tell a story by projecting
moving images. At this time. W. G. Homer
invented the zoestrope or what he called the
"Wheel of Life." This gave the first illusion of
motion from drawings. The device was a
revolving drum with slots along its outer edge.
Drawings were designed to show the different
phases of the subject's action and were placed
inside the drum opposite the slots. By. rotating
the drum and viewing through these slots, the
drawings merged into an illusion of motion.

In 1878, Edward J. Muybridge was credited
with the first analysis of motion,
photographically. Nuy bridge set up 24 wet plate
cameras along a racetrack with strings attached
and stretched across the track. A horse running
down the track, breaking each string, produced
24 consecutive photographs. The results were
then shown on an improved model of the
zoestrope.

George Eastman, founder of the Eastman
Kodak Company, and Reverend H. Goodwin,
each working independently, conceived the idea
of a light sensitive emulsion on a thin flexible
transparent celluloid. This Was the first "ribbon
of film," This event took place in 1888, and one
year later Eastman began to manufacture
roll film for Eastman Kodaks.

A large number of men, too numerous to list
here, were working on a machine to reproduce
motion. Such men as Edward Muybridge and
Thomas Edison of the United States, and the
Lumiere brothers of France, spent hours
attempting to overcome the challenge of motion
reproduction.

The major obstacle that had to be overcome
was the PERSISTENCE OF VISION, The
optic- nervous system of the human retina allows
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human beings as .well as most living creatures to
see motion. Actually, this optic-nervous system
allows an image to be retained for a fraction of a
second after the eye has been closed and the
image shut off. This retaining power is known as
persistence of vision. This persistence of the eye,
in behalLng like the shutter of a camera, has
been mechanically measured (as closely as
possible) at a fiftieth part of a second.

Taking this factor into consideration and
striving to create a mechanism that would_ match
this persistence of vision, Thomas Edison, in
1895, produced a machine callercKinetoscope.
This machine reproduced photographically to
the viewer What had previously been recorded
on the film by a camera- George Eastman made
the film for Edison; and thought Edison is

is not credited with. inventing the camera. His
referred to as the founder of motion picture he

machine for taking the pictures was called the
Kinetographic. The Lurniere brothers in France
purchased an Edisoii Kinetoscope and developed
their own camera, calling it the Cinematograph.
Their improvements made it possible to
photograph, print, and project motion pictures.

Credit for the United States invention of the
projector goes to Thomas Arrnat. dison needed
the new projector Arrnat had de ed for his
films, so Edison marketed the Arrnat projector
and called it the Vitascope.

PRINCIPLE OF MOTION

Let us once again go back to the illusion of
motion. As we found earlier, motion pictures are
an illusion of motion, which is possible because
of persistence of vision. This persistence of
vision is a common eyesight characteristic, a
split-second lag in the optical-nervous reaction
which permits a visual image to be retained for a
brief- instant after the irnau has disappeared.
For example, if you look ar a bright light and
suddenly drop an opaque shut ter over it, the
actual light is cut off; however, your eye and
brain retain the image for a brief instant. In
motion pictures, a series of still pictures, each
slightly different from the preceding one, is
projected in rapid succession; each frame
(picture) is viewed individually with a black
interval between. Your persistence of vision
carries the visual image through the black



interval and merges the pictures (or rather their
images) together, thereby creating the illusion of
motion.

BASIC CAME

A motion picture camera is a mechanical
capable of photographing action in a

accession of pictures on a ribbon of film.
Al( motion picture cameras have the following
four basic parts:

A light -tight compartment

A lens or lenses

A shutter

A Earn holder focal pline

These parts are primarily the same as in still
cameras, with the exception. of the shutter. The
shutter,shutter, in most motidn picture cameras, is of
the focal plane type, called a rotary disk shutter.
It has a segment cut out giving a light cycle and
a dark cycle. Exposure is made during the light
cycle, and the film is advanced during the dark
cycle. (See fig. 10-3.) Film comes in three sizes:
8-, 16-, and 35-millimeter. The 8-millimeter size

Figure 1 3. G aphic
shetisr shoseing a si

174.63
presentation of rotary disk
a shutter decree opening.
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is seldom, if ever, used for television. A notable
exception: if a vew important news event, such
as the Kennedy assassination, is available only
on Eknillimeter rgin, then it is obvious that if
could be used.

Two additional features of the motion
pict re camera are the film drive mechanism and

intermittent action. The film drive
mechanism transports the film continuously
from a supply spool (unexposed fihn) to a
takeup -spool (exposed film) by means of
toothed drive sprockets. Drive sprockets engage
the film perforations along the edges to enge
the sprocket teeth. These sprocket teeth are
often called pull down claws. These claws are
similateke those in projectors.

The second feature, intermittent action, Can
also be called the stop and go action. This action
is. created by a mechanism that advances film
one frame at a time at the film gate. In cameras,
this-is accomplished by the pulldown claws that
intermittently engage the film by means of the
Perforation and pull the film down one frame at
a time, disengage from the perforations, and
move up to repeat the operation.

During this operation, individuid exposures
are made when the film is held in place by a
pressure plate: Some cameras also have
registration pins. to further aid in the correct
alinement of the film during exposure. Each
pict re area in a motion picture camera is
e rred to as a frame, and the speed at which

e camera is operated is spoken of as frames per
second (fps).

Portrayd of all normal action is obtained on
the screen when the camera-taking speed and the
rate of projection are the same. The standard
taking and projection speeds are 24 fps. It is
Rssible and sometimes necessary to take
motion pictres -slower or faster than 24 fps.
This.ialane when it is desirable to either slow
down or speed up the motion on the screen. To
portray a subject in slow motion, the
cameraman must shoot the subject action, at
speeds faster than 24 fps, and project the film
normally. 'To speed up action, the subject is
photographed at a slower speed than 24 fps and
Projecteciaxgrnallyi .

All fps changes ire -subject action on
screen should be donelitiftf the damera and
in the projection of the emotion picture.
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Camera speeds in the thousands, of frames
second are used at teat centers tcrmeasure

the fall of iquids, the speerof objects in night,
r the area 9overed by a bursting bomb. When

these films -Pare projected at normal speed (24
fps), the viewer can study each detail of subject
matter and obtain accurate data -from this study.

During one cycle of operation of 'a motion
picture camera, the following action takes place:
First; the film is advanced by the film' drive
mechanism sproc_ ets; then the pulldovm claw or
shuttle advances t e film one frame at a time.
The filen is now st ed motnentarily wt We the=
shutter revolves ce, thereby making the
exposure. This cycl is repeated 24 times within
each second. Bee use the -film is moving
intermittently, it becomes necessary to have
surplus film in the proper plates: As the film is
constantly fed into the camera as Well as being
wound upon the takeup spool (stopping also to
be exposed), it must not shorten or tighten too
much or the film will break.

The possibility of Fara-breaking- or being
torn is overcome by having a film loop before
and another After the film gate to absorb the
shock of" theilitemittent action.

EXPOSURE CALCULATION

Before you can understand exposure
calculation for your motion pictures, you must
thotoughly understand the nature of light, lens
characteristics, and the photoelectric exposure
meter. It is assumed that you are familiar with
the fundamentals of exposure calculation for a
still camera- (For ,a review of this subject see
chapter 12 of JO 3 & 2.) Basically, the variations
of 'a motion picture camera are the same as the
stilltamera.

When computing exposure with a movie
camera, the following factors must be taken into
account: f/stop (which controls the amount of
light reaching the film and is the same as in a

- still camera), the shutter degree opening_, and the
frames per second. In order to. use a standard
exposure meter, you_ must compute a formula to
find the equivalent still camera shutter speed for
a movie camera at a particular shutter degree
opening and fps.

The formula is: the degrees of a circle x fps,
divided by the shutter degree opening equals the

2r-
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equivalent strutter speed in fractions of a
-For example:

3600 x 4
04°

2
Equivalent Shu er Speed

8640
204

42,3 1/42 of a second

If you have a camera with a shutter degree
opening of 204 degrees and are filming at
normal speed (24 fps), the equivalent shutter
speed is 1/42 of a second. Now all you have to
do is look opposite I/411th of a second (the
closest "whole" number) on your exposure
meter and the proper f/stop .for existing light
will be given.

PROJECTION PRINCIPLES`

What happens in a motion pictiire projector?,
A great deal takes place, but basically it,reverses
what the camera has done. The camera
recorded the action; now the projector is used to
return the subject's action to a screen. The film
ribbon of still pictures, each slightly different, is
transported through the projector. Each frame
stops momentarily at the aperture. A beam of
light is transmitted through the frame to the
screen. This beam must be interrupted to

, produce apparent notion. Between the frame 7'

and the lens is a rotary shutter,eatvich has two.'
open and two 'closed sections. As each frame 1
remains motionless for a fraction of a second in
the `film gate, the shutter revolves once. Two
screen images of each frame are projected tothe,
screen by the projection lens, giving 48 flashes=
of light per second at a_pfgjection speed of 24
fps. This is well within the-nits of vision.

The sound track is recorded along one edge
of the film. A beam of light strikes the-sound
track, and a photoelectric cell picks up varying
light intensities as they are transmitted through
the sound track- The photoelectric cell produces
varying electrical impulses which pass through
the amplifier. The amplifier builds up' these
electrical impulses for the speakers where actual
sound waves are reproduced.

The basic parts of all motion picture sound
projectors are the same. All have a body or
frame, film supply and takeup spaces,
intermittent drive mechanism, rotary shutter,
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film drive mechanism, projection light source,
projection lens, sound reproducing system, and
various switches and controls. Some have the
amplifier system built in with the projector
body, while others have separate units. The
speakers are generally separate and are placed
near the screen. Variou,s7 power leads, speaker

_leads, microphone connections', and, so forth,
make up the complete outfit.

TERMINOLOGY

Some of the most common terms used in
motion picture photography are as foUows:

ANGLES; CAMERA.Subject height in
tion to caraera height.

APERTURE.Opening in the film channel
vvhich permits and limits the size of the image
forMed on the film by the lens.

BACK LIGHTING.Key light Mat jails on
the back of the subject,. Significande, of back
lighting is that it provides Aepth and makes the
subject "pop out,"

BASETransparent ribbon on which the
emulsion is coated to make' a motion picture
film.

CINCHING.- Abrading and damaging coils
of film on a reel by pulling the !lose end while
holding the reel stationary.

CINEMATROGRAPHY.The ar
motion pictures.

CLAW. Hooked member of pulldown
mechanism which engages the fil perforations.

CLOSEUP.Picture made with the camera
close to the subject to show detail in the subject.

CONTINUITY. The plan and order f shots
in a motion picture.

EDITING.Cutting arrt, rearranging, and
iplicing movie scenes to secure proper order and
;cene length.
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FILM VIEWER.A device for wing the
film during the editing.

natioriv =cries
directly from the camera positio_

FRAME.A single still
motion picture film.

HA RD LIGHTING. Illumination
produces sharp, deep shadows on the subject.

INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT.
Mechanism in a camera or projector
which causes the film to move past the
aperture one frame at a time instead of in a
continuous flow.

LEADER' Film supplied at the begirufing
and end 'of a roll of film to facilitateihreading
cameras and projectors and to protect the usable
film from damage.

LONG FOCUS LENS.Lens of a long focal
length used to secure a telephoto effect.

LONG SHOT.Distant and full view of the
subject.

LOOP.Slack portion of the film between
sprockets and aperture which absorbs the shock
of the intermittent movement imparted by the
pulldown claws.

MAGAZINE CAMERA.A camera which
accepts film already loaded in a special chamber
to eliminate threading.

MEDIUM SHOT.A picture taken at a
medium distance from .the subject; -always
between the long shot and the closeup. Also
referred to as a transition shot.

PARALLAX.Amount of offset between
the lens axis and the viewfinder line of sight.

RAW FIN.Unexposed and undeveloped
motion picture film.

REVERSAL F Itilrn which is
processed first to a negative and then, by



controlled reexposure and redevelopment,
changed into a positive.

SEQUENCE: -Short series of scenes related
to each other and one theme.

.-spucg.Joint where two sections of film
are fastened together by overlapping and
cementing:

SPOT.Commercial format film, usually in
60-, 30-, or I 0-second length, designated, for TV
broadcast.'

TFIAILER.A short ilm added tothe end
of a feature.

MOTION PI UWE COVERAGE

Cod newsfilrn reporting is the combined
result of shooting sufficient footage of the
subject and using accepted motion picture
techniques. Where do ybu start with regard to
proper techniques? Start by learning all there is
to know about what is required to properly
cover an assignment and then apply it. First of
all, consider the word "scene." What is it? In
inotion picture photography, a scene is a single
motion picture composition or vie consisting
of several frames of film, Sometimes a scene is
also referred to as being a SHOT. Regardless of
what it is called, the end result is thesame,

What determines the length of a scene? This
is- entirely dependent upon the importance of
the subject, the action, or the tempo (speed)
desired. Usually a scene is determined by
starting and stopping the camera.

Shoot to make the movie pleasing to the
audience. Long scenes tend to be boring and
slow the tempo. Short scenes, but long enough
for the audience to grasp the idea, tend to
enliven the interest and quicken the tempo. The
protective footage that is normally desired on
each scene to assure sufficient footage for
editing is 10 percent. It is easier to cut out what
is not desired than not to have it available.

In scene requirements, the subject should be
composed pleasantly, attention should be given
to motion picture techniques, and again,
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nt footage shot to enable the editor to
properly present the subject-to the audience.

Another important item in making a good
motion picture is sequence. 'Sequence as applied
to movies is nothing -more than a series of
related scenes 9r shots. This is the most effective
manner in which to clearly present a subject in
motion pictures. The basic sequence consists of
a long shot, medium shot, and a closeup. These
terms are abbreviated as LS, MS, and CU. These
shots are usually presented in this order in a
movie -Jumever, this ienot ironclad. The idea is
'to--dif-rwrititVle camera what one does with his
eyes; The .LS establishes the location and shows
where. The 11 is a nearer or inbetween view f
definitely identifying the subject and tells who.
The CU is a detailed view of the subject and
shows what or why.

Variations of the basic se ence are
sometimes used for special effects. In all motion
pictures, anew sequence is shot each time a new
action or subject is introduced. The audience
wants to know where, who, what, and why.

As the CU shows the most important part of
the subject, the LS and MS are -used to bring the
audience smoothly into the CU shot. Image size
of the CU determines the camera distance for
the LS and the MS when using the same lens. In
other words, the whole sequence is shot to build
up the closeup.

Think in terms of a production. A
production is a combination of related
sequences. A good production is one that tells a
.story in an interesting, logical, and coherent
manner without any distracting photographic or
technical defects. The result of sequence
coverage is that a story has been told. Again,
remember, the LS4tells where, the MS tells who,
and the CU tells what or why. The audience sees
and understands the subject; their attention is
focused directly on the subject, and sequence
coverage has built interest due to scene
variation.

Thus, to tell a story with a scene or shot, go
into a Sequence, then branch out to a
production. This accepted technique builds
continuity. A book is read from beginning to
end. A story in pictures should be told the same
way. By using continuity, the story is placed in
pictures in their logical arrangement of scenes
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and sequences in the production. This insures
izaltuplete coverage and footage.

CONMPWITY

Motio
developrnen
ltd conneci
story, like

picture continuity is the
f a story through arrangement
of the scenes. A motion-picture
other, has a beginning, a body,.

d an endmg, and no storyis complete without
all three. Good continuity consists of a well
planned arrangement of the individual scenes so

--fiat oda leadVnaturally kito another and
*nether they tell the story effectively,

. Careful plannirig is always necessary to
thieve good continuity, and this is just as true

in producing a newtfilm as in making any other
motion picture. This does pot mean that a
completely finished script is necessary for the
newslikn story,.but you should have at least an
outline before shooting. In making the plan,
start from the beginning awl add each fact in its
logical place, explaining clearly with the camera
until all facts have been presented.

If the film leaves the audience consciously
(or unconsciously) asking a question, it is not

4 complete and does not have good ontinuity.
Any point which must be ,extensiv detailed
by narration shows poor planning nd poor
confinuitY.

The actual shooting of the story is likely, of
course, not to be the smooth, unbroken stream
that you are striving for in the finished product.
More than one photographer may be shooting
scenes that will become one film, and much
editing is likely. to take place. If the shots taken
are to fit .together. in good continuity, the
principles described in the following sections
must be understood-and carefully applied.

Screen Direction

Screen direction may be defined as the
direction on the screen in which the subject
moves or indicates motion. It is necessary to
have logical and consistent screen direction to
tell a smooth flowing story. If a ship is moving
from left, to right on the screen, the audience
immediately identifies the destination of that
ship as being towards the right side. The ship
should continue from left to right in all shots
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and scenes until a change in its -course-can be
shown. To have a series of scenes cut together in
which the screen direction of the ship reverses
Without explanation confuses the viewers and
leaves them wondering whether the ship is going
or coming.

A sehject may have screen direction even
though it does not move. A pointing pistol
indicates screen direction by its _muzzle
placement. This is true of any subject that has a
front and rear'or moves either forWard or
backward.' The. front , always suggests, forward
screen direction-. If a pistol, car, aircraft, camera,
or any other object is photographed, the subject
should point in the same screen direction in all
scenes unless its direction is change(' by the
picture and the audience is satisfsial that a
change has been made.

Screen direction may also be changed by use
of neutral shots such as head-on and tail -away
photography. A change of direction may also be
accomplished by deception (suggesting change).
This maybe done with, a Sign; moving wheels, a
compass showing a course Change, or any logical
action reiated. to the subject. The technique of
shoiVing tar subject actually turning or changing
course is the best method to use.

Proper planning can help the photographer
control screen direction. In filming a parade or
presentation, all shots should be taken from the
same side of the event. If two photographers are
filming a parade from opposite sides of the
street, the parade will move from left to right to
one photographer; from right to left to the
other:- If the footage shot by each is combined

-.into a motion picture, the screen direction
changes 180 degrees between scenes or shots.
Continuity of direction has suffered and the

'audience left confused, wondering if the parade
ever reached its destination.

rhipping and
itching Action

Scenes that are used together must match.
Action must appear to flow smoothly from one
scene to the other. Neither the center of interest
nor the angle changes must be so extreme that it
becomes difficult for the audience to reestablish



itself. All the details in the scene at the cut must
be the same on both shots, before and after the
cut.

Matching acfiorrii usually 'accomplished in
motion pictures by shooting overlap footage.
This consists of duplicating action on tfie end of
the scene by reshooting it at the beginning of
the next scene so that the action overlaps. In
editing, the action is matched frame for frame
between the' two shots, and then spliced so that
the..new Acene begins in the same position as in
thcjait -fraMe of the prececkng scene. In the
shooting .34 uncontrolled action; it is impossible .

to do this with one camera, but with two
cameras photographing from different angles it
may be accomplished. ..

The center of interest must be matched at
Oe'cut. If this is not done, the audience has 10
look around the screen to find the actiort, and
misses some of the action that has tak'en place.
This is particularly impor tjn shots in which

t
f

daction is takiigr_pla tintilso in medium
ots of all kinds,,. .

. All details irrone scene must be matched in
the next Scene. Objects appearing on tables from
out of nowhere and clocks changing time are the
most common violaters of this rule. These
details are very noticeable to the audience.

Cut-ing and Cutaways

Cut-ins and cutaways are scenes shot for
insertion into the main action when the film- is
edited.-They arefrtlated to the main action, and
they may Or may tit* take place at the same
time. They are- freqiaently in newslihn to fill
gaps between scenes- that are not matched, or
they May. 1)e . tted to show an interestirig
sidelfghe'on The main story. They can also
account for a lapse of time or h 1p to build up a
specific atmosphere.

For example, imagine seeing the Army-Navy
football game without shots of the crowd,
cadets cheering, bands playing, or half-time
pageantry. All these scenes cut away from the
football game itself and show action related to
the contest.

Cutaways smooth out the continuity so well
that the audience does not realize that some of
the action which has taken place in the field has
been cut from the film.
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An example of a cut -in is a close-up of one
player, such as of the kicker's foot when he
kicks the ball. This could have bee shot at any
time. However, by inserting it in e film at a
point where an important kick t es place, the
drama of The film is heightened.

PANNING

It is a natural impulse to move a movie
camera; Curb that impulse. As a rule, it is the
SUBJECT that is suptiosed to move, NOT THE
CAMERA.. However, some exceptions mast be
allowed`: There are times when it ia necessary to
follow h moving object or to include all of a
large objYtt- or --area. This is called panoramic
shootin$, or panning. f

Corlectly following a moving subject with a
camera' demands a few. considerations. In
following a plane in Mitt kir insfarige,- -it is--
important to lea& the subject so it does not fall
out of the frame. Correct. balance can be ,

maintained by keeping the subject about
one -third 'of theAvay into the tarne. This Blows
it two-thirds cif -the picture area in which to
move.

Also avoid getting too far behind the
subject, and then attempting to bring it back
quickly to-the center of the frames The subject
will appear on the screen to* goirig alternately
forward and backward_ .

If a fast plane is passing so close that you
would practically have to "swish" the camera to
follow it, don't waste your film. Also, if you are
aboard a boat or scar going in the opposite
direction off that in which the subject is moving,
you will have tottaAnsidemble distance away
tO get a passablV'SmooTh picture.

In photographing a static scene, where there
is no movement in or out of the frame, panning
is rarely justified. An exception would be
photographing a subject of epic dimension such
as New York Harbor or Grand Canyon. This
type of scene lends itself to slow panning.

Panning would also be appropriate to show
the intricate relationship of the parts of an
industrial plant assembly line. In such a case,
however, moving objects, or workers, would
probably offer a chance to pan by following
their action, which is always more desirable than
panning on the static object.
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The physical elements of a good pan are
steadiness, evenness, and slowness. A pan is
usually made from left to right. In-
photographing tall objects, it is usual to start at
the bottom,_tiltliig up to the top. (Panning is

e:-.confmed to the horizontal plane. Tilting is
movement of the camera in the Vertical plane.)

Move the camera very slowlythe slower the
better. This is especially important when a long
focal length lens is used. Since the lens is
magnifying the image and narrowing the field,
normal camera movement across the field will
produce a jumpy sequence in projection. Fast
Panning is desirable for only one purpose; that
is, in making a "swish pan." The image is
deliberately blurred. This stunt is used as a
means of shifting attention from one scene to
another. If used effectively, it sometimes can
increase the interest of certain films.

AlWays- start and end a panning sequence
with a still shot. Hold the camera still for a few
seconds, pan, then hold the camera 011 again
before stopping the expospre.

Avoid panning -.Whenever possible.
Remember that in most situations, a series of
short scenes with the camera motionless will
produce better results than panning.

COMPOSITION

The art of composition was fully discussed
in chapter 14 of Journalist 3 & 2. While this
discussion dealt mainly with still photography,
everything that was detailed there ho s equally
true with motion picture ph tography.

i

However, it must be remembered tha in motion
picture photography, continuity of composition
must be consistent in the different scenes within
a sequence in order to keep the audience
oriented and interested. Also, since the 'subject
moves about, composition- can change and the
photographer must be alert to compose the
overall scene so that it is compatible with the
other photography. Detailed planning in advance
is a great help in solving many of the problems
encountered in motion picture composition.

Composition is the blending of all the
component parts of a scene so that they form 'a
harmonious whole. The actual balance of
composition is affected by the action,
placement, size, and illumination of the objects
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in a scene. Composition is largely a sense of
feeling:' There is no reason why you cannot
echicate yoakelf in this feeling, provided you
have the desire Aid are willing to put some
sincere effort into tactical application.

vision of Picture Space

Your first problem where to put objects in
a picture. A helpful never divide in halves
or quarters as shown it figure 10-4, but rather
arrange the subject in thirds as, in figure 10-5.
The reason for the rulels Simple. One feaiure
should dbrninate _the 4icture, since we can
consider only one thing ata)tirn,. e. If you divide
your space in halves favoring liPither one nor the

174.64
Figure 1114.--Picture er vided in half divides the

viewer interest..
f

174.66
Figure 11- 6, Picture area divided in thirds.



other, our mind jumps from one half to the
other. But if you divide the space into thirds, it
is easy to let one part dominate the picture area

In the outdoor scene we usually have earth
and sky. If the skyWne is placed in the center,
neither earth nor sky will dominate (fig. 10-6).
So we must decide which is most important. Is it
the heavens, with a graceful arrangement of
clouds (fig. 10-7), or is it a winding roadway
leading up to the hills? Give the largest amount
of space in the picture to the part you wish to
emphasize. (See fig. 10-8.)

As you can see, we do not strive for perfect
symmetry, but for variation of spacing. Unequal
spacing and masses will give emphasis and add Ft
interest Imagine lines drawn into your film

174.66
6.Hori_ and subject centered.

Nu re 10.-7.CORRECT: Horizon
third of frame.

__b'

174.67
bottom In motion picture photography, emphasis

can work for or against the cameraman. With

174.
RECT: 'Horizon end sub t in top

third of frame.

fra 6 diViding the pictiate area into three, equal
parts, across and vertical, ain figure 10:7. Then
place the most important' objects either directly
on the lines or-vear the intersections of these
lines as shown by the circles. These four circles_.
are the four strongest points of interest in the
picture space. However, since you watt 'orilyione
thing to dominate in a picture, use only Brij
strong spqi at a time. .if you place objects on
each of the four spots, you create confusion and
defeat the principle of DOMINANCE. This will
also help you avoid the monotony of forever,
having the principal point of your subject right
in the middle of the picture.

Subject Placement

Always give the subject room to move into
the frame. Naker have it facing out of the frame
unless you Bkentionally want it to leave the
scene. (See figures 10-9 and 10-10.)

In photographing an aircraft in flight, t can
be made to appear as if it were going up or
coming down, depending on how'it is placed iri
the frame. This is because of the tendency of the
eye to center the subject in the frame and add
appitent movement to the object in the
dim on of the empty frame. (See figures'111
and 10- 2.)

Ernph
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Figure 1&11.Place en sir
the from, and It will

174.71
In the bottom third of
r to be climbi

Figure 1 10.CORR T: ROOM
WW1 to look Into' tho :trams
modem is portieukalystio
sokfoct plant

174.70
has been left lov the

end to mots. This
to motion plows

due regard to emphasis, remember, that one rule
is valid only if some other factor does not
outweigh it; therefore, all factors are relative to
all other factors The subjict which has height in
the frame has emphasis. A face has more
emphasis than the back of someone's
headtherefore, even though someone may have
height in the frame, if it is the back of a head,
the face ,will take prominence.

Contrasting objects will give emphasis to the
sceno.',,If there is a group of people all wearing
Army wen.; with one sailor in their midst in
navy blue, the sailor will have emphasis, due to

Figure 012.Pleas an aIrpIrp In
frame, and It Well aptriar"tobe

174.72

the contrast built by color. Other mixes 'can
involve shape, textures, forms, or size. Contrast
can also be achieved by movement. If a grotwe of
men are standing at attention, but one man is
"skylarking," he will have emphasis.

Contrast can also be achieved by the lack of
movement. If a group is watching a tennis match
and heads are turning back and forth, except for
one man who has fallen asleep, the sleeping man
will contrast with the, rest of the group, giving
him the emphasis.

Make it a point to study the composition of
movies, photography and TV newscasts you see.
Pick out the and bad points of
composition as yo

..and.
films. Studyin ;the



work of others is one of the best ways to improve`
your -knowledge of newsfdrn or motion picture
photogaphy.

Remember that in still photogxaphy_there is
a great deal of leeway with regard to .the,
compositiOn of the subject. Composifiori cam be
changed as the print is made by cropping, or
even after the print is made by a straighte4ge
and razor blade. However, in WotLon picture
photography, it is as if the presses were rolling
the instant the camera begins to function. No
changes in F.omposition can be macf. The only
thing you '.ein do Is eliminate the scefle by.
edit" You are limited to the horizontal
forma , but this format appears to be very _

flexibl in the hands of a good cameraman. So
make sure that the image seen in the viewfinder
tells the story in the best ,possible way before
making the exposure.

ANGLES

Different earners angles aid in the making of
a good motion picture. Camera angles are the
means by which the cinematographer makes the
audience see what he wants it to see. Camera
angles can make movement seem slower or faster
than it actually is; they can apparently add
inches to the height of a short person, or whittle
down-the height of a tall one. Camera angles can
also guide the psychological effect of almost
any action.

Motion picture camera angles differ vastly
from the angle shots familiar. in still
photography. When you see a still angle shot,
you know it. When you see a movie angle shot,
you should be unconscious of it. With a very few
exceptions, such as tricky angles in a montage,
movie camera angles should appear on the screen
as thiaugh they were taken with the camera
normally positioned.

Whenever more than 100E feet of film is
required to cover a newsworthy event, try to
plan the scenes so they might be shot from
different angles. The most interesting can be
incorporated in the finished product during
editing. Try for new and unusual angles, but be
careful of any freak stuff. Overlap shots about
40 to 50 frames so that latitude in editing will
be possible.
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CAMERA ANGLING,

A camera an e in motion pictures refers
the hei f the camera position in relation to
the size of the subject: The term "carnera,

gling" covets low-angle and high-angle shots
much in the same tnannet as it applies to still
photography. .High and.low angles contribute to
the category of trick shots .ancl. are used to
emphasize, distoyt, and produce false
impressiops.,I general, icvi;angle shots indicate
large, strong, dynamic, active, 'aggressive,
vtatorious, an vigorous subjeCti
high-angle shots indicate tranqUility, weakness,
exhaustion, finality, and inferiority.

Low- and high camera angles may actually
serve a useful, though not obvious, purpose.
They may add-to or- subtract inches from the
height of people. This procedure is often used in
the case of a scene in which-one person is taller
than,-the ofher. To make them appear the -same
height, have the shorter one stand slightly closer
to the camera than the taller one and use a low
angle.-

Camera angles play a big part in depicting
the apparent speed of a moving objeCt. High
angles and long angles speed up motion. In an
extreme long shot, even the fastest moving-2
object appears to move slowly. As the subject
approaches the camera, its movement apparently
increases in speed.

Action shot from an extremely low camera
angle seems to m e fastest of all, espiaTally if
the subject movetbstraight toward the camera
and a wide angle lens is used.

TECHNIQUES AND
PROCEDURES

When preparing to cover a motion picture
news assignment, careful planning is necessary to
insure proper coverage of the job.-Film which is
intended for news release receives a higher
priority for handling and processing at the Naval
Photographic Center if it is labeled as such and
previous arrangements are made. The first print
is immediately screened by motion picture
experts who select the footage for release. The
most common reasons for having to discard



exposed footage instead of releasing it or f
for historical or documen use are:.

Poor exposure

Improper focus

Genes =no tripod used

Poorly panne_d areas

P oor ` sub,ct Batterf-uninte s
froni!the wrong%an

SeeneS. too short

_ginil negative., roceised locally and
subsequently"- scratched by projector or
other forms la f han

InsuffiCient information attached-no
data sheets

ck of c

k of informing closeup shots
-\

In order to provide a ready reference to
some of the techniques and procedure% which
contribute to better motion pictures, the,

-following hints are or freqUent re*"

What to-Shoot

Many interesting things happen throughout
the Navy each day. Newsfilm should show what
the Navy is doing. If possible, film any event or
evolution which will be of potential interest to
the public, or the internal Navy audience, either
immediately (in the case of newsfilm) or in the

- future (documentary or historical). To give you
a feel for some of the subject areas that have
been filmed and made into newsfilrn here are
some representative samples:

Fossil find in Antarctica
SECNAV decorating astronauts
Soviet subtender in the Caribbean
Bagpipes aboard USS Shangri-La

ration Helping Hand
Navy research in malaria

WISF ILM PHOTOG

Do not make the scenes, too. short. It
better to submit too much footage on a scene
than too little. FilM editors can cut a lone scene,
but cannot add to a scene which is too shbrt.
However overshooting is not "a, sullstitute for
planning. If- you provide 3011-400 'feet of film,
that's more than enough it:o be edited down to a
good piece of -liewsfili on a featurette: 'Too
Much footage submitted to a busy editor or film
lilitirian may be .worse than too little,'simply
because there may- be too little time available -to
screen or edit excessive 'amounts ''of footage,
resulting-in the story being discarded-altogether.

Show

Attempt to get coverage of battle actions,
carrier atrilces; offshore beimbarttment,
amphibious landings, and other Navy battle-
operations. If possible, try to get many of theses
photographs from the air, filling in with closeups
whelk lime Omits;

Get Coin to Coyer

Many .of the ss glanorsushissions of
...

NavY e_. glightdd, how the job of the
iabicif i t as the tankers. Shaw
.the

P :,r

m lookout stations, radio
gear an equipment. These shots make
'excellent , close,ups and provide the realism to 11
make motion Pictures effective. Another
advantage of such scenes is that they are
versatile-of such a nature as to be suitabl
use in -more than one type of film.

Shooting Script

As described and illustrated in chapter 20 of
JO 3&2, a newsfilm shooting script is nothing
more than a set - of directions to the
photographer to insure that he shoots the
picture you need. Ij lists the time and place of
each scene to be photographed (usually a few
more scenes than you actually need), the te

footage or numbers of seconds you want in each
scene (about twice as Much as you plan to use)
and a brief descriptton of the action you want in
each scene.

In some cases when you're after a short
newsfilm, a shooting script isn't needed. This is
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especially true when you, the planner, are
accompanying the cameraman. You can give him
oral directions on what to shoot and how much
footage. Furthermore, a good many cameramen
don't want to be bothered with an elaborately
detailed scenario. Shooting a scene is often a
spontaneous act, done on impulse, done to seize
an unusual, quickly passing opportunity.

Form a Team

The most practical way to operate is with a
twc>man team. The JO can be the cameraman's
helper or act as a still photographer. When you
am covering a partitular assignment, make your
presence known to the superiors in the area_
Explain your mission, and ask that you be kept
abreast of what is happening in order to plan for
the most effective coverage

Security

Youkhritst be 1'ertaln during Eilintrigk,.. enc
that nothing is recorded on fihri that is
classified. The quickest way to "kill" your stocy
is to include anything that is questionable
be...ause it will have to b._ I cVli. Wed ful security
and this takes wimp, Securny la d t the SUILI.-;e

.SAGA lunge

lu

sla tint, is absoLittry neee:.sm y A .5-d LC '.110 Lad
contain. ihe ( 1) 1,4nit ,tier ,A the
command, (2i lia_1110 0: Cato CI 3 )
(4) roll rano Le (5) carriers nriiirl,e1 ail 1 ( )
date. The problenrs involved in trying to identify
and edit unslated rolls of lilni are treniendous
Unless the carnet arnan photographs a slate on
sortie portion- of the rot!, the edi kyr lia, no idea
of the sequence °cc oils, events, or other needed
information. A good slate should eoniplevly fill
the frame withge clear letters and filinacis
that are easily r

On I arrirri. firer, tt,e slate s1ic,u1d
photographed on the hist three fe,..i of the
If it is impossible to photigraph the sla be at the
beginning of the roll because last ac f Is taking
place which you must photograph imniediately
or lose it, the slate should go on the tail end of

the roll, A notation should be made to that
effect on the accompanying data sheet.

Film Selection

A detailed discussion of the types of motion
picture film available in Navy photolabs may be
found in Photographer's Air ie 3&2. Newsfilrn
coverage of events intended for national
television release MUST be shot on color film to
he accepted by the networks. Most local
television stations now have facilities for color
film and rapid processing. When planning
newsfilrn for a particular station, make sure you
know their preferences.

Tice majority of television stations have
standardized on the type of color film
usedType 7242 Ektachrome Commercial. This
is a high-speed color film of extreme versatility
that can be used under daylight or tungsten
lighting, can be forced processed fur additional
exposure latitude, and has excellent quality for
television reproduction.

Process' iits

fkiost gentled a., have
allies for processing tau uon pi..ilC iihn You

must either send your tilin lo a local Navy or
commercial lab to the Naval Photographic
Centel tui processing Some local TV stations
will accept unprocessed film footage if it
,on...tits a.r . vent of mon local interest gild Is
aLt,oilipa,dcia with apotupi Lte 'Asia The release
of iiiiptot,:esacki Hint° civthan ..itedra is nonot good
1)1 ['Lc, howevei It is tulip° rta.nt to review tilin
fur quality, security, and so forth Also,
relesAtig unl,, doessed film means exclusive
by one Station in most cases, and generally
res..lts in loss or oliginal material In addition,
must stations cannot process ECU 7252, the
film most ofte.o used by the Navy_ Guidelines of
this nature are made by the particular public
tf fairs off cc involved

Specific details in two, ai ding niotitri)
pi,:ture footage to the Naval Photographic
Center for processing may he found in the
Manual of Naval Pholosraphy, CiPINAVISST
3150 W.

Motion 0,..ture lootag,_ Ins,ing, strictly local
hi rest ma, be pro,essed It, _ally and released to
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interested edia like any other local Navy
release,

liowever, keep this_n mind Motion picture
footage having definite major news value must
be forwarded immediately, unprocessed, via
airmail, commercial express, or fastest available
transportation to NPC (ATTN: CHINFO
Liaise? n). Complete information about the
subjett or the event should accompany the film.
At the same time the Film is forwarded.; a
message should he dispatched to NPC, with
information copy to the Chief of Information,
adwisingINIPC of the subject, type and amount of
footage, method of delivery, and thf-Aestirnated
time of arrival at Washington. This will enable
bollytINPC and CIIINFO to process the film and
inforrnation more expeditiously for release to
natJonal media in the capital.

The original negative of
photography of feature value (photogoaphy
which will not lose its timeliness) is forwarded
to NPC, with a copy of the forwarding letter to
CRINFO.

Here are the procedures for shipping film
packages to NPC:

LAW] trackage:, UZI 1011. WN:

t)0 L)t.

()ItieeT tl, S Na
Photograp'lic Center

C-TINFO I LA I...?
U.5 Ni Al

203(i

HE:\ tiiSi tits IJ.,I t , A

144,144,1 Lk, ,voter's
INA VAR I 'fin 3150/5, plat, at s,
dest;np [too (J.(' the coverabe A that.: wet
perfectly exposed footage of a paithnia,
of little val.', to the Navy aides, it as

3c,,,rnp-,31,161 by .itatertat ii ii
scene and I sioue,t niatici of He film. Make
notes of the -.enes as the stioottnk progresies
and fill 44.1t the data NI.eet as soon as possible.
The JO can do this as the L.arnerailiao loam
the sLenc., (,ii f atilt Be SI-11e to Ii,cfitdl all the
information availabi, This inforination Imlaides
scene number, roll number: name of tl,e event

names with rank or rate of all personnel in the
scenes, light conditions, and other data which
would help NPC in the processing of newsfilin.
A copy of the story depicted by the newsfilrn
should be sent to the CH INFO Ne wstilin Officer
and to NPC to assis

Editing the Final Pric

If your film is to be pr_ an-clIeleased,
locally, the developed filar will bt7 returned to
you fur the t mai expresstOtt-.\''OtT editorial,
_o clgn en t, This includes filiri,'.6ditfrig,:;!splicing,
tuning, and pre( ring a scriPt h4rpiatin. For
review of these procedures,
I (-) r tz t 3 & 2. C
Photographer's Mate 3&' de C
cqulpflient used in thusetticak

It is III the editing of d piece footage
(fiat I embark upon the or
III 01 ion picture pliotogo
editing, and scripting of new.sgm caj stimulate'
your creative ability more than any other phase
of fI art.

Maly wills v, to, li 1lltly air,par ,dull In Ahcir
,lited state becolue c"treniely interesting

VI fillm unoeL:esSiliv cries are deleted fro_m the
sectueuce and long scenes are shortenpd.

ovcahavoilb detit,ll 4S. -well as
ca that elL ieshot because of Spine

altllciclly a. .,, Ltd) deleted to editing
uog,ged tom L.1 H locus film and oveloxposed
or und,rexi,,iNe,1 Halal JUL also renioved in the
editing process Lim allows the tiw:i ton of
titles a3 well niaLItirig tile a, tioit of the
ssene

hrtii LI C 011011)

I., Illto ciao, Hybl .7_.enc:
_,,ti tile Idea if the ph. lure, mild e-A al range the
,cenes la secluelice, the various
action_ and wall dlle,...1,14_41. I It e

sccu .st f ot the ,Fier le,,Ath. It Is 1tici
tht: lig and then reeot it titan
ml ( o salon t Ili the beginning Action niut

lye mna, l,ed I lulu to Seenc su Oleic ale
Ill, L g,cip) 0, ovedaps The ,,Lcfic mom be
enc),Agb l,. cover the 3L m feet yet short en041 to
be
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THE MOTION ICTVRE
CAMERA

Navy photographers 4e the finest notion
picture cameras available in their many and
varied assignments. The need for film footage in
the Navy covers four major areas: training, news,
research, and ordnance photography.

Some of the t anie,ias used to fulfill this need
are the Bell & Howell model 200-TA, the
Cine-Kodak Special II, the Bell 84 Howell
70-KM, and the Boll & floviell 7l-QM. Well
constructed and versatile, they can be used
wherever a photographer can '_arry any handheld
camera. Sonic models of th_ se cameras offer
-interchangeable inagazine ',table shutters, and
variable speel#,operation by a spring motor.
handLiank, Vioperly operated,
they produce sharp, clear and ptcady pictures of
high quality whict, t.oni pare favorably
[notion pictrn,!1, Irlinc.1 by the larger and inure
expensive L:arnela ubc,..1 by I V scat 14-)M Uhe
detailed operation of all these cameras is covered
in Phu tographer te' 342

I FiL Ibntnt tltLi & 110%=LL

Inc
a is tin; Heel & h&c') model

70: Several novel vziationL4 of thi camera exist
la the Navy It I. 1) 0,11 1,10.'51 1610111 s C

a.. ,1 a t, 11c1 1..Wt, ,M011 01 11,1,
bletbit: 1 /pc ILA Ill bcojittyte, fall. illat
With 1,111dildd 1,,k/t.,1,)1 14 anIci rs

1

.171411C1 t,. ret tin ic3i 11,11

vie wing, _ ,;s
toar; be frlt?utttc.l Ull the lei., 11111 t

x le 1 nun wide an,41c 251.1in I orilia1
angle, and cri lorig 1(x:us) rno.,:d into
taking position at will. A BLit Angenieup, lens
barrel has rings in.trked a..k1 kni.dcd fui sc , wig
the f/stop fear eXpJstir di:kJ lhc kllsta,.cc for
focus. (See rig, 1(-14 )

174. _
Flom') 11 13. Front view of ll aAd H 70-KREVI 1=

174.74
fa 14 134.ii ...11-loweit ^how.

shOvvin9 Atop and duel ,s leittOnyA

t, i.. !Lie
t

Ilk 10 It it (if rlgtlt side, is a sn, ill lens
vitt!, li JS it) as lei 15, Norniddy, this is
flu t except tt,l t hti (.:111c. 4..10SCUP (Cl) )

4..1,)g.i y This a led portion
subjec and the.cton. value

tU, vt,..4ing 01 fran.ing. In ark ceinci of the right
ski It a large hand winciing ke generally

if CU. 1,, as a 't,uttk, Ily lo 15).
c ke , kS ,)1) d ratchet -type rne, Lara.nr

well, 1t at lilies tei.Stoll to the power spring Wien
wucnia t, Wards the haLK.and ratchets tree on
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FPS
SELECTOR

DIAL

VEEDER ADDI7IVE
- COUNTER

Figult, 10.15.-14'9m so& i a

/11-KFIM 1.

START/S7OP
BUTTON PAR AL LAX

CORRECT' ON

LT
CRANK

1/4 Jo
di1J Hu Ii

the ILi tior 1 i it 1, .1 sir
hana,, lank wtit perrior h.; d)

t rill!, doling ey,y), sot.

the toil 13 Ell

10 r .) s the dal I h,t
some ,,ther t_iodeIs have a 10,,Ictge eouliter
dial At Ica Its
dial ',le Ii-LArSJC 1operate
than 24 11.)7 n tI ,c e it. nt, hi ii I.i LIU ,,,_dicta
fills nigh' cause dablig..7 ge, ,icic [tic
camel a 011,,e the ca 1,.. I,. cil icidcd tr.el,
are ti).,c1Nailahle 04 lips

LA 11.1 i

A ttschutl i

back the .1,te,1zneo.
as sceil by di., vievein kits 111,1 that Is

actually 1,chig Included by tic taking I. Its t lig
I()-10). t1 you tuiget l,.x :011CL its,r
finglil (took 1)L1 ati talking a pit urc: it two
p..,,,op1L hot ct,liA,Ily yOU are oohing .rtt one
person 111,. ,,tteet of iarallax heLoilies L,eat.:t
the distance tc the subject lesSeils,

A

114.76
1 -The bi gf a III and Howell /0 K RIM 1

aiug

1,1

latLti crriosing th, . ling
and untoading Rini (tg, 10-17) be loer
when renioving the %':litrera door nut to dal-nage

Me pal to Ut tlac. camera ale precisitot inade
Laonot f.t 1,,placed without ,ending It tack

to the faLt,,ry ECM OVC the (10,/ Lafehill) artd
lay it down gelltl y on a clean dry Silltat,C

1 tic B&II /0 this art intr-riai load ity
to, 100 feet ..1 1r,inti, silent fits,-. Wilen foading.

the box and thesav t.10. papct pari=d,
tape Witt, wIlich,the thin is Oticked. For ease and
safety iii handling andlor-spippirte the exposed
film sItehdd be repacked in the colitahlet as it
hi', 1) (it cc (tic 1,,,,tdIng dla tail lu tigi.le

10 16 tol Itig Pro, ,/Litov

1,,,A it ,

ate Sita,o1

lleiIt alite fa, and
LOInill to for 1, cr

, .1

[CO 11C \

t lec. ,t is in alit!.
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However, some Navy motion picture groups in
the field cover the action with accompanying
sound.

Camera Maintenance

Maintenance of the motion picture camera
as far as the op__ 17n is concerned is limited to
cleaning and lubricant-1k. For any maintenance
beyond this, the camera must be sent to a
camera repair shop or hack to the factory.

The first step in cleaning a lens is to Isrush
all surface dust and grit with a soft

camel's -hair) Mash. It further cleaning is
needed, use 1.311c d1OP Ui lenzo:leanint fluid and a
.piece of lens tissue. Wipe the lens surface very
gently With the tissue in a circular inotion. Do
not attempt to clean the inside of the lens
leMents only the outside surtaeeS, front and
back. Occasionally, loosen the reds baud iii its
-mourn, This prevents-the fiance I1uU1 beLoinnig
seized' .oirs nitotittl.

_. Cleaning tyre ride of the IN very
.

important and should be done after cacti roll of
film has been rut tte4gh the camera Every

r-Ivero 1 1 / the lori aide of u Ben and
70-KRM 1.

1/a
1, 11 {tee. 11.11 ic,r4t11

7C) fi: I Fd1/111 ptro 1 mokkau 111 .14+14-1, al 10 )Lapp! ,

and takekki /eels are nut in place.

, t. )

1/4 /0
Gli, ,I th, ta,A1 Howell

K 11,,A 1
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speck of dust, drop 4f stray oil, or small bit of
aim that collects inside the camera will
eventually end Lip on your exposed tilrni When
this speck is enlarged several thousand times on
the projection screen it will look as big as a
baseball, and he very distracting, Use a soft
brush (not the saill0 One -LISC(1 on the lens) to
brush out dust' and small pieces ot filar

Use a lint free cloth to wipe out any
amount of oil which have seeped arote
oiling points. The camera should he oiled with
one drop of light instrument oil once a month
when not in use, two drops after every 500 feet
vl film, and one drop of oil in the hole near the
liandcrank after every 10,000 feet of film. (See
Fig, 10-19.)



CHAPTER 11

AFRT STATION ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

The largest broadcast enterprise in the world
belongs to the U.S. Government. Armed Forces
Radio officially began broadcasting in 1942.
After television was added, the call letters
AFRTS stood for Armed Forces Radio and
Television Service. That name was changed in
July 1969 to American Forces Radio and
Television Service.

Military radio had its at in Kodiak, Alaska.
In December 1941 a young Army Lieutenant,
Daniel M. _Mouse, rounded up spare parts, a
remade transmitter, and some off-duty
Signal Corps men, and put KODK on the air.

Conceived to give servicemen a touch of
home in World War II, AFRTS has a much more
complex mission today: "..,to provide
Department of Defense personnel with
broadcast programs.. of information and
entertainment which otherwise would not be
available to them. This includes personnel
stationed outside the continental United States;
those in isolated areas in the U.S. and its
possessions; and those aboard U.S. Navy ships,

Military, television, for information and
entertainment purposes, came - into- being
through a "pilot" station organized by the Air
Force at Limestone Air Force Base, Maine, in
December 1953. ,,Through the experiences and
operating procedures thus established, it was
determined that telecasting to an audience
overseas, using inexpensive television equipment,
was feasible. Within 3 years, more than 20
stations were placed on the air at widely
scattered points around the world. Today, it is a
rarity to find an overseas base without an
AFRTS outlet.

The number and location of AFRTS t.c
is constantly changing. A dramatic increase
occurred in 1972 when the Navy launched a

4 258

program to place closed-circuit television
systems on all ships with a crew complement of
150 or more, which did riot already have such a
system. The day is quickly approaching when
every such vessel in the Navy will be AFRTS
affiliated, whether it be via radio, television, or
both. Journalist J & 2 briefly discusses the
history, mission, and organization of the AFRT
system,

The original concept of AFRTS in 1942 has
remained of prime importance throughout the
years. AFRTS has also come to be recognized as
a valuable information tool, a means by which
commanding officers flight communicate
instantaneously with their personnel. This is the
case whether it be the President of the United
States speaking from Washington, D.Co or a
commanding officer at the local level.

The general policy guidance for the
operation of AFRT outlets is contained in
Department of Defense Instruction 5120.20.
This policy is nnplerneated by the military
departments in individual regulations since
AFRT outlets are nonnally operated by the
military services- Also Secretary of the Navy
Instruction 1700 Series, PA Regs OPNAV
I nstruction 5450 Series, and AFRTS-LA
publication DP-1 furnish authority, assign
responsibilities, and give specific direction
concerning Navy m agement and operation of
AFRTS outlets.

MI of the AFRT utlets operating irt a t.
foreign country do so wi the permission of the
host gavernment. Accordingly, certain host
coon sensitivities roust be observed. The
American Forces InfOrmation Service (AFIS)
publishes a list of these sensitivities periodically,
but the U.S. Embassy in the host country is the
souke of the most current informatipn. Some
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AFRT outlets even have a local list of
sensitivities developed from past experiences.
Failure to remain cognizant of these sensitivities
could result in embarrassment to the United
States sand possible host country revocation of
permission to broadcast_

The term "American Force Radio and
Television" is used to define all radio and
television facilities, independent stations, or
networks authorized by AFIS. AFRT facilities
use programming provided by American Forces
Radio and Television !, Service-Washington
(AFRTW) and American Forces Radio and
Television Service-Los Angeles ( A Ri'S-LA)
The scope of their activities will tie coveted later
in this chapter

There is an stauda ys a
WC must administer all AFRT st -1-1) ashore
In inost cases, the actual nianagenient or

,Navy-contiolled AFR1 outlets is conducted -lay
Journalist Radiu/Televiarun Specialists (10-3221"
NEC) Don't let this NEC mislead you ago
thinking a '-iirtiti oriented 1U wul not be
placed in the position tit managing an AFRT
station With more than half the Navy's
Journalist rub, now Iadiu/LicvisiOn
work, it that only JO's
will 1i31 have the oppol tunny eii managing d

1,111 nirolveu -1A4th ,AF S

policy Lit the staff level To hel, ill wee( t
challetig4, and 11 itCi a Licttct
understanding of the A FR t S inis,n.n, this
chaptei will JiN, ti3s ,,f L\

I I

AND 1414,AttliAL I

i t . i 0+,41,
cif Live 1.4,4, am Along Witt 1,1

va..ety show, dete,:tui tlo ille. d11-1 Jia jt,
(tic AI-4( 1 adto pi a .1

Int tooation anis
usually tiotiiily kccp t.111111aI is

wodd ,iattillat and i tai cACILL.3

ShO ws

setiedui,,
News..asL.
infurined
Anothei nal se rvI.i 1, 1.11c i,,c sp,,,i
annoull. eLl1.1111011 oftll,.c I.CW.A

Cd 1.11C I I Cpurts i I t c p I t v Cul/Awl

C t.)113 CI V i On Me11I
announ,cli.cnts and club aci,vittes Still a

Laic
Int)

111(.1

aspect of the AFRT outlt is its technical,
facilities for producing taped interviews for the
Fleet Home Town News program. AFRT
television outlets provide a similar variety of
services.

As you can .,see, the essential or priority
mission of AFRT outlets is dissemination of
command news and intortnatiun, entertainment,
and emergency disaster or contingency
instructions to U S Department of Defense
personnel and then dependents stationed
overseas and to forces afloat. How is this mission
accomplished? Beneath the smooth operation of
all AFRT outlet there is a tremendous amount

a d n istrauon and management that
liple(nent one another in getting the Ark

ANithit tuKt. K Al410
AND TEIFVISION SLR VICE

slal1 in chap ter 2 of this niallual,
American Forces Radio and Television Service
(AFRTS-LA and AFWIS W) ale field activities
of the American Foi,cs Inrurniation Service,
Assistant Sccretai) of Deiense (rubli,._ Affairs),
I orated at 1010 Nola' McCadden Place. 1 OS

Aligele ( a litorni4 90038, AFRE'S
distributes LI dris,..rrip two, ,1,1C0 4114,41LIAIU tatieS,
((icy thins and slid, s to AF outlets It
also provides gtildame for shipping and technical
Lips 1,gaiding thc [lest tic-atm-en!. of tains
ick_L,..ls and slides The -the, field activity of
AFIS e IS IA wl,lell is responsible for
pruvinin, Al- R1 with 1.,:ws, sports acid

plogriins , Stikil tWdVC, tCletip
ot dneLi circuits
Al touted at 111 7 Noi tii 19th Street,
Arlington, Virginia 222.J) n. the third flour of
the Polnp, ,.10 Building

A t. te i, )%

1 1

lto lieu : a , .1, t,i, I AUt
t4Pli and l.i. X1111 al d t

Netyv irks rl, 1 K 1 I I 3 Nit; A

bioad,;zist 11 1111 1.

WashingtC,, lth .1

inserting ly till. rand iiikenia,,

C_ in
t))

dt,,a)11,
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spot announcements during a 7-second delay of
the newscasts. Although a few newscasts are
delayed longer from earlier network feeds
because of scheduling problems, the majority of
AFRTS-W newscasts are fed to AFRT outlets
just 7 seconds after they have been heard by
U.S. listeners tuned to the stateside networks. In
addition to rebroadcasting radio network
newscasts, AFRTS-W rebroadcasts such features
as CBS' "Face the :bon" and NBC's "Meet the

Spec i- documentary programs, news
commentary and opinion, National Public Radio
productions and Department of Defense news
stories, as well as special programs 9.1,11 as
Presidential speeches, on-the-spot news
broadcasts, and other live documentary
programs are also transmitted (fig 11 I ).

AFK 15 W alSu SupplIcb imilicrou) live sp,
broadcasts to stations- overseas, such as major
league baseball games. football bowl games,
college football, basketball games, and golf and
hockey matches. Station managers and program
directors are provided with an advanced sports
schedule via message, and daily "program notes"

P Ft t-4 Am
HEEL

NE FlAtt.3A,
NBC NE-

ro F

rsa
ANC/ C
AFf

Sc
'SC FM PMftwrOk
ARC Entrtootownt
AOC 24,titutr*ou*tv
Tit* Colvt*Ote OFFttolot.t*
'11,6 *ly tom Br000lowito-to Soviet.
Tho folottml Not-tut*
TIM ntaiton-owl grotAdotAtirtgCtoot..:.
040C u,o1 o,lcu out uzu,
Ft/mtionAl Puttioc FIFPOW

UnoloO Frew

over the voice circuit. The starting time for
sports and special events is given in Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT) or Zulu Time, so you must
convert the schedule to local time for your
program schedule.

AFRTS-W uses U.S. Government
transmitting facilities to beam their programs
overseas. Many AFRT stations have shortwave
receivers with which to receive the AFRTSY
programs, and ships at sea rely solely on these
shortwave transmissions.

Direct Program Service

Must land based AFR1' stations now are
iolitished AFRTS-W programming and teletype
service by direct satellite or cable circuit
originating ill Washington (fig 11-2). These
circuits provide much clearer reception of the
AFRT ;W programs; the signal is not subject to
fading,'" the ionosphere as is the shortwave
igna, In kddition, most circuits are full

that means AFRT outlets so connected can feed
programs back to Washington or send teletype
messages to AFRTS-W on the return feeds,
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e evision srations_(AFTV),that,
o compercial satellite earth

st ri can eceive certain television programs
ve and in color from U.S. network sources.

Arrangements for this service are made through
AFIS, which budgets for 20 of these
transmissions per year and coverage of the
Presidential inauguration ceremonies every 4
years. Additional events may be -obtained
through AFIS if funds are plodded by the
requesting command. Usually, sports events such
as ffie Super Bowl, World Series or NCAA
Basketball Championship' art provided through'
this service however; other high-interest events
have been provided (e.g., national election
returns, and the President's State of the Union
address), Most of the satellite television events
are fed directly fromtommeicial lietwoiks and
all commercials must be blocked by the AFTV
station airing tile Fo assist w.-.11 this
AFRTS-W obtains t _loin time oligmating ne work
and transmits via telet, pc to the usin=AFTV
outlets a commercial cutaway format rid cue
.sheci, In sonie instances, a ,_oinint; _rat TV
static», overseas will telecast It. c via saellit, ii i
event that is also being carrir. tit AlKS-W '
I ddici dcS ,ciilittotl'If the overstasintio
the naitatlive in another langumg:1.1-
request, ,:an drop the secorld del
fo'r the station's audio to be,i-n

AaLtott' Thus
Na \ nia,y be able to wapAi rltc video
on a most TV on ltde listennig to

144,11.sh -,description oil their

IlT 1 & C

those Navy stations notIntolionneeted with AP
and UPI directly.

AFRTS-W receives the regular radio wire
services from AP and UPI, Minutes after receipt,
these summaries are relayed to-A.FRT stations

'that have direct circuits. RegioAat
(local news from Virginia and Maryland) is
usually not relayed so that the/ basic AFRTS"/
service consists of world, national, and sports
ne,ws, together with ampiitying background and
feature material. Insofar as possible, the mix is
50-percent AP and 50-percent UPI.

In addition to the hard news content, direct
t..trLyit stations receive timely program change
information and/or background information on
special feeds that are booked by AFRIS-W.
Those stations with duplex cap: ility are able to
lespoild to ,..ink_.stions posed by A_ TS-W and to
ask for specific information they may need in
order to

progiarn intorina
schedule special programs. Since

A KIS W
twice daily on tl.t voice L.ucult, teletype
messages frequently: are the quickest way to
alei sta nous to atatiges ot 1(13t t.rcaking

t.ovet",=
Tot AatlOil Jet t, 1 , ifCtrlt

vi tiaiLnint in,: A Id . ss Iii mating
up iAb.,) ite.s*a daily TlicSe

availabic to ail Navy stations ashore and afloat.
Theme Odd ticws sttttttttarlls one Spol is

_M111.11444 ) One inilltary news minimal y, and
oitc ,omtnnauoii blIS111CJb and W Odd IICANS

A F. ti I 11,1(1011 I11 I tirSe
'Ad g11j,

blockll the
netwoi

,(I
Idl.

. I ,AAFtA,

Press Al') andtl t1, 3 -.11.ationai kir.)
tele() pc ia.110 IR ieLt's
cilei 11 vc:11 thou ovc., .111A .AI ,.
S b A, I tie to Al- and UPI di, AI R l s W lo nit
plovides 1ic11,1,11p 1,1 t tit 1111,,,

and in rh,isi ,:ast, is the so, ik i A_Ji It:WA 101

f/tAf,

the
lak

wail)
hvt- ilk)

.11,1111,..41) In shorty A 1,. ltte
wilt. nctwork plogiamming and .NP/tfi'l iadio
Wile is wscabts together a VdfIC ty of
(1114..C. inateilai amid for
imilicdiate and .tab by AFRT stati,)115
0....=seas !hese .ACINI, t=1: .11101 I, W4AZA1111101../11.
I) ( sea aldIC 41.1 slim »wave
mi, Lila .tittcl diret_ily to overs, aS 1,talloun Or

thoogh act .1; mg cunt, ,ni,,ations

Ail I '
2S1OC I. ;V,LK .1, i , 1,,I1

and io,a1
ptodo,ti,nts the I.i.cst !toin 1.1,E 11. a wide
gailet of pes a, Watt ,(hi - .tcreo

h 4,:d.,,11 A FR U ,station Radio
progi thci .A.1:1 ISLA or
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obtained Brain commercial syndicators,
released try;AFRT stations on audio cassettes or
reel-to-reelk4udio tape. Most of the television
programs are circuited 'wilting stations while
more timely programs are used only once by
each station and the video tapes are then
returned to AFRTS-LA.

Television programs are video taped twin
network or local station reeds, or obtained from

4 commercial distributors. Shows from the
networks are decommercialized by AFRTS-LA.
Information spot announcements are inserted in
all TV shows and in most cases replace some of
the commercials that were removed At the
present time, programs are distributed by
AF-RTS-I A hoth on video tap,, and on !Omni
film, however, plans call for all progiamining to
be on video tape by FY 79 -1-hire video tape
formats are currently being used to service Navy
stations: I/2-inch cassettes. 3/4-indi cassettes,
and I "IVC" reel to-,eel 'Pie la (ter is

currently being phased out and ell b, icpla,
by the two video cassette formats,

Most television material rs cit,,rit,d b,:rwcei,
more than one AFR f Nt41.1011 Softie timely
sports events and public allait's and/or
Inturniation pi(,gianis are sent ,litecti) tci each
station for nolimium delay I. '(w ,tateside
airing and overseas tra,,s1t11ssiurl Stations with a
sizable dependent audience receive all additional
0 hours weekly of progains that appeal t,o

women and clulkhen Plc basic A FR I I'V

service consists ot n5 ,,ieels1 .

plugia,,..intig; outlets .1.11 1;1)C Wit; i 1,C, J

total of 85 hones
Altl,vuglt am c1 of t

lam. surf i.x ,hips al, I.
AFR I radii, plogai pia,
31ininute v115, , it was ion establishment
Of the Radio Tare service (RI) in y 1 9/ 4

sittaller Vessels L.001.1 Have qI H IS radio
progiamming (fig 11 3) Iht.-3 weekly shiilient
comprises 84 hours or rfogi,nnilling on 1 luch
tape reels Lac:11 reel contains h ho..i., if

propailitinuE. b sonic N vy
information materials pr,inced uy the Navy
Inteitial Rt_lations Ak,11NALy 011RA',.
authoritd fur all AFR I ts

including talt1 Navy .tioiebased station,
The KT is only CHIC ut eieverai

letorded radio inawriaL shipped to ta

41,

,i,11

stations on reel-ki-reel and Out cassette tapes.
In additions to tapes, some larger ships and most
outlets ashore get the weekly Radio Library
(RL) discs comprising a wide variety of music by
various musical artists mentioned earlier This
shipment will also contain certain programs that
AFRTS-LA feels might have residual value for a
station library; since audio tapes must be
returned to AFRTS-LA, these programs are
provided on disc as part of the RL, for station

'retention or destruction as appropriate.
In addition to the RL, independent and

network key stations receive the weekly Radio
Cassette (RC) unit consisting of popular
stateside disc jockey and other entertainment
programs and including afprpt,-)ortionate number
of religious and informational materials. This
service, begun in late 1977, replaced the Radio
Priority (RP) and,Radro Unit (RU) services that
fomerl, provided the same programs on disc,
The to: cassettes arc playable only on units
spe. tall, c.onstnn;ted, fur AFRIS The
inauguration of the RC eliminated the

to i;t11t any radio
plograms

Still atiotti,.. Ai 14l.siA io StA vice goes
t autlk.ti41 Fi t Outlet. (lie FM I ibidlY unit

) Easy listcffing ItIUSIL is uttered
I4 indl, leCl,o With baudit* tunes

tat a switcliing c on 10 1/ 2 inch reels
is,: by y ships that t,islt a :,.e.t..unq channel

pioglaintilitib in the easy, listening
tointat All I ML ottim, tope. 11,7A, ontain a

1 USA, sO Ic, 1atlic. 4,111y one

1,,t,L as in the 1)4.0.
,, 3 111 I) 11\1( VA,. I i

I it
rI KIS I A , bcgiti te,, ate, ui
k I itithate I 4ogiat. Lc-A-vice. whethei it tic RI',

X11 01 television units FL: only
Ai- hist (fiat ,A11.1,,c to

lute o ti:ployiii it. it or 1.,nnepoited
uveis dr, trots 101 tat:JP) (RI ) I'M
ll Ml ) it IM), ail otli;i I lograw act) ices

ale .1i.,:ct, u._.ed only outside the large
of orinne, ILI I. s Ic levi ion utalluus

AFT kl cairn io Navy ships in ailmbLis
(Ian-ugh Shir Ini, rmati..11 [raining,
and ite .unri201 A S 1TE) close , circuit
tete-11, ti i he SITE irrogral.t placed
televpqon rd I Navy ships
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be een 1973 and 1976. Ani, 'red SITE-2
sys m replaces them and added addi nal
ships. R-Mini-SITE, Sub-SITE, and TE
(Remote-Land Information, Training, and
Entertainment) are SITE family systenil alined
at filling more limited space, manning0 and
prqgrarnming needs aboard small- ships,

tnnarinea, and isolated shore facilities.
The commercial broadcasting industry in the

itrtiited Stites talt given AFI4TS Peintfssion te
reproduce and distribute their programs for use
on authorized overseas AFRT affiliates. While
DOD pays Or the cost of reproduction and
distributionwithe payment of any performan
fees or rights to the properties is waived by
industry. In return, DOD agrees to abide by the
wishes of the distributors to restrict certa'
television programs from being shown on AFRT..
stations located in Juntries where such
programs may be sold to commercial stations.
DOD also agrees to saferiard the copies of all
materials it distributesY and to see that no
unauthorized use is made of them and that they
are destroyed at the end of the contractual
period. . AFRTS publication outlines
specific procedures that are mandatory for all
AFRT stations in the distribution and handling
of 'radio and television program materials. ,In
addition, the Navy Broadcasting Service provides
guidance in station dministration and
procedures to supplethent the AFRTS
publication:

6--

except that stations Jnas, negotiate.--and pi
with local funds news services, including news
wire copy, transcribed, actualities, photograp
and film 'clips for use on AFRT oul
Requests for other services should be addresse
to the Navy Broadcasting Service. `Di
communication an AFRTS routine program
matters is authorized between AFRT outletsarui
AFRTS-LA or Washington, with an information
copy to .. NAVBCSTSVC. .

ADMINISTRAT1*E RESPONSIBleaS

Department of the ,tiavy i assigned
e and osupport sesRonsilillity for

RT outlets in v.'. Navy ships_ and for a',..
number of outlets, ashots. Although the list
Changes frequentfy, ';No,vember -1977
responsibilities were for (44'7: AFRT outlets in
Cuba, Ruerto Ri "egri Carcla,* Eleuthera,
Grand Turk, Imla Adway. Island, and Adida;
AFTV .outlets at Navy installations in Alaska,
Australia) Antigua, Antarctioa, and Barbados;
and AFR outlets at Navy installations in Catiada,..-
Guam, Spate, and 'Taiwan.

The Director of the Navy Broadcasting
- Service. (NAVBCSTS ) has command

responsibility for all th outlets, with -the
exception of ships. For afloat outlets,
CINCLANTFIJ and CINCPACFLT exercise

1/4-....adMinistratiori and operational control for,CNO
in their fleets. The .Director of/
NAVBCST also serves as CNO's Special.
Assistant for AFRTS underghe Chief of
Information, furnishing' assistance, establishing,
policy, and issuing guidarlce for AFRT matters,.
via CNO, to the fleet commander: The Director
also funds for repair and return of SITE CCTV_
equipment 'through the ,Tzlevision Audio

_

Support Activity in Sacramento.

COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES

Responsibility for operation and manning of
AFRT outlets is divided- among the services.
When a substantial portidn of the audience of an
outlet is4oint service, the outlet stall- may also
be joint' service. DOD designates the service to
be responsible for staffing these outlets.

ArFIS , is responsible for contracts and
agreements with American radio, television, and
recording industries and their allied -nnions for
program' material and services essential to the
successful °Oration of AFRTS. All other
Defense Departrrient components are specifically
prohibited from negotiating for program
materials Or services from commercial. broadcast
interests both in the United State=s and overseas,

.

0 1-4 7-
( 265

AREA COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES

The coiand designated. to exercise
operational control of more than one AFRT
outlet delegates -certain vsponsibilities.
NAVBCSTSVC outlet officers or petty, officers
in charge 'of certain officers in command of
isolated military activities, are assigned

41
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responsi by the Dirictor, NAVIEICSTSVC.
The fleet commanders delegate certain of their
responsibilities to type commanders., who,
turn, delegate day-tg-d_ iii. operational
responsibilities to commandiM, officers for
outlets aboard their specific ships.
CINCLANTFLT and CINCPACFLT instructions
in the 5728 series govern AFRTS ships. The
entire list of instructions, from DOD on down

e 'cable chain of command to the
station not only mandatory reading, but
is a n esa Wit' each station manager's
reference files.

Generally, the senior Journalist who acts as
station manager can expect to be responsible
for:

1. Providing the authors audience with
command information, news, current events,
and selected entertainment programming via
radio and/or television.

2. Supervising assigned personnel.
3. Fulfilling the needs of the local

commanders, particularly the host commander
(or ship's CO), by providing a tool which servesAmthe best interests and eo_/ t of the audience.

4. Determining station ting costs and
requesting funding through the, chain of
command.' ii-

5. Ovvseeing Bost t fl e nia_nagement of
all assigned resouraes.

6. Insuring the free flow of news and
information to the authorized audience without
censorship, propagandizing, or manipulation,
Mature consideration nikist be- iven to materials
which may be offensive to a host country (or

sr toil- aboard ships) and may 4:14nage
diplomatic relations)tor materials ci4is h/ may
adversely affect the security of our country,

g This should not be construed to perrhit the
calculajed withholding of unfavorable news.

7. Protecting AIF Ka materials from
onzed use or reprditicAon which can

result n the loss of usage rights for all AFRTS
arid personal prosecutiti i for' opyright

-infringemerft.

These Ire only a few' c the majort.,_
V 0 lities. ;Specific ') wording and

mstruc ns will ix found in the' previously
ted blications.

2 ?() 266

[Unified /Spe led C

Cornmanderem chiefofiiinified. or sped
. Hands are resporisiap foe instill-in
pOtic*s and objectives-lof the United
the Department at.' Defense are
operations and atthrities of AFRT outlets in
their areas of -command responsibility. This
includes assuring_ that nothing ihibg, the free
flow-1'0f information to membersof:flie Armed
Forces, p .iding 'policy guidance to AFRT
outlets, p` ing coordination guidance on
matters which affect or relate to agreements
with host countries, or regional treaty
agreements to which the U.S. fs signatory, an4
relaying suA guidance as may be 'reSeived
directly from 'ASD (PA) o' of the
Secretary of Defense. In addition, commanders

chief of unified Or specified commands are
sponsible for establishing procedures to

provide AFIS a current brief of subjects'
considered sensiti o host countries.

Minfig the period of a °declared emergency
or implementation of contingency plans, a
commander in chief of a unified or specified
command assume(' operational control of
AFRT ou o insure a coordinated command
in format, fort and to broadcast :special
announc inforrnationto U,S.-maitary
persotnelor No Jly, owever, they mist
opergie through the o s chain f-comm

Arrdy and Air Force AFRTS ,

The lief of Public Affairs, Department Sf
the Army OCPA, exercises staff-supervision over
all the Army's AFRT facilities. OCPA is also
responsillle fo,k'Army overseas radio stations in
the Army Rtrserve Program. With the outbreak
of hostilities, these units can be mobilized to
furnish ragSitoverage anyvithere in the world.

The Seektary of the it Fo: e's 0 ffice at-
Internal Information (SAFOII)
rovidesiverall, Air Force policy n suppor

he Al4R.:r missio : Staff supervision of AF_ T
rskoperations and iagement for AFRT outlets

under Air Force ministration, control, or
jurisdiction is,exer ed lay SAFOII. That offices
alscf) maintains liaison ivith AFIS o
matters requirin, r)OD policy, cobra on,
approval, or assugance, and provides budget'
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e.
s for DOD -d d and 'approved

actions relating to the - improvement, upgrad or
alteratio n- of AFRT system., In addit
SAFOII revr and.'-defends .Force
AFRT Mves nt. budget and validates AFRT
requirements subinitted by Air Force operating
commands or field acties.

Detachments ef VBCSTSVC serve under
and 'Ail force commands in 'easy pats ofd

he. world, 'furnishing manpower- ;support
throughinl rvice support agreements.

VENTORY

.
As directd by SECNAN, AFRT outlet

are And afloat must keep a current Inventory,
irf all equipment on hand which is used in
station operations. A copy of the initial
inventory is forwarded directly to the Director
of Navy Broadcasting Service (OP- 007C),
Department of the Navy, Wash' D.C.

350.

SUPPLY

The TelevisiGn-
(T-ASA), _Sacramento

. a Broads and Close
andi AyN/ Visual Sap
Suhply,Catalog This

pport., Activi
publishes

adlo, Television
uipment

is roar noun
descriptions of all 'items managed, the Federal
Supply Code for Manufactilrers([SCMA T-ASA

. Waufacturers' Code Index, and a sequence of
-formerly authorized Management Coneol
Numbs 's) in the "P" series that have
been , d to Nation)1 Stock= *weirs.

1 Ind this_ fume is a section' titled
"Gie fo ation",, which describes, in
de p edures for submitting a supply
requisition, in cordanc 'di MILSTRIP.

finical.
and supply m s for the SITE \

wily of systems, when published, *well as the
-ASA supply, and Nequipirient catalog may

tamed by writing the Chief, Television -Ad
Sppport Activityy SacramentodrAxmy Depot,
acramento, CA 95813." gr

Iii
G MANUALS

aRained by writing the Director,--,-
Broadcasting Servide.(0P-007C), Department o
th lav t, Wsshingtgniy D.C. 20350.

REPORTS

Most annual repo requirements for
AFRT. stations have been compieterized _that
annuiljApdates of onnition ni t e nit-40r
are Al that are n to meet Most A*Tx:sFN and
NAVBCSTSVC regues )Each station has been
.registired with AFIS, i l 1g the old Forniat
A; annual pi-MU:tuts of informagen are
piovided stations for the serf review-an
Whinge. In . ,addition, D Audiovisual

'Annual Re13411 (bri Fo s AFRT
stations in a computer da bank. Requirement
for annual submisaion of this rpport is contained
in OPNAVINSI 3150:26A. Top41er, -the*
repoets provide- a static/AI Profit, -that.sove0.4
manning, riograintniik, services, fsc
planning; and prOchict, holding Also
computerized it the .AFRT&LA inventpry of
libraryfitrns for each station; annual aecotzntin
for titles -ofiliplevisialPflipS limed to stations is
accomplished . by methods putlined
AFRTS-LA

Navy Broadcasting Service_ requires its
stations ,,ashere sub it 'monthly pr
schedules fgr ;TV an quarterly p
schedules for radio.

A Special Usage- Report will be required by
APIS only when circumstances dictate. When
requested, station managers niust report the ,

owing information directly to AFRTS-W
AFRTS-LA (info copy, to .

NAVBCSTSVC) within 14 days after receipt of
a Secretary of Defense special message:

Date or dates of local broadcast" cif the
program or en t.

LoCal air times.
urce of broadcast, such as live froth direct

circuit or shortwave, tape .delay, transcription,
or f VTR. Repeat, wings Mild also hes_
repo

ator training manuals for the SITE
_y of ty terns, when available,._ a be

CORDING,AgSisTANTE .

If t e and operations permit, T out
uld , assi local public affairs staffs in -.

tprecdfdMg Fleet Home Town _ews Center,
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intervie and in helping to prepare
dio/tel ran scripts and shipboard progams

or use by commercial stations on the
imit'sretium to the U.S.

RADIO-TV JOB CODES

Stbn man rs, as directed by PA Rep,
tdd y screen- their Navy ivirrrnlist
s to in the possIbility of requesting a

,Radio-TV Speiialist code foi _qualified
personnel. Numerous JO's have ratthAifiVision

-encez, In order that assignments_ may be
ectively coordinated in this field,'-36's must

carry an NEC /effecting their ability. Insu
receive the code-if they are qus

primary NEC for radio-Ty Ottsonnel is
;", Radio-TV Spe"cialist, which is available

Journalisls.. assigned their code
-led in Section. II_

ed Manpower and
Occupational

idi civiliap broadcast
b broadcast training, and /or

to be a Navy- broadcas11111P, who
fac orily pass -a. voice -audition, are

to obtain a ..1322 I NFC by
the Inforinatidn St,ecialisVBroadcaSter

at the Defenle ilkormatiop ScAool,, Ft.
in Harrison, Indiana. ApphcanS, fettled%

FOS course must tie fradr.n the JO rating and
have at least 26 r*the- of obtigatid service
remaining at class'coMbning date. Graduates of
the DINFOS bioadcast course are awarded the
JO-3221- NEC and are normally dasiined
AFRT billets onboard ship or at numero

restrseasIoc Journalists desiring to appl
for /ter, broadca co_ urse should rust submit
DINFO scripted voice audition the
Radio- ction, DINFO If the ition is
favorable, a specjal re_ ,quest sho ld then be
submitted via the Commanding _Officeri, and
qognizant Mannini Control Abthotity to the
ChleTtif Naval-Personnel.

N-A V PERS 1221/1, availa at local
educational services -offices, may be use, for
requesting NEC 10-3221

Most Navy-operated AFRT stations ware
rimarily stafLed with :JO 3221 personnel.
owever, you will sometimes receive rated JO's_

without any fontal radio/
training. These ,pe

in arder---to
C, personnel must

De feriae Information
Spectifist-Bnaadriater coy
year at a desispiated 'AF AT

ttaitsaimoulit Of c ilian e

experience or
tamed.e.

ua
rs Inia#ion

e coinpleted 1
et, or have had a

erience.

FUNDING

Each 'Milit j, department is responsible for .

-programming management, budgeting; and
funding for the administratiok ope
procurement et equipment and relate
for AFRT networks - and outlets assign
thereto. For ,Navy oPerated networks, this
includestfundbig for, associated .equipment in 0.
outlets located . on fnstallationi of ,another

service, whenever be outlets are
the geographical area.

sponsibility. In the implemehtation of the
DOD A sources - mafagement, system ' and
associated stiearnlinin of fiscal inahligesient
policies, ._funding and '_atii;tial responsibilities
for AFRTAFR.T. outlets an ,,networks have_ been
eentraliied for more efficient administratiol.

A

Particu tar
Director; NA
the corrinlnd
Pacific Fleets
the following:

responsibilities lie
STSVC for units as
n-chief of the -A

afloat in the

Progaimming
adequate izersonn
necessary for the
'of A RT outlets nd

ctive areas.

ement, provision 'of'
ther re Cies

mistration
networks assig
ens bility.

lie fir ten a n ee andi operation of
associated iiiirient on installa&ns of'sa ether
military' service where. the
responsibility.

The procurem
pment for I

fund an ex
lac trig to the -ante

of the Na,.

radioL,nevision
n orks is

vestment cost
forth by the
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ESTABLISHING PR VRURES
OR A=FT OUTLETS

In the va vy, AFRT estabishui''g dures
e divided unto two Major categories: Ashore

oat,

ore may- be established
ntil United witiges er

oadcast 'yea fac e
inadequate, and in any

a requirem t for Bitch a
can be7ffentonstrated.

AFRT outlet is

& apprpval b ASO (PA). Thit
approval on the fulfilment of specific

'reeiuireme described below ..and the
deterrninitioh that thekoutlet can be supported

' witht progtarn materials;
as determined that. erels a need

in T radio ,or televisio outlet (prior to,
investment of any fun s),- a request is

orWarded to the Chia of Information as
R-.1ecifia AVINST 1700.10B, change 2.

OFLOAT

With'4he- commencement ,of 'the AFR S
did Tape ice (RTs) in January 74, all

Na ry activei1Betoitivwere approved by. DOD
as AFItTS Eadiodutlete This approval includes
future new construction (ships).

Many ships have become A_FATS yelevision
outlets Under the SITE'cloSed-circuit(television

D SITE shiipwand other larger ships
41re ad obtained their own

lion systems bafore the
the SITE ptogram,overip Made

Outlets and receive AFRTS
aiming materials' when- deploy'ed
aters. Any----querles or special

requests cone ring AFRTS .Navy7-activities
should be directed

0'7C in' acc
AVINI 11700 seri

-

progr
Char
£lose
esta
APR
television pro
frorn CONUS

engineering divisi n of T-ASA, by specially
trained engineers f om one- of the services or,
some cases, by civilian ;contract en eers.

'Usually, engineering and installation of Navy
AFRT faciliti4Will be ae'6omplished as a
combined effort pf- the NAYBCSTSC and
T-ASA. It is T -A that is responsible for
supplying all nonSfandard commercial type
broadcast iiptivilleiit and replaciethent pirts. to.
all AFRT outlets with funds provide& the'

-applicable service.. -" I

POLICIES.
- .

The policies that. govern bro is oyer.
AFRT stations are found in SENA 71 14700
series, DODINST 5120.20M, and ',AFR.TS-LA
DP-1. Some of these policies are summarized ; ,.

KJNEWS

t
Polacips governing rigws b

v fie follaring. Military pea

depend are entitled to a ow news
and information without censocshi
pro ing, or manipulation. Frequan
bipadc consistent with good prOgr-
practi s assure that each member o
a ente is afforded the opportunity to be

-informed. f nerallyAli mirfirnuip of 5 minutetof
news each, hour is Offered- by , AFR'h radio
stations,' with expanded newscasts diiring prime
time .where staff* permits. AFRTS-L radi
programs are ormatteif to 'provide for.=',e

5-mirlute newsc t each hour.
i._

News broadcasts are factual and objective,
accurate, and at all time( impartial. When
nevi are prepared .irorn \vire copy vod read

ac ievt balance. Newscasts from the U,

by ocal station plrsbnnel, attrinbUtkon as to
so rce mint be given-at the.beginning and end of
di itogram and care should cbe exercised

commercial -networks obttned throu
AFFTS-W provlde ' AFRT stations with the
maiest source of the latest news. In areas where

ficial host government sensitivities exist, thise
newsoists are usually- rec ded,.yrroftitored for i

ally sansilliti ties', aid ail:4- he4- *lag hour.. If --1.

bona fideAsensitAties, owl in a network
.e.. newscast, -the a ialFriay not be edited out;

,,ii

below.

INSTA ON

Eneiing
facilities. are

tion of new AFRT
perfo



JO NALI

DOD agreements with the bfoadcast industry
preclude editing in any way. In such cases,
AFRT station% normally replace the network
newscast viith one read locOy from UPI or AP
wire copy, pr substallette a previously recorded
AFRTS-W newscast that 'is still timely but does
not contain the sensitive material.

The free flo formation 'conce t
includes the comman er's obligation to consider,,
carefully broadcast, 'material that may be
"offensive within the host country. In a4dition,
any news or Oformation that would aversely
affect the

to
of the U.S., be of help or

assistance to any unemy, endanger the safety of
Personnel,- or unermine morale shoUld not 'be

*broadcast. ver, the calculated withholding
of unfav niws is not permitted.

Newscasts are to be based upon balanced
coverage of principal developments and will not
contain editorializing, arIllysis, or commentary.
When opinions are squoted, the person or source
will be identified.

News broadcasts should conform the
principle of good taste. Morbid, sensation
ral etails eleit esseritift rolactual -re rting

be avoided: Likewise, news shbuld be
onee i -such_ a manner as to avoid ere. ation
anic,and unnecessary alami.

Nel,y1 st mat is emanating from
RT ets networks basal on news

se vices obtained' tqcally must contain
appropriate attribution arthe beginning and end
of each newscast.

AFRT outlets Or networks are not permitted
to air programs of news anatysis or eprnmentary
that have been "flocally prOparre'Only such, =

,L.programs Obtained - from AFRTOLLA or
'AFATS-W- rrui'y be ilsed, and then. only after
appropriate identification to distinguish them
from straight news..eegortkig.

Pi-ofessional ntws dia w the princip
so urri of ART news rle T outlets
.coRcehtrale On dicilltiftea ing news.. Coverage
local n s ,events of Interst to the,rnilitarfLis
not maestri led by this policy; however, AFRT
personnel will not engage irivestigkitive

.teporting.

POLITICAL MAT i tR

Policies covering dissemination of political
matter over AFRT stations include the
following.

Factual political news from the United
States must be made available by AFRT outlets

d networks to military personnel stationed
as This news will be taken from

nay recognized United States news
ces. lI-Political speeches may notAwaszed on .f

AFRT stations unless provided by AFRTS-Sre,
AFRTLA.

Equal time mast be alloted to the
piesidential and vice presidential candidates of
each of the major political parties during U.S.
presidential campaigns. Add
presidential and vice presidential
uxist be scheduled during prime
adequate advance potice of such b
the overseas audience.

ses --b57

didates
`%siith

astgo
en

Armed Forces Chaplains' Boar el. se
s radio ant televisioh pro rams, that are

AFRT RTS-LA and q

StaPQV1S a - na :- uthonzed to accept
rpm . any other

ornmFiders may request
igious programs frcem Pi-

tying their command. Questions -

us programs, should be sent to
or c oniination with the,

RT
roue
NAVBC
Cha

LOCAL PREPARED BROATKASTS

Corn andegs may authorize .AFRT outlets
under their command to wginate local
programs which are prepared, produced, or
supervised by start' _embers'Of the outlet.
Or !aped-51%3gram' §hould reflect the hi
st ards of quality.

I

PROHIB D.IE.IROADCASTS

No A
rebroadcas
or cottimere

S.

may broa,dcast or
m sponsored by pri

s or, foreign go ernme
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except those programs supplied or au orized by
' the American Forces Radio and Television

Service. The prohibition does nor apply to 4ive
broadcasts- of local sport and special events
which are prepared initially for b oadcast over
kFRT, and are iiiesented by, or e under the
supervision of, staff members of ose stations.
In certain instances, .events or ceremonies
broadcastby a Pbreigi government network or
agency may be deemed of sufficnt cultural! or
informational value' to warrant rebroadcast Eby

'AYRT-stations.
In addition to die foregoing policies,

are poli es, governing AFRTS pro
materials ,4deo and audio tapes, films, Slides,
and transcriptiOnS.

Use or reproduction of ptOgram
rnatirials for private CT cornrne rposes is
prohibited.

Use of recorded materials (e.g., phonoiraph
rds, audio cartridges and cassettes,

cassettes or filin) secured -directly from
corn= ources, military exchanges or
private sourc is prohibited on AFRI outlets.

TV fil_ are not to be shoW by direct
projection.

Designated inf3rmation transcriptions and
films produced by DOD may be loaned to
command Mformatiign se,ctions to -support

_

information ;programs.

ORGANIZATION
.

In the time that broadcasting has been
business, *radio aild television istatio have
evolved a set pattern of brgapiza The
organization is functional, and is independent of
the type of station (radio or television), the sike
of the station, and the location of the station.

The effty.,,tinstance where this anizational

and T
structure Varies is in the field of ncomme
broadcasting. ,In noncommerclal nd AF
broadcasting, operating revenues are derived
from, s rces other than the sale o air time. A
few y ars ago, there was no equivalent of a
comm rcial tion sales departrAit in AFRTS.
Now, hosnver, AFRTS -W's Information
Program Development Service( staff` members
work. partly as "salesmen" to "sel
in for onand partly as *adverting

accolint executives" who work with milita
officials'io devise the 'Skit effective use of radio
and ,television spots. and programs to ."sell"
infermation programs. Local stations,,, have a
requirement to perform same functions
local commands

In most cc
there are four o
Sales or Adver
Engineering, A
trenkl..41broadc
depth-tine It

statio

ercial broadcasting stations,
five departments. These are:
g, Program or Operations,

tralion, and News. The
g is to make News a sepuate-

ever, in some adio anti TV
ws IS. still 'a part the Program

Depat ent,. arid ,as such the News Director
reports directly to the 1Proigtam
DiFetorNapager. With the greater emphasis on
riws,"the News.Dppartment has now taken on
iricrtased impottafice,, Personnel ind staffing
levels differ widell from station to station- In
smaller stations, one person will fill twig or
jobi4ikact4s. -

PROGRAMMING L1EPARTMEAT

The Programming D artme
heart ofittrothe broadcasting,
department is-responsible for the to
atroadriest station's locally prodlit
The Programming Department will,
mastAirschedules that include locally '-pr
-programs and programs' provided by AFRTS,
schedule spot announcements and filler Material,

..conduct audience siiirveys to evaluate service,
and generally create a station's entire air
ipersorkality.,Personnel under the jurisdiction of
thi, department include the followings

=announcers, prg ram hosts, continuity and
script writers, ri-oducers, and directors. The
supervisor for this depart ent is the rogram
Director, w repor d to th Station

per..

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT

The Administrative Department is

responsibletefor accomplishing the paperwork
that a station requires: It prepares the daily log
of broadcast- operati9ns (a legal requirement-in
FCC-licensed stations) and files these logs after
the' day's op rations.. Supply, film, and recorcl-
libraries clerical woponsibilifies fall ,in this



ews Department is responsible for
editing, 'vnithig, and presenting the

ninva. This includes all lo news an the
national and internat4ional- ews that may be
furnished from the broadcas =wire services; and

television, inclusion of appropriate_ video
P Port for, tbest e ries,. Most net affiliated

k di. stitor?leaVei the bulk of the
-natiorul/interna oval niers reporting to the
rietwork, with the exception of some inep
-newscasts.or woaiwide roundupsihat they may
put 'on_ the air themselves_ Thivdeyartrnent is
-headfd by the News Director- who will either

port directly' to the §tation M er,41f it is a
Aerate 'departnieft, or ;: to the

Director /Manager, if the News Depastmen
tart of the tProgarirrhing Department.
`Sports Department is usually part of the Ne s

partmerrt and the Sports Director will report
ctly to the News irector.

1
PROGILAAMING PHILOSOPHY

MO MATERW.,S

uen e
you inherit at -i may die or
prolong your effo tier it in tl e. long
teln..Navy Broad S rvice exists to he in
th#se efforts an to give counsel on s iffe

that need attenti n. Hopefully, will
come a e When y can 'Tait less Q to
procuring dl reptir the todis of the trade
and be to use them to accomplish the
mission: o provide' your audience with
entertainment and your commanders w tp an;,
effective infor on dissemination and m0
tiding facility.,

MPOSMON D NEEDS
I -0b1EN

n F. Bridges, pioneer brodhcaster an
over 40 yjeais;- said `Eve
iris we h to, be, an

of our tower.'
mor Journaliscwill inevitably ,he in

broadens Management -Position, frequently as
the Petty Officei hi Charge and s rnetimmas the
only J alist and source All tooofte resources on s t o f.
leptitaysiate-a-the-art eq varjmg
states of repair, part -then unteer personnel
without', pro er trainin or perien e,, d a
facility t has. been underfun and
undermanned for years. R axing those-
obatnittions usually mums precedeiny#hility to
establish a pohsisterit broadcast operat]lor rpuch
less one of quality.

The paramount concern in programming the
Ahi9rican Forces Radio and Television Station if
the audienbe. to determine its coMposition and
needs, a survey of Petionnel in the area is
usually- an effectite7 .tool. Here are s
questions that might be answered b
survey:

Which military services are repre
h_service is dombiant?

her than radio and tvisio
sources of information are available?

iPhat are the , working hours
installation?

leisure time, whitt4eriods are most
'?lopu r for listening to radio or watching
television? f

Generally, what category of programs is
pre fened?

y., wt at ca tegory/ I r

272

d
of- prograins is

titles are
favorites?

which programS pec c

...SpecifcallY, ,.which program ti es re least.
favored?",----, - : .

What type-of'rnuaic is desired?
What is,-the depend it population?9
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How many kildreTt by age group, at
involves . '

. .

To A rre c tly survey, use established
techniques. Break down the audience into
interest, age, ethnic, and other `pertinent
groupings, and establish through the personnel
Office whit percentage of your audience each

up ctutes so tit your tabulations:
reflect pour actual audiences. With this
knOwle dge, ogramming can have., valid

i objectives I and the -best inteteits or
e purpose fdr which tntendecd. Questionnaires

developed by each station manager, or progtarn
director, can bt designed far oinformation
relevant to the individual area. Analysis of the
results:Of, an audience survey can serve as an

rtsnt' key to successful program elanning.
seitO'the shifting of military?ppriohnel. the

rsonality of an 1-IA1er-tee , can change
-tically; hence, it is advisable that 1 year be

the maximum lapse between survey projects. In
each case, the validity of a, survey will depend

i partly on the number of questionnaea
completed and returned. To this end, the format
should be kept as simple as possible and each
person polled should be made to feel that the

nses will influence and a ept program
Service fo all categories is he Watchword.

whether you are-prograniining information
entertainment, the needs of the p ary

tidince should receive the geatest attention.:
You .must d the .correct balance betwelltn.
these) two --spects 9f programming. Audience
lunieys nd measurement will be discussed in
Ietail later in thiiochapler.,

AVAILAEII OF AFRT "
.RRRAI MA1 RIALS

$

as
e next step in program planning is to

ertain much of the lo desired-

vide programming land information that
uld otherwise need to be produad at egch

ocal station; the service saves manpower byiS4
eliminating duplication of effort. There are,
however, valid requirements for local
production, but usually not to,replace a service

eady provided by AFRTS. These local
uclions require personnel and most outlets
nave any to spare. A survey can include

que that would indicate talented persons
in the area who might be available as volunteer
support.

Armed, then, with the composite picture of
audience preference, grogram and local talent

the Station Manager normally
coordinates program plans with the staff of the
command. Usually, the area Public- Malts
Officer designated to represent the command. r"

The rd can be no slide rule for programming
foil- a military audience, which may be
completely transient, 'static, or semistatic,,.....,
R-- ardless of the audience type, one substantial
fact is evident: the au j

human beings who cons&
- ,environmental parts of

service must be geared to

e is composed of
arid telev n
program g.

nibde ()Hiving
tie fullest extent- thisr_in the final analysis; --
dictate the radio and television'bittadc.ast

schedules. The stalOn should-rover be used a)!P

"plaything" for staff,p1sur-as a re nsigle -
service to the al:a:Hence #nd coifimand:

In developing the daily Npbgrarn ,sche e,
the radio or` tel Pro
the
progr rig
audi e:

,,,Classification booking.
Vertical or horizontal booking.
Block booking.

IF

'1
ti okkig

osrnatio arid entertaininent is sy ilab he
.

material Attired !aim AFR and This ptrogra ming tool classific,*
AFRTS-W; and how many of your ation and-viewing hours as "k1 and "B?' hou

view

resources can be, devoted to lOcal ion, "A" will represent pealc hours, When I
Bear in mind at not usin A, T d and viewers. are 'ivailable in greitest nu
pr arming uires' justification The thtpri/iLere h to give the audience what

of them vOtrit wherthen lih
infofiii n programs or ass program-The' intent of the -rificlib asp tar ob' '

'Oro sting Se -ce, arid, ii



sled at other= than peak listening or v
hours

Vertical,or Horizontal Booking

The Program Director arranges segments of
his schedule (-according to type of
progriml-either vertically =(1 day's broadcast
peod),or horizontally (a period of 2 or more
consecutive days). Examples of this type of
program booking are': Five (western progarns in
one night (vertical programming) or orie Western
progrini at the same time on five consecutive
nights,, Monday through Friday (horizontal
programming).

Booking

This metliod, used by many radio
television stations, is the pegmenting of atypical
broadcast day into blocks. The broadcast, day
for a radio station may vary from 18 to- 24 hours
per day: The listening habits of an audience may
permit a break of the daily broadcast schedule

to the following segments: 0600-0800,
00-0900, 0900-1100, 1 00-1300, 1301600,

600-1900; 1900-2400, 2400-0600. This
blocking is ted by the peculiarities of the
duty ho&rs responsibilities of the militiry
personnel.

The station Pio
the more suitable or
scheduling rests With

_paramount for ached
stations., .A1,so reme_
operation, unlike
critically geared to the ,off -duty timeof military,
personnel., Other factors, such as available
progrank-,s0ply, 'local talent, versatility of st
and ottlir Capabilities of studio equipment are
=gondmy gcnreming the television schedu
A typical broadcast day for television, Menlo
will begin with sign-9.n at 1500- or 1600
weikd gy and signoff at '2400, with a -sligh ly
lunge ielecast ay on Saturday arinunday.

- At_

PROGRAM BALANCE

o_r discovers that
esira e method of

e audience served; th if
g of all overseas radio

r that a television
should be more

sine* of serving military personnel
:clue undertaking -when one realizes

f tastes hick must be catered t by
=

,s2-9

the Arneecan Force or television stations
In an aftropt to -as finny viewers or
listeners as possibleat least some of the
timethe Program Director must
provitions for a. balance c1( pro
Beyond the obvious categories o
and entertainment feates, fu-
can bare

News
Sports,
Music
Come
Drama
Westerns
Religious
Programs forfchildren
Features for women

In addition to the programmed shOws, a
balanced offering in types of usic is also
import_ d should be given eful study. To 'H
meet th quirernent, Bad Library Units
shipped eddy from /URI'S-LA provide a
steady flo of music in several categories. They

P- Popular (Rock, Soft, Easy Listenin e
SP- Semi-pbpular

W-Country & Western
CH-Children's
L -Latin

Religious
Military Band
C-Mikellaneous (Comedy, retry, etc.)

F Cher produ4on . aids supplied to each
statio pare libraries bf pr uction and music and
soundlieffects transcrip ions, musical logos
(AFRTS, American Fore Radio, News, Sports,
etc.), and comedy voi e cks. The continuous
flow provides a grow g s tion library which-
remains with e utlet and helps build a
background of music types and special material
to draw upon for record shows and other local
productions.

bi still another category religip b ce
cap be met adequately for radio or tel sion by
iitilizing the religious radio . and levisioi1
programs in the weekly progra uni pplied

274
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TS-LA. A series may be presented
y, it may be shipped in Jternate 13-week

ith anoth
e in

ed BANNER
frequency of
will represent
chaplain pers
can be area a lains for
additional 4b pains, and short
inspirational utilized to good
effect at

in prograntrnit t AFRT station, the
Station Manager, Program Lector, in fact, all
penoandl connected with the outlet, have a

tiserious responsibility for maintaining program
standards. The radio.or television station should
consider itself an. invited guest and realize
listenip and viewing are communal. ; ti

.

FM SIXIILE0 PROGRAMMING CON(

ous series, 'or it may
Idy omnibus radio series

FAITH. Whatever the
Win, programs shipped

atons -which supply
ices. Time

American Forcei Radio has tradition ly
programmed the broadcast day to please a wide
range of interest, with the largest audience
(generally the most, youthful) receiving the
greatest emphasis. FM stereo multiplex,
p iding excelle in s for the transmission

'ddle-of-th progranimMg, now makes
e stW m need service. In order to

stereo in ation, q.se of available
sase of operation; programm

Tents, and area of use were conidere
The answer which meets 'all criteria -,is
automated station.

An automated station will work, in Many
cases, without additional personnel. In areas
Where personnel are at a minimum, it is possible
to run round - the -clock pro amming and
increase the effectiveness of the r to operation.
The bulk of t rogrammin (music) is
pretaped and sen tits f monthly libfan;
shipments.

Initially many broadcasters react negatively
to the thought of automated radio.' The.
criticisms n ol often heard. are:

No "live or "I am here right now feeling
for the liste

Seiler nnot, identify With the prop-
Puts people out of worj

Too.perfict
Too hard to maintain.
You know what's comingebefore yed,,

LIVE FEEL G

Creative programming,
-broadeasWr, come in. It isup to
on-the-air sound which is listenab

IDENTITY

True, listeners cannot call in old request
specific musical selections. However, AFRT -FM
was never intended for that -ptirtrose.ellienti
for the majority of listeners, is ItLing what
they hear. .They listen when' they want fo, and

e let when they tire of iterting.

ELIAINA ION OF PE

Automa
personnel,
shifts of 6 to
greater

exist
perso eel, Sal

for
features

on prOVides better distribution of
ing them from control room
urs each day. It roOkes possible

such as adding FM to an
op tion. wi ut additional

leaves s staff members free
s such as ,,production, tiews,

ontinuihp, writing, programmir(g, and
statio adminiitration

PE RFECTIO

Some perso confuse m with
personality. Certain commercial sta ions even
program apparent Ifhiffs" into the automation
in the, -belief that it improves their sound.
Others, lioweve---re pleased to get the best
mistake-fge .sound possible: It should- be
rernernberlil that personal is up 'to -the
programmer.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenancie problents
automated station mid'
control are es - redly inportant

:line voltage. Remem t that p
and preventive maintenance pr
arty -electronic equipment.,



pro the large amount of
music, ovided, en selections will rarely
appear in the musical sequence. Using the
standard four ic sources, as do most
AFRT-FM automation. SYstems, it would, in
fact, be tricult to re- create a particular period
of Music iOgramming` in order. Additional
variety mat and scheduling is limited only
by the imagination and effort .of the
programmer.

LEGAL PRODUCTION

Local productions, tailored to the needs and
desires of a locale, become the vehicle for the..i(!..t/
accomplishment= of. the 'AFRT outlet's
missionthe atic c*ssfi.i,1 _presentation- of

00. cciminand i ifd MatiOnalso. local.
ofoductionscan enhance tl.e interface betwee
the commander and personnel by being good
morale builders. E should be made
for adegree,of profe
the listening or view
should supplemen
stateside features' di

... ,, listeners 'and -v
vilwite stateside progra

be made between a rci aio
local production unlu; or dubious
quality, it will a desirable to schedule

-Rethe(

more highly ted rofessional segment.
ognized loca,_ should not be

disc uraged. hut use wisely; fly in
creating an effective nforinatio mation

w10 will satisfy
ience. These shows

uplicate or replace,
AF

In; order
accomplish
tun i icatio

nd

sintron `Sikcessfu II y
n mission, a close-

sheil .botWeen the
lementation of this

local promotjc ns,.
nnouneemLnts timely

d part i rtion- by local command
fine'.

curism radio and l lcvision can- be
guarded again with careful preprogram
planniA, The anic dlffent, but basic

.gel ketal. areaS:=0 n to both
media. These include write g, arsing,

S

timing, and staging. Above all, be critical. Your
product is measured by your audience with the
only yardstick they havethe professionally
produced materials in the AFRT package..
lk
RATING

Writing is-probably the most important tool
in preprogram planning: Radio writing is greatly
enhanced by the use of mood music and sound
effects so blended as to provide Pictureis,
thou s, and action in the listener's mind.
Television writing adds to
movement of a camera and
as the impact of the picture
sound, television writing pre
and color to the viewer and
materially from radio wri
radio or television writini
to nP, preproduction plan
formal script,* outline,
competent radio and
personnel should_ not
preprogram planning.

these ingredients
ers, as well
addition to

action, depth,
makes it differ
In either case,

and riecegSary
ether it is a
ries of 'notes,

ion prodqction
writing in their

CASTING

Casting is extremely:Moor fit. 'A good
script, pr ram idea, or foimat can be nullified
with a poorly selected pert-wrier. Th imer or
listener expects professional quality.

REHEARSING

e key to smooth production for both
rad acid television is rehearsing. Unsure and
fal a performers can be made less so with
ade0 'rehearsal. This is parcularly true in
television. Where the additional' id. ension ofit
video is ecOmplicating factor in establishing
'final intricate composite aft sight and soun
*dequate rehearsing before aid time will bleu

-Trail ingredients in seemingly._ lortiess
enjoyable patte or the television viewer. The
cardinal responsibility of the station Proik7ram
Director is to make an-angemenor sufficient
rehearsal time for local offeripgs. If this
prerequisite has hiten overlooked, the prpgrarn_

ould be cancelled, rither thanrun the risk of
gonizing an audience- with poorly prepared
riali.,
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Locally produced radio programs- also
require preparation, although disc jockey show
are rarely rehearsed. Hosts of local progr s
need to spend time prior to air selecting
Music, timing intros and outros, and planning
Lthe-:i4ertion of other prograln elements to
assure a professional sound. It is especially
hnportant that they read over any copy that will
need to' be read live during the show. Nothing
destroys a DJ's credibility so fast as stumbling
through copy or flubbing the names of local
places or proper names.

111G-

Timing will.distinguish the professional from
the amateur. The timing of a radio-Or television
program is an individual matter. Methods and,
procedures will vary with individuals.contiolling
the program. .The irnport4nt consideration to
remember is thit an audience expects disciplined-
programming and nothing will aggravate viewers
or listeners more than sJotzpily= timed material.
Stallion Program Diractas should -guarantee
against infractions af ',timing by reiterating to
station personnel eft It. tinting is an important
step in the4preprogram'planhing of their.assigned
units. '-41

,.:STAGING

Staging is important to radio orti r of r as
`variety or audience participation prograrns%are
ceincemed. Where possible, -these progr_
should e played befdre an audienc nce

'-`1a and reactions are co.ntagjous and s eep
eners into the prograrni spirit. Monntin or

staging for these radio segments can be Sinn 1

but should- 'presen t a. pleasantind comfort
framework for the -audience,. Wi h the
being the focal point of interestSt ging for the .

tel vision ccamera is of paramount portance.
an motor this reason, more ti e to be

d in preprogram p1 1ng. In stations
radio and television a s e by side-, the

alcrt Program Director will c ution personnel
against transferring radio formats or ideas to
television trithout necessary adjustments

(Television)

/sual presentation of an idea.
( Television is a visual art': the viewer knowsii
andlexpects it, even in.a local offering.

Depending on talent and facilities available,
a Station Manager should consider the following
types of programs for local program building:
audience participation, variety, dramatic,
programs for children, special features- for
wcanen, musical, and d ocum e n tarb

Audience Participati

Audi
opport
howeve
prbduce

ean excellent
of 'PrograsTIE;

ost iz res urces requited to
ptable show-may be too high. At

most coalman s,. this 'type of program will be
largely confrnethto 'competition of one form or
another; especially when used on a regular basii.
Two branches of service, Or two 'units of an
organizatior;, may be pitted against each otf
The show can beckne an off-duty attraction
the ;command's theatre or in an outdoor, area..
The microphones and cameras shouId.be spotted
carefully, The radio Or tele:vision audience mu

°be considered, as well a the captive audienc
competition .can be centered ar9und the

identity, of tunes played. by an chestra,
definition of words, or -questions o broad,
gefieral knowledge.

iinpler t questtons, fhe better.
atujiarice,' in knoWiri' g the answers, will u al
enjoy the attempts of contestants to th- k
thern. Tangible prizes., should be offered, su
theatre tickets, a. weekend trip, candy, and
like. Beware or 'sponsoring . or entiors*

:product when awarding prizes. The
understand a station's* 'iriabili
elaborkfe p

af f
as
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ati shows aretcorit9 -sed of. various and
frequently contrasting elements. Comedy and
music 'are alternatd; each act is compfete. in
itself. Local production t, of such features
demands high professionalism. If such talent
available, it should reach the audience in
creditable style, or not at all.
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= Dramatic
d-

For dramatic programs, moderately good
acting, good 'scripts, 'and adequate technical

.rtgements and -direction are important
quirements. Dramatic progamt should be-

tays written specifically for radio or television.-
The length will vary from 1'5 Minutes to

r. Shorter scripts should deal with one,
situation, one plot ilea. The should usually
build to a surprise or dramatic ensiling. Longer
scripts 'must sustain interest over a greater period
of time and can consist of two or more basic
plot variations or complications. Here againg a
high degree of professignalistri is required.

rogras for Children

the size of the juvenile population
warrants it, this type of local programming can

-make the rih° or television station a .vital part
o. the 'Atary community. The facililies
Ifailable for audience participation and the
Elpductionstalent available, either on the staff or,
from thefcckrernand, will dcterrnine the Extent of
Inti type of prograinming. A aiilirrhn's program, '
may be a studio, production involvint a single
microphone

,
mcrophone or camera and w Nngle person. Its
may be an audience participation _Se-Ante,
involving multiple studio and stage facilities, as,
well as 'technical equipment and abilities.A,This
specialized type of, prograrnr9ing Must,
-measured carefully and .should be attempted
only as talent and facilities permit doing well:

Personnel for this typo of 2, ow_am should be
carefully screened and auditioned. knowledge of
children, genuine interest, personality, and
microphone technique or camera presence are
important ingredients for the success of a
children's program, particularly in ,the actual
broadcast contest with youngsters. In addition,
pers net conducting such programs, wh
.rnal or female, should elitit genuine
acv_ tabilit36 from the jtivenile audience_ This
factar will largely determine the wearing quality:
of a children's program. ,.

A program which permits actual
participatidn by children will usually be popular,
but this dands the physical presence of the
youngsters, ich may have the effect of
)smiting atten_ nce. Analysis by the program

director and the station ma
irthisis a factor to consider.

ll determine

One cardinal rule to keep in mind regarding
programs for children is to program the type of
feature whichbest fits available facilities on
hand and the'needs of the command.

'dal Features For WO:

Frequontly, a divers talent can bq
found among women's s Within the, c,

command. Women with prr essioial experience
in radio and television, and who can vile a
daily or regular homemaker's show,ften
available. There are others who are a
conduct interviews'-of general interest, and those
whQcan conduct women's fprum,features. Suet

ifeatures provide' entertainment and helpful
'information of interest to dependent women

T.stationed within the .comttrand, . :

Radio and television are at to e 'close
companions' to dependents of service sormele.
Puticularly where thete are limited recreational
facilities far dep'eriamik, broadcast -facilities can
be important diVersio?rs, if not a Vital,pait of

'daily living. Women's-shows requirecagaiderable
creativeness: They cangot be merely chatty,-if
-they are to survive. Women's shows generally
should be 30 minutes in length, err less. A
program which combines participation of both
children and women should be worthy of
onsideration; providing, of course, the, proper
alent and direction are available. i_ 4' -,

-Even in;-` , small studio situation, a person .
with a pleasant voice or good carneralpreatarce
and who presenS program content-of genuine
interest can be a welcome diversion to women
who are stationed with their ritisbands,far from
home. The content of such programs should be
attuned to the definite need, , '?'

Musical

Musical pktams present peculiar problems.
Uuless there rr.a local professional musical group
at the station disposal. loCaltroups should not
be used In longer than I 5.-minute,_ segments.
Amateurs, or semiprofessional musicians and
soloists usually Dave not acquired' the change of
pace of seasoned perforniers necessary to sustain
a 30-minute program. Live talent should be
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carefully auditioned, and with discrimination-
competent performer or inimical group of any
category -c ()wary,- Classical, cyr 1)0012r:-
deserves considetatibm.regardlegs of the nuftsical
preference of station persortriel cciri'ductidg the
audition. Certain amateur talent will also have a
special human interest elexnent which should not
be overlooked. For example, a handicapped
pers9in with special musical ability Can be a real
Migration without beinjimighly professional.
Such abilities should be recognized,_ not
exploited.

Documentary

A doctime ntary explores or explains a
subject; it is arc irnPostant preg;t rri segment in

the internalcarrying out the objectives
infonyntion but, rite)

investigative reporting shou id be
-There are two t)riticipal types of d
programs: essay and drama.

mpt
ertaken.

c mentary

E SSA "Y IQ CU 11tE Nr,Alt Y.The essay
. documentary is a narrative far the ear. it may be

a lecture, an article, or a detailed discussion ona
particular idea, rather than a StOiy. The essayist
in this type of documentary is usually- a
narrator. His voice key notes, ex plains, and
unifies all elements of the su bject. Nam times,
dramatic scenes are incorporated io illustrate
and point up facts- the narrator is stressing. The
use of actual people of a regi on., .th stead of
actors in dramatic dialogue, can be employed
effectively for authenticity. IMP certain instances,
this technique has a distinct advantage over the'
use of professional actors.. Sound effect patterns
and recorded music underscoring to establish
mood and set the scene for dramatic inserts also
make effective production.

DRAMA DOCUNI EN-TA 'W . -The drama
documentary does riot necessaril utilize a

narrator to tie together all segrnen is 0 ubjec t.
Emphasis is on the story stemming orn the
basic idea projected and developed by ' writer
in a - logical sequence of situations and
characters.

NEWS PROGRANKING

The dissemination of news is a most
important aspect of t operation of AFRT

I
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03 3

outlets, secona only to corh nand information
disserriination-. Surveys reveal that audience
iaterest, in news prokramis is high; for many
listeners it is their sole source eof inferrhatiOn.
regarding the news of the day.

In addition to direct voice and teletype
service repots from A,F,RT.W, well-plan
local new should be iriclisdedl. Vorking

- cooperation with, local public affaift offi
reliable local ne*s sources should be developed,
and tape recorders and cameras ptit to work as a
regular, daily, functional part of the overall
operation, As the only source of immediate
news, You must exercise every effort to insure"
that y our news staff develops a reputation` for
reliability and accuracy, without ny indication
of s ens 2.t i chi alisr11, improper_ irivesti ative
reporting, poor taste, or involved deta ews
production should be 111eaninfifill, -0-smooth
tlo*ing, and authoritative.

We S - broad eatts shioubd' be considered- and
scheduled- as anchor pot in the daily schedule.
Nevis provides the skele ton for the progranonirii,
f r ns-ee'Aco r k around .other
Progambvilding aids. are inserted. Broade-ast
tirries.sliould not be changed once the best. imes
have been Oetermined.

If a story . of major -inn breaks,
normal schedules can be isn1 led,, but the-
immediacy of radio and television should be
,used -vvith discretion, Programs should be

errupted only when it is certain the.
iinterrrpotion will best serve, and not unduly
alarm, the aud ience.

Ma)cirritim use should be made. of insert
materials to keep new pragiarris fast7paced and
inte resting; for example, brie( recordings of
personalities in the news inserted for radio and
appropriate slides on still photographs with
voice actualities added for television exposure.
Care should 1,e exercised riot to giVe an item
More time than it deserves slimly because
pleri ty of insert material is Nvailable. AERTSW
voice transmissions are daily sources of such
material .

Develop 1,02ical Seq nee

New sstories should be arranged in logical
sequence, which will help the iistenier or viewer
to cernprehend more fully and to follw the
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reports 'more easily Several 1115 Pte,
sequential arrangement 'fie useful; tip ever; any
or 4-methods may

Comm
bc, employed in news.

broadcast. only accepted 43etatiehtial
arrangements include, but are not limited to

A: Geographical
1. United States Washingtton, folio

by.east to west coast
2. European news
3. ginada and ttexico,
4. 'Africa
5. Middle East
6. Far East

. 7. Latin America
B. Stories by Importance

1. Headline Stories
2. Military Audience
3. National
4. In tematioaal
5. Local

C. Corkected Stories
I. Headline Story
2. Worldwide Reacrioi

(a) U.S. Reaction
(b) European Reaction
(c) African Reaction
(d) Any Other Reaction

3. Foreign Reaction to Another Stplii
4. Contrast Story

in which ihe stories headlined in the
may be recapped:

crest Material

These are only a few methods that may be
employed to give a news program continuity.
Careful-thought and preparation will reveal some
other Vala methods, to insure a -high level of

. listener comprehension.

headlines Recomniencled

In a 10- or I 5-minu te newscast, use of
headlines is recommended. For.exarnple:

"I -lere ar tonight's news headlines:
.CONGRESS APPROPRIATES S 123
BILLION FOR" DEF NSE. NEW YORK
YANKEES ON R PAGE AGAIN.
These are tfre headii Now here are
the details."

Immediately following should be a detailed
exposition, of the subject matter promised in the
headlines. These details make up the body of aft
news broadcast and are followed with a closing,

-,"You have just heard the 7 o'cloek netts
roundup, .compiled by the American.
Forces' Radio -and Television -Station

from tlie wires of the (A15 and/
or UPI). Congas has just. appropriated
Ile largest peacetime, military expendi-
ture in hi tort'. The New York Ya
makeit seven in .a rowwith just 10 days
to gezi for the division title. Next news
report at ': "

-
NeSvs Defivety.

4. Keys sfiduld be read intelligently, with a
delivery that is impersonal and uabiased. Tkiis
does not mean that tke personality of the
newscaster should be tuppressed. .Tlie n
should be delivered in a' straightforw
reportorial manner. Pacing should- never
enough to all an audience to lose interest.
Due to the tim ement involved' in newscasts,
every item shout econcise and to the point,
stressing the important factors involved.

It is irnperatiie to rehearse news which w
be read for radio or television. In this wad
announcer will be assured that the liste e
viewer is getting I comprehensive
instead of a jumbled mass of info a
tins there will not be an oppc
over and study the news
approaching the camera
these occasions, reading ne
p nunciation of unfami
abreast of places curre
news will stand the an
save much embarrass
audience many u
of listening or vie
operation's credi
audience perc
unversed u
words_ othi
station's non
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icture,
ort. Many

nity to look
uglily before
ophone. On

apers, looking up
arnes, and keep_ ing
mentioned in the

ncer in good stead and
t, as well as spare the

y and difficult moments
Nothing destroys a news
more- quickly than the

g the newscaster is so
events as to mispronounce

quite so vividly illustrates the
cern with its audience.

Spot New d Features

Spo ws and features are obtained from
news 1. y es or -gathered by the radio or
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t_ elevision. staff from local sources. These are
dited and aired in scheduled la

the cast of loc news items, alert station
managers must ov

I
come studio Limitations by.

putting to good use ths tape recorder or camera.
In the case of a teletype news item with local'
significance or special interest to the area, it
should be standard procedure, wlerever
feasible, to giVe the itetn depth by securing the
local background as quickly as possible. Here'
again, the camera or, tape recorder can be used
to advantage. In the gathering of spot news and
features, hometown newspapers, magazines, and
periodicals should not ,be overlooked; however,
be sure that properatiribution to the source is
also -repo ;It must not be forgotten that an

udience is made up of diversified likes,
sts, education, and Previehs environments.

All these factors 'must be taken into
consideration. Programs must not be geared, for
example, exclusively to personnel from large

.-cities. Onsistent with the needs ,of the area,
items and features of rural interest should .be
inducted in order to present a well-rounded
service.

SPORTS PROGRAMMING

. .

Regular sports features.should be an integral
part of the radio or television schedule_ They
should include 'summaries, up-to-the-n-iinute
,scores, team ratings; and player statistics.

.

For the scheduling of play-by-play accounts
6f stateside baseball, football, basketball; and
other sports in season, the program notes and
schedules mentioned earlier will be invaluable

maids to sports p raming. Television outlets
are -advised of ga_= being shipped in television
priority units- by weekly message from
.A_FRTS-LA. The messages will include the title
of the event, stateside air date and- ,running time
(although in some cases approximate times are
furnished in order to facilitate dispatch 6f the
message before the program is edited into final
form). Complete descriptions of these games are
then provided in the corresponding Tele-Tips
sent to each location by mail. Master' scheduly
can be compiled from the weekly message, while

promotional spots triay
Tele-Tips.material.

made

In 'addition 0 play-by airings, sports
features of an undatedpiture are also desirable.
Feature programs ebtild- be developed, covering
early history or records of boxing, football, or
track. All sports news and play-by-play coverage

\.stuauld be offered as frequently as is consistent
with the interest 'of the viewing or listening
audience.

Local sports,should not be overlooked, Even
though...much of the interested audience will

'attend accessible games, many are riot close at
hand. These are important events in the military
community arid they should occupy a key
position on the local radio or television program-
schedule when 'staffing permits. Play-by-play
accounts of these local sporting events, either by
tape recorder or direct lines, should be assigned
to the sportscaster who genuinely appreciates

;and knows (-the sport. The sportcaster for these
local airinksAshould always be, accurate, alert,
steady under pressure, and enthusiastic. If the
event is being caPered.for radio, the motion oft _play should :be translated into colorful, graphic
phrases, creating with ease a series of direct,
consecutive images for the unseeing audience. If
the _ac.tio is being called 'for the television
camera, th)re should be an unobtrusive line of
contin6ity, highlighting Miming points in the
action and assisting the viewer. with action that
&lett have been missed. The sportscaster should
not dominate -and overpower the camera; the
role is a secondary one to assist both the camera
and 4he viewer.

The experienced sports anribuncer must
prepare thoroughly fora sports event. MI the
facts related to the.eyentthe persons involved,
their histories, their opinions, and their
idiosyncrasies --are learned by the announcer
before approaching the camera Or microphone.
This material is kept readily available and is
passed on to the 'audience for ttieir more
enjoyable and comprehensive understanding of
the sports event being'brought to them. Before
attempting a play-by-play description of a sports
event, the inexperienced sportscaster should



'prepare by chec
Anis:

e following foui

I. Information concerning the event.
What lt is: Elehnont Sweepstakes, etc.
Who present,s it: Belmont Race Track

Association, etc.
Why is it presented: National

pionships, etc.
When it is: Every spring, etc.
Where it is: Belmont Park, etc.
History:' 76th 'Annual Runnhig;` who

re winners in the past; interesting sidelights;
how the event originated, etc.

. 2. Information concerning the contestants
Who they are: Army, Navy, etc., Football

History: Sporting records this
throtigh the years, etc.

I nforrna tion concerning individual
contestants

Who they, are: Joe Zilch, 225-pound
tackle from Dubuque, Iowa_ , #1 7 jerseystrong
on offense

Histories: Zilch is a junior, played for S t.
Mary's duringfreslitnan year, played high school
it in Texas, has blocked three kiCks

season, lettered in track last seasonvetc.
Idiosyncrasies: Zilch is a fiery-tempered

screwball, throWn off the field for fighting in
last game, always stands up on line before the
shift to look at opposing team, etc.

Opinions: Coach says Zilch promises to
murder then, etc.

-------- 4. Information concerning related sports or
social activities

What it is: The Tournament of Roses,
along with the Rose Bowl Ganie; halftime
program, etc.

Who is responsible: Personnel of Rose
Bowl Committee, etc.

Who participates: Name of Rose

s.

etc.

The foregoing checkoff list should not be
the only tool at the sportscaster's disposal.
Proper research and preparation before the event
will result in. a more listenable or viewable
feature. Preparation extending over several days,
such as pregame talks and discussions with
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coaches- and players, is an additional device
which will assist the spbrtscaster in being more
articulate and inforrit-tin at air tune. Interviews
with participants and coaches should be
considered as part of this preparation for game
time. This will also serve the purpose of instilling
audience interest in the forthcoming event, as
well as effectively promoting good relatio
within the military community. Questions r
these interviews should be so planned as to
prevent undue rambling. 'Guests, at all tirtie§,
should sound, or give the appearance of being,
completely relaxed, and- questions should be
what the fans would likely ask, rather than what
the sportscaster personally thinks should be
asked.

SPECIAL E PROGRAMMING

Special events are local features prepared
outside the radio or television studio. They
usually include activities of local interest to
viewers or listeners, such as &pa tive celebration,
a religious ceremony, or a fashion show for
serviceman's wives: Coverage of such events by
the television station will -have understandable
limitations, for the simple reason that remote
equipment will not always be readily available.
However, the feasibility of filming these events
for later "release, either in their entirety or as
inserts, should be thoroughly explored along.
with some station capabilities for portable video
tape recording The audience asually benefits,
from such enter/0641g anticipation of their
needs and desires. Covering such events by radio,
even from remote points, by direct lines or tape
ecorder is relatively simple. This coverage

should also be anticipated -Well in advance, with
particular attention to the technical aspects of
the pickup.

In rilanning a special event coverage, the
assigned director, announcer, and technical
personnel should work out details as a tearn.
Surveying the site of the event be forehand,
con tatting the proper authorities for necessary
permissions, and checking out equipment in, a ,dress rehearsal will pay off in dividends of
professional -like quality.- If in terviews are
involved, the director, writer or announcer

I



d contact the people to be interviewed and
certain areas to be covered by the questions.
Remember that the justification for an interview
Is primarily a story, not just easiaal, unrehearsed
Bland When assigned to over a special event as
an announcer, you should:

Orient yourself to the audience and location
of the event.

Be aware of What's happening around you.
Relate each sentence to the one which

precedes it.
Speak in simple sentences_
Develop an exact, imaginative vocabulary.
Be familiar with the professional

teminology of the event to which you are
assigned.

Be accurate.
Avoid cliches and speech mannerisms.
Prepare thoroughly before an assignment.
Listen to recordings of ydur ad-lib work and

check it for clarity, vividness, interest, vaii
and accuracy_

When possible, compare your recordings
with the work of professionals in the field.

Praticc, by describing aloud, everything you
see.

VOLUNTEERS

Broadcasting is one of the few assignments
the Navy where avid volunteers will be willing

to do your job. It is the station manager's
responsibility to establish a volunteer policy
which includes procedures which will effectively
maintain control and supervision.

If your station uses volunteers, an effective
screening process should be 'established to select
carttlidetes who ate se0ous about broadcasting.
All candidates should be given an audition which
will give you some idea of their voice quality,
knowledge of equipment, pronunciation, and
above all, potential for quick training and
ability to increase the professional level of the
station. A working' agreement with
candidate's supervisor should also be initiated.

Station operating procedures must include
guidelines governing volunteer responsibilit
and conduct. Volunteers should cort Mit
themselves to abiding by these guidlines- before
being accepted by the station. A volunteer
should not be used by an overseas Navy station
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unless a',person permanently assigned to the
station, is . on duty 'in a superviso capacity..
Control must also be established over visitors to
the station , so that the broadcast facility does
not become 'a haven for shipmates to- lounge in
during offiluty hours.

AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT

An often forgotten aspect of an American
Forces radio or television station is the
measurement of its coverage and its audience.
Measuring a station's coverage and impact on
viewers or listeners is vital to its continuing
effectiveness and should not be overlooked by
an otherwise energetic and competent staff.

The first step in measuring the size of an
'audience for a radio or televisiori program is to
determine the listening area of the broadcasting
station. This type of survey, called a
measurement of station coverage (commercially
known as area of dominant influence) defines
the area in which the signal of a particular
station can be heard. Coupled with a count of
the population and the number of receivers, the
coverage information will tell how many people
can hear or see the program if they all tune in.

MEASURING THE STATION'S
COVER.ACE

At first thought, it might seem , that
determining the area in which a particular

'station can be received is a comparatively simple
problem, but when the vagaries of reception
from day to dayinterference by other stations
and the influence of weather and terrain are
considered, you can see that 'even this
measurement can be only an estimate. Three
principal methRds are now in use. These
methods are described below in terms of radio,

--btrt-thq can also be applied to-television.

Field Stngth Survey

/ e field strength survey method consists of
"taking a field strength meter out into the field to
determine the listening area of a station. The
strength of a signal corning from the transmitter
is carefully measured at various points in the



area surrounding the scat en. When this
falls below a previously determined
strength; it is presumed that
reception will not take Place- A circle
drawn through, theie points of
strength encloses the primary costenge area
the station. In order to estpblisle the secondary
and testing coverage, area, the survey is
continued beyond this point until the signal
disappears entirely._ A contour map summarizes
the information by indicating in graphic form
the various coverage boundaries.

Mail Analysib

A second method of detennining coverage is
to analyze the mail received y a station. Often
the writing of letters and ds is motivated by
special offers on certain rograms. On the
assumption that the station card at all
points from which mail is sent,- the coof
the station is indicated by plotting host
distant of them, then drawing a contour line. It
cannot be taken for granted, however, that
because an, occasional faraway listener hears a
program, the station has coverage of the area. A
rare atmospheric condition or an unusual
receiver may have accounted for this reception.

Ballot Method

A third method of measuring the station's
coverage is to send ballots to persons who have
been selected to represent an area
geographically, socially, and - economically.
These persons are asked which radio stations
they listen to, and when and in what proportion
their listening is divided among the various
stations. Analysis of these responses illustrates'
the various coverage ,areas 'of stations and
networks for both day and rtight- Tti_is Method
can be consolidated into network or Station'
'samplings of audience listening habits and
attitudes.

NOTE: Boat the mail and ballot methods
measure only the portion of the potential
audience receiving ballots who were interested
enough to return them, while the field strength
survey merely indicates the station can be heard.
To establish their coverage area, stations should'

conduct direct or telephone sampl rveys and
correlate informaIion gained fr na the field
strength surveys.

MEASURING THE STATION'S
AUDIENCE

After measurm
radio or television
determine 'how mart':,
actually hear or view
reaction to it. A nun
worked out which
through the use of
general, these rrieas
comparative populari
to others on the air,
audience can be estirna

Audience coverage id rmatien is used by
commercial stations and Works to prove that
programs broadcast from' the& facilities are
potentially capable of g- g an audience of a
certain size. They -also,: ovide data about
audience attitudes. tvied programming.
Methods range from inforinel ones, such as mail
analysis, to highly accurate tandoin samplings
using formal survey techniques.

e of an audience for a
you should then

of the available audience
programming and their

er of methods have been
velop this information

piing techniques. In
merits indicate the
a program in relation
from this the actual

Informal Methods

The earliest method o etenniriing the
audience for a particular bro, cast was to make
an estimate, based on the nutther of letters sent
in by listenersthe assuniptibnbeine that the
more letters received by a pat.egrarrythe larger
else audience. Before the .oleyelloprnent of
modern measurement systems, aletter was often
the only tangible evidence dist anyone was
listening and the number of letters received by a
particular program had a ,great deal to do with
\whether it stayed on the air. Unsolicited
response is minimized by experts as an accurate
measure of the audience because ne One has ever
been able to determine what proportion of the
people tuned in actually write to stations. A

number of persons !lave never ritten a
er to, a station in their lives. The general ..

belief that fan mail writers tend, in general, to
be a small and unrepresentative `part of the
population casts a doubt on the validity of the'
mail couni as a measure. As a result, more-
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accurate methods have replaced the counting of
letters in large stations and networks, 'thou
fan mail can- st I be the basis for estimating
immediate reaction (usually_ representing extreme
pleasure or displeasure) to progamming.

Personal contacts by station perso el can
be a valuable input, if properly reco ed. Stich
contacts may occur "dn the air' y phone,
when on remote broadcasts, or even when par-
ticipating in off-duty activities. ii,,siinple record
of what specific programming was mentioned,
whether of a. favorable or unfavorable nature,
and the time and date of contact, provide a gen-
er0 reaction. Over a period, of time, such cards
Can be gathered and analyzed. This "unobtrusive"
method of getting audience reaction is approx-
imately at the same level of reliability as un-
solicited mail.

Advisory committees, either ad hoc or
formal in nature, can provide "ears" for stations.
Cornpoted of selected personnel, identified as
being aware of and able to relay the objective
opinions of others, the advisory committee can
provide valuable current inforrnat ?on to station
managers not provided by either of the above
methods, and on a much more current basis than
personal surveys. Those selected should cover a
wide range of backgrounds and should have in
common the ability to meet and converse freely
with many people. No formal tabulations are
maintained, but in periodic meetings the panel
can provide station personnel with feedback
from audiences.

Formal Methods

There are several basic methods for obtaining
measurements of the size or attitudes of radio or
television audiences. Each is used by various
commercial broadcast measurement firms.

DI ARY METFIOD.The diary method
requires 'that selected persons keep a written
record or log of programs which they have
viewed onselevision or listened to on radio. This
may include the number of listeners or viewers
of each program.

BROADCAST RECORDER.The broadcast
recorder is ian electronically or mechanically
activated,' device which automatically indicates
the use of an indiiajdual set, indicating where it is
tuned by frequency or channel.

PERSONAL MET1-100S_Persona m
of determining information about a program
audience include thes.:.

COINCIDENTAL: Coincidental interviews
are made in person during a given program or
time period. Respondents are queried regarding
their viewing or listening at the moment of a
personal call.

ROSTER RECALL. Personal roster recall
interviewers show a list of programs to
respondents who are asked to indicate what
programs they have been exposed to during a
specified time span.

UNAIDED RECALL. unaided recall
'is a method which requires interviewers .to "ask
respondents about pro which they may
have watched or listened g a preceding
time period. Unlike the r method, the
personal unaided recall uses no programs.
It depends entirely on the respon s memory.

, TELEPHONE METtiODS.The coincidental
method employs the same principles as the
personal coincidental method except that
interviews are made by telephone.

The telephone recall method uses the same
principles as the person'al unaided recall method
except that a telephone is used.

CROSS-SECTION SURVEYS. Cross-
section surveys, of various types, are
the most commonly used and the most
widely abused. There are three ways to select
the group to be surveyed:

PROBABILITY SAMPLE. Those to be
questioned are selected at random, using one of
several methods; such as, mechanically picking
each nth name from a roster or by computer
selection of specific social security digits.

QUOTA SAMPLE. There is an existing
awareness of characteristics of the audience in
questionage, sex, occupation (military job
specialty), income (ray) level, etc. Questioning
is accoMplished by quota in proportion to
th- characteristics.

REA SAMPLE. Geographic areas are
sele d, then units within that area are selected
randomly.

In addition to the'rnethods described above,
cross-section surveys can be accomplished under
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ntrbled testing conditions, or by mail. The
use afirsiil is an economical method, but there
is a problem in insuring that the returned
questionnaires are representative of the audience
being surveyed. Careful management can
minimize this danger.

It is not the purpose of this section to enter
the controversy regarding the relative merits of
the various audience and measorement
techniques used by commercial broadcasters.
Their methods have been briefly outlined merely
for purposes of background study and pass
application in one forirtor another.

It : should be obvioua that automatic
devicessuch' as the Audime*r= and expensive
contracted Methods normally will not be
available to AFRT networks and-station& It will
be necessary,,therefore, to adapt and adjust to
other methods, such as cross-section eys by
mail, personal interviews, and in so stances,
telephone surveys.

If the local situation permits, telephone
surveys can be effective and useful for
determining relatively simple facts. Any
telephone interview should be brief, and used to
elicit only essential information.

Experience within the Departmen of
Defense has shown that AFRT networks and
stations most often rely on some form of
mail-back survey. It is se widely used that a brief
description is in order. The flow of information
on AFRTS program materials is two-way.
AFRTS needs to know which materials are most
popular, and which are least popular, with
audiences. Foue times a year, outlet Program
Directors are asked to rate the popularity of
individual items in the radio packages by filling
out a card like that in figure 11-4. Care should
be taken to assure that the popularity ratings
reflect listeneij preferences to the greatest
extent.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Care is needed in preparing questionnaires,
either for mailing or for personal or telephone
interviews. Follow these important rules.

Ask only for data that is needed. Too ofi
extraneous information is added, which o
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contributes to confusion and lessens. the
percentage of completed returns.

Do not ask for information that is alzeady
available from other sources.

Ask only for information that informants
can amply from their own knowledge.

Make the questions simple. Put only one
idea in a question.

Do not ask for personal or confidential
information.

Adjust length of questionnaire to
information desired and type of informants.

Make minimum use of free or open-end
questions, which are difficult tcviabulate. Use
them only iTthee is a special need. j

In order to make the questionnaire
compatible to easy coding, if computer
processing is anticipated, number questions
consecutively regardless of the variety of
categories used. This will avoid any confusion
when allocating coding columns or computer
card columns to the various questions. For the
Same reason, make maximum use of structured
questions that provide the various response
choices.

APIS plans to undertake a research program
that will give it all levels of military command,
and the individual outlets a tool for making
programming and production decisions. When
this program is implemented, overseas audiences
will be measured through standard methods that
include computer compilation and analysis of
results. ;.

Although there is no hard add fast rule on
how often to conduct audience studies, it is
generally felt that they should be conducted no
more often annually.

ADMINISTAATBT AIDS

Good management procedures should not be
ignored or overlooked under the pressure of
programming and technical functions of an
AFRT outlet. Because proper -administrative.
procedures are necessary for efficient
management, this section will concentrate on-
administrative aids and management tools which
will greatly assist in the orderly conduct of
day-to-day business at an AFRT station.
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TRANSCRIPTION AND FILM LIBRARY

Transcriptions and films permanently
retained in station libraries are actually on loan
from AFRTS-LA. They were acquired through
contractual commitments with the owners of
the prOperties solely for authorized _use on
AFRT stations. They remain extremely valuable
properties to their owners, and stations have a
directed responsibility to protect them from
both unauthorized usage and duplication. No
AFRTS program materials may be loaned, taken
home, or used for any purpose other than

preview or airing at AFRT station's. Copies of
these programs may not be made even' for
seemingly bona fide usage (dependent schools,
the service club, and so on). As an aid toward
carrying out responsibility for protecting these
accountable holdings, the Issue Shpets illustrated
in figure 11-5 are suggested.

Ca ialoging

Although cataloging is a tedious_ and
time-consuming process, it is very important for
a smoothly running radio or television station.

TRANSCRIPTION LIBRARY
DAILY ISSUE SHEET

All issues of recordings will be altered on this Daily Issue Sheet. There will be no
exception, regardless of purpose, length of time or person involved. Discs will not be
taken outside the building at any time, except by a special authorization of 01C; which
will be noted below. All records issued, and not included in record shows for broadcast
on THIS DATE, will be returned to the library by 5:00 PM on day covered by this Issue
Sheet.

Selection and issue of records will be made ONLY by the Transcription Librarian.

DAY. . DATE..

RECORD NO. TITLE TIME OUT DESTINATION TI IVI E IN REMARKS SIGNATURE

FILM LIBRARY
DAILY ISSUE SHEET

All issues of film will be entered op his Daily Issue Sheet. There will be no exception,
regardless of purpose, length of time or person involved. Film will not be taken outside
the building at any time, except by special authorization of 01C, which will be noted
below. All film issued, and not included in programs for broadcast on ,THIS DATE, will
be returned to the library by 5:00 PM on day covered by this Issue Sheet.

Selection and isIsue of film will be made ONLY by the Film Librarian.

DAY. DATE.

RECORD NO. TITLE TIME OUT DESTINATION TIME IN REMARKS SIGNATURE

4

Figure 11 -5 Daily Issue Sheep for transcriptions and films.
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Proper cataloging and accounting of films and
transcriptions in a station's permanent library
provide a well-rounded station operation and
discourage "off-the-top" programming which
usually overlooks a wealth of material on hand.
All radio and television program directors should
be thoroughly familiar with Material at their
disposal, and they should make periodic reviews
to insure that the filing system adopted by their

TITLE INDEX CARD

station is worldly and that all personnel are
using available materials For the purpose for
which they are intended.

It is not necessary to have an intricate
cataloging system for either films or
transcriptions. The system can and should be
simple, designed to fill the needs of a particular
radio or television station. The key to whatever
system is used is that it be kept up to date. with.

DIflo LIBRARY

P-I 3379

6:01 (:10)

RADIO LIBRARY

WHAT A FRIEND WE HAVE IN JESUS

Franklin, Aretha

ARTIST INDEX CARD

FRANKLIN, ARETHA
a.

Mary, Don't You Weep (with intro)
What A Friend We Have In Jesus
Precious Lord, Take My Hand [You've

Got a Friend

TITLE INDEX CARD

P -13379

7:28 (:00)
6:01 (:10)
5:46 (:00)

FILM LIBRARY

VOICE IN THE FOG, A

SERIES: . Four Star Anthology
Jack Lemmon

TYPE: Mystery
REMARKS:

ARTIST INDEX CARD

24:58 Program No.
I 1.-1 I -57

FILM LIBRARY

LEMMON, JACK Program No.
11-11-57

TITLE: A Voice In The Fog 24:58
SERIES: ,Four Star Ant ology
TYPE: ! Mystery
KMARKS:

Figure Cross-index cards for transcriptions and films.
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'current shipments of library films or
transcriptions. Do not let .this function fall
behind by even one week. Cataloging's usually
divided into a number of cafrgolies, but-a
crowindexed division by' -title, artist, and type
will be sufficient for the average station's needs.
AFRTS-LA provides title cards and artist cards
with each Radio Library (RI) shipment. In
addition to title and artist identification, the
cards indicate Music category, length. of
selection, length of introduction (in
patentheses), and unit in which transcriptions
and cards were received. The music category
indicator is the letter prefix to the transcription
number in the top right-hand corner of each
card (i.e., P-Popular; W-Country and Western;
C-Classical). Samples of cross-index cards for
both transcriptions and films are shown in figure
11-6. AFRTS-LA. provides a record of the
Television Library films issued to each outlet,
amending and re-issuing corrected printouts as
changes occur. The station must inventory its
library annually, check it against this listing, and
report any discrepancies to AFRTS-LA. The
station copy of this listing can be used as a film
programming aid once corrected.

type Index Card System

The type index card system can be
'developed by. fding_ title and artist cards
according to type. If it is more desirable to
establish an independent filing system for this
purpose, separate cards can be prepared, similar
to the title and artist index cards. This
supplementary filing system will prove useful
and practical when a particular type of film or
transcription is desired.

MASTER SCHEDULE

The AFRT station's Master Schedule is
prepared from the list of programs for radio and
aiggested program schedules for television which
are provided regularly by AFRTS-LA. Each local
Master Schedule (figs.11-7 and 11-8) should
contain the following information:

Name of program.

AFRTS Program number or production
date/episode number

30t 290

bay and time of broadcast
tength of each program.
Source of program.

WEEKLY SCHEDULE

The Weekly Schedule is used primarily for
piiblicity purposes, for release to local mill
end civilian publications, for reproduction and
distribution within the command, or for such
other methods of dissemination as the
commander m ay direct. The following
information should be included in the %I/eddy
Schedule:

Name and -type of each program.
Title or subtitle of episode. -

'Day and time of broadcast.
Length of program.
Names of star performers and such other

information as may be of interest to the
audience.

The Weekly Schedule is prepared from- the
Master Schedule with codes and operational
information deleted. Use of unit packing lists in
compiling this schedule will assure accurate
running times. Program highlights are also
included for the purpose of attracting viewers or
listeners. Information about programs in the
television units is obtained from the weekly
AFRTS Publiation rele-71ps, which contains
program synopses, episode titles, and listing of
major stars. One Tele-Tips is publishtd for each A

category of television service nv, TPA/TPB
and TD. Radio's companion publication, Radio
Roundup. is no longer furnished ; information
concerning new radio programs will be provided
by AFRTS at the beginning of each quarter.

Program comments used for promotion
purpos should be brief and to the point. For
exampl

More hits this week on American Top 40.
Featured this week"Rubberband Man" with
the Spinners; Glen Campbell sings "Southern
Nights." "Love Theme from 'A Star Is
Born with Barbra Streisand; and many others.
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Chapter 1 1AFRT STATION .ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

Source of program: Studio, transcription,
shortwave tranmission, etc.

Other pertinent information of 'value or use
to snadip personnel.

DAILY OPERATING LOG

The Daily Operating Log is prepared by the
Programming Department ancljnaintained by
studio personnel on duty. It is authenticated
daily by the Station Manager or Program
Director and retained as a permanent srecord.
The Daily Operating Log can be divided into
transmitter and progarn logs, depending on the
physical arrangement of the radio or television
station.

The Daily °pc ratirig lug
following information:

All information listed in inAily Ow La lig

Schedule,
Signature of win vi duly

during each period_
Time each . scheduie event is 44t, aLIA-4-1

Deviation frt program schedule,
discreplarkies or vanations _ studio at:tivities or
transmission affecting broadcast operation noted
in detail.

The samples in figure I I I0 ai C p di wily
filled out and can be adjusted acct althg to local
requirements. Many stations do not use
Transmitter Engineers. At stations where they
are used, the Transmitter Engrneeia fill i,, the
Daily Transmitter Log infun_iia-ion at
h al f- h o u rly intervals. All air outages or
transmitter troubles are euteicd 1.gctiier with
actual readings. The Announcer on Duty en to rs
information on the Daily Operating Log as the
program day progresses and also putts any
transmitter problems of which he is aware
Signatures of the Transmitter Engineer and
Announcer on Duty are reciun..d only hen
they come un and go off duty

DAILY OPERATING 106 ((irivilati

At times It Is atilt; to
transmitter and prugrain activities k.ito
Operating Log Ifig.1 1-11 ) In such ,;aseL., the
columns of information listed in the
samples in figure 9 are icproduced
(lengthwise ), beginning with colulinis from the

Daily Transmitter Log, followed by Folurnns
from the Daily Operating Log (Program ).

In television operation, the Daily Operating
Log performs the same function as in radio. It i
authenticated daily by the Station Manager and
retained as a permanent record. It is maintained
by studio personnel on duty and reflects-all
deviations, discrepancies, or variations in
operation. It is similar to the Radio Operating
Log arid; where the local situation dictates, it
can be divided to transmitter and program logs
(rigs. 1 1-12 and 1-13).

Here again, transmitter and program
at; tivities- can be combined into a Daily
Operating Log (Combined) by reproducing
(lengthwise) columns of information from the
Daily Transmitter Log, followed by columns of
information from the Daily Operating Log
(Program) (See fig 11 -14.) The information is
filled in by the Tranonitter Engineer at
ha I f-hourl y intervals, All air outages or
transmitter troubles are entered iii the log, with
at:tual readings. The Transmitter Engineer signs
the log only when coining on and going off

ty

TH\E CONTINUITY

tic Cull Lin ut ty Houk sti,.41.1 IL/6 1,1, pdied at
1,-.31. 24 hours in advance &Li include the
loth.) wing itilonnatikai.

Copy of the Daily A.;AGallAA6

All continuity tc be read during,
tu,Jacicast day. f

S4,11-on and sinpAv it al& 1IkJAA116,4;111

Station identification aanounccine lila
Spot announcements,
Einci gency annOunL:Cnit
Program Copy, except ritw., , ,1

ruing and closing anno.uicen.nits
sal fir:Acid

By adain6 la ror
t1 a following Sani pies a., be used for either

or television.

11.1 IN )1N1

_AL lb rIk. ,

A unuonce "C.A,Aad. ig k itis is 1 , A

voice of intormati of Aniencan F,m;ts 11,
name), :affiliate of the American
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line
Freq

Devia..
Plate

Voltage

Station

Video (all kit r 16 tf

Sound Carrie r ric:fq

I FL.. Slid
1 :30:ou 150() 600
12_000.00 1504 010
I 2:30:th) 15010 600
I 3 00 00 1500 O0()

DAILY OPERATING LOG
RADIO

B ED)
.1-

Sunday; 197

Plate
Current

Ante n-
na

Current
Re-

marks
Eng-
ineer

Schad.
Tine
On

Pv-
gran-i

Time

Time Off Orion Announcer Remarks

a4
i .r 1 I 11 Ually Up,oil.t Luo (Curti

t9/

174.124

DAILY FRANsivil I ER
EVI SI ON

carrier

1,,Julativit

iluyv CI

Liu t or

_,Lio

0(1

off

11 kLii,k1

12 NI. MU

FlA Srld
,

1 I ti,1114.41)4 ter
_370 18 -206 1,st Patterns an _D.
.375 183 200 1.3 1 Prug,tain url Eirovvn
,370 185 200 131
370 165 200 115 i

I .1.. I tut,
it) Rate citt

Kidd1,r Frecquc
WIN Stalla lag Way

©f IA L. ' i , um . il i i .1 1..54 ,1 i ,&... ofAF RT operatc ( i a =A i:: it rx-ti (1 :ccoielicy w i i,1.it1 rn f AIL_ L. r l l Ili tygrapilic
channt,), ithw.... au LIU LilOn.Z0d power of IL L4110, now 4fkiudes its , returning
AFRT is on the air ' to the air at (ti____:_rlue tomorrow awning. AFRT

.) p



Chapter AF STATION ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

DAILY OPERATING LOG (PROGRAM)
TELEVISION

on Sunday 197

.Reinarks
ed

Tine On Program Time On Tune ()t1 Origin Announcer

1:30: 00 Test Pattern 11.44 10 11.56 .3U Slide K.W. Green lest Pattern,
slide could
nut be located

1 :56:30 National I 1 Do 30 1 1 F 1 NI&
Sig' On

11:59: 15 Program Notes I I .39 .1 I 2:00.00 1 L-51ide
12:00:00 Christophers # 14 12.00.00 12.29.00 F (AFR

fix Sod

PAtoof Ii 1.3 L ii

riX
("Li

AF tint

Time On

dratm9 t 4.01i (hVyla,"/ I olovial,

EMU 1' OPER. A fING 106 ( INibtP1t0)
TELEVISION

%, it

lime Otf

U . ACC lla.

Am enca_n r ss ft: k v ision Se . ice
is an Activity oi th,; United States
Department of Defens and orierates on an
ast4gned (frequency oi chAirriel) w ith cui

authorized power of : Dri behalf ot
the AFET staff and your coninander, am., is
(announcer's name bidding you good night

14, -

S,11,
rime C1,

Origin Announcer

114 126

Remarks

I 4 l4 /

A.,6 1 .

Mush - The 1Nati.),4,1 . .1.d

s1A11CN 1DEN1 INC N

11,L1 is AI- la Get,L_ALLEhL , i.

,n tyro trioil for the American For law,t
be aced at signn/signotr)
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PROMOTIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Much more reliable than an .01d

man's lumbago. the scientific weather
forecasts are now sent your way by
ALRRT through the facilities of Fleet
Weather Central: Listen for them every
day, fallowing the newscasts_"

EMERGENCY ANNOUNCEMENTS
(I 1 Failure at beginning of in-ow-am:

-Uue to operating (hint:nines, we are
unable to present the program scheduled
t this (true In the meantime. AFRT

name oilers ((standbyg og rathiL
material )

Opci lA I 1.1C-A Valk 11
neteSSitaLell JCL) 111 pre,ci 'ling the
regularly sci cdoleu prue,rain have uow
becti:lealed We retuni you (progra
tale).

5' Jill

1/14._. dtilig J11 ti,stilIC.3 A

I 11 Lap I I tic ogij1,...11),
pt ant (I tk) We an
interluck of (standby triauxian

"Op rating
asl la ted true, (Jai liedurt

have now been cleared We re t11lrt y ou to
(11k)

( 3) Program

tic pio

alit al J

,,4464141i.; Jul, 4

Li;
61Ock it order 00 Ling

you the following speo51 reps it from
ilk; sidciit of the thiii4d Sratel

"The program ot-1
Ell (10{4/ Will IA 0.

+, ztil Instead 1,'c )

(listen-vie w) (p,.)61am vile)

[AUDI.) rto,Jf , Ara, tl N
I 006RAM A4 VI ERI S

ided h1. )li Lk 15
litLolood 011 de is

ilSpCk.E3

Ultima l; I Is pus won
iinpor to lit

To he

0C-- flays 11. g

t;SC 11.a4

it, / tile

meaning of three terms. The first of these. is
-AERTSFrogigni Material:" This includes radio
transcriptions, television films, audio and video
tapes, and program aids distributed by
AFRTS -LA for use by AFRT outlets and
networks. The term- "circuiting" means the
pasing of AFRTS program material .,from..
station to station for successive use as prescribed
by AFRTS-LA. The next definition applies to
"lead station-; this is the first station or original

cipient of AFRTS progrArn material for
circuiting.

All p materials distributed by
AFRTS= I A or audio or video dings of these
materials, 01 sho or satellite
feeds reniain under the custodianship of the cl
Department of Defense and are to beused Drily
by authorized outlets. Program material is -U.S.
(ioverlinie,nt pi op:erty and you must protect it
against loss, theft, daulage or unauthorized use
and copying

At.1.4.IS LA loi theI

trai- nioii to tilt station,
in cl,tnit di:,ciptine and dispost Lion of 41

lot use by AFRT
networks or outlets However, stations may
Jb LIM mid 3.how 1,thils 1t3llutcl by or for
depa i,ent. of agencies Je the liet,,artillent of
fieteiiNc cleared for public
Ecic-,4151.

+Il., ill II, i/A ;A 411. ,ay seek
,:ntel into a,ty negotiati,ms with

cu.) clthcr ,oun,..s for
the p,rocurc,nent of dr(gran, material, except
that A ns_ivi C3 induiling iicWa copy,
tl III lit, , tk,tograpl, trim and
I 41., tap, IV 5 may tie
fiAlida I A/I 11 t, Ft< ,,,i kis and olitit la

LAI Al.

Dt rise,
1 1 ILF% s all

1l F{IS 1 It it, oadrta.st as
lekcIv6 11011blai tat 11. y because
rc J °flu Jai I. 1st Lutintly SCIASIEIV11ICS If

host Lou,,tty'b sc mita% tty makcs it riteessa-IY,
)1 thou) of d may be reillovcd, but these

11 t/c tea before tL



Chapter I I AFRT STATION AD INISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

0 further circuited. Video tape-material is not to
be physically edited in any way, Should a
serisitivity occur in a program that is on video
-tape and the facility for electronic editing is not
present, that portion of the program can be
"board faded" or blocked with a spot or other
announceme*

, Hard,, sell LoillImik_ Jab ,A111,,11 inay have heel!
inadvertently left in will be removed from films
and boa-d\ faded from video tapes Succeeding
stations re to be advised of the change in
running tirtte of a tiliii or the length and location
of 8 commercial within a tape program by
changing the film/tape labels and annotating the
packing lisi. CorinneriAal footage remove() hum
a film, together with program title, issue
number, and unit A itt DIN 1 will be returned to
AFRTS-LA. A TTN. TNN. AV RTS LA -will also be
notified by message ot any hard sell coinrrierial
message found in d pi-ogran. on x nice) tape thud
sell commercials ate not to be confusq with
sponsui or product nientiona, visual or`audio,
which are in. t egrated into openiags and Llosings
in such a way as to ,hake thr..ir L.,ciition
nei..essan

( eitain id.... .1..,.i6...... .1

AhRTS i A .lay ti 111 into tier vcisio
film dips tor II, .D1 ,Is I hes.. wall
specifically itlehnficd tla, progra,n's
Packing L.L. No otli,. is, 1..eluding i ,14 du y
films, will be so edited

Lkicti,,ns o, ,..N, Ol .

144DagC to Uhl Statioi 5ti - 11 lei. ,., ; 0..
damaged portic . and as tittic eu- as pi .1.,i.41.1
continuity pernins Snould a\le..l_,.le plOgIcADI
continuity be unatiAliable du_ stalk i stik,flad
return the pout to AFRTS LA This a. not is
immediatei,' tcpoiteJ by inc:,sagr. to Ai ltl-S-1 A
and all succeeding stations AFR litA ,vill ir,,soi;
a replaLeinent it available

ill

(foals t y (

of transciiptio.,
for technical di..
de, clops a"d

[1111, t 1 = .1 ,

pLatillit, 1,, i to s1,11).......1,
furmJSf eL c (k)

coritr3LEvii A for .. Lot cling nufactin
Ih5SC DWI\ .IBIS aid dd.1acs and assist.,

stai.daids

of
ID

A_FRTS-LA quality control procedures are
designed to assure the highest quality of
program materials for the field stations. An
important part of this procedure includes
detailed field reports. These reports are used to
discover det iciences arid to evaluate the
effectiveness of the AF RTS-1 A system.

Stations report to kFRTS-1,A, A LIN.
..,?Liality Cunt b) (nail on any program
material received which is techmeally unairable
or which is substandard in quality, except
materials obviously damaged in shipment,
Reports should be made by message to give
AFRTS tulle to replace the program in the unit.
Delman, e intorniation on the defIciCriCy,
complete piograrn identification, and such other
pertinent information necessary to help correct
the ni or pie v,llt ccouri.,nce should be
included 1r1 LI16 ic pot

KL$i it ii.r1a=

Itt .

n,,,antuig WK. 1 f t,1 ttla,lst Iiaterlal -s la
[nand (Ito r-)

[tic tit._ A,.
di...Albin...it by At K l61 A. iescir,,teu at ceitain
AFKI ouriets I [its al, right to
broadst a 1....,6141,, 44.5 G.en vo Ittihad from
those outlets by ii, ()yowls 01 others
lc ,all) the 1.11.,8, tIII,. The outlets alhoted

11,,LItic,1 t,y of fieial 111css,Agc vi by the
We. hly Prog,i..ni 14. esti ik,[1, I Its( (se. fig I I 15 ),
int] tel,,,ast tot (i.e pi ugh an, 1s kill /hlb,t ll

ektv Islod piugracks Jistribu, =1A t.,
i 14. FS I A ilia, not be by At AT
tile[ lit 4,.) n1 1nc, wl,atsoevci (tape., .itotiuc

ph- titre lt. 1 LIDICSS pc..111cally autfiorii.cd by
ALEC TS 1 A

,,dings it AF S p1 ugr.nr of 141J1111C,
i4D:LIDC u. OL.CILID cds will t used hi
the tollowilb ca,.got
Ind 2 wltetzel.CL141 4 (ILL ACtiDlied

11 IL t. ...1
4,11 pit% Astmg

11. II /113 ii ill1011 t
,1,11,),I4 li11 AVbi S(11

2 on Cti dJ IIG1 113 JtAii
,,I1. aut111.,1 Li by

VhiCs 'SVC



VEEKLY UNIT 11 25,7

RESTRICTED PROGRAMS

31u

ASCENT OF MAN

BAREIT

BIONIC WOMAN

BOXING FROM THE OLYMPIC

BRONK

CHICO & THE. MAN

COP & EE KID

HAWAII FIVE-0

KOJAK

MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW

MONTY PYTHON (SERIES ENDS)

NBC MYSTERY MOVIE, MC MIUAN1a )1/11-'L,

ODD COUPLE

ONEDIN LINE

POLICE STORY

SAT MATINEE MOM: BOOM 104iN

STAR TREK

STARSKY & /tutu(

WED NITE MOVIE. Ric Utt ria,Auttli 0) t1A101.1)

Not i11541tiekly Progron hiu1to/0 Uji

K

X

A

X

K

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

114.14i



apter l l AFRT STATION*ADMI STRATIi N AND ANAGEMENT

3... In a program which originates from ,a
military installation and is broadcast by a

commercial station.
4. At a dance', party, or similar activity.
5. For commercial purposes, or in any

manner that would constitute competition with,
or otherwise be detrimental to, commercial
artists, copyright owners, or other private
interests competitive in nature.

6. For direct projection exhibitions. Direct
projection for previewing by station personnel is
authorized.

7. Aboard U.S. Navy ships while the ships
are in port and within range of U_S commercial
stations broadcasting or telecasting American
progama in English.

Program materials, or audio or video
recordings, made by AFRT outlets 01 networks
will not be made available to commercial or
private radiot or television stations or networks,
or their representatives, without approval
through normal public affairs channels

Scheduling

Each Al- K I
responsible for its own programming schedules of
broadcast, As an aid to Station Managers,
AFRTS-LA publishes a suggested schedule or
programthing guide for each weekly shipment of
television material (TW) Accepted principles of
broadcasting and the special requirements and
missions of the local command should be
followed in adaptin he suggested schedule to
the local situation each station

Programs a spot announcements hicitur d
as "information" are scheduled i,1 local prone
time. If a situation exists wherein the
commander responsible for operation of an
AFRT network, or unaffiliated station oi other
outlet, determines that any of these information
programs or spot announcements will not be
aired, notification to AFRTS-LA of the reasons
for such restriction will be made.

Noncircuited priority programs ( icicviston
Priority A, known as TPA), sent directly to 411
outlet because of their important and timely
nature, are to receive special em phasis and
prompt scheduling.

Television Priority B programs (TPB) are to
be forwarded through priority ircuits to the
next station in circuit within 7 ca ndar days of
their receipt. Should a station fail to use or
forward a priority program within this time
period, full justification is to be included in the
Remarks section of the Unit Packing List.

wkly scheduling follows the sequence of
the unit numbers except when otherwise
directed by AFRTS-LA. Copies of weekly radio
and television schedules (see figs. 11-16 and
11-17) are no longer required 151,y AFRTS-LA.
However, weekly TV schedfs Nrquarterly
radio schedules must be f :warded to Navy
Broadcasting Service (OP-007C), Department of
the Navy, Washington, Di-, 20350, ATTN:
Chief of Progranarn ing,

Radio program utilization survey cards are
sent quarterly to each AFRT radio outlet These
must be completed and returned to AFRTS-LA
within 30 calendar days after receipt of the new
prugialikb

A ilec. iii, / im11uu to all
.Military per ronriel without censorship,
propagandizing, or manipulation is the policy
stipulated by the Department of Defense. This
policy is consistent with the guidelines
prescribed in the National Association of
Broadcasteis code of Good Practices for
newscasting. Therefoie, the policy of free flow

inf °vita tion includes the following
considerations:

Al`ft I 11,1 vvkiiAN [fiat at,.late 111
tiO SL, with the approval of the

govermiten 1 with broadcast frequencies
assigned by the host government Tire station
manager must accept the., obligation to consider
carefully broadcast material that may be
offensive within the try.

Information or news which would advetsely
tf1cct the security of out country, be of help or

once to any enemy, endanger the safety of
personnel U1 LI njerrnine their morale should not
be broadcast This should not be construed to
permit the calculated withholding of
unfavorable news.

I 2
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WEEKLY RADIO SCHEDULE

STATION: Ft. Greely, Alaska

SATURDAY, MARCH 26

12:00 SIGN OFF/ON
12:05 THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

1:00 NEWS
I :15 DISC-A-GO-GO
2:30
3:05
4:00
4:15
4:30
5:05
6:05
7:00
7:15
9:05
9:30

10:05
11:05
11:30
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:05
3:05
4:05
4:30
5.15

HORIZONS WEST
ROGER CARROLL
MARCH OF EVENTS
WORLD OF SPORTS
FOLK MUSIC
HAYLOFT JAMI3OREE
CLOCK WATCHER
MARCH OF EVENTS
CLOCK WATCHER
ARMY HOUR
HORIZONS WEST
POLKA PARTY
MR. FRESHEN "1
SWINGING YEARS
NEWS
SPORTS
SERENADE I H
TARGET: THE
MONITOR
OUR MUSICAL. HEKITAt
PARTNERS IN DEFENSE
SOUNDS OF 60'S
DUTCH LIGHT MUSIC.

5:30 NIGHTMARE SHOW
8:00 NEWS
8 :15 D. J. SPECIAL

10 :05 GRAND OLE (,1-14,
11.05 JAZZSOOK

SUNDA MARCH

12 :00 SIGN OFF /ON
12:05 THOUGHT F Ott

I`'

AFRS-980

302

(EXAMPLE

Period:
26 Mar 1 Apr 197

12:10 DI SC-A-C_i00
1:00 NEWS
1 :15 DISC-A-GO GO
2:00 NEWS
2:05 HEARTBEAT THEATRE
2:30 WORLD OF JAZZ
3:00 NEWS

5 FOOTLIGHTS AND SOUND
4 :D0. MARCH OF EVENTS
4 :15 WORLD OF SPORTS
4:30 FOLK MUISIC
5:00 NEWS
5 :05 TABERNACL E (11
5:30 GOSPEL
6:00 NEWS
6.05 WAKE-UP Snow
7:00 MARCH OF EVEN
7.15 WAKE -UP SHOW
8 :00 NEWS
8:05 MERELY MUSIC
8:30 JEWISH HOUR
9.00 NEWS
9.05 HMI Y MUSlk
9:30 CATHOLIC MASS
i0.30 MERELY MUSIC
11:00 PROTESTANT SEI( \ it t.
12.00 NEWS
12.15 SPORIS
12_30 HAWAII , \ I t
1.00 NEWS
1 :05 GEORAJL, 0.1 111 i

2.00 NEWS
2 :05 VOICES IN ALrILNI L

2.30 IF FREEDOM FAIL ED
3:00 NEWS
3 :05 TOSCANNINI
4:00 NEWS
4:05 MEET Ili
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WEEK RADIO SCHEDULE Cont.)

SUNDAY, NIARCI12/

(E XAM P E)

4.30 SitV
5:00 NEWS
'5:05 MUSIC

.4 GO
Lt1L.3klay)

1'LA11110..)111p117L1

6:00 NEWS Altic,..(triet,Purup

:05 MONI-IoR
7:00 NEWS
7.05 MONEioic
800 NEWS

s)C011,A.:IL

ny Magill,:,
(Fl)

l)t)IVE-R_ ottt+Lti

8:05 TRAVEL 1,, 0 00 MARCH E VENIS

8.30 WORLD tH. JAZZ 15 'LOCK WAWIER

9.00 NEWS 7.010 NEWSMAKERS

9.05 SAMMY 1, V1S 7:15 ( 'LO('K W.ATCE1E

10.00 NEWS 8:00 LICA fr STAR EMI

10:05 SMALi 8.30 CLOCK WA 11 `IILR

11:00 NEWS 9 05 PANORAMA 1, II

11.05 BIC BANLS Ralf AND EAS1
11.30 MUSIC BY ,441 12.00 THE Vkii)R 1 I) AT N,

1.05 KEN'S CORNIER

N4( N I hi M, -Nt Al i 2.05 _ANA_ 01:1. JAMbut
.05 PANORAMA Ill

12.00 11114 UP1-/Of-4 4.05 WAX WORKS

12.05 THOUGH f 1-0,, L (I S 00 NIGHT REPON

12:15 MR. MIDNiGHI S.30 OSCAR BRAND

1.00 NEWS 5, 45 ARMED FORCE:, I)I

1.15 MR M11,I,h,llA o PANORAMA IV

2.05 BY 111E, PLOPI
2.30 IRA COOK

0 25 (14(1 UNI 11 ,
13P,S1(F111.A1 I

3.05 SI1OR v 11
001 LRO IIMt (NI

3.30 AMLRICA'S Y IIAVIS Jig

4:00 RESEARCH ;E:01.(tiu St ILAION

4.05 RO(iER (AIL ()FR (EIJI SW1t\ (i

, vt 3

PANOt4
by RIA.Pt EN, ,

Sit VER PI Atli.
9 30 Pit Lorthitt
0 05 JIM AMES
I.05 11151 JAL/

I



Station

Ft Greely, Alaska

4

Saturday, March 24

12:00 Cartoon Festival

12:30. Roe Street

142 NOVA Basketball

(1?A 40-3A)

15:30 Fibulous.World of Skins

Championship Billiards

17:00 Charlie Chaplin's Comedy

Theatre

17:30 , News

17:45 Travel Film: New Brunswick

la" CBS Reports (TPA 40 3D)

19:00 , Mary Tyler Moore

19:30 All in the Family

20:00 Gunsmoke

21:00 Arnie ,r

21:39, 1,10Yd Bridges

22:00 Mission: Impossible

23:00 Sat, Movie . "Black Tide"

3 IJ

REV TV SCAM

Rinks Aired)

363`

VA 43
TPBC

Sunday, March 2

11:30 This is the Life

12:00 Sacted Heart

12:15 Rililous Special

12:45 The Christophers

13:00 On Caput

13:30 NCAA Basketball Championship

(TPA 40.3B)

15:00 NASA Space Report

15:15 American Sportsman

16:00 Sports Challenge

16:30 Directions

1(11 438)
17:00 Buck Owens

17:30 News

18:00 Partridge Family

18:3V Nanny & the Profesior

99:00 My Three Sons

19:30 Carol Burnett

20:30 Bonanza

21:30 Movie . "Murder Man"

NOT SHOWNPreempted by

SECDEF NEWS CONFERENCE

(TPA 03F)

Nu re 11.17.Weidy IV Mule.

24 Ma ch 30 March 197

Monday March 26

List all programs

Tuesday, March 27

list all prtgams

Wednesday, March 28

List all programs

Thursday, Match 29

List all pr

Friday, March 29

List all programs

17410



1AFRT STATION AD

DISTRIBUTION POLICY
AND PROCEDURES

:tributiqn of program material to AFRTS
networks and °Udall is the responsibility of
AFR/T8-LA. Any Changes in distribution,
shippitig procedures, circuits, or instructions
pertaining to these areas are made only by
AFRTS-LA.

TYPES OF SHIPMENTS

There are several types of programming
materials, called units, that are shipped to
stations by AFRTS-1.A. Some of their units are
discussed briefly below.

All Television Weekly Units (TW) and
Dependent' Units (TD) are routed throu
standard established circuits. The material in the
TV/ comprises the bulk of the programs supplied
to AFRT stations. By this method of
distribution, one unit is available for broadcast
while two others are normally either at the
station..awaiting ,broadcast or en route. Chanss
in circuits are made only upon formal
notification from AFRTS-LA. It is essential that
when changes occur in circuits (due to the
addition or deletion of a station, or because
factors necessitate shipping adjustment), the
instructions implementing such changes
strictly followed in order to provide continuous
service to all outlets.

Radio units are sent weekly to each station
on audio cassette (RC) for immediate broadcast.
Normally, AFRT stations air these programs just
two to three weeks after they have been
recorded in Los Angeles. In the case of
"American Top 40," tapes are available at most.
overseas locations for airing the same week the
program is aired in the United States.

Both the former RU and the former
packages are now supplied on audio cassettes
(RC) instead of discs. This innovation provides
the radio services at -less cost both for
production and shippinge-14--also allows stations
to play a 55-minute program Without attention,
since the second parts of the shows are started
automatically by a cue tone at the end of the
first part. Tones are also used to automatically
cue up each cassette to the beginning of the
program information on each. Signals on the

INISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

cassettes are recorded. and played back using a
noise reduction system to maintain even better
signal littglity than was possible with discs.

Radio Library (RL) Units containing
recorded music and some dramatic shows are
shipped weekly to -radio and television studio
stations for use and retention. Music discs are in
stereo. Periodically, program aids (spot
announcements; production music, etc.) are
included in these RL Units for station use and
retention.

FM Library (FML) Units consist of a basic
library of stereo music tapes and a monthly
shipment of 12 hours of music for each
station's use and retention. In addition,
AFRTS-LA provides some classieal and
easy-listening programs for weekly use on
AFRT-FM stations. The F19 is offered either on
147inc1 or 10 1/2-inch reel-to-reel tapes at3 3/4
inches-per-second. The -FML service features
a premixed potpourri of music in 15-minute
segments; other FML tapes consist of one
category of music per reel with cue tones after
each selection -for use on automated system
FML tapes become permanent library holdings
fdr continuing use at authorized outlets.

The Radio Tape (RT) service for Navy ships
and certain shore outlets is provided on 7-inch
reel-to-reel' =tapes recorded at 3 3/4
inches-per-second on four tracks. This 84-hour
package consists of programs from the RC
shipment preprogrammed on two tapes for each
qay of the week. Also included are Navy- unique

fin formation materials produced by the Navy
Internal Relations- Activity. These RT Units are
mailed to each outlet weekly and must be
returned to AFRTS-LA immediately after airing.

Television Priority A (TPA) Units containing
timely information, spec .0 and entertainment
programming on video tape are sent weekly to
each television station for broadcast at the
earliest practicable date. TPA Units are returned
to AFRTS-LA after broadcast, unless otherwise
instructed.

Television Priority B (TPB) Units containing
timely information and sports programming on
video tape are routed weekly on abbreviated
circuits for broadcast and forwarding within 7
days of receipt. Units are returned to
AFRTS-LA by the last station.
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ARV stations that have sizable dependent
audiences are eligible to receive an additional 20
hours of television programming weekly: the
Television Dependent (TD) Unit: The TD is
circuited with the TW and (contains
programming of interest both to children-and
wives.

,Television Library (TL) Units are shipped
periodically to stations for library retention and
uSe. All TL units must be inventoried and
corrections to the computer printout report
submit.. .0k- to AFRTS-LA annually. Complete
instructions on. conducting an inventory are
furnished by AFRTS-LA.

Television Temporary Library (TTL) Units
consist 01-- accountable library films and tapes
that are provided to meet special short term
requirements of stations or when materials must
be returned to AFRTS-LA within -a specified
period.

Television Circuited Library (TCL) Units
consist of accountable library films and/or tapes.
These are issued to Fleet Circuit Managers for
control and re-issuance to ships en route to or
from port, while not ow normal circuit, and for
other special needs of authorized ships as
determined by the Fleet Circuit Managers.

Television Material (TM) Units contain
expert le library films and materials including
newscliPs, short features, seasonal messages by
officials, program aids and promos that are
provided for single or repeated use and
subsequent disposal as determined by each
station. The, TM shipments include monthly
issues of public service and command
information spot announcements (shipped on
video tape).

Information Broadcast Materials for TV
(IBM-T) shipments contain both accountable
and nonaccountable materials and are provided
periodically to all AFTV stations. Shipments are
not numbered, but are furnished with dated
loose leaf listings that serve as packing lists and
indexes. These pages are inserted in the station's
copy of the publication A FR TS Shorts /Slides/
Specials/Spots.

News slides are provided difect to AFTV
stations in 35 mm format by a commercial
contractor. They are to be filed and retained as
received, but no receiving report to AFRTS-LA
Is required.
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Television Weekly Cassette (TWC),.. Units
consist df 28 hours of information and entertain-
ment programming for small audiences in remote
and is AFTV locations, small Navy ships,
and o submarines. In the Navy, this service is
provi_ d on 1/2-inch video cassettes to author-
ized R- ITE, Mini-SITE and. Sub-SITE outlets.
The other- services .utilize the 3/4-inch video
cassette format to service their Mini-TV-outlets.

UNIT PACKING LISTS

AFRTS-LA prepares packing ,lists for unit
shipments which normally are enclbsed with the
package. (There may be instances where packing
lists are airmailed separately to stations to
preclude shipment being held up.) Additional
copies are mailed direct to each station.

Audio Cassette (RC), Radio Library (RL),
Radio Tape (RT), FM Library (FML), and Radio
Specials packing lists are retained for 90 days,
while TW, TPB, and TD packing lists are
retained for 1 year. Packing lists for TL, TTL,
and TCL shipments are retained until discard is
atithOrii'etl'W AFRTSLLA, normally_ at the tune
of the station's annual inventory of library films.
TM packing lists are retained for as long as
requi d by the station.

When units are received, the cover sheets
of the TW, TL, TD, TTL, RC, and FML packing
lists are completed and forwarded to AFRTS-LA
as soon as possible. Grouping of packing lists or
holding them for an extended period is not to be
practiced. Navy ships which are lead stations on
TW circuits will receipt for TW units as stated;
other ships in the circuits are to follow
instructions published by' CINCLANTFLT and
CINCPACFLT. The Remarks section of the
packing lits is intended for information
pertaining to the shipment and condition of unit
packages. It is not normally used for comment
or questions with regard to program co ent.
Except for program reirictions levied
AFRTS-LA, any television program not broad-
cast from a particular unit is noted on the packing
list, along with reasons for nonbroadcast!

For some television units which are to be
returned to AFRTS-LA, (TW, TD, TL, and TTL)
the station forwards the completed packlifig list
to AFRTS-LA by separate cover. This prbvides
advance notice to AFRTS-LA of the returning
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shipment The list of-items on the packing list
must coarespond to the material shipaiet AnY
vac ans in return of materials due to loss or
damage are noted on the packhig list. A
duplicate copy of the packing list is also
enclosed in box #1 of the returning unit while
another duplicate_ is retained on station files.

For shipments of multiple boxes, packing
lists are placed in box #1 for accessibility.
Multiple shipments of television units have the
unit number, circuit number, (if applicable), and
box numbers on the outside of each box
(example: box 2 of 6).

SHIPMENT CONTROLS

Control as to the location of all program
material is necessary at all times. When
shipments are not received on time; action is
initiated lly the stations W locate the shipment.
Lead stations on circuits and direct recipients
notify AFRTS-LA, fleet circuit managers, and
local-military postal authorities when 5 -days
have elapsed . after the 'time a shipment is
expected, Subsequent ,stations request the
preceding station (information copy to
AFRTS-LA and fleet circuit managers) to
inst./lute tracer action when shipment exceeds
the normal shipment time by 5 days. Upon
recovery of a missing shipment, AFRTS-LA fleet
circuit managers, or the preceding station will be
notified immediately with an information copy
sent to all concerned.

When incomplete shipments are received,
action is initiated to locate the missing portions.
Lead stations on circuits notify local postal
authorities and initiate tracer action when
incomplete shipments are received. At the same
time the lead station obtains from the local post
office all known facts pertaining to the shipment
for forwarding to AFRTS-LA so that tracer
action can be initiated in CONUS (CONUS P.O.
will not accept a request for tracer actionsuntil

60-day period has elapsed from the time of
shipment). Necessary information for CONUS
tracing includes shipment identification number,
number of box or boxes missing, mode of
transportation from CONUS, manifest number
or other symbol which may identify the flight or
name of the vessel, and date of arrival at
overseas debarkation point. Subsequent stations
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request the preceding station (information copy
to AFRTS-LA) to institute tracer action when a
box or boxes are missing frorn a multiple
shipment. Upon recovery of the missing box or
times, AFRTS-LA or' the preceding station is
notified.

METHOD OF SHIPMENT

AFRTS-LA normally uses postal service for
the shipment erf all material. The st
authorized service is used for priori items.
Onward shipments of material are by the most
expeditious means available to the commands.
When postal service is used, franking is
authorized. When shipments are miWed between
one FPO (e.g. FPO New York) to another (e.g.
FPO Seattle), each mailing' label 'must be
endorsed "First Class Mail," and a required
Delivery Date (RDD) 10 day' after date
shipment is mailed must be enters a on the label.
This action will assure expeditious transit of the
units While in the U.S. mail systems

PREPARATION OF MATERIAL
FOR SHIPMENT

All material is ready for use upon arrival at
each station. Prior to onward shipment, all film
or tapes are put into the following condition:

Identified at the '"head" end of films and on
the collar of 1-inch video tapes.

Inspected and passed as physically
satisfactory. Broken or damaged film or tape,
except video tape, is repaired by editing and
properly splicing. Succeeding stations are
informed of any appreciable time loss (10
seconds or more) by the forwarding station.

Shipped " he ad a" out.
The end of film or tape is taped down with a

piece of clean masking tape to properly secure
the ends. Scotch cellulose or any other tape that
cannot be removed wittnit damage is not to be
used .

When forwarding television mate $ stations
use the same boxes which eont .ned the
shipment when it arrived. Material is inserted in
the same sequence as on the packing list. Packers
always make certain of the following:

Each box is properly identified with the
correct unit and box.



lists
units.

Changes in programs or runes times are
plainly noted on the packing on the
program label.

Under no circumstances do stations forward
&ringed material, without either repairing it (in
the case of film or audio tape) or notifying
AFRTS-LA of the need for replacement if the
item is totally umepiarable.

Dividers between reels are in place, plastic
containing video tapes are sealed, and the

packing strap_ s or metal fasteners are made
secure.

Should it be necessary to use a container
other than the original, each box is !nuked with
the unit and box number.

Excess shipping cartons or empty reels are
returned to AFRTS-LA for recyc

CARE AND ItANDLING
OF LIBRARY MATERIAL

As stated earlier, Television Library Films
(TL) and expendable program Television
Materials (TM) are issued periodically to
supplement the programming in the weekly
units and provide stations with emergency
substitutions for material damaged or delayed in
circuit. Certain library shipments are composed
entirely of holiday programs. Holiday (TL and
TTL) units are generally shipped a from
AFRTS-LA before Thanksgiving in time to allow
station holiday program planning. Information
Broadct Materials (IBM-T) are piepped for
broadcast use for an extended period, often
several years. Breakage of slides and fair wear
and tear of film and other IBM-T items are
expected. Therefore, requests by stations for
replacement IBM-T material will be honored if
the items are still available.

Requests by stations for additional TL and
replacement IBM-T materials other than
those listed in the AFRTS Shorts/Slides/
Specials/Sports publication are given every
consideration by AFRTS-LA, taking into
account the needs of the individual station
and the status of the other libraries in the
system. Personnel and budget levels limit the
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additions material must be
accor pained by souhd reason, and full
just

Except for expendable items, all library
material must be accounted for annually by each
station and none may be destroyed, returned, or
transferred without prior approval by
AFRTS-LA.

RESPONSIBILITY OF AFRT STATION

Each station is responsible for the care,
programming, and permanent records of its
library material. Protected and orderly storage is
to be given to all reels of film, film clips, slides,
discs, tapes, and photographs. As a general Mei.
all materials should be stored in a cool dry place,
and not subjected to extremes in temperature
and/or humidity. Cleanliness of the storage area
is of equal. importance. The storage area should
be as free from dust as possible, and should be in
an isolated area away from the normal flow of
personnel traffic in the station.

As an aid to programming, stations are urged
to implement a systematic method of cataloghig
their library material. AFRTS-LA recommends a
card system stating the individual program title,
running time, location," and space for recording
each date anki time the item is used.
Refinements to the system, such as noting the
program type (variety, drama, comedy, etc.) and
even a short synopsis, are valu'able aids to
programming.

RECORDS OF STATION
LIBRARY MATERIAL

Stations are to maintain complete records of
the receipt, inventory, and disposition of all
library material provided by AFRTS-LA. The
following documentary records are to be held on
file and handled in the manner prescribed.

TL Library Unit Packing List

The original record of library films issued to
stations is the TL Library Unit Packing List. It
documents receipt and provides a temporary
record of that material. Each list is to be
retained until the films on it are incorporated in
an updated and complete TV Station Library
Inventory List supplied by AFRTII-LA, at which



time discard of
authorized. -

TV Station Libre Invento

The TV Sta n Library Inv - tory List i
up-to-date computer listing of ccounl
materials that have been issued to station and
for which that station is currently sponsible.
This list is to be used by the station to conduct
its annual inventory of IL library film.
Discrepancies are -reported to AFRTS-LA. The
revised AFRTS-LA -list is retained until receipt
of a new one.

Other Important Records

All written instructions from AFRTS-LA
and responses by stations including the Report
of Annual. Inventory_ , Requests and Instructions
for Disposition of Material, Report of
Destruction, and packing lists for material
returned of transferred are essential library
records and mu t be held on file for 3 years.
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TL Picking List will be

INVENTORY Of LIBRARY
MATERIALS

When directed by AFRTS-LA, each AFTV
station and Fleet Circuit Manager conducts a
physical inventory of accountable library films

and TCL) and reports in writing the findings
to ARTS -LA. The inventory is conducted and
reported in accordance with instructions and a
TV station Inventory List issued by AFRTS-LA,
usually annually.

Expendable Library Material

Each AFTV station should periodically
inventory its stock of expendable library
material (TM). A written report to AFRTS-LA
of this inventory is not required. Expendable
Wary material issued in TM Units includes
printed promotional matter and production aids;
shorts, film clips, and specials; seasonal or
specialized messages from ranking officers or
Government officials; TV spot reels; and the
AFRTS FEATURE NEWS SERVICE and other
TPA and TL programs that are specifically
designated as expendable by AFRTS-LA. The
latter may be retained as complete programs or
cut into short features or film clips and
destroyed when no longer useful.
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Nonexpendable Library Mate

Each station inventories and: ,tubmits a
Certificate of Destruction of 'cancelled
nonexpendable IBM-T material upoiiieteipt of
eich new issue of the publication AFRTS
ShoralSlidesISpecialsISports, which is revised
periodically. Inventory of IBM-T material will be
made within .15 days of receipt of this
publication. Inventory and certification forms
are provided with the revised publication.

DISPOSITION OF'TV LIBRARY
MATERIALS

At least every 6 months each station reviews
its library material for damaged, obsolete, or
unneeded items. These are segregated and 'their
disposition handled as described in subsequent
paragraphs.

Expendable Television Library Material

This Raterial, including all TM Unit items
and those WA films specifically designated as
expendable, may be destroyed at the discretion
of the officer in charge of the station without
reference to AFRTS-LA.

Accountable Television Library Material

Request for disposition of accountable
television library material, including all TL,
TTL, and TCL Unit films and nonexpendable
TPA films that have been retained in a station
library, must be made to AFRTS-LA.
Disposition requests for these materials are made
at the same time as the annual inventory report.
Request may be made at other times in case of
urgent necessity.

Disposition Requests for Library Films

Stations seeking disposition instructions for
library films (TL) must fully identify_ and give a
reason for each film as follows:

Title.
Issue number (date or production number).
TL Unit number.
Reason...(t11e print is unserviceable, obsolete,

sensitive, excess, or other valid reason).



AFRTS-LA disposition instructions are
provided in response to station requests and
whenever 'other circumstances. require the
removal of library materials. Instructions may
include authorization for destruction of, the
films locally, their-transfer to another station, or
return to AFRTS-LA.

Destruction of Library Films

Library films are destroyed only when
authorded by AFRTS-LA and must be handled
as follows:

The footage is rendered useless and disposed
of in a manner which will insure total
destruction of the print. A Certificate of
Destruction is then signed immediately by the
officer in charge and forwarded to AFRTS-LA.
Until the Certificate of Destruction is received
by AFRTS-LA, the film will continue to be
charged to the station.

The empty reels resulting from the
destruction of library films are returned to
AFRTS-LA within 60 days.

Return of Library Films

Return of TL library films to-AFRTS-LA or
their transfer to another station is to handled as
follows:

The station prepares a Unit Packing List for
the films to be returned or transferred, listing
them in a manner similar to regular IL Unit
packing lists including:

Program title.
Issue number (date or production number).
Running time.
Number of cartons in which film is packed.
The symbol "NG" after the title of any

damaged film no longer suitable for use. (This
applies only to films being returned to
AFRTS-LA; "NG" films are not transferred to
another station.)

A unit number is provided by AFRTS-LA in
its instructions to a station for return or transfer
of TL library films. This number identifies the
shipment and is to appear on the UnitTacking
List prepared by the.station.

TL films authorized for return to
AFRTS-LA require three copies of the unit
packing list: one for placement in box #1 of the
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unit; one for retention by the station; and one
to be mailed to AFRTS-LA. Note that the copy
to AFRT&LA should indicate the date of
shipment, thereby' giving ce 'notice of the
unit en route.

TL films authorized for transfer to another
AFTV station require four copies of the unit
packing list: one for placement in box #1 of the
unit; one for retention by the station shipping
the unit; one each to be mailed to AFRTS-LA
and the station to whom the unit is be
shipped, with each indicating the date 0
shipment, thereby giving advance notice of the
unit en route.

Upon receipt of a unit of TL films being
transferred, the receiving station immediately
inventories the films and reports the findings to
AFRTS-LA and to the sending station. Unless
the report requires other action, AFRTS-LA
immediately adjusts the master inventory
records to reflect the transfer of accountability
for all the films listed on the Packing List of the
transferred unit.

Coordinating Instructions

Library materials authorized for destruction,+
return, or transfer are to be noted by the station
on all its inventory records, and accountable films
are not to be included in subsequent inventories.

Anytime a library film is seriously damaged
and repair cannot be made by a station, the
symbol " "NG" in bold letters is placed on the
head label of the print so that it will be readily
recognized by station personnel or receiving
persoznel if return to AFRTS-LA is authorized.

The 'lame applies to accountable television
library films (TL) destroyed, returned to
AFRT&LA, or transferred elsewhere without
authority from AFRTS-LA.

DISPOSITION OF RADIO
TRANSCRIPTIONS

Under no circumstances are radio
transcriptions and FML tapes to be destroyed,
salvaged, returned to AFRTS-LA or shipped
elsewhere without prior authority from
AFRTS-LA. A request for disposition of
unserviceable, obsolete radio transcriptions and
tapes may be made to AFRTS-LA at any time.
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wisest is to identify transcriptions and

s by groupings, and/Or clisification, i.e.,
Radio Unit (RIT); Radio library (RL), FM
Library (FML), etc., and reason for disposal.
Stations directed to return radio transcriptions
to AFRTS-LA prepare and p_ rovide Unit Packing
Lists. They are to plainly mark "NG" on the
label of any badly damaged or unserviceable
transcriptions returned to AFRTS-LA.

In instances of program material being lost,
damaged, or destroyed. (for other than fair wear
and tear), reports of survey, as prescribed-by ttie
appropriate services, are to be processed. Upon
approval, copies of the findings of the surveys
are forwarded to AFRTS-LA.

CUEING OF FILM

Most films and video tapes of over 15
minutes Supplied by AFRTS-LA contain the
AFRTS system cue at the aid of one-reel
programs and- at . the tail -o

t
the last -reel of

multiple -reel shows. This system cue is
contained on a 10-second segment that not only

ification, but serves as a cueing
n the System Cue begins, the
alerted for a changeover in 10

acts as
system.
operator
seconds.

A- limited number of programs supplied by
AFRTS-LA do not contain the AFRTS system
cue. These programs are identified on the
packing list. They are kmarily programs

)eprovided for library use and a to be cued by
the station in the manner disc ssed in the next
paragraph. Programs of 15 minutes or less do
not contain system cues but are cued by
AFRTSILA. Programs of multiple reels, except
the last reel, are cued by AFRTS-LA.

AFRTS-LA cueing is done by electrical
impulse On video tapes or by punching three to
five small holes in the upper right-hand corners
of consecutive frames of film at proper intervals.
Both methods produce identical end resultsthe
appearance of a white dot in the upper
right-hand cprner. A one-reel show is cued at I 0
and at 2 second' from the tail end. All except
the final reel of multiple-reel programs are cued
at 10, 7, and 2 seconds from the tail.

Programs containing system cues are to be so
indicated on the label by the symbol "SQ."
Programs and reels which have been cued by
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AFRTS-LA will be labeled "QD." :1 irons
which are cued at inferVaLs different from e
AFRTS system are to be indicated by the
symbol "WQ."

Stations are not to cue mark film that
contains a system cue or is marked QD on the
head label unless the tail end of the film
containing either the system cue or the cues has
'been broken off. The head label-of the prin
to be annotated to indicate recueing action
taken.

is

CARE OF FILM AND PROJECTOR

Cleanliness is paramount:Projection rooms,
libraries, and other areas where film is stored or
handled should be clean at all times, The
should be ventilated with filtered air at a small
positive atmospheric pressure so that dust is
blown out rather than drawn in. The area and
furnishings should be dusted daily with chamois
moistened with a polish such as
silicone.

The 'gate assemblies of all projectors should
be cleaned thoroughly after every 2400 feet of
film. Sprocket teeth and- claWs- should be
careftrlly examiLned daily in a strong light witha
magnifying glass for signs of wear or
misalMement They should be replaced at any
indication of wear, burring, or misalinernent. It
is virtually impossible to dress burrs out df claws
or sprockets 'without altering the critical slid and
shape.

Lubrication should be frequent and sparing
in amount, using fine-grade machine oil and
thoroughly removing excess with a chamois.
Particular care should be taken to avoid getting
oil on the optics or in the gate or any place
where it may touch the film. The rotating parts
will throw off excess oil when runnhig, the heat
of a'preration will vaporize excess oil, and the
vapor will be deposited on the lenses and the
fihn.

All film supplied by AFRTS-,LA is cleaned
and treated with a protective coating prior to
distribution. With normal care and handling,
further cleaning of the film is not necessa
Should unusual circumstances develop where
cleaning of the film is necessary, report the fact
to AFRTS-LA, and hand clean using a liquid
film cleaner and lint-free cloth.



Damaged- film is to be repaired and splices
made only by apprtrs5d methods` Only the
minimum number of frames are to be excised to
remove damaged portions.

Splicing film with an acetate base is to be
done only on a hot-splicer. The splicer is

Wined to scrape the exact depth= of the
emulsion on the emulsion side. It also is cap

ping the dell side only enough to rej
r lubricant at the area of the splice lap.

sh Min cement is to be used, and the lap
finished splice is not to exceed 6.012 inch

n repair of the label is necessary,
stations are to identify the program on the
leader so that it can be read without tintacking
the end of the reel. Identification should include
title, production. number or date, shipment
identification number, print number, reel
number when necessary, and "QD" if.
accomplished.

CARE AND lik.NDUNG
OF TRANSCRIPTIONS

The cataloging of discs has already been
..covered in this chapter. Now we will .tell you the
"do's and don'ts" regarding the storage and
handling of discs.

Keep transcriptions in envelopes (sleeves)
when not in use. Always store them in a vertical
position, taking care not to wedge them too
tightly. This causes tearing of the sleeves and
damage to the small microgrooves.
Transcriptions should be easily removable from
the rack, without disturbing adjacent discs.
Conversely, the bin dividers should noi be so
widely spaced as-to permit the transcriptions to
lean excessively; this can cause discs to sag in the
middle. The transcription storage room should
be an area where extremes of temperatures are
not,generated.

Keep transcriptions free from dust, grit, oil,
and other extraneous matter. Make every effort
to keep transcriptions free of fingerprints by
handling discs on the outer edges and the center
label area. To clean extremely dirty discs, do not
wipe with a dry cloth. This will only increase
static charge and aggravate the dust condition.
Rinse transcriptions with clean, cool water and.
allow them to dry naturally.
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Prior to shipment, AFRTS transcriptions are
checked for imperfections and warpage. If they
arrive damaged, chances are that it occurred in
transit. Time permitting, warped discs can be
returned. to their original condition. To flatten a
warpeddisc, here's what tb do: Place it on a flat,
smooth surface-and cover with another flat, rigid
surface. Place weight atop the disc so as to cause
it to lie flat. Leave in this position overnight,-
and in some severe cases, for 2 to 3 days.

Normal room temperature should be
effective in all but the most severe cases. In
instances of severe warpage, and in all cases to
lessen the time required for the flattening
operation, use a room with a slightly higher than
normal temperature. When .-removing the d'
from an, area of higher temperature into one of
lower temperature, take care that once removed,
it again is placed under pressure while being
permitted to cool in the new temperature, If this-
procedure does not remove warpage, the disc
should be returned to AFRTS-LA. If discs are
frequently received in a we/lied condition (even
though they can be straightened), make
AFRTS-LA aware of the situation.

AFRTS transcriptions are designed for
minimum surface noise and maximum wear: -It
will be necessary, therefore, to use a .001-inch
stylus and adjust the pickup carrying aim to the
recommended pressure of 0.2 ounce (6 grams).

Direct communication on program matters is
authorized between' AFRT stations and
AFRTS-LA (with copies to Navy Broadcasting
Service from those stations not functionally
assigned to the Army or Air Force). AFRTS
stations are encouraged to keep AFRTS-LA
informed on program shipping matters and to
fully express their ideas or suggestions.
inquiries for advice or assistance on radio
television program matters are to be referred

Commander.
American Forces Radio & Television Service
1016 North McCadden Place
Los Angeles, California 90038

Navy ships are encouraged to channel
communications through the Fleet Circuit
Managers.

Requests for changes in or additions to
established authorized program service are
forwarded through channels to the Director,
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Navy Broadcast Service, before any action can
be taken by AFRTS,LA.

Communications between ,stations are
encouraged as _a means of expediting the
movement of shipments. The use of electronic
means of communications is governed by
applicable communication directives.

Communications between AFRT stations or
networks and commercial broadcast interests in
the United States or overseassuch as prod

.station or network representatives, span
their advertising agencies and film distributors
concerning the procurement, clearances,;nd
current or future restrictions on program
material are not authorized. However,
communications between AFRT stations or
networks and commercial broadcast interests are
authorized when negotiating for the news
program services described previously.

CONCLUSION

It is critically important these days that the
Navy's internal publics be fully informed. It is of
vital itUPortanee that Navy personnel feel that
their role in the service of their country is
appreciated. They must understand their
contribution to . national defensethe integral
role of their command in the achievement of
national objectives. Such understanding is basic
to good morale and therefore essential to the
accomplishment of specific missions. An
informed and entertained crew is happy and
content. The most effective means for an officer
in command to implement his overall internal
information program in remote areas or afloat is
through the American Forces Radio and
Television Service and his local station.

In furthering this realization, station
managers should be thoroughly conversant with
the informational and entertainment needs and
desires of the militaly audience in their areas.
They must schedule information and
entertainment programs and, if possible, develop
local programs that provide opportunities for
carrying out the AFRT mission outlined at the
beginning of this chapter.

The confidence placed in radio and
television demands that a station manager be
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in practicing sound and balanced
programming AFRT stations should broadcast
programming of all types and not oVteremphasize
a particular type--for _ example !`rock and roll"
music or drama. In meeting your responsibilities
as station manager, it would now be appropriate
for you to review the Radio Broadcaster's Creed
of the National Association of Broadcasters:

"We Believe:

That broadcasting in the United States
of America is a living symbol of
democracy; a significant and necessary
instrument for maintaining freedom of
expression, as e_ stablished by the First
Amendment to the ConstitutiOn of the
United States.' That its influence in the

.arts, in science, in education, in
commerce, and upon the public welfare is
of such magnitude that the only proper
measure of its responsibility is the
common good of the whole people;

That it is , our obligation to serve the
people in such- manner, as reflect .

credit upon our profession and to
encourage aspiration toward a better
estate for all mankind; by making
available to every person in America
such programs as will perpetuate the
traditional leadffShip of the United
States in all phases of the broadcasting
art;

That we should make full and ingenious
use -of man's store of knowledge, his
talents and his skills and exercise critical
and discerning judgment concern* all
broadcasting operations to the end that
we may, intelligently and
sympathetically :

Observe the proprieties and customs of
civilized society; Respect the rights and
sensitivities of all people; honor the
sanctity of marriage and' the home;
protect and uphold the dignity of
brotherhood of all manIded;.
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of news, and tfgi,p
ducation, entertainment, and

don;

Provide for the fair discussion ofmatters
of general public coficern; iengage in
works directed toward the common

and volunteer 'd and iomfort
in tittles of stress and timer n

Contribute t economic welfare of
all by expan g the. c annels of trade,
by encouraging tle development and
conservation of natural resources, and by
bring* together the buyer and seller
through the broadcasting of information
pertaining to goods and services-



SAMPLE FORMAT FOR A PUBLIC. AFFAIRS PLAN

Public affairs plans vary among different
commands, and may differ according to
their purposes. The paragraPh headings,

-11jantent, and sequence can be changed.
paragraphs can be omitted or included in
annexes, or additional paragraphs can be added.
The plans may be promulgated in a number of
ways, such iitstnictions, Standard operating
procedures, notices, memorandums, and annexes
to operation orders.

USS

SUPPORT OF 19_ DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVY PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM,

A. GOAL: To revitalize public affairs efforts
on board USS in support
of the 19 _ _ Department of the Navy Public
Affairs Program.

B. DISCUSSION; The general awareness of
Navy personnel and their families is often found
lacking with respect to the objectives, mission,
and functions of the Navy and the command.
The provisions of the 19_ Department of the
Navy Public Affairs Plan promulia by
CHINFONOTE 5720 are easily adaptable for
improvement of existing programs and outline
other specific areas that also may be
implemented.,

C. OBJECTIVES:

1. Conduct a tw ay communication
program in order to:

a. Promote the highest level of morale,
esprit de corps, and career motivation.

b. Stimulate identification of individual
personnel goals with the objectives of the. Nation
and the mission of the Navy.

q.. Provide an outlet for opini and
recommendations of all personnel.

Continuously inform all personnel of
plans and, policies that affect- Career.
opportunities and the quality of Navy life.

e. 'Seek, feedbadi on which to evaluate
the worth and effectiveness of internal relations
programs.

f. Promote minority and equal
opportunity understanding and participation by
stressing programs and activities which support
the Navy Human Goals Plan.

2. Support appropriate community
relations programs in order to -

a. Develop better understanding
between the Navy and the 'civilian community,
highlighting the role of the Navy in delivering
the highly specialized training needed by a
modern fleet.

b. Foster continuing contact with
today's youth by expanding participation and
support for youth goups.

c. Give visibility to Navy people and
foster greater public appreciation of the skill and
expertise of today's individual Navynaan and
woman.

d. Promote continuing de elopment of
a strong Navy for national defense.

D. IMPLEMENTATION:

1. Unit newspaper articles and Plan of
the Day notes

a. Continued emphasis on all aspects of
the military service as a career. -
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b. Research and development.
c. Alliance, and national security-

objectives, posture, and capabilities.
d. Naval Reserve programs.
e. Conservation and improvement of

material readiness.
f. Naval and Marine bases (global).
g.. Provide material on

cost-effectiveness, conservation of manpower,
and the Navy-Marine Team.

h. 'Educational programs, military and
civil.

2. Letters to the next of kin of rsp(2-rt
personnel

a. Continued emphasis on the
command as a personality.

b. The importance of the individual.
c. Opportunities for advancement and

development, both morally and professionally.
d. The specific mission of the

command.
e. Additidnal material on the U.S. Navy

and its relation to peace and the well-being of
the world through seapower.

3. Farnilygrams

a. Continued emphasis on the
importance of the individual.

b. The overall and specific mission of
the command.

e. Enhancement of the image of the
Navy, its men, and their dependents.

d. Facilities and services available to
dependentsespecially during deployments.

4. Releases to the media (both Navy and
local, including Home Town News Releases)

a. Continued et mphasismrthe
achievements of individuals.

3 1 6

b. The descrirtion of shipboard life an
-experiences in layman's terms.

c. The relationship of
USS and the Navy to the
community.

5 Orientation Visits_ oy Scolds, neral

a. Continued emphasis on the mission
of the command and its rektIon to individual
rates and rating groups.

b. Exposure to all facets of shipboard
life; i.e., messes, work and itatchstargling spaces,
demonstrations of the complexities of installed
equipment and its related training requirements.

c. Increased emphasis on the mission of
the command as it applies to national
security and the peace and well-being of
the world.

d. Go Navy Cruises.,

E. CONCLUSION: The proper indoctrination
and understanding of the role of the U.S. Navy.
and the command by ALL HANDS is of prime
importance.. The use of Familygramc. letters' to' :-
the next of kin of reporting personnel, and news
releases are effective mainly as aids to stimulate
interest. Recognition of the individual must not
be overlooked, as it is only through the
individual that the public will gain the true
image of the United States Navy. Accordingly,
the support of the Department of the Navy
Public Affairs Program, 19 will, as in the
past, be directed toward thorough
indoctrination of the individual at all levels to
the extent that USS personnel
and their families are knowledgeable in the
objectives of this program.



APPENDIX II

SAMPLE PUBLIC AFFAIRS ANNEX TO AN
OPERATION ORDER (FLEET EXERCISE)

(CLASSIFICATION)

Operation Plan
(Name of exercise)

Reference (a): NWP 1 I B

Headquarters,
Commander,
Command
Location

Annex

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

TASK ORGANIZATION: See Annex A-- -Task Organir.atiu

1. SITUATION.

a. This annex delineates r les a td jnovides g,ulki,4 ilc
conduct of public affairs during (name o
demonstration, or special project).

b. It is the policy of this command to provide the public timely
information of military operations and activities insofar as it is compatible
with national defense.

c. Within the bounds of security, public information may be controlled
or governed in conjunction with other governmental agencies and, as
required, with Allied Forces.

d. Enemy Forces: (Opposition -Insurgent Forces) Sec Annex
lvtelligence,

e. Friendly Forces, Forces). See puakaapt 1, basic plan,

exercise, operation,

2_ MISSION. (Thb Command) will conduct a coinprehensive.Alblit., art
program to record and document significant operationsNhents; and
achievements, and, within the bounds of security, to effect dissemination to
representatives of the public news media in accordance with the national
interest of the United States and its allies;
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EXECUTION.

a. Concs_pt or Orations. See Annex XXConcept of Operations.
b. Command Information Bureau. The principal public affairs effort

will be directed by and through the Command Information Bureau (CIB) to
be established at the commencement of operations within the objective area
in the vicinity of Headquarters, Command. Sub-Command

iInformation Bureaus may beyestablished by direction, in the event remote
operations are conducted by in the central area.
I

(1) The Public Affairs Officer (PAO) will be responsible for all
relations with the representativ9s of the public media of both the United
States and foreign nations, 6d will schedule, as appropriate, all news
briefings and special news conferences with the Commander,

(2) When it _As necessary to clear news material of media
representatives, it will be done in accordance with any censorship regulations
which may be placed in effect by the Commander, and in accordance with
Depattrnent of the Navy Public Affairs Regulations (SECNAVINST
5720.44), as directed by higher authority.

(3) Facilities normally will be provided only for male personnel and
"resident" female correspondents. Arrangements for female correspondents
to make field trips will be the subject of special correspondence and
approval.

c. Documentation for purposes other than dissemination to news media
representatives will be accomplished on a continuous basis, such
documentation to be maintained in areas separately from the Command
Information Bureau and in accordance with pertinent security directives. All
military film footage will be screened as rapidly as possible for possible
intelligence information, in coordination with the Intelligence Officer, and
for analysis and training value with a representative of the Operations
Officer.

d. Coordination with the Operations Center for missions and
assignments for assigned military combat photographers will be the
responsiblity of the public affairs officer_

ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS

a. Facilities and workspaces, within thc capability ut available
lesources, will be proyided all news media representatives. Messing, billeting,
and administrative sin:Tort will be coordinated through1stablished channels.

b. Commissioned Officers Mess privileges, with the equivalent rank of
lieutennt commander, will be extended to all assigned news media
personnel.

c. "Space available" on aircraft of this command is authorized for use
by news media representatives to obtain news coverage and aerial
photography, on a non-interference basis with military operations. In the
event space is available for this purpose wherein contact with enemy
(opposition) (insurgent) forces is probable or likely, appropriate flight safety
and survival equipment will be worn, and escape/evasion briefings will be
conducted, as appropriate, prior to each flight.
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Appendix II SAMPLE PUBLIC AFFAIRS ANNEX TO AN
OPERATION ORDER (FLEET EXERCISE)

COMMAND AND COMMUNICATIONS.

a. The overall coordinating authority for direction of the _

public affairs program will be retained by the Commander in Chief, ,

who will promulgate additional policy guidance as required, or as prescribed
by higher authority.

b. (Statement of responsibility of local commander and authority
delegated to him by the Commander in Chief for public affairs matters).

c. Communications.

(1) Communications support may be provided correspondents
without reimbursement until such time as the Commander determines that
adequate commercial facilities are available (provided no commercial charges
are sustained in this connection by a military echelon), and will be limited to
those correspondents authorized by this command.

(2) The following regulations will apply when filing news material,
regardless of whether it is to be transmitted via military or commercial
communications facilities.

(a) Correspondents will employ only those communications
facilities designated by the Commander.

(b) When commercial facilities are unavailable, the use of
military facilities of the Communications Section is authorized subject to the
following conditions:

I_ Press traffic will not interfere ith operational military

2_ When military necessity requires that priority of
transmission of news material be , established, procedures (pooling, priorities,
word limit restrictions, etc.) will be prescribed by the Public Affairs Officer.

Press traffic originating on military facilities normally will
be re -filed commercially at the nearest commercial re-file point to the
originating station.

4_ Press traffic will be re-filed COLLECT when transferred
to a commercial facility, or the originating correspondent will establish, in
advance, the necessary billing arrangements with the commercial
communications company when only prepaid traffic is accepted for
Uansmission

tr'atri will tic plCpdtCli gild filed irr the rirarrrrer
prescribed for thc type of communications facility over which it is to be
transmitted



APPENDIX

CIB PLAN (SPECIAL EVENT)

NAVAL AVIATION MUSEUM DEDICATION
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PLAN

1. Purpose. The purpose of this plan is to provide guidance for the
public affairs aspects of the Naval Aviation Museum dedication ceremonies;
to facilitate media coverage; and to prescribe assistance for the news media
in advance of, during, and after the ceremonies.

2. Back nand. The dedication, of the Naval Mr Museum marks the
eulminVion of efforts by naval aviation enthusiasts over the past 20 years to
make such a museum a reality. The stage' one building now completed
(68,000 square feet of an eventual 260,000-square-foot facility) will be
turned over to the U.S. Navy by the Naval Aviation Museum Association,
Inc., in dedication ceremonies which will take place on 13 April 1975.

3 Public Affairs Objectives. The public affairs objectives for the
Museum dedication include:

a. Satisfying the requirements of news organizations.
b. Emphasizing the importance of naval aviation in the progress and

defense of our country.
c. Acquainting the public with the existence of the Naval Aviation

Museum as an educational institution.

4. Policy. Public affairs policy, coordinated with the Chief 01
1nforrnation (CHINFO), and set torch by the Chief of Naval
Education and Training (CNET), will be implemented by the Officer in
Charge, Command Information Naval Aviation Museum (OIC, CIBNAM). All
participating commands and agencies will be given equitable and appropriate
coverage. Cooperation will be extended to all newsmen in accordance with
existing directives from higher authority_

5. Organization. Under the direction of CNET, CIBNAM will be located
di the Ban-ancas Beach House, across from the Naval Aviation Museum. A
sub-CIBNAM will be located to the west and rear of the general audience at
the dedication ceremony.

a. CNET will order activation of CIBNAM at 0800, IU April 1915
or earlier depending on the extent of on-scene media interest.

b. On 12 April 1975 CNET will order activation of sub- CIBNAM.
c_ CNET will order disestablishrnent of the CIBNAM and

sub-CIBNAM on 14 April 1975.
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6. Responsibilities.

a. The Chief of Information, Navy Department, in accordance with
the Naval Aviation and Air Museum Information Plan of 1 Oct 74 will:

(1) Provide liaison with appropriate members of the national
news media and arrange transportation, where possible, to NAS Pensacola.

(2) Provide such other assistance as may be required including
augmentation personnel for CIBNAM and sub-CIBNAM.

b. The Chief of Naval Education and Training will monitor public
affairs activity for propriety, policy, efficiency, and maximum effectiveness
throughout the period of the dedication.

c. Commander Training Air Wing Six will provide personnel as
indicated in Appendix I.

d. Commanding Officer, NAS Pensacola will provide messing for the
news media, as well as transportation as indicated in Appendix IV.

e. Commander, Public Works Center will:

(1) Provide logistical support to the CIBNAM and sub-CIBNAM
including: telephone, physical space, and other support as deemed necessary
in accordance with Appendix TAB B to Appendix II.

f. The Director, Naval Aviation Museum will ensure that the 01C,
CIBNAM (CNET PAO) (until establishment of CIBNAM) is provided a
continuous updating of invitation regrets and acceptances, and assign a
technical advisor as specified in TAB A to Appendix I.

g. The Officer in Charge, CIBNAM will:

(1) Promulgate and implement public affairs policy, consistent
with this plan and directives of higher authority.

(2) Coordinate and control all public affairs activities
commands, units, and organizations engaged in the dedication ceremony in
accordance with the provisions of this plan and as directed by CNET.

(3) Authorize and serve as sole releasing authority for the release
of news, photography, radio, and television material. Coordinate the release
of all news of national interest with CHINFO.

(4) Coordinate arrangements for on-scene coverage, briefings,
transportation, and messing of newsmen. Prepare and distribute news media
information kits_

7. Procedures.

a. Seating. Eighty seats will be reserved and appropriately marked
for members of the news media in the first four rows of general seating in
front of the main podium where the dedication ceremony will be held.

b. Coverage Areas. Two roped-off areas will be established as
specified in Tab A, marked for use by press only, and be equipped for use by
radio (Press Area Two) and television and photographers (Press Areas One
and Two). Each roped-off area will contain a tier for elevated angles of
coverage, 100-amp electrical outlets for television camera use and hydraulicimechanic stands (Press Areas One and wo) for elevatioripurposes. Press
Area Two will have pability to allow to mg of the proceedings.

c. Pooling. In the event that certain functions planned in
conjunction with the dedication cannot accommodate all newsmen present
(eg., the Memorial Service or the luncheon at the Officers Club), a pool of
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representatives will be chosen by the news media or other appropriate
authority.

d. Security. All newsmen, except those specially designated, will be
required to check into the CIBNAM where they will register and receive a
press pass and automobile pass. Those holding specially designated cards will
have access to all areas designated for press. Press pass will include name,
address, and orgardzIn affiliation.

8. Services for Media.
a. Pr:6s Kite. To provide members of the media at the dedication

site with information pertinent to the dedication of the Naval Aviation
Museum, a press kit published by CNET PAO will include:

(1) Schedule of formal activities relating to the dedication.
(2) Fact sheet on Museum, its background, and plans for

expansion.
(3) Fact sheet on planes on exhibit at Museum.
(4) Reproduction of floor plan of museum showing location of

various planes.
(5) Various feature stories.

b. Photo Library. A photo library will be established at the
Command Infomiation Bureau, pertaining to both the museum and the
planes on exhibit. Copies of photos will be available to the media through an
order blank made available to those wishing to utilize the library_ .

c. Briefing and tour of Museum. The Naval Aviation museum will
make available its auditorium as a briefing center. The Director, Naval
Aviation Museum or those designated by hVn to be knowledgeable in the
area of naval aviation history and the development of the Museum, will be
available to conduct tours of the facility upon request.

d. Messing. Food and beverages will be made available to members
of the media at the Command Information Bureau.

e. -Eqoipment and supplies. Typewriters and telephones will be
available at the CIBNAM and the sub-CIBNAM. Limited suppliespaper,
pencils, etc.will be available at both locations.

I Transportation. Bus service will be available from Sherman Field
to CIBNAM to accommodate arriving pews media, and be available after the
dedication to return them to departing planes, and as specified in Appendix
IV.

Communications
,airaa. Commu tion facilities at the CIB will be butlikierit to handle

the foreseen dem and to provide an adequate flow of news, as specified
in Appendix III.

b. Queries by telephone outside the Pensacola area will normally be
answered on a collect call basis. Under no circumstances will news media be
authorized to use government communication facilities for other than collect
calls.

Apzendices
I - Personnel and Organiz

H = Facilities
III Communications
IV - Transportation
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APPENDIX I (EXAMPLE)

PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATION

I. General. This section establishes the personnel requirements of the
Command Information Bureau established to support the dedication of the
Naval Aviation Museum, assigns specific responsibilities, and delineates the
duties of the assigned personnel.

2. Organization. The organizational structure of the Command
Information Bureau (CIBNAM) and Sub-CIB (SubCIBNAM) is specified in
this Appendix. Personnel requirements are listed in Tab A.

3. Responsibilities and Assignments. Specific responsibilities and duty
assignments of personnel for CIBNAM and Sub-CIBNAM are as follows:

Officer in Char e Command Information Bureau. The CIB
Officer in Charge, will report directly to CNET, coordinating CIB
activity with the dedication coordinating officer, His responsibility for the
public affairs aspects of the Naval Aviation Muteum dedication are as
follows:

(1) Establish a Command Information Bureau.
(2) Establish I plans, policy, and procedures for CIB and

delegate authority for catrying out a public affairs program to include:

(a) Meduusecurity and credential arrangements
(b) Facilities for news media.
(c) Produ tion and release of material suitable tot use by Ow

media
(d) Coord ation, with CHINI-0, of still and motion pictuic

coverage and release to ap ropria e national and local media outlets.
(e) Assignment of both active duty and Reserve personnel to

implement this plan.
(0 Coordination with CHINFO to ensure that the dedication

and the Naval Aviation Museum receives adequate attention in appropriate
areas of Navy internal relations programs, both prior to and following the
event.

b Assistant 01C, CIBNAM. The Assistant Ol(. C1BNAM serves as
the executive officer and reports to the 01C, CIBNAM specific duties
include:

(1) Controlling and inonitoluie newt iilcdia Li anspOl La iluil 114111
sheinian Air Field to CIBNAM and sub - CIBNAM, as well as movement of
the media during the dedication.

(2) Supervising the accreditation of news media, inducting
implementation of procedures for accreditation, and maintenance of
accreditation records

(3) Supervising if the t.lb
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c. Photo- Journalist. The Photo-Journalist will concentrate on the
preparttion and production of photographic features relating to the
dedication ceremonies. He reports to the Head, Media Relations.

d. Head, Administrative Section. The Head; Administrative Section
is responsible for the general administration of the CIB. He reports to the
Assistant OIC. Specific duties include:

(1) Maintenance of personnel records and assignments as
included in this public affairs plan.

(2) Maintenance of official correspondence records,
(3) Clerical and administrative tasks, as directed.
(4) Supervision of two drivers assigned to CIB.

e. Head_ Media Relations. The Head, Media Relations is responsible
for the gathering and dissemination of information to news media concerning
dedication ceremony activities. He reports to the 01C, CIBNAM. His specificirduties include implementing the lic information program, coordinating
_the assembly and distribution of nt- s media information kits, and setting up
briefing sessions and tours relating to the Naval Aviation Museum.

f. Press Officer Media Relations. The Press Officer has
responsibility for dissemination of information to members of the news
media. He reports to the Head, Media Relations with specific duties to
include:

(1) Preparing event and post-event matenal for public release,
including press kits, background information, biographies of personnel, and
other data.

) Coordinating requests for media interviews with project and
museum personnel.

(3) Providing other assistance to news media representatives,
including the handling of all written and verbal inquiries.

g. Magazine and StillPhoto Officer. The Magazine and Still Photo
officer is responsible for providing assistance to members of the media
requiring preparation of magazine material and the release of still
photography. He rep_ orts to the Head, Media Relations. Duties of this officer
will include:

(1) PruVICII_lib it, 1)0,1,
cut vcs as approprhne

(2) Establishing and Nk,p,. i li. pit) ,c,d141
phutugi aptly

(3) Maintaining a rih,stei hh 141 y vl ul1 pltol,,giapli hri
alt/ with necessary fonns for ordenng parti.ml.r photos

(4) Distribution of still photography
(5) Supervision of dark room facihtie.

photographic laboratory,
h Television Officer The Television Orli, ci i, icsvolisiGlc. In all

liaison and coordination with commercial and educational television cnveling
the dedication ceremonies. He will report to the Head, Media Relations

i Radio Officer, The Radio Officer is responsible for tin..
production of radio material during the ceremonies. He will report to the
Head, Media Relations. Specific duties include:

(1) Effecting liaison with Sub-C1BNAM pc' Lk,

iance to representatives of radio networks
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(2) Coordination of special telephone interviews between
Museum personnel, distinguished participants, and radio representatives.

(3) Participating in, and supervising, the production of radio tape
Material for dissemination to regional or national radio outlets which have
no representatives on hand for the dedication ceremonies.

(4) Supervising the establishment and maintenance of a master
library for all released radio tapes.

(5) Distribution of released radio tape material_
(6) Coordinating all requests for assistance from radio media.
(7) Assisting in the preparation of material for release on radio

tapes.
(8) Maintaining logs and library for all released radio tapes,
(9) Operating tape recording equipment to produce radio tape

material for distribution, including beeper reports direct to radio audio
outlets.

(10) Coordination of radio reports with the CHINFO automatic
beeper system.

J. Technical Advisor_ This ofticia be assigned by the Museum
to provide guidance to CIBNAM on the technical aspects of museum
development and naval aviation history and exhibits on display. He will be
available to answer questions of technical nature posed by the news media_
He will report to OIC, CIBNAM.

k. Journalists, Journalists will be available to assist the news media,
as directed by the Head, Media Relations,

I. Head_ , sub-CIBNAM. The Head, sub-CIBNAM, located at the site
of dedicatiseene public affairs activities Mid provides
assistance to news media representatives at the dedication ceremony itself
His primary responsibilities are to:

(I) Serve as liaison for (JIB Peisonnei
(2)400rdinate media activities on site, along with LIR, A.?, ant

(3) Provide periodic situation reports to the 01C, (lb
(4) Arrange interviews for newsmen with Museum digni

persuilii
S and

m Media OttlbCf (AWN AM t: Media ()tuber (lb AilliCA will
piovidc assistance-to media representatives, and is the CIB representative in
the press section of the area in which press seats are reserved during the
ceremony, He reports to the Head, sub IBNAM and is responsible for a
continuous flow of information to the CIBNAM. He will make certain that
only credentialed news people are allowed in the seating area for press.

ft Assistant Press Officers There will' be three Assistant Press
Officers, each assigned to monitor one of the three roped off areas marked
"Press Only." Duties of the Assistant Pregs Officers will include.

(1) Escorting media representatives who wish to mu.,
lfie designated areas for press members

(2) Making certain that members of the media display press
credentials prior to gaining access to the roped off areas.

(3) Carrying out related public affairs duties as icquucd
Heed. sub-CIB.
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TAB A TO APPENDIX I (EXAMPLE)

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS FOR CIB AND SUB-CIB

1. Command Information Bureau Naval Aviation Museum. The following Navy and civilian
personnel will staff the Command Information Bureau, and will report 0800, 7 April to CNET PAO,
except those indicated by asterisks, who will report 0800, 11 April

a_ Command

Grade

CDR

LCDR

YN I

*SN

*SN

SN
GS

b !b.:Ala

LTIG

LT

11

1(.

PHI

PH2

}'U 3

llte s. win
will report 00 7 Ainil

Billet

()IC

Assistant OIC

Head, Admirmstiatioi

Drivel

Command Source

-CNET

CNET

CNET

NASP

NAST

NASP

Naval Avialloii Mth6CIAill

licud I\ ,A

Press Officer CNET

COMNAVRES

COMNAV K ES

Television 01

Radio Of ti .,,;1

Photo 11t11.,ci

rhotogiaptik;1

Pliutogi aptic

...1(1011
_

rpoi: at 0800, 11 Apol (

LCOR

I ./(

(-1 S !-)

INS

'ENS

JO/P/A

J02

'JO)
J03

0,11.

Head

/t114. :1

Pie:.::

A ( CSS I

1st hess 0111
Photo Jo 1111AL-a

J tonullsl

JotilltaIi,t

IL)

NAM'

L'NE1

NASP

will staff
t ii U ,iitliLdtt.d by aatcilsks, who

SuarL,

MNAVRES

E I

NAM'

VI 10

N A;.3.

('NE I

4, NEI

CNE

NEI
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APPENDIX II (EXAMPLE)

FACILITIES

1. General. To facilitate news coverage of the dedication ceremonies,
facilities appropriate to the occasion will be established. This will include a
Command Information Bureau at the Barrancas Beach House located across
the road from the Naval Aviation Museum; a sub-CIB in a tented area to the
west and rear of the general audience at the dedication ceremony; an
alternate sub -CIB set up inside the Naval Aviation Museum, in the event of
inclement weather; and three roped off areas with necessary power and
elevation equipment to accommodate photographers, television cameramen,
etc.

Procedures

a. Command Information Bureau. The necessary tables, chairs, and
space are pow available at the Barrancas Beach House. Installation of
communication equipment in accordance with Appendix III of this public
affairs plan can begin as the (SIC, CIBNAM deems necessary. The main area
of the CIBNAM will be designated for use by the media. Typewriters will be
available-for media use.

b. Subordinate Command Information Bureau. This area to the
west and rear of the general audience should accommodate one working
table and two desks. Necessary chairs and supplies will be furnished by the
CIBNAM. This area will serve as one of the filing areas for reporters and
includes telephones.

c. Alternate Sub-CIB. This area, to be outfitted in the same manner
as the subIBNAM, will be ready for use in the event of inclement weather
and indoor ceremonies. Alternate sub-CIB will be located on the mezzanine
floor in a side cover area overlooking the main display area of the Museum.
Telephones for media use will be available inside the Museum.

d. Ro ed-off areas for ress use. To accommodate television
cameramen, photographers, an o m ia, two roped-off areas are to be
established, each within 50 feet of the main podium used for the dedication
ceremony. Access to these areas during the dedication will be controlled by a
press officer. Newsmen will have free access to the sub-CIBNAM for filing
purposes at all times.

(1) Press Area One_ This area will be located to the west of the
main podium and measures approximately 10 x 10 feet. Electrical power
(100 amps) will be provided to accommodate necessary television needs (4
outlets). Two hydraulic mechanical stands provide an 8' lift on an
approximately 5' x 5' platform that will be provided.
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(2) Press Area Two. This area will be located directly in front
of the main podium, and consist of an area about 20 x 30 feet. A one-tiered
platform (3'(high x 5' deep x 20' long) for elevation purposes will be situated
in this area. This tier will be equipped to handle 100 amps of power through
12 electrical outlets, and radio needs.

e. Roped -off areas inside the Museum. Three areas similar to those
described in subparagraphs 2d(1) and (2) of this Appendix will be
established in the Naval Aviation Museum in the event that the dedication
ceremony is held inside. These areas will be within 50' of the main podium
from which the ceremony would be held(. Low platforms may be used fcir
elevation vice tiers specified for outdoors.

3. Specific Responsibilities

a. The OIC, CIBNAM will coordinate the establishment of facilities
as outlined in this section of the public affairs plan.

b. Commanding Officer, Public Works Center, will set up facilities
in accordance with this section of the public affairs plan including:

(1) One open -air tent, about 40 x 40 surface overhead, located
in accordance with TAB A.

(2) Two roped-off areas located in accordance with TAB A for
Press Areas One and Two. A rear entrance control gate should be set up,
along with sign for each area indicating "Press Only."

(3) A sign indicating "Press Information Center" to be placed at
entrance of driveway to Barrancas Beach House.

(4) A sign indicating "Press Information Center Annex" to be
located in a visible place at tent site.

(5) Two hydraulic elevation platforms, about 5' x 5', tv be
located in area marked Press Area One.

(6) Tiers of the dimensions outlined in subparagraph 2d(2) to be
constructed in accordance with their proper locations as indicated. Flatbed
trailers may be substituted for constructed tiers.

(7) Electrical outlets capable of handling 100 amps of power to
be located in areas designat& Press Areas One and Two (total 16 outlets).

(8) Twelve electrical outlets capable of handling 200.amps of
power to be located within Naval Aviation Museum, in each of three
designated areas as determined by OIC, CIBNAM and Director, Naval
Aviation Museum.

(9) Eighteen typewriters (manual), to be located 16 in CIBNAM
and 2 in sub- CIBNAM.

(10) Three bulletin boards to be located in the C1BNAM for
display of available photos relating to the museum dedication (about 4' x 4'
each), and one board for posting messages for media representatives.



Appendix IIICIB PLAN (SPECIAL EVENT)

TAB A TO APPENDIX II (EXAMPLE)
t. No Press Areas I, 2 (I 3 to be

roped oft, and marked Press
Only. Controlled Access.

40-50 Feet distance between
Main podium and each press
area.

SUBC1BNAM
(Open access between Press Areas a

SUB- CIBNAM )

COMMAND INFORMATION euRtAu AM/
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TAB B TO APPENDIX II (EXAMPLE)

EQUIPMENT AND CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES

ITEM QUANTITY LOCATION SOURCE

besk, single/double 6 4 CIB/2 Annex 2

pedestal

Table, library 31 25 C1B/6 Annex 3

Table, small eating 21 20 CIB/1 Annex

Chairs, arm 7 5 CIB/2 Annex 2

Chairs, card table 100 88 CIB/12 Annex

Typewriter, standard 18 16 CIB /2 Annex 2
(non-electric)

Wastebasket 23 20 CIB/3 Annex 2

Bulletin Board 4' x 4' 4 3 CIB/I Annex 2

Trash can, large 5 4 C113/ 1 Aiilex. 2

Signs, wood 3 2 CIB/1 Annex 2

Sedan /station wagon 3 CIB

Van, 10 passenger

Bus, 45 passenger

Light, hanging, I 00

Tent, 40' x 40'

Outlet, electrical

Food, beverages

Telephone, incoming/
tie line

Head, portable

4

1 JkAA61

AS un,d
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4 Clb/ 2 Ai,...

2
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aphic tiers

Tape Recorder

bOardfidultiplex

3r's

PCIICilS, 4#2

Pens; ballpoint

Scotch tape dispenser,
large roll

Paper clips

Steno pads

Cups, styrofoam

Paper, Typing -

Scotch tape

Stacie, andud size

Staplers, standard

50

20 boxes

20 boxes

7

10 boxes

100

600

20 rearms

14 rolls

10 boxes

20

Spoons 600

1 - CNIT
2 - PVIC
3 - Barranc
4 - NASP

Beach House
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36 DS/12 NAM

DS

DS

DS

40 oB/10 Annex

15 C1B/5 "Ampex

15 CIB/5 Annex

5 C B/2 Annex

8 CIB/2 Anxr

85 CfB/75 knnex

500 CIB/100 Ampex

-18 CIB/2 Annex

10 GIB /4 Annex

8 GIB /2 Annex

14 CIB/6 Annex

500 C1B/100 Annex
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APPENDIX III (EXAMPLE)

cCWIAAPN i CATIONS

Comm 'on facilities will be provided to handle situations
appropriate to an event of national significance involvin renior government
officials. Communication facilities at CIENAM and sub-CIBNAN will be
limited and will include only such ecrldrrnent EIS is necessary to provide
official public affairs communications.

2. Procedures

a. Queries by telephone outside the Pensacola area will normally be
red on a collect call basis.

b. Press copy may be filed from CIBNAM for transmittal collect via
Western Union to receiving organizations.

c. Under no , circumstances will newsmen be authorized to use
government conunUnication facilities for other than collect calls.

0. All queries from the media concerning the dedication. will be
channeled to CNET PAO or GIBNAN, when established.

3. Equipment .

a. CIBNA.M. Four regular telephone instruments capable of
handling three lines, plus a tie-line between the CIENAM and sub-CIENAM,
with hold and light capability, will be set up in the CIE.

b. Sub-CU:NAM. Two regular telephone instruments capable of
handling three lines, plus the tie-line, with hold and light capability,' rill be
sett up in the Sub-CIEINAN tented area near the dedication site.

4. Specific Responsibility
a. The Commanding Of tl cer,Public Works Center, will:

( I ) Provide cornmu nicAtio ns support for CIBNAM and
subXIBNAM prior to, during, and after the dedication ceremony.

(2) Assure installation of the equipment required for the conduct
of public affairs in CIB and subCIB at the desired time. Regular telephones
should be installed by 7 April, and direct long distance telephones by 11
April.

(3) Assure that upon disestablishment equipment is properly
removed and returned.

(4) Coordinate installation of- equipment, in accordance with
paragraph 3 of this Appendix, with Assistant CHIC, CIBNAN.

(5) Provide one tape recorder for set-up in Press Area Two.
bk The Assistant PAO, CNET is designated to serve, as coordinator

for installation of communications equipment in the CISNAM and
sub-CIBNANI, and to serve as public affairs liaison with the Southern Bell
Telephone company to effect arrangemetits for news media communication
facilities, as desired by CO, PWC.
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APPENDIX IV (EXAMPLE)

TRANSPORTATION

1. General It is anticipated" that many incoming and eparting
newsmeri-may use 'Sherman Aix Field as their air transportatf entry and
exit facility. In accordance with previous guidance, CIllik110 w II coordinate
all air transportation for newsmen representing national organiza 'ons.

2. Procedures. In accordance with the transportation:provisions of this
plan, government furnished ground transportation will be available to shuttle
newsmen from Sherman Field to the Command Information Bureau,

3. Specific Resporatibilitas

a. CII3NAIsi will:

(1) In conjunction with CNET (N4), determine flight schedules
for arriving news media, notifying appropriate personnel of any chinge in
schedules or originally planned arrival times.

(2) Coordinate arrangements for arrival and departure
transportation.

(3) Provide son-base transportation for local and area news media.

flights,

b. Cominariding Officer, NIAS, Pensacola will:

(1) Arrange foland provide necessary vehicles and drivers.
(2) Provide one 45-passenger bus to -meet scheduled media

(3) Provide three Navy sedans/station wagons and a ten passenger
van to the Command Information Bureau for the period 10 April through 14
April 1975, along with drivers for vehicles.

(4) Direct all newsmen arriving by vehicle at the front gateio the
CIBNAM, where parking facilities are available.



APPENDIX IV

AFTER ACTION REPORT

Various of reports Are angle orrequired in connection with certain
public affairs endeavors. This appendix contains an "after action report" on
the results of a C13 operation. Isiforrnal, inter-office reports of this nature
provide vital reference background for planning a similar event in the future.

UENIO AND FOR TEE RECORD

Subj: Lessons learned; commissioning a major combatant when the Mite
House is involved

Cominissioning of tJSSNtrnttz in Norfolk, VA

End: (I) C113 operation : press credentials

1. Commissioning a major combatant takes on significant dimensions when
the White Rouse is involved. Public affairs procedures escalate from routine
to special. Personnel involved must understand that the White House calls
the shots and everyone must remain flexible. All personnel must be able to
react on short notice and know ho to get__ things done in the most
expeditious manner. Foll,wing is a rie p of the major areas which developed
in working with the White House on the Nirllift commissioning. The items
may be either classified as lesions learned or as suggestions on how to-handle
similar future events.

A. Pre-announcernent activities. Public affairs planning must be initiated
well before it is announcod that the resident will participate in the event.
The following should be accomplished:

1. Name an on-scene project officer at toast three months in
advan ce. In most cases, this will be the naval district PAO.

2. Hold initial coordination meeting with the ship and shore
personnel who will play major roles, e.g., base security, public works,
commurucations, printing, transportation.

3. Promuliate an overall' pudic affairs- plan at I 'lir weeks in
advance of the event. NOTE: General interest will not develo,id theft
weeks and there probably is no way to shake the inertia.
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4. The ship shOuld prepare the master Aist personnel for
hometown releases an& feature storiesat least four weeks in advance.

51_ Begin work on a standard fearure story which can be used for all
personnel. Personalize the first several paragraphs, then use standard material
about the ship, etc. The story can refer to the President attending' but
cannot go out until' public announcement is made. There is .n0 limit
to the number of stories that can "be prepared, with or without reference to
the President, A three-man .10/41 team should be dedicated to this one
aspect.

6. Man the CIB no later than two (preferably three) weeks before
the event _far -the following purposei: (a) media and outside agencies will

cognize a common contact point arid (b) work-can begin on feature,wind
then press releases, A wellzrun CIB with gocid, leadership can drive the

commissioning planning.

7. At about C-Day minus 14 days make first contact with the White_
House advance office. How this is initiated depends on what part of OPNAV
is in charge, and how actively ECNAV's office wants to 'participate in the
project. DO NOT contact the White. House until you have persrnission from
SECNAV. SECNAV will determine whom to contact.

8. Prepare, check, and distribute press kits three weeks in advance.
Provide guidance as to content prior to preparation,, to avoid complaints
coming in at the last minute after all kits have been sent.

ies after the White House ea is involved.

1. The White House advance team representative will lay theground
rules for the activity and announce when the advance team will visit the site.
Site visit usually occurs about 10 days in advance of the President's visit.

2. Brief all those concerned as to what the White House expects. Do
this as early as possible. It must be made very clear to Navy personnel
involved that the White House will run the event and is well prepared to
handle all aspectswith or without Navy cooperation.

3. Be prepared to make recommendations to the team on how the
Navy would like to run the event. Be candid and detailed, but ready to accept
changes. On this note: if the White House desires changes, they will be
incorporated. The manner in'which the changes are made will vary. In some

s the team will suggest changes, on other-occasions they will make them
and tell you about it later.

4. The Nitnitz commissioning folder on file in CHINFO contains a
series of memoranda which outlines the types of problems that must be
worked out with the advance team. Each item must be addressed
immediately and thoroughly; keep everyone informed. During the final two
weeks, major developments will filter back to the Pentagon through just one
officer. This person must be aware of the need to keep everyone informed.
Onscene work will revolve around the advance team, the ship's commanding
officer, and th naval district commandant.

5. Hay all on-scene personnel ready for the advance team visit. The
visit will last ab t four hours and will cover all facets. Be prepared to give
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e or two members of the team v rem in on the scene
until __e event. They will require office apace, clerical help, telephones, etc.
We provide.

6. Find out what can_be done to provide for the media and push for
an early relea=se on the lannotuncement that the President will speak., Ito
get the announcement out five to seven days in advance.

1: The, advance team will leavelora. day or so and by C-Day minus
six the entire group vial retest.

S. Make Sure the ship doesn't mail out invitations until the tirrivof
the event has been cleared with and approved by the White House. This has.
to be staffed through the chain of thrnmand to the military office of the
White House., If you. don't do till, it's possible that theiriVitatiess- could
indicate the wrong time.

C. Post-annoueeement

1. Get out all the honietowners and special.photofea
.: 2. Have the CIB issue a daily situation retort (SITUP).

3. Start getting press credentials arranged. Special forms
rtquired. Credentials (1 copy) must be given to the Secret Service two days
in advance of the event .so that all media can be cleared. Mediarepresentatives
must know that if they dent have their requests in by C-Day minus 18 hours
they won't be eleare'cl. Tills policy will not bend.

4.. Make up Press 'cards atel parking passes. Coordinate with ship to
make sure all press requirements arc known, understood, and workable.
Don't strand media outside the vier area because someone doesn't know
what is to happen.

5. For about five days prior to the event, the White House may
insist on a daily meeting of all key personnel-usually about 1700. This is the
tthe to clear up misunderstandings and lay on requirements. Don't be timid.
The .White Housq press representative will be on hand to assist. Work with
him to elirnina0 bottlenecks.. Remember: the majority of the people
involved in the event will not appreciate in advance how much emphasis is
placed on the 'Media, They need to be told that the media Will receive special.
attention and privileges .with the complete endorsement of the White House.

f 6. Make sure the CIB has a sufficient number of telephoes. Sev,en
lines Weren't eno for the iViniirz CIB.

. Obtai r. telecopief a week in advance. (For rental of a Xerox
telecopier, a minimum of three months rent is required.)

8. Put the CIB on a watch schedule for the last 7 days. Keep it
open from 0700 until 2200.

9. On C-Day minus two, invite the press for a meeting with the
ship's CO. Have a press day on C-Day minus one for tours, luncheon with the
X0, and final briefing on the schedule for the next day. Have coffee and
rolls for Goth events and keep the CIB equipped with coffee, cups, spoons,
etc. The press will ask many questions about procedures-be prwareel to
keep them fully informed. .
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10; The White House press representative will insure that a press
platform is built and positioned near the head platform. The press platform
(on the ship or on the pier) will be equipped with power and telephones - The
ship ray try to move the platform but the White House will handle that.

I I. Get a press trailer fat the foot of the pier C-Day minus three,
The Secret Service will close the pier to vehicular traffic several days before
the event and close it to all personnel on C-Day minus one. The press will
have to be accommodated in the trailer. On C-Day minus one move all press
credentials from the GIB to the trailer. Have a,phone in the trailer.'

. Call all local media several times during the week. Invite
repr entatives to the press conference, and presiday, and remind them that

rti la have to be sent in early. Make sure each mediavrepresentative
und ands that anyone who could be assigned to the-event itself must be
cle As a safety precautiOn, credential everyone who -ettotild be so
ass pct. These without Clearances will not be permitted on the Pier. Think
of all possible problems and requirements and take 'double measures to
provide for the welfue of the media.

13. Mace sure the base security peoplo- know that the media will be
issued special passes- but may not have them when they .arrive for the
ceremonya press poi for the dashboard of the car plus passes for access to
the pier. A local security officer who refuses to allow a member of the press
to pick up his credentials can cause a flap.

14. About C-Day minus seven make another check of the press kit to
be sure it is up to date. Include all information that the media could want:
comparison figures' between the ship to be commissioned and others like it,
historical data .on the ship and the person after whom the ship is to be
named, accurate and complete data on ship's charactersitics in layman's
terms, correct biographies, sharpeglossy photographs (variety), map of the
base parking instructions, and special announcernentsAnsert final prograreas"-
soon as it is ready.

15. The advantage of: getting- an early announcement makes it
possible to get the final program to the printer atthe earliest time. Don't let
the ship put the program to bed without one more check on the scenario
with the White House advance team. In the case of Nimitz, the final program
was inaccurate because the program was sent to the printer too early. Better
to be late and_ be right as long as you get the program before the actual
event.

16. Generally, don't expect copies of the President's speech until the
morning of the event. Don't get upset if it gets of to DC media the night
before. This is beyond your control. Don't make promises to local media, on
the delivery of copies of the text.

17. The principal speakers (e.g. SECNAV, CNO, SECDEF) will want
to prepare their remarks around what the President says. This is not possible
because the White House holds the speech close and won't release it until the
last minute. Encourage the principals (their aides) to contact the White
House military office for guidance but not to expect anything tangible. Let
the PAO% who work for the principals worry about this problem; you run
the C1B.
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White House will want facifities on the base where the media
-event stones. They will require 40 telephones (with direct lines

ors), desks, and typewriters. The White House Will take care of ,
he prey center' and, will wine equipped with duplicating gear,

refreshments, etc. In case of Minis's, the base gym was used with
great success. The press center is important and is a major evolution. Have
knowldgeable personnel on had to answer quptionsthere will be =any.
The questions deal with' bickground on ships, ,comparative figures, naval
strategy, etc.

19. TherWhite House will want spe6ial buses forfor,the press corpsldhd.
a cury-all for gear. Arrange for these in advance and make sure everyonlb

ied, especially base somity and the naval air station (if the president
es m

20. The Whiteiliolise press corps will fly in chartered aircraft.

21. Have a sedan avakableJot three members of the White House.
staff to go to the prearcenter. These people will prepare for the media when
the latter arrive afterthe event. Have a driver that knows where to go. Don't
leavevything to chance,

22. Get your military photographers and journalists cleared and
issued credentials. They will get the same treatment as the White House` press
corps and will be included inAhe pool that follows the President.

23. Arrange for helo coverage (aerials) of event site on the-dayof the
event. Send the message requesting helo, iavice, at ;east three days in
advance. Coordinate by phone with appreipriate ernmmander and Combat
camera.

24. When programs are ready, get akance copies to Washington for
VIPs who will fly in.

25. During the planning stages, get a member of the ship's crew to
work directly with Office of Legislative ffairs (OLA). See that this person
has a direct phone linedo not use CIB 'phone numbers for OLA contact
points. Make sure that the CO and commandant are well aware of the need
to work on a daily basis with Congressmen through .OLA. Special treatment
will be given to Congress, e.g., flight down, special seating, honors on arrival,
reception: Make sure OLA 'understarcds the importance of getting their
requests for invitations, transportation, and special privileges'in early. Do not
let OLA turn CIB into a general answering service for their
requests/demands.

26. Make sure the CIB has a copy of the latest Congressional
Directory. The Secret Service and others will want to use it.

27. Prepare an area parking map so the local papers can run it several
days before the event.

D. Inviting the general public.

1. If the White House wants the general public invited, the CIB must
take an active part. Remember, however, that the White House has had
considerable experience with this problem and knows how to handle it, The
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guidance is this: if you expect 20,000 to attend, you will have to carry out a
full-scale, enthusiastic, and thoroughsublicity, program to get two-thirds of
that gital. The White House issued that statement and it was borne out in
the Nimitz commissioning. If you think you are overdoing a campaign to get
the public.out, you are, in fact, conducting thi;right kind of program to get
some people out. Even though there will be wild estimates (on the high side),
don't believe them. ,

2. Have in advance for the White House teeth the following:
oubl ng dates of all military newspapers, names and -phone numbdrs of

D,subl e : Or Officers in charge, addresses. Also, have the names of all seivice
urns in the area:- wives clubs, Navy ,League, social groups7 .etc The

I

White House team may want to contact all of them.

3. Look ahead duringtthe planning period to rake sure you get the
cover story in each base newspaperthis will take a -lead time and you
'Won't be able to include reference to the President. get the stories in
anyway, then follow up with: kpecial pages to insert after the President has
been announced. Be prepared to deliver copy to publisheflieven if it means.a
60-mile trip.

4.
4. k the press take repeated announcements that the general

public invited, when the gates open, and how to get to the ship,. Include
fundamentals in all details; dbn't assume that the public knows anything.

E. CommiEsif3ning_da,

1._ ,The White House presscorps will arrive by charter flight about 45
utes before the event. All but 8 or 10 will go right to the press platform.

The others will be escorted by the White.House press representative and will
move with the President. They will be properly identified and the ship
should be aware of the plans. This can be covered in the daily meetings. A
naval officer should accompany the pod to lead, answer questions, and assist
the White Hnusepress representative,

Make' sure the press busses are parked near the pier the
baek.ter the busses immediately aftet Pie, event so you Can get to theme

press center immediately.

Coordinate with the ships if there are to be any
post-crnmissioning media visits to the ship. Don't have media turned back
at the quarterdeck because you hadn't planned ahead. You can expect
last-minute requests by media and you must be prepared to handle them,
keeping the ship informe

F. Relax and don't fight the problem. Cooperate and be responsive.

J. M. WHITE
Commander, U.S. Navy
Director
Program Planning Division
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PERATION: PRESS CREDENTIALS

Abasic ford was p _u r samples praidediby the White House
advance team. Required information: full name, affiliatIpn, Social Security
number, date and place of birth, and business phone lumber., While this
form was ready to send with the initial -letter to the pre concerning press
day and the commissioning, it could not be sent be*se it included
reference to the Presidential visit, which had not yet been an unced.

2. Press letters included -a deadline of noon Thursday f acting the
cm if they wished to participate in either press day or the rnrniiiioning
ceremony.. A.a_ individuals would call irs-_to say theyr-- -w atte
information for the credentials was taken. By the time calls started coming
in, the announcement had been made by the White House ,",anti the full
reasons for credentials could be explained.

3. Ala personnel were instructed to tell the callers that the rrnation
required was for a Secret Service security check, that noi-edential4 would
be issued unless that mfbrmation was, on file and had been cleared, and that
they would be required to pick the credentials themselves (proving,tvith
proper identification who they were). As more information became available
from talking with Secret Service personnel, callers were informed that they
would be quired to show two forms of identification.

'4. About a week prior to the ceremony, press credentralsfwere prepared by
the print shop, using one of the tags from the President's visit to the Navy
League in New Orleans as an example. Once back from the printer, the
credentials were numbered and a string was tied to each A close check wad
'kept pn the credentials at all times to prevent anyone from waking away!'
with a copy. Samples were given to the agent in charge to allow him to brief
all agents as to what to expect.

5. It became evident that White House press mpresantatiwes were not
concerned with Navy photograph i coverage,. primarily that being requested
by Nirnitz., Talks with Secret Se ice produced an agreement as to special
credentials, to identify these individuals and a list was supplied to the agents
is to which individuals would be in which locations. (Nirnitz photo teams
were allowed access to the flight deck and hangar deck, but it was agreed
that once there they would not be allowed to move from their locations.
Flight deck people could move about the flight deck, but could not go to the
hangar deck area.

6. All names received as of 1800 Thursday were submitted to the Secret
Service. One copy of the credential form was delivered to the agen
charge. A final deadline of 1300 Friday was placed on the submission of any
other names for check. After the final list had been given to the Secret
Service, a request for four credentials came in. Because the individuals
concerned had had previous White House clearances, it was possible to
accommodate them.

7. Press credentials were issued beginning Friday, following press day. After
being told they woull sued in the wardroom at the end of the briefing,
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the site was changed to the press trailer. No provision for support had been
made; so the initial dtibution was confused, reflecting poorly on the CIB.

g Parking passes were also issued at this time.

8. Individuals from the local media who were to be included in the White
House "pool" were told by Harris to beat the airfield the next morning to.

. be issued credentials. Then, at a meeting at 1800 Friday night he decided to
use the basic credentials with additional colored tags for the pool people
who did not already have White House pool tags. Rather than taking_ their
credentials with him, and issuing all at the airfield, their regular credentials
were left at the press trailer for them to pick up in the morning. Security at
the airport had been told that in order to get on the'air station, individuals
had to have the press tags or other Secret Service clearanCes, so there were
some problems. People 'who had gone to liAS had to cdrne back to the pier
area and then return .t6 NAS. Getting through traffic and security Ade this
difficult.

9. Saturday morning there was a problem with one of the 10C31+ security
men refusing to allow press pegple to drive lit-to-the ,pier area. He had been
briefed that the press would all have their passes Tricii to arriving_ on
Saturday and that there would be press who would try to sneak in. A call-t
his supervisor explained thesiniation: there were a number of outof-town
media who had not been able to get to press day arid pick up credentials and'
that they should be allowed to-enter the area This word was paSsed on tck
the security guard and no further problems occurred.

10. On Saturday:four people were assigned to the trailer to issue credentials.
All were instructed to verify that two forms of ID had been presented, the
individual had signed .for hii Cradetials on the master list, and that the pass
was filled out before the individual left the trailer. They were also instructed
to remind the press that the pass was to be visible at all times while they
were on the pier. They were instructed that no one received credentials
unless they appeared on the inaster lists. Only one case occurred of someone
demanding credentials who did not appear on the list. This was a case of
someone who- had called in with what CDR Barry deemed an inappropriate
affiliation the Navy Exchange publicity service and at his direction heritname was not even submitted to the Secret Service for their cis -, as he felt
it was merely someone trying to get a good seat. Had given an
appropriate Navy office, e.g., PHIBASE PAO, she would have been
credentialed with no questions being asked.

11. One of the leaders of the CIB presented a name to one of the workers at
the trailer Saturday, saying it was OK to issue credentials to the individual
because he had had previous White House clearance. This was in direct
violation of all previous instructions from the Secret Service, Wt credentials
were issued to the individual when he showed up. Special attention was paid
to checking his identification when it was presented.

12. The press trailer was closed down at 1045 as per instructions. There were-
a small number of credentials which had not been picked up. No complaints
were registered with the CIB, so it is assumed that those individuals who did ,
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not pick their credentials up did not attend.



APPENDIX V

ADVERSE INCIDENT FLAN-

IR
oration Order

ose Festival Visit

PE IX III TO ANNEX B

ADVERSE INCIDENT PLAN

Reference: (a) OPNAVINST 3100.6
(b) SUPERS MANUAL
(c) MARCORPERSMAN, Chapter 12
(d) pAcr LT Regulations, Article 12104.1

1. Purpose. The purpose of tIO appendix is to specify the procedure And
format for the release-of information concerning adverse incidents occurring
during the Portland Rose Festival visit.

2. fiLtion:An adverse incident" is considered to be

a Any ,personneal casualty, whether to military or civih9n personnel,.
which results in death, being placed in a "missing" status, or injury serious
enough revire 'talization.

a
b. Lesser injuries to a group of persons, resulting from a single incident.

c. A major accident or incident which could be or could become the
subject of press interest, and particularly those incidents which are or could
have been observed by civilian newsmen or guests.

3: Background. Although it is not Likely, there is a possibility that adverse
incidents will occur during the Rose Festival visit. The occurrencerof adverse
incidents is invariably of great interest to newsmen. Experience has shown
that news coverage of such incidents can be limited to a relatiVely brief time
pefioti iLenantial information on the incident can be providedin the briefest
possibli period of time Identification of persons inv91Ved in adverse
incidents is of special interest to newsmen, and is most often the item which
extends news coverage into additional days.



Appendix V" ADVERSE INCIDENT PLAN

COMFIRSTFLT
era_ tion Order

ose Festival Visit

4. Policy. It is the policy of the Secretary of the Navy that essential news ot
adverse incidents' will be released when known, unless such release ivonId
compromise military security. In order 16 accomplish its Miss ion, the ROSe.
Festival CIB must bf expeditiously informed of all particulars of adverse
incidents, including lull identification of persons igyolved. The decision as to
what news is to be released to the press, and the deciSiork as to when suet
news isci0 be released, is the responsibility of the Information:Coordination _

'eel'. In no case will individual ci3rnmanders atteMpt to withhold such
information from the CIB. Wording and timing of press releases pertaining to
adverse !incidents will be determined by the merits of individual cases;
whenever possible, identification of casualties will be withheld until the
next-of-kin may reasonably be expected to have been notified.

5. Action

a. In accordance with reference (a) ity0PReP-3` 4avy Blue will be sent
to the appropriate authorities.

b. COMFIRSTFLT, COMTHIRTEEN, and CO, USN & MCRTC,
Portland, Oregon, will be made information addreTees On all. communications
required by reference (a) or (b) whichever is appropriate.

The CIB will initiate any reports deemed necessary in accordance
with reference (d).

d. Format for Notification of the CIB. Upon occurrence of an adverse
incident, the commander -concerned will notify the CIB- by the most
expeditious means possible, giving the following information:

I) Summary description of incident.

(a) What happened
(b) When
(c) Where
(d) How
(e) Why

(2) Persons killed.

(a) Name
(b) Rank/rate
(c) Social Security number
(d) Branch of service
(e) Parent command
(f) Name, address, and relationship of next -of -kin
(g) Status of notification of next-of-kin
(h) Factors which may preclude public release, if any
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) Persons missm

(b)Rank/rate
Date df birth -- ti

Social Security number
-Bran& ttf ientice

f) Parent command
(g) Name, address, and relationship of next-of-kin
(h) Status of notification.of next-of-kin
(i) Factors which may preclude public release, if any

(4) Persons injured.

(a )ame
(b) Rank/rate
(c) Date of birth. °
(0) Social Sbcurity number
(e) Branch of service
(frPareat command
(g) Name, address, and relationship of .nex
(h) Statnadfnotification of next-oRtirt
(i) serious, ©r nitnorl
(j). Description of injuryr 63cp:
(k) Treatment and evacuation sequence

itt Factdrs may preclUde Public

(5) Persons involVed but not injured.

(a) Name
(b) Rank/rate
(c) Date of birth
(d) Social Security number
(e) -Branch of service
(f) Pareni command -
(g) Hew involved

(6) Brief estimate of extent of damage to major equipment. This
information' is important to the CIB- in determining the method .of handling
your particular incident. If the CO objects to release of this item, -so state,
and give a brief reason for the objection.

(7) Does the commander desire CIB to provide PAO assistance at
scene of incident?

(8) In using this format, omit reference to those items that are no
applicable. Indicate as unknown those pertinent items, for which this word
applies. A follow-up should be sent as soon as additional facts are known.
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APPENDIX VI

ECIAL EVENTS CHECKLIST

This appendix contains a checklist designed to assist public affairs personnel in planning for special
events. No One section is complete in itself, and it is recommended that the entire contents be studied
before use on specific occasions. After study, you can prepare your own checklist, using pertinent
items and adding others as the event dictates.

DATE TIME, AND LOCATION

Date

Date set far enough ahead.
O 2 Date se c.ted is ost suitable

townsfo end installation.
Date does not conflict with carte'
local events.

O 4, Important guests will be available
this date.

O 5, Date checked fo o ittI tie in with
historical event.

D "`I eases ...7`- releases prepared for
advancudistribution,

U 4. Release dates dtterrnined.
O 5. Number of newsmen attending

determined.
l-liudouts and/or press kits prepared
(including stock photographs).

Li 7. Locatiqn of CIB determined.
El 8. Cl B facilities prepared including:

LJ I ype men,
Paper, ca and
envelopes,
Pencils and pencil sharpeners
Tables.
I clepholic6 and _cl Alone books
Wastebaskets
chairs
DictiorlatIcb
Clothes rack
Maps
(lock
Weatht.:1 loap tit appropnato
Name cards lot reporters' desks
of appropnate)

Li Chalkboard
Li Telegraph facilities
Li Ashtrays.
O Water cooler aini paper
O Coffee urn and cups.
O Good lighting and extra bulbs.
CJ Adequate heating or cooling.

Restrooms nearby (for men and
women, as appropriate)

Time

U 11111i; C

H
f I

HI

[

Location ti
ri

0 I. l,i canons aoL,L,..1 for c
tallation and in town

CJ

H
0 2. Minimum number of resin

involved
H
H

0 3. Locations will be well

PUBLICITY

Prms

I reisonal p,
O 2 Special invitati

newspaper executives additioi, to
press
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Cl 9. Personnel assigned to clean _

O I 0, Pei-4011nel assigned as assistants to
reporters and photographers.

O 11. Schedule' of meals and locations of
eating places prepared.

1 2, Cornrnunications advised of need for
adequate telegraph facilities,

Cl 13, Special note dia box provided for
observing, ure events.

Cl 14

O 15

O 16

O 17

i

[1 is

19

Ll _110

Transporta ti for COITCS pondons
available.
Parking spaces reserved for visiting
news personnel,
Passes A nd identiti
prepared ,

!Mate hal prepared and ) irson net
obtained for news b rich ngs,
Invitations to hrieting ext led to
CO and VIrs, as appropriate
Programs dchVCfed to media limn to
Jay of even t,
Additional pi ow anis and pies, kw,
available lor distribution on arrival
of newsmen

I. 1 I, 11 Ord a,,,itt
-'ire!' ',hot( 2ra prier-s

it eve( its for id,
!oat ytt

; ,

ta 1.ft, 1. 011(1 .1,

lable
Speelal I

p 11 I 1, I f k

p,)sibilitl
lo door aolr . ;

crap of .1 id d
It ail, ro pi la ,t

Navy oteg_ra ph (Ts a II 1 ,11..1 ;}ri 1

k,f _L1,11 CM CI age 1..)1,11111,A1

Photo _LAW' dicif y i.11C;fte

t="litS f()1 prin and
velo ping ()ilk-tat phatftlgi

[ r DI St bL11.1011 Ilst tot ()hi.
fill(itOprapil) prepiired

icy and Te eVISI011

1 S t a t ions consul teal to ascertain
coverage,

2', Times set for airing and/or recording,
0 3, Clear- obtained for broadcasts on

natio _k ups, it appropriate.
4, Radi n booth, prepared,

plus:

Cl Ba el:grout'
minimized,

CJ Wiring
con-ill-Junk:atm
S u ft icient
provided

Li Replacci
equipment 0

L ).Special too or
b roadt:asting w noise
undesirable

0 rape recorder and
Cl 7 Cntnimintl tet;

assistants
8 Advance radio- tr.levisi on

itimpuneemen coordinated'
news releases, pictures, short.

-, Spot announi-eineuts ii stribu
stations

10 Radio-tele vision cdi local

b ) (.1(15 s

ipturrnelj special

1 A rungci made toi

III, t blkAtiCaSin Af main
uttIdLimils

views %Ala
L I special evciit some

tletwrrrk show
!I Ina 4C1131 avail l t.1.

1 1 - tit f orrnuticiii hit n

icievrsam plainied
+ ,A1111()tillc-er to check fae tlltles

t),
Ci +I, [

ajigC111Cilt:,

011111.:0(1.;{

PC.1 LC SO requires_
t J ICS Bioadezta media Ili

seleLtion elcaran ce po

in t-rf ere nee
'A

k ,e d b y,

at!

with

ll



Advertising and Promotion

endix V1SP

O I_ Slifficient funds allocated
advertising purposes.

2. Announcements pre pared for
distribution to civic arid fraternal
groups.

O 3. Cooperation of 1101 merchants
enlisted. including:

O Space for window
advertisements.

O Placement of paid -advertisements
in newspapers. ,

4. Congratulatory messages obtained
from manufacturers or rntrested
Civic organizations.

5. Editors of apprbpriate i 1-1 I and
business journalk!fon ta eted

6, Special devices Prepared, irrclu
O Posters and placards.
O Leaflets to be dropped

aircraft (if practicable).
O Banners for main streets!
O Car-bumper signs,
O Decals.

El' '7. Hotel lobby exhibits and vs it

displays prepared.
8, Movie advertising footage prepai,A

O 9, Material prepared for continuous
promotion in station newspaper and
daily bulletins prior to and during,
event

L_J 10 Publicity stu di ,.dtg 6

truck and mobile display .ywriling
O I I /ha nk-you letters prepared for

mailing to all who assisted .

Ah EVENTS CHECKLIST

VIP', AN D GULS FS

Ei I Frospet;tive gi,cs ii
in advance, inclUding 'following as

potentials:
O Governor of state.

433ipr, of colninunitY.
O President of Chal,1-1

Cofnmerce.
D Heads e,t other Ivrt

organizations, e.g_, Anieric
Legion, VFW, seis, ice clubs
(Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions).

7

O Heads of fraternal organ z
(Elks, Moose, Eagles).

O .1-leads of women's organizations,
O Heads of other organizations, as

appropriate to occasion.
O Executives of local newspapers

,and radio stations.
o ',,Ltibot:union officials.
O --te0i,Ag industrialists and

prioressi on al pe rorin el, as

appropriate to occasion,
O Military officials.

Distinguished retired or inactive
_military personnel.

Li 7. Guest list checked with CO.
1.7.13 3. Invitations to guests nulled well in

advance of event,
FJ 4. List of acceptances and regrets

prepared.
El 5. Special boxes for viewing event

planned.
le) -Transport- arranged
7 Messing and tacil ities

arranged.
Li S, Velcorning committee and escort_

selected and briefed.
9. Plans made to have CO it et

distinguished guests attei arrival.
O 10. Material prepared for briefing,

distinguished guests.
11 Advance publicity on distinguished

gtits prepared for distribution to
local media.

12 A r ra ngernerrts rwral for media
interviews of distinguished guests _

O 13 Special refreshment facilities
prepared for distinguished guests. t

14 1 nforni visitors corning from a

distance 0 I probable weather,
suitable dies.

1K ALM

S hes

L.i I ..44allatdi, 31,)C.W.,

et 11,1Cd,
Li 2 List of speakers prepared.

3 Le ngth of individual speeches
deter-Mined.

LJ 4 ,fro posed speaker s contacted and
briefed on event.



O 5. Alternate speakers selected.
O 6. Advance copies of speeches procured

and checked for length and
appropriateness to occas on.

O 7. Sufficient copies of each speech
prepared to meet all needs,
including:

O Advance copies for distribution
to news media.

O Copies for master of ceremonies
Copies for other speakers to
prevent duplication.

O 8. Appropriate persons selected
introduce speakers.

9. Arrangements made for broadcast
of speeches (if appropriate):

I-0. Speakers' stand erected, atter
consideration of the tollowing:

O 2. Parade marshal se -red.
O 3. Route selected ad checked with

city authorities, if necessary.
O 4. Appropriate assembly and dispersal

points selected.
5.Location of reviewing stand

determined .

6. Cooperation of local police obtained,
if appropriate.

7. Arrangements made for Armed
Forces Police to be posted at
intersections and turns.

S. Arrangements made for medical
team to be stationed along parade
route.
Order ofunits in parade determined.

0 I p. Schedule for parade prepared,
irncluding times for assembly,

-commencement, and passing
re,vicAng

0 I aT-rna a to uniforms

y officers familiar
oliiilg ceremonies selected.

14 Practice schedule prepared
14 Reviewing stand prepared, mcluding:

O Location adjacent to main
attractions of event ..

Li Sufficient room provide f -frir
speakers and honored guests.,

O Location does not force audierke
to stare into still

O I Arrangements made lot installanuo
of microphones amid loudspeaker
system

Li 1.2 Loudsrvaker repairman provided.
13 Decoration of- platform onipieted
14 Water and glasses available on

speaker'

O Nurnbei
de te
inform
appropriate 1:

dead_ of 11

0- cAhnintanders of
organizations
Chamber of ace (floats,

_It

amid ludiN
find tfic lollowi I

L

Li
0

girls

(as

etc. ).
Schools (t_,siiis d,.d drill tedoo
Corrunthitty such
as Boy Scouts, Civil Air Patrol,
Civil Defense, Fire Department
Policy Department.

L 1

Li

L

O title address sys iLin
C] Decorations
O Chairs

atino r
briefed.

to Award ceremonies piao, d.
applopriate,includiti

sclet.,L,I anti

i

19
0

L 1 S c lccilorl of appl../pilatc
indiv iduais to rralc.,.. awards

L 1 Special a ttentiolto families of
recipients of awards

s,..iori ty of VIP'54Otetrnined,
Alea roped off,
Loudspeaker replaa_an on Lulu
( handstand or area public:
stand Iii {

I ,11,.1 j A =1,. A

2 Leader full) thicted
CI 3 Schedule prepared
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4.
5.

Music selected. EI

Uniforms determined.
8. For static display aircraf

0 6. Arrangements made for necessary
props, such as music stands and
lights.

El _Arrangements made with Chief
of Naval Operations and
appropriate naval air officer in

0 7. Arrangements made for public co nimand.
address system, if necessary. 0 Special ramp provided for

El S. Transportation for members and close-Lip inspection.

0 9,
instruments arranged.
Regulations on use of bands
checked.

El A ppro petit* e sign made,
describing unclassified aircraft
per formance figures and
missions.

Aircraft Participation

0 1. Type of air show determined.
p 1. Determination made that minimum

field requirements have been met
and appropriate facilities are

including:

0 Types of aviation fuel, coi
starters, oxygen.

O Refueling methods.
O Arresting gear/jet barriers
O Weight-bearing capacity

single/dual wheel aircraft.
Li 3 Agreement obtained from to

cover TAD costs of Armed Forces' En
participants and public diabi lit y- and
property damage insurance, it
desired by the sponsor_

U 4. -Par wission obtai i

..ti... appropriate authority.
LI 5. Federa Aviation Agency-

require I requested and a
O 6 Non-p rticipating, quail _ pii-i

designated as military controller of
the event to ensure that all flight and
safety regulations of the Navy and
Federal Aviation Agency are
observed.

O '7 Aviation Operations Or. tr..ci
consulted concerning.

9_ TV and radio personal appearances
of air-show participants arranged.

10_ Media interviews arranged.
1 1. Media flights requested from

appropriate higher authority.
12. Media liaison booth set up to

facilitate and coordinate information'
queries at,the event.

.13. Publle address system arranged, with
help. to-

. .im-flight broadcast.
$e pant(' 'telephone line available
from cantitii: tower to contact
near rn aslet Oeiern on ies.

``)-

Li erogram
G Types and

be used
-0 Maneuvers- to

facilities for v

VIP's, media, etc.
ing by cn,wd,

Funds available determined.
Type of entertainment determined.

3 Space selected and reserved.
O 4 Special Services officer consulted
Li 5 For theatrial show, preparations

completed', including_

Li VI-0gram determined.
O !Master of ceremonies aild

announcers selected
Passes for guests and/or
entertainers prepared.

Li Ticket arrangements made, if
appropriiite

0 Light' facilities and acuustieb
deck

U Seating orran made
O Ushers selected and briefed.
Eli Signs installed for iintrau,

exits, washroom (if appropriate).
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LLI

PubliF address system prepared _

If stage show:

O Talent obtained (local and/or
outside).

O Facilities for entertainers
arranged (tinsportation,
messing, and billeting).

O Possiblity of local broadcast
checked,

If motion or _till picture show:

El Suitable films and/or slides
selected Y
Projectors, screen, and
projectionists obtained_
if silent films or slides,
narrator obtained.

O Supplementary (act sheets or
press kits prepared for use
with special Navy films_

For reception, cocktail party,
luncheon or dinner, preparations
completed, including:

LI

LI

li

Li
LI

U

Guest list prepared and
approved.
Invitations issued',
Navy participants biietei
distirtguislied guests
Adequate food and
asisured=
Waiters provided.
Seating arranger-nen
if appropriate_
Entertainers and rrtusi obtained,
if appropriate

bevel d geS

ucd,

Ai . I

I 'clic-dui_ it,uc.,i _al estea
arid participating oilic,s .ind units
Dress rehearsal field sufficiently iii
advance, if appropriate'

U 3 News media invited to
rehearsal, if practicable

4, Measures taken to c,..rect er 4Is
Jiotaid during rehearsal.

Li 5 Printed programs kt,i, fed
distHb ution to visitors at gate a t,.i/ot
parking lots (if appropriate).

3

SUPPORTING SERVICES

Billeting and messing

O 1. Billeting and messing officers fully
briefed on requirements.

O Billeting and
included in vance information
given to VIP's afd news media.0 3. Hotel reservations, if necessa_
made well in advance.

O 4. Clothes pressing and shoe shine
services arranged for, if appropriate.

5. Special food considerations (religious
requirements).

0 6. Preparations made Or extra,
unexpected gueit.

Transportation

messing provisions

I. Transportation officers fully briefed
as to requirements.

2. Capable drivers properly briefed and
dressed.
Cars assigned to visitors clealrly
masked for identification.

Li 4 Commercial train, bus, and airline
schedules available

5 Military t ranspona lion schedules
available.
Special buses provided for school
children and other organized groups,
where appropriate,

7 InformOon on transportation and
routes to staticri provided in releases
to news media.

Li 8 Distinguished guests and special
visitors assisted in obtaining return
reservations.
Standby vehicles available to handle
eniergenLy transportation problems.

L i i u Commercial transportation agencies
advised of need for extra facilities on
day of event= it appropriate

ii: .,..1 If x6

Ll I in, .4inic
works, shore patrol, coy at1 state
police, aril station security
deetaehrnent
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O .2. Routes s[vt.'_ MLitt od and
arrangemonts ---,lade for dir-etstrn
traffic. ,[

Li 3. Signs irist le( for dire T ion of

visitors to parkti areas.
o 4. Adequate parkin,' areas to( red as

conveniently as possii 1-
O 5. Area oiled to settle di. a. nd lanes

marked to insure uniform park ing.
Li 6. Special parking areas set aside for

distinguished guests and the news
media.

LI 7. Telephone ornic a ions
between parls.nig lt int,1 1,_ 1EJ, iiiajv
exhibits, PA systein oontrol point
etc.

Li 8 Parking al ea i run
iiighttinic use iieLessal

LJ 9. Parking prov isions IIfthzdJ in
intonnatton dist ributoi t.o news
media.

Li lu No P }.-1,h sign . t

neces.sary.

Wks

1_ 1

I cq

Li 2 SIaii,, t

Puhti.
appearat,

,,,

1 egald 11.1

Li S c . ,

i HeL Ii Ical k, , t :t. o

oquipuncil
L

where nck--LS,,E-11

L I Kc.'LLILLOIII

Li Adequate iluober
Lontainels

Li lIItaIldti, 1,11,

) di I ,,

neLes,,,
Maint cit

1., k

Teardtiw 111---1 j I 1

Wreckci 1,, .ELichL t...
aLodent_

Li Signs

J

[J

-3LC

Fire and Safety

Fire chief fully briefed as to scope of
event.

IA 2 Adequate fire alarms and boxes in
working order and easilidentified,

LJ Platforms and bleachers constructed
sturdily.

Li 4 I.)roper eca ut ions taken in case (A
special demonstrations, sod, as

chemical_
LJ Ctiolarni rules and sa f v ptc,argiosi

signs checked tur lu, at ion and
appeal an Lk:

L J Cal pOIi..c land Lltc pOnce it
_neL[essary I fulk, huh lCd

L

Li

coot

hied', 411 ,,1111 11114._ 1.1/

.1041.1'147: 4/1 event

h11-S1=-4.1.11.1 1.1,7111, .1 11,/1

crowds
Siuiiou litci cortstilited lot
pie .j iii u,,I II ; C.ncily if hospital is.

pc lied to 'Atkin; inspection.

1 i=t4 AA .

A, II [. t ill 1..

JPL[114,1..1 ai1.1 Ilie
s

rqttrIN It I1C% .54.1y

.L ,1 . 41 4,011k, 4 :.1.1B .1s.

inc.[,.a lig. 0 11,( .111r-fS

011L 0L -infer 1

NI() tri IL canteens sideiL I a

appiopriate
LJ I ocat 1011 t stand, and

deteigned
list of nen.

, kcd
Ni...1..[Ac It, .1[1 .1 la I

Ivj sLLtLILIN An[li in
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POSTPONEMENT OR
CANCELLATION PLAN

0 1. Alternate date selected if event can
be postponed.

0 2. Plans made for postponerrrent or
cancellation, including:

Notification of all distinguished
guests, and other participants.

O Arrangement; with news media
to inform public.

Li Signs for posting at gate and
other prominent spots.

0 3 Appropriate individual designated to
make decision for postponement or
cancellation.

Li 4 Deadline set y otiLl wiil..h
postponement or cancellation
impracticable except in extreme
eine rge ncy

5. If weather interfereS, substitUtes for
outdoor program prepared, such as
films, talks, and indoor
demonstrations.

MISCELLANEOUS

ci Appropriate individual selected and
fully briefed to take over in event
project officer unavailable.
Final review prepared after event,
including:

Li Summary ut [rredi
Comrnents by
guests.
Particularly
and/or devices worth

f_J Pitfalls and recorn
corrections.

Action.
distinguished

ideas
eating.
ended



APPENDIX VII

BIBLIQGRAPHY AND RECOMMENDED READING

Listed here are some publications which
should prove useful to the senior Journalist who
desires to become more highly skilled in various
areas in the Navy Public Affairs field. The list
includes a number of the titles which were used
in preparing portions of this manual, especially
chapter 2. Although many of the publications
lied are not generally available through Navy
sources, a few may be found in the Navy library,
system. MI titles listed below were -available
from their publishers as of late 1977; the most
recent edition is indicated.

Arnold, Edmund C., Ink on Paper Two- 4
Handbook of the Graphic Arts. New York:
Harper & Row, 1972.

Arnold, Edmund C., Modern Newspaper
Design. New York:, Harper & Row, 1969.

Bkette, Floyd D., and Jack Z Sisson The
Art of Editing. New York: Macmillan, 1971

Bernays, Edward L., Biography of an lac.
New York': Simon & Schuster, 1965.

Bernays, Edward L., Public R4
Norman: University of OkJahoma

Bretz, R., Techniques of Television
Production (2nd eid). New York. McGraw-Hill,
1962.

-Canfield, Bertrand K. and H. Fraaei oc
Public Relations: Principles, Cases & Prglerrts
(6th ed). Homewood, Ill: Dow lone
1973.

Scott M. and Anti, It
Effective Public Relations (4th ed) New ork:
Prentice-Hall, 1971.

Elder, Robert, The informailun Machine
The United States Information Agencr,sarui
American Foreign Policy. Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press, 1968.

Emery, Edwin, et. al., Introduction to Miss
Communications (4th ed). New York: Dodd,
Mead, 1973.

Englander, David A. and Arthur Gaskill,
How To Shoot a Movie Story (3rd ed).
Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y.: Morgan & Morgan,
1969.

-Goklet,Hal an K. Hanson, Techniques of
Working withtthe Working Prds. Dobbs Ferry,
N.Y::'0,cearia Publications, 1962.

Halas, John-and Walter Herdeg, Film and TV
Graphics. New York: Hastings House, 1976.

Hiebert, Ray E. and C.E, Spitzer, The Voice
of Government. New York: John Wiley & Son,
1976.

Hilliard, Robert, Writing for Television and
Radio (3rd ed). New York: Hastings House,
1976.

}Clapper, Joseph 1 the Eifel
ommunication. New ' ork The

1960.
Lesly, Pub/IL Relations Handbook.

Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1971.
Lippman, Walter, Public Opinion. New
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e the fleetwide

follow a
.e yOu to com

in time. 'Your
complet o

per mpnt

adv c ent
sch uletha will
ple__ ali "ass gnmen
schedule sho61 cal
of at leasC:J

Although ou complete the col
successfully, the Naval Ed ' --ion
Trai g Frog am Development Cent
will at issue you a letter)of $
faotOry cciipletion. Your command
make a note in your ser ice reco
giving you credit for,:our, work.

0
COURSEWHEN YOUR COURSE IS

BY -E NA
ISTEREa

.EDUGATIO AND TRAINING
ELo_PMElit, CENTER

Aftex finis nq an assignment; go
Ign to the next. iii each%cOmpleted.
self-066ring anew beet until yOu
finish all the assignment, ih a unit, -*
(or in the c it4ls notlhivide

/v-



into un ) Using the envelope pro-
Vided, mail your self-scored answer

- sheets to the Naval Educationand Train-
ing Program DeyelOpMent Center wherp-
the scores will be-verified andrecomded
Make sure all blanks at the .top of each

'410,40, answer sheetire filled in. Unless you
furnish all she information required,
it will be ithfloasible to gi e'yOu credit
for your work. You may wis_ to record
yOur scores-'On the' assignments since
the self-scoAngilenswer sheets are not
returned.

The Naval EduCation and Training
Program Development Center will
A letter of satisfactory completion
*certify

,
uccessful completion of the,

course r.d creditable unit of. the
course) To receive a course completion
letter, follOW the direction& given on
the course- completion for.thpiack
ofIthis NRCC.

You may keep the textbook and 4

ignments for this course. Return
only in the event you disenroll

e course pr otherwise fail to
comple e e coerse% Directions for
retur g he textbook and assignments
are given n the doursedisenrollment
form in t e back of this NRC

PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT.
EXAMINATION

NAVAL **SERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT

This course i ,Vvaluated-at 18
Navaljteserve retirement points. .These
points are creditable to, personnel

ible to receive them under Current
directives governin- retirement of Nasal
Reserve pers nnel. inta will be .1
credited in 'ts upo_ satisfactory
completion o he assignments as follower

Unite
1

_sSignments
1 through 7-
B through 10

Creelitreannot be give gain 101
this gouree ,if the situdent previously
receiedjeredit fon completing another
Journaliat l&C NRCC or ECC, I

In completing, this NRCC, you
demoOttrate a knowledge of the subje
matter Wcdrrectly an- eriag it

following : c Olicy, plans,
andprintiples,;of p lic affa rs office,

gement; the 1'esponsibi2iti- s of'th-
_ic affairs office, in a inch'

porting special ements; p ning
presentiftwoMmand briefin s and
to the pdbilix;- establishin-
tingL cOmmand(speaNer's bu
relat dig

-3IL

and public inform
emir ncy or.disabter_situati
orga__ tion and operation of a Co
information Bureau; coverage of major.
events, such as fleet operations and
international exercises; writing the
complex newsstoryr writing technical
And scientific articles; advanced
ethods and techniques of photo-

joilrnAlismi and American Forces Radio/
TV (,ERT) station management.

t

Your exaMinatition fOr advancement is ..

based on the Manual orNivY Enlisted
Manpower tindPersonnel Classification
and OccuRatiC 1 Standards 1NAVPERS
l8068-D) ,sources of questions.ip-
this ex- .puitApn are 'g ven in the

.

..

Bibliography or an ement Study - :

(NAVEDTRA 10052). S rice your NRCC and ,-
textbook are among the sOurZes li ted

all
in thiebibliography, be sue to tudy
bi5th,in preparing to take your ance-
meet examination. The standards for
your rating may have changed since yotarj
course and.textbook were printed, so

to the latest editions, f NAVPERS
and NAVEDTRA 10062:

mile w nthis*nolreeldent career
course, yoe may refer freely to the text. You
may seek advice and instruction fromeothers on
Problems a sing in the course, but T'fie solu-
tions subMillted must be the resultetf, ydur own
work sand decisions. A"bu are prohibited from
referring(to:oi copying the solutions. of othe
or giving completed Aolutions fo anyone else
taking the same courp

A



Naval nonresident car
The'l ems

1 ence as
o pies contfOU

many ty items
action requir

Each
;Select the

AP
.

courses slay include a varie
t grouped by typc-reg
Material uptni Mai they are
ti permtttlin-Al*W stel, d ve. 0

b 3' efew.:-"tiesidart can readily
ough inspection of the samples, liv

MULTIPLE' - CHOICE ITEMS
contains several alternat on ofvihiAh providta!th

sr alternative and gratefh ate b t,or thelinswe

-41

Wetettride if the
to bes.constder

person

OrNationa
ge Marshal

2. James Forresta
3. Chester Nimitz
4. William Halsey

SAMPLE,

:o be appointed Secretari-Frffefense The i'reture of.
,

Security Act.,:of 1947'was Atcated
answei.`is

answer's

1.4

. -
AVE-FALSE ITEMS:

ement is true or false. if any part of
alae., Eramthe appropriate box on the a

Jib SAMPLE
s -2. Any naval officer is autliffr zed to correST6nd

. officially with a bureau of the Navy Departmemto.
without his commatding offi6er's indorsement.

The era
indicat
sheet:

A n s 'Mae the `state-

per sheet as indicated below.

re of,a correct anii0 is also
in this way on the answer

t
MATCHING IT MS

MIN NI Ill 111111
rtM

set of items consists of twoplumos, each lkti p rase s fr sen_ences. The task
select -the item in coTuMn B.whithis the best mate the,jtem in coTbmn'A that is being
ered. Items in 'column B May`..be used one more than o or not at all: Specific instructions4

given with each set of items. Select the num ps identifying the answers and erase theeach Select _

PPrpriate,hues op theaanswer sheet.
SAMP E

n-items 5-3.throughs-0, match the name'o_c_ e shipbderd offider in
the name -of the epartment' in.which"the officer functions.

A. Officeraq

e ontrol Assistant

-s74.,Cg Offir 1

AsttsOnt for Disbursing

5-6. 13fficerN j

Score

LAMEInTIE

1 Operations Department

,2 Engineering DIpartment

Supply.Departmtnt.

Your Irrnediate hinoW

column A by selectIng from

The erasure of Tarrect answer is in-
dicated in this way'on'the answer sheet:

Answer Sheets
7

Total the number o jib-
r

- /
. Sample onl

ctqrect erasures '(th056 .q7i7riikr of boxes
that show page numbers)° erased incorrectly
or ea Ltem and-place

in ink space. at
item.

of incorrect eNOw TOTAL the co
bottom of EACH answer sheet.

NOTICE:,

r
If, on ulng, a p

,uhti"Cm, ."CC",
nt,ber of points (or
a "C", "CC", or "CCC
items,and 1 pt7 for

a

score ink the Table\at the

. ,

ge number appe revi _ext (starting on that e) and erase again
"CCC" wears. courses administered by than Cenfer the mmimuai
incorrect erasures) will be 4g1hAtedirom each item which does NOT ave

' uncovered (ate., 3 pts. for fouriL40t_itemS. 2. pts. for three c-
T/F items). 1 ..

S



. Path

.Assign

Textbook Assignment, NAVEDTRA 10295-13:, Pages 1

'1E this .course you will demonstrate that learning
4mare physioal4mat of indicating a choi

achievement, in whatever form. it
vhilh correspondence course learning
for a correspondence course

least in the objective(s).

place by co
war sheet not _

prior to the physical act that is
a are directed. The selection
eaten that you have fulfilled,

The accom lishmen certain objectives, fop example, a physical act such as drafting a memo,

cannot readily bo,determined by means of objective type correspondence course items); however, you.

can demonstrate by means of answers. to training hemp that you have acquired the requisite knowl_

to perform the physical act. adbodlolishment of certain other riarning"objectivesi. for example,

)
the mental Acta Of comparing, cognizing, evaluating, Ch0001_ , selecting, etc.', may be readily

demonatratad-in a corresponds- courseby indicating the corr et answers to training items.

bourse
objective for has a _-n lye states the purpose

in temp of whatNlyou ble'th do as you complete course.

detailed objectives in eac _t state what you shoUld accomplish*$ you progress

-h the course. They may'appear singly or in cluaterslof closely related objectives, as
--late; they are Followed ty items which will enable you to indicate your accem ahment.

Al, iveskin this course are 241arniu1Kobjectives and /tame are torching it msThey point ip

n job forthings, they &saint in learning, and thy, should enable you to do a
--:

he

This pelf-study course is only one part of the tote training probe'; brits've

_ take you only part of the warto.a training goal. actleal experience, schools,

and the desire to accompliAh are also nheneery to round out training 4

1 -2. Adv
per
One
vatic

gai

ernin= bjeative Recognize elements

b --M fisted r ting,structure, fun-
ntals of the Navy enlisted advance-

ment syptem, and rises of tr ning

$
emmintarstprofitabinfloo
nnel eyeing. :d ced an

the a tne rewar
_al_

-,111

the

ch of the 1 ng personal advant.ges
an be atned om advancement to J01 or

7

h to th_
e

1. skills y u d slop an_ _

acquire
Q. higher standard of living lou an

maintain because of increaseflpayr4.,
9. greater prestige yow acquire when'gtVen

,ore authority
education you iSoeive:wkile

for advancement



When talking to'a group of trainees about
journalism, a JOlmr-JOC should strive to
be precise in the use of technical.apd
standard Navy terms in order to

s the trainees with a superior
command of the language

2. aveid,criticism by trainees who have
a higher formal education

3. convey information accurately, simply,
and clearly '

4. thke'advantage (at the opportunity for
self-improvement

Which of the following publications pro-
vides a complete descriOticin of. the
Journalist rating?

b

1. ad.ning Information Procedures (TIPS)
2. ArmedtForces Newspaper Guide
3. Shipboard Training Manual

akenual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and

Personnel Classifications and Occu-
pational Standards

The NEC structure for'journalists serves
which of the following functions?

1. It classifies officer and enlisted
personnel .

2. It identifies tmlisted personnel who
are specialised 4n a particular field

identifies officer and enlisted
personnel Who have special skills
It is a..specia/ classification method
used only by the Naval Reserve

1F-
aS 1-6 BUPERS tiles trillt,SEC for which of the

following purposes?

1. News release mate 'ships and
stations

2. Writing biographical sketches of
personnel
The assignment o
ized.biliets

1 -7. 'The three primary NEC's for senior Jour-
nalists are Motion Picture Scriptwriter

(PH-8146),,-yAdio/TV Specialist' (J0r3221),-

sonnel to special-
,

And

COMmescca erprise Editbr (

Photojournalist (PH-8148)
Community Relations Specialigl_
.(gR5722)
Media Relations Coordinator (mR-5720)

1=8. Which of the following statnents applies
to JO's with a JO-3221 NEC?

s much about .
rating as

They are reqUir_
the generelAuti
Any other JO

2, Their duty assignments are restricted
'Redie/TV billets

They are not required to s -e'aswt
editor of a base newspaper
They are net assig phot
related

1-9. Which of the
normally keep
the Navy en''

ications-wil
feed on changes in
cement system?

1.

:= g2.

3. NAVEIMA 5720
04. B[TPERS No
qp

.

What examication must you pass prier to
taking the Navyldde advancement exami-
nation applicable to P03 and P02?

1. Personnel advancement r
2. Musa/ledge factors
3. Mili requirements
4. Mili leadership

1-11. ,J02 Jones h __ all of the requirements
for advanc- ent to J01. Which of the
011ou1ing _ ors will now determine if

he is actually advanced?

1. Exam score me in sePO ce, type of
billet he is serving d number

being in the JO
rating

2. Exam score, advancement bord accept-
ance, performance marks,and number of
vecaAcies ItIng filled in he JO
rating.

score, time in service, perform-,
anc Marks, and racial quotas within
the 0 ratible

4. Ex score, tine in service, per fa
anc mark9,en4 n __er of vacancle
be filled in 0 rating

-12. A compod@te of performance Knowledge, and
seniority in the Navy adv cement system
is known by which of the fo lowing terms?

Graduated training score
Final multiple

Prioritized technical deveilopmeni score
"Bottom line" adva;icement score .

0



-ement System, what is
ter X-7 candidates are
SEW RUG (Peas Select-

1. Their
CPO Sal

2. They are
They
Raven

list

the

1

1 -14. The JO

1-1

used in the
ate training

.emial Vero at4 in which of the
follow

1. ,ShVPIRS 18068-D
2. NAVPRIUS 5700 -A

3. NAVTRA 10295-X
4, NAVTRA 5700-A

sonnel Advancement Reouir nt
Program is designed to

1. supplement the reArd of ?ractice
factors
replace the military requirements

1-19. you ars'ahowing a Navy i aining$441m
to a gkoUp of trainees and t of the
information in the film is late, h
or the following-actions eld you Eeke?,:,

1. Stop film and aisOiRinum--the
a -__g .session

2, Point ut il,'khostraineee the
dures 'that have changed
Consider the information tart
yalliefer trainin
-Inform your division office
him to address the trainees
plain why the information is

1-20. 4Which of the following offipials is re-
sponsible for the training of Navy Jour-
nalists?

1. Chief of Information
2. Chief of Navel Personnel
3. Chief of Naval Training'
.4. of,Navy Broadceptplg

ations
evaluate the overall abilities of an
individual in a day-to-day work situ-
ation 4

4. provide a detailed check6ff list for
applicableiite

3.

4.

2 11

10295-C
10295-D
10295-E

Nelignations for
ld'indicate the
public-aton?

laernin_

of the pub is
some of the
Department 0_
public rola_

Specify
kffe s''prograwend
asons that anderiie

ense policies i
matters, include

Nh
is

.followi publi Lions if&

of jhe Navy?

. 04

S POlicy,s Plana Handbook
V Public Af_ ire plan

ntko_ Navy Public Affa

4
4.

1-17. Now often is the Bibliography for Advance-
) spent Study, NAVEDTRA 10052, revised and

issued?. iv

1. Monthly
2. Quarterly
3. Semiannua
4. Annually

A pajor purpose of a r
is to

g manual

out* the career 'pattern fr
Journaliits

Help personnel prepare for their
dutia and Vancementand

view of thS occupational
apecifio tinge .

1-22. What school covers publid affairs
ries and practices in its curricurum7

GS Informed
DfNEOS

COmmUnity
4. Forces

,1-23. One of tAS major reasons the existence
c affki

_ Specialists School'

one "A" School
lic We a Academy

of:the Department o
program is to

1. promote good relatkOds
and all segments of

2. exercise cense ship ov,
media to the extent
necess

3. latluonce the pre and
A. release all _ 0 DOD

the national news ikdia.



following concepts is a
the DOD public affai _

roe._

4.

news
minis= disclosure
Lion consistent with

ity

publiteeXpOsUre with
internal'inforMatiOn'

deserlbea the overall DOD
erningJnternalrinforMation?

Implementation
Cenadarship
Supervision
PassiVe recognition

=-4.4
1-26. Rpproxiwately,what pereentage of the

content of'llme media originatea.in some
way thrpUgh lia4blicrelations efforts?

40
SO

75

During the period fel the'end of the
Jackson A- nistrationA e end of the
Civil War, which,, if any the following
events tad-A significant effect on public

' relations?' .

1. Establishment of the telephone sys du
it 2: Spread of Private school education

3. Adveht of the telegraph system
4. 'Wonelif the aboVe-

1-33. For whet is Freeident Theodore Rooservel

remembered in the history of PR?

He led the revolt against the "publici
Be Damned" era

2. He was a leading "Muckraker"
3. He used an effective press agent
4. He defended the "Robbe

1 -34. Big business fought again
priimarily by use of

1. press, agents
2. lobbying

advertising b
law suits

3.
4.

i -35. Who pioneered the " Pu
era of PR?

To answer items 1-27
column B, the PR' terra

Deser. ton_

'-29, select from
n, column A.

1N. PR Terms

27.. Publicity used
fain and.attra
attemtioh'
regard po tinder-
standing

Lobbyt

1. Gegrge Creel
2. Edward L. Bernay
3. Ivy L. Lee
4. Theodore Roosevel

1-36. Who t -ht the first versi
in and, ote influential textbooks

1. John W. Hill
Carl Ryoir

3. Paul Garrett
4. Edward L. Bernays

1.= Planned scheme fob informat _

sprea8ing do \trine

for. PR?

A method designed Lto
influence erneMberof
a fegislative bob

: wrote Public Opinion, an, extremely
ifluential book in the aevelopMent of

pt FR terminology acid theory?

1. :klin D. ROosevelt
2. Wait Lippman
31 /Ediard L. Bernays
4. Elmer Bevis

'4-3 ollir human be-
he most mplpt? .

-

ch of the
ctiveiy

luence

1 f Patric
Julius

Thomas Pa
All of the

and purchase

ng historical figures
ced PR tchniquen to
:p4nion?

1-38.) Whioh president was the first to use radio
effectively public aping? 4

1. Calvin CoolOge
2. Franklin D. Roosevelt
3. Woodrow Wilson
4. Herbert Hoover

r.

my
sar

S
above



1-39. Which prelident was the use live
radiio and television-coverage of his news'
conferences?

Dwight D. Eisenh-
Harry-S.,Titmen
John F. Kennedy
Lyndon B. Johnson

1-40. The major diffeience b
Rnd okOlinn PR is one

1. theory
2. publics --'
3. goals

skills of practitioners of the art.

1 -41.' rind what period of American history, did
kevy and Army first setup public"

latiOnS branches?

tween militai
of

PA

1. The Civil War
2. The Spanish-American War
3. World Oar I
4. World War II

1-42. When was formal training for mili
specialists established?

4.

1. Before World War
2. Before World War
3. After World
4. During the

1-43: When was thA Navy

an conflict

_ -

ewe Bureau established

PA

During the S c-

2. During World War
3. - Between world War I and Wor
4. During World War A

1-45.) stages byWhich,D0b1
formed acco'rding to VibcoUnt
American Commonwealth. What'''

in the second stage?

1. The prevailing impression of an issue
is reflected in' the statements of in-
dividuals who approVe or disapprove
of the issue

2. Individual sentiments are confirmed
AMCWeakened by communication media

ividuala become partisans of one
or the other side of an issue

4. The number of di opinions is
reduced to --

To-answer.quest
from Column B
affected by
COL= A..

A.

1-46. Platform: shoes

1-47. A ticket faro
$100-a-plate:

. -dinner for a U. S.
Senator

)

1 -48. Toothpaste

149. $100 savings
certificate

1-511X Bell-bottom'
trousets

B. Votesf

Economic

Social

Political

vocational-.

1-44. In what year.did theqecretary of:the
establish the Office Of Public'Relations';
as a,s parate function directly under

1912

1917

1922
1941

Acco Ing t4 .I
Opinion,Iwpich of
primary factor in
attitudes? 4

1. Age
2. New;

3. Psychologica
4. Environment

Plblic
olloWing is a

shaping, individual

prim
tude

tors tha
avior.

in

sad
ect

thera

ti-



of the following circumstance*
cause breakdowns in the cOmmeniCAti
process or circuit?

d :
1. The source lacks clear and complete

information
Thr message is not properly encoded,
The human destination cwt handle

-

the information as transmuted
Each of the above

ch of the follOwing measures can a
communicator use if heor she finds the
audience has difficulty un stending
the message?

Repeat the message
'2. a examples and enalogi

of
the rdte deny

4. All of the almOva

A communicator cannot use feedback from
.tkewudienceei a hint to do whichof the
following?

.$

Encourage theirparticiiitiOn
y the rate of delivery

-t.the...wey the me_
ceived

the Message

WhiCh'jthe folloWingvelementi of
zrunicAon can, the commun rleon ra?

The personality state ofathe receiVer 1-60. Deliberate censorship i *zero_
2. the receiver's group standards and 0.. :agencies or-persons known as-,

relationships

In we communication the source o
message, is usually a/an

'1. speaker
2. -book, magazine, or newspaper!
S. organisation or indtiiution'ilet up

for comeMnication
4. still or moving picture

A
1-38. Receivers of mass communication

usually listen as

smal3 group

individuals
large group tiers
small.group or age

Learning Objective: Define censorship
and indicate how'it operable,

fisorship;may bast be Mined as

controlling news rilikases for reasone
Pt national ilicurity
blocking off or denying intormati
at any point in commpnieetion
Proceas
cutang out ob onable0atdrial

4.ainflueeoirig'at s 'by living,
critics veto powers

The presentation and shape of tlie
Message -

The situation inwhich the response
will occur a

a

Learning Object
characteristics 0
cation.

ch of the following is a function of
mass communication?

Censorship
Encoder bf soc y
ropogooda
Presrhagentry

rewrite men
2. epress agents

censors
4. gatekeepers

1-61. Aserson whir acts as
have which of the fol

Serving' as a n-
Opening and rot.:

organization .

Acting as news director en a to
vision station

4. Acting as a military censor in
Yield "

od'by

gatikolopermay net
g jobef

paper rewrite man
g mail in An-

1-62. Natural ship mayto described as the
inability receive a message fat ill of
the followin reason's EXCEPT which :of the
following?7

1. LaiiguagedifferenCee
2. Lack of receiving
S., Physical handicaps
4.- Gatakeaperiactivitiee.



FA _Policy urea continued

T !CAVE:DMA 102

Letarniin Obj Identify some key
factors ,a Nsiry p-ubl A. affairs officer
must cons-I...de to project messages to
a chosen audience.

2-i. A new ,aircraft, imuiat. iy France and England,
is -slated to and for-the first time at
Andrew Air Force Base near Washington,
D. C. Mere la a cbrhfli ct concerning the
level of envirorumptal pollution which
may be caused by future regular flights by
the plane.. Wirier' of time following offi-
cial scar8es As rant likely to affect
public opinion concerning' the aircraft?,

1. An as 1st eat FAA press secretary
2. The commandiung cffi cer of Andrews APE
1. The Secretary or De tense

`pie- PAC at Andrews APB

2-2'. When a public aff air- o ffi cer wi she
change the opinions of a key public he
will have competi-ti n rxera ihiCh of, the
foLloving groups'

News media
2. Political par-ties
3. Propagandists amd
4. All of the above

obbyists

2 -d Which oaf hie following As ?UT' a preacribed
guideline for commumication between the
comieand and the public?

1. Proper preparati on 0f the -me ssages,an

selection of the moat suitab1e media
are important .

message incense istent with audience
beliefs can prnciuce change, but not as
readily as oneithat is consistent

3. Al:Lessem. which is seen and heard can
Yr -presumed to he perceived
An audience mnist be shown ;how it can
benefit, by a Proposed action

2 -4. Which of the- following _ NOT a: cone
tion guideline?

1. You should try td avcid_competition
when timing your 'release

2. You should uie the most prestigious
information source possiblertiheti trying
to ilgluencelapinion
You should not repeat a message since
that IS 'the surest way to kill interest
and rearning
When giving your 'audience options, you
must p6int out the adVantages of the
option y u want: chosen

2-5. Commazier-_ of the.U.S. Armed
Forces is,the

1, Secretary of Dede

2. senior admiral or general
3. President

Chairman ©f the Joint Chiefs of Staff

2-6. Who are the pritcipal military advisors to
th& President? .

1. Joint.Chiets of Staff
2. Secretary-of Defense and Secretary of

State
Secretary .of the Navy and Secretary
the Aim'.

4., National Security Agency and Defense
Intelligence Agency

2-7. A specified command is established by the

1. Secretary of Defense through the
Secretary of the Navy

2. President through the major service
concerned
North American Air Defense Command
President through the Secretary of
Defense



To novae public affaiva'ohains-qi otmand
identical vita cbiiandichanneler, menial of
the follo*ing doyou substitute for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff?

Secretary _of the .Navy

2. Chief of rat Operation*
3. Assistan edretary of Defense

Affairs)
Chief of InfprMation

-9. The Assistant Secretary of
appointed by the

1.- Secretary of- Defense

2. President
3. Joint Chiefs et Stiaff

4. Senate

Defense is

t ,

blic.

2-10. The main reason for seat of governmentm-

I
-releases being made solely by the Office

'- of the Assistant- Secretary of Defense
(Public Affairs) is to ,

1. provide a single point Of contact for
entagon news cornepandents

2. -event leaks on exclusive stories

3- intain a lov profile'for the ndli-
-industriLl'complex

easily 'obtain, the signature of the
Secretary of Defense on all news
releases

2- The. Office of, Information for the Armed
Forces is part of the overall function'of

the

1. Assistant Secretary of Defense (Kan-
pover & Reserve Affairs)

2., American Forges Radio & Television
Service, Washington

3. American Forces Radio & Telewision

Serv-ice,'Llos Angeles

1.. Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Public Affairs)

2-12. Contracts, agreements and clearances from
American radio, televisionoand recording
industries, union`, guilds, associations
producers, owners aed/orliponeors are
negotiated ard1obtaineby

1. individual. American Forces Radio &

Teie-Nision stations

2. American Forces Radio & T levision
Service, Los Angeles '

3. American Forcm)Padia-'4 Television
Service, Washington

4. Office of Information for-the Armed
Forces

To answer its 2-13 through 2-15,,
column B the organization w has dire

.1rol and responsibility for e aiiseioi
describedln colummut A./

A. Missiormssor

runctions

2-131., 'Provide service infor-
' mation guidance to the
service- information

ebiefsi

2-44.- Provide :cific
policy guidance to
unified commanders
for Overseas unified`
command mwspapers

2-15. Provide specific policy
guidance throne; -the,

military departments
for the opera3L amd

support of Am-
Forces Radio d

Television net lm
and outlets

NATO

vmpA)

scs

Asp(wA)

'Learning dbjeetire: Indicate ti

role of planning in a Navy public
affaird program and determine the
purpose, preparation requirements,
contents, and sources of
tioh'for the foUr-step public
affairs cycle.

2-16. A plandvd or preventive public affairs,
program ri superior to a remedial or
"fire-fighting" approach because the
planned program

1. concentrated on small emergen
prevent them from becomiig more
serious

2. avoids specific objectives which makes

it more responsive
3. uses the intuitive approach to public

affairs problems
4. achievesa more even and effective

coverage -,

2-17. Asia nlnimum, a good public of
includes

1. one or more annexes
2. several charts
3. an analysis of its mission and a plan

to accomplish it ,

4. the fqw-step public affairs cycle/



2 -18.

of
vitite Ohoald

ship or station

In itia ss 2 -22' though 2426, eel_ct frs nOlUdm

13, ttm type of,clireetiViOr Plan used for the

purtseseinvoldpn,A- 7

Naval Nis ory Division
D.C.

2. The local newpaper
3. Chamber of Commerce
4. The U.S. Navy Historic

Washington, D.C.

2-19. Which of the foil
external public
affairs plmds?

s;is NOT an
sidered in public

N '

crew, 'and

dia who report

ship's activities
The 'people of the ports visited

dh of the W116wing steps should you
tare to get the facts you need in pre-

, paring and organizing sapublic affairs

program for ydur shin or station?

2-22. To get news Cover-
age of a project
such as a space
vehicle recovery

2 -23 To hare,adetailed
plan'for handling
FA for a major
exercise

2-24. To state proCedures
on for releasing infor-

mation

1 Reed widely in d Navy-oriented

publications
2. Learn the history of your ship or

station from the history in your file,
updating it ifheeded

3. Look around and:sak questions, try to
analyze the unusual chareecteristica
of your ship or station and its various

publics
4. Use each- of the aboVe methods and

rumepber, as well, at factfinding

is a continuous proc SO

2-21. When you plan your PA
which of the following
as a guideline?

ram objectives,
ould you NOT use

w.

1. It is desirable to Set up as many

. worthWhile goald as possible -

'2. PA plan , objectives should be supported

by specific p
3. Sipce your. of facilities,

personnel, time, d funds are limited,

You must consider hem when setting

up your objective
4. !asically, your objectives will be

those of the PA objectives of the Navy,

modified to fit your specific situation

3879

2-25. To Randle neip,of an
incident suck as an
explosion on ship

at sea

2-26. To handle news of oil
,spills at sea

Directi:

Adverse Incident

plan

2. \Special even

directive,.

Broad PA direct-
iv

PA annex too an
operation T an

2-27. What is the final:__ step in the four -s

public affairs cycl which can be

carried out ttmoughout the cycle?

1
I.

1. .ftctfindingz
2. Evaluation
3. Itinning-
h. Communications

2-28. Informal evaluation of the effectiveness
of public 'affairs prdgraES might include

which of iThe'following steps?
j

1. Asking opinions ofsfnior attic
2. ChecgIng on 'trends in complaintS

3. Observing PA crisis occurrences

4. All of the above

t

Learning ObjectiVe: Identify the

principles and techniques'Of plan-
ning, coordinating, and implementing
NM international public affairs pro-

,



Is items 2 -29 tt
B the amalasent which'ansWers the question in
del=

select dole

A,_ 1ntiona

Where does internal 1.

information have a
greater role?

Where do objectives
for your provers streas
the individual services
and DOD?

2-31. Where are you more
likely to do news
broadcasting?

2-32. Where are the billets
in vhich you must
hnov not only the
Navy but also the
organisation and
mission of the other
military services
in the area?

s.1 2-33. Where does the PA
staff need more
varied shills?

Aseignmento

Overseas and
afloat

2. In the United
States

2-34. In Rota. Spain, which of the following
U.S. officials represents the President?

1. Chief of the military assistance
advisory group

2. Directory of the U.S. Information
Service

3. Ambassador
4. Senior military officer in Spain

4

Which of the following officials is NOT
a member of the country team?

9

1. The commander of the U.S. military
forces

2. The directors of the AID operations
mission and other U.S. agencies opera-
ting in the country

3. The director of the United States
Information Service

4. A member of the National Security
Coo:Loll

2-36. Which of the
normally the

'4

owing U.S. officials is
leader .of a country team?

1. Deputy ambassador
2. Director of the United States Informail

tion Service
3. Commander or military o ces
4. Ambassador

.10

Tito

the
is the top public affairs officer st-
American BabasOY in Ja1A61-

!

1. The minister for public mffai
2. Otte 9f the embaosy military.att c e
3. A detaty ambassador
4. Chief of the military moist/Once advi-

sory group

2-38. What or who is the point of contact
between the military public affairs
overseas and the Embassy?

2-39.

1. The AmericAn ambassador
2. The chief of the %lifter,. ass/steno

grow
The United. States Information Service
The country team

ri=ch of thefollowing is
in relations between U.S'.
and host nation people?

1. Attempting to speak
the .host nation

2. Applying U.S views and standards to
the people you meet

Showing your knosnedge of.the host
nation cult4re and history'

4. Participating in the most popular
sport of the hoot nation

.

a cdmou pi.tfaall

service °anti

e of

2-40. "Background Notes." a aeries of short
'articles that give °Motion. stout
oreign countries, is stibliShedbYthe

Department of

1. Defense
2. Commerce
3. Ilealth: Educa
4. State

d Wel

For items 2-41 thr ..46, an tor you40
are the leading Journalist aboard the UgS

Radford_ deployed to the Sea of Japan and ordered
to taxe a goodwillvisit

to Osaka' in Japan. You'
will be responsible for the internal Wormmtion
,program for the crew of your ship.

2-41. How can you get a supply of internal in-,

formation materials that pertain to Japan

1. Many publications are produced by CEIN70
and SUPERS and are automatically dis-
tributed to each activity on the Stan-
dard Navy Distribution List

2. Special publications may be ordered
through sUpIAY channels

3. A catalog of Current liformation Mate-
NAVFERS 92140, may be 1obtained,

giving complete listing of all DOD
materiaia

You can use all of the above sources
for obtaining ma



A
Old the Navy?

ffectivenees
produced by DOD

7. Comm city re
is se4o0d in

1. ertertadvmen military

personnel
2. Improvement of base housing

3- tactical military mdfaimn
U. heating of a Congreesional

delegation,

Generalise it
Localize it
Illustrate it
Update it

2-.43. In all of your internal
you should stress that,
the American serviceman

1. service
2- country
3. commend
4. unit

information efforts
to the Japanese,
will represent his

2_11L In which of the following ways can you
. prepare men on the Radomford for their

visit to Osaka?

Furnish specific advice and Materials
to officers and senior petty officers
to help them orient their'men to
Osaka
grits feature articles for the ship's
paper to provide accurate information
about the traditions, customs, and
culture of Osaka
Distribute a small glossary of commonly
used words and phrases in the Jaese
language-

Each of the Shove

2-45. What responsibilities, if any, do you
regarding the Status of Forces Agreement
(SOFA) with Japan?

1. You should, remind the orcl's

officers to explain the SOFA to the

'Crew
You should interpret and put into lay
terms the SOFA for Japan, as it applies

all U.S. citizens,and publish it
to all hands
You should refer personnel to -the
Military Requirements for PO ipc
dlosarst for specific nformation
Neirie; you. should lea this to the CO

24 \Whet shicpld you do about subversion and
security-problems while serving aboard?

1. Publicize the danger of security
violations

2. Make every man aware of enemy
techniques and goals

3. Use the internal information program
to instill attitudes that protect
sgainat enemy propaganda

4. All of the above

11

2-48. One benefit that au be atiized by an

incresae in-the mutual respect between
the military old the civilian public
overseas is sh improvement in

1. rate is the Armed Forces
2. a way operations are carried out
3. trade_ relations
4. U.S. political influence

2-49. The People-to-People Program vas initiated
officially by Fres/dent

Truism=

`Eisenhower
CennedY

3.

4. Nikon

2-50. The U.S. military hsa voluntarily
sponsored overseas orphanages since

1. World War 11

2. the Spanish-Aaeric_
3. the Korean Conflict
4. World War

2-51. Current guidance for Project Handclasp
may be found 'in

1. cn OP4AV instruct
2. the PA Regs
3. a CHINFO notice
4. the BUMS Manual

2-52. Under what circumstances would you
moot likely to find a Community Anti
Council useful?

1. Carrying,out Project Handclasp

2. Planning nor Armed Forces Day
3. promoting the People-to-People

Program in your Command
4. Carrying out your entire overseas

oMmUnity relations program, including .
all of the above

2-53. An overseas Associated Press correspondent
is assigned overseas to cover which of the
following types of newel

1. Local

2. international

3. lia,t ona /

4. ReS one



-5k. An iMportant afference between
American n n and their for
eOutitenpi a s that the foreign
reporter .writes more

1. accurately
2. objectively
3. interpretively
4.- detailed accounts

2 -55- Which of the following statements about
the foreign journalist is generally NOT
true? -

1. He wants to feel he has the inside
track

2. lie may have to write in a way that. is
dictated by the policied of ills' gne-
ernment

3. Be may be piimarily interested in
sensational human interest eons

4. Be may inject emotional comtentAnto
his stories:,

2-56. Prom which of the following sources would
You seek guidance for handling interna-
tional media relations?

OPNAWNST 5120.6 and 5530.3
Background Notes from the Department
of `State

3. NAWERS 15211
4. PA Regs

=Learning Objective: Point out the
activities of the public affairs
office in wartime.

2-57. Specific training for w _me'ddties is
required for JOUrnalists, and each public
affairs office mustbe prepared by having

a. library of reference materials
a File of special instructions
a plan in theformof annexes to
contingency'and war moans
in-service training

2 -5g. Which of the following funetions would
NOT be assigned to a wartime affairs
office ih a combat zone?

1. Providing news and logistic, support
to wevr correspondents

2. Providing news to the servicemen in
the combat area

3. Conducting a prograt for good community'
-Yelations'

4. pending news stories to the Home Town
News Center .

12

2-59. Which of the following organizations, in
a limited war, would normally handle tie
community relations or civic action pre-
vent?

1. U.S:"Arty
2. Military assistance
3. U.S. Navy
4. State Department

MO. Why does helping the civilian flews medic
and their war correspondents to obtain-
news create problems for the PAM

4

1. The American people expect full n
coverage
Security must n t be breached

corres dents ale sympathetic
to the United es, but all must
be furnished netts %,e(

4. Ail of the above

2-61. Which of the following services is NOT
expected bye the War correspondent?

Communications
News briefing

3. Logistics
4. Preferential t ath

2-62. At which of the followihg sites should a
CIS, iri a war zone, be located?

1. Inside the headquarters building
2. With a small unit near the combat

action
Near large headquarters
As far away from the combat action

possible

2-63.; Which of the following factors is tile
major criterion'in determining the number~
of correspondents a command can
accommodate?

1.. Communications
2. Safety pf corresponden
3. Security
4. Availability of good stoeytaterial

2-64. War correspondents
meals in the

normally provided

1. enlisted dining facility
2. officers' mesa
3 CPO mess

Navy Exchange facility

t



2-65e Which of Prie fa-loving imblicatimla
the conditions'undar Which mdlltary
00MOUnicatioos facilities Stay be uied

for press traffic?

1. PA Rego
2. SUTERS Manual

field Press Censorship Manual
Naval Telecommunications Publica

_chof the following :perm°na has
_ strative costrol'of Warcorre-

sposdentaL

2- Which of the of).clangis the primary
..4

reason amen aummati in issued t each

newsman before-the.queStion-and-answer-
period'of a *tering?

.4-

1. it cost At questions will be
w____,...

joked
_ .

-it pre-_ public: affairs officer

with an historical record -

3. ftelininatas the peed for tine-

- AousgaTik eltleatiois about spelling

of names and technical words
It provi a a means in which the .

public:affairs officer will be able
to cover up sepaitive issues1.

4.

Commander of the area
are operating
Designated fleet'publit affairs
officer
Secretary of the Nhvy,
Chief of Information

2-67. ,In a moor 'command, which
is an ilspcIrtant source.of

correspondents?

news

following
or the

1._ Tactical briefings by the command
2. Written news handouts from the senior

correspondent at the command '
Daily. news lariefingabythe command
Clas6ified communiques from the com-

mand

2-6 Which of the following characteri
does NOT apply to regular daily news
briefings?

Issuanc of summaries to save time-
consuming 'questions from the floor,

2. Coverage of the immediate battlefront
situation
Inc1usIon of news from the sear zolie

`only
4. Coverage of significant activities

in-either friendly or enemy rear are

13

2-70. .Which of the following is NOT a character-

iseY& ot osinun,ique?

1- A description of daily combat opera -

tions
a.

2. -A serial number for ready reference
3. Coverage of 2 or 3-days' *time
4. Coverage of the broad tac

operational-picture

2=71. Which of the following is the best
description of a communique?

391

1. An official news release giving a
straightforward account of daily

combat operations
2. An official new providing

an accurate account.of isolated
engagements

3. A weekly review of combat operations
4. A-classified news briefingideiigned

to provide correspondents with back
_ground information



PA Policy and P
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Assignment 3

-d); A Office Management
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m.1

Learning Objective: Determine the
rules, procedures, and policies to
follow foiarranging a news confer-
ence.

W 'eh of the following rules applies best
to calling a newt conference?

1. If possible, schedule regular conger
ences

2.\Wever call one unless the CO suggests
it

3. Call them only by request of the n
media or when there is no other method
.of presenting the news

4. Call them for important news rele
only

3-2. Which of the following is NOT a ground
rule for preparing for a news conference?

1. Prepare a complete back4round news re-
lease for the news media

2. Always plan for the most senior man
on hand to be the principal spokesman

3. Issue invitations.. to editors Of all
media, expiainingrthe type of subject
matter to be cornered

4. PrOvide an easy-to-find locetioni4ith
ample parking and explicit directions,
or furnish guides

3-3. Arrangements for conducting a brews confer
ence include

1. holding.the conference early in the
morning whenever possible
distributing any informational material
in written form at the end of the
conference
holding the conference in a room suited
to all types of media and equipped with
telephOnes and a suitable area for
photography
always planning to serve food and drink
for an ice-breaking period

14

9( 1

3-4. Whiih of the following practices Is rams-
-.mended for news conferences?sanded for _ _ _ _

1. Normally call _g for writt
to be submitt_ p aftence

2. Trying to antics to the newamen'a
questions and briefing the sPokeeMin in /
advance

3. Beginning. at the annoUnced tine
4. Closing the conference es soofl as the

subject has been fairly and completely
covered

3 -5., Llihich of the following procedures ie tee-
ommended for establishing the ground rules
at a news conference?

1. _e spokesman S emay give them am he

t-pens his remarks or begkm: hie.pre-
pared statement

2. The PAO may give them just prior to
introducing the spokesman

3. The official who is being interviewed
should make it very clear when he
moves from one category of information
to another and how each category may
be used

4. Each of the above



3-6 trough 3 -10, select from column
that stands for the type of infer-

coliren A.

A_ -.Info-ration Types

3-6. Information that may
not be identified as
a quotation from a
specific 'source

3-7. Information net for
quotation nor for any
printed story

3-8. Information that may

' be quoted and attributed
to the speaker by name

3-9. Information that may be
used.in- a story but must
not be used as if from a
source other than the
writer's own research

3-10. Information that can be
attributed to an unnamed

source

B.--Terms

Off-the-
record

NOtfor-
attribn-
tion

Cm -the -

record

Background-

3-11. Why is it good practice to have all news
conferences tape recorded or recorded
verbatim by a gtenographer?

1. For use in making reports
2. As en alibi against deliberate or

careless misquotation
3. For use as training materiai for JO

strikers
4. To supplement the newsmen's notes

Learning Objective: Indicate why and

how pooling is used for news coverage

of certain events.

3-12. Under whichof the following conditions
should pooling be used at a news coafer-

ence?

1. The facilities are inadequate to
accommodate the number of newsmen who
wish to attend

2. The security classificati8n of the
information restriots the conference
fo American newsmen

3. Only correspondents of military publi-

cations are invited
4. The speaker at the conference is

U.S. Government-official-

J15

1. A news conference with the Secretary'
of Defense at the Pentagen

2, A disaster aboard the USS Forrestal
3. The.comeissioning of a new aircraft ,

carrier
4. An explosion aboard a large naval base

3-14. In accordance with accepted guidelines,
which of the following persons would be
selected to represent the media if Only
one reporter could be flown out to a dia.-

aster aboard an aircraft crrier?

1. A cameraman from NBC News
2. A Time magazirik reporter .

3. An Associated Press' photographer
4. A reporter from United Press Inter-

national

3-15. In which of the ftklowing circumstances
would pooleen rotate?

1. A continuing news event
An event which would be helpful for

Navy recruiting-
3. A situation involving Congressmen

from different states
4. An event of national interest

Learning Objective: .Point out how
field press censorship is used and
carried out.

3-16. When and by when may press censorship be
established within the Continental United
States (coNusr

1. When war is declared or invasion
imminent; by the President

2. When U.S. Armed Forces ail attacked;
by the" President

3. When the U.S. declares war; by SECOEF
4. When the U.S. is attacked; by SECDEF

3-17. To what news does field press censorship
apply?

393

1. Material entering an area
2. :Material leaving an area

Material circulating within an area
All of the above to the extent the CO
deems necessary for security reasons



3 s-18. Which the following is a function of
the public affairs officer when field
prpas censorship is imposed?

1. Act as a censor
2. Designate a censor
3. Establish censorship policy
4. Be the liaison between the censor and

correspondent

3-19. Which of the following officials desig-
nates the chief field press censor?

1. Public affairs officer
2. Operations officIr
3. Security officer
4. Unified, area, or force commander

3-20. Before'the-PAO releases communiques or
news copy, when field press censorship
is imposed, he must have the release
cleared by the

1. command duty officer
2. security officer
3. censor
4. operations officer

3-24. Which, if of the
best. deer _ DOD ecc-ed
for cover ge'of an uncl militant
activity?

1. A jo n 1 must submit a request
for accreditation through the chain
of

2. Ace -ion cards are issued by the
al public affairs officer

creditation is approved or disap-
oved.bYllehe area commander

None of the above; accreditation is
not required

3-21. If there is a difference of opinion be
tween a censor and correspondent, it is
the, duty of which of the folloWingsoffi-
cials to mediate?

1. The censer
2. The person who wrote the refea
3. The operations officer
4. The public affairs officer

3-22. Which of the following authorities
responsible for training personnel
duty of field press censorship?

1. Chief of Information
2. Chief of Naval Personnel
3. Area commander

Chief of Naval Air Trainingi

'is

in the

ng Objective: Point out
eractices relating'to accreditation.

3-23. What year did the Department of Defense
suspend use of the DOD accreditation
card?

1.
2.

3.

4.

1953
1967
1971

1973

16

3-25. You are contacted by a man who states he
is a writer for XYZ -magazine, and has

' been assigned to cover an upcoming fleet,
. exercise. Since another writer from XYZ
is already on hand to cover the same exer-
cise, you question the double coverage.
How should you verify the status of the
two writers?

3. By asking to see their ace-_ station
cards

2. By contacting XYZ magazine
3. By asking them for identification
4. ay calling both in for a joint inter-

view

Learning Objective: Identify factors
that have a bearing on the, successful
operation of a public affairs program.

3-26. bf the follp gg, which is NOT an essen-
tial ingredient in oparating a Successful
public affairs office?

1. The authority to do the job
2. A full-time'public affairs officer
3. The support of the officer' in command

and hissItaff
4. The reso -ces for carrying out the job

3-27. Which of,the following documents are the
PRIMARY authority in the daily operation
of a public affairs office?

. Department of the Navy Public Affaird
Regulationss':

OUPERS Rees'
SECNAV directives in 1700 series
CHINFO directives in 1700 series

Learning Objective: Characterize the
typical Navy staff organizational
pattern and indicate its functions and
relationship to the compand.



nt chi* f s -of-staff
ivy ,chief -of -staf f

Which of the f0110Wing factions` are;
formed-by alkdivisions of 'the staff?

Preparing:end transeitting directivelv
Developingtplani 'ea& coordinating
;petit-long

3. Providing inferMatiowood making,
recOmMendeti940,
All of the above

3 -29. In comparing a Wavy staff pattern with ,

the other services, it is correct to say
that

1. they are identical

2. thaY are basically similar
3. they vary to- fit differing needs
4. any similarity is due to sifilarity

of missions

330. All of the following are staff divis ions
in a typical Navy staff,EXCEFT

1. intelligence
2. commonicatio
3.

4.

1

coordination
operations affd plans

3-31. Under whom does the public affairs
officer normally nerve on a Navy staff?

Chief of Staff
2. AssistantChief of Stiff for Admin-

istration
Officer in ohmolandas an aide
Assistant Chief of Staff for Coe-
municationa

3-32. Which of the following reasons would
best describe the function of a mili-
tary organizatiOn?

1. :To improve theoconcey
To promote good will with foreign
nations

3. To be victorious in battle
A. To support the policies of the

Secretary of State

3 -33. The primary reason for the existence of
the staff is to

1. itee

carry out the mission of the command
assist the codmander in accomplishing
his mission

4. decentralise responsibility

35. Which of the follOWing
of a PUblic Affairs Stang

2.

unction

TO judge significance of infer-
'nation
TO4repare the facts as, the
would like to see,them
To ensure-that the informatiOn
reliable
To provide complete mformation

-36. Which of the follOwing responsibilit
for .planning is usually_ issigned to

affeT

1. Anticipating
mender

2. Keeping alert to the need for n
plans or directives'
Drafting amendment. to plane-in'
EaCh of the above

needs- of the c

3-37. A public affairs office staffoan
maximum efficiency in the use of r
by

der

1. ,planning for the best use of each
,individUal's skills.

2. insisting on the necessity of adequate
materials and time ,

3. planning in terms of the command's

onnel into'
total resources
organizing all staff per
JO/PH teams

17

the following factors is most
im achieving)coordination ref
activities?

1. A cooperative officer in command
2. Good morale in the activity
3. An adequate'plan for the activity
4. Free exchange of information_among

the divisions



a
ng function

cars?

Which of the ifollowring. rano°

do staff officers have concerning direCr',

n'many areas the Commander delegates,
the responSibility_fog_actLonLtcLetAl
members "-

Only the PAO: as a stiff meibat,
mak:sell decisions in his area of
authority
Whenever the commander' delegates au-
thority for staff action, his assist-
ants may make decisions in-the name
of the commander;
PA'Rags and Nivy Rego should be
consulted whenever a staff member
Makes a eignificant decision

3-40. Which of the-following staff officers
approves aid issues routine-flees
releases?

a. Commander
2. Security officer
3. Public affairs officer
4. Operations officer

They make certain that. the; di ectivea
tiood..-Angi_AU.Lobred _ - _

21 When apPropriate, they-re0Ommeed
changes to the directives

3. They verify reports for C.opl
and relevance :the:Acta
All ofithe

3-44, -Which of the following publications de-
fines the relationship between a staff
and a ship that is Servin4 as the flag-
ship?

1. PA Regs
2. secor4ty mammal
3. BUMS Manual
4. Navy Regs

3-45. In order to disdharge his duties effec-
tively, thellagship division officer
maintains close liaison with the ship's

3-41. When a story that'may be sensitive arises,
Which of the following procedures should
you follow?

1. Wait until the commander suggests a
news release and then check the facts_

'2. First check the facts; next prepare
a news release,'and then get the
commander's approval

3. First check the facts, next get the
commander's approval, and then pre-
Pare a news 3-46.

4. First seek the c _ der's approval,
\

next check the facts, and then pre-
pare a news release

1. personnel officer
2. commanding officer
3. legal officer
4. executive officer

Learning Objective:

mentals of org'animing an effic
public affairs_office-

3-42. (A) 'Who prepares most directives, and
01, who signs them?

1. (A) A staff section, (E) the assist-
ant chief of staff for the section

2. (A) A staff section, (8) the officer
in cemmand

3. (A) Ale assistant chiefs of Staff, (B)

the chief of staff
4. (A) The chief of

staff_

(B) the
commander

V

18

A large shore -based public affairs office
should have at LEAST how many correspond-
ents?

7 to 10
3 to 8
1 or 2
10 to 14

3-47. Why would a staff public affairs office,
aboard a large shore base, have an un-'
litted phone number, among other listed
numbers?

rscl.
It provides communication during a
major disAster when all of the phones
are in use

2. The public affairs officer must have
the.line to hold confidential con-
versatibns

3 It holds down the number of crank
calls the office often receives

4. It provides newsmen with immediate
access to the public affairs officer



3-48. All of the following factorstiost be con-
. sidered in office management piam-zing
EXCEPT

1. roission
2. work flow
3. utilization of personnel
4. seniority of personnel

3-49. Use of identification devices- for key
public affairs personnel for access to
disaster scenes and restricted events
must be authorized by which of the
following means?

I. Memo from the public affairs officer
2- Command directive

Notary Public
4. Letter from the security o:

3 -SO. CDR Cox, who 15 new aboard, d c- ld
rearrange the PA of fice in the hope of-
increasing efficiency. His rearrangement
will NOT be worthwhile if its only con-
sequence =is

1. improving t-he flow ur ort.
eliminating wasted UL overcrowded
spaces in the office

3. enhancing the attractiveness or di. a
plays and furnishings in the office

4. increasing procluc LiVity .t off
personnel.

Learning Objective: indicate
tant factors concerning the four
basic administrative processes;
planning, organizing, coordinati...,
and supervising_

LI, .kc01.4e,_

policies, procedures, and schedules
part of

1. coon:inlet It..j
2. organizing
3. planning
4. supervising

3-52. Most large. PA Oiti.
departments by what facto and for 4tli
purpose?

,

Pera,,r1141 clb pc...1 110X.
Personnel skills, cross- training

3. Functions, 5pecializak,r1
4. Functions, cross-training

3-5:3. In organizing a-n of rice by functi=ons
should minimize "the drawbacks of ov-er,
specialization by wYlicti of the fcillowing
means?

1. Do ing everything yourself
Being available so that you can step
in to take a specialist's place

3, Increase the manning level so that
you have .two specialists on each job

4. Encouraging cro ss-t raining

3-54. Which admin.intrartive function must be
Considered in e
affairs job?-

4.5o

oc,

Planning
Cosordinating

3. Organizing
4 supervis ing

Jnforination for ite

AA.

part of tine public

Attention to timing
Peisonnel assignment based on sk .1118
Availability of equipment and supplies
upkeep of cadnei-as, types-x-1_ tern, and
()trier resources

esec,-ute Use function and coordinatiun
of Inanagement , you need to can cider
whi cti cif the ful lowing fect-..ors I

1.

2.
3.

A, ii, C,

A; u

Fi, C. D

A, 8, C

10411 iig 4 ..10-C.1.1. be

the pit rk.:iple s of good cuffi ce sLanagetnent.?

i. . Nice guys tinists last
LesclershiF is tho Xeyst
superviitC)II

ari ty breeds on t empL
4 Never du today wlisi you can p,p1

til 1 LOU> rt0,..1

1,. di.
s t f f of a Ph Qf fi-:= is to conduct rs ain

seSSIOsie and etivuur qe Loomplet ion of
selr -improvement courses

01.41-)0,< iq the jot'
=act, ors with a differe,.t cateei becicgouild.
You should have oihicli of ihes following
e,spo-tatiosis?

,4uesji flCil
eoui will pr d...
on the sauna J ob
Eaen will have try=
iniS work
r4eir...her

unpl=tiny Iii atk

L



3-59. A JO subaits a charrges-of -cosimarid story
which does riot reet professional stand
ard'. Which of the following acEions
ehoul4 you taks7

1. Frawrite the story your eel I
2_ Pin out the errors &Ind faults and

haws hiss rewrite it
3. J_isitqin the story to another striker
4 mass it to the PAO for revision

3-60. The ease JOSE rewrites the story and it
still fails to meet proiesseional strand-
ards. ighich of the following actions
should you now take 7

1. submit the zewrittem story to the
2. Place hire on resort
3. offer- suggestions that will drove

his a tory /Ltd writing skills
s. Rewri to the story yOuraself

3-61. A list or fuinctional activities for the
PA office should be prepared sand mairi-
taineel by- which or the following pers3Ous?

1. Personnel offic
2. Sepia r jC
3. The 340 handling non

dutie
Executives 01fiu.er

.3-et& which of the ft, lictwIni eaot
serdat JO would probably create a feeiing
of hoetility among rue or her juniortel

1. SaAltrig the causes of stigma.).
2, Cr-itiuiring without good reitis
3. Come:siding in publit.-;

Being courteous to

3 63 - A. JOSN suggeste ati istpra&tical charge #n

&TVS progewut_ing, Whet of the fealowing
atetiona should you taite?

1 '1%12- him that he shosIld researdh
befbre salting a giAlggelti-On
'ell his thit if thole era any oh/angel
orb be wade yoti wi 11 stake the and_
that he is to keep sangeitions to
himself
approve the change sae a, means of
encouraging his to saiggest other
Changes

4 ritOrs.pprove the suaggastion, but t
him you appreciate the thought behind
it
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4611, Which one of the folloving sentences
could serve as a topic sentence?

1. Did you secure the F
War is expensive
Later we found 'Them in the galley
It started to snow the next day

Where is the topic sentence placed in the

paragraph?

1. As an introTTO,]__,y se

beginning
In a summary acsrtenca, at t.t,e eii

through the paragraph
4, In any position, but usually at

beginning

In items 4-1 i (7,11- 10glr 14-1(, cle, from

the SetAitt,:,-, tAwf,tpt-latt, r

porbooe in colatal A.

4-

ti

expiaati -
process used i,

reqUe-,it
p,rra.

A

nupp(,,rt

Ur new

in n 1

f tiLIM t Li

Get a _11 t-, Navy

VCI Se 113

e"ter e -e t-naJ

to,=owing?

Le4g,t4.

Al 1 of I _

Pool .

cittipha-

kind of order was used In the
reply to the letter askiag,alout

history of the USS Bow(ditch, given in
your texttbok?

_Place order
of emphasis

Chronological order
Logical order

which or _ f(!)1lowing is NOT a faiict

of the ( operating a public

affairs office

fit2idct Llid' 11ult4er and complexity of

later directives
Advise or guide new persuunel in
rOutifle mattqrs

Promote proven oirdo
Establioh a standard format for Navy
instructions and notices

( h1.( dirttoLdo w,aja
to g-ve,n the release oi inn rmation

a aecident to Navy personnel

inn a specific noMnand?

1,Ts

A 1,_,n1 S(A

A special t

A opeciel iirestive 11 111

vary 11=M ths

Apps- aix

1.1 a,,

bet:Ct. r s rated by tin 01-1_,Tiged fora,ut

When the ,:lim,11,,i,t7b are approver by

CHI Nrt

When tt

ricd

ail of the f.11-w

1111 1 I. : LI

tt.( u( F1((tdit

Addil,=1

u.,

(((Iti)

t(Id(40

tne l eet

I

Al



4-24, For which of the knowing events are
CIB'8 normally established by a notice?

1. Adverse incidents
2. A major fleet exercise
3. An important news situation
4. All of the aboVe

4-25, In which of the following public affairs
plans would you find information con-
cerning casualties?

1. CIi3 Plan

2. Adverse Incident Plan
3 Special Event Plan
4. Command PA Plan

Learning Ubjective; fy the
Methods to use and'the rmat to
follow in preparing FA studies.

Information for it 4 -zo 44rotiW1 4 2ej

You are preparing a study for your SL11,41
Or, the PAO, as background for a decision

On choosing among three proposed community re
lations projects: The items should 14e marked
True or False.

4-26. You MUmt gainer all ekva1 k1.4t,1

concerning the community reles
jects.

4-27k YOU must let the PAO
tions.

lrris pro-

4-28. You Mtkot wAX k a t4

anaiysis of the facts before drawl_
conclusions

4-29. What are
the body of

elements
PA study?

1. Problems, bearing on the
discussio
Problem, disc
closures
AssUMtious, ai
Slone, enclosures
Problem, assummtiou. rb tr LaA1,m
on the problem, discac.siun, tun
elusion, recommendations

-L_

4-30. You are preparing)a study on the problem
Of improving Navy /news' media relatiaShips
during fleet exercises. Which of the
following statements is most likely to
be an assumption rather than a fact?

1. During past exercises there have been
articulate, dissatisfied news
reporters

2. The news reporters will cooperate
with Navy PA procedure

3. The PA communications equipment has
been overhauled

4. A rewritten set of procedures has
been furnished Navy PA personnel

How should you present detailed facts in
a PA study?

1. include a tomm4tv ur the facts in the
body of the study
Arrange them in logical sequee

3. Do both of the above
Include the details of any, fact that
bears directly or indirectly on the
problem

all of the hviloVilkg alaterial
included iu the discussion se,tiou
FA study MEP?

possible solution,. to tree problem
the reasons you rejected certain soio=
tioum
a detailed a,id, i- necessary, lengthy
exposition or the study
an explanation of your reasons for
recommending the given solution

vit,a U ._it LI,ke

take 4he.. wri
stUdy 7

-.teps should

-onclusion of a PA

1 1-10(11Ag alternate solutions in the
order of desirability
Stating briefly the best solution to
the problem
Applying the tests or sultatility
feasibility, and acceptability to
your bolutiol.
Both 2 and 3 au,,,

..haL

st.te action -d to impleme.t
suggested solution?

In th, discusni ,.

Under recomnendat,
In the conclusion



4-35, To' condense tbs main body f a PA study,
you may need to add su- ng matrial
as enclosures. Which section is most
likely to require enclosures?

1. The discussion
2. The facts bearing on the problem
3. The assumptions
24. The recommendations

Learning Objective: Recognize
fillRdamentala of setting up` and

carrying out ran effective commu-
nity relations program.

Which of tt
a,special
situation?

taw
.leis in thte C Or=

1. Cunfli_i
2. ProxiMity
3, Consequene
4. Sex --.

4=r-3'(, What is the 1 1 of a g, _a

reLatioas pi axiI

Frequent friteres

the media
A good CO nt

Participation ti
commtunity of faIrs

A good command_ with concern fo
silty welfaxe alPhi a LO

lutlli ai2ceptamee

I

Ne3vv 11= rsorili -,T1 ,

Aially. a _,114
respol,sibility for insurin,

community relation. pr-grax2 15 a0U-Ild asj

effective to wthich ,f the fmilowing
officers?

i

WI,.

Executive Qrfi-
Operation., OffS,,,

Family Ser,,iceo Of

Public Affairs tlfr

relu

aaiii

titandin

Tu evaluate phiii, .t
T( separate commminity telati
puLlic affairs
To identify the, mi ts twit.

the public intecest

4-40. Civilian n ianies which are underatcod
and accepted by a commuatty have identified
practices that tend to assure effective
community relationa. Which of the fol.,-

lowirig is 12T included tmonFrthese pra-
tice8?

behaving like a ,gsc,d neighlodm,

2. Telling the oommvity about ltaelf
3. Pfaintainig a modegt and ri ervet

attitude about its value to the
comrlunity
Telling its employees about the pl
community relations program it has

In uteri`-_ way can tMe Navy erit from a

good commiinity e_ -"cms program?

1

Kber --is- In tt,r et >MmL rli Ly where

personnel live and work
Increa$ei support fl.ceThe Navy's

mission
Pooh of

,f the follow14, offimia1.5 ia de-

signated to act f1 and in behalf, cif te

'ecreta_ry tit

implementln
Program?

1-se iu planning and

DOD Ciummunity Relations

WLI

t the imh,,,tah,e

r,iafi,ns ih the

s

SeiA'rtk,ft-Or 01

Affairs)
CIUDIF-0

Pub 1i _-

F-ut11
ExeCUt

Wtll I.

WGrks 6frce
Affaiis 0rfi

1n ltI 1,_r1

rid ty

of hi

g g
err. cs_munity 1 a, it i 14 1 pl,

tAt

1. Ali c,f t
FL.,

Iii. ielagiions prsg

iiied as external and some
Wh1 1, a th f_i1V ins are eiinsi

exter,414

-1 siol
Retired rim', .personnel

Career civilian employees the
Members ofCungrt,,,E,

it ULi1=

ractier-

,31A;p1,4L--;14



Which of the following are considered
Navy Internal publics?

Members of the Navy l,ea.gi
Newspaper editors

3, Members of the U.S. N tional-ManU-
facturers Association

4, Local government officials

'In a large city where there are several
military:installations, what can you do
to avoid overlapping and conflicting
community relations programs?

Rotate commilbity relations responsi-
bilities so that each command has
full charge for a period of time
Form a coordinating council to plan
for all Octivities involving community
relations
Participate in a formal community
council that includes military, govern-
Mental, and civic leaders
Do either 2 or 3 above

4-48. Which of the. following complaints can
classed as requiring remedial action?

A complaint that Navy personnel afC
unable to receive adequate services
in the local community
complaint from Navy personnel ..1

base that prices of commodities in
local community are too high
I)) complaint about Navy drivers why.

fail to heed a special speed zone
Rear an elementary school

4. A complaint that housing for
personnel in the local c y i.4inadequate

4-49 A remedial commun
classified as a fire

4-50.- WIiich of the ful lowing, 16 NOT d see
the Four-Step Public A,rfairs

tht

the

LciaL4000 pi jai=
prevention prog

1. Funaiug
Fsetri
Communicatic,,,

Evaluation

4-51, Whi,
nity relations from pulAicity,

1 amphasio on communi,a
tion

Local ap5]roa4.7h in

3. Good evaluation
4_ amphasis on fac ?indium sold plaal4nb

646 a5.

6V6

4-52, As the fire step in factfinding, you
Must identify the

influential_ community organizations
miaaion and organization of your
comMand
cotMunity power structure
past and current community relations
program

4-53. Which of the following community power
structures is siest to determine?

4=5L_

1. Political

Economic
Social

Whi h of the
eidet'ed a type

power structure

grMiiips is NOT con-

&leader in the informal

a local community?

1, Decision makers

influentials
3- Elected officials
4. Opinion leaders

4-55. What will probably be your moat feasible
source of information about the attitudes
of local citizens toward a naval air
station and how these attitudes are fsrme

1. An attitude Vey constructed by the
PA staff
A professional survey

3. A detailed examination ,
published materials
Al, interview with the

for information

41ey of

opinion leaders

4 )0 You should give special attention to spot-
ting exAsting and potential problems in
community relations by doing which of the
following?

403

1. Reviewing correspondence from time to
time

2. Using formal and informal contacts with
local civilians

o Noticing remarKs mna.le _ car_

and elsewhere
4 All of the above

ib the estetlishmet,t -f a
survey file recommended?

Fol the Into
command
For ready access to
daily in the PA office
For availability of needed data

t.s.-,e,,,IA Ly

the -44.!

a__ Lree

Lc, new
personnel reporting to the PA office
For planning a new survey



Simce the tlommun ty nurry Y file at a'
naval statiCal hay, been kept up -to-
date, you sume to the,PAO that you
would like to Y.
Which of the f t he
properly make?

1. "YesO but include all ege cities
less than 50 miles frOM-the base"

2, "Just get the file up-to-date"
3. "Let's check to see vhether a similar

surly has been made recently by the
local Chi tuber of Commerce, or anyone
else"
"No, it's an unnecessary effort"

Lijkfte a PAU and his staff have collected
all the essential information about a
community, what is the next etep In the
developmenL of the community relations
program?

AipalyLints lnc Uat.a for

relevance

Making the aaLa a 1-

speeches and repc
Formulating the obje,_
community relations prograp
Formulating courses of
t carry out the pr-gi,m

t-44,1 1 ,,41-6 in tl.,
function or chamber ..f J)mm. rte?

1 .1 -Si

2. Operate .Cie local be, ter busin,os
bureau
Fromott, -t

of the ommuniky
Nominate local oft.
legislat

;ii y whi.h of
mi?,hc fail i.,eoause

local ,ult-re, ,na,ume

g Q.,

d ra,t conslier

A

u, luu 1 uu ilt.em
Hand .u,i, that ale In ,,

furnish do lug vi,it ,y tie
,r the -tate
A rimed open 0 k,.

_1111v eZni tole wh,A1 y u f 11

era-tines and k41.
t, ay, d extremes 0. dreac
A navy ball for g,,Ic
lavita,i,na to .pons
naval r-

an,

you lima

a_,

dents

4-62. Which of the following is a basis for
motivating interaction between a Navy
base and the community?

1. The Navy personnel spend money In the
city

2, The Navy provides employment for local
reaidents

3. Recognition of the many mutual inte
eats between the two is fundamental
The Nsvy needs community support for
such things as adequate sanitation
and health facilities

n.,,u_r first dr
relations program should contain what
irgprmation?

of a proposed community

A statement Lased on

lines from higher authority
A statement of objectives wl
tentative schedule of activities
and projects,

SpecificAilegation
community relations Sc
All of the above

small _mmunit, with Low
Co oudutt a full scale co_
pr,gram, which or the ro loving program
elements should you begii with?

authority for
vitles

ivtly

ent resources
ty relations

OL.k,. 1,Wa.,p4Lak,1 :1344,1 a ap.a.hai
--

iy

COrre61,-naaliCe W1Ch 14a4CX-a in Lilt

social power structure of the.commmity
Social events to be etrenled by the
CO, o and his staff, and leaders in
the soul pove, structure of the
,:uniL.A111

All of tht

Is A of

pst of the fuur at.p

Ca. 63 iwily tpttpiice as
e mpl te pictLne

personnel inpi n to
Far. 11 d

To inan 6,14-

afic,,teu .nd -nose help As ea
TO get b.iti,ish a-d suAgesti fro.
all ha.11s Gefure a pugram Is put int.
ode, at ion



Which of the followin4 officers shoU.k..i,

review a proposed community relations
programt drafted by the public affairs
officer, prior to submission to the
commander or commanding officer?

of St.ef,
Operations

Officer

ecuttve Officer
and Administrative

Flag Secretar r Adninist
Officer
Senior Public Affairs iOfficer in the
rea

e plan has bees
a dune to maKe the cmmun
program eam effurt?

(Ulsi, 1 I,...ttti._. t

lird.w and he reasons kenir.
s1 umbers ,f
is

given
Indivl

fur

so 1

BOt4
4 Th

,=CM
LA-

ly adGpt,

ty rela

,ies re.ponsibi
uf the program ar,

4-68. how can you learn Which era the riiht
communication channels to reach speci
publics in your CoMMUnity?

1. Ask the local newspaper publisher
2. As the president of the lOcal-Chamber

of Commerce
3. Look up the facts that you copected

and analyzed in your community survey
Ask your coMmaifder or the executive
officer

The final step of the fourstep PA cycle,
evaluation, leads back to

fa,A.findi

planning
cocmmunioptic ne

cb,lective deter_

reauits a-
results agal
programs
successes nosninst I

weal spot againsk,

objective.

ngt

Crt



Assignment 5

Communqi?elations and!keEial Communicat

Textbook Assignment, NAVEhlhA 10295-B. Pa

Learning ub_
meaning of
identify types
indicate practi
participation 1

e. em,augni e the

rul -special event,

event -o, an,t

applicable to Navy
ecial events.

es 104 =

A Npeclal event, true =ho 11,; affal,_
point of view, 1. the staying or drama-
tization of a face to convey a message t_
a pub Le it malt talat, be deaeLtbed as

a, -,ffi,11
piamled tAavv, toy t44

adVelb tw be r-poLted
ac,ording to prescribed standards
&it eveht ,,Jhaat_teta to 1,anc,fit the

,T1 of the _ tetete.,
In detail apect I In whlh Navy
paLti pa L ion ie autbuy I .ed

All handa
F.(bqb

4 otit,/t5 oa

chambe. of bmm-rce of11 la_
too a fly,-,va4 at a J=1}, 1.
ttL dAl wfd. -f the tu.id. in .id

Ihcoh

ti.L L L B A-A

of_ i L=4LIC vt f,

creek the fyrmal
oper.tioaal sLalf
Tell the oftl,tial

appLuvttJ
ix,11 Aaa

s,,,A the

before t, e FOL144t. ,

I

und r unusual LI_CtUMbtalli, the personnel
who actually carry out a special event
plan may include which of the following?

rt Coghl4aht sled
PR=trained Naval Re.ervists
duty for training
Navy-employed civil

_

ofAll of the above

411 ItA-Mta 575NthfOUgh 5-11, select from coluihn
h the type of public for which the special event
iII -01umn A i. most suitable.

the base

A

for the N-vy League

parade

Laiau-y

e-ce _ eanog.g.

,,patakii al 1U_

fav, of public. *teal a

4 InLeLnaa

Obeid, or
onal

a, 4, L 1.. ,,ttt.Le1..v4 ,J4t4.

traitl.119 exe .i_e

A fleet ex-Leiae ,-0Att4,, witth
A demohatration for VIP civilians
A U S behatot aeal,ea to attend an
a and .etemohy aboard destrOyek
A u S Represetative has asked fex
Nuvv participation in a Fourth
July parade



543. Which of the following is the first Aep
in' the process of planning S special

event?

1. Cobsidering the facilities you have

at your disposal
2. Deciding what you are going to do and

why
3. Determining the logistic support

available .

4. Deciding how you will supervise the
event

5-14. When a Woe event is'held ashore, how
many command directives would probably
be necessary to cover all details) in-
cluding public affairs, security, and
logistics?

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. Four

5-15. Which of the following is the final step
in planning and conducting a special
event?

1. Giving the commanding officer an ore
evaluation of the event

2. Submitting to higher authority a
written evaluation -of the event

3. Forwarding to the commanding officer
a memo that praises the event's
participants

5-16. In planning for ft major event, the puLol
affairs officer will have to decide all
of the following EXCEPT

1. when the event will occur
2. what the program wirl be
3. the order of events
4. the guest list

5=17. How can you divide the workload to insure
that all needed arrangements for a major
special event are made?

1. Draw up a command directive
a coordinator is named and assign

tasks to appropriate subordinate
commands or staff members

2. Request the comeander to appoint sulk
able helpers for the event

3. Request the PA personnel from nearby
commands be ordered to TAD at your
command

4. Request that the commander make the
major decisions and attend to the

yourself

5 -16 What should you do for the TV c
help then get pictures of the officials
on the reviewing stand, the tfficers, and
the prpcomeissioning crew?

Get Public Works to build a solid
stand for the cameramen and set it up
where it will not interfere with the
free movement of participating Per-
sonnel
Check to see that the available power
is sufficient for .the needs of thabTV
equipment
Specify the arrival hour that w 11
enable them to test satisfactory
placement for their equipment
All of the above

eeeee"-

5-19. The reporters need all of the following,.
assistance RXCePT^

I. advance cppiee of the speeches
2. a chance to interview the district

commandant, prospective captain of
the newly commissioned ship, and
other important persons

3. access to typewriters and telephones
4. the use of station recorders

5-20. When a group of guests comes aboard a
station or ship and will be billeted in
several smaller groups, you can keep the
group members straight .by

1. us. ng separate colors for identi
cation on name tags, signs, and
baggage

2. assigning a guide to each guest
3. giving each guest a list of the names

of the others in his group

s--21. If a photo book is to be mailed to a'
guest a week or two following a guest
cruise visit, which of the folloWing
officers should sign the forwarding
letter?

4U
I

1. Administrative Orricer
2. Public Affairs Officer
3. Commanding Officer or a t

PhotWefficer

Learning Objeetiee; Recognize basic
fundamentals in oral communications
and purposes for which a speech is
given.



5-22. From the Navy._ point of view, which of
the llowing is the main purpose far

rsonnel to give a speech?.

1. To ranimitea Navy message to a few
influential people

2. To transmit a Navy message to the
largest number of influential people

3. To promote a political viewpoint which
Will increase Congressional support
for shipbuilding funds

4. To earn Money from speaking engage-
ments for the recreation fund

5-23. For which of the following events would
A commanding officer disapprove a request
for a speaker under DOD guidelines?

1. A Knights of Columbus religious
retreat

2. A Chamber of CoMmerce monthly
Meeting

3. A Republican state convention
4. An American Legion convention

5-24. DOD policy prohibits Navy speakers from
appearing at which of the following events?

A convention open to members
press
A meeting where Con
present

. A religious assembly
A meeting barred to anyone because .r
race

5=25, Which of the following jobs WOU14 a. eeiol
Journalist be required to accomplish?

1. write a ope_cn for
deliver

2. Arrange a speaking engagement
3. Give an informal speech when no,cno4Ly
4. All of the above

another per

In items 5-26 through 5-300 select irom column B'
the type of speech that you would use to obtel_
the audience reaction in col A.

A. Reactions R. Speech Types

5-26. To gain intellectual
agreement

1. To introduce

2. To actuate
5 -27. To arouse interest

3. To stimulate
5-28. To stimulate ob-

servable action 4. To convince

5-29. To inspire

5-30. To arouse enthusiasm

5 Which of the following is the main goal of
a college professor presenting_ a lecture
to a physics class?

1. To entertain
2. To inform
3. To secure goodwill
4. To actuate

5-32. Which of the following objectives would
you attempt in a speech supporting a
fundraising campaign?

1. Entertain
2. Introduce
3. Inspire
4. Actuate

)-33. In which of the following types of speech
is the purpose subordinated or hidden?

1. A speech to inform
2. A speech to introduce
3. A speech to secure goodwill
4. A speech to actuate

For which of the following reasons ahould
you try to obtain a detailed knowledge 4?f
au audience with respect to such matters
as occupations. educational levels,
biases, and so on?

1 TO help you lea de mAtecial
appeals to their interests
To enable you to choose suitable
anecodotee
To enable you to show the audieu,e. why
it ahould support the Navy
To enable you to avoid areas.
subject in which the audience is
knowledgeable



5-35 Which of the following questions should
you ask when you plan a speech?

1. What _ the reason for giving the
talk?

2. Who, if anyone, speaks before you do?
3. Can you tie Your speech to an appro-

priate event by your introductory
remarks?

4. All of the above

9,36. Which of the following actions) should
you take to insure an adequate physical
setup for a speech?

See that there is ample 1
seating
Check for needed eeplii
visual equipment
Both 1 and 2 above
See that someone el ing

arrangements

nd

Ldd _ ec.int ,A41 the

delivery method to ,,ae foi
types of speeches and apecIfy fhe
tectutiquee that are iecvmmended fo/
Writing or outlining the introduction
of a speed..

in itelea 3/ L1nUU4t,

B the delivefy method used
speech in colutun A.

5-iv

A walLt,
o and ,ead

A a,a,
1.. outlit.e

without iicau,lu,,

5-40, A speect. that a.L-
riotw. ii a key

c line

Atu
written
though 4t wa-
writte.. o,t mp

a,leo1
0

no ea
o.iqina,

type of

5-42. what is normally the (A) best and 13) the

worst deXiverYMethod for a speech?

1. (A) Memorization, (B) impromptu
2. (A) Extemporaneous, (5) memorization

3. (A) Mardiscript, (B) extemporaneous

4. (A) Impromptu, (B) manuscript

5-43. The impromptu talk more difficult than
prepared speeches for many reasons, but
priMarily because the speaker usually

1. needs Preparation time for research
and writing
is in an unfamiliar situation, and
becomes nervous
is made uncomfortable by the reaction
of the audience to his stumbling
introduction
is inexperienced in talking

14 hii 0L Lhe reine.ihg Eleeenta shculu Le
idGiUdtd l.. the intr,duction of a spece
EXCEPT the

aL1d.C10 aLtr

dUppillAd9 Mdt,.
motivation
limited onJectiv

WI., 1. wr th- rwi i-wi 1 , 1,

normady NOT a good on= tux Le
teak./

1. 04,4441 A- --,p+ iL,

2. Using al most

knee
eosin,

questivos
using an 4



41 Information for items 5-46 through 5-49:
From the following list of techniques

used as attention-getters in the introduction to
a speech, select the one used in the Navy speech
which is quoted in the lead to each item.

A. An interesting illustration
H. An appropriate quotation
C. A humorous story
. "'A series of rhetorical questions

E. Striking facts or statistics
F. A visual device

5-46. "I see some admirals here in the audience
today. I have been intimidated by admi-
rals ever since World War II when I was
a young Ensign in Destroyer School at
Norfolk. One day I was bouncing up the
steps of the station post office two or
three at a tine when I became conscious
of a whole artful of gold braid coming
down the steps dead ahead. I tried to
alter course and salute at the seine time
Instead, I stubbed my toe and sprawled
full length at the feet of Admiral Jonas
Ingram, then GINCLANT. The admiral did
the sidestepping in tin''e to avoid trampil,
me and calmly intoned, 'earry on, son.'"
This is an example of using

5-48. "The Chief of the Soviet Navy has stated:
'In the past, our ships and naval avi-
ation units have operated primarily nee,
our coasts, concerned mainly with operZ
ations and tactical coordination with
ground troops.' He went on to say:
'Now we must be prepared for broad
offensive operations against sea and
ground troops of the imperialists on any
point of the worlds' oceans and adjacent
territories.'" What is the technique
used in this speech to gain attention?

2.
3.
4,

A

B

C

'We llve in a tremendously exciting age,
and it is important that we understand
the constant and rapid changes taking
plate around us. More technological
progress has been made during your life-
time, for example, than in all the pre-
viously recorded history of the world.
J. Lewin Powell condensed man's 50,000
years of recorded history into 50 years.
it read like this,

n years apu, man our ve stopped
being aeave man.
Two years age, Cheleiianity
have appeared en the scene.

meuid

4

flat. ,A.LS Olt 4.

Tweety days ago,
discovered,
Ten days awl), the

electricity

Ams,11+3 Wab

WAS

iu eeted.
sh,rA IA yob/ ,u,etafl.ling ArmeJ roi,as ba 5. The jet .11-pl,ee 4,uuld be 1 than
Qeleb.dttuu, Personally, it is pattic-- a day Old."
larly rewarding to be in Philadelphia-=
a City which has leeg hold a warm, spot le
my heart. As a eative of taut Orange,
New Jersey. I recall oely too vividly t1.,.

luny trips down Roeeevelt boulevard a-d
city Line Avenue when, as a youne b,y, A

WAJULI rids With MY(4,41AUt., to Wilmih9t-n
their family home- The bumpy roads, the
bouncing cars, and ,ertain queasy young
stomachs all tee f,egueeeby eombieed Int
a 'point of no return- somewhere on

:d alleviated AAil} i.,,

the long waited, waLM My

A,JA&A,JPSEAlit.S. huu

Thia

I L

5

Here the speaker

1

2 ti

4 t
(se

eppie,4i to I a pc

auiric is ail 1 .

z Wheli ii0uASAsiy to yei a ,uiut
to t, A audlebu=

at.ol or tie = .

2.11 yea- A,A 9.uOp
NcvcA

tie ,ii A, ,

Can 1. t.
hailt
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542. What is the limited 'Objective-step in the
introductory portion of a speech?

A.cne-sentence transitional statement
that follows the attention - getting

material
2. Awigeneral statement of the purpose of

.tha sparch
3. A short statement that describes the

importance of your speech to your
audience

4. A statement that is designed to hold
the attention of your audience through
the remainder of your speech

5-53. What factor is basic to motivating
audience to listen?

1. Convincing them at you area good ,

speaker
2, Selection of a good attention-getter
3. Persuading them that youil message

holds a benefit for them
4. Having an appealing introduction to

the audience

33

411

5 -54. Which of the following-techniqueS would
help you :in deciding on a god appeal to
motivate en audience? -

Review the audience analysis you
have conducted
Pinpoint what prObably

',audience
Find an example to personalize and
add reality to the appeal

4. All of the above,

ncerns your ,



Orel and Visual Communications continued)
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Objective: Indicate the pro-
cedures used by successful speech
writers in planning and writing the
explanation and conclusion of a speech
and cite the responsibilities of a
senior Journalist for speech writing
and the recommended procedures to use.

following is considered the
Of a speech?

1. Introduction
2. Explanation
3. Snaelr,y

In JUNI 6-2 through 6-6, select from column 13-
the approach used for the purpOse in column A.

A.

To state the way in
which a main point
will accomplish 4n
objective

6-3. To explain the un-
known by use of
analo _es

6-4. TO give reasons for a
stated quality or
Characteristic of your
Objective

6-5. To tell your audience
the essential procedure
to use in a specific
proces0

IiAPP1211SAa

1. What

2. Why

3. Raw

4. How to

To support facts using material
meaningful and interesting.

that i0

In items 6-7 through 6-10, select
the term for the phrasing purpose
technique in colUen A is used.

from colume-B
for which the

A. Style Techni Ue B._ Purees

6-7. The use of short, 1. Conciseness
simple sentences

2. Motivation
6-8. The use of similar

phrating and sentence 3. Parallelism
structure for each
main point

6-9. Personalizatien by
the use of "you" and
"your"

6-10. Appeal to the inter -
eats and desires of
an audience

6-11. Which of the following supporting mate-
rials for the main points of a speech are
useful?

Analogies
Factual examples from qualified
sources

3. A few personal experiences
4. All of the above

6-12. Which of the following is the primary
pose for recapping the main points of
speech in the summary?

34

4i

1. 7 next speaker that your,3";

ut to end
al the

To fill o our allotted time
To ensure the audience will remember.
the points

4. To include materiel you did not pro-
vide in the explanation part of the
speech



of the loll
st treys to con

Simply State:

and think the
to. you

-Close with a
Sent

3: State that you could havelaid loch
more about your subject, but didn't
have times

4. Ask the audience if you missed or left
out anTthin&

Uld be one Of
a speech?

niched
istenina

The comsanding officer of your S
Captain Porter, has been salted to spimik

to the local Rotary CIO at their lUnCheot
meetlie on Veterana' bay. Items 6-18 through
6-26 pertain to your preparations for writing
the SpeaCh. Mark each statement True or False.

-18. Determine thinurp000 that can best be
served in the talk.

6 -19. Analyze the audience and occasion for the

Speech.

6r14. Which of the following is NOT an advent
of a written speech?

It reduce* the possibility of a seri-
ous misquotetion.

2. The delivery Seems to be off the Cuff,
yhile actually the material has been
yell prepared and rehearsed
It provides the opportunity to edit
the Materiel

t. 'It assures the speaker of meeting
time limitations

Since the :analysis, of the audience, the
Situation, and the occasion is so /epos*-

. tent for a written speech you should do
which of the following?

1. Interview members of the group as
pert of your research

2. Attend a meeting of the club or group

-3. Either 1 or 2 above, or both
4. Check-yOUr'fiTetvfor'inforMition about

the audience

6-16. Which of the following actions should a
speech writer take in order to slant a
Speech to meet a community organization's
needs?

1. Ask the person who invites you the
reason for the choice of subject

2. Check with your PAO as to the inviting
group's interests

3. Pry to search out the real concerns of
the-organization

6-17. Your purpose) in analyzing the speaker or

whom your are writing a speech is to

1.

2.

3.

4.

prdduce

produce
build a
reflect

a speech he will like
a forceful speech
good working relationship
the speaker's style
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6-20. Determine what aspect of the general
subject, Veterans' Day,-would best suit

the captiln.

6-21. Be ready to recommend to the captain a
limited objective to fit the requirements
determined by yOTTir &Udell's of the audio
ence, occasion, and location.

6-22. Avoid any references to Captain Por
personal experiences.

Is

6-23. If the captain prefers a. different aspect
of the subject than the one you recommend,
be prepared to defend=your choice.

6-24.- Prepare a complete, detailed outline
the speech with types of example mater

6-25. Check out any visual aids, if possible,:
in the Rotary Club's meeting room.

26.
,

DiScuse th0 completed outline with
Captain Porter-to-be-sure, the .plan is

he visualized it and yenta it.

6-27. Which of the following rules must you
follow in preparing the speech for

Captain Porter?

6-28.

413

1. It sounds like him
2. It is appropriate for the audience

3. It is conversational, not formal, in
style

4. All of the above

Which of the following instructions about
supporting materials *ould NOT be
appropriately applied in writing the body

of a speech?

1. Use an example to illustrate each

point
2. Use plenty of abstractions to

an overlengtby speech
Use personal experiences, if possible
Avoid irrelevant examples.



Learning Objective: out sole
-usefUl techniques for delivering
Public speeches.

Whin N of the following is a chart that
contains a brief outline cOyered_with
strips of paper?

What Mentalettitude should you cultivate
about' nervousness in public'epealting?

1.. AithOUgh you may benervous, you will
set over it as. soon as you face-your
aUdience

2. Since everyone is nervous when giving
it is nothing to worry about

lees can be an asset if you

understaid.that it helps you:to be
alert add prepared
Make up your mind to ignore the pro-
blea:

6-30. 13ow is r usness best overcome?

o improve and faith that
actice will develop skill

By being thoroughly prepared
i. By an interest in making your point

to the audience
4. All of the aboWe

6 =31. Why is good eye contact recommended?

1. It produces the effect of poise
2. It:is helpful for the speaker to get

audience reaction
3. It enhances the sense of audience

communication
4. Both 2 and 3 above

PictUreSketh
Video-chart
Pie-,graph outline

4. Strip -tease outline

.634. 'Whieb of the following gaidelines is NOT
Suitable for making a chart ter.be used
during a speech?

1. Be sure the lettering is. large
2. Use as many colors as
3. Keep it simple
4. U hort phras!s or words and, if

nece nary, ill

possible

e their meaning

Use the following atives for items
6-35 through 6-37.

1. Bar
2. Line
3. Pie
4. Picture

6-35. Proportional percentages may be shown on
which graph?

6 -36. Trends or changes over a period of time
are illustrated on which type of graph?

6-37. Picture-graphs are similar to which other
type?

6-38. Which of the following machines would
you need to enlarge a picture which can
be tracea'andcolored as:desired for a
poster?

1 ,,,,,,,, ,,,
6-32. Which of the following actions will attract

the attention of an silence during a
speech?

1. Movement by the speaker
2. Recording.the speech with a tape

recorder pOsitioned out of the view
of the audience

3. Both 1 and 2 above

Learning Objective: Distinguish
among the types and uses of audio-
visual materials and equipment
commonly available to Navy speakers
apd specify the procedures and the
equipment you should upe in staging
a presentation with visual aids.

36

1. Pantograph
2. Slide projector
3. Opaque projector

6-39. When you plan to use a map with a speech,
the preparation should include which of
the following?

4 1-4

1. Drawing in or coloring the areas you
plan to discuss

2. Acquainting yourself thoroughly with
the places you want to point out

3. Reproducing or using a map that is
large enough to be seen easily

4. All of the above



Which of the follOwing would e a logical
reason fOr using COlor on a board.

altstritiont

For decoration
2. 'FOr variety

TO'eephasixe a

::Toy plan to atribute data sheets in
connection el h a talk. At WhiCh of the
following Ximelvshould you plab, to hand
Wed out?

1. Before you are introduced
2. At an appropriate point in your talk
3., At the end of, the presentation
4. A day before-the presentation

6142. Which of the following pieces of equipment.-
may -be used Pr enlarging maps, projeeting
en illustration from a book without.re-
moving the page, preparing graphs, and
projecting slides?

1. Overhead transparency projector
2. ropaque projector
3. Film projector
4. Slide projector

6-43 Which of the following is a disadvantage_
of the opaque projector?

1. It will not project graphs
'2. It is a complex'machine to operate
3; It will not project pictures
4. It is noisy

6-44: Which of the following projectors could
you operate effectively in a room which
is not completely darkened?

Opaque
2. Film strip
3. Overhead transparency

Motion picture

6-45. Which method of making transparencies can
be used Tay when the original copy is
expendablk?

1. Drawing on acetate
2. Direct lift
3. Diazo printing
4. Photo- reflex printing

37

46. You have found a film:that will help (
clarify -a speech you are pluming. Whi h

of the roll-Mint thihga'shoUld-yoU Flo
before using it?

1. Preview the film and select the
important parts you wish

2. 'Flan tamphasite the key points of
the f in an introduction
Plana postfilm discussion to tie the
key parts of the film to the primary
objective of YOur presentation

4. All of the above

6-47. WhiCh of the following equipment ia.very
popular with Navy speakers because it is
portable, versatile, and remote-controlled?

1. Slide-projector (35mM format)
2. Slide projector (3 1/4" by 4" format)

3. Film strip projector '
4. Opaque projector

6-48. Which of the following elene
staging of a presentation can
be controlled?

a in the
normally

1. Lighting-
2. Spate arrangement

3. Mechanics of the presentation
4. All of the above

6-49. You are setting up a screen for shoving
s ],ides in a 20! by 35! room with a level

floor and a 3-foot high stage across one
short end of the room. Where'do you
place the screen?

1. In the middle of the
1 1/2 feet above the

2. In the middle of the
4 1/2 feet above the

3. At the opposite side
and about 1 1/2 feet

4. As close as possible
and about 4 1/2 feet
floor

stage and about
stage floor
stage and about
stage floor
from the lectern
above the floor
to the lectern
above the stage

6-50. With a screen that is 3' high by 4' wide
the distance to the closest viewer
should be and the farthest vi

415

(A) 8 ft, (B) 18 ft

(A) 8 ft, (B) 24 ft

(A) 6 ft, (B) 36 ft

(A). 6 ft, (3) 18 ft



2. !hen the nearest *vets
a distorted picture
When the projector to pet so that the
centerline of projection is not It,
tart eagles to the screen

!Ihen-the screen suet be mounted'
parallel _to the longer dimension of
the roost

6-52.

use?

that has no facilities for
rims darkening, which of the
is the belt type of screen to

1. trout projection, beaded finish
2. Neer projection, matte finish
3 Front projection, lenticular
4. Rear projection, polished surface

6-53. Which of the.following is the best room
lighting for most presentations in which
audio-visnal aide are used?

1. The least possible light.
2. A smell light it the fron
3; Some light at the rear of the room
4. A spotlight on the screen

6L54. When you are operating an overhead pro-
jector, what is' the purpose of using a
feeding device?

f the rocs

To prevent glare
To prevent risk of bulb failure from
switching the light off and on tot::
frequently
To avoid the need for a helper
To' prevent damage to the trans=
peresoies

38

preferable

Waisll,'Portable
A large, stationary, rens_
screen

3. :A beaded screen'
4. An opaque, lenticular screen

6-56. Major problems in using, rear projection
include

6-5T.

he need for rave
Weft- Us
clout room behind the screen

he feeding arrangement and
operator'

3. danger of tripping over the poem sorb

Which of the folloving preparations for
projection need NOT be made prior to
operation?

1. Checking the, opera
the projector

2. Running through the arterial for focus
and quality of projection

3. ,Connecting the power cords so people
vill not trip over them.

4. Setting the machine for long
cue in

ants

6-58. Where should you place tea microphone
speakers to prevent feedback or squeal?

1. Directly in front of the lectern
2. At the opposite side of the platform

from the speaker's lectern and at, the
back

3. As far as possible in front of the
lectern but in front of the audience

4. At the rear of the room

4 it_
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Learning Objectives Indicate the pre-'

cedures you should follow to establish
red-OperetWAlocal speakers bureau
and recognize the function of the

bureau.

7-1, IM addition to securing Navy speakers
all appropriate occasions, which,of the
following functione does a local speakers
bursar. perform?

Issues audio tapes to MATS stations
Provides technical advice to the motion
picture industry on naval subjects
Provides indepth reference material
concerning primary naval subjects
Supports and administers the local
Toastmasters Club

7-2. A reference fil
should incldne
materials?

1. U.S. Navy Speakeri Guide
2. CRIMP° Fact File
3. Direction, a monthly magazine
4. All of the above

a speakers bureau
_ Of the following

7-3. Which of the following would NOT be included
in your planning directive for a speakers

bureau?

I. The firm support of the local command

2. Specific details on the bureau's

operation
3. The background of the Navy Speech

Department Program

4. Wording to discourage unqualified
persons froe'voluntoering

7-4. Command can and often does render _

Mee to the speakers bureau by

1. urging participation during the initial
interview with incoming Peleomnel

2. inviting the members of the commend
through the station newspaper

3- .assigning oeFeba fficers to collat-

eral duty for au

775. Why should of
cal data that
history Of each speaker On your roster?

1. To select the right speaker for each
occasion

2. To help you in writing speeches
3. To provide a permanent record of pro-

grams that have been presented at your,

activity
4. To permit you to evaluate the effective-

ness of each speaker

7-6. In *electing a speaker, you will heed to
analyze the million**. Now can you de this

readily?.

1. Talk to several m±aabers of
2. Ask the PAO for facts
3. Wither 1 or 2 above
4. Use your ocmeunity file Which you

should have developed or found in the
office when you first reported

about the group
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selee_
tain the mate

7 -7. Published -Navy 1. Reference
Library

COMMand information 2. CiViC
materials

speech,*

Correspondence
7-9. Official - letters of

appreciation to
speakers

7-10. Detailed information
on the local Kiwanis
Club

7 -11 Guides for preparing
speeches

7-12. NotiffeatiOn to speaker
confirming a speaking
engagement

Reports of speaking
engagements made by the
speaker

7-14.. How can you increase the number of speaking_
invitations you receive?

1. LmprOvelthe speechowthat are given
2. Ask the officer-in-charge to notify

influential citizens of the speakers
bureau

3. Use the widest possible advertising of
, ,:the.service.you.oan.offer,by.meanscr

brochures, letters, and publicity in
the various media

4. Depend on the Chamber of Commerce

7-15. Which of the ollowing,is the primary con
cern of a speakers bureau in evaluating a
request for providing a speaker?

1. The audience's political attitude
2. The size of the expected audience

The amount of money offered
4. Tha best interests of the service

7-16. In which of the following ways should a
speakers bureau notify a speaker that he
or she is confirmed for an engagement?

1. By phone
2. In writing
3. In person
4. By messenger

413'40

-Learning -Objectives 'Indicate a.knoW-
ledge oftthellaWs pdblie affairs
Philos4hY,=prodedUres, and 'governing

atione in handling an.adversm
news Situation, accident. or disalter:

7-17. 1% Navy ComMander'hae been charged. With `tieing'
is military aircraft to import large =Dun
of duty -free liquor from Bermuda.
_ sponsible PAO should take which
- following actions?

1. Release the information if asked by
a reporter

2. Release the information
3. CoVer up the story
4. Write a meno-for the record and hope

that the story will not surface

Basic policy for the release of disaster
information by the armed services is foile
lated by which ofthe following organi-
zations?

1. Department of Defense
2. U.S. State Department
3. Presidental Press OffiAs
4. U.S. Information Service

7.19.1 Disaster implementation instructions
_ntained in which of the following

publications?

1. DOD Regulatimnw
2. AEC Regulation's
3. CHIRP° Notices
4. PA.RenUlatione

7 -20. Peacetime naval disasters are classed as

1. manmade or predictable
2. predictable or unpredictable
3. naturally occurring or manmade
4. naturally occurring of unpredictable

7-721. From 1778 to 1976, how many major naval
disasters during other than wartime con-
ditions have been documented?

1. 100
2. 150
3. 200
4. 250

7-22. Detailed case studies of naval disasters
may be obtained from which of the following
diWisions within CHINFO?

1. Internal Relations
2. Media Relations
3. Plans and Programs
4. Coamunity Relations



attributes Lathe. -Eu.144011=6 newm-Sthnition4-101Ch'01 the

the tic affairs fell media rin rem 9n-depth'
T Situation? information?

7-24 through 7-27 pertain to the
aboard this' 088 Enterprise..

7 -24. The MaterPrise PAO implemented prepatatio_
fOrl-dockside meeting ride the note media

at which of the following times?
fi

I. Shortly after the disaster occurred

2. Following a firm
3. When he returned to

office
4. Nban the MAP

affairs-

7-25. Initial information for/the first
Intetrie* disaster press release was
obtained from the

14th NaWal District PAO
ship's executive officer
navigator' e log

commanding'officer

As senior .70,YoU would moat likely :cause

a newsman 03-seek informatiOn:frOMOther
'Buttes by which of the following actions?

1.

2.

Referring a routine request to the PAO:

Withholding tHe7nanes of accident
victims pending notificationbf,nest-
Of-kin
Telling the newsman, that )0136 dOntlt.kosu
the-ansWer tO'his.question, but will:,
find the answer and return hisvcall

4. WOrming the,newimen that the in-
formation he is requesting is
classified

7-31. Which of the following guidelines is
oorrect to- Use-in &disaster -situation?

Help all media to get direct gUntes!
frOs Navy, Opokesmen-
CoSply With media request* for taped
statements as the first order of
businese
Perform each task in chronological
Order

4. Take care of your tasks in the line of
established priorities

7-26. The first photos of=the disaster
released by'which of the followin

commends?

1. U.S.:Coast Guard
Clie7PACFLT

3. 14th Naval District
4. UdS NntorpriSe

7-27. What area of dliatter coverage did the
news media use to create sensational
headlines?

1. Lack of cooperation between the news
media and Navy public affairs personnel

2. Interviews with the crew

3. An attempt by the Navy td cloud the
facts about the cause of the fire

4. The number of dead, missing, and
injured personnel

7-28. The success or failure of public affairs
problems in a naval disaster is strongly
influenced by which of the following
factors?

1. The type of disaster
2. A written disaster plan
3. The time of the disaster
4. Availability of press kits at the

scene of the disaster

7-32. What practice is usually required prior.
Wreleaeinqinforestion ctmceiring a
disaster to newsmen?

1.

_ ..

Naming several officers, to waste

tiOns:of media,repremettatives
2. Referring newsmen to either the

Officer -in- Charge or, the PAO

3. Naming one official spokesman for
Navy to handle contacts with the
public

4. Naming the PAO on the staff of the
naval district commandant where the
disaster occurred to be an official
Spokesman

'Wen"'

7-33. Personal, responsibility for protecting
classified matter against loss, compromise,
or unauthorized disclosure rests with
which of the following individuals?
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Only those persons designated by di-
rection from higher authority
Designated security personnel
Commissioned officers
Every Navyman



-imitial-neme release on am atioident
shoOld-be-writtaninateVrdance with
which of the following Wavy policies?

Withhold all information pending a
board of inquiry investigation

2. Withhold all information derogatory
to the Wavy

only feral information p0A4-
next highest

se as .mode infOreation as
'-cnity eonsideretionsperait

7-38. Salmis that a MeEse ne
a picture at' an accident mesas Chit in-
wolves cleseified'eqUIPmenc, 'Whileh of the
following a Should yOu top?:

Take .his ,film, by force if.Maceseary.
!mania him that he basteeen a picture
of elespifiod materiel/ ask Maw .-

_ the file4 end inform hie-
_-_-wielited:tederei Lew
him about the,cliweified
_ 'hope that the photographs

441altothe Printed
Tell.. hie he will go to jail if the
magoiine publishes-thy photographs

739. Which of the following procedure, is rec-
ommended forproviiing newsmen with in
formation that concerns a disaster involv-,
4np.highly tschnicel equipment?-

Explain 'the' equipment te-C400 in 1_
man's tonne

2.' .Make available pertinent technical.
manuals

7 -35. For gaidande on releasing,the names of
daeuelitiee atrhe time of injury or

-arOiaent,, you should rifer to which of
the f011ogatng sources?

1. PA Rags and SUPERS Manual
CEINFO and BUMS Notices

3. -rnitynetiensWod.iTha Manual
4. .1_ -ual'an4 PA Regs

7- 6. Every effort release the names
of accident victims et a military
within COWS concurrently with the an-
nouncement of the accident for which of
the following ra sons?

1. To notify the next -of -kin via the new.
media

.

2.- TO alleviate undue anxiety, far
twee of other personnel of the, unit
involved '

3. To maintain a "high profile in the
news media
To shift public attention from the
pOssible cause of the accident to the
personnel involved

.

7-37. Meuse that a NavY plane crashes overseas,
killing all aboard. The lodies'are it

to identify promptly. What is
the policy on releasing a casualty list?

1. Release the names at once
2. Release bonamee for 24 hours
3. seek approval of the Chief of Naval

Personnel for release of a partial
list

4. Release a list of the ship's pilots
and aircrewmen not involved in the
accident

142

4 r)4 (

WPOcillist is-available tOit questions
they interview tho

oompenpofficials who manufactured the
equipment

7-404 In debriefing the survivor a disaster,
the public affairs representative should
counsel-the survivor to AVOID diocossinq,
4nring subsequent news conferences,
general statements about the disaster
tweed on' lis or her own isolated experi-
ences.

7 -41. Guidelines for the handling of the note-
ficetion.of,nest7of-kin should be
specified in which of the following local
comeand publications?

1. Familygram
2. Newspaper
3. Plan of the day
4. Disaster plan

7 -42. When releasing information to the news
Media during a disaster situation, a PAD
should make it a standard operating
practice to

1. check and recheck the facts
2. help the news media meet deadlin

providing damage estimates prewaftrely,
3. release the names of disaster victims

immediately
4. clear all information with CROWD prior

to releasing the facts



7,-47; Ihe vole Of. during a dis-
aster 'bead OEM be assumed ba-JD
unless- be /she is specifically designated
by ahLth-of the following officials?

7-

Avoid
Refuse to assist
discOvering the

1. mum
2. COO
3. officer in charge
4. Appropriate district commandan

7 -48. ;Cod testa in releasing information or
photograph/ of a disaster are based on
which of the felIoying standards?

If a PAO allows one newsman access to the
Scene of a disaster, which of the follow-
ing actions ehoUld he take to maintain

iMPartiality?

IL Ask the newsman allowed access to
make his report iVeilablekto all
reporters

2. Issue elareas release On,:the access
3. Insure that the reportei allowed.

access gives th4 story to the Associ-
ated Press

4. Allow similar access to all newsmen

7-4 When there are too many newsmen at the
scene a big story, whiohef.the
following procedures should be emplOyed
to gather-information?

Request the newsmen to pool certain
information
Allow all newsmen access to the scene
Have the senior J0 write a press
release
Allow only wire service reporters
access to the scene

7-46. Which of the following actions by 'LAO
will establish an air of honesty and
enable the Navy to state its position
during a disaster or adverse news situ-
ation?

1. Issue a press release stating the
Navy will not whitewash the facts

.2 'Release all information through
MEMO

3. Do not provide any information unless
it is specifically requested

4. Anticipate the needs of newsmen and
take the initiative in providing
them with information

Personal evaluation
The Associated Press ova of ethics
MINT° regtlations
ROPERS regulations

th complete fapts are not yet
available when a Major newsstory octUrs.
YOMx i4eMasied ObOOldalert =aro through
its

1. plans anb.po
2. new desk
3. internal re
4. comity re

_abranch
one branch

7-50. Tt elite the release of casualties,
CRINFO soMetimes Ultimo which of the

following actions?

eetablishea liaison with the cognisant
American Embassy or the State nepart-

ment
2,, Sende a watch officer to BUMS Navy

Personnel EMergehoy Inforeation Center
to inform the COINFO news branch as
next-of-kin are notified

3. sends an officer to the CEO flag plot
area to keep up with developeents as
reported from the field

4. Requests the assistance of citizen
Bend users in the area of the die-
miter to determine if next-of-kin:
have been notified
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-63 apply to a diet
statement True

or

7=51. Identify .informatiOn Center as the
- ,place where ali official announcements

Mill, be made. .

776 responsibilities for the public, -.

airs offti -personnel dlilting a dla
aster -should -bespecifived in which of th
following. ?

7752* Confer-promptly wigs .Navy security experts
to establish the necessary ground rules
for media representatives.

7-53. AnsWer No comment" when reporters ask
questions about classified information.

7-54. .Get newsmen to the disaster area as perk
as possible

Bold details of the news until thee
enough for a complete release.

Establish policy
cognisant senior commands as soon
the mishap as possible.--

7 -57. Alwaya-read ann
aster situation.

ments during a die-

7-58. Cooperate the news ia..even when
they push, reserve at least one phone
line for the-PAD.

7-59. Be aggroesive in thequest for infoinformation
regarding the disaster.

7-60'. Invoke a security ban at once if there
Mama to be thsslightest reason to do so

7-61. Don't take over responsibility for any-
thing that the CO hasn't directed you to
do by Written instruction.

7 -62. When gathering information, stake sure you
aPplogize for any aggreseiveness on your
part.

7-63. make every attempt to rely on your memory
in answering gnestions from reporters.

7-64. A disaster plan should include which of
the following objectives?,

1. Promote the CO's press image
2. Earn a public relations award
3. Develop contacts with famous newsmen
4, Retain public confidence in the Navy

7-65. A command disaster plan should be issued
in which of the following forms?

1. Official directive
2. Oral instructions
3. Informal letter
4. Informal memo

44
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-67

PA office plan
Service re_ covi

00 record card

pita%

In making-a'useful telephone number check=
listfor use in a disaster situation, You
should employ whiCh of the'folloWing
systems?

1. Establish an alphabetical list
2. List.personsby rank and billet
3: Divide the list into meaningful

categories
4. Set up'SChronologicallist

768. TO insure that the CpeciancliM8-04ioar
kept fully informed during a disaster
situation, the PAD. should establish Which.
of the following provisions?

7-69.

Set up a direct telephone line
cosesanding offica
Aseign a staff member to deliver
frequent messages
Make up forms to record the PR activ-
ities so that a brief report may be
made as often as called for.
Assign a JO to stand by in the CO's
office during a disaster

a Public:Affairs Disaster Kit?

box issued by cHrNro containing'
case histories of previous disasters

2. A briefcase containing medical first
aid equipment '

3. A 6 -week course on public affairs
disasters at DINFOS

4. A separate container holding the PA
office Disaster Plan and other
materials which would be helpful in
handling a disaster



The Catwalk/ In o atIt BUreau- writing the Complex New-sato_

Tentkbook Aasiicament NAVEBTRA: 10M4; :Pages 196 - 218-

Kerning Objective: Indicate prat-
es and procedures for establishing

and operating a"Coomand'Information
Bureau which is responsible for neva
coveregkote *WI fleet training.
exercise?.

A CIB would normally be established in
which of the following dircumatences?

1. When a new CO assumes command
Whenever mere than one newsman is
interested in a Navy related story

3. When there are no JOleavailable to
write preaereleases toren adMiral's
retirement

When aeOigned the tasklIf forming a CIB,
theCIB director should take which of the
following iStione as a first step-toward a

successful operation?

1. Hold a no.host cocktail party for local

reporters
2. Send otts:Fleet Home_Town News Center

release on all public Affairs personnel
-involved :in-the CIB operation.
Hold a planning conference,
Issue a neva:release gtati that he
has been assigned the Job q_ CIB
director:

8-6.. Advande inforMatiog on alleet training
exercise should be released to the news
media in which of the following ways?

4..'W is great public interest 1.

in an event, and many reporters are
expected to cover it

2.

3.

8-2. How many months of advance public affairs
planning should take place prior to the
beginning of a fleet trainingexercise?-

_ 2 to 3
2. 4 to 5
3. 6 torT
4. 8 to 9

Which of the following persons is respon-
Oible for public affairs during a fleet
exercise?

1. CHINFO
2. Fleet public affairs officer
3. Senior fleet JO
.4. Exercise commander

11-4. Initial public afflirs planning for a
fleet exercise'is a tack belonging to the

senior JO in the fleet
FAO on the exercise commander's
permanent staff
Chief' of Information
exercise Commander

145

Carefullrration the information
,Include all,relessable-information in
the first announcement
Release no information Until:the day
the operation begins
Release all information on a Baturday

'SYier6Vt;n"6inianiiiii' expose

7. Press kits for a fleet training exercise
should be-issued to the news media at which
of the for/Vving times?

1. Following the exercise
2. Prior to the exercise

3. During the exercise

The CIB obtains a Navy photo team from the
Fleet Commander to assist on an exercise.
Who will coordinate the work of the team?

1. Fleet Commander
2. Senior member of the team

3. CIB photo officer
4. CIB director
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A unit associated with a CIB which is
land-based and handles distribution of
nese received. from the CID in'the Opera-
tional,eremis known by which ef,the fol-
loonlmg titles?

conducting

requirements and glens
4 lee forwarded as early as possible

1. flagship coon= ding officer
2. flagship PAO
3. operational commander
4. Chief of Information

8-11. Facsimile facilities are used for vh
of the following purposes?

1. Live television broidcasts
2. Matto tape recordings
3. Telephone conference callS
11. Photo transmission

8-12. When should newsmen be informed about the
costs of transmitting press copy over Navy
communications circuits?

CIRAnnei
Secondary
Sub-CID

4. CID Ashore

8-16. Following a public affairs planning--
conference for an exercise, hag are the ,

plans made official and given the authority
of the exercise commander?

1. Prepare an office mew and have it
signed by the exercise commander

-.2. Rave the exercise commander ppear'on
the phip's television statign and
present the plans to the Crow

_la a pamphlet outlining the
with-typicture of tpe exercise

commander on the cover , ,

Put the plans in the.form of a direc-
tive or,ptblic affairs annex.to en-
operation order signed by the,exercise
commander

8-17.
Whenthey are invited to =exercise_
When they submit news copy dtring an
=Ord=

3 When.they meet the commmnications
officer in the wardroom during an
exercise

4. FolloVing an exercise

8-13. Which of the following publications
specifies the current rate per word to be
Otrif.d. gar Aromenitted. over r

Navy circuits for the civilian news media?

1. PA Reg*
.10- 2. SUPERS Manual

3. Comenications Watch Officer's Guide
4. Naval Teldcomeunication Publication

(117Pr9):

8-14. A J02 attache to Naval Station Rota,
Spain is assigned TAD to a CID aboard the

_ !tonne. in the Mediterranean for 2
weeks. ch of the following commands
will fund the assignment? k

CRISTO
2. Sixth Fleet
3. Naval Station Rota,
4. us% Denictr

46
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In a for allied operation,. a CID director
should request assistance from a USIA

preventative through which of the fol-
lowing officials?

1. Chief of Information
2. Chief of Naval Operations
3. U.S. Naval Attache '

4. Chief', Joint Chiefs of Staff

8-18. In an exercise with foreign participants
,involved,.the-C113 should include. which.

the following points in all =Vs releases?

1. All naval forces in the exercises are
helping the fight against comumnide

2. All participants are contributing to
the exercise

3. No foreign aid 'guarantees are linked
with the exercise

4. All foreign forces are partigipating
in the exercise for the peace and
security of the "Free World"

8-19. During an exercise.With foreign partici-
panti, each group of foreign newsmen is
assigned an interpreter by the

1. Chief of Informstion
2. State Department
3. .Command Information Bureau

Chief of Nava,1 Operations



Learning Objective: Indicate
recommended policies and pro-
cedures for news coverage of
fleet exercise by civilian news
media representatives.

8-20. Instructions concerning embarkation of
foreign newsmen in U.S. Navy ships and
aircraft are contained in which of the
following publications?

1. Navy Rego
2. Security Manual
3. BUPERS Manual
4. PA Begs

8-21. Which of the following representatives
normally has first priority for a billet

in an exercise?

1. A reporter from the Los Angeles Times

2. A representative from the Associated

Press
3. A writer from Newsweek magazine
4. A photographer from the New York

Times

8-22. How should a reporter be notified that he
or she has been invited to cover a naval
exercise?

1. By formal. LnVitation

2. By an invitation list attached to the
news release announcing the exercise

3. By telephone
4. By an in-person visit

8-23. Which of the following corresponden
not authorized to be embarked overnig
in a, naval ship without prior approval
by the appropriate Fleet Commander in
Chief?

1. Hugh Hefter, PlaylKly Magazine
Z. Brad Durfee. Stars and Stripea
3. Hansen Baldwin, N.Y. Times

4. Barbara Walters, ABC --TV

8-24. When the following persons are indica L.,
cover an exercise, which one should be
told about limitations in the use of Wavy

equipment?

1. Douglas Edwards. ebb Hadic,

2. John Harris, London Times

3. Lester Baker, Christian
Monitor

4. John Schnoker, Daily w0.ke

4(

8-25. When should a CIB hold briefings
embarked correspondents?

1. Only when a valid newsstory occurs
2. Only when the senior correspondent

desires a briefing

3. On a regular basis
4. Only when they request it

8426. How do correspondents seek a definite
local angle for their stories during a

a fleet exercise?

1. Interviewing the exercise commander

2. Using leads from official releases

3. Talking to men from their home
communities

4. Attending all briefings

8-27. Instructions for filing press traffic
are contained in which of the following

publications?

1. Naval Telecommunication Publication
(NTP-9)

2. Navy Begs
3. PA Rego
4. Navy Commercial Traffic Begs (DNC-26)

3=28 What is the customary method of preventing
one correspondent from monopolizing
communications circuits during a fleet

exercise?

1. Let the senior correspondent establish
rules for filing press traffic

2. Limit the length of each "take"

3. The CIB director should judge and sub-
mit the press traffic to the communi-
cations department

4. Correspondents should flip a coin to

decide who has communications circuit
priority

13,-e. Media representatives embarked aboard ship
and covering a fleet exercise should veer
a distinctive device to simplify their
identification for which of the following

reasons?
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1. To give them a feeling of being part

of the shipboard team
2. To identify and establish their rank

3. To prevent military personnel from
unwittingly revealing classified
information to them
To signify that they are bonafide news-
men in case a combat situation arises



8-30. Official observers in an allied operation 8
do NO -receive which of the following ser-
vices from the U.S. host ship r

1. Escorts
2, Briefings
3. Publicity
4. Accommodations

8-31. The CIB should NEVER mix observers and
newsmen for which of the- following
reasons!

1. Security
2. Social status
3. Possible personality clashes

Learning Objective: Recognize pro-
cedures for preparing and releasing
information during a fleet exercise.

8-32. Release of all information during a fleet
exercise is the responsibility of which
of the following Officials?

1. CIB director
2. Exercise commander
3. Appropriate district commandant
4. CHINE@

8-33. During an exercise, which of the following
types of news releases are normally
channeled through the CIB or as prescribed
in the PA annex?

Newsstories written by guest
correspondents

2. Hometowners
3. All news releases prepared-by E.artl-

cipating commands except hometowners
4. Stories prepared or photos taken by

avy personnel on the flagship °sly

8-3h. Which of the following kinds of iarolms
tion should be included in the advance
news release for a fleet exercise?

Any unusual incidents that o.4 of

in setting'up the CIB
2. The names of official observers

participate in the exercise
The concept and mission of tl
cise'

The biography of the _

commander

5. Which of the following policies on photo
support for news media representatives
during a fleet exercise is NOT required?

1. Only processed still and motion pic-
tures are released

2. CIB arranges for complete visual
coverage of the operation

3. Newsmen are furnished still photos
in the sizes they request

4. Still photos are processed as soon as
possible

8-36. In writing daily roundup,stories for a
fleet exercise, which of the following
tasks is normally your major problem?

1. Gathering the news
2. Making the stories interesting
3. Writing a single, cohesive story from

a mass of material
4. Supporting the mission and concept of

the exercise in each story

8-37. The prime objective of all news issued by
the CIE! in an allied operation should pro-
mote which of the following concepts?

1. That the U.S. Navy is the strongest
fighting force in the world

2. That the exercise demonstrtates an
atmosphere of friendship, mutual
respect, and understanding between
the U.S. and her allies

3. That the exercise commander can handle
the problems of operating with allied
farces

4 That the CIE: will release both good
and unfavorable news about the exer-
cise

6 56, Official news releases from a ClB in an
allied operation should emphasize which
of the following?

Which unit won the operation
C. Political impl ations
3. Operational an training experi

gained

Lea Ing Objective: Indicate
policies and procedures associated
with handling home town news cov-
erage for a fleet exercise.



When organizing home town news coverage
for a fleet operation, what do you do
first?

1. Obtain permission from the PAO to
gather home town information

2. Get the facts about your organization
and the public you are trying to
communicate with

3. Visit the ships involved
4. Obtain additional manpower or the

operation

8-40. Before working on home town news coverage
for a fleet exercise, you should review
applicable chapters of which of the fol-

lowing publications?

1. PA Regs and JO 3&2

2. Navy Regs and PN 3&2
3. AP Style Book and JO 3 &2

4. PA Regs and Navy Regs

8-41.. Your home town news activities in a fleet
operation should support die public
affairs objectives of which of the fol-

awing?

8-42=

8-43.

1. FHTNC and local newspapers
2. State and local governments
3. The Navy and Coast Guard
4 The Navy and FHTNC

8-45. FHTNC should be notified of any permanent
changes in a roster by which of the fol-
lowing methods?

1, routine message
2. Priority message

3. Routine letter
4. Speedietter

8-46. Subsequent master stories about a fleet
operation are prepared and forwarded to

FHTNC by

1. each participating unit

2. CHINFO

3. the appropriate district commandant
4. CIB

8-47. The standard FHTNC form NAVSO 5724/1, used
for coverage of regular crevmembers in
roster stories during a fleet exercise,
should be obtained from which of the fol-

lowing sources?

1. Normal supply channels
2. FHTNC

3. CHINFO
Appropriate di Jet commandan

8-48. In the process of FHTNC phota coverage of
midshipmen on a fleet exercise, the photo
team should be guided by which of the

following publications?

How many weeks prior to the beginning of

a fleet exercise should the master story The exercise PA annex

for roster coverage be sent to FHTNC? 2. Fleet instructions

3. CHINFO instructions

1 1 4. FHTNC instructions

2

3.

4.

When atuding tha m4ater atc,14 a C1

exercise to FHTNC, you should furnish a
copy of the story co

1. CHINFO

2. each participating unit

3t the appropriate district
4. SECNAV

8-44. Rosters or changes to hold files must
leave each participating unit in a fleet
exercise NO later than how many days prior
to the beginning of the exercise?

1. 5

2, 10

3. 15

4. 20

What should be your basis for deciding
the time for taking FHTNC midshipmen
pictures during a fleet training exercise?

1.1* your division liberty schedule

2. Your division watch, quarter, and

station bill
The midshipmen's ro
schedule

4, The convenience of the PH/J0 tea_

and training

o ,o when photos are taken of midshipmen during

a fleet training exercise, the FHTNC fora;

should be filled out by the

1. JO /PH team

2. midshipmen liaison officer

3. midshipmen
4. CIB YN



8-51. When shooting home town neWsphOtos, you
should always AVOID which of the following
vievs?

1. Closeups
2. Uncomplimentary poses

Two men in a picture

A three-quarter view of the subject's
face

8-52. A home town nevsphoto of a midshipman on .

liberty should emphasize which of the (A,

following features?

1. Attractiveness of the scene
2. Familiarity of the scene
3. Midshipman
4, Activity of the midshipman

Learning Objective: Recognize
techniques used in preparing a
composite newsstory and identify
various methods of developing a
composite newsstory.

8-53. Which of the following neva headlinea
would most likely indicate a composite

'wrap -up" story?hor rap-up storyl
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Three Hetirements, ShieLa
Set
Sailor Spend', -:rraEmty Mourn buildine

Submarines, Carriers
Corps NCO Student Establiahea he,,ka
Master Chiefs Sought for NR E 8, 9
Board

.r LA,c L'.Li,.ui
most Hew° value to a city_ edit,r oi a
large daily newepeee

A change of wain 1A,,, tea

c,....mmande,a at a local seuadro..

Ali executive ,,fCicer icing tre..ak
to another cammend
Fi,e commaud change. 1"
local area
Two junior ,,AALIala

ch&Rge of .ommeod 0, a local SEAB.,-
unit

a ID id -ry 7

11.0 1,A., 1 A

Metireee
4 Navy Je( 1;

Air Force J_tCreauea,

8-56. Which of the following headlines in c e
a composite story?

1. Olexa Relieves Aurin
2. Navy Reassigns 5 Rear Admirals
3. Marine Gets Medal For Saving Infant
4, Warfield Gets Top Journalism Award

8-57. There are two or more incidents in a
story, one of which overshadows the other
in importance. When writing a composite
story about these incidents, which of the
following methods should you use?

Exception to salient feature develop-
ment
Salient feature development

3. Exception to combination development
4. Combination development

8-58. When there are two-or more incidents of
almost equal news value, which of the fol-
lowing methods is generally used in
writing a composite story?

1. Salient feature developmen
2, Combination development
3. Exception to combination development
4. Summary development

'There are two or more incidents of almost
equal neve value, but instead of eumme-
rizing each angle in the lead, the writl r
desires to reduce the angles to a singli
comprehensive statement. When writing a
composite newastory covering the incident,
which of the following methods should the
writeA use?

Co.piet44.D.Ivc iaa0 .revel
2. Exception to ,ombination development
3 Exception to salient feature develop-

ment
SuMMary development

in a story tv of tn,ic, ova. shadow th
othe a in 1-portan4e, which cf the tot-
lowing methods should you use to write
a composite atry7

Salient feature deva.
compreh naive lead deve
Combination d.velopment



8-61. Which of the following leads is an
example of a co cite story using a

summary developmen

1. Mayor Baker's relief policies are
unsound, in the Opinion of John
Harris, president of the Civic

League
2. Has anybody seen a black and yellow

puppy abOut as long as a little boy's
arm Who wags his tail up and down
like "Yea, sir" -- not back and forth

like "No, ma'am"?
3 From a dozen pulpits yesterday, Mid-

land clergymen denounced the movement
launched by the Gallagher Racing
Association to permit parimutuel
betting under a bill pending before
the state legislature

4. Members of the Midland Bar Association
heard a speech on "Archaic Laws" by
Judge George H. Mather today

8-62. The order in which the incidents are pre-
sented in the lead of a 'composite story

is arbitrary.

8-83 In which of the following ways i
order of incidents presented in the body

a CQMpOsit4 story?

1. Arbitrarily
2. By prominence, in descending order of

importance

3. Chronologically
4. In the Bane order established in the

lead

8-64. When a tie-in or tie-back is intrcduce:i
into a composite story, in which or the
following parts of the nevsstory should
the tie-in or tie-back be placed?

1- Conclusion
2. Bridge
3. Lead
4. Body

8-65. Which of the followil46 ILI 4 cm,

posite story would most likely be used t,
Smooth the transition from one segment
in the story to the beginning of another
topic in the same article?

So much for
As long as
Not far away
Radio offers shots.

8-66. Which of the ollowing is a transitional
phrase used within the "Operation Broad-
jump" example, provided in chapter 8 of

the manual?

1. In contrast to

2. For example
3. For instance
4. Here at home

8-67. Which of the following is a prerequisite
for a salient feature development in a
composite story?

1. More than three incidenta must be
introduced

2. A request to write a salient feature
must be received from a major wire

service
3. There must be a tie-in or tie-back

element introduced
4. One incident should have more news

Value and overshadow the others in
importance

8.681 In which of the following ways is the
order of incidents presented in the body
of composite story with % salient feature

development?

1. In the order of presentation in the
lead and summary paragraph

2. Chronologically
3. By prominence, in descending order of

importance
4. Arbitrarily

8-69. Which of the following persons determines
the importance attached to certain
incidents and order of presentation in a

Composite newsstory?

4 2:14

I. Editor-in- chief

2. Proofreader

3. Wfiter
4. Copyreader

The salient reatul-e of a
story is so important that even its details
are more significant than the other angles

in the story. Which of the following
tykes of composite stories would be
written in this case?

Combination development
2 Sumnary development

3. Comprehensive lead developmcut
Salient feature exception



Writer is confronted with two
incidents which Overshadow another two
incidents in importance, which of the
following types of Composite stories
would he or she compode?

Combination development
Sur development
CoMprehensive lead development
Salient feature exception

8-72. Which of the following types of composite
stories is similar to the salient feature
exception development?

1. Comprehensive development
2. Exception to the combination ievelc-

ment
3. Combination development
4. Summary development

4.J

8-73. Which of the following Methods is most
commonly used to develop a composite
story?

Combination development
2. Salient feature exception
3. Summary development
4, Comprehensive lead development



Scientific Wri The

Textbook Assia

Assignment 9

o and New-film Pho

02 Pa ea 220 - 4

Learning Object
types of scient
cern to the JO.

Recognize various
articles of con-

In items 9-1 through 9-4, select from column B
the type of scientific writing that 15 used in
the articles listed in column A. 1

A-

9-1. An article written for-
a specific group of
readers in the field
of rocketry in terms
that can be understood
by those who are not
rocket specialists

9 -t. An article written
laymen to interpret th.
implications of a new

missile

9-3. An article tc tell tn.
general public how to
use Nary- developed
first aid techniques

9-4 An article wrILeen L,
an expert In a comple.
scientific field for
others in the sane
field

9-5= All popular scientific
of the following common

1. immediacy

2. Suspense
3. Proximity
4. Reader ideticirlALI,"

R. Type. or
Scientific
Writing

1. Technical

2. Semitechoicel

Fopu_LeV

lement..?

9-be A senior JO is concerned mostly with which
of the following types of scientific

articles?

Technical
Semitechnical
Popular

Learning Objective: identify

techniques and procedures for
developing a scientific article.

9-Y. The popular scientific article is organized
much like a/an

1. spot newsstory
2. utility story
3. feature story
4. accident story

When seeking an idea fur a sctentl
article, a writer should try which
folloVing methods?

of the

Find tips anywhere
Wait for an assignment from an editor
Narrow the source dove by attending
specific meetings
Read science fiction stories

40
The following information is for items
9-9 through 9-19. Assume that you are a

J01 assigned to the Operation Deep FreeZe public
affairs office with the task of writing press
release feature material in support of U.S.
scientific efforts in Antarctica. You have
attended a lecture by Dr. Renie Warfield on the
theory of continental drift. Dr. Warfield has
discovered the jawbone of a reptile during her
work on the Antarctic continehk and you desire
to write a story about the discovery.

9 9 Now that you have an Idea for a story, you
would normally take which of the following
steps in developing your idea?

Collect as much data as possible about
the subject
Ask Dr. Warfield if she would provide
you with enough information to write an
article
Request authorization from the CRINFO
News Desk to develop the story

431



9-10. During your research on c tinental drift,
which of the following reference aids will
you use to find books that your library
hhs available on the subject?

1. Library card catalog
2. Periodical Directory
3. New York Times Index
4. Readers' Guide to Periodical Litera-

ture

9-11. Where does the classification or call
number appear on a library subject card?

1. Lower left-hand corner
2. Upper left-hand corner
3. Centered at the top
4. Upper right-hand corner

9-12. Which of theifollowing reference hooka
will serve ai a guide to other periodicals
that may have articles helpful to your
research for the story on Dr. Warfield's
discovery?

1. Periodical Directory
2. Readers' Guide to Periodical Litera

ture
3. World Almanac
4. The Nev York Times Index

9-13. You must Write with accuracy in order L.,

indicate to your readers the significance
of Dr. Warfield's discovery of the jaw-
bone.

9-14. Nov should you obtain background infurma-
tion on Dr. Warfield's previous achieve-
ments?

1. interw e-w Dr. Warfield
2. Get the information throuteA library

sources and Dr. Warfield's colleagues-
3. Ask her to provide you with a written

biography
4 Have her include her past achieve ,,t

in the article when she reviews the
ry

9-0 ok Warne_ should he a.hea.
you. completed manuscript fo. p-ssibl_
errors in which of the following?

1_

2.

3-

4.

Pcchnical de Lail
Sentence etruct
Style
Typing and for

I

9-16. After the Material for your-article has
been absorbed, which of the following
steps should you take?

1. Write the article

Seek a market for the article
3. Pause to brood over what you have

absorbed

Have Dr. Warfield check your notes
for accuracy

9-17. When developing an outline for your
article, which of the following persons
or groups should you keep in mind?

1. The PAO
2. Dr. Warfield

3. The readers
4. Sdtentiets in Antarctica

9-18. Which of the following terms describes a
yle of writing that will add to reader

interest in your continental drift story?

1. Formea
2. Semiformal
3. Informed
4. Pedantic

9-19- You should use which of the following
photographic views or Dr. Warfield to
illustrate your cie?

1 Sitting at er desk with the jawbone
Receiving letter of commendation
from the Operation Deep Freeze com-
mander

Showing the jawbone to other scien-
tists at the location in Antarctica
where she discovered the jawbone

Darning Objective: Recognize
requirements and categories of
picture stories, also, indicat.
techniques and pAocedthes for
planning anal developing p
stories.

Which ,r tn, rui d

import,ant re,uirement or a picture ok

2

3. Prominence
Visual can id.



9-21. The ofit of reproducing photographs in
newspapers has been reduced by which of
the following methods of reproduction?

I; Letterpress
2. Offset
3. Silkscreen
4. Xerox

9-22. The illustrated text picture story is
best described by which of the following

statements?

1. The text is the important aspect
2. No captions are required
3. It is a pure picture story
4. It is a middle ground between pure

pictures and the picture-text combina-
tion

9-23. A picture story that is based primarily
on photographs is called a/an

1. picture-text combination
2. pure picture story
3. illustrated text

9-24. A picture story that _ nidwa between

pure words and pure pictures Is called
a/an

1. pure picture story
2. illustrated text
3. picture-text combination

9-25. What is the first step in developing a
good picture story?

1. Preparing the script
2. Planning the treatment
3. Developing the idea 4i

4. Researching the topic

What is the most important step is p?
ducing a good picture story?

1. Choosing a suitable appro
2. Planning the treatment of the mgt

3. Getting effective photos
4. Analyzing the interests of your

readers

do Items 9-27 through 9-29 pertain to the
criteria used in planning picture stories.

Mark each item True or False.

9 -27. The best picture stories _resemble
neves:stories in timeliness.

9-28. A picture Gust lave impact to be useful
in a photo story.

9-29. The most interesting photofeature is one
that focuses on people who are doing
things.
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9-30. After reading all the information you have
collected on a particular subject, what is
your next step in the process of developing
a shooting script?

1. Plan the sequence in which the picture
will be used in the layout

2. Prepare the script in storyboard form

3. Decide what photo equipment you will
need for the assignment
Note those points which can be
illustrated or interpreted with the
camera

9-31. A shooting script should NOT include
which of the following directions?

1 The sequence in which the picture will
be used in the layout

2. The camera angles, distances, points
of focus, and poses

3. Pertinent data on location, persons
involved, and props needed

4. The order for taking the shots

9 -32. You are following a storyboard for
photofeature on an !UMW unit. During

the shooting of a routine personnel
inspection, a person faints. Which of

the following actions should you take?

1. Shoot pictures of the incident
2. DU not shoot pictures of the incident

because it was nor- anted on your
storyboard

3. Shoot pictures of the incident only
if you have extra film

4. Shoot pictures of the incident only
if you have prior permission from
your editor to do so

9-33. When you are planning a shooting seasion
for a photofeature, which of the following
suggestions-should you NOT follow?

1. Check your photo equipment
Visit the location in advance

3. Arrive at the location without prior
arrangements

4. Set up a shooting schedule

9=34. Whenever possible, picture stories should
be slanted towards which of the following
interests?

433

1. Individual publications
2. National distribution

3. Historical needs
4. Regional distribution



9-35. Which of the following publications

should you consult when you have a
noteworthy picture story of national
interest to release?

1. Armed Forces Newspaper Guide and
Navy Civilian Enterprise Publications
Handbook

2. Department of the Navy Publications
and Printing Regulations and Direc-
tion Magazine

3. American Forces Radio and Television
Handbook and SITE Broadcaster's
Handbook

PA Regs and the Manual of Naval
Photography

9-36. A family photo album is an example of
which of the following picture story
continuities?

1. Narrative chronology
2. Repeated identity
3. Development of a th
4. Simple continuity

9-37. A picture story told with a definite
time sequence uses which of the fol-
lowing picture story continuities?

9-38.

1. Narrative chronology
2. Repeated identity
3. Development of a theme
4. Simple continuity

You prepare a story that features a
recruit training company commander. In
many pictures you show the same man
performing a different task in each
photo. Your technique represents which
of the following uses of continuities?

1. Simple continuity
2. Narrative chronology
3. How-to continuity
4. Repeated identity

9-39. The use of parallel or
tinuity is suitable Col- which Of the
following types of stories?

1. A story that develops a tneme
A story about the conversion ,,i
-ship with pictures taken before
and after the work

3. A story that explains the methoa
of cleaning a gun mount

4. A story of a minesweeper's near
miss of having an explosion while
retrieving a mine

56

Learning Objective: Recognize basic
procedures, equipment and terminology
used in motion picture production.

9-40. The human eye permits yOU to as
in a motion picture by which of
loving capabilities?

1. Persistence of vision
2. Color sensitivity
3. Focusing ability
4. Distance vision ability

movement
the fol-

9=41. Which of the following basic parts of a
motion picture camera differs from the
comparable part in a still camera?

1. Lens or lenses
2. Shutter
3. A light-tight compartment
4. A film holder or focal plane

9-42. A movie camera carries the film con-
tinuously from a supply spool to a t
spool by which of the following part

1. Film drive mechanism
2. Drive sprocket
3. Pulldown claws
4. Rotary disk shutter

9-43. The expression "fps," as applied to a
motion picture camera, refers to which
of the following terms?

1. Focal plane si
2. Film plane spa
3. Frames per sec nd
4. Frame photogr sic speed

y-44. What is the normal
motion piptures?
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le fps
24 fps

39 fps
36 fps

eup

speed used to take
ti

picture thal, cap be
Shown in slow motion. At which of the
following speeds do you (a) take the pic-
tures and (b) project the file?

2 rps. (b) 12 fps
2 fps, (b) 24 fps

36 fps, (b) 12 Apo
o fps, (b) 24 fps



9-46. You Should thread film into a motion pic- 9-52.

Aare camera with a film loop before .and
another loop after the film gate for which
of the following reasons?

1. To insure smooth feeding of the film
to the takeup spool

2. To stop the film momentarily while
the exposure Is made

3. To prevent tearing of the film due
to the intermittent action

4. To permit the shutter to revolve

9-47. You wish to use your standard exposure
meter to set the shutter speed on your
camera. If the camera has a shutter open-
ing of 160° and you are filming et 24 fps,
which of the following shutter speeds is
correct?

1. 1/16 second
2. 1/42 second

3. 1/54 second
1/60 second

9-48. When a motion picture projector is being
operated at 24 fps, how many flashes of
light are being projected each second?

1. 12
2, 24

3, 48
4. 72

9-49. Which of the following devices in a sound
projector converts the variations in
light from the sour1d track to electrical
signals?

1. Rotating shutter
2. Photoelectric cell

3. Projection lens
4. Film drive mechanism

9-50. The film supplied at the beginning of
roll to make threading easy is called

1.

2.

3.

4.

base
leader
raw film
frame

a

the

9-51. A transition shot may bc ,;tilled by 4111,____

of the following motion picture photo-
graphy terms?

1. Closeup
Medium shot
Parallax
Long shot
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A -short film, added to the end of a feature
film, that advertises a future attraction

is called a

1.
9

3.

4,

preview
trailer
sequence
film ad

9-53= You have been assigned to shoot some movie
scenes of the ArmyNavy football game.
You have a camera which accepts film
already loaded in a special chamber to
eliminate threading. The cameraas called
a

newspaper camera
2, movie-tone celaera
3. sport camera
4. magazine camera

Learning Objective: Recognize the

methods and techniques of filming
footage of various types of scenes

and objects.

9-94. Scenes that are closely related to each
other are generally presented in a motion
picture in which of the following sequences?

1. Closeup, Medium shot, long shot
2. Long snot, closeup, medium shot

3. Long shot, mediUm shot, closeup
4. Closeup, long shot, medium shot

9-55. Two photographers are shooting motion
Pictures of a Navy carrier as it p4rti-
cipates in the piCkUp of three astronauts.
Both men 0016 the event from the same side
of the ship to control

1. screen direction
panoramic shooting
cut -ins

tftaways

9-56, You are photographing scenes on a sub-
marine and need to shift the continuity
Of the film from one location to another.
You film an officer walking between the
tvo areas. Which of the following tech-

niques are you using?

Screen direction
Matching action
Cut-in
Cutaway



9-57. You are taping newsfilm of a carrier
returning to its home port following a
6-mOnt1 cruise in the Far East. To show
some action related to the docking of the
vessel, you shoot some footage of a Navy
wife waving a banner. Which of the fol-
lowing techniques are you using?

1. Screen direction
2. Matching action
3. Cut-in
L. Cutaway

9-5d. For which of the following scenes is it

permissible to use, panoramic shooting
(panning)?,

1, A long shot of a drill team performlllr
on a parade field
A working party that is loading stores

3. A long shot of the United States
Capitol building

U. A low-flying plane traveling at
supersonic speed

annin
following procedures

Lend _

frame
2. Start and end a panning

with a still shut
Move the camera quickly lough
sequence without pausing
Vary the panning speed throughout
a sequence

CL-. Ly .,us ha

1,c41=1.

basic elements cumpos
in motion pic_.ire production
indicate the effect of camera
angling uu D,tiou

-

pi-turen. ,bieekb 114 the

shook be livid = -1 in .thi ,r

5/

Thirds
Fou-rth-
lnto wh

9-61. You are shooting _ of a spaceship
takeoff. Which of he following sketches
is the one that beat places the ship in
the picture?

bd Which of the fulluwin
used to give emphasis

Mors is NOT
a motion picture?

1 = in tt,e frame

Contrast in color, shape, or other
features

Contrast in movemelit
Film size

Motion_

which of the
mats?

Vel

Horizontal
Diagonal

lowing compos
mited to
on for-

, Co 1, co is ) fs,_L s, l,lches Loll mild 10
'o'e.r181tIVe at,ut iii.. ,.eight When you
picture him wit!. a taller man, which or

the following popes should you create?

Have the CO) closer to camera than
the taller wan and use a low angle
Have the CO closer to the camera
than the taller man and use a Mgt,
angl,
Have llie

the iall,r ,,.an and us_ a wide angle
lens
Have 11.. ataua t 41. . high point

dic,in, area

1,,

techniques and pro:i.aureg

covering a motion picture u.=
assignment



9-65. What information should you inOlude in a
Movie shooting script?

1. The name of the officer in charge
the local photolab

2. A detailed description-and lens
setting for each scene

3. Estimated cost of the production

_ The time and place of each scene

9-66. You make a slate containing the following
information: name of command, date, name
of cameraman-, and camera number. Which

of the following necessary datd have you
omitted?

1. Subject only
2. Roll number only
3. Title of the film only
4. Subject and roll nuttier

9-67. When shooting with 16mm movie film, the
Slate should be photographed within which
Of the following distances on the roll?

1. Last 5 feet
2. First 5 feet
3. First 3 feet
4. Last 3 feet

9-68. Details on forwarding motion picture
footage to the Naval Photographic Center
for processing may be found in which of
the following publications?

1. American Parc
Handbook

2. Manual of Naval Photography
3. SUPERS Manual
4. Armed Forces Newspaper Guide

Items 9-69 through 9-71 pertain t w..44,-

picture footage with major news value.
Mark each statement True or False.

es Radio and Television

9-69. The film must be processed at once. and
then forwarded to the Naval Photographic
Center (NPC).

9-70. You should use the fastest avaliaLia
transportation to forward the film to
NPC.

9-71. When the film IS forwarded, a mene...15
sent to NEC, with an information copy to
CUM, advising NPC of the subject, kypd
and amount of footage, method of delivery.
and approximate time of arrival.

4 3 '7

9-72. The original footage of motion picture
photography with feature value shOuld be

forwarded to

1. CHINFO
2. OFNAV
3. ROPERS
4. NPC

a'
9-73.. Labels on film packages being shipped to

NPC should carry which of the following'L

notations?

NEWSFILM--DO NOT X-RAY
2. NE4510ILM-4DO NOT DELAY
3, NEWSTILM-DO NOT OPEN
4. NEWSFILM--DO NOT DESTROY

9-74. When sending newsfilm to NPC, to whom
should you also send a copy of the story
depicted by the newsfilm7

1. CHINFO Liaison
2. CNO
3. SECNAV
4. CHINFO New :lm Officer

9-75. The insertion of titles is accomp
during which of the following not
picture photography procedures?

Scripting
2. Editing
3- Screening
4. Slating
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Learning Objective. Recognize tech=
niques of using and caring for the
8611 and Howell 70-KRM 1 motion
picture camera.

10-1. Where is the f/stop setting on the Bell
and Howell 70-KRM 1 located?

1. On the turret
2. On the lens barrel
3. On the front of the camera below the

turret
4 On the right side of the i.ameia

the start/stop button

10-2. The critical focus lens on the bell and
Rowell 70 -KRM 1 is normally used for which
of the following purposes?

1. Framing
2. Viewing
3. Extreme cioseup shots
4. Panoramic shots

10-3 Whi,;h or the follow1", Pok,n i. 11

in operating or caring fo. the B,11 and
Howell 70-KRM 1 camerae

1. Running the camera faster than 24 fps
when it is loaded
Storing the camera with its lens
covered
Brushing dust from ti Ale
camera lens

4 Running the t,.Inexa radte, than -4 .1,5

when it is unloadeu

10 4. 14111,;li of the followin9 a ,..

practice in loading gr unloading film
the Bell and Howell 70=KRM 1?

1. Setting the f/bt,Jp at the am,i a.

aperture
2. Removing the a.Jor aierniAy ani

it on a clean, dry surface
3. Removing all Ions filters
4. Loosening the lens barrel in its

10-5. What is the 16mm silent film load capacity
on a Bell and Howell 70-KRM 1?

1, 100 tt
2, 200 ft
3. 300 ft
4. 400 ft

10-6. Operational maintenance of the Bell and
Howell 70-KRM 1 is limited to which of
the following procedures?

1. Cleaning and repair
2. Lubricating and repair
3. Cleaning and lubricating

Learning objective: Indicate practices
and procedures applicable to the oper-
ation of AFRTS outlets.

10-7. The current mission of AFRTS is to provide
DOD personnel with which of the following
types of broadcast prograns which other-

e would NOT be available to them?

1. Educ and training
2. Training and entertainment
3_ Information and entertainer

Information and education

,y ykAldtalICe for the oveLation

of ArRT outlets is contained in which of
the following documents?

ormaviNsT oi oln
2. 00DINST 5120 20
3. FCC Rules and R,6,atIkt..
4. sECWAVINST 1500_4

Ate'., ovtlia opc,. co anti

do sO with the permission of which of the
following authorities?

1 00 ZAL. uftpaLtw...
2. United Nations
3. Federal. Communi,
4. Host government


